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PREFACE

The following note v/as written by Dr. B.G. Dickins, Officer-in-

Charge of Bomber Command O.R.S, from September 1941 to September 1945*

^This monograph describes the main v/ork carried out by the

Operational Research Section, Bomber Command, from its inception in

It has been prepared from

contributions by various members of the branch at all levels,

important to stress that the Section functioned as an integral part

of the Command and worked in the closest collaboration with the other

Thus, although this monograph describes

the actual investigations undertaken, it is pointed out that the re

sults achieved were in many cases the outcome of teamwork between the

Service and scientific staffs. In fact, it is not too much to say
Sucr> COCWi <X^i4u.A/Uct by

that/ii&fty success^fjw the Section was as much due to the receptiveness

of the Service as to the efforts of the scientists.

September 1941? to the end of the war.

It is

branches of the Headquarters.
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CHAPTER I

ESTABUSHMEHT ADD GROWTH OF BOMBER COMMAND O.R.S,

Early Research in Bomber Command

The first scientific analysis of Bomber Command's operations in

World War H was carried out in July 1940 by Mr* A.E. Woodward-Hutt

of the department of the Director of Scientific Research, Ministry of

Aircraft Production (M.A*P.) following a recommendation of the

Committee for the Scientific Survey of Air Warfare. This investi

gation was directed towards the determination of the causes of bomber

losses and a critical ezamination of the phenomena reported by aircrew

during operations. It was hoped that the study would le^ to

suggestions for reducing our losses, while at the same time providing

information which mi^t be of help to our own fights defences. This

survey which was published under the title 'Interception of British

Bombers at Hi^t (May-June 1940)' was the first of its kind conoerhigg

Bomber Command's operations and was most valuable in presenting all the

ascertainable facts; it was decided that a continuous review should be

made on the same lines and from August 1940 Dr. B.C. Dickins of the

Director of Scientific Research's department paid regular visits to

Bomber Command for the pin?pose. 0!hese analyses were issued monthly in

a series of reports entitled 'Phenomena connected with Enemy Hi^t

Tactics', and later called 'Report on Losses and Interceptions of

Bomber Command aircraft' vdiich was continued imtil the end of the war.

The reports constitute a complete record of statistics relating to the

interceptions and losses sustained by our bombers together with various

conclusions which it was possible to draw from time to time.

The early reports in this series revealed certain facts regarding

the efficiency of the bomberjs armament which required further detailed

study and the Cojorniand Armament Officer approached the Director of

Scientific Research for the permanent attachment of a scientific

officer for more detailed analysis of the problem. As a result of this

request. Miss K.M.M. Gk>ggin was posted to Bomber Command in August 1941.

In the meantime, consideration was being given to the provision of

radar aids to Bomber Command and alt] .t was to be many months

before any equipment became available Sir Robert^atson-Watt, the
Scientific Adviser on Telecommunications to the Air Ministry, felt the

need for a liaison officer in the Command to represent hjm in the day-to-

day deliberations which were going on and to study the operational

problems involved. The desirability of such an officer was agreed by

the Commander-in-Chief and in April 1941 Professor A.O. Rankine was

appointed 'Radio Operational Research Officer'. He was succeeded in

July 1941 by Mr. G.A. Roberts of the Telecommunications Research

fr.T

Establishment, 1^0 had previously been working in the Stanmore Research

Section, Filter Command. Apart from being concerned with future

/equipments.
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equipments, numerous other 'Ji^als- problems, in particular the

reputed effect of I.P.P. (identification Priend from Poe) on enemy-

searchlights, arose and Mr. J.A. Jukes and Miss H. Lang Brown were

posted to Bomber Command to assist the Radio Operational Research

Officer.

Formation of the Operational Research Section

The value of the work of the scientists attached to Fighter and

Coastal Commands had been so amply demonstrated that in mid-1941 the

Air Ministry gave consideration to the extension and rationalisation of

the scheme. Previously the operational researchers were, with a few

notable exceptions, members of the Telecommunications Research

Establishment who were merely attached to the Command in which they

served. The change agreed upon was to bring operational research more

directly under the control of the Air Ministry, while making the groups

of scientists now designated ’Operational Research Sections* directly

responsible to the Commander-in-Chief of the Command concerned. The

personnel concerned were transferred to the staff of the Director of

Scientific Research, Ministry of Aircraft Production and seconded to

the Air Ministry for attachment to the various Commands. While the

Sections were completely independent formations, owing allegiance

primarily to their Commands, the closest contact with the M.A.P. and its

experimental establishments was essential and was maintained. Liaison

with M.A.P. was a special concern of the Deputy Director of Scientific

Research 3 (Mr. R.S. Capon) and his staff who throughout the war were

of the greatest help to O.R.Sis both on technical and numerous person

nel matters including recruitment of staff which continually arose*

Establishment questions which were the concern of the Air Ministry

were handled througdi the Operational Research Centre (later Deputy

Directorate of Science) which v/as set up under the Assistant Chief of

Air Staff (Operations). This department also effected a measure of

co-ordination between the various sections and was responsible, inter

alia, for the distribution of the reports prepared.

Thus, follov/ing a request by the Commander-in-Chief in August 1941j

an Operational Research Section was set up in Bomber Command on

In view of his long standing contact and consequent1 September 1941*

knowledge of the Command’s operations. Dr, B.G. Dickins was appointed

Officer-in-Charge, a position he held until after the cessation of

hostilities in Europe. The various other scientists already working in

the Command were brought in to form the nucleus of the section together

with three additional officers provided by the M.A.P.

/scope
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Scope of Research

In asking the Air Ministry for the establishment of an O.R.S.

the Commander-in-Chief outlined the scope of the researches which he

considered should he undertaken. Broadly speaking, these covered the

general study of operations with a view to determining how the

efficiency of operations in terms of homhs on the target per aircraft

lost could he increased. This objective remained the aim of the O.R.S.

throughout the war, although in the later stages, following the

example set by Coastal Command, it was extended to include research

towards reducing the maintenance manpower required to sustain the

effort and other related economic factors. At this stage nobody had

any firm ideas on the desirable size of the section. Some plan was,

of course, necessary and it v/as decided to tackle the problems on a

broad front. The first distribution of staff duties which was issued

on 25 September 1941 was accordingly along the following lines:-

Officer^in-Charge.Dr. B.G. Dickins

) Study of bomber losses.Dr. R.J. Smeed

Miss K.M.M. Goggin)

Mr. G.W.H* Stevens Study of success of bombing
operations.

Study of vulnerability of bombers.Mr. E.A. Lovell

Mr. G.A. Roberts )
lib*. J.A. Jukes )

Study of radar and radio problems.

While the available staff enabled research to get under way,

it was abundantly clear from the beginning that a considerable staff

would be required if the wide field was to be adequately covered,

was considered, however, that since most of any future staff likely to

be obtained would have to be recruited from outside the Government

service, the strength would have to be built up slowly,

inevitable in view of the problems involved in absorbing and training

It

This was

inexperienced staff and was in any case forced on us by difficulties

The continual expansion of the O.R.S. coincided

with that of the Command and although increases were always antici

pated the requirements for office accommodation were usually under

estimated.

in accommodation.

This resulted primarily from the building restrictions

imposed on the Command Headquarters as a whole and the long time taJcen

Shortly after the first building had been

completed in February 1942, the O.R.S. expansion and that of the Command

made it necessary to move part of the staff to accommodation about

This led to considerable

Plans were made for a new

to complete the work.

half a mile away from the main headquarters,

inconvenience and loss in efficiency,

building but it was not until March 1943 tiiat the whole branch came

Two extensions to this building were added later, buttogether again,

even so the O.R.S. suffered from over crowding during most of the warj

a state of affairs which was not conductive to the best work.

RESTRICTED /The ● ● ● «
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711© Bstaljlishment

As a result of a preliminary study of the problems requiring

investigation it was proposed that the initial establishment of the

one principal scientific officer, one seniorSection should be;/

scientific officer, two scientific officers and six junior scientific

officers/**^M!0!i!#«&07 assistants grade III, together with a clerical

staff of five clerks (General Duty), five clerks (Special Duty) and

A scientific establishment of 10 officers was approvedone tracer,

by the Operational Research Centre in December 1941) and it was also

authorised that over the following six months the establishment should

be increased to 30 officers (one principal scientific officer,

two senior scientific officers, five scientific officers and 22 Jimior

scientific officer assistants grade III).

By mid-1942 it was realised that the staff agreed on was insuf

ficient to meet the growing commitmeits of the section, and in September

representations were made to the Air liinistry for an increase in

establishment to 41 officers (two principal scientific officers, four

senior scientific officers, 20 scientific officers/junior scientific

The increaseand 15 assistants grade Il/lII.officers’

approved by the Operational Research Committee in October 1942.

A further expansion to 51 officers was approved in April 1943)

The variation in

was

maximum of 55 reached in August of that year,

illustrated at Appendix 2the strength of the branch is

Laboratory Assistants

result of the growth in the size of the Command, the

quantity of data which had to be sifted in any particular investi-

The initial establishment of service

As a

gation became very considerable,

clerks became in consequence inadequate and in view of the difficulty

in obtaining service personnel for the routine extraction and compile

establishment of 10 civilian laboratory assistant poststion of data, an

Following on the increase inwas sought and approved in May 1945*

intensity in the Commands operations prior and subsequent to the

increased to 20 in May 1944»landings in Europe this establishraent v/as

Some of the civilian posts were filled by service clerks but the

number of wives
majority were filled by local recruitment including

of the officers serving in the headquarters,

assistants worked only part time, and while this caused some incon-

a

Many of the laboratory

the whole the scheme worked very well and they made a

In view of the
venience, on

valuable contribution to the work of the branch,

of the headquarters, recruitment of laboratory assist-isolated nature

ants proved rather difficult and a sufficient number of them was never

obtained.

/Clerical Staff
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Clerical Staff

In accordance with a^eed procedure the clerical assistance

to the O.R.S* was provided by Command Headquarters. The initial

establishment was five clerks (General Duty), five clerks (Special

Duty) and one tracer. This was increased in June 1942 by one in each

class and by a further five clerks (Special Duty) in June 194if, who

were held against the laboratory assistant establishment. Finally

when a number of Junior officers were posted overseas in early

1945> "tlis establishment was increased again by one flight sergeant

and eight sergeant clerks (Special Duty) in order to replace them.

The clerks proved very satisfactory on the whole and took a

considerable interest and pride in their work. The typists, in

particular, were extremely hard working and maintained a very high

output throughout the war.

Hjr raid.'194Q it wgo that the staff iigiucd lubuf-

fioiont te moot tho gpowing eommit[no»to of tho oootien^ and in

nn'hn-n ■-ng^r.-nr. Ttrr.^»r^ ^-j T T-j ^

●ir>nT»Qoo<a in   * 4,m i|i r, (0- g'gj'gntific

.  I| nr»YTir.-p nr>4 e>r>+-i-P-i/●> ^ pn ^ ^-p p, ,

jsonior'"Offieego and 13 AII/AIII)
Qpft-Patinrifll Rponn-pnVi PnTnrnTt + nn -in nn+nVinn ini|0

The Anoroaoo waa approved byiaho

■A fuil/lit^r' yX-iJcUi-siwa

51 -gffir.ers-jwis Briprovod ivr April 19^>^ ond the maitimum of 9$—

ivgq -.y^ 'tf iihrlT ynrr Tho 'Vgriation in-thc sLrengUi

/Vl7 ^
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The Scientific Personnel

Mention has been made of some of the original personnel in the

Section and later, reference will be made to officers selected for

It is neither practicable nor necessary tospecific appointments,

give details of the part played by every officer on the strength of

the branch. A complete list of officers serving in the branch is,

however, given in Appendix I

and departure, and an indication of the section to which they were

attached. In passing, it must be said, however, that very few of

the officers posted to the branch proved unsatisfactory or disliked

the work, a state of affairs which was largely due to the care taken

by the Ministry of Aircraft Production in selecting the staff.

together with the dates of arrival

Organisation of the Section

As explained above, the work of the section was initially divided

into four main sections:-

(a) Study of bomber losses,

(fc ) Study of the success of bomber operations.

(iSk) Study of vulnerability of bombers.

«i) Study of radar and radio problems.

A fifth section for the study of day operations was added shortly after

This arrangement enabled the field available

for research to be adequately explored and work on the main problems

It soon became clear, however, that the study of

radar problems was too closely linked to both the study of the

of bomber operations and that of bomber losses for it to be

pursued in a separate section. The branch was accordingly re-

the branch was formed.

to be started.

success

organized in early 1942 into three sections in the following manner

Head of Branch.Dr. B.G. DickinsOfficer-in-charge O.R.S.

O.R.S.l Research into success

of Night Operations.

Research in losses in

Night Operations.

Research into Day
Operations.

This proved a niuch more satisfactory arrangement, since all matters

affecting one aspect of the Command's operations were in a single

Co-ordination in matters impinging on both losses and

successes was, of course, affected throu^ the head of the branch.

O.R.S.3 was disbanded in early 1943 when the Command ceased day

operations and when these were resumed in mid-1944 the analyses were

carried out by O.R.S.l.

Mr. G.A. Roberts

Dr. R.J. SmeedO.R.S.2

Mr. H.L. Beards0.R.S.3

section.

/The
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The analyses carried out by 0.R.S.2 to determine the cause of

bomber losses, the effect of different equipments on the loss rates

and numerous other factors necessitated the maintenance of adequate

statistics which were not available from normal sources or required

The methods adopted are dis-

It is sufficient

by other branches in the Headquarters*

cussed in detail in Chapter 19 of this monograph,

to state here that 0.R.S.3 reconstituted as the statistical

This section was run by an {iBsistant^II^andsection in early 1943*

Service clerks* An enormous quantity of essential data relating to

each night sortie flown by Bomber Command from March 1944 onwards,

was recorded on Hollerith cards*

Miscellaneous Section
Me

As was to be expected,lO.R.S. was asked to undertake some

functions which did not fit 'in with the organisation described above,

^alternatively^there were some researches which could be pursued
These considerations led to

or

without reference to the main problems,

the setting up of 0.R.S.4 in mid-1942.

had. a specific job to carry out and reported direct to the head of the

Each member of this section

The main items covered were investigations into certainbranch*

aspects of airfield control, research directed towards the use of air

photography in the Command, certain training problems and various

The research projects are dealt with in theroutine commitments,

appropriate parts of this monograph and only brief mention need be made

here of the following two main routine commitments.

The Bomber Command Qxiarterly Review

In January 1942, Coastal Command O.R.S. produced  a document

This was seen by the Commander-called the Coastal Command Review.

in-Chief Bomber Command, who immediately commissioned his O.R.S.

The desirability of diverting effort

to

produce a similar publication,

from research for this purpose was undoubtedly questionable.

although there was no doubt that such a document would be of consid

erable value for propaganda purposes and could be  a useful medium for

As no suitable servingbringing out some of the lessons learnt,

officer could be found at the time, the O.R.S. undertook to dart it

the Service at a later date. Itview to handing it

so happened that Mr. B.R. Megaw, an archaeologist, had considerable

off with a

experience of the right type and he was accordingly appointed editor

of the *Bomber Command Quarterly Review*. The first issue was for the

period April-June 1942, and although several efforts were made to hand

over the work to the Service, it was not until towards the end of the

war that a large proportion of the work was taken over,

of the articles, were, of course, prepared by other branches of the

Ileadquarters, Mr. Megaw wrote a large part of the twelve volumes which

were issued^as well as supervising- their preparation and publication.

/The .....
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The Bomt)er Command Raid Reports

It is well recognised that each major operation carried out by

Bomber Command was a major battle and no two operations were identical.

It was therefore essential for research purposes for each operation to

be studied in detail) for conditions of the operation to be adequately

recorded) the success achieved assessed and the causes of losses

This naturally required considerable effort and took a

The investigations generally showed that the only

report of a raid, excluding the subsequent reconnaissance reports

issued by the Central Interpret^ion Unitj^ wHfch
statement of the damage observed which wab issued by the Intelligence

Branch on the basis of pilots reports, did not represent a very

These reports

best that could be produced on the evidence available at their time

of issue but a permanent and accurate statement was required. Since

the O.R.S. had to collect for research purposes the necessary informa

tion they were asked to roduce a report on each operation for general

Accordingly as from February 1942, a

determined.

considerable time.

were restricted to a

accurate statement of results.

issue , and record puirposes.

series of reports knov/n as the *Bomber Command Night Raid Report

’Bomber Command Day Raid Reports

and

were issued. To start with, parts of

these reports had to be written by various members of O.R.S. 1 and

I

O.R.S.2, but ultimately the M.A.P. were able to recruit a non-scientist

Mr. M. Meyer, to undertake this work. A total of 838 reports on

night operations and 328 on day operations were produced, the majority

by Mr. Meyer who really tackled what must have become a very monotonous

undertaking* with much fortitude. With the increasing* intensity of

operations and only a (^boratory Assistant to help him, the task

became a Herculean one and at one time he was at least three months in

arrears. In February 1945> however, it was possible to call a halt and

get the Intelligence Branch to take over this commitment for future

raids.

The reports give the only complete picture available of each

operation and include all relevant statistics and brief statements of

the weather, route, success, damage and other relevant matters.

Amplified statements of the damage inflicted are obtainable from the

relevant C.I.U. Interpretation report and details of the tactics and

interceptions are given in the ’Interceptions and Tactics* Report which

was issued by the Intelligence Branch for each operation.

Radar Research

The increasing use of radar aids to navigation and bombing and

the great importance of improving the accuracy and operational use of

the various devices available to the Command made it necessary to

reconsider the desirability of carrying out the general analysis of

/the
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the success of operations and the detailed research into the perfor

mance of radar aids -in O.R.S.l. Increase in acciiracy could he

achieved either by improvement in tactical planning or improvement in

the performance and use of the equipment available or a combination

The tactical planning had reached a hi^ degree of

efficiency by mid-1942 and it was considered that  a marked increase

in the success of operations could only be achieved by increasing the

accuracy of the radar devices available,

desirable that the most suitable officer available should devote all

his time to this end.

of both.

It therefore seemed

This officer was Mr. G.A. Roberts, who was in

charge of O.R.S.l, and it was therefore decided to split O.R.S.l into

two parts, one dealing with the general tactical analysis and visual

bombing problems and form under Mr. Roberts 0.R.S.5 which dealt with

navigational and radar research. Dr. B.G. Peters took charge of O.R.SJ.

This arrangement proved completely satisfactory.

Manpower Research

While the major effort of the O.R.S. was directed towards

improving accuracy and the continual stn:iggle to reduce losses,

attention was paid to what is now known as administrative T^esearch.

This type of research was started in O.R.S.6, a new section which

formed for the purpose under Mr. K.A. Stott.

some

O.R.S. Detachments

While the great majority of the staff of the O.R.S. worked at

Headquarters, paying visits to units for specific purposes

required, certain officers were detached to lower formations on a

permanent basis. The first detachment of this kind occurred in 1942

when service trials of Gee were about to be undertaken by the Command.

Following suggestions by the O.R.S.^No. 1418 Flight was established

to develop the operational use of the device and Mr. J.A. Jukes^who

had put forward some proposals on the subject^

the unit to assist in the execution of the trials and the analysis of

Later, when the Bombing Development Unit was re-formed,

Mr. Jukes became the permanent O.R.S. representative at the unit. He
JT.K.

was succeeded in January I943 by Mr.j^Marshall. The value of
scientific assistance in the planning execution and analysis of trials

at the unit was amply demonstrated and in July I945 this assistance

strengthened by the addition of a more senior officer, Mr. H, Mowatt.

Apart from providing general scientific assistance in a large propor

tion of the trials undertaken, some projects, notably those concerned

with the development of Window, were largely the responsibility of the

O.R.S. personnel. The ex3)erience in this and other Commands amply

demonstratedlthat work at the R.A.F. Development Units should be a

permanent feat\ire of the O.R.S. organisation.

as

attached to

the results.

/Representation
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Representation at Groups

The analysis and development of target finding technique formed

a large part of the functions of the O.R.S. throughout the war, and

on the formation of the Pathfinder Force in July 1942 it was clear

that while the general analysis would have to continue at Command

lleadguarters, more rapid analysis would he required at the group
iteadquarters if the Pathfinder Force v/as to fulfil its function of

developing target marking techniques,

tial to establish an O.R.S. representative within the group for the

purpose of advising the Air Officer Commanding on day-to-day problems^

It was therefore felt essen-

assisting in the quick analysis of each operation and in the develop-

The desirability of this proposal was agreedment of new techniques,

by the Air Officer Commanding, and in view of his past experience

1^. Jukes was selected for the appointment, which was arranged on a

part-time basis until he was relieved of his duties at the Bombing

Development Unit in January 1943*

Following a successful O.R.S. investigation into the effect of

pilots* experience in the loss rate, the Air Officer Commanding Ho. 5

Group requested the attachment of an O.H.S. officer to carry out

investigations into some of the problems facing the group, and in

February 1943 J* Curry v/as detached from headquarters for the

Mr.j^Lloyd was appointed to No. 4 Group in July 1943>
lit*. L.F. Lammerton to No. 100 Group on its formation in December 1943>

piirpose.

and Mr. A.V/. Pratt and Dr. J.W. Hopkins to Nos.  1 and 6 Groups respeo

Dr. J. Hopkins was one of the Canadiantively in February 1944*

scientists sent over to this country for operational research duties.

In addition to general group representatives special damage

inspectors were established in Nos. 3> 4 and 5 Groups during 1943>

since the reports on aircraft damaged by enemy action required for

O.R.S. vulnerability investigations could not be rendered in sufficient

detail by the er^ineer officers in view of the pressvire of their normal

damage inspectorSjequippedj^witn moxor cycles and later with
Cars, toured their allotted stations after each operation and rendered

most valuable reports on the damage sustained by the aircraft opera-

Their reports formed the basis of the work described in

duties. The

ting.

Chapter

The establishment of group repr^yntatives proved  a great success

Commanding iiito&^^very highly of the officers

The posts were of considerable responsibility and although

the gain to the headquarters branch was not as great as was expected,

all the officers performed extremely useful functions so far as the

They were undoubtedly over-worked and had

This would

and all Air Officers

selected.

groups v/ere concerned,

staff permitted they would have been given assistants,

have enabled the liaison with the headquarters branch to have been

/improved.RESTRICTED
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The delay in estahlishing the posts was unfortunateimproved,

but could not have been avoided in view of the general shortage of

staff and the absolute necessity of providing experience^(and first-

class men for the posts.

Bomber Command Bombing Research Unit

Shortly after the Allies were successfully established on the

Continent, the Bombing Analysis Unit (B.A.U.) was set up in the

Allied Expeditionary Air Force to study the effects of the operations

carried out in support of the landing,

a large share in this offensive, the Commander-in-Chief Bomber

Command directed that members of his O.R.S. should be associated

v/ith this ttnit.

As Bomber Command had talcen

A small party under the Officer-in-Charge O.R.S.

went to France with the B.A.U. in August 1944*

the Normandy battle area the party became a self-contained team laiown

as the Bomber Command Bombing Research Unit and examined targets in

An account of

After working in

Germany which had been attacked by Bomber Command,

its activities will be i^und in Chapter?,,.

Administrative Officer

One further specialised duty in the O.R.S. must be mentioned and

that is the establishment of the Administrative Officer,

assuming a substantial size, the Officer-in-Charge found it

essential to have an officer to carry out the normal administrative

duties in the branch such as leave, overtime claims, billeting

With
'0*1,

the

arrangements, accomraodation, staff returns, recruitment and payment

of laboratory assistants, circulation of incoming reports and distri

bution of the O.R.S.*s own reports etc.

master who did not possess any scientific qualifications, was selected

In addition, he was responsible for maintaining

The Administrative Officer

Mr. M.W. Corbett, a school-

for this purpose,

certain routine statistics and records.

/relieved the
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the Officer-in~Gharge of a great number of t roublesome administrative

matters as well as acting as his personal Assistant, and there is

no question that such an officer is essential to the smooth running

Y/hen Mr. Corbett left the section after theof a large branch,

cessation of hostilities, his place was taken by  a W.A.A.P. officer.

It is doubful if such an arrangement can be quite so satisfactory as

the employment of a civilian.

The Final Organisation

It is now possible to set out the organisation of the Section

which was finally adopted.and which proved to be quite satisfactory.

This is given below and includes the sub-sectionjinto which the branch

Most investigations fell within the subjects named and

all required continual study in view of the constantly ̂ angin

tactical situation.

was divided.

ty
■o

Qffice3>-in~Charge O.R.S.

Administrative Officer

O.R.S.l (a) General tactical
success of opera
tions.
Bombing accuracy
and weapon effect
iveness.
Bombing training.

Research into Success of
Operations.

O.R.S.l

O.R.S.l (b)

O.R.S.l (c)

O.R.S.2 (a
O.R.S.2 (b

0.R.S.2 (c)

O.R.S.2 (d)

Bomber tactics.
Radio counter
measures.
Aircraft vulnera
bility.
Causes of bomber
losses.

Research into Bomber
Losses.

0.R.S.2

Statistical SectionO.R.S.3

O.R.S.4 (a) Use of night
photography.
Airfield Control.
Bomber Command
Review.
Night and Bay Raid
Reports.

General Problems.O.R.S.A

(t)
(o)

O.R.S.A
O.R. S. A

O.R.S.A (d)

0.R.S.5 (a) Use and accuracy
of blind bombing
aids.
Use and accuracy
of navigational
aids.

Research into Radar Aids
to Navigation and Bombing.

O.R.S.5

0.R.S.5 (b)

O.R.S.6 Research into Manpower
Economy.

3, A, 5, 6, 100(a) Group Representatives Nos. 1,
and Pathfinder Force.
Bombing Development Unit Representatives.
Bomber Command Bombing Research Unit (Field
Investigations),

(d) Group Damage Inspectors Nos. 1, 3> 5 and 6

(t)
(c)

Groups).

Detaobnients
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The Position of the O.R.S. in the Command Organisation

The primary purpose of an operational research section is to make

a scientific study of the operations of the command concerned and to

draw conclusions which v/ill assist in improving the efficiency of the

operations in progress and will ensure that those planned for the future

achieve the maximum effect for the effort expended,

objective in view it was necessary for the O.R.S. to study such sub

jects as tactics, use of and requirements for navigational and bombing

aids, weapon effectiveness, training and aircraft maintenance etc.^all

of which were the responsibility of one or other of the Command branches

It was, therefore, essential for the O.R.S. to hold a special place in

the Command organisation and to work in the closest collaboration with

It was essential also for the O.R.S. to have access

With this

other branches,

to all information relating to past operations and if the maximum

to be made of their specialised knowledge for them to be

consulted in the early stages of the planning of projected operations.

use was

The importance of these requirements was well appreciated by the

two Commanders-in-Chief who commanded Bomber Command during the period

considered in this monograph and by Air'Vice-Marshal Sir Robert

Saundby (Senior Air Staff Officer and later Deputy Comraande:i>-in-Chief).

From its inception the Commander-in-Ghief and the Deputy Commander^in-

their fullest encouragement and did much to

Frank expressions of

Chief gave the O.R.S.

facilitate the conduct of its investigations.

opinion and advice offered, even though not previously asked for,

This attitude did much to establish in the eyes of

wer

always welcomed,

e

the command staff the correct position and functions of the O.R.S.

Complete confidence in the O.R.S*s ability to help was not, of course,

established overnight but apart from a few minor exceptions the

collaboration and recognition was quickly forthcoming. The
necessary

incursion of the scientist into the field of oporations, was, after

all, an innovation insofar as most of the service staff was concerned

and in a large headquarters opposition in some quarters was to be

Most of it was short lived and the remainder removed byexpected,

postings occurring in the normal course of events.

In the same way^as it was necessary for the serving officer to

appreciate the place of the scientist in the functioning of the <5offlraand,

so it was necessary for the scientist to acclimatise himself,

the scientists were recruited primarily from outside the ̂ vernment

service, they not only had no experience of operations but no knowledge

And, although short courses were

arranged at both the Royal Aircraft Establishment and the Telecom

munications Research Establishment for some members of the staff, the

knowledge gained was small compared with that of the command technical

Thus operational research on the equipment side, which was

/not
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of either aircraft or equipment.

staffs.
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not only more difficult to pursue, was restricted by the limited

amount of personnel with the necessary hack^ound and experience.

The scientists had also to learn what was not practicable for both

the aircrew and the bomber force as a whole to cariy out and also to

appreciate the various operational factors which had to be taken

into account before conclusions could be drawn from accumulated

That these lessons were well learned is reflected instatistics.

the fact that no proposal made by the O.R.S. was ever turned down by

the Command on the grounds of impracticability,

most important for the scientists to attain the closesrcontact

For this reason

It is, of course.

possible with actual operations and with aircrews,

the Officer-in-Charge O.R.S. was normally present at the Comraander-in-

Chiefs daily planning conference and arrangements^made for members of

the branch to attend briefings and interrogations as required. The

necessity for visits to stations arose, of course, in connection with

Such visits are an essential part of themany investigations,

practical education of an operational researcher and should be encour-

Ruring the war pressure of work often prevented

some members of the staff from visiting stations sufficiently fre

quently.

aged to the utmost.

In view of its wide terms of reference, involving as it cUd

investigations in the provinces of all branches in both the Air ^taff

and the administrative side of a ̂ Command, the proper place for the

O.R.S. in the Command hierachy is directly under the Commander-in-

Chief. For various reasons such an arrangement is not really prac

ticable and in Bomber Command the Commander-in-Chief placed the O.R.S.

under the Senior Air Staff Officer (and later under the Deputy

Commander-in-Chief when this post was created). At the same time the

Officer-in-Charge O.R.S. had access to the Coramander-in-Chief at all

times. Thus the O.R.S. became a branch of the Air Staff. This

position proved to be satisfactory and even at a later date when

problems relating to the Aiz' Officer Administration^ branches were

On such problems theinvestigated no difficulty was experienced,

branch merely dealt with the Air Officer Administration instead of

It was, however, generally

understood that the O.R.S. was available to assist any branch of the

with the Senior Air Staff Officer.

(Command in any problem, and was situated under the Air Staff primarily

for convenience and because its problems were mainly operations,

has now been realised that the administrative problems are of great

importance where questions of economy of effort are involved.

It

/In
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In connection with the position of the O.R.S, in the Command,

it is of interest to mention that since the O.R.S. was engaged

largely on problems which might he said to be the concern of other

branches, particularly in the case of equipment studies, it was often

suggested that the scientists should be attached to the various service

branches concerned and not be in a separate unit. Such an arrange

ment would have certain advantages but the majority of problems

concerned more than one branch and there was a great advantage in

having a single section covering all aspects of the activities of a

Further, an econon^r in manpower would be achieved since

within limits the staff could be switched to the problems of greatest

There seems little doubt that a separate O.R.S.

branch with the resultant freedom of action is the most efficient

and satisfactory arrangement.

Command.

urgency at any time.

The Research Programme

When the O.R.S. was first formed the Coinmander-in-Chief gave the

branch a broad programme of reseax-ch covering the problems which he

regarded as of the greatest importance,

necessary to meet this

The precise items of research

general direct^l^lwere left to the Officer-in-
Charge O.R.S. to decide, and in consultation with the senior members

of his staff the detailed programme was built up as the staff increased.

From time to time the Commander-in-Chief, his Deputy, the Headquarters

branches and external establishments would request specific investi-

These would be given priority but normally the items for

research originated in the section itself.

gations.

A detailed research programme was prepared occasionally and

submitted to the Comraander-in-Chief and Senior Air Staff Officer for

approval and guidance as to priorities,

the Air Ministry.

It was also forwarded to

Issue of Reoorts

On the completion of an investigation, the results were normally

written up in the form of a report together with conclusions and

It was first forwarded to the service branch or

branches concerned for comments, which were then dealt v/ith, and

finally forwarded to the Senior Air Staff Officer or to the Coramander-

in-Chief through the Senior Air Staff Officer for approval and any

subsequent action.

recommendations.

Those reports which were approved by the Command were automati

cally released for circulation.

One, a general series with a wide circulation list dealing with

/matters

Two series of reports were issued.
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tJni- cth^T, ^

matters of general interest, and designated^S^,f^ports^were

circulated^ outside the Comman'djjiimnediately
Some of the investigations were of a strictly domestic nature and the

results of those, which sometimes criticised certain aspedts of

operations, were included in the*B* series of reports which were not

The reports in this series did not

7xet

concerned.

released for general publication,

necessarily have the Command’s approval, but represented!O.R.S’s

findings and views on the matter. '

Prom time to time members of the staff produced reports which

were not considered suitable for publication by the head of the

section concerned, and for record purposes these were numbered and

classified as .Reports. They did not have the approval of the

Officer-in-Charge and represent only the personal views of the author.

Such reports, however, became available for consultation.

Thus the researches conducted by O.R.S. during the period

September 1941 to June 1945 ar® recorded in the following series of

reports.

(a) General Series Nos. 1 to I4I.

(b) *3*Series Nos. 1 to 243*

(c) 'b‘Series Nos. 101 to 257*

(d) ‘M*Series Nos- 1 to I60.

A Hot of titlfg i the four

External Contacts

The v/ork of Bomber Command O.R.S. was closely related not only

to that of other branches in the Headquarters and in the Experimental

Establishments of the Ministry of Aircraft Production, with whom close

contact was maintained, but also with certain other research organisa

tions. The most notable of these were the Air Warfare Analysis

Section, Air Ministry; the R.E.8 (Research and Experiments) Division

of Home Security; and*N*: Section of the Central

Unit. All these organisations were carrying out,
Oof the Ministryatir ^

^Interpretation
inter alia, operational research into certain aspects of bombing

The A.W.A.S. was respon-operations for which they were well suited,

sible for the preparation of charts associated with the various

ground-based navigational and bombing aids and the calculation of

target co-ordinates, and were in consequence greatly interested in the

accuracies of these systems, which was also a function of the O.R.S.;

R.B.8 following their studies of the effect of enemy bombing of the

U.K., turned their attention to the economic effects of the Allied

offensive and were thus interested in the v/eight of bombs falling on

A determination of this, together with research intothe target.
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methods of improving it, was, of course a primary function of O.R.S*

The O.R.S. thereforefrom the tactical and technical aspects*

provided R*E*8 with much of their operational information, v/hile they

Bombin return supplied the 0*R*S. with bomb plots for analysis purposes,

plots were also obtained from a section of the Allied Central

Interpretation Unit, while *N' Section, which specialised in the inter¬

pretation of night photographs taken at bomb release, developed many

interesting methods of providing evidence of the activities of bombers

in the target area and the distribution of bombs and markers etc, which

were essential to the analysis of raids.

There would have been some advantage had the relevant work of

these organisations been done within the O.R.S but the manpower● >

involved was considerable, and having regard to their other commit¬

ments and the accommodation question, it would have been impracticable.

As it was a very close liaison was maintained ar*i, on the whole, the

arrangement worked smoothly. O.R.S., hov/ever, had no responsibility

for advisirg on target selection or for the assessment of the effect

of the bomber offensive. Their activities in this field were directed

towards increasing the accuracy of attack on the targets selected.

RESTRICTED
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THE TECmQUE OF RAID ANALYSIS

One of the primary aims of the O.R.S. was to study the success

operations, in terms of the percentage of aircraft despatched which

bombed the target, and make recommendations whereby this percentage

Success is influenced by three main factors, the

tactics adopted, the equipment available and the standard of training.

The last two factors, while of great importance, necessarily take

considerable time to improve, whereas changes in tactics can be made

quickly, although desirable changes may be limited throu^ lack of

Available equipment does in fact to a large extent

In order, however, to determine the

importance of these factors on the degree of success achieved it is

could be improved.

suitable equipment,

govern the tactics adopted.

necessary in the first place to make a detailed analysis of a number of

individual raids, some of which have not come up to expectation and some

of those which have, in order to discover in what respects and why the

plan of attack was or was not realised in the event. In this chapter

the various techniques of analysis which were developed by the O.R.S.

are described.
j<^

Such analyses not only aim at exaMng the tactics

employed but provide the fundamental data required for comparing the

effectiveness of different bombing techniques, and ultimately when

sufficient information has been collected enable calculations to be

made of force requirements for future operations.

One of the most serious difficulties in raid analysis is the time

involved, in particular^the time taken to collect and collate all the

necessary information when large-scale operations are involved before

the analysis can really commence. In Bomber Command the intensity of

operations was such that if the lessons from a raid were to be applied

to the following raid, the analysis would normally have to be completed

Since this was clearly impossible, a quick study

of a raid was normally carried out the morning following an operation

by the O.R.S. representatives at groups, in particular Fos. 5 and 8

(Pathfinder) Groups, in collaboration with the intelligence and

in about 12 hours.

operations staff, using the limited information available at the^roup,

while a longer term analysis was carried out by Headquarters O.R.S.

In spite of the delay these analyses often pro\^ed information useful
for future operations.

The Raid as a Unit for Analysis

Considered as an entity, the individual raid has  a more or less

complex structure, and if consideration is restricted to its active

phase in the target area, a relatively short life. The ultimate units

/6>f
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of which the raid is composed are individual aircraft moving through

space at comparable speeds, hut along variously contoiSd tracks,

a critical point in each track the bomb-load is dropped,

a-whole is then the aggregate of these tracks considered in their

it is a warp,the strands of which are the

If the actual raid-as-a-whole can be

At

The raid-as

mutual inter-relationshipj

individual aircraft tracks,

-

reconstructed and studied, it will be found to differ more or less from

the raid as planned; such differences either may be of the order

expected (from past experience) by the planners, or they may be

critically large so as to be significantly discrepant from the planners

intentions. The problem is to reconstruct the raid, compare it with

the plan, and(if possible) to account for major discrepancies between

them.

I

In reconstructing the raid, the chief difficulty is that essential

data are both scanty and (when available) variously unreliable. Thus,

the analyst is forced to accept a sample drawn from the raid

(considered now as a population of data relating to aircraft tracks)

and this sample may be inadequate in size and/or biased in nature,

to

ime co-^»!^inates^f the air<^aft At^he

Purtherm^e, the which avai3^«isle and w^i<^h pur;

(say)/^pace

.J)^b-rele^^, are n$yft^imifopaly reliabi^^. In. ̂ y given case it may or

may not be possible or practicable to check the reliability of any given

datum.

Sources of Data

A variety of documents containing relevant data are available for

most raids. Among these the follovdng may be mentioned,

(a) Weather forecasts, made at various times on the day
preceding the raid.

(b) Form *A* issued as the order for the operation by
Bomber Conmand.

(c) *B* Forms issued as operational orders by Groups to their
Squadrons and by the Pathfinder Force to other Groups, and
containing details of the projected operation,
the O.R.S. produced for internal circulation a ‘Plan of Attack*
based on these forms.

From 1942 onwards

(d) Bomber Coimnand Daily Operational Sorties, giving the size
of the raid as despatched and also a first estimate of aircraft
missing,

(e) Pathfinder Force Operations Board,

(f) Bomber Command Operational V/eather Summary,

(g) Pathfinder Force Provisional Analysis of Operations, and
equivalent documents from other Groups,

(h) Bomber Command Intelligence Summary and Narrative of
Operations.

/Such
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Such documents yielc^rauch useful information, mainly of a

qualitative kind, and (supplemented by a target map) give a rou^

general picture of what was intended and achieved on each raid. But,

so far as raid analysiswiis concerned, theyjuaa>€. of subsidiary importance

in comparison with the follov/ing three main sources of information,

(a) Sortie Raid Reports. In respect of each operational sortie
a detailed report prepared. These, which will be described in
more detail below, giiye information on bombs carried and dropped,
method of bomb-release, and general conditions in the target area.
Above all they important sources of information about the time
of events.

«

(b) Operational Photo,'graphs. These photographs, taken at the
time of bombing,^
plotted and compared with the time and height of bombing given in
the Sortie Raid Report (S.R.R.), they enableilthe position of the
aircraft at bombing to be fixed in space and time with considerable
accuracy. Tliey further presented a pictorial commentary on events
in the area attacked. The plotting and interpretation of opera
tional photographs
case of night Taids, and O.R.S^'bttw leaned heavily on t^e plotting
officers of the Intelligence branch, at all levels throughout the
.Command, for plottings by ground detail, and on Section of the

AHiWQentral Interpretation Unit ^
^

hen

skill and time, particularly in the

 for more complex forms of
int erpret ation.

fundamental importance in that, w

(c) Daylight Photographic Reconnaissance.

after most majo:^ raids, complete photographic cover of the target
area Was in daylight by the Photographic Recon¬

naissance Unix (P.R.U.). The interpre'^tion of this P.R.U. cover
Was Hrw«»*in the hand^of 'K' Section ofSc.I.U., who regularly
produced damage reports and, in some cases, crater plots (showing

the position of each recognisable ̂ g^J^r^ter^;^ Making use both of
Section (A.C.I.U.) Veports on W^peralTonSL photos and of

P.R.U. cover, the Research and Experiments department of the
Ministry of Home Security (R.E.8) itftwwrproduced more elaborate
analyses of damage and also a considerable number of crater plots.
Bach crater plot the basis of a statistical analysis of bomb-
fall distribution, which at once yieldeelnumerical parameters for
the raid in question.

As soon as possible

The three main kinds of basic data outlined above now require

detailed consideration, since it is necessary that the limitations

inherent in each type of analysis should be fully appreciated. Many

aspects of photography have not been the direct concern of the O.R.S.

but it is nevertheless essential that the background should be clearly

delineated so that the work of the O.H.S. can be seen in the right

perspective.

Sortie:. Raid Reports

In respect of each returning operational sortie a detailed report

was obtained, from interrogation by the Intelligence branch at squadron

level, and submitted through groups to HeadquartersJ^

of this report varied^^ith the changing requirements of the branches

interested, in particularJ^O,R.S., and questions no longer required were

/deleted

The precise form
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deleted as soon as possible in order to spare both tired crews and the

Originating with a discussion athard-pressed intelligence officers,

the Group Commanders’ Conference of 9 August 194i> an<i follov/ing

closely the existing Form ’C’ used in Fo. 5 Group, the Sortie Raid

Report v/as tried out in No. 5 Group during November and December 1941>

and was adopted by all operational groups as from  1 April 1942.
jOf

lll^^is the,pro forma of the Sortie Raid Report (S.R.R.)

used from November 1943 until (with minor modifications) the end of

It will be seen that Section 'A' is concerned mainly with

0

the war.

identification and with data ascertainable before take-off.

was intended for items of immediate importance (e.g. enemy ship

sightings) which v/ere

fact, appear on the S.R.R. at all.

interrogation, replies being given only where applicable.

Se

telephoned to the ^roup at once and did n

ction 'B*

ot, in
Section *C* was used as a guide for

Moreoever,

the headings of Section *A* were not repeated on the S.R.R. itself, and

the completed document resembled the specimen shown ●=4-

A comparison of these two forms will, in most cases, make the S.R.R.

self-explanatory, but the follov;ing commentary may be helpful,

(a) The symbol (30 plus 8) after the Captain’s name raeanC that
he had completed 30 operations in his first tour, and eight in his
second; such data were used as evidence of experience,

(b) The target given in Section ’A' is the brief/target;
in C(l) is either the target actually attacked or, in the case of
abortive sorties, the place, time, height and reason for abandoning
the mission,

(c) The load dropped, C(5), was quoted by the Pathfinder Force
and by the Main Force in all cases where the load was split up
between two or more aiming points,

(d) Under C(6) was to be given the colour of marker bombs and,
for target indicators the time at which it was seen to cascade;
the latter information was used in tracking down decoy target
indicators,

(e) C(7) would be answered in place of C(6) in such cases as
bombing on dead reckoning from a previously identified landmark,
or bombing blindly by radar aids,

(f) The bomb-load dropped was ascertainable from the load carried
(Section 'A') less any returns under 9(a) or (b).

(g) Questions C(l0) and (ll) were later discarded.

that

Different parts of the S.R.R. were of importance to various

Command ^headquarters, and to different

So far as raid analysis is concerned the
^oups and at

sub-sections of the O.R.S.

data of main importance were:-

branches at

/(a)
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(a) target attacked,

(t) bombs dropped on target,

(c) time, height, heading and airspeed at bomb-release,

what was in bombsight (or other method of bombing),

bomb aimer*s and pilot*s reports.

(d)

(e)

The aircraft was identified by sciuadron number and aircraft letter.

From this information a time histogram of the raid was constructed,

known from its size as the *Table-cloth*, in which each vertical column

represented one minute and each unit cell one sortie,

square cell contained the identification (e.g.

symbol indicating the point of aim (e.g.green target indicators),

symbol to show if that aircraft*s photo had been plotted, and in some

cases a special bomb-load symbol (e.g. indicating H.E. only).

Each half-inch

lOl.iJ*), a colo\n*ed

a

Above the i»ain force histogram the jPathfinder
separately shown, with an additional symbol to indicate the kind of

In the case of (say) a green target indicator of

average burning time, seven minutes, a horizontal green line would be

An additional horizon row of cells

H.B. aircraft were

markers dropped.

drawn extending over seven columns,

would show (by small dots), minute by minute reports of the cascading

of (say red) target indicators.

A/o
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SORTIE RAID REPORT

Section

Aircraft (a/c) Squadron and Letter.

Station and Raid Report No.t

Group:

Date:

BomL load and fusing )
including special
flare loads

)
)

a/c Type and Mark:

a/c Number:Special Equipment:

No. of Ops:Captain:Target:

.0) Function:Navigator*s Watch Error:

Section *B*

Immediate reports.

Section *C*

(1) Target Attacked:

Weather over target at the time of bombing:

How did you identify the target:

Time of attack (to nearest minute): height (to nearest
thousand): heading (magnetic); Indicated airspeed
(in m.p.h.):

Load dropped on target:

What was in bombsight:

If bombsight not used, how did you bomb:

Bomb aimer’s description of target area:

If any bombs, flares or target indicators were
jettisoned, state place, time, and height and reason:

(b) If any were brought back, give details and reason:

Give place and time where route or warning markers were seen
or dropped and remarks as to effectiveness:

What (if any) of the special equipment qaentioned above was;-

(a) unserviceable:

(b) not used:

If a defect affected the result of the mission, state which
component or equipment failed:

Was the aircraft damaged by (a) fighters, (b) flak, (c) other
causes, e.g.
particulars:

If you knowingly deviated from the ordered route, state the
route taken and give the reason for the deviation:

Describe effects of any adverse weather encountered, e.g.
ice, thunderstorms, electrical storms:

Pilot*s personal report:

Initials of Interrogating Officer:

(a)

falling bombs, collisions? If so, give brief

Time of Origin:

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)

(16)

(17)

(1) Pathfinder Force only.
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SPECIMEN COPY OP RAID; FOR laiN FORCE

Section ’A*

No. 4 Group

2/3 October 1943 -KJjE-OLyEcuj. ^
2 X 1000 (medium capacity) (timed- )

24 X 30 Jlncendiary|,‘fe90 x 4 Inci^MKOuru^
30 X 4 'X* *^ype ^

) (2)
Gee Mark XIV/bS, Boozer,
Munich.

H2SMonica,

G■1Q2 . .
”?ocEIington 442
Halifax II . lA
LW 246
P/O Smith (30 + 8)

.025^«^

Section *C*

(1 Mimich stTAtft
2/10 to 3/10 cumulus) 5000 ft. Visibility excellent.
Red and Green (target indicators) seen cascading. Checked on
dead reckoning nm from north tip of Wurm See, which was identified
visually.
2131 hours., 18000ft: 052M: 270 m.p.h,
M.P.I. of Green Target Indicators.
2129 hours.
No Red Target Indicators seen at time of bombing: Greens well

One of these seen to cascade at

concentrated with exception of one about 5 miles to east. Much smolce
in t arget area.

Jx 1000 MC hung-up and was Jettisoned 49 12N 09 34E 2202 hours
19000 ft.
Ruby Spot fires seen near Wurm See on run at 2126 hours. These were
scattered over an area of several square miles.
H2S Monica
Port wing damaged by incendiaries over target. Believed flak damage
to stai’board inner engine 40 miles short of target, 2120 hours I9OOO ft.
Severe icing en route, lost height 2p00 ft. This caused us to be
several minutes late in reaching target.
Fighters and searchlights very active in target area. Coned for th:?ee
minutes after bombing. At 2135 hoiirs Lancasters passed 200 ft below,
LCL. 0712 hours 3 October.

(2
(3)

(4
(6

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)
(13)

(16)

(17)

The completed ’Table-cloth* gave a clear birds-eye view of the raid as a

whole, extended in the time dimension, and also provided nimierous useful

indexes such as aircraft bombing per minute, proportion plotted per minute,

aiming at (say) iPed target indicators per minute etc.

Difficulties of size and colour preclude the reproduction of ’Table-ci.oths’

in this monograph, but large numbers of them are filed at O.R.S. Bomber Command

along with other raid data, in chronological order.

Another useful document deriving from the * Table-cloth’ was the photo--

graphic ^plotting list prepared for each raid. Here, against aircraft listed
in time-order of bombing- were given:-

(a) Method of plotting, if any (e.g. by ground detail, light tracks etc.),

(b) Plotted position as distance and bearir^ from aiming point,

(c) ft ircraft heading.

Originally prepared by hand, these lists were later provided using a Hollerith

tabulator, from punched cards, each card representing one sortie and punched

/as

f'tuiAr
(1) t\j

(2) f ot^
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as a result of coding the Sortie Raid Reports.

Operational Photographs

At the time the O.R.S. was established, night photography was in

its very early stages of introduction into Bomber Command. A few

aircraft had been equipped with suitable cameras and an occasional

successful photograph was being obtained. These all too infrequent

photographs gave the badly needed information of where an aircraft

actually bombed and opened up an enormous and profitable field of

operational research. Previously, the only information available on the

success of an operation came from crews reports and subsequent P.R.U.

cover. All toe frequently cover of the target showed little damage and

nobody knew where the attack fell. V/ith the introduction of night

photography this information became available and it became possible

to determine the causes of failures and to improve the effectiveness of

operations. The provision of this essential data in sufficient quantity

did not occur over night. There is a story of great difficulties

successfully overcome, both by the photographic branch of Bomber Command

in securing adequate photographs taken v/ith bombing, and in the inter

pretation and plotting of such photographs by the Photographic Inter

pretation! Section of the Intelligence Branch Bomber Command and by ’R*

Section of the Allied Central Interpretation Unit^A. C-I.U-)-

In the earlier daylight raids,cameras carried by selected crews were

manually operated by the pilot, ten seconds after bomb-release. Result

ing photographs often showed the actual bomb strikes and in that case

gave accurate information as to where the bombs fell.

Right Photography

At night, the difficulty was to secure a photograph of the ground,

at the point where the bombs fell, illuminated by an almost instan

taneous photoflasli, dropped at the same time as the bombs,

situation is that, after release, the bombs trail behind the aircraft,

and the photoflash (having a lower terminal velocity) behind the bombs.

Ideally, the photoflash should ignite at a definite pre-determined

instant of time at a reasonable height above the ground, and if possible

There is a further requirement

The

outside the field of view of the camera,

that the aircraft should continued in strai^t and level flight until

The whole situation calls for accxrrate timing inthe bombs have struck,

the launching and ignition of the photoflash and in the operation of the

camera.

After many experiments, including an attempt to secure strike

photographs as in daylight with backward-pointing cameras, the problem

was solved by introducing an automatic camera control and photoflash

release actuated by the bomb-release key and introducing a time delay

(varying with height) smch that the vertical camera secured a photograph

/of
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of the point where the horahs (still in the air) would finally strike,

if the aircraft continued in straight and level flight,

in the photoflash were such that this *‘bombing frame' had to he exposed

Timing^errors

for eight seconds in order to he reasonably sure of recording ground

detail. The result was that fixed sources of light on the ground were

recorded as elongated streaks} these were straight if the aircraft's

course was straight during the eight seconds, but variously contorted

by aircraft manoeuvres. The A.C.I.U. perfected a method of deducing

manoeuvres from the streak-pattern on the bombing frame and adjacent

frames. Thin infiwi*aati

Photo-Dispersion

Later in the war, the barometric fuse on the photoflash was re

placed by a more accurate clockwork fuse, which enabled the exposure

time of the bombing frame to be reduced to four seconds. Even with

straight and level flight, however, errors in the timing of the flash

led' to errors in taking the centre of the bombing frame as the point

of bombfall. If the aircraft changed course before the photoflash

ignited, the error would be increased, and if it was then in an attitude

of bank or tilt, throwing the camera axis out of the vertical, the error

might be very great.

The probable distribution of bombs about the centre of a night

photograph is fully discussed, and diagramraatically illustrated, in

Bomber Command O.R.S. Report No. 7>

OtR.S. in another eeimeetien.

which shows that, with the camera

axis vertical at photography, bomb ballistics and evasive turn of the

aircraft between bomb release and photography will lead to half the

bombs being less than half a mile from the plumb point,

of variation in height and airspeed, and of normal amoimts of tilts

and/or bank also discussed in this report.

The effects

If, on a given raid, these plotting errors are random in direction

and amount they do not significantly affect an estimate of where the

They might, however, make the raid appear more

It was therefore desirable to secure a

quantitative measure of this 'photo-dispersion' effect, but it was not

until the last year of the war that the O.R.S. obtained the data neces-

raid is centred.

scattered than it was in fact.

Tilting? of Camera

The Type 35 camera control, adjustable for height of aircraft at

bombing and showing the required photoflash fuse setting in seconds

(the flash was fused to explode at half the height), worked well enough

/with \A ■r:
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with mixed loads of incendiaries and high capacity bomhs with, a terminal

velocity (T.V,) of about 800 feet^Scond dropped from 20,000^^ area
targets* Depending on the bomb load, there were slight systematic

errors involved in taking the centre of the bombing frame as the point

of bombfall, but these were quite negligible in comparison with the

random scatter of bombing and with the errors involved in plotting

aircraft bombing from this height. But from early 1944 the series of

campaigns directed against tactical targets were carried out from much

lower height, leading to increased accuracy of both bombing and plotting,

and with 500 pound or 1000 pound medium capacity/general purpose bombs

1^ having a T.V, df nearer ̂ 600 feet^ second. The result was a quite
serious error in plotting.

TA&O.R.S. drew attention to this situation and devised a series of

corrections to be applied to the plotted position, depending on height

of bombing, T.V. of bombs, and length of stick (the centre of the stick

was to be plotted), and making necessary wind corrections

^^^The Photographic Intelligence Section

had insufficient staff to apply these corrections, however, and
o

suggested instead that the tilting of the camera forward through o

(with which No. 5 Crroup were experimenting) should be made general. The

O.R.S. reported favourably on t-H-ig fTrT=Rfvn3an-p Command OiR.O. Memo No.

and it was suggested that the photoflash settings should be

changed to give still greater accuracy, and also that the first bomb of

the stick rather than the stick centre should be plotted, since a wide

In view of the fact

nomniflnrt

variation of stick spacing was coming into use.

that trials on a new photoflash were in progress, and that these^if

successful, would in any case lead to a new set of photoflash fuse

settings, the Photographic Branch rejected the su^ested changes in fuse

settings in favour of varying the camera tilt as follows:-

Operation Heightf Camera Tilt
Up to 9,000 - forward

10-14,000 5 forward
16-20,000.’. 3 forward.

This v/as officially laid in a postagram dated 22 June 1941*

Although theoretically adequate, this scheme did not work well in

Under high pressure of operations.practice for the following reason,

with often a last-minute change of target and of briefed bombing height.

ground crews could not be relied upon to make the necessary changes in

It was not merely that, in any given case, the camera might nottilts,

have been at the correct tilt, but that the plotters could not know ̂

The large but calculable errors of the

/vertical-c amer a

whether it was so or not.

t:^
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vertical-camera plot were replaced “by an unknown proportion of in

calculable errors. This heoame particularly serious in No. 3 Group

since the O.R.S. was striving for accurate analysis of their

attacks; the vertical-camera was therefore restored throughout that

jroup in a letter dated 21 February 1945) throughout the rest of
the Command with effect from 7 April 1945* A new dial was designed

for the Type 35 camera control, the difficulty of weapons of different

T.V. being met by providing separate dials for those of T.V. respect-
pir

ively less and more than ̂ 200 feet/second.

Camera Sequence

The night camera ha«ino shutter other than the capping blind

which covers each wind-over, so that film is continuously exposed

It was therefore necessary to wind over a

new piece of film at the beginning and again at the end of the eight

(or four) seconds bombing exposure. The camera was often operated

repeatedly in order to photograph interesting phenomena, and some of

these additional frames also recorded ground detail lit by the photo

flashes of other aircraft. There was thus the problem of identifying

the bombing frame; this, in fact, was solved by sandwiching it be

tween two short one quarter second exposures, operated by the auto

matic camera control, though these short exposures were primarily

introduced to eliminate fogging of the bombing frame.

The actual sequence of photographs comprised in one complete

from take-off to return.

camera operation was as follows (the day-camera sequence is also

it will be referred to below).listed here for convenience;

Day Camera

Start frame.

Night Camera

Start frame (fogged out) v/ith
test wind-over to:

Indefinite exposure from base
to target.

Bomb-release frame (exposed)
about 30 sece«45#

i'-second pre-bombing frame.

4-second bombing frame,

i^second post-bombing frame.

Frame No:

1

Test frame.2

Bomb-release
frame.

Bombing frame.

Bombing frame.

5.6 Secon<bai’ter
No. 5.

1.6 secondsiXter
No. 6.

3

4

5

6

Indefinite exposure from tar
get back to base.

Prior to the end of 1943 there was no bomb-release frame, so that

No. 4 was then the bombing frame, and at that time was exposed for

The cycle operated by the Type 35 control (Frames No.

3-7) was usually repeated in the target area, at the will of the

air bomber, to furnish additional cover, though the *bombing frame'

7

8-seconds.

/of
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of this second cycle would not usi^ally show ground detail since no

In a proportion of cases, however,

ground detail illuminated by the photoflashes of other aircraft was

visible.

second photoflash was dropped.

Plotting by Light Tracks

In a concentrated fire raid, there quickly form^a dense carpet

of incendiaries burning in the ground, and the intense light from

these Mky completely *fog* the ground detail hit by the photoflash.

It follows that aircraft bombing the centre of such a concentration

had a smaller chance of being plotted than those on the edge. Thus,

the picture of the raid given by a plot of ground-detail photographs

ucSpessiraistically biassed in favour of stragglers and the raid appear.j(^

more scattered than it was. This vitiated any attempt to get a

quantitative measure of scatter from photographs plotted by ground

Early in 1942 the C.I.U. (*N* Section), hov/ever, developed

a method of plotting aircraft by means of the pattern of incendiaries

on the fogged-out bombing frame, which overcame this difficulty. The

method W:ft5greatly complicated by the fact mentioned above that the

detail.

points of light (incendiary candles) appeaz^fon the bombing frame as

contorted streaks. Portinately, the^*. .second frames, whose purpose

was solely to eliminate fogging of the bombing frame sandwiches

between them, usefully recorded incendiaries almost as points, and so

revealed their pattern.

Slow-operating Shutter at Hight

Certain aircraft were fitted with the so-called ’slow-operating*

shutter (the adjective was applicable to daylight conditions) which,

set working on approach to the target, automatically took a I/25

second exposure every six seconds until switched off.

using this at night was to produce a series of line-overlaps crossing

fires, and

These line-overlaps

The effect of

the target, and recording the patterns of incendiaries

target indicator bombs burning on the ground,

were of the greatest use to *N* Section of the A.C.I.U. in plotting

they unfortxmately had the defect that itaircraft by light tracks^

was practically impossible to identify a bombing frame for the aircraft

in question, and therefore impossible to plot its own position at

bombing.

Adequacy of the Plotted Sample

It was of great importance to determine whether the photograph

plotted by ground detail and light tracks represented an unbiased

sample of the raid as a whole, and this problem was investigated by^^

In raids between 10 and 26 Jime 1941) of 1385 sorties

/reporting

O.R.S.
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reporting attack on the primary target, only 17 per cent secured

technically successful photographs and only 10 per cent were photographs

taken with homhingj this sample was too small to sustain adeq.uate

By April 1942, 93 per cent of despatched sorties wereanalysis,

fitted with cameras, and within a few months the figure was 100 per cent.

By August 1942 the C.I.U. was providing a substantial proportion of

plottings by the new method of plotting by light tracks:^for certain

By the time of the Riihr campaign in the second q.uarter of 1943>

50 per cent of the aircraft reporting attack under clear conditions

actually plotted, half by ground detail and half by light tracks,

and still more might have been plotted if time had permitted. From this

time imtil the end of the European war the proportion of aircraft

plotted, on night raids, steadily increased until by the end of the

war it was as often as not over 80 per cent. As a result of a careful

investigation, it can be said that from the beginning of 1943 onwards

operational photographs yielded an unbiased sample of a size adequate

for quantitative analysis, on most clear-weather raids and on a fair

proportion of moderate-weathsc* raids.

raids.

were

presented a difficult problem not onlyPoor-weather raids

operationally but also in analysis, owing to the paucity of operational

The C.I.U. (*H* Section) devisedphotographs tied to ground detail,

a complex method of plotting by cloud pattern which took into account

the drift of clouds as well as the movement of the aircraft above them.

Prom such cloud plottings it was possible to assess the concentration

of a raid in space relative to the ground, but without knowing where

the raid was centred, unless a break in the clouds permitted ground-

The only other adequate method for analysing

poor-weather raids, by crater plots, will be referred to below in the

section on daylight photographic reconnaissance.

detail to be recorded.

Colour Film

The introduction of colour film in October 1943 great

advantage that the colour of target indicator bombs could be assessed.

but this film was so much slower than the standard night film that there

This danger was overcome bywas a danger of ground-detail being lost,

fixing a short length of colour film on top of the standard film so that

it covered the earlier frame up to the first quarter-second frame, but

left the bombing frame unobscured.

Daylight Photography

V/ith the transfer from Bomber Command of No. 2 Group at the

end of May 1943, daylight bombing operations ceased until June 1944,

but in the next three months daylight operations accounted for more

than 50 per cent of the Command*s effort, and they continued to the end

/of
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of the war. Operational photographs present^far fewer problems in

daylight. The day camera^iih^ similar to the night camera, except that a

Gutteruja$fitted and instantaneous exposures replaceci-the long night

One such exposure made at the time of bombing releaseexposures,

(see above).

Forward Plotting from Bomb-release Frame

The bomb-release frame recordedLground detail at  a time in the

bombing run when the aircraft WOS most likely to be flying strai^t and

level. If the centre of the bomb-release frame e plotted, and the

height, airspeed, and track of the aircraft /^^loio^vn, the point of

bombfall e forecast by using ballistic tables. ItvUhs shown

that, in comparison with a standard raid-plot made from the bombing

frames, a plot made by this method of forward plotting W<tfless

scattered and showsirauch closer agreement with a plot of the actual

bomb craters. Accordingly, not only was this method of forward plotting

devised and used by O.R.S. for plotting daylight raids, but also it

gave for the first time ̂ antitative evidence on the amount of 'photo-
dispersion* due to plotting from the bombing frame (see above), and so

allov/ed a correction to be made in those cases where no bomb-release

frames available, as in night raids. This correction for photo-
(1)

dispersion is described in Bomber Command O.R.S. Report No. I36,

and is discussed further on Un .page

Unfortunately, there eflw» fev/er plots of day raids than there might

The photographic interpretation branch of Bomber Commandhave been.

Intelligence did not consider that its terms of reference covered the

plotting of day raids, and, while the A.C.I.U. undertook the plotting

of target indicator marker bombs for a few raids and also plotted some

bad weather raid by cloud patterns, they were "unable throi^gh pressure

of other work to accept a commitment for routine plotting. With a few

exceptions, the plots of day raids which available v/ere made by the

O.R.S., it was undertaken in this case for selected raids so that

investigations could be made into day operations which at this time

represented about half the Command*s effort.

Among the jjroupS^ No. .4 Group voawi especially interested in the

plotting of day photos by the method of forward—plotting from the

lease-point frame, and in co-operation v/ith them the full details of

the method were worked out by the O.R.S. in July 1944*

issued to groups in Bomber Command O.R.S. Report No,B,224

re

The method w

(2)
togethe

-

as

r

with tables giving the forward-plotting distance in yards, for bombs of

T.V., 4^00 feetj^second and 8OO feetjjsecond respectively, for
various

/operational

■rx> ^VN.

TOx.y Ct\ Po^ltokt ‘
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operational heights from 4pOO feet to 20p00 feet and for camera

tilts of 0°, 3°, 5°, and 8° forward; there was also a table of wind

correction factors.

Tilt and Bank at time of Photography

Daylight photographs also enabled the O.R.S. to work out methods

of determining the tilt and bank of the aircraft at the time of

photograpt^) and thence the plurafcjpoint. Theoretically sound, these

methods v/ere too time-consuming for practical use, in a very busy

period, except in cases of critical importance. Bomber Command O.R.S.

Report No. 106 gives several related methods of landing the angles of

tilt (fore and aft) and bank (side to side) of the camera plate at

the time of photography, based on the plotting of several points on

the photograph and relating measured distances between these points

on the print to the corresponding ground-equivalents. Bomber Command

gives a brief graphical method for determ-

plum^oint of the aircraft from the found angles ̂  tilt

These methods assumed the use of the standard l^inch

(1)
O.R.S. Report No. 108

ining the

and bank. lens

(2)
.^elepts the best ,Bomber Command O.R.S. Report No. 114

Jl it to cove<*aijjWr-«wdi,5Cven ami ieiv>

camera,

of the tilt/bank methods

cameras, also covering the plumtjpoint
cing the two earlier reports for practical piarposes.

detennination, and thus repla-

Plan^v Position Indicator Photographs

The determination of the accuracy of blind bombing v;ith equip

ment such as H2S was of great importance, and the O.R.S. pressed

strongly for the development of a suitable method for photographing

the Plan Position Indicator (PPL) at the time of bomb release,

this photograph could be accurately plotted by means of some recog

nisable feature, the position of bombfall could be calculated as in

plotting forward from the daylight release-point frame,

vagueness of the presentation, plotting by this means was not thought

to be very accurate, but in view of the great value of being able t<^

determine the position of aircraft above cloud, it was desirable to

secure a measure of the accuracy achievable.

The accuracy of plotting H2S photographs was determined by com

paring the positions of aircraft at bomb release plotted respectively

from the P.P.I. photograph and from the standard bomb release frame

If

Owii^ to the

(see above) obtained during the daylight operations, and also using

The problem is discussed

from which it will be

the bombing frame during night operations,

in Bomber Command O.R.S. Report No. 148
(3)

seen that the radial standard deviation of plotting by this method

^ of the order of one mile. /Daylight

c4e PlorftUV-fcliit'Ah At#' '

% r♦
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Davli/^t PhotO|gyaT3hic Reconnaissance

The main purpose of daylight photographic reconnaissance is,

of course, to provide information on the damage inflicted on the

target, V^enever P.R.U. cover of Bomber Command targets proved

adequate in quality, a provisional statement on damage wtt/s

issued by *K* Section of A.C.I.U. and this (Sfas often followed

by a more detailed statement, both largely in qualitative terras.

Quantitative assessments of damage, of the greatest value in determ

ining effectiveness of weapons as v/ell as in measuring the amount of

damage inflicted, Immk carae from R,E,8, liinistry of Home Security

(later transferred to the Air Ministry). This, in itself, con-
1  ojatS

stitutea a different form of raid analysis, and there i* a fertile

field of research, partially explored by R.E,8 in correlating this

type of analysis v/ith the operational raid analysis undertaken by

the O.R.S. But data for the latter lOMMi also derived from day¬

light photographic reconnaissance in the form of crater plots.

Crater Plots

In some ways a crater plot providedi a far more accurate picture

of raid than di'cL/ a plot of night photographs, since the actual

bomb craters Jrecorded and the various errors inherent in plots of

therefore eliminated. Also, ideally, the crater plotphotographs

shows all the live bombs dropped, whereas at best the plot of photo¬

graphs recordfeithe position of only a sample of the attacking air-

craft. Crater plots ilH, nevertheless, sufferj^from a number of

limitations, none of v/hich applied to plots of photographs,

principal limitations »»●:-

The

(a) The P.R.U. aircraft attempt<&dto photograph the target
attacked and if the raid was unduly,^dispersed or badly centred
the photographic cover obtainednftPiot include all the bombs
dropped, and this fact im|ii compTicateJdetailed analysis.

/Vi *(b) It Sfej^be difficult or impossible to recognize all the
craters present. It Jji, in fact, almost invariably the case
that not all the bombs that exploded within the area of a
crater plot the average proportion plotted of
the order of 80X*as lar as can be ascertained by estimating the
number of bombs that on the area of the crater plot
from the distribution of the night photographs and making an
allov/an^ for unexploded bombs. The pi^ncipal factors which
affect|the proportion of bombs which be plotted «B^the
quality and scale of the photographs, the nature of the
terrain, wooded country and heavily built-up areas being the most
difficult, and the density of bombfall. The most important
point axjithat more craters tend to be missed in the central parts
of the bomb distribution where the density *i8;^greatest and as a
result the spread of bombs tendttHto be over-estimated.

(c) The crater plot^of co^'se ■'i.'fliyev no evidence of how the
raid progressed, and it therefore be used for that time
analysis of raids which ifas often so illuminat€<jL’ an analysis of
night raids.

/In
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In the case of large town targets the preparation of a crater

plot ujufia long and difficult task. Itto»s considered that, on halance,

the plot of photographs iiSJ^sufficiently accurate and far less tirae-

Nevertheless, crater plots prepared by R.E.8 for

several raids on town targets, and a number of these for the specific

purpose of assessing major raids carried out in bad v/eather.

consuming.

In the case of small targets, the inaccuracies of plots of

photographs beoAme important and the crater plot better source

of data on most counts. Thus, for example, a series of complete

crater plots was prepared by A.C.I.U. (*K* Section) for the attacks on

railway marshalling yards in 1944*

Tv/enty Acre Densities

A method of obtaining a rapid measure of success from daylight

reconnaissance photographs which^was used, was to count the number of

on the aiming point,
aV

of^ area^20 acres centred
craters within a circle

and then to express the result in terms of bombs per acre per i^OOO

bombs dropped,

circle 'MM D

u«U*
For this method no crater plot 4m req.uired since t

e drawn and the craters counted directed on the photog

he

raphs.

This method only provider data which mm. be used for comparing raids
Ceui^ Mh

with one another, since it cxUmmt be assumed that there are no missed
ujC/TI*

Even when these results msas used for comparative piarposes

one iiB^not to be misled, to bear in mind that

vHiift I Neveoccur.

craters,

it unnecessary, if

differences in the proportion of craters detected rt/jeleis

the information derived from these counts for 207 raids

carried out in the ̂ ^umraer of 1944 proved very useful.

Fire Mosaics

A further source of data should be mentioned here because,

although derived from operational photographs and not from P.R.U.

the fire mosaics or

These

cover, it Wfl$ strictly analogous to a crater plot;

plots of incendiary sticks prepared by A.C.I.U. (*N’ Section),

should be sharply distinguished from plottings of aircraft by means of

light tracks, since they have something approaching the accuracy of

crater plots if the stick pattern can be tied to ground detail, and

they have the advantage over crater plots that their development in

time can be followed. In the matter of tying' the incendiary plot to

ground detail it should be pointed out that, in the later years of the

war, the main streets of a town were often clearly discernible, picked

This was becauseout in points of light from incendiary candles,

incendiaries in the streets were clearly visible while a proportion of

those which fell on adjoining buildings had pentrated the roofs and

This effect was most marked where a bridge crossed

a wide river. Towards the end of a raid, when the incendiaries had burnt

out, the effect was reversed, the streets showing dark in contrast with

the burning buildings between the streets.

could not be seen.

/These
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These fire mosaics were available far sooner after a raid than

plottings by light tracks and they were utilised by the O.R.S. as

qualitative evidence of where the attack fell, in interim reports on

major raids - reports issued weeks before a detailed quantitative

Fire mosaics were also used extensively byanalysis could be made,

R.S.8 in conjunction with damage plots, in assessing the effectiveness

of incendiary weapons on behalf of the Air Ministry*s * Incendiary

Panel*●

Plots of Marker Bombs

Analogous to the fire mosaics, but of even greater value in

analysing raids, were the olots of target indicator bombs burning on

the ground or cascading through the air. Prom early 1943 a large

prepared by the A,C.I.U. (*N* Section);number of these plots were
indeed most night raids and some day raids were dealt with in this way

Prom October 1943 “the intro-right to the end of the war in Europe,

duction of colour film greatly assisted analysis by making it possible

to assess the colour of at least a proportion of target indicators

It would be difficult to over-emphasise the importance of

Not only did they

provide crucial evidence on how well the Pathfinders had centred the

attack, but they also were invaluable in assessing the accuracy of

various radar devices used in aiming the target indicators.

plotted,

these target indicator plots in raid analysis.

Analytical Methods

The data obtained from the various sources enumerated in the

preceding section are susceptible of analysis in various ways,

a rapid examination of the data which become available within a fev/

days of the raid may reveal factors of operational importance which

should be brought to the notice of all concerned as soon as possible.

This examination is mainly of a qualitative kind, and any resulting

By the time all the

data are available and the quantitative analysis is completed, the raid

Thus,

numerical measures of success will be tentative.

is operationally cold, and little immediate interest attaches to the

This explains why so much of the detailed

It, nevertheless, has

results of analysis,

analysis undertaken has never been published.

great importance in long-term researches.

This present section will deal briefly with the methods of

analysis used, classified for convenience as follows;—

(a^ (lethods of qualitative analysis,

(b) Methods of quantitative analysis,

(c) Methods of time analysis.

/Methods
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Methods of Qualitative Analysis

For any given raid the data first available (within a very few

days) were the Sortie Raid Reports and the Photographic Interpretation

Section of Bomber Command Intelligence Branch plot of ground detail

There was also the A.C.I.U. plot of target indicator

bombs, and in some cases a fire mosaicjr the israid .tbports yield, inter

alia, a time-histogram of bombing, which depicts the raid extended in

the time dimension, and the photographs illustrate its special dis

tribution, though allowance has to be made for the non representative

nature of these ground-detail photographs,

in the Sortie Raid Report is a brief narrative describing general

conditions in the target area (originally provided by the Captainj

the end of 1943 "the <l.ir ioraber

on the grounds that he saw much more than the Captain who was usually

the pilot),

learnt by reading these narratives in relation to the position of

the aircraft at bombing in time and (if plotted) in space, relative

They are normally read in the first instance

in time order, but if the plot of photos showed, e.g. a small subsidi

ary concentration of photos, then the narratives of the aircraft con

cerned would be collated.

photograjihs.

One of the items included

at

was made responsible for this nari’ative

In the case of key sorties, such as Pathfinders, much

to the rest of the raid.

This is a type of analysis about which it is very difficult to

give a clear description. The methods are not mathematical but more

akin to those of the law courts, or of the detective of fiction. A

great number of strands of evidence are mentally assessed for reliab

ility (mainly from their coherence and mutual consistency) and then

woven together to form what is, in effect, a reconstruction of the raid.

With rare exceptions, one is not faced by deliberately misleading

statements in the Sortie Raid Reports, but case^ are frequent in which

the reporter is genuinely mistaken about what he saw or where he bombed.

Prom this prolonged process of analysis there gradually forms in

the analyst's mind a more or less clear picture of the life-history of

In the case of a raid which has fallen below expectation

(and these are the raids mainly selected for study), the time when and

reasons why it failed will usually emerge as analysis proceeds,

example, it might be that a small group of aircraft claim to have

bombed a cluster of red target indicators at a time when it is known

(from Pathfinder Force raid reports) that none were burningj

these aircraft may have been plotted away from the main concentration

and their descriptions of the target area may make it probable that

The evidence points to

the raid.

For

one of

the others were part of the same diversion.

/the
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the use of decoy target indicators by the enemy. Moreover, this

might be an isolated incident, limited in time to about ten minute^^

or it might have the effect of attracting most of the rest of the raid,

since, the decoy target indicator may have been *backed up* in error

by other Pathfinder Force aircraft dropping (say) green target

(It should be explained that in most Pathfinder Force

techniques certain crews acti as *markers* dropping one colour target

indicators which placed on radar or visual iden/tifcation of the

aiming point, while other crews aim;^at the *markers* with target

indicators of another colour to ensure that the aiming point for the
WA5

Main Force im continuously marked).

indicators.

Accuracy of Data

A prominent featiire of this type of analysis is the varying

accuracy of the available data. For reasons explained, the plotted

position of the aircraft may in some cases be far from where the bombs

actually fall. Times may be inaccurately recorded in the Sortie Raid

Report, particularly when they are recollected subsequently instead of

being noted down at the time. This inaccuracy is revealed when several

aircraft report some outstanding phenomenon, such as a large explosion,

in the target area;

minutes each side of the mean time,

sistent and coherent story than others;

critical attitude of mind on the part of the analyst is essential.

the recorded times will usually vary by two or three

Some raid reports tell a more con-

and in general a highly

Interim Reports

The results of this immediate analysis are to be found in a series

of 71 interim reports issued as Bomber Command O.R.S. Reports, *B* Series,

on particular raids from 8/9 March 1942, to I2/I3 August 1944, published

for restricted distribution within the Command,

devoted to less successful raids, the results of which had plainly fallen

belov/ expectation, and Isgm* made constructive recommendations designed to

remove defects revealed by the analysis.

Most of these hiM«e bMi

If these interim reports are examined it will be found that most of

them are illustrated in two ways. There is usually a time-histogram of

bombing and marking, showing by means of coloiu's the proportion of main

force aircraft bombing different types of markers. This is derived

There is also in most cases a plot

showing aircraft plotted by ground detail and also (from the fire mosaic)

from the Table-Cloth described above.

areas in which fires are burning. In some cases the raid is divided

/into
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into two or three time periods with a separate plot, and always

the different functional types of Pathfinder Force aircraft

(blind illuminators, visual markers, hackers-up etc.) are

Bach report is a

tactical siamraary of the raid, necessarily giving prominence to the

Pathfinder Force, and showing to what extent the plan of attack was

successfully carried out.

distinguished by different shapes of symbol.

In many of these interim reports an attempt its made to assess

the proportion of aircraft bombing the target area, or within three

miles of the aiming point,

detail plot, taking also into account the distribution of fires

As the plottings of aircraft by means

of light tracks were not normally available when these interim

reports weren&de, the estimates of success necessarily tentative

and less reliable than those appearing later in the final Ni^t

Raid Report.

These estimates aSe^based on the ground-

shown on the fire mosaic.

Marshalling Yard Reports and Summaries

Of the same general nature as these Interim reports on selected

major raids is the series of reports covering the earlier attacks

on railway marshalling yards in occupied territories in 19^4-

Issued about ten days after each attack, these reports were mainly

concerned with analysing the acc\oracy and timing of pathfinder

marker-aircraft, comparing the planned and achieved timing of the

main force, and assessing the damage by counting craters seen within

the yards on P.R.U. cover. On the last point, a certain density of

bombing was theoretically required by the railway experts, and the

reports gave the calculated density to be expected from the size

of the bomb-load despatched and the density which was achieved. The

first 15, attack (from Trappes marshalling yard, 6/7 March 1944 to

Ghent^10/11 Aprilj-- 1944)j were reported on in this way and subse-
and summaries v/ere issuedquently summarised in Report No. S.159

in respect of a further 23 attacks,

gation was discontinued once the comparison between expectation and

This routine type of investi-

achievement had been adequately made.

Methods of Q,uantitatjve Analysis

In general terms, the requirement is to characterise any given

raid by some nimierical measurement of success, or by a set of such

measurements, so that a v/hole series of raids carried out by one

bombing technique can be compared with other series carried out by

also, so that seasonable and longer-term changesother techniques;

in accuracy and the varying effects of weather can be assessed.

/Nature
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Nature of EomTjfall Distribution

The hombfall distribution of any one raid, obtained either

directly from a crater plot or indirectly from a plot of operational

photographs, is made up of the superimposed bombsticks of individual

These will have bombed at different times throughout the

course of the raid and at different locations within the overall dis-

For most raids the distribution of the individual aircraft

in spece and time will not be entirely random;

from the analysis of long and dispersed raids that successive mean

points of impact (M.P.I.) of bombsticks, averaged over short intervals

of time, usually show a systematic drift,

this is that the points of aim selected (target indicators usually)

themselves changed during the course of the raid,

tribution of the raid as a whole is thus the aggregate of a pattern

changing from minute to minute throughout the raid.

aircraft.

tribution.

indeed, it is clear

The immediate reason for

The bombfall dis-

If a number of bombs are correctly aimed at a fixed aiming point,

the resulting bombfall distribution will approximate closely to a

definite form - the Normal or Gaussian distribution extended in two

The normal distributiondimensions - centred upon the aiming point,

is well understood mathematically and is therefore amenable to

statistical analysis.

In the bombfall distribution of an operational raid, however,

the M.P.I. does not usually coincide with the aiming point, if only

indicator (or the M.P.I.
A

because the point of aim is usually at^target
of several target indicators) itself dropped with  a certain error.

Also, the distribution about the M.P.I. is not normal ., if only because

the point of aim has shifted throughout the raid,

correctly aimed*;

such factors as defective bombs, bombsights, or bomb-release gear, or

errors of judgement such as aiming at a decoy target indicator put

down by the enemy.

Parameters of Bombfall Distribution

This complex situation can best be dealt with if the following

stens can be taken:-

Pinally, not all

gross errors will occur owing tobombs will be t

(a) The y?oss errors can be recognised and eliminated,

(b) The M.P.I. of the residual distribution can be found,

(c) The scatter about the M.P.I. can be measured.

This process will lead to three fundamental measurements (or parameters)

which collectively will adequately describe the raid as a whole, as

followsJ-

(a) Proportion of gross errors,

(b) Systematic error (position of M.P.I. relative to aiming point)

(c) Radial error about M.P.I.

/Gross Errors
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Gross Errors

The recognition and elimination of gross errors has been found

in practice to be rather a different i^roblera in the case of crater

plots from which it is in the case of photo plots,

the recognition of any but the most obvious gross errors is a difficult

problem which was not satisfactorily solved until late in the war. The

whole question is discussed in two reports, Bomber Command O.R.S. Report

dealing with circular and Bomber Command O.R.S. Report

In the latter case

(1)
Ro. 127

Ho. 137

method consists in using the whole sample (apart from blatant errors)

to determine the M.P.I. and the standard deviation,

latter is then used as radius in a circular distribution, or as semi-

diameter in an elliptical distribution, and all points lying outside

this circle or ellipse are discarded.

(2)
with elliptical distributions. Briefly, the adopted

A multiple of th

The process repeated on the

e

resididsw, yielding a smaller standard deviation and therefore a smaller

circle or ellipse, v/ith the possibility of fia'ther discards,

few repetitions the standard deviation closely approaches a minimum

value (which is multiplied by a constant to give the true value

required as a measure of scatter).

ue

After a

In large and roughly symetrical distributions the effect of elimin

ations on the position of the M.P.I. can be neglected, v/ith consequent

economy in computation. Small or irregular distributions are more

troublesome, particularly if elliptical, when elimination may also

seriously affect the orientation of the ellipse.

In the case of crater plots, it has been found satisfactory to

eliminate gross errors by eye in the first instance, with a subsequent

check on the accuracy of this process by making- frequency .diagrams of

the residual distribution and fitting normal curves to them. In a

photo-plot each point represents the centre of a stick of bombsj in a

crater plot thi^ point is replaced by a cluster of individual bomb-

craters. The effect of this is to bring into sharper relief any

discontinuities in the distribution, and the gross errors stand out with

increased clearness.

Systematic Error

The systematic error has been taken as the distance separating the

M.P.I. of bombs from the aiming point, measured in the foim of distance

and bearing (radially) or of two components at right angles (e.g. line

and range),depending on the requirement,

criptive of the distribution this is adequate,

systeraatic error is such as to call for explanation, or if the accmracy

of bombing is under examination, it becomes necessary to consider the

points of aim rather than the briefed aiming point.

As a bare parameter, des-

But if the size of the

/Prom
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From the plot of target indicators or other pyrotechnic markers,

along v/ith the evidence of qualitative raid analysis, it is possible

to decide with fair accuracy which markers were effective, i.e. taken

into account by the dir ̂ iorabers*

related to the M.P.I. of effective markers (systematic bombing error),

and the latter to the aiming point (marking error). It must be

stressed that this is an approximation to the true situation.

Throughout any raid the number and relative positions of markers are

changing and it is rarely possible to ascertain for any one aircraft

exactly what was the point of aim. Thus, the M.P.I. of all true points

of aim cannot be found, and the M.P.I. of effective markers is used as

an approximation.

The M.P.I. of bombs can then be

Randoih Error

The scatter of bomb craters or plotted aircraft about their

M.P.I. has usually been measured by the radial standard error (standard

deviation) and quoted in that form, or as two component linear standard

deviations along axes at right angles, or in the alternative form of

The probable radial

average error was more acceptable to the Air Staff, and the probable

error was useful for drawing 50 c®nt circles or ellipses,

very few exceptions, in all the published v/ork of the O.R.S. *radial

average error* means in fact the radial standard error multiplied by

0.8862, and in diagrams showing a 50 per cent circle its radius has

been taken as O.8326 times the same standard error.

While a case could be argued for giving the actual arithmetics-^,

mean error, and for drawing a true 50 P®r cent circle by counting

outwards from the M.P.I., particularly when dealing with distributions

which are not strictly Gaussian, the work on quantitative raid analysis

has in fact been based throughout on Gaussian theory,

crater plots and photo-plots may not be strictly Gaussian, whether

circular or elliptical, they approximate to that form in varying

degrees and, by assuming that it applies, a whole analytical apparatus

is to hand for tests of significance and for the elaboration of forward

planning methods.

radial average error or radial probable error.

With

Thus, althoiigh

Procedure

The methods of calculating the M.P.I. and radial standard error

have been described for photo-plot analysis in Bomber Command O.R.S.

where a partially worked example is illustrated.
(1)

Report No. 124

Briefly, it may be said that both photo and crater plots have been

dealt with by analysing the two-dimensional distribution into two

/linear

(1) T^\t e ' RcclcI CU\cL
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linear components at right angles, and hy grouping the data in fre~

quency-bands of convenient v/idth. Thus, a Cartesian grid of squares

is superimposed on the plot, the orientation of which has varied in

different cases. For 1943 photo distriutions which were markedly

elliptical, the grid was orientated along and across the ellipse.

Later photo distributions, which were mostly circular, were analysed

along and across the line of approach to the target, and crater plots

along and across the mean heading of bomb sticks. The grid squares

have also varied in size, measuring one mile for earlier photo plots,

usually 300 yards for later photo plots, and usually 100 yards for

crater plots. The two sets of marginal totals yield the co-ordinates

of the M.P.I. and also (from second moments about the means) two linear

standard deviations, S and S

obtained from standard deviations, S and S .
’  X y

is obtained from

The radial standard error, S , is7  r ’

The radial error S ,r'

(s/ =

In the case of most crater plots a (linear) frequency histogram has

been drawn from the marginal totals and compared with a fitted Gaussian

curve as a test of normality.

This procedure involves a considerable amount of arithmetic and

the volume of work v/hich the O.R.S. was able to accomplish on the

quantitative analysis of crater plots and plots of night photographs

was only made possible by the use of electric calculating machines.

These v/ere also of great use in many other investigations and must be

regarded as one of the essential tools of an operational iresearch

i^ction.

Incomplete Crater Plots

As explained on page , a crater plot is sometimes incomplete

In analysing such

a crater plot it is usually necessary to estimate the number of aircraft

This is done by

a careful comparison of the crater plot with the plot of operational

photos which, of coirrse, is not limited in this way.

when most operational photos were plotted and raids were well centred,

this comparison was necessary only for detecting additional gross

errors not included in the crater plot.

Crater plots may also be incomplete, in spite of adequate P.R.U.

cover, where bodies of water intersect the distribution,

part of the distribution is over water, the estimation of the missing

craters becomes so difficult as to make an analysis scarcely worthwhile,

through the P.R.U. cover not extending far enough.

whose bombs fall outside the area of the crater plot.

Late in the war

If the central

/especially
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in other cases itespecially if an .alternatiyephoto plot exists^

is usually possible to analyse a large sector of the distribution,

say a semi-circle or more, and to estimate the remainder by angular

proportion.

Other Parameters

The three parameters described on page 3? are necessary to

detailed forward planning. For mere descriptive purposes less elabor

ate parameters are possible. Thus, the proportion of aircraft report

ing attack which bombed within a given distance of the aiming point

is a useful parameter, which is compounded of radial and systematic

The distance chosen should bear some relation to the degree

of scatter and v/ill therefore decrease with increasing accuracy of

bombing; down to August 1942, the proportion of photos plotted

within five miles of the aiming point was used, but thereafter the

radius was three miles, except for very small targets when one mile

v;as used. Similarly, for some 200 crater plots of precision targets

a 20 acre circle (radius 175 yards) was used (see page )●

errors.

Mt
three miles

Percentage witl^

IXa'ing the period from August 1942 until January 1944> fhe

percentage of aircraft bombing within three miles of the aiming point

was widely employed as a parameter at all stages of ana,lysis from the

'Sximmary of Right Photographs’, issued with the plot of ground-detail

photos on the morning after the raid by the Photographic Interpreta

tion Section of the Intelligence branch at Headq.uarters, Bomber

Command to the final *Ni^t Raid Report’, prepared by the O.R.S. and

The imraediat e ’Summary *issued by the Command some months later,

could not be expected to provide a very firm estimate, and the O.R.S.

was able to shov/ in July 1943 that it had been systematically

pessimistic for some months, largely owing to the method by which
The method was to express the numberthe percentage was calculated,

of G.D. (ground-detail) photos plotted within three miles as a per¬

centage of all ground-detail photos, whether plotted or not, and

thus assuming that all implotted G.D. photos were outside three miles.

This last assumption was probably sound in the earlier days of small

and scattered raids, but by 1943 ^ considerable proportion of photos

showed mainly a confused mass of li^t tracks, atnd of ground detail
Most of those showing only a trace

of ground-detail vjere not easily plottable and were therefore auto

matically ass\iraed to be outside three miles, whereas, accept in a

the merest trace or none at all.

badly centred raid, the light tracks would, however, suggest the
Bomber Command O.R.S. Memo No. M96 (1) suggestedcontrary,

T)hotos which wereexcluding from the category 'ground Retail* all
mainly covered in light tra^cks, and showed that if this were done

/for
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for 12 large raids which took piace from April to July 1943>'fche

new percentages were more closely in agreement with the better

estimate given in the final Ni^t Raid Report, in which due weight

was given to later plottings by light tracks.

The same point was investigated in more detail in the case of

the raid on Wuppertal (Barmen) on 29/30 May 1943. In this case the

photos unplotted by either ground-detail or light tracks were care¬

fully examined, and assessed as inside or outside three miles on the

This analysis, described in Bomber Command

yielded a maximum and rainiamura value depend-

basis of v/hat they showed,

O.R.S. Report No, M,97>

ing on whether or not the unplotted photos were included in the

denominator of the percentage; the arithmeticj^^an of these two
values was taken to be the final estimate.

(1)

Further analysis of 21 raids, involving the assessment of un

plotted photos as well as plottings by ground detail and by light

tracks (I6 of which raids are reported on in Bomber Command Memo^

showed that when this arithmetic mean was based on the

plotted sample (i.e. without assessment of the unplotted photos) it

Averaged over the 21 raids, the

No.

still tended to be pessimistic,

best value was found to lie in 75 pe^r cent of the range from the

Amended 3A-range values for the 21

raids were issued as an appendix to the Night Raid Report No, 47^

minimum to the maximum value.
(3)

On the average the mean percentage had beenwith an explanatory note,

5,6 per cent too low, and at its worst 10 per cent too low.

Point Densities

The obvious disadvantage of expressing raid success in terms

of proportion of aircraft bombing within a seledted distance of the

aiming point is that parameters relative to one radius are not

comparable with those relative to another, and that one cannot be

calculated from another owing to the varying systematic errors.

Moreoever, as the circles become sraaller, the random heterogeneous

Thus,

two distributions with exactly the same parameters might have widely

different proportions of actual bomb-craters within 175 yards of the

This difficulty can be obviated by the following

The actual distribution is replaced by a theoretical normal

distribution of the same parameters, the reference circle is reduced

to the limit where it becomes a point (the aiming point) and the

parameter is given in the form of a density at the aiming point either

(absolute

nature of the distribution increasingly disturbs the result.

aiming point,

device.

{ A ● ● B ./k n/a/<( 1/3-2./3).
(1 o<v

>
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absolute (e.g. strikes per acre) or relative (e.g. strikes per

acre per 1,000 bombs aimed)* This parameter can be used however

great or small the scatter may be, and is not affected by the

it has the further greatheterogeneity of the distribution;

advantage that all the plotted points within the normal distribution

are used in calculating the density*

A similar point-density can be given for the M*P.I. instead of

In its relative form (per 1,000 bombs aimed) it

in the

the aiming point*

becomes an alternative form of the radial standard error;

form *per 1,000 bombs dropped* it takes into account gross errors,

and in the form *per 1,000 bombs despatched* it takes also into

Point densities, M*P*I. or aiming point

in one or other of these relative forms are useful single-number

paramaters*

account abortive sorties.

Percentage within Target Area

In November 1943 "the results of raids given in the Intelligence

(f^otographic) Interpretation plot v/ere related to the zoned target

area instead of to a three mile circle, and a corresponding change

was made in the Night Raid Report, as explained in an appendix to

Night Raid Report No. 476.^*^This is a parameter of a totally dif

ferent kind and, since it is relative to the size and shape of the

target, it measures potential effectiveness rather than accuracy*

It cannot be used for comparing bombing techniq.ues except in the rare

case of different techniques used on the same target.

Critique of Procedure*^*. Linear Components

It is theoretically possible to construct a distribution such

that the range and line linear components are strictly Gaussian, but

Thus, consider a true

Gaussian radial distribution in the form of a Cartesian grid of cell

the actual radial distribution not so*

frequencies, with marginal totals forming two linear Gaussian dis-

the ce]lfrequencies can be changed in numerous waystributions;

in both position and magnitude so as to give non-Gaussian distribu-

It follows thattions, without disturbing the marginal totals,

tests of normality applied to the marginal totals do not guarantee

normality in the radial distribution*

Any I'adial distribution can be (and has been) tested for

normality by comparing observed with expected frequencies in a

sample of annuli, annular sectors or squares eccentric to the

This is troublesome ifdistribution, using the chi-squared test,

the analysis is proceeding in any case by linear components;

would be less so if direct radial analysis was used* Ther^ is.

it

3 .
/hov/ever,o:
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hov/ever, no adequate analytical apparatus for two-dimensional

distributions^ in particular, in small-sample theory there are as

yet no satisfactory analogues to Fisher's*21* and ’Student.^

distributions,

components is the only satisfactory one.

It is therefore considered that the method of linear

It is useful for quickly

finding the M.P.I. and, by a variance-ratio test, for quickly finding

the M.P.I. and, by a variance-ratio test, for determining significant

in elliptical distributions it is essential,

to its justifiability rest on the non-Gaussian nature of many

distributions, particularly photo plots.

ellipticityj Doubts as

Critique of Procedure ♦ Gaussian Assumption

Single bombs correctly aimed at a fixed aiming point should

result in a Gaussian distribution of craters; so also should bombs

correctly aimed when each aircraft has its ov/n point of aim, provided

the latter are themselves normally distributed. Operationally, when

target marking of the type employed by the Pathfinder Force is used,

the difficulty arises in that the points of aim are not normally

distributed but tend to cluster round different effective target

Thus, instead of the pre

requisite of normality, namely a lej:‘ge number of negligibly small

sources of error, there is a small number of large sources of error,

and the resulting distribution of craters or photos is not Gaussian.

markers at different periods of a raid.

That this is so has been proved by superimposing  a number of non-

Gaussian photo-plots by M.P.I.and line of approach (either geometric

ally by literal superimposition or arithmetically by adding frequen

cies and squares),

increasingly approximates to normality as more plots are added.

Considering all things, practical simplicity in computation so

that junior staff can apply the method, availability of an adequate

analytical apparatus, and (above all) the permissible tolerance in

raid parameters in view of the (in any case) large variations from

raid to raid, it is held that the analytical methods here described

are satisfactory.

The aggregate distribution so compounded

Shape of Bombfall Distributions

Borabfall distributions as seen in a crater plot tend to be

slightly elliptical, particularly if there are few bombs;

extended along the mean track than across it.

bombs are dropped in long sticks which are not random in direction but

cluster round the mean direction, but pai'tly because the actual bomb-

aimer's error often tends to be greater in range than in line,

/any

it is more

This is mainly because

For
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any given crater plot, the corresponding photo plot is more extended

in line and, indeed, in the last years of the war was usually not

The reason for this is twofold?significantly elliptical at all.

first, the effect of stick dispersion is ncessarily absent from the

photo plot, and, secondly, the effect of photo-dispersion is to

increase the apparent scatter in line more than it does in range.

This is because at the moment of photography the aircraft is seldom

level and and amount of lateral bank is inherently likely to exceed

that of fore-and-aft tilt*

Photo Dispersion

This whole matter is discussed in Bomber Command O.R.S. Report

which gives correction factors for photo-dispersion,
(1)

No. 136

depending on height, separately in line and range, and, alternatively

The dispersion factors were worked outcompounded in radial form,

from a compounding and smoothing of operational data from several

raids in which plots of bombing frames could be compared with plots

(from the same raids) compiled by forward plotting from the release

As such, the correction factors apply to the non

existent * average raid* and whilst they can be safely applied to a

set of average parameters, they should not be uncritically used for

Indeed, there are cases where the tabulated photo

dispersion has been greater than that of observed bombing frames, so

point frames.

a single raid.

that the residual corrected dispersion has been meainglessly negative.

Method of Time Analysis

of raid analysis used byiO.R.S. since early 1943 is
^  (2)

given in Bomber Command O.R.S. Memo No. M.149 This memorandum

describes the method by which further information is extracted from

The method

night photographs by *assessing* the unplotted residue, and the

In this way the driftanalysis of the raid in five minute periods,

of the M.P.I. during the course of the raid could be followed. In

sometimes it wassome cases it shifted slowly and in others rapidly?

merely a *random walk* and sometimes a definite trend,

of each five-minute distribution about .its M.P.I. was also

The scatter

investigated.

Prom its title, "The Nature and Use of the Photographic Sample

in Night Operations*, will be seen that the memorandum was mainly

concerned with photographic questions, such as the bias of the ground

detail sample both in space and in time. But the method was devised

and used to deal with tactical questions of raid structure and

dynamics, and to compare different marking techniques in detail.

A

pkot ^ plots/ ^-
d^'TUe. MoJjJne <Xwtl USe
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A series of reports givirrs the detailed time-analysis of individual

raids to he followed hy an exhaustive summary, was projected,

process of analysis is very time-consuming, hov/ever, and the project

v/as not realised. Plots and graphical summaries for 17 laije.1943

raids are nevertheless oresented, as hare data illustrative o^ a most

useful technique, i

The

Results of Analysis

The sources of data and method of analysis having been described

above, a brief indication follows of the way in which the results so

obtained were used.

Results of Qualitative Analysis

The object of this form of analysis being the rapid estimation

of tactical success, with reasons for relative failure of operations

and recommendations for avoiding similar failure in the futirre and

for improvements, its results were mostly published as soon as

These were re-possible in the form of reports in the *B’ series,

stricted in distribution to Headquarters Bomber Command and the Air

Officers Commanding Groups participating in the operation concerned.

Since they were issued quickly, were of obvious practical importance,

and made concrete suggestions for improving future operations, they

There were, of course,v/ere in general v/eloomed in the Command,

cases where the report was critical of some detail in planning, and

the findings were normally referred to the Air Officer Commanding

It must be mentionedPathfinder Force for comment prior to issue,

that sometimes the results of these investigations merely confirmed

what had been discovered previously by the more superficial study

made directly after the operation by Headquarters, Pathfinder Force.

Results of Quantitative Analysis

By contrast with the former, the results of quantitative

analysis appeared to be somewhat academic and unpractical. A long

process of analysis issued in a set of numerical parameters, which

are merely descriptive of the raid in question. There was, therefore,

no occasion for publishing them. The fact is, hov/ever, that raid

parameters, which are the end-product of the process of quantitative

analysis, become in turn the raw data for further researches. By

collecting the parameters for whole groups of comparable raids, it

became possible to characterise the group as a whole in a reasonably

Thus, theexact way, and thence to compare one group with another,

to assessing and comparing different bombing techniques.way was open

/to

IK 1 >■/ ^ > T rV'J!. rvt^
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to furnish precise information on the accuracy of Bomber Command

attacks under given conditions, and to estimating the weight of

attack required in future operations.

The work of quantitative raid analysis was therefore carried on.

The parameters had to be calculated continually due to the continual

improvement in the success, in terms of aircraft bombing the aiming

The data obtained was usedpoint of Bomber Command*s operations.

in the estimation of force requirements when the bomber effort was

turned on to the attack of multiple targets preceding th^i

and thereafter in the campaign against communications and in- '

attacks in support of the ground battle.

A s^t of 82 finished photo plots, on transparent linen, at a

scale of^*25,000 showing target outline, plotted aircraft, plotted
markers bombs, and (v/here applicable) the M.P.I. of plotted aircraft

the calculated 50 per cent circle or ellipse about it, was filed

These all refer to raids carried out in the

For raids from 4/5 September 1942 to 4/5

December 1944, plots on a scale of one inch to one mile, including all

ground detail plottings and plotting’s by light tracks were also

prepared and issued as part of the Bomber Command Pinal Reports on

Night Operations which were prepared by the O.R.S.

Bomber Command O.R.S.

last year of the war.
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CHAPTER 3

iTi/OV
THE imBiBiw AW» mnmm of ni&ht bombinc

In these days of radar aids to navigation and highly developed marking

techniques it is difficult to form an adequate conception of the difficulties

'routed homber crews* attempts at raiding enemy targets at night a1^

The only aids available to the navigator-cum-

bomb-aimer were compass, map, loop and sextant, combined with such visual

identification of ground detail as he was able to make by starlight, moonlight,

or in the light of an occasional unshaded flare* The problem in these days

was not only one of navigating to the target area, but having performed this

task^the navigator was then faced with the still more difficult, though most

important, part of his mission, namely that of getting a visual fix, either

of the target itself or of some clearly identifiable landmark within a few

miles of the aiming point from which a dead reckoning run could be made.

which co:

the timelO^R.S. was formed*

This process of searching for the target commonly occupied from 20 to ̂ 0
rt̂ e antl'-c>irc‘rc<4t'.-ft-re

minutes, and was sometimes continued for-more than an houwand, bearing in

mind these conditions, it is easy to understand the lack or success which

attended many of our night raids %Tn-hny tn-Ht/jmiii rti.

Early Raid Analysis

A few days after the formation of the 0*R*S., Bomber Command carried out

attack against the important synthetic rubber plant at Huls (6/7 September

Km

an

Crews reports were very encouraging but subsequent photographic
oX ojm Hi-

reconnaissance revealed no damage^to the target, and the asked the

The analysis made Moh the firstO.R.S* to investigate* of

its type, served to demonstrate the magnitude and importance of the problems

On.jfchis .occasion hr5 sorties were despatched, but judging from the
OLvrcmJ-t

the closest to the target was six

It was subsequently found that the force

uJuv) by
seven

involved*

photographs

miles from the aiming point,

attacked an elaborate decoy installation ten miles from the target,

results of this investigation owing to the scanty nature of the evidence, did

The

not throw much light on the reason for failure, but showed the need for

further study of the results of attacks in various weather conditions and on

They also stressed the urgent need for a muchtargets of various types*

higher proportion of camera carrying sorties in order that more complete

information on the distribution of bombing might be obtained*

Three raids on the Baltic port of Stettin in September 19^1 provided

material for further analyses which, as in the case of the Huls raid, were

based on night photographs and on information supplied on the hight ̂ hoto-

In addition, the
graphic plotting forms and special interrogati^^eports*
navigator's logs were examined. As already ●SiS/the actual work of%

^  Septe^iv>te,T I I ■
Bd'rsW&r C-orYirti R Me - S'

cn

/ interpreting
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interpreting and plotting the night photographs was done by *N* Section of

the Central Interpretation Unit,

one of them, that of 30 September/1 October, was remarkably successful, judged

even by the high standard reached later, 80 per cent of the photographs being

plotted within two miles of the aiming point, whereas on the other two

occasions very few of the crews were succesful in findi^ the target, though

The difference in

The Stettin raids were instructive because

(0
most of them navigated successfxilly to the target area,

the condition of the moon on the three nights was shown to be the chief factor

for the variation in success, though fires, probably decoys, in open country

to the northwest of the city, were an important subsidiary cause of failure on

two occasions,

unreliability of crewS^^^ reports and the danger of basing any conclusions as

Thus, of the unsuccessful

photographs confidently claimed to have been taken 
over the oentr^^^ Stettin

during the three raids, about 70 per cent were plotted 
more than ..^Iniles from

the centre of the city, several being twice or three times that distance.

The general experience gained as a result of these early raid analyses

emphasised that the difficulties involved in navigating to the target area.

The investigations also demonstrated the inherent

to the success of the attack on these alone.

great as they were, were relatively small compared with the difficulty of

identifying the target itself, especially on dark nights, and enabled the

many problems involved to be clearly formulated. The whole question of target

identification was discussed at an informal meeting called by the O.R.S. at

Headquarters Bomber Command on 6 December 1941, which was attended by

representatives of^M.A.P. and iMmiy, and the lines along which it was

considered that future research and development should be conducted were

incoiTporated in O.R.S. Memo No. 88.(2) Among the recommendations made in

this report was one to the effect that consideration should be given to

’the formation of specialist squadrons to initiate raids and to raise fires’,

which appears to be the first reference to the possibility of a special

l^athfinding ̂ rce such as was eventually instituted in August of the following
year. Ano-rfier recommendation stressed the need for the ’use of reconnaissance

flares by a number of aircraft in co-operation’,  a technique which formed the

basis of nearly all the teirget marking methods subsequently developed.

The O.R.S. investigations into the problem of target identification at

night fell under the following three headingsI—

(a) Extensive analyses of night photographic evidence to determine

under what conditions the greatest success was likely to be

achieved, and what type of landmarks were most suitable for

visual identification.

^)^AncjulysiS o-f NigKt RoLtds on Stettin, 1941*-
bo»nbe/r O.ft.S. Mo* 89

,  2.3.

® Ttie. of Att<xc.fe4 , A« Apf'r.otoJti'oo’

O.R.S. Ko. S8 tX-a^<zA

■ia »9AI. (A.H.B./nrn/z^i/aY^.\
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(b) Investigation of possible aids to visual identification

which might be of immediate operational application,

(c) Longer term research on problems of visual identification

of ground features at night.

As regards the first heading, an additional question was added to the

night photographic plotting fonn, which dealt with the location of the area

photographed,

(a) What place do you think you photographed?

(b) Did you recognise the place photographed?

(c) How did you recognise it?

This was:-

The first answers to these questions were obtained on the night of

reliminary review of the

As only

20/21 October 1941j and at the end^of the month ,a p:

first 209 forms returned was made.iu ILi.iiuj.'l’TTu.

34 of the 79 crews who claimed to have identified the target returned

successful photographs, the evidence was considered insufficient on which to

base firm conclusions and it was decided to extend the analysis to cover the

period from October to December 1941*

The results of the wider investigation'^^Sttariiud 1

showed clearly the need for crews whenever possible to use more than one

feature to identify the target. Thus, of the crews who claimed to have

identified only a single ground feature, it was estimated from photographic

evidence that only 33 per cent successfully located the target, compared with

47 per cent for those who used two features, and 82 per cent for those who

In addition there was found to be a big difference in

the reliability of various ground features for visual fixing, lakes and rivers,

which were the most popular with crews, proving the least reliable, and coastal

features, especially docks, the most trustworthy*

circulated to all Bomber Command stations, emphasised the need for a general

improvement in the standards of map-reading, and for practical experience of

its use in flights at operational heights during the period of training.

Unfortunately at this period it was not possible to carry out the latter

proposal as, owing to G-.A.P. activity over this country, training flights had

to be carried out below a ceiling of 7,000 feet.

1942 that this restriction was removed.

used more than two*

This report, which was

It was not until late in

Importance of Visual Identification

It was assumed that the introduction of the long-awaited radio aids would

not provide the complete answer to all the problems of navigation and target

finding, particularly on the longer range targets, and that visual identifi-

cationjj^ground features would continue to foim an integral part of our night
bombing techniques, if only because it was the one method of identification

(0‘

O. K-S. Rep 2-r{'tsJo. S. 1 9 . /
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least subject to enemy interference. This assumption was later proved by

the course of events to have been completely justified, for although the task

of visual identification subsequently became relegated to specialised crews,

it remained until the end of the war the basis of most of the target marking

techniques used on targets beyond the range of Oboe or It was therefore

decided, at the end of 1941> to proceed with a more extensive survey of all

the factors which might possibly have a bearing on the problem, such as the

use of night glasses, the most suitable type of flares for illumination,

possible modifications in aircraft design which might assist visual identifi

cation, the desirability of special training at night vision and the lines

along which such training should be conducted. The scope of the investi

gations and the progress made is discussed in a later chapter.

The Use of See as a Target Identification and Bombing Device

As a result of the experience in night bombing gained in 1 %A, it was

abundantly clear that, except under clear moonlight conditions, little

could be expected with the methods then in use, and that although the use of

binoculars and flares of improved types and increased training in night vision

might, in the course of time, bring about some improvement, no marked advance

could be expected until the introduction of radio aids which would make

(1)

success

successful night raiding less dependent on visual identification  of ground

The first such device to be used in Bomber Command was TR1335>

later known as G-ee, which was developed by T.R.E. and first used operationally

on the Essen raid on 8/9 March 19if2.

The G-ee system, which is based on the measurement in the aircraft of the

features.

phase difference between signals transmitted from three different ground

stations, was primarily designed as an accurate navigational aid, whose object

was to enable large numbers of aircraft to navigate with certainty to targets

in G-ermany, particularly in the Ruhr area where most of the heavy industries

were situated and which presented the greatest difficulty from the point of

view of visual identification. With this in mind the first chain (the

Eastern Chain) was established with its maximum accuracy (for

over the Ruhr.
given raa nge)

Methods of Using G-ee

Several months before G-ee came into operational use, the O.R.S. issued

summarising the operational facilities which it could be

expected to provide, and putting forward some possible tactical uses of the

device. In view of the fact that the operational range of G-ee might be

limited after a comparatively short time by enemy jamming, and the consequent

necessity of exploiting the device to the full from the beginning, it was

suggested by the O.R.S. that research should be carried out before (Gee

brought into operational use in order to determine the best methods of using

was

fi) ^

(2) Ope’r<vUca.L UUlal ̂  Gee..'

0-R..S , ('a.M. Science I l-ib-rcvr^.

I  '●
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(1)
In a subsequent report (No. S.26)

type of experiments which should be carried out by the recently formed *Gee

Development Flight* were given.

As the result of this report, a meeting was called by the Commander-in-

Chief on 17 January 192f2 between representatives of the Air Staff and the

O.R.S., to discuss the whole question of the operational use of Gee.

agreed that, of the two main types of operation viz:-

(a) Operations led by Gee aircraft ,

se carried out by Gee aircraft only (blind bombing)^

Type (b), in view of the limited number of Gee aircraft which would be

the equipment. further details of the

It wa

(b) fho

s

available at first^should be used under poor weather conditions, v/hen it was

unlikely that other bombers would be able to find the target, even if

assisted by Gee aircraft. With regard to operations of t3q)e (a), the three

possible methods by which the Gee aircraft could lead the whole force to the

target were considered, viz:-

(i) The Gee aircraft to act asfire raisers,

aircraft to bomb the fires#

Non-equipped

(ii) Gee aircraft to drop flares to illuminate target and

thereby enable^remainder of force to bomb visually*
(iii) Formation attacks led by Gee aircraft.

Owing to the tactical difficulties associated with formation flying at night,

method (iii) was not thought to be practicable. Methods (i) and (ii),

however, were subsequently adopted and formed the basis of the Samson and

Shaker techniques used during 1942, It was agreed at the meeting that

experiments should be carried out in order to develop a method of collabora¬

tion between the flare dropping aircraft equipped with Gee and the

aircraft not so equipped. The O.R.S.

Follower*

was entrusted with the task of drawing

up detailed plans for such experiments.

Flare Dropping Experiments

The Isle of Man was chosen as a suitable target for the experiments,

because the accuracy of Gee in that area was approximately the same as its

over the Ruhr.accurac
According to the plan originally put forward by t

0 .R.
he

a force of Gee aircraft were to arrive over the

target at zero hour and, after dropping one flare each, were to orbit make

a second run, attempting to identify the target visually and at the same time

dropping another flare. Altogether six such orbits were to be made, thereby

keeping the target illuminated for a period of about 20 minutes. The object

of these flares was two-fold, namely to provide a beacon to guide the non-

equipped aircraft to the target, and to illuminate the target, thus making

visual bombing possible. The non-equipped aircraft were also to drop one

od..% Mo. S-26- (A.U-a./xr/Waio)
/ flare

O.R.S.
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flare each in the area where the other flares were burning,

exercise, known by the code word Crackers, was later extended to include the

use of flare sticks for illumination and to test the value of coloured flares

In order to get the maximum amount of information out

of the exercise a detailed questionnaire was drawn up, to be completed by

pilots and observers at interrogation,

observer to the Isle of Man.

The plan of the

and searcher flares.

The O.R.S. also sent a ground

The first exercise, which took place on the night of 13 February 1942,

was rather spoilt by a ground station fault which resulted in the flares being

laid in two groups, several miles apart, and by a very high wind,

however, serve to establish that the illumination provided by single flares

dropped on Gee at the rate of 12 every three minutes, although satisfactory

as a beacon for attracting the main force to the target area, was quite

inadequate for visual identification of the target,

consisting of six bundles of three flares spaced one mile apart, however,

gave excellent results, and it was accordingly decided to organise a further

exercise. Crackers II, to test more fully this method of flare dropping and to

It did.

Sticks of flares

decide on the best number of flares and stick spacing to use.

The railway station at Brynkir (North Wales) was the 'target' for this

second exercise, which took place on the night of 19/20 February under cloud

less but somewhat hazy conditions. This exercise was fully successful and

on the basis of the results the O.R.S. working in conjunction with No. 3 Group

were able to put forward a detailed plan for illuminating a target for a

period of 15 minutes with successive waves of Gee aircraft, each carrying 12

bundles of three flares to be dropped at ten second intervals,

light of these flares an incendiary force would then attack between Z and Z

plus 15 lighting up the target for the main striking force, who would bomb the

fires.

(1) In the

Attacks on Essen Vsing Gee

The above plan, which formed the basis of the technique known by the

code word Shaker, was first put into operation on the night of 8/9 March 1942.

The target was Essen, and high hopes were held that a really heavy blow would

at last be struck at this most important but very difficult target. A force

of 211 aircraft was despatched, including 74 equipped with Gee, and weather

over ±he target was good apart from the usual ground haze. The raid lasted
Wp fin

for ;®^hours i^minutes, but the results were disappointing, and post raid

cover revealed no damage to the main target area, though a few aircraft

shown by their night photographs to have bombed, the southern outskirts of the

town. An O.R.S. analysis of this raid

the flare laying was on the whole satisfactory, many of the incendiary force

did not arrive until the flares were out and scattered their loads over a wide

mostly short of the target, thereby attracting other aircraft.^^^

were

showed that, although

area,

(1) Letter from No. 3 Group H.Q., Reference 3G/S2176/^Ops .dated 20 Feb.|?42.

(2) ‘AtC'e-ck T. R. ISSS"!Eestirt ̂ 3^9 MarcV) IS4R Be ktvW/r Co nrvj^<i..von
.USirt^

6,R^ ^<for^Z Me- , (A

4
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Within the course of the next three months, eleven further major

operations using G-ee were carried out against Essen, including one of 95^

aircraft, hut daylight reconnaissance indicated that no major damage had been

inflicted either on Krupp*s works or on Essen town, and it became clear that

the difficulties of the new method of attack had been seriously under-

On most of these raids the original Shaker technique, with minor

variations in timing, was employed; but on IO/II March flares were not used,

the Gee aircraft dropping 250 pound incendiaries blindly to act as a beacon

This was the first operation of the Samson type, which

was used in preference to Shaker when it was thought that weather conditions

over the target would not be good enough for visual identification.

Detailed analyses of all these early Gee operations were carried out by

the O.R.S. in order to try and discover the causes of failure, as a prelimin

ary to suggesting remedial measures, A number of these v/ere published as

reports in tl:^ B Aeries, and a general summary of the first operations

an Report and in a report entitled ’Note on Attack on Essen*

estimated.

for the Main Force.

which was written by the O.R.S. and issued by the Air Staff for distribution

to all Bomber Command stations. At the same time investigations were carried

out into the operational accuracy of Gee, based on the plotted positions of

the photographs taken by aircraft which were known from their sortie raid

reports to have bombed blindly.

Although the accuracy of Gee in the Ruhr and Rhine^land was found to be

more than three times worse than that achieved by expert crews of No. 1M8

Plight, over this country, jthe 50 per cent zone being about five miles in

radius^pi j n li nVi ^

for the failure to hit Essen.

it was clear that this alone was not responsible

Moreover, Gee operations against other cities

^had achieved considerably

greater success, and it was concluded that the relative lack of success

such as

on

Essen was due in a large measure to the peculiar situation of that target;

in particular, the lack of any clearly recognisable landmarks in the near

vicinity and the proximity of many other industrial towns of similar size,

made Essen a very difficult target for any method of attack, such as the Shaker

technique, which depended on visual identification. Even when the Gee air¬

craft succeeded in laying an adequate concentration of flares, the ever present

industrial haze so scattered the light that visual identification of the ground

was very difficult. As a result, the incendiary force on two occasions

attacked the wrong town, viz Hambom on 9/10 March and Schwelm on 1?/15 April.

Furthermore, the 1 act that the main striking force, which was not equipped with

Gee, was instructed to bomb on the fires started by previous aircraft made them

very vulnerable to enemy decoy activity, and, on two raids during March 1942 a

(O Attvofe Cssen. by ~ R. I335".‘

O.R.S. Re^oT-t Me. 3. HI. (a-H.R^h/x^, ,z).

Cs O. R.S . (A,H B,/jl

(

R ikv

3) c>^ 1^14 M(LTicbl342 ,* r U iviina»aj Oit^.S  A IQS'
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large proportion of the force was in fact diverted by decoy fire sites at

Rheinberg, some 20 miles west-north-west of Essen.

The Samson technique, which was used on the night of 10/1I March was no

Apart from the poor timing of the Gee aircraft, the 250

pound incendiaries which they dropped were quite insufficient to provide a

beacon for the main striking force,

need for a far more distinctive type of marker bomb if operations of this

type were to be carried out successfully.

Major Gee attacks on other targets carried out during the early summer

of 19^2 were analysed in a similar fashion in order to elucidate the develop

ment of the raids, as far as the limited photographic evidence would allow,

and wherever possible to make recommendations as to how the bombing techniques

might be improved,

operational value, and that use could be made of them in the planning of

future operations, every effort was made to publish them within a week of the

operation.

more successful.

m
There was clearly a

In order that the results should be of the raaximtuQ

At the end of April 1942, after Gee had been in operational use for

nearly two months, an attempt was made to assess the overall effect which its

introduction had had on the success of Bomber Command operations,

this was by no means as great as had been hoped for or expected, an

appreciable improvement in our bombing \inder certain conditions was noted,

Thus, for raids on Ruhr targets in moderate weather

conditions, the percentage of successful photographs showing the target area

Althoxigh

increased from 11 per cent over the period June 1940 to February 1942 to 18

per cent during the months of March and April 1942, when Gee was used,

addition, there was a marked improvement in the percentage of sorties

reporting attack on the primary target, an effect which was almostcertainly

attributable to the introduction of Gee.

In

A more extensive analysis along the

same lines was cari'ied out early in 1943> and compared the percentage of

plottable photographs which were within three miles of the aiming point for a

period of seven months before and six months after the introduction of Gee.^^

This confirmed the findings of the earlier analyses that

the beneficial effects of Gee were confined to raids in certain weather

conditions and on certain classes of target. As might have been expected in

view of its limited range, the improvement was most marked against the shorter

range targets, and under conditions which were unfavourable for visual

identification i.e. cloudy, hazy or moonless conditions. Under optimum

conditions of bright moonlight and good visibility there was no evidence that

Gee had had any significant effect on the resxilts of operations.
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The fact that GrO© enabled successful attacks to be carried out without

the assistance of moonlight was of considerable importance from the point of

view of reducing casualties from enemy fighter attacks and from April 1942

onwards it became the policy to attack targets in Germany chiefly in the

non-moon period.

Enemy interference with the Gee system was first suspected on the night

confirmed-beyond reasonable possibility of doubt

on the raid on Osnabruck on 9/10 August UfTll'l irli^tn/ini '
jamming was to reduce the effective range of Gee from about 400 miles to

of 6/7 August 1942, and was

The effect of this

250 - 300 miles from Daventry, vri.th the result that all German targets were

Consequently, Gee could no longer be used as an aid to

target identification and bombing on German targets, though it was still of

considerable use as a navigational aid over the greater part of the route.

Although fiNDm time to time the situation was temporarily improved by the

it became

outside coverage.

a>,
introduction of various countermeasures>

clear that the Shaker and Samson techniques would have to be abandoned, and

new methods of target marking devised.

Apart from the general research into the tactical employment of Gee, a

considerable amount of research was carried out with a view to increasing its

accxiracy and in connection with the jamming of the device by the enemy.

These aspects are discussed in detail in Chapter// .

The Pathfinder Force and its effect on Operations

Formation of and early Pathfinding Methods

^The formation of specialist squadrons to initiate raids'
(3)

was recommended

by^O.R.S.

finding force was much under discussion during the first half of 1942.

meeting on I6 April^attended by representatives of the O.R.S., the Commander-

in-Chief stated that he personally was ’entirely against anything that would

resxilt in the creaming off of squadrons, owing to its effect on morale*

as early as December 1941 and the subject of a special target

At a

and it was consequently not until July 1942, after a long and troubled period

of gestation, that the Pathfinder Force was finally bom, its birth

precipitated by the crisis which had arisen as a result of the enemy jamming
of Gee. The first operation led by the Pathfinder Force was that against

Flensburg on I8/19 August.

Caving to the preoccupation of O.R.S. 1 at this time with problems

connected with the jamming of Gee, no detailed accounts of the early Path

finder raids were published, but from time to time general reviews of the

situation were undertaken in order to assess what effect the Pathfinder Force

was having on the general success of operations,

techniques used by the Pathfinders in the latter part of 19lf2 was visual

The basis of most of the

marking of the aiming point with salvoes of 25O pound incendiaries

('blob fires') in the light of flares or as at Frankfurt 2i*/25 Oon ctober, in

uAa. Ao«ust
Nc- s,^o* (A H /aio^-

I t’-vCvl

Ce*wiPWR^vA 0‘R -S.

Tk-« $ wcc-c.^
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Occasionally coloured flares were used, either for marking the

aiming point or the extremities of the target,

on targets where this was available, but usually other methods, such as a

timed run from a nearby landmark, had to be used by the first aircraft to

A marked advance in the technique of illumination was

made on 16/1? September, when the flare force was for the first time

differentiated into ‘finders*, whose function was to drop long sticks of

flares right across the target area, and ’Xlluminators*, who were detailed to

illuminate the aiming point itself with much shorter sticks of flares.

Analyses of Early Pathfinder Raids

A preliminary report on the first 13 Pathfinder operations

moonlight.

Flares were dropped on Gee,

reach the target.

(1) indicated

that six of these had yielded better results than would have been expected on

Of the remainingthe basis of previous experience against these targets,

seven operations, four achieved similar results and three were less successful

than past raids,

that the wrong target was attacked.

On two of the latter raids failure was due to the fact

A more extensive and detailed investigation into the first 21 attacks led

by the Pathfinder Force, covering the period I8/19 August to 20/21 November

1942 was made at the end of 1942.
(2)

As in the previous preliminary report

the effect of the Pathfinder Force on the results achieved was based on night

photographic evidence, rather than on the amount of damage caused to the

target, since the latter depended on many factors, such as target size, bomb-

loads carried and type of buildings in the target area, on which the

Pathfinder Force obviously had no influence,

again taken as the percentage of photographs plotted within three miles of the

aiming point and this was compared with the corresponding percentage which

would have been expected in the absence of the Pathfinder Force, as estimated

from results of earlier raids.

The criterion of success was

In addition^special attention was paid to

those raids on which the Pathfinders did not carry out their planned technique

with complete success, in order to ascertain the chief causes of failure.

This investigation brought to light many points of operational importance

with regard to the illumination and marking of targets by the Pathfinder

Thus, the complete or partial failure of at least five raids was

established as being mainly due to an inadequate number of finder aircraft, of

which it was estimated that at least eight to 12 were required on normal

Force.

targets, particularly when weather conditions were not expected to be ideal.

On past raids the number of finders employed had usually been considerably

less than this. In addition it was fairly clear that the present flare fuze

was not functioning satisfactorily and numerous cases were reported by crews

of flares opening too high, thus failing to illuminate the ground properly and

(0 Q 1%-c? Ltv-c
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at the same time causing considerable dazzle,

that a special investigation should be made to detei*mine whether the fuzes

needed recalibrating, and that the development of the new barometric fuze

should be pushed forward as quickly as possible.

The same investigation also showed that the methods of ground marking

then in use v/ere not entirely satisfactory.

250 pound incendiaries dropped by the visual markers were often difficiilt to

see, especially while the target was illuminated by flares, and *Pink Pansies'

(^ifjOOO pound gel^incendiaries) which had been used for marking on a few raids,

although very distinctive whilst bursting, did not leave any permanent mark.

There was clearly a great need for special coloured marker bombs,

prototypes of such bombs had already been prepared and tested by the M.A.P,

It was therefore recommended

The salvoes of 30 pound and

The

and it was recommended that they should be introduced into operations with

the least possible delay.

In general it was found that up to 20/21 Novemberithe Pathfinder Force1
had been successful in carrying out their planned target marking technique in

one third of the attacks on Germany which they had led, and partially

successful in almost another third. Although these results do not on the

surface appear very creditable, it must be remembered that target ̂ narking

methods were at this stage still in the experimental stage, and that the

Pathfindft1^ Force was not as yet composed of experts. Moreover they were not

during this period provided with any special navigational or target finding or

marking equipment, and on German targets enemy interference had deprived them

Against Italian targets, where the weather was usually

better and the defences less heavy than over Germany, results were much more

satisfactory, the target marking failing on only two out of nine occasions.

New Problems introduced as result of |arget-»marking

During 19^1 and the early part of 1942 it was the responsibility  of each

individual crew to identify and bomb the detailed aiming point,

due to misidentification and, to a lesser extent to bad bomb-aiming,

often very large, but, on the whole were distributed in a random manner about

the aiming point.

of the use of Gee.

The errors

were

R.
Special cases giving rise to typical bomb pattern; , did of*

course^ occur from time to time, as when any considerable proportion of the

force was diverted from the target by decoy activity or other causes, but in

general the result of this type of bombing was a widely dispersed pattern of

bombs whose mean point of impact as on or close to the aiming point.

The chief problem which faced the Command *at this time was how to reduce the

random error of bombing, and the introduction of the technique of target

marking by a special Pathfinder Force, was, in fact, an attempt to solve this

problem.  This attempt was highly successful liitfT,

resulted in^an immediate and very considerable reduction in the random error

At the same time^however^another serious source of error wasof bombing.■

/ introduced
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introduced. As the Main Force were no longer detailed to aim at the aiming

point itself, hut at marker homhs dropped by the Pathfinder Force, the M.P.I.

of the resulting bomb-pattern no longer coincided with the Aiming point but

was determined largely by the position of the marker bombs. Any errors in

placing the markers therefore were likely to be perpetuated throughout the

whole attack, causing the M.P.I. of the bombing to be displaced from the aiming

and the aiming point

rthe introduction of the

point. The distance between the M.P.I, of the bombi

known as the overall systematic error and^
Pathfinder Force the question of how to reduce this source of error to its

lowest possible limit^\i?as -*wsi«>0)i‘»^^ the chief problenu. consenting
' C »> Jp. F, F. <vt>dL ent Co O ● R ■ S * d-<'Ve

Although much was done during 1943, 1944 and

1945 to reduce the magnitude of this error by improving the accuracy of the

marking methods used^the problem was one that was never completely resolved.

In the seven months prior to the introduction of the Pathfinder technique

only about 14 per cent of all raids carried out showed any marked displace

ments of the M.P.I. of bombing from the aiming point, whereas during the

following seven months something like 6? per cent of attacks showed

appreciable systematic error,

operations is strikingly illustrated by the following statistics: ^^

an

The effect of this on the overall success of

Period March
1942 to August

Period August
1942 to March

1242 1241

(Pre-P.F.F.) (PiFiF.)

Overall percentage of photos
plotted within three miles
of centre of concentration

35?S 50^

Overall percentage of photos
plotted within three miles
of aiming point

52^ 37^

As the above figures indicate, the considerable increase in concentration

achieved as a result of the introduction of the Pathfinder Force was largely

offset by the int^uotion of systematise, errors, so that the overall increase

in efficiency of the «&#*«^was comparatively smallo As i^n the case
the advantages conferred by the Pathfinder Force were found to be greatest for

raids in moderate weather conditions.

Further development of m/t Pathfinding Methods

Up to the end of 1942 the Pathfinder Force had no radar aids to assist

them in their task of target finding and no special markers to enable them to

mark the target satisfactorily. Early in 1943 both these handicaps were

removed and a new era in the technique of target marking was initiated.

Mark 1 was first brought into use for the raid on Dusseldorf on 51 December

1942/1 January 1943», target indicator groundmarkers on Berlin on

16/17 January, and H2S on Hamburg on 30/31 January,

these devices presented a new series of tactical problems which engaged the

Ob

The introduction of al
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attention of O.R.S*^4^ throughout 1943 and the early months of 1944 and which

are described more fully in the chapters on the operational use of H2S and

the operational use of Oboe^ ̂

Organisation and Efficiency of the

In addition to these detailed researches into the marking techniques

used, the O.R.S, also carried out investigations of wider scope into the

general organisation of the Pathfinder Force, and from time to time made

recommendations as to how the efficiency of the force might be increased.

An example of such recommendations ili^contained in an internal memorandum

which was prepared by the O.R.S* at the request of the Commander-in-Chief

after consultation with the Air Officer Commanding Pathfinder Force,

this repo

(a)

In

the method of selecting crews for the Pathfinder Force i

and. two alternative methods of selection ape suggested*

that the training of potential marker crews,

which consisted of a five-day course at the Navigation Training Unit, was

Uje^f

It was
£.Ui

also

inadequate to fit them for the difficult and important duties

The bulk of the specialist training ofwhich they had to carry out*

Pathfinder crews was in fact done on operations and was consequently spread

This system had proved both wasteful and

inefficient since not only were a considerable number of the potential marker

crews missing before they were fully trained, but the success of operations

was constantly jeopardised by the presence of partially trained makers.

Recommendations were therefore made that the Navigation Training Unit course

be lengthened to a minimum of two weeks, which would give sufficient time for

a thorough grounding in the use of special apparatus, particularly H2S, and

would enable a preliminary assessment of the capabilities of each crew to be

At the same time a readjustment of the establishment of the Path

finder squadrons was suggested, so that each potential marker crew, after

completing five operations as Supporter could be stood down for one week of

intensive specialist training, either as a ̂ lind ii^rker, a visual irirtarker or

a tacker-up.

Consideration was also given to the number of Pathfinder crews necessary

to carry out a satisfactory H2S attack and the conclusion was reached that

the strength of the Pathfinder Force at that time (August 1944) was not

really adequate for marking moi*e than one target outside Oboe range per night,

when conditions were such that provision for a skymarking attack would have

to be made.

over a considerable period*

made*

Reports describing Pathfinder Methods

Study of the sortie raid reports returned by Main Force crews in 1943

had revealed a state of ignorance on the part of many crews, concerning

Pathfinder methods and it was obvious that many did not understand even the

(0 \ 2 A  14 .
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basic principles of the marking methods employed, or the difficulties.with

which the Pathfinder crews had to contend. It was in an attempt to

this state of affairs and to bri/is about a better understanding between Main

Force and Pathfinder crews thatjO.R.S. prepared at the end of a somewhat

popularised account of ’Methods of Target Marking’,

printed and was issued by Headquarters Bomber Command for distribution to all

A. second, revised edition was published in

0)
This paper was

Bomber Command stations.
\

March 194-5 ●

At about the same time a more detailed account of the use of H2S for

target marking at night was prepared for the guidance of the Northwest African

Air Forces who at that time were being equipped with H2S and were forming a

Pathfinder Force of their own.

The O.R.S. was also responsible, in conjunction vdth the Directorate of

Camouflage, Ministry of Home Security, for the production of a series of

lantern slides illustrating the development of various types of attack.

These slides were intended to be used to illustrate lectures to advanced

pupil-crews on methods of target marking, assessing of aiming points, dangers

of under-shooting and the like.

Chapter

(Z)

Full details of this work will be found in

The Operational Use of H2S

Use of H2S in Bomber Command

H2S was essentially different from its predecessors, Cee and Oboe, in that

the whole of the equipment was airborne so that there were no limitations

imposed by range from ground stations as in the case of previous radar devices,

in June-july 194-2 had indicated

that towns and similar constructions of appreciable size could be picked out

from other ground features, and that land could be clearly distinguished from

Although the shape was somewhat distorted and the definition poor,

some degree of identification was possible,

shortcomings, the potential value of the equipment to Bomber Command was very

great, and it was consequently decided to go ahead with the production of

Mark 1 equipment

H2S was originally designed to enable an aircraft to drop its bombs on a

built-up'‘area, but as it would obviously be ̂ ome considerable time before

appreciable proportion of the bomber force could be equipped and trained, it

was decided, as an interim measure, to employ it as a Pathfinding device. The

first production sets were consequently made available in November 194-2, to the

Pathfinder Force and by January 19A3 two flights of aircraft had been equipped.

At the end of September 194-3 all the heavy aircraft of the Pathfinder Force had

been equipped and by February 1944- 23 squadrons of themAin f-orce also had H2S.

Preoperational trials carried out b

water.

It was clear that in spite of its

any

do

G^rr
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At this time there was much discussion as to whether H2S should continue to be

used as a Pathfinder device, or should be employed for blind bombing by the

rffain force, the purpose for which it was originally designed* The most

powerful opinion favoured the view that its primary use should continue to be

for target marking, and that the niain force should use H2S for navigational

purposes only, and this was the policy which was followed by the Command.

O.R.S. contribution to development of H2S target"‘markingTeohniq

As in the case of Gee and, to a lesser extent, Oboe, the use of H2S for

(1)

ues

target marking brought with it a new series of tactical problems which engaged

the attention of O.R.S. throughout 19if5 and the early part of 19241-

general the method used in solving these problems was one of trial and error,

and the part played^^ the O.R.S. consisted largely of pointing out to the Air
Staff/'am^'to ̂ e Air Officer Commanding Pathfinder Force where they considered

In

errors had been made, and in suggesting improved methods which might be tried

on subsequent operations. Sometimes the reasons for the failure or the

partial failure of an operation were fairly obvious, but usually this was not

the case and a very detailed intensive study of the development of the raid

was often necessary before any definite conclusions could be reached as to the

primary cause of failure, or suggestions made as to how the same mistake could

be avoided in future operations. Detailed studies of this type were carried

out for nearly all the major raids in 192^3 and the early part of 192+4 for which

night photographic evidence was available,

analysis used will be found in Chapter 12 , and will not be referred to in

detail in the following paragraphs, the purpose of which is to describe the

results achieved, and to show how, and to what extent, this work by the O.R.S.

A full account of the methods of

contributed to the development of successful H2S marking techniques,

marking techniques used were at first fluid, often varying widely from night to

night, but gradually, as experience was gained, undesirable features were

eliminated, improvements were introduced, and the techniques became more and

more established.

The

In order to appreciate fully the problems involved and the

advances made it is necessary first of all to describe the marking techniques

used on the early H2S raids.

Techniques used on early H2S ̂ ttacks

The average number of H2S equipped aircraft dispatched per raid during

the first two or three months of 1943 was about 14> of which four were usually

detailed to attack at zero hour and the remainder were spread throughout the

attack at intervals of one, two or three minutes depending on the length of the

raid. In view of the uncertainty of weather conditions over the tarsret,

particularly in the amount of haze which would be encountered, each H2S aircraft

normally carried reconnaissance flares, target indicators plus markers and two-

coloured skymarking flares, and it was left to the discretion of the Captain

(1) Mins, of Mtg., 22 Apr. 192+4 (B.C./S.28808/2, Vol. Ill, Enel. 10B.

/ whether
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whether he should illuminate, groundmark or skymark the target,

weather was obviously not going to be good enough for visual identification of

the target, as on the first two H2S operations, illuminating flares were not

carried, and the target was groundmarked with target indicators or skymarked

with coloured flares depending on the amount of cloud encountered,

realised that H2S

When the

It was

was not as precise a marking device as Oboe, and that a

certain scatter of markers was to be expected, though there was at this time

little infonnation on how great this scatter was likely to be.

overcome this difficulty an averaging technique was used, the main force being

instructed to aim their bombs, not at a particular target indicator marker, but
at the M.P.I. of all the markers

In order to

In order to assist them to identify thseen. e
M.P.I.

and to ensure continuity of marking throughout the raid a new type of

marker aircraft was introduced, the tacker-up (later known as a Visual Centrer),

whose function was to estimate the M.P.I. of the target indicators dropped by
the tlind ftarkers and to mark this point with target indicators of  a second

fcckers-up were used on the first H2S operation but
colour,

subsequent raids this number was increased to about 20, as five were found to be

quite inadequate to maintain the necessary concentration of markers,

conditions were good enough for illumination of the target, the i)ackers-

detailed to aim their salvoes of target indicator markers visually at the aiming
point in the light of the flares.

Five on

When

up were

The above plan of attack which appeared theoretically sound and which

seemed, on paper, to be practically foolproof, i

in many respects.
in practice proved unsatisfactory

During the first two months after its introduction 15 major

operations using H2S were carried out, but of these only three caused any

appreciable damage to the target,"^^ Nevertheless, in spite of these somewhat

disappointing results, valuable experience was gained and many tactical lessons

were learnt which enabled further and

Tactical j,'
successful techniques to be devised.more

learnt fj;|om Analyses of early H2S Operations

During February and March 1943 O.R.S.

gations into ten raids

essons

carried out d

on which H2S was used for target marki

etailed investi-

ng, the results of

which were published in reports of the^B*. Series for distribution within the

A summary^of the difficulties encc^ntered on these early H23

operations and of the tactical lessons learnt ,^11'be found- i^'.l[r.j.

One of the chief reasons for the lack of

operations was found to be the

(i.e. those dropped blindly

raid.

Coiiimand.

success of these early H2S

very small number of primary target indicators

H2S) which were burning at any one time during a
on

Detailed time analyses of the raids showed that it was unusual for the

(0 Rev'iccO- ^
C tw-ivvct

/ early
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tackers-up when they arrived at the target, to find more than one orearly

two primary target indicators burning on the ground, instead of the five or

It was consecjuently very difficult for them to centre thesix expected.

raid accurately and it was often possible for any single primary target

iackers-

Apart from the coraparativelj?

few H2S-aircraft available at this time and the low serviceability of the

equipment during the first few months (only 55 P©2^ cent of sorties arrived in

the target area with serviceable sets) several other factors contributed to

this sparseness of primary marking.

indicator, irrespective of its accuracy, to attract the

raids were for this reason a long v/ay off-centre.

up: many

It was found, for example, that of the

crews who arrived in the target area with serviceable equipment rather less

than half actually used it for blind marking, the remainder releasing their

target indicators visually, often simply backing-up markers already down and

thus defeating the averaging technique,

H2S for blind marking often made large errors and the situation was further

aggravated, especially on the longer range targets by poor timing of the marker

The latter was partly due to the fact that the Stirlings, which at

this time comprised about half the marker force, had a very small tolerance in

The few aircraft which did use their

aircraft.

speed.

In order ta overcome these difficulties the O.R.S. made a number of

recomiiiendations, most of which were subsequently adopted by the Pathfinder

Amongst the most important of these were:-Porce.

That Pathfinder crews whose H2S working satisfactorily

must use it for marking, and must not be tempted to release

on visual identification.m The dangers of relying on

(a)

visual identification were well illustrated by the raid on

Wilhelmshaven on 18/l9 February 1945 when several of the

Adind n!>arkers, attempting to release visually, mistook a

line of smoke generators for the coastline and, as a result,

centred the attack some five miles from the aim-i ng point,

tlindThat the markers, instead of being spread throughout(b)

the attack, should all be detailed to attack at the

beginning of the raid (at aero minus or^.
necessary, in two waves, one at the beginning and one in

the middle of the raid.

or if considere

This plan T/as adopted at

d

Wilhelmshaven on 19/20 February 1943 and on a!1 subsequent

H2S raids

In view of the fact that raids on which visual marking in

the light of flares laid by H2S aircraft had been used

the primary marking method had proved much more successful

than those on which purely blind marking was employed, it was

recommended that this technique be used whenever weather

as

(c)

t

(1), Isrxte'Oiirty tUc

.fit.S. Ref<rrtrN<j. B. tZB- (A H 8yEH/?4t

0*R.S. B i2>%.yA H

Oi*k
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(1)
conditions would permit,

adopted by the Pathfinder formed the basis of

the *Newhaven* method (see. ).

(d) The raid on Wilhelmshaven on 19/20 February was shown to
<>T5

have gone astray owing to the fact that H2S operatiiCNW

mistook a new suburban area to the north for the town iself.

This suburban area was not shown on the H2S target maps used.

Since it was probable that many other of the H2S target maps

then in use were similarly out of date it was recommended

that the maps of possible H2S targets be revised from the

latest air cover, and instructions that this be done were

issued by the Deputy Commander-in-Chief.

This recommendation was also

(2)

These difficulties of achieving satisfactory primary marking of the target

using H2S were by no means the only ones encountered. It was found, for example

that even on raids where the primary marking was satisfactorily accomplished

that the attack as a whole was very rarely centred on the primary mark^and

time analyses revealed that there was a marked tendency for the raid to

* creep* backwards along the line of approach,

that this shift in the centre of the attack was largely attributable to the

fcfeckers-up who showed a strong tendency to undershoot the main concentration.

The analyses also revealed

Since these aircraft dropped their target indicators at intervals throughout

the raid, each aiming at the centre of the target indicators already dropped,

this undershooting was cumulative, and as a result it was possible, in an

attack of 25 minutes duration, for the M.P.I, to shift by as much as several

miles. One of the factors contributing to this undershooting was the fact

that, at this time, no allowance v/as made for the fact that the target

indicator markers biirst in the air and that their forward travel was thus
(3)arrested. A suggestion was made that this factor should be allowed for by

introducing a carry time of approximately three seconds for all aircraft

dropping target indicators and this was subsequently accomplished by

appropriate modification of the distributor. This action, although a step in

the right direction, by no means eliminated undershooting and consequent shift

in the centre of the attack, which remained throughout 1943 one of the most

serious problems of target marking. Various theories were put forward to

account for this effect and a number of suggestions were made by the O.R.S.

and others as to how this drift of the attack might be arrested,

clear, for example, from some of the analyses of early H2S attacks, that many

iackers-up and fftain ^rce aircraft

It was

were not in fact aiming at the M.P.I, of

the marker pattern, first target indicators
encountered. This due in some cases to a not unnatural desire to get rid

0. ft.s fJc. ft - itTl ^ (a H ITH/241 y,2^ i

B, 124.. (a.H B./lTHyzWll/izV
0>) H 2 S - KAiLjk ̂

vv\if
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of the bombs as soon as possible; but another important factor was the

relative visibility of different target indicators from the air, those that

were lying short of the target in open country being much more easily seen

than the more distant ones on the target itself which were often partially

Attempts to eliminate under

shooting proving unsuccessful^suggestions were put forward for counteracting

its effects, either by detailing the iackers-up to aim at the far side of the

concentration of markers,

far side of the vulnerable area of the target.

hidden by buildings or obscured by smoke.

(1)
or by choosing an aiming point well toward the

The technique of

’recentring* with H2S at intervals throughout the raid was also tried.

(2)

All

of these procedures had a certain amount of success and led to some improve

ment in the situation, but the real solution of the problem did not come until

19W- when, by employing smaller forces and by further concentrating the aircraft

in time, it became possible to limit the attack to the duration of the primary

marking, thus to a leirge extent eliminating the necessity for iiackers-up.

The Newhaven Technique

As a result of the experience gained during Febi*uary and March and of the

lessons leai^t analyses of the early H2S raids, the Newhaven technique

developei^in April and proved so successful that, with various minor

modifications, it remained the standard H2S marking technique until the end of

the war.

was

In the original form of the Newhaven method the attack was opened by a

wave of H2S aircraft, all detailed to attack at the same time, who would blind-

mark the target with target indicators and at the same time illuminate it with

These b'lind nr»arker illuminators^as they were called^were

followed after an interval of about two minutes by a smaller number of visual

sticks of flares.

.fnarkers, whose function was to identify aiming point visually in the light of

the flares and to mark it accurately with target indicators of a distinctive

colour* If they were unable to do this, on account of weather or any other

reason, they would refrain from dropping their markers,

bac-'cers-up, attacking at the rate of one or two per minute throughout the

Finally came the

duration of the attack, who would either back-up the Visual hiarker*s target

indicators or, if these had not been dropped, would centre the attack on the

M.P.I. of the blind Sharker's target indicators. The later backers-up,

arriving after the primary markers had died out, would continue to back-up the

target indicators of previous .backers-up.

On the early Newhaven attacks both the visual markers and the backers-up

both used the same co'lour target indicators. This was a highly dangerous

procedure since the backers-up had no means of telling whether they

fact backing up the primary marking.

were in

or wei'e simply aiming at target indicators

o.K.s- Nio. s*93.

O.R.S. ( A,H R,/nH/£4l/zi/l^).
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dropped by previous tackers-up which might or might not be accurate,

also unsatisfactory from the point of view of the riiain -force who had no method

of distinguishing the more accurate visual target indicators from the less

accurate secondary target indicators,

responsible for the/lMijnnrt?rti<W
^  (1 ̂

Pilsen on 13/14 May 19^3' which led the O.R.S. to put forward a suggestion

for a modified form of Nev/haven attack employing target indicators of three

different colours. It was suggested that the blind markers should use yellow

target indicators, the Visual itrarkers red, and the backers~up green* The

three colour Newhaven was first tried out on the Pathfinder Force experimental

raid on Munster on 11/12 June 19^3» ar^ remained in general use throughout 19^3»

The use of yellow target indicators by the ilind 0)arkers v^as eventually

abandoned when, early in 1944> the hooded flare came into general use, since

it was found that these flares when viewed through haze were liable to be

mistaken for yellow target indicators. This was thought to have led to some

confusion on the raid on Frankfurt on 20/21 December 1943' and on subsequent

attacks the colour scheme was changed to green for blind marking, red or large

salvoes of mixed red and green for visual marking, and green for backing-up.

The first raid on which this modified colour scheme was tried (Stettin

5/6 January 1944) was not an outstanding success^^^ but on subsequent

operations the scheme proved reasonably satisfactory.

The great virtue of the Newhaven method was that, should the weather prove

unsuitable for visual marking of the aiming point, the attack would auto

matically develop as a Blind H2S Groundmarking raid. In 1943 over half our

Newhaven attacks did, in fact, develop in this manner, but during 1944 and

1945> as the efficiency of the illumination aM the skill of the visual markers

increased, an ever increasing proportion of H2S attacks developed as Visual

to the steady

improvement in the efficiency of th^Command*^as tfle war progressed*
H2S Skymarking Attacks

When the weather forecast showed a chance of considerable cloud over the

It was

This plan of attack was partly

results of the attack on the Skoda Works at

Newhavens. This was one of the many factors contri

/

target provision was usually made for a skymarking attack as an alternative to

Newhaven or Blind H2S Groundmarking. In attacks of this type the H2S aircraft

released skymarking flares of a characteristic colour, and the ririain .‘force were

instructed to aim at the M.P.I. of these flares. Owing to the drift of the

flares the usual backing-up techniques could not be employed on skymarking

attacks, and in order to maintain an adequate concentration of flares it was

necessary to plan for H2S aircraft to attack at intervals throughout the

The timing requirements for an H2S skymarking attack

were therefore incompatible with those for an H2S groundmarking attack, where it

was necessary to plan for a maximum concentration of blind markers at the

beginning of the raid.

duration of the raid*

di:.
(,)

/HH/zkir/aiJu)- ^ ^.

Co O ‘ R -S. j^Cp-crC^ fe , i 'i.fj,
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o
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attempted to solve this problem by dividing the blind

marking force into two sections, known respectively as primary and secondary

blind >Harkers. primary blind ijjarkers would attack at the beginning of
The

the raid, dropping either target indicator markers or skymarking flares,
I  «nat»KeT5

according to cloud conditions, while the Secondary tsdind ; ^would attack

at intervals throughout the raid dropping skymarking flares only if cloud

conditions were such that target indicator markers could not be seen,

minimum rate of attack for the Secondary blind markers, if an adequate

concentration of flares was to be maintained, was estimated by the O.R.S. to

be three per minute but the available number of blind marker crews rarely

As a result the average number of

skymarking flares burning over the target at any one time during the raid

averaged only three or four and, in the case of some of the skymarking attacks

on Berlin was as low as one or two.

The

enabled this concentration to be achieved.

Such small numbers of flares were

inadequate to provide a reasonable ’centre* and, in the opinion of the O.R.S,

this was one of the chief causes for the disappointing results of our

It is interesting to note that on the one

occasion when a good concentration of flares was achieved, viz. Leipzig

3/4 December 1943> where the average number of flares alight at once was 6*3,

a highly successful attack was carried out.

Attacks on Berlin

(1)
skymarking attacks in 1943»

Berlin, one of Bomber Command’s most important targets, proved itself

also one of the most difficult to attack successfully,

difficulty were the very large size of the built-up-area, which meant that it

was not possible for H2S aircraft to home directly on to a precise aiming

The chief sources of

point within the limits of the city, and the absence of sufficiently .

distinctive landmarks in the near vicinity of the target from which runs

could be made. In addition the long range of the target made accurate timing

of the raid extremely difficult,

blind ground- or sky-marking attacks, and although the possibility of using

the Newhaven technique was discussed on several occasions, this method was

never used against Berlin as it was considered very doubtful if it would be

possible to achieve a sufficient concentration of flares /  '*

achieved! whether the visual markers Would be able to identify their aiming

point in such a large built-up-area.

The first raid on Berlin using H2S was on l/2 March 1943> when the direct

homing technique was used.

All the H2S attacks on this target were

illuminaticai was

Owing to the difficulty referred to above the H2S

aircraft dropped their markers on the south-west suburbs of the city, and

although extensive damage was caused in this area, the v/hole raid was about six

In their interim report on this attackmiles off centre. O.R.S. drew

^ c-<wtte/r be. t ̂  ̂ .

K-<<,
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attention to the difficulties of homing on to such a large "built-up-area and

suggested as an alternative technique the use of  a timed run from some easily

This method was adopted on the

next attack on 29/30 March, the timed run being made from the Muggel See, which

identifiable point outside the target area.

was to be illuminated with flares and identified visually,

proved much more satisfactory and most of the early tind fnarkers dropped their

target indicators within three miles of the aiming point.

This technique

0)
Unfortunately,

owing to bad weather on route, the wiain ;force failed to arrive at the target in

time to take advantage of this marking, and by the time they did andve markers

had also been dropped to the south-east of the city, and it was around these

that the attack eventually developed.

O.R.S. analysis of this attack were summarised in  a letter from Headquarters

which was sent to all groups of the Command.

The relative lack of success of these early H2S attacks on Berlin had

emphasised our lack of knowledge concerning the H2S responses of large

built-up areas and as a result of a recommendation made by O.R.S.

The lessons learnt as the result of the

(2) the Command

Radar Section, in cooperation with the Bombing Development Unit carried out

intensive investigation of the H2S responses of the London area,

that H2S Mark II was incapable of bombing accurately an aiming point within a

large city, except by reference to easily distinguishable landmarks, due to the

an

It was shown

confused nature of the response pattern, and it was fxirther recommended that

similar trials be carried out with ,^.IIc and *;^III H2S before they were put(3)
into operation.

On the next two large scale attacks on Berlin (23/24 August and 51 August/

1 September 194-3)> the blind imarkers were detailed to release their target

indicators on a range and bearing fix on a hooked projection on the northera

edge of the built-up-r'area, but serious difficulty was encountered in

recognising this on the Plan Position Indicator and the target indicators again

fell well to the south-west of the city. A subsidiary cause of failure on the

second of these attacks was the incorrect wind forecast, which again upset the

timing of the attack and brought therha.in -force in on the wrong track. On

3/4 September the Muggel See was again used as a starting point for a timed run,

whilst other blind *ir>arker squadrons^attempted to get an H2S fix on Brandenburg,

showed that although it was considerably

more successful than the previous two, the main concentration of bombing was

again on the edge instead of in the centre of the target, and that only about

one third of the bombs dropped fell on the built-up-area.

(5)
The O.R.S. analysis of this raid,

O R s. R4<.>t fe>. laS. (A.H'B./lLH/a4i/ia/i:p.

Oh (Ac AttctcW
^ C<^/y,Q 1 94 2.
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In September 1943> at the request of the Commander-in-Chief, a short note

roduced. by the O.R.S, on the possible methods of attacking Berlin with

'  The basis of the method suggested was a dead reckoning run from an

was pro

(1)H2S.

H2S fix outside the target area, but since there were no reliable H2S fixes

within ten miles of the centre of Berlin, it was suggested that the run be

The starting point for the first stage would becarried out in two stages,

an fix on one of three towns within 30 or 40 miles of the target (New Ri5)pinj

Furstenwalde or Brandenburg were suggested as suitable), v/hilst the second

stage of the run would be started from a visual fix on a landmark within ten

The latter would be illuminated with flares andmiles of the aiming point,

groundmarked using the Newhaven technique.

The chief objection to the use of a timed run method on a heavily defended

target such as Berlin was that the evasive action noiroally practised was liable

In order to overcome this difficulty a

whereby the runs would be

to make such runs very inaccurate,

modification of the above scheme was put forward
(2)

carried out with the assistance of the G-round Position Indicator,

the G.P.I. became available in the Pathfinder Force it was in fact used for this

purpose, though the two stage dead reckoning run method si^gested by the O.R.S.

was never tried out in practice.

The main 'Battle of Berlin* started in November 1943 and. continued until

February 1944*

As soon as

During this time 15 major attacks were delivered and although

the results achieved were perhaps not as great as they might have been, enormous

Most of these attacks were skymarking

raids carried out over 10/I0ths cloud and owing to the absence of photographic

evidence the O.R.S. was not able to carry out its usual analyses, except in one

or two instances.

Mark III (three centimetre) H2S v/as first used by the Pathfinder Force in

the Battle of Berlin, and such evidence as there is suggests that the results

achieved by the Mark III equipment were somewhat better than those of Mark II^^^

There is no doubt, however, that, owing to the speed with which Mark III was

brought into operation which necessitated the omission of the usual Bombing

Development Unit service trials, thaf the best use was not immediately made of

the equipment, and that it was not until later that its potentialities were

fully realised.

Accuracy of H2S Marking

In addition to their detailed investigations into marking techniques, O.R.S.

damage was caused to the German capital.

also kept a continuous check throughout 1943 and 1944 on the accurary of blind

marking with H2S.

Command O.R.S. Report Nos. S.99>

Use was made of these records in the preparation of Bomber

and S.200,
(6) (7) (8)

S.189, but much of the
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data collected, showing no essentially new features, was never published,

earlier estimates of the accuracy of marking were based on the plotted

positions of the photographs with bombing taken by those aircraft, who, from

their raid reports were known to have bombed blindly,

increasing use of colour film at night, made it possible to associate the target

indicators seen on night photographs with the aircraft which dropped them as a

result of which, more reliable estimates of marking accuracy, based on the

plotted positions of the target indicators dropped, could be made,

results of these investigations into the accuracy of H2S marking are discussed

in Chapter 12.

H2S Mosquito Raids

The

Later however, the

The main

In addition to its use in heavy aircraft H2S Mark II, and later Mark III,

was also fitted into Mosquito aircraft of No. 139 Squadron and, throughout 19V|

and the early months of 1945» these aircraft were used to lead Bomber Command*s

light striking force of Mosquitos. The tactics used on these operations were

very simple, the most usual being blind groundmarking by four to seven H2S-

equipped Mosquitos, dropping either red or green target indicators. Backers-up

were not usually employed, and the main force was detailed to bomb the M.P.I. of

all markers seen. When conditions were cloudy target indicator ‘floater*

skymarking flares would be used 4-n place of the usual groundmarkers.

or

These raids were at first planned primarily as nuisance raids or as feint

attacks to divert enemy fighters from the main target for the night, but during

1944 the light striking force increased rapidly in size and by 1945 raids of

more than 100 aircraft were frequently dispatched, which played a not

insignificant part in the bombing offensive. Owing to the fact that on these

raids very few of the aircraft carried photo-flashes, the usual type of night

photographic plot could not be prepared, and consequently practically nothing

was known concerning either the marking or the bombing accuracy achieved until

early in 1945 when the O.R.S. published a report on this subject,

work for this investigation v/as carried out by the Allied Central Inte2?pretation

Unit (*K* Section) and was published in a series of *N.B* Reports,

consisted mostly of plots of target indicator markers, and plots of 4,000

0) The basic

These

pound bomb flames, which however, could usually not be plotted in relation to

ground detail. The O.R.S. analysis, based on this data, showed that the

accxiracy of marking from Mosquito aircraft was the same order as from heavy

aircraft viz. an average radial error of about two miles. The accuracy of the

main force bombing on the markers corresponded to an average radial error of

about 1*2 miles, from which it was estimated that for targets other than

Berlin about 55 per cent of the bombs dropped in clear weather raids would fall

on the built-up-area of the target. The corresponding figure for Berlin was

estimated to be as high as 70 per cent, though this was based on a very small
sample of raids.

An AnalySii o-| Marfei n

(a.h e.yuH/z4i7j.iyi^-ESTEICTED
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The Operational Use of Oboe

Methods of Usina Oboe ; early Proposals

Oboe was designed as a blind-bombing device, and trials during 19W- and

in the early months of 19^2 had indicated that the system had very great

possibilities, for, although the range was at this time somewhat limited the

accuracy achieved was very great. Its chief limitation as a blind bombing

instrument was the fact that a pair of ground stations could only control one

aircraft at a time, and that aircraft could only be brought on at the rate of

one every ten minutes, which meant that only very small scale attacks could

In order to overcome this disadvantage the Air Warfare

Analysis Section in May 1942 put forward a proposal for using Oboe-equipped

Lancasters to lead formations of bombers on to the target at night,

problem of formtion keeping at night was to be solved by an infra-red-cum-

A.I. device.

be carried out.

The

(1)
Using such a technique they estimated that a force of 24

Lancasters could damage a synthetic oil plant, such as G-elsenkircheiv^Nordstern,

sufficiently to reduce its output by 89 per cent.

The O.R.S although agreeing in principle 7d.th these proposals, did not

consider them very practicable owing to the considerable time which v/ould be

required to develop the necessary instruments for night formation flying, and

in June 1942 proposed an alternative scheme for using Oboe.

♦ >

(2) It was

suggested that two Oboe aircraft, controlled by a single pair of ground

stations could be employed to drop coloured marker bombs at intervals of

10 minutes tliroughout the raid, to act as a guide to the target marking force.

It was envisaged that later, when further channels became available, the Oboe

aircraft could attack at more frequent intervals, thus achieving continuous

marking of the aiming point, but as an immediate measure it was recommended

that two ground stations should be set up and six aircraft equipped,

also recommended that the necessary training of crews should be started

immediately.

It was

These proposals were submitted through the Deputy Commander-in-

Chief to the Air Ministry, who promised that the necessary equipment would be

provided on the highest priority. It was at first intended to equip -

Wellington IV*s, but it was afterwards decided that Mosquitos ov/ing to their

higher operational ceiling would be more suitable.

The proposal by O.R.S. to use Oboe for marking proved to be one of the

greatest importance. Not only was the effectiveness of attacks on area

targets greatly increased but its use enabled the attack of a wide variety of

targets in support of the invasion and subsequent land battle to be planned

with confidence and executed with great precision.

First Oboe operations

By December 1942 the ground stations were ready and six Mosquitos of

No. 109 Squadron had been equipped, and on the night 20/21 December, the first

Oboe operation was carried out. This was a calibration raid on Lutterade

in which only Oboe aircrai’t took part, each dropping three 300 pound bombs.

Similar attacks by small numbers of Oboe aircraft were made at intervals

mostly on steel works in the Ruhr,during December and January,
/mainly

<f^ to-fcttv
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mainly with the object of completing the training of the aircrews,

result of a detailed investigation of Photographic Reconnaissance Unit

cover and information from Intelligence sources the 0,R,S, estimated that

the accuracy achieved on these training and calibration raids was of the

order of 650 yards, though on some occasions errors of up to one and a half

miles were noted.

As a

(1)

Oboe Sk.yiQarking attacks on Essen

Owing to the bad weather prevailing in January 19^3 it was not

possible to employ Oboe for groundmarking as had been suggested by the

O.R.S, and an alternative slqrmarking technique was devised,

aircraft was to mark the release point with four bundles of three flares,

red with green stars, and the main force were detailed to aim their bombs

at the flares whilst flying at a definite predetermined height and

Prior to 17 January 1943 there were seven Skymarking attacks

against Essen but only on one of these raids was there sufficient^night

This was

Each Oboe

heading.

photographic evidence for a detailed analysis to be carried out^

the raid on 9/10 January 1943> an account of which will be found in the

The main weight of the bombing was shown toappendix to the above report,

have fallen about two miles south-west of the aiming point and the

Neverthelessreasons for this systematic error are discussed in the report.

this raid achieved considerably greater success than previous attacks on

Essen, about 60 per cent of the aircraft bombing within three miles of the

the highest percentage previously achieved on this target

Moreover, the O.R.S, analysis showed that part of the

aiming point;

being 20 per cent,

spread of the attack was attributable to the inexperience of the main

force in bombing skymarkers, and it was anticipated that even better

results might be achieved on future Oboe skymarking attacks. As such

attacks were invariably carried out over 10/l0ths cloud, however, there

was rarely any night photographic evidence on which to base any estimates

of success; neither was it possible in most cases to obtain reliable

crater plots. Consequently little further work on this type of attack

was done by the O.R.S., though a short report was published on the

outstandingly successful Oboe sksmiarking attack on Cologne on 28/29 June

1943> by a force of 6o8 aircraft, which devastated nearly 1000 acres of

the city on the western side of the Rhine.

Oboe G-roundmarking attacks

On these operations the Oboe aircraft dropped 'primary* target

indicator markers, usually red in colour, on the aiming point at the

shortest possible intervals throughout the raid. In order to ensure

continuity of marking other aircraft dropped secondary markers, usually

green in colour, aiming them visually at the target indicator markers

dropped by the Oboe aircraft. The main force were instructed to aim

their bombs at the primary target indicator

it)
V

/markers

Obo€i OpvircJ^ions Cc> i94-^'
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Invisible, otherwise, they aase to aim at the centre of

the concentration of the secondary target indicators.

markers, if any

^oundmarking raid was carried out against IXisseldorf

This raid, hov/ever, was only on a small scale

and was marred by bad weather. The first large scale Oboe ground-marking

attack was against Essen on 5/6 March 19h3 an^ was outstandingly successful.

Although the weather was only moderate it is estimated that 78 pei* cent of

the force of 442 aircraft bombed within three miles of the aiming point, and

study of post—raid cover revealed more than 68O acres of devastation. It

appeared that the key to successful night raiding in the Ruhr had at last

been found, and this hope was fully confirmed by sufesequent groundmarking

raids.

The first Oboe

on 27/28 January 1943*

In view of the consistently good results achieved with Oboe from the

date of its introduction, less attention was devoted by O.R.S.l to these

raids than in the case of H2S attacks, where, as already explained (pagey/ )

great difficulty was experienced in developing a reliable marking technique.

Nevertheless during the course of 1943 interim analyses 
of 13 Oboe ground-

marking raids were carried out and published, particular attention being paid

to the less successful raids, since it was from these that the most valuable

lessons were likely to be learnt.

The first^such attack to be analysed was that on Cologne on 26/27

February 1943*
(1)

This attack started well but later deteriorated,

primary cause of the deterioration was low serviceability of Oboe, only one

of the foxix aircraft^detailed dropping its markers, but the situation was

I .'dropped two and a half miles to the south-west of

The

aggravated by a red

the aiming point, apparently by a t»acker-up aircraft which had been inco3>-

rectly bombed-up. In addition there was a suspicion that decoy flares

were used by the enemy and were effective in diverting' part of the attack.

Decoy ground-markers were active during the raid on Bochum on I3/14 May 1943>

but here again the primary cause of failure was a gap of 25 minutes in the
(2)

Oboe marking,

raid of 29/30 May and although, owing to the heavy weight of the attack,

great damage v/as inflicted, a proportion of the raid was scattered in open

country to the south of the town,^^^ nevertheless, of the ̂ 66 aircraft

reporting attack, it was estimated that 82.'bombed within three miles,

the heavy raid on Dusseldorf on ll/l2 June the main force attack was opened

by specially selected crews of Nos.l and 5 Groups who dropped full incendiary

These were well placed and were exceptionally successful in starting

fires which spread rapidly and formed an unmistakable beacon for the follow

ing aircraft,

resuited from this raid.

The timing of the Oboe aircraft was also poor on the Barmen

On

loads.

Approximately 1000 acres of industrial and residential damage
(4)

/During

(0 rnteTtirt Re-pcpt ©m tW Attach, ov^ ^ 2.6/27 Fet>nroc.Ty
Coiiins»va*vtl RepoTt"hSo- * 26. ‘ ̂  ‘ */2-^/t
c*-» »V*4 Commcvsvd O^R.S ^

Report B*

O) ̂Refo'fC c« cctfcojth. OTV W uppe^toi, 2 4 A O '
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During the period of these raids only two Oboe channels (i.e. two

pairs of ground stations) were available,

of the Oboe aircraft at this time was low, only 66 per cent of sorties dis-

In view of this situation the

Moreover, the serviceability

(/)
patched making successful attacks,

greatest difficulty was experienced in maintaining the Oboe marking over

the 40-60 minutes duration of the raid, and, in fact, absolute continuity

primary marking was never achieved during the first five months of Oboe

In / report in which a review of the first

of

groundmarking.

20 Oboe groundmarking attacks is given, it was pointed out that the main

cause of such diversions of effort as had occurred on these attacks was gaps

in the Oboe marking, and the desirability of providing more channels was

The provision of a minimum of four and if possible eight

paijfs of ground stations was recommended as a future requirement,and it

was suggested that once continuity of the primary marking could be

guaranteed, it might be possible to dispense with secondary markers alto

gether.

emphasised.

The provision of a third Oboe channel in July 1943 did,in fact^result

in an immediate improvement in our bombing effort,

which three channels were used (Essen 25/26 July. 1943) ihe Oboe marking

and on Remscheid

On the first raid on

was almost continuous over a period of 50 minutes

J>0/yi July, continuous primary marking was achieved for the first time.

Both these attacks were outstandingly successful.

fa)

In addition to the Ruhr campaign Oboe was also used during March and

April 1943 attacks on the French Atlantic ports. For these raids,

however, only one pair of ground stations was available and the Oboe

marking was so sparse that it was probably without appreciable effect on

the results of the operations which were, in any case, very successful.

It is of interest to compare the overall results achieved against

German cities in 1943 a^d H2S respectively,

tics, prepared by the O.R.S., but previously mpublished, are based on an

analysis of ni^t photographic evidence for raids between April 1943 arid

April 1944*

Table

(4)

The following statis-

Estimates of percentage of those aircraft reporting attack which bombed

within three miles of the aiming point for attacks on German and Italian

cities between April 1943 and April 1944*

/Technique

O') "'TK-e. OpcToX.chCwC Use of 0 fc»oe MaTk | A! O.ft.s

S  ● I OS . 3. 1/11/14)

C4) »£ 1A\ O-R.S
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ModerateLocation of Good
V/eather WeatherTargetTechnigue

59^66^Ohoe Groundmarking

H2S Newhaven

Germany

Germany

Italy

Germany

It will he seen that for raids in good weather on German targets the

results achieved hy the use of Ohoe were only sli^tly better than those

The great disadvantage of the latter

technique however was that it could only he carried out in good weather:

in moderate weather conditions such attacks normally reverted to H2S Blind

625^

84^H2S ITewhaven

51^ 11$H2S Blind Groundmarking

of the H2S Newhaven technique.

Groundmarking, the results of which were far inferior to those produced

The outstanding success of the series of Newhavenhy Ohoe Groundmarking,

attacks on Italian cities during July ahd August 1943 is attrihutahle partly

to the weak defences of these targets and partly to the fact that the weather

conditions prevailing were almost always exceptionally favourable for visual

identification of the target.

Use of Ohoe against Tactical"fargets

On 8/9 September 1943 experimental attack was carried out on coastal

batteries in the Boulogne area with a view to investigating the possibility

of using Ohoe for marking very small targets, and to compare the relative

Ke-^aircraft tracking

A special analysis of this

in which it was shown that the line of error of

accuracy of Ohoe and Baillie Beam Groundmarking, .

along a Baillie Beam and releasing on Ohoe\,
(1) ^

operation was undertaken '

the target indicators dropped hy aircraft flying on the Baillie Beam was of

the order of 1000 yards, which was far larger than was acceptable for

Attention was also drawn

namely, the fact

that target indicators released in salvo from hi^ flying Mosquitoes very

frequently fell in the form of a stick, sometimes as much as a mile in

This phenomenon was later established as being due to ballistic

interference between the target indicators of a salvo and on subsequent

attacks was overcome by releasing the markers with a spacing of 0.25

seconds.

precision marking of small targets of this type,

to another very serious source of error in Oboe marking:

length.

During the months of March-October 1944 the main effort of the Command

was diverted from the strategic bombing of German cities to attack on

tactical targets in north Prance, the Low Countries and later in Germany

In this series of attacks, where the small size of the targets

necessitated marking techniques of high precision. Oboe played a leading

itself.
{

part, and to it, more than to any other factor, can be attributed the success

O.R.S. work on the marking and bombing of tactical targetsof the campaign,

is described

^rmatjon AttacksOboe-led

This bombing method, which was designed Group

small precision targets, was introduced operationally on 11 July 1944> and

was employed at frequent intervals until 5 August.

for use against

During this period

/32

(o AtiTcLck an Ccost®-! T^Lr3eti at BouloQT^e Q
Gv.H-B./TtM/2.4J/2z/1a).
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32 attacks were made, consisting of from one to four formations, and

involving 688 sorties,

laimching sites or stores, situated along the coastal strip of -northem

France.

All the objectives attacked were flying-bomb

The formations employed consisted of one Oboe Mosquito plus one

reserve, leading from six to 16 ‘heavies*, which were either arranged

in pairs in line astern, or in vies, of three or according to a combination

In the shorter formations the heavies were instructed

In the longer formations

of these patterns,

to release on seeing the Oboe leader*s bombs,

aircraft at the rear were to release on coming abeam of a smoke puff which

was fired by the Oboe leader at bomb release.

Analyses of the results achieved by 21 of these formation Oboe attacks

were made by the O.R.S. from density counts or crater plots prepared from

post-raid cover. The results of these analyses we:^ published early in

August ^ I ̂ d clearly demonstratedX^aa^^^^apeiwDoiy^j^ this formation method

the Oboe* groundmarking techniques which had preceded it,

density of bombing in a 20-acre circle about the aiming-point, per 1000

bombs despatched, as a criterion of efficiency, it was shown that Oboe

formation raids were I.85 times as efficient as Oboe groundmarking attacks.

This conclusion was supported and amplified in a later report

in which a comparison v/as made between all the techniques used against

The only serious

Taking the

(2)

precision targets in the spring and summer of 1944*

rival to the Oboe formation method (with 7*4 hits/acre/lOOO bombs dropped

6.1 hitsMOOO bombs despatched) was shown to be the later modification

of No. 5 Group*s visual night technique which achieved densities about

three-quarters as great,

‘rival* methods should be governed by the weather (amo\mt of cloud expected),

intensity of defences, scale of attack required and the chance of being able

to make a second or third attempt in the event of an initial failure.

On the basis of the parameters obtained from these analyses, an

attempt was made by O.R.S. No. 8 Group, with the assistance of one officer

from O.R.S., Headquarters Bomber Command^to assess the value of this forma

tion technique for use against synthetic oil plants in western Germany.

or

It was concluded that the choice between these

In

preparing these estimates the follov/ing assumptions were made:-

(4) Each formation would consist entirelyof Mosquitos
no heavies) and would contain an average of 10 aircraft

including two Oboe aircraf'^

(|>) Four (and .occasionally five) Oboe Channels would be
available.

/(iii)

CO'Hote or\ Success Oboe AttcLc(^:s. Bombe-r

O.R.S. (A t//, 0.)

G2*) ^ of or\ p-U ssnctli
oceop/ed Detioeevi

e.R-S- Rcpcr+-t' s. ___
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(.'C) attacks would be carried out from between 26,000
feet and 28,000 feet over lO/lOthscloud.

( <t) The target would require approximately one ton per
acre throughout the target area to put them out of action.

On the basis of these assumptions it was concluded that during the

winter months, eight to ten of the oil plants could be put out of action in

ai^ one month, or alternatively that I5 to 20 plants could be partly put

out of action.

No survey of the accuracy of this forcecast could be made since the

method was, in fact, never used against this type of target. It was, in

fact, employed on only one subsequent occasion (against Wesel, I6 March

1945).

The Operational Use of

Early^^^ Operations

The history of the introduction and development of^-|P-H in Bomber

Command is dealt with in detail in Chapter 12 and attention will here be

confined to

the efficiency of the tactical methods used and the

overall success ofQgg-H raids as compared with other types of attack.

The tactical advantages conferred by the were considerable;

since its accuracy was far greater than that of Gee and, at the same time,

it was free from the serious limitation in the number of aircraft which could

use

be controlled by a single ground station, which was a feature of the Oboe

The great potentialities of the device were well shown by the

results of the first blind^#-H bombing attack on  3 November 1943.

target was the Mannesmannrohrenwerke on the northern outskirts of Dusseldorf

system.

The

and althou^ the raid was only on a small scale the accurac

considered very satisfactory. A bombfall plot prepared by

achieved was

p.R.S. shov/ed

In spite of thethat the 50 per cent zone was of the order of 75O yards.”

success of this attack no further use was made of^$-H until April I944 when
five small scale experimental and calibration raids were carried out against

the mars^^ling yards at Charably and Vilvorde.^^^ During June and July of the

year^^H was used for rainelaying, and, during July and August, for

The latter

same

daylight attacks on flying bomb sites in northern Prance.

attacks were carried out by Stirlings of’3 Group using the new technique of

formation bombing. Two^J*-H aircraft (leader and deputy) were usually

detailed to lead a formation of eight other non-^H aircraft flying in pairs
line astern. Each pair of aircraft would release their bombs on seeing the

bombs leave the pair immediately in front of them. Prom a study of the

photographs taken on these operations it was found possible to identify the

/bomb
4  ̂ *

(t) Tke ‘^44 .
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■bomlD strikes of nearly every aircraft in the formation, and also to plot
the relative positions of the aircraft in the formation at the moment of

release of the leader*s ho^s. The results of this investigation showed
that the performance of the^j^H aircraft was hi^ly satisfactory, the
average error of 275 yards “being of the same order as that achieved on

training runs in this country. The following aircraft^however^obtained
very poor results due to extremely bad formation keeping. This was

especially marked on the first two attacks, but later showed some improve

ment, and v/as clearly due to the lack of practice in formation flying.

Large scal^l^H formation Attacks

(1)

whic^^HUp till this time all the raids on  had been used ibftow

in the nature of small scale experimental attacks, designed to discover the
potentialities of the Cq,uipment and the best methods of using it operation
ally. By October 1944-jbowever, a considerable force of No, 3 Group
Lancasters had been eq.uipped, and the middle of the month saw the start of

a series of relatively large scal^^H attacks directed against synthetic
oil plants, towns, marshalling yards, and similar targets in North-west

Germany. The total number of aircraft dispatched on these raids

usually between 100 and 200, and the attacks were continued at the average
rate of three to four per week until the end of the war.

majority of these raids were formation attacks carried out in daylight,

many of them over lO/lOths cloud, but on a few occasions^H

us^d as groimd or skymarkers, and occasionally forces consisting entirely
of^^H aircraft were dispatched to bomb blindly, without markers

was

The vast

aircraft were

or

follow^s.

Onj^E formation a'^acks between a quarter and a third of the total
The aircraft were detailed to fly in vies.force v/ere equipped with ■H.

of three or five, or in boxes of four, each vie or box being led by aOea-H

m aircraft. Surplus non^^
a gaggle behind a normal vie.

H aircraft, if were detailed to fly in

In addition, the^)P-H aircraft usually
dropped target indicator markers, skymarking flares or colotired smoke puffs

for the benefi'^of stragglers who lost formation and had to bomb inde
pendently. The^-H leaders would normally release their bombs blindly
on their special equipment and the other aircraft in the formation would

release imr^diately
Analysis of Operations

This technique of bombing was something quite new as far as Bomber

Command was concerned, and consequently much effort

on seeing the leader*s bombs fall.

during the winter of 1944-1945 was devoted to investigations df raids of

type. Many analyses were carried out v/ith a view to determining the

accuracy of the method, establishing parameters which could be used in

forward planning, and if possible, suggesting tactical improvements whereby
—  /success

(l) A.H.B,/ll/39/l/l (Bomber Command O.R.S. Rept. No. S.183)*
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The analyses were hased chiefly on plotssuccess might he increased*

of estimated position of homhfall prepared hy plotting forward from the

centres of the release point photographs as described on page 3/ .

those raids carried out over 10/l0th>cloud this technique could not be

applied though a considerable amount of information on the dispersion of

such raids was obtained from plots of aircraft relative to cloud patterns,

For

prepared by*lT^Section o-f the Allied Central Interpretation Ihiit.
H
formation leaders were found

to have a 50 P®r cent zone about the aiming point of IO58 yards, or about

the mean point of impact of the bombs of 9^4 yards, and the dispersion of

The bombs dropped blindly by

all the bombs dropped, including those of the followers, was not appreci-

ably greater than that of the^-#Sf» aircraft.' '

other types of attack it may be mentioned that the concentration of bombing
H

achieved on an average formation attack at this time was about the same

as that achieved on night Newhaven attacks against German cities.

raids however had a considerable advantage in that the concentration of

.  bombing was far more accurately centred, the average systematic error

being only 375 yards, as compared with 3^000 yards for Newhaven attacks,

addition the^8^ raids were^of course, virtually independent of weather

conditions provided that the cloud tops were not higher than I7OOO feet,

whereas Newhaven attacks, being dependent on visual marking of the aiming

point, could only be carried out in reasonably clear conditions.

It was estimated that, using the formation bombing technique, a

force of 80 to 90 aircraft could achieve a density of I8O tons of mixed

H.E. and incendiaries per square mile, which, on  a German city, would

By way of comparison with

. \

In

correspond to about 75 devastation in the area where the attack

attacks on German towns almost double this
(V

On most of the/fell.
i\

number of aircraft was sent and it is therefore not surprising that almost

In particular Bonn,all these attacks were outstandingly successful.

Solingen, Witten and Wesel, all suffered extremely heavy damage as a result

of attacks of this type.

The density of bombing required to knock out a synthetic oil plant

or a marshalling yard for any length of time three to four times that

required to devastate a built-up area and it was estimated that using the

^^1/formation technique a force of approximately 2^0 Lancasters would be

This was in excess of the number normally dis¬

patched against targets of this type with the result that the density of

bombing achieved was usually below that specified, and the required level

of damage was rarely achieved on the first attack.

i\

nedessary.

/In

0) An Analysis ^ , Octob^ti»i^cei^e^ 1944- ■

Q.R,S. Report Mo, S.klU (a
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In general, this investigation, which covered the results of the

first 38 raids "between 18 October 1944 and the end of the year,,

showed that in spite of the successes achieved there was still room for

further improvement, particularly in regard to:-

The accuracy of the^^l The probable error
zone of 1038 yards compared unfavourably with the 64O yards
found groundmarking raids. (I)

H aircraft.

(i>) The elimination of gross errors. As many as 20 per cent
of the(ii3S-H aircraft were estimated to have made errors of more

than ̂ 00 yards.

('.^) Better formation flying. The average distance between the
leaders bombs and those of the other aircraft in the formation was

364 yards, but in addition there were 26 per cent of cases, classed
as gross errors, where the follower*s bombs fell more than three
to four miles from those of the leading aircraft.

As a sequel to this work a further analysis was undertaken of

formation attacks during the early months of 1945> this revealed that

The 50 per centa considerable improvement had in fact taken pl§,ce.

error was found to have fallen to 874 yards JfcS^the gross errors had been

reduced to i'per cent. It v/as concluded that these improvements were due

principally to better handling of the equipment and to the improvement in

formation flying which had resulted from continued practice.

Analysis Of Attacks On Tactical Targets

O.R.S. work on*Tactical Bombing.

During 1944 Bomber Command was called upon to assist with preparations

for the liberation of Europe, and during the spring and siammer of that year

almost the whole of its bombing effort was diverted from the strategical

bombing of German cities to attacks on tactical targets in northern Prance

and Belgium, and later in Germany itself. During March and'April many

attacks were carried out on the French mar^alling yards, and during sub

sequent months the range of targets was extended to include gun batteries,

airfields, ammunition dumps, road junctions, military camps and troop

concentrations etc.

With the exception of the daylight attacks by No.  2 Group in I94I

and 1942, thf Command had specialised since the beginning of the war in

night attacks on large targets such as cities, and the sudden change over

to the bombing of small tactical targets, much of it carried out in daylight^

presented many new problems, to the solution of which O.R.S. made substan

tial contributions,

headings as follows:-

These contributions may be summarised \mder four main

/ (1)

0) Ti^c. Accuro-cy of Qee- H <2r-r0OAclr^:kti^ . ficVevvvbe-r 1^44.’ Bcvwtc/r

O.R-S-
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(A) Planning of operations4 particularly recommendations as to
the size of the force necessary to achieve the required level of
damage*

(h) Post raid analysis, to determine how closely the achieved
results compared with those required and with those forecast*

( C 0 Comparison of different marking techniques* with a view to
determining the hest technique for use against any particular
target under different conditions of attack*

U) Assessment and improvement of marking accuracy*

The planning of operations and the closely linked work on post-raid

analysis Ti^irta^fully described^ , and much of the work

^ the assessment and improvement of marking accuracy is dealt with in

Chapter $ . Attention will here be confined chiefly to the research

which was carried out into the relative efficiency of the different

marking techniques used* Before doing this it will be necessary to give

a brief account of what these techniques were and how they were developed*

Marking Techniques used on‘Tactical"Targets

At the beginning of the campaign no special marking techniques, other

than those used for night attacks on German cities were available, and the

majority of the earlier attacks on marshalling yards and gun batteries were

carried out using straightforward Oboe groundmarking*

relatively short duration of the attacks backers-up were usually dispensed

with, but in other respects the method was essentially the same as that

used on city targets in the Euhr,

Owing to the

Later a Master Bomber and a Deputy

Master Bomber were introduced to control the attack, their original

function being to direct the bombing on to the most accurately placalOboe

To enable them to do this it was necessary to illuminate the

target with flares for a short period at the beginning of the attack, and

for the different Oboe aircraft to drop markers of different colours or

marker*

Vjhere necessary the Master Bomber would himself mark the target

visually with target indicators of a distinctive colour,

development of the Controlled Oboe technique was Musical Newhaven (or lfo.8

Group Visual) where the Oboe markers were dropped very early in the attack,

and were intended to serve only as a guide to the flare force, who v/ould

then illuminate the target for the visual markers, as on a standard Kewhaven

attack*

types.

A further

In addition to these techniques, which were used by the Pathfinder

Force, No. 5 Group developed a special visual marking method employing

In the technique as originally used a singlelow-level offset marking.

marker was laid by a special crew upwind of the target at a distance of

about 400 yards from the aiming point* Its actual distance and bearing

from the target was estimated by the Master Bomber, who, using the winds

found by a special iorce^«f Air Position Indicators wia/0og^, would

calculate a false wind, such that bombs aimed correctly at the marker would

fall on the airaii^ point* This false wind was then broadcast to the

/Main
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^ain -Jorce just "before they reached the target area,

were also marked by No. 1 Group, who used a much simpler controlled visual

marking method, employing impact bursting target indicators backed-up with

red spot fires.

A few targets

During the first three months of the campaign against tactical

Day attacks started in June 1944targets all the bombing was by night,

when they accounted for 1? per cent of our bombing effort, and this

percentage continued to rise until September, when day raids accounted

for 70 per cent of all the sorties dispatched,

these day attacks were, in many cases, similar to those used at night, a

The technique used on

large proportion of attacks being carried out using Oboe or controlled

(see page Bi ) or OboeFormation attacks ledOboe Groundmarking,

(see page 78) aircraft were also employed, and on some attacks direct
visual bombing of the target was used.

Comparison of different techniques^<tfft^gwIcuti

The first attempt to assess the relative efficiency of the above

mentioned techniques was made in May 1944> for a series of night attacks

As a criterion of theon railway facilities in Prance and Belgium,

success of each raid, which would be independent of the size and geographi¬

cal position of the target, the ratio of the number of hits achieved on the

target area, to the number expected, was used,

from the number of bombs dispatched

The latter was estimated

by multiplying by the 'esrected ^
Or ^i***S^>*^

percentage on*, the calculation of which is explained iniO.R. UrtiiMiilil.

Over a series of 15 Oboe g-roundmarking attacks the number of hits

achieved on the primary target amounted to 57 P®r cent of the number

For five Musical Newhaven raids the percentage was 64 per cent.expected,

forStK Controlled Oboe groundmarking raids, 79 cent, and for three

Visual groundmarking attacks carried out by No. 5 Group, 93 P®^ cent,
beneficial effect of the Master Bomber was clearly reflected in the better

The

results achieved using Controlled Oboe, as compared with non-controlled

This investigation, which was intended only to
(2)

Oboe ̂ Toundmarking.
give a preliminary indication of which techniques were likely to give the

best returns on future attacks, was severely criticised by No. 8 Group,

who, unwilling to admit the superiority of No. 5 Group*s marking technique,

maintained that the attacks selected for analysis were unrepresentative.

The results were also criticised by No. 5 Group on the groiond that they

were based on crater plots, and therefore depended to some extent on the

They claimedproportion of craters which could be recognised on day cover,

that, since this proportion was likely to be lower for No. 5 Group attacks,

their results were actually better than the report indicated.

In order to meet these and other criticisms, data was collected for

The results of

/this

a much more extensive analysis along the same lines.
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(1)
this investigation, covering 207 precision attacks, were published.

The factor used as a (juantitative measure of success was ‘relative

density at the aiming point* (i.e. hits per acre at the aiming point per

^000 bombs dropped),

from the P.R.U. cover, over a 20 acre circle centred on the aiming point,

pa^. The raids were classified, not only according to
technique, as in the earlier investigation, but also according to v/eather,

target defences, height of attack, bomber group, and size of raid, and in

assessing the value of a particular technique, the proportion of abortive

and partially abortive raids, and the loss rate, was taken into account.

The coefficient of variability (100 s/m, where s  = standard deviation of

relative densities, and m = mean relative density) was employed as a

criterion of ‘dependability* - an important factor against certain types

of tactical targets, such as troop concentrations, where repeat attacks

were often not possible.

The results of this investigation, which were extensive, are summarised

in tabular form in O.R.S. Report S.192, and will not be dealt v/ith in

It should^ however^ be noted, that the superiority of No, 5

Group‘s visual marking technique for night attacks on small targets,

which the earlier results had suggested, was fully confirmed, the relative

density of 5*43 hits/acre/lpOO bombs being more than double that achieved

In addition, the coefficient of variability

The count of the number of hits was actually made

as explained dn

detail here.

by any other technique.

(57*7 cent) was considerably lower than that for raids carried out by

Further investigation
other groups using Oboe or visual groundmaxking.
showed that the explanation of this high average density lay chiefly in

the smaller systematic error of the No. 5 Group attacks (average 175 yards

compared with yi2 yards for other ̂ oups), and this in turn was attributable
to the precision of their low-level visual marking technique (See page 9^ ).

By day, the highest relative densities were achieved by Oboe formation

attacks, which have already been discussed (page'JS* ).

attack, however, in spite of its high efficiency, suffered from serious

limitations which prevented its more widespread use by the Command.

Thus, only comparatively small-scale attacks were possible and the nimiber

of abortive or partially abortive raids due to failure of the Oboe leaders,

was high (25 per cent). In addition, these small formations proved very

vulnerable to flak when clear conditions were encoimtered over the target.

This type of

In addition to the above investigations a short analysis was carried

■t*i^£ir^*St^f, of the results of 28
A  (2)

attacks on gun batteries in-northern Prance ^ ' with a view to determining

which would be the best technique to use against these targets on the night

The amount of data available at this time,

out in May 1944j at the request of

prior to the D-day landings,

however, was not sufficient to come to any firm conclusions, and although

/it
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it seemed that under clear conditions No. 5 Group's visual technique

would probably give the best results, it was recommended that, in view

of the uncertainty as to the amount of haze which would be encountered.

Controlled Oboe groundmarking would be the safest method to employ.

R ESTRICTED
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CHAPTER 4

THE STUDY OP DAI^OMBING TBCffiflQUES, 1940 TO 1943
AND MISCELLAI^OUS INVESTIGATIONS INTO BO^IBING OPERATIONS

Attacks on Ships

Low-level attacks on Ships at Sea

On 12 March 1941 Blenheims of No. 2 Group, then attached to

Bomber Command, commenced a series of low-level daylight attacks on

enemy coastv/ise shipping, an offensive which reached its peak in

During thisApril and was maintained until October of the same year,

period, for a total of ̂ 20 sorties dispatched, 72 ships of tonnages

varying from 5^ over 8000 were sunk, a further 65 seriously damaged
0)

The ships attacked were mostly merchantand 63 slightly damac’ed.

and cargo vessels whose positions were the subject of definite intel¬

ligence, and reporting vessels^which constituted the forward posts

of the enemy raid warning system, whose position was known only approxi-

The majority of these attacks took place off the enemy coastmately.

between Boulogne and Heligoland, with a smaller number off the southern

tip of Norway and along the west coast of Prance between Brest and

St. Nazaire.

At this time there was little information available, either on

the accuracy of bombing to be expected from such attacks, or on the

It was even consideredmost efficient tactical methods to employ,

doubtful whether the damage inflicted on the enemy was sufficient to

justify the wastage rate, whichdiring the summer of 1941 continued

to rise steadily^until by October it had reached the high value of

35 per cent of the sorties attacking,

questions of this kind and to :;)rovide data which would be of value in

planning future operations of this tsrpe that the O.R.S.^at the request

of Sir Henry Tizard, undertook an extensive analysis of these anti

shipping attacks, based principally on the evidence from strike photo

graphs taken by the attacking aircraft and on crew interrogation,

v/as also made of data supplied by the Ship Damage Assessment

It ¥/as in order to answer

Use

A preliminary statistical survey covering operations from

March to August 1941 showed that on the average 21 per cent of the

sorties dispatched found and attacked their targets, that 42 per cent

of these attacks resulted in damage to the ship, and that 22 per cent
(2)

of the attacking aircraft became casualties,

compared very favourably with those achieved by Coastal Command on

similar attacks, but the percentage of ships attacked which were sunk

Committee.

These results

/or

A o. W a/tt K/^6/aC. ●
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or seriously damaged was somewhat less than that achieved hy the

enemy in his attacks on our own coastal shipping during the same

period#

data, covering the period from March to October, were given, and the

effort, cost and results of the attacks were considered in relation

Amongst other things these investiga

tions served to dispel certain impressions which until that time were

in particular^the belief that the chance of hitting

a ship was increased by making two attacks, and that losses could be

reduced by attacking at mast height, were not substantiated.

(1) (2)
In Bomber Command O.R.S. Report No. IfO more extensive

to the tactical methods used.

generally heldj

The

probability of hitting a ship of 2^00 tons from a height of 200 feet

was found to be 0.13 from which it was estimated that the average

This accuracy^of the

in pre-v;ar practice

error of bombing v/as of the order of ̂ 0 yards,

same order as that achieved by Ko. 2 Group

bombing, is one of the very few cases where the standard of

accuracy achieved on the bombing range has been maintained under

operational conditions.

After October 1941 the main responsibility for the anti-shipping

offensive was taken over by Fighter and Coastal Commands and No. 2

Group was largely diverted to land targets. They continued^ however^

to operate on a reduced scale against ships, both at sea and in dock,

throu^out 1942 and details of all these attacks are to be found in

the series of *Day Raid Reports’, vn?itten and published by tte O.R.S.

between February 1942 and July 1943*

aiiilPAttacksj^at mght
Comparatively fev/ night attacks against ships at sea have been

During May and June 1942, 96 suchcarried out by Bomber Command,

sorties were made, chiefly by Blenheims, Hampdens and Wellingtons, but
(3) confirmed that these attacksa short analysis made by the O.R.S.

were almost entirely unsuccessful, none of the ships being sunk and

This type of attack wasless than one per cent seriously damaged,

subsequently discontinued.

Attacks on Shipping in Dock

Quite early in the anti-shipping campaign the question arose as

to whether it was more profitable to attack merchant ships at sea or

As very few of the latter type of attack were carried out^

however, it was not until July 1942 that sufficient operational data

 /had

in dock.
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had been collected to attempt to answer this q.uestion.

the data were not extensive, only 90 low-level and 235 niediiua level

sorties having been despatched.

Even then

The indications were^hov/ever, that

mast-height attacks against concentrations of shipping in dock,

although costly in aircraft, were considerably more economical from

the point of viev/ of tons sunk per aircraft lost than were similar

Medium-level operations (7OOO-

on the other hand were found to be most uneconomical

(1)
attacks against ships at sea.

13^00 feet)

against this type of target, few ships being sunk and a high casualty

rate sustained by the attacking aircraft.

Attacks on Capital Ships

A great deal of theoretical work was done, both in this country

and America on the best tactics to use and the chance of success in

high level attacks on ships, particularly capital ships, and a useful

summary of the problems involved and the main conclusion reached, as

they affecl^Bomber Command, will be found in O.R.S. Report B.223*
In this

by(R.

a study of attacks on land targets, and an attempt ●tn^made to estimate
the number of bombs to be aimed for a 50 P®^ cent chance of a direct

hit on a ship of the Tiroitg class, using either the Stabilised

As it i«^ot possible
with the Mark XIV to make allowance for target speed the O.R.S. under-

(2)

paper use 4ir^raade of theoretical data presented in a report
D. Inst.74, and operational data on bombing acciiracy obtained by

Automatic Bombsight or the Mark XIV Bombsight.

took, at the request of the Command, to calculate the necessary airaing-

aliead allowances for ships of various sizes and speeds,

given as a multiple of the ship*s length, were published in

and were later re-issued as a Bomber

These allow¬

ances > &

O.R.S. Memorandum No. 94?

Command Armament Training Note,

Day Attacks on Land Targets

(3)

General Account

During the months of July to September 1941 a series of high-

level day bombing attacks was carried out by Portress aircraft of

Bomber Command, but the main daylight offensive did not start until

early the following year. This offensive, directed against enemy

factories, shipbuilding yards, pov/er stations and transport facilities

v/as carried out mainly by Bostons of No. 2 Group, though later in

the campaign^Idosquito^s, Mitchells and Venturas gradually replaced
Bostons. Aircraft of Nos. 1, 3> 4 and 5 Groups also participated,

the latter in particular being responsible for many of the larger
/scale

the

kl I Cl
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scale day attacks such as those on Danzig, Le Creusot, and Milan*

This offensive continued until the end of May ETo. 2 Group

was transferred to Fighter Command, and it was not until June 1944 that

any further daylight bombing was undertaken by the Command.

During this period a special study was made by O.R.S.'^ of these

daylight operations and, in addition to the routine series of *Day

Raid Reports* which were produced^a number of detailed investigations
were carried out into the relative effectiveness of the different

tactical methods employed, wit^ particular reference to such features

as height of attack, cloud cover and fighter escorts and formation

versus non-formation flying. These investigations were based chiefly

on the analysis of strike photographs taken by the attacking aircraft,

supplemented by crew interrogation and intelligence reports,

assessing the success of a particular type of operation use was made

of the concept of Efficiency which was defined as the percentage of

bombs dispatched which fell on the primary target, and Economy which

measured success in relation to v/astage rate and was defined as the

number of aircraft bomb loads falling on the primary target per

aircraft lost.

In

Apart from certain special operations the majority of the daylight

raids undertaken durir^ this period fall into one of several well

defined classes which are discussed in the following paragraphs.

Circus Operations

Attacks of this type were always carried out in clear v/eather at

The bombers, which v/ere Boston III*sheights varying from 8-14^00 feet,

normally flew in close boxes of six, each box being covered by a close

feetescort wing of three squadrons of filters flying 100 to ^000

Still higher flew the escort cover wing whose functionabove them,

was to prevent surprise attack on the close escort, and finally all the

formations were guarded by a hi^ cover wing flying at still greater

The primary object of these missions was to raise and engageheight,

that portion of the Luftwaffe fighter strength then based on the

It was thereby hoped not only to prevent their trans

ference to the Eastern theatre but to impose a higher wastage rate than

Previous experience had shown that eneny

Western front.

could conveniently be borne,

fighters v/ere much more likely to oppose an operation on which bombers

v/ere involved than one in which fighters alone were employed, and the

main role of the Bostons was that of *decoy * to the German *game*.

secondary object of the raids^however^was to cause damage to important

objective5in enemy territory and it was this aspect of the raids which

chiefly engaged the attention of the O.R.S. at Bomber Command.

A

/The
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The homb-aiming on these operations was done by the leader of

each Vic of three using the Mark IX course setting bombsight, and the

average radial error of the centroids of the bomb patterns from each

vie was found to vary from 200 yards to 520 yards depending on the

amount of opposition,

mated

(1)
On the basis of these figures it was esti-

that Circus operations were the most efficient type of day

light raid, but only for targets exceeding 800 yards in radius, which

(2)

was considerably larger than the usual type of target which v;as being

They were^on the other hand^ extremely economi

cal, even on quite Sinall targets, as the protection afforded by the

very strong fighter escort reduced bomber losses to a low level

(1.8 per cent),

limitations both on the range and on the scale of the operations, and

in view of this it was improbable that this type of attack would ever

play more than a comparatively small part in our day bombing offensive.

attacked at that time.

At the same time the fighter escort imposed serious

Low level Operations.

This type of operation was also carried out mostly by Boston III*s

whose limited range of 500 miles confined them to targets in

H^^France and Holland, though on some occasions longer range targets

were attacked at low level by Mosquitos and Lancasters,

flew towards the enemy coast at sea level, approached their targets

at low altitudes and attacked usually from less than 100 feet,

operations were generally carried out without the assistance of fighter

cover, though on some occasions the v/ithdrawal of the bombers from the

target area was covered by a fighter screen patrolling five to 15

The majority of the raids were carried out

in clear weather by aircraft operating in formation, though a smaller

number were made by aircraft operating singly or in loose pairs, often

making use of low cloud to avoid interception en route to and from the

target.

The bombers

The

miles off the enemy coast.

These operations were, on the whole, very successful, and althou^

the number of sorties involved was small judged by ttee

standards (only 400 were dispatched over a period of 15 months between

July 1941 and October 1942), appreciable damage was inflicted on

rwer stations, factories, docks and similar objectives in Holland,(3)
Prance, Gerraar^ and Norway. Analyses of these raids

although losses were high (17 per cent) the raids were very efficient

and, for attacks on small targets, more economical than most iypes of

day raid from the point of view of bombs on target per aircraft losti
0OMl»«r

In^jO.R.S. Report No.

showed that

(4

S.7I the effects of cloud cover, fighter escort

/
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and formation versus non-formation attacks are discussed both in

relation to bombing efficiency and wastage rate, though in view of

the somewhat small number of sorties involved it v/as not possible at

that time to come to very firm conclusions regarding the influence

of these factors.

High-level bombing

The small scale Fortress raids of July to September 1941 were

mostly made by single aircraft of No. 90 Squadron, and v/ere largely

Although unablein the nature of experiments in high altitude flying,

to reach ^iie stratosphere, the Portresses operated in the upper regions

at altitudes varying from 27jOOO to 35*000 feet
nr)0^of

and by doing so hoped to avoid fighter interception - the principal

cause of high losses in daylight operations. This hope, however, was

not realised, for of the 48 sorties dispatched nine were intercepted

Neither was the bombing particularly(1)and two were shot down.

accurate, for, in addition to the great difficulty in finding and see

ing the aiming point, the Sperry 01 bombsight with which the aircraft

were equipped was not adapted for heights above 20,000 feet and could

Moreover, nimerous technicalnot be used as a fully automatic sight,

defects associated with high altitude flying were encountered, the

most important of which were overheating of the engines, icing, and

These, together with badthe formation of condensation trails,

weather and various minor technical defects were responsible for the

very high rate of abortive sorties, 52 per cent of aircraft returning

to base without having bombed.

In 1942 a similar series of small scale high-level attacks was

carried out by Mosquito aircraft and a comparison between these and

The Mosquitoj^'s
(2)

the earlier Portress raids was made by the O.R.S.

operated at lower altitudes (18-25000 feet) and, as a result, had very

little trouble from icing and none from condensation trails, so that

the proportion of effective sorties was increased to 'f6 per cent.

It was found moreover that the danger of fighter interception was not

appreciably increased by the reduction in height.

Although these high-level attacks were on far too small a scale

to inflict any appreciable amount of material damage on the enen^, or

to have much indirect value as nuisance riads, they'served toeven

demonstrate several important points about high level bombing, viz:

(a) A further increase in height into the stratosphere would be
needed if the danger of fighter interception was to be reduced.

(b) Failing the stratosphere it was better to operate at
heights below, rather than above^ 25000 feet,

(c) That precision bombing from high altitude could not be
expected with the bomb sight jfciaif equipment then in use.

/The
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The lessons learnt from these early experiments in high altitude,

flying later proved of value when, in December 1942 the Oboe system,

necessitating- the use of high flying aircraft, cajne into operational

use.

Cloud Cover Raids.

During 1942 a small but persistent effort in cloud-cover raiding

was maintained, mostly by Wellingtons of No. 3 Group, though Hampdens,

Lancasters and Mosquitoes from other Groups also participated.

Aircraft v/ere dispatched singly in thick medium cloud, which had to be

continuous, or nearly so, until the target was reached, when the air

craft broke cloud and bombed from below cloud base. Each aircraft was
t  ●>

either given a specific target, or, in the true Moleing operation, a

roving commission to attack any target of importance seen on breaking

cloud cover. These operations were chiefly intended as nuisance

raids, the primary object of which was to harass the enemy warning

system and cause loss of production through interruption o^vork.
Their bombing efficiency was very low indeed, over ^0 per cent of

sorties being totally abortive, mostly owing to lack of adequate cloud

cover, and only one per cent claiming to have bombed their targets
u>^ccA

visually. The loss rate on the other hand^^/as four per cent^.
was low compared with other types of daylight operations at

this time. (1)

Prom a study of the effect of enemy air activity on production

in this country, and from intelligence information on the German raid

warning system, an attempt was made to assess the nuisance value of the®

It was estimated that^although they undoubtedly had a certain
potential nuisance value, the rate of operation, averaging less than

raids.

one sortie< per day, was totally inadequate to have any adverse effect

It was thoughthowever that a sustained effort of tenon production,

to 20 sorties per day might be expected to reduce production in the

area concerned by about ten per cent, but in the light of subsequent

experience even this appears to have been something of an over
estimate.

Special Daylight Operations

From time to time during 1941 and 1942 Bomber Command carried

out comparatively large scale daylight raids on special objectives,

and as experience of such attacks was at that time very limited, these
As a result the O.R.S. weredid not invariably go accordin,:/ to plan,

sometimes called upon to undertalce special investigations into the
less successful raids in order to determine the main causes of failure.

and to suggest means by which the saune mistakes might be avoided in

/future

(j) Cl9iJti ^ Cc^e-r U  (H DoLylifht.' Ooinbci*
Nc
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Thus, on the dusk attack on the Schneider V/orks at Le Creusot

hy 8l Lancasters of No. 5 Group on 17 October 1942, the P.R.U.

evidence revealed that the main v/eight of the attack had overshot on

to a neighbouring housing estate and that the worlds themselves had

escaped with comparatively light dama^.^ Investigation revealed that

the principal cause of the failure v/as the poor visibility due to the

failing light, zero hour having been fixed for 15 minutes after sunset.

Important subsidiary causes of failiire were the incendiaries dropped

by the first aircraft over the target, the smoke from which prevented

visual identification by the later aircraft, mutual interference

between aircraft attempting to bomb at the sa^ne time, and misuse of

The remedies in this case were fairly clear, and

the experience gained on this attack was made use of in planning sub-

seciueht operations of similar type.

future.

(1)
the borabsight.

Investigations were also made into the raid on Augsburg on 17

April 1942, and into the part played by Bomber Command in the combined

operations against Dieppe on 19 August 1942.

the bombing of the gun batteries was rendered quite ineffective by

the activity of enemy fighters, and although the task of laying smoke

screens from low level was successfully carried out, the casualty rate

that, unless

losses could be reduced it could not be hoped to maintain an offensive

of this type for more than a few days with the reserves of aircraft and

In view of this a complete

overhaul of the technique of anoke-laying from aircraft was suggested.

On the latter occasion

(2)
from flak was extremely high. It was pointed out

maintenance staff at that time available.

Bombing Accuracy on Daylight Operations

A number of investigations were carried out to ascertain the

accuracy achieved under different conditions, using different types

of bombsights, some of which have already been referred to.

average radial error of the Mark IX course setting bombsight from a

height of 10000 feet when little opposition v^as encountered v/as found

The

to be of the order of 35^ yards, but the data available was not exten-

sive enoiigh to make any definite statement regarding the variation in

'The effect of heavy oppositionbombing accuracy with height of attack,

v/as to double the bombing error

A preliminary investif.;ation into the accuracy achieved with the

Norden bombsight from 25 >000 feet during August 1942 showed that the

average radial error was of the same order as that achieved by the

Mark IX course setting bombsight from 12,000 feet.

C'ce-Uiot* liotnW-t*(}) Acc^urcct^ iv, Rabd

Repert . S . >6 , (A « 14^ .

Ci> 'A Klote

No- fd.

c *\

Refold^ o. R.S.**v»*VCv
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Uiscellaneous Investi/rations

InvestiA’ations into the use of Decoys by the Eneciy

The elucidation of the structure, location and methods of use

of decoys hy the eneii^ v/as primarily the responsibility of the decoy

section (’Q' Section) at the C.I.U., but in so far as such decoys

v/ere factors liable to influence the success of operations they came

within the purview of O.R.S.'?jfe Moreover, the observations of

Section v/ere based entirely upon photographic interpretation,

whereas those of the O.R.S. depended on operational evidence,

particularly sortie raid reports and plots of night photographs.

It is conseq.uently a matter of some satisfaction that these two

quite independent lines of investigation led, in the main, to

essentially the same conclusions.

Decoy Activity during 1941 and 1942.

During 1941 and 1942 the principal type of decoy used by the

enemy at night was the fire site. These sites were readily recog

nisable on day cover and were described in a series of reports

issued by the C.I.U. They were seen to consist of groups of walled

enclosures filled with combustible material which, when ignited,

produced the effect of a group of burning buildings. These decoy

fires were often recognised in action on night photographs by the

close and regular light tracks which they produced, and numerous

instances occurred where they were effective in diverting a consider

able proportion of the attack. Thus on the raid on Essen on 25/26

March . 1942, 15 of the 36 photographs plotted were concentrated just

north of Rheinburg, about 20 miles Wfest north H^est of the target and

This decoy site was not previously

known, but its position was later confirmed from day cover of the

Similarly 40 per cent of the photographs taken on the Cologne,

raid on 27/28 April v/ere plotted in the neighbourhood of the Haumar

fire site, seven miles South-east of Cologne, which was in action on
(2)
' Many other references to diversions of effort caused

by fire sites will be found in the early reports of the ’B* Series

* and in the Night Raid Reports dealing v/ith operations during 1942.

(1)
showed decoy fires burning.

area.

this night.

Evidence of Decoy Flares and Groundmarkers

With the introduction^in January 1945^of skymarking flares and

the target indicator marker bomb, our aircraft ceased to bomb on fires,

and the fire site consequently lost much of its effectiveness,

enemy was thus forced to modify his decoy system, and as early as

February 1943 i't was suspected that he might be using decoy ^?ymarker

Suspicions that he might also be making attempts to

/simulate

The

(3)flares.

Cl) Atto.c^a on Es&eti ^5/^6 Mcvi-ch O.R S.

*AtCct.c.fe on Cologne ̂ Apo-i I 154S. Coin.)iacLivU O‘R-5
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stimulate our target indicator markers were first aroused as a

result of an analysis of the raid on Stuttgart on ll/l2 March 1943*

During the final stages of this raid only a single salvo of green

target indicators were burning. Nevertheless at least 37 aircraft

bombing during this period claimed to have had red target indicators

in their bombsight, and these aircraft were all plotted in an area

well to the fiouth-v/est of the target. There was no evidence avail

able at this time to show whether these aircraft had in fact been

deceived by an enemy decoy or had simply mistaken  a fire burning in

open country for a red target indicator marker, but in the opinion

of the O.R.S. the former was the most likely expiation, as dis
crepancies of this nature had not been observed on previous raids.

(1)

More definite, although admittedly still controvers'loJ evidence,

of decoy indicator markers was obtained for the raid on Bochum on

13/14 May 1943* this raid, owing to Oboe failureSjthere was a

gap of 25 minutes in the middle of the raid when it was q.uite

certain that no red target indicators were dropped by our own air-

Yet 118 aircraft, or 40 per

cent of all those attacking during the gap in the marking, 
claiii^o

have bombed on red target indicators. A still more important point

craft or were burning on the ground.

was that 33 crews reported seeing single red target indicators

cascading during this period,

ments were made by the O.R.S. for the re-interrogation of all crews
●e<L

who claimj^to have bombed on red target indicators dxrring this period
and various members of the O.R.S. attended some of the re-interroga

tions in person.

(2) In view of these facts arrange-

The great majority of crews confirmed that they

actually had the red target indicator in the bombsight at the time

stated and they v;ere confident that they had not mistaken fires for

Throughout this and subsequent investigations

the inherent unreliability of the crewi* reports was borne constantly

in mind, but in this case it was considered most unlikely that such

a large number of crews, including some of considerable operational

experience, should have been mistaken as to what they saw in the

There was, on the other hand, the evidence of the

Senior Ai^ Staff Officer of No. 3 Group, reproduced as Appendix B
I%.137 who himself flew in this raid and was over the

target for a period of five minutes during the gap in the marking.

He claims to have seen nothing during this period which could

possibly have been mistaken for a red target indicator marker, and

this conflicting evidence cast a certain amount of doubt on the
cohclusions reached.

red target indicators.

target area.

in Reoort

As a result of this investigation certain

recommendations were made by the O.R.3., the chief of which were:-

ZUl

Cchrt-VM.a.'s.A O-ft-S. Repeatt / i:
Os/ Rsui i, i

*
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(a) That crews should he warned of the possible existence
of dummy target indicators,

(h) That as many new operational crews as possible should
be given the opportunity of seeing the displays of target
indicator markers arranged by the Pathfinder Force over
this coimtry, before taking part in operations.

Much evidence of a similar nature to that obtained on Bochum

continued to accumulate during the summer of 1943.

examples will be found in many of the reports in the *B* Series

Particular

of Bomber Command O.R.S. reports and a suimnary of the principal

raids on which decoy activity was suspected JiB*^given 
in^Eomber

Command O.R.S. Internal Memorandum. In order to get more detailed

information on the nature and method of use of these decoys the

O.R.S. drew up a pro-forma to be filled up by experienced and

reliable crews who, on Nev/haven attacks, saw target indicators of

the primary colour (i.e. as used by the visual markers) after Z

plus 10 minutes. As the target indicators dropped by the visual

markers had almost invariably burnt out by Z plus seven at the

latest any target indicators of this colour seen after this time

would almost certainly be of enemy origin. Prom an analysis

of these questionnaires and from a study of night photographic

evidence it was concluded that these decoys were in the nature of

rockets fired from the ground, which burst in the air and cascaded,

to the ground in a shower of coloured candles in the same manner

as our ov/n target indicator markers, the principal difference

being that the burning time of the candles was shorter, the

Thesenumber of candles fewer, and the colours less bright,

decoy indicators were thought to be shot up singly at fairly

frequent intervals during the raid and to be used chiefly though

not entirely in the neighbourhood of established fire sites,

was observed that the fire, sites themselves were often, though not

always, in action at the same time as the decoy markers,

raids the use of decoy fire sites and decoy markers was observed

to be associated with the use of sraoke screen^ in open comtry

(e.g. Cologne 5/4 July 1943)-

received with considerable scepticism particularly by the

Pathfinder Force and by *N' Section of the C.I.U. whose objections

were based chiefly on the fact that at that time decoy target

indicators had not been recognised with certainty on night

photographs.

It

On some

These conclusions were at first

Study of Day—cover

Meanwhile^however, the Decoy Section (*Q* Section) at the

C.I.U., working quite independently and on evidence qf an entirely

different nature, had come to essentially the same conclusions
(1)

Q5* X.
\

published in November 1943 they suggested that certain
)A

/emplacements

(1) A.C.I.U. Int. Kept. No. QS.2, 25th Nov. I943.

RESTRICTED
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emplacements which began to appear in the neighbourhood of German

fire sites during the months of June to August 1943> contained firing

pieces which might be used for firing decoy target indicator devices.

Two basic types of emplacements v/ere discovered, referred to as the

*A* and *B* types. The *A* type structures were circular v/hereas the

type^which were found only in the Berlin area^were rectangular

emplacements divided internally by cross walls. Continued study of

day cover showed a sequence of simplification in these sites and,

about the middle of 1944> certain non-emplaced sites in open country

were interpreted as decoy target indicator layouts. It was not until

September 194A that decoy target indicators were recognised on night

photographs by ’17* Section A.C.I.U. with any degree of certainty

although several cases of suspected decoy target indicators on night
(1)

photographs had been reported by the O.R.S. before that time.

Ground-survey of Decoy Sites

Direct confirmation of the above conclusions regarding the nature

and use of decoy markers was not obtained until the spring and early

summer of 1945 when ground surveys of the sites became possible.

Tov/ards the end of April a decoy site near Munchen Gladbach was visited

by the Armament Officer of No. 8 Group, who confirmed that the decoy

target indicators were in the natu1?e of large rockets fired from the

ground, and who brought back the first description of the decoy

Photographs of a similartarget indicator rocket and firing piece,

site near Llayen were also ublished in April 1945 "^he Office of the

Chief Ordnance Officer,Headquarters, European Theatre of Operations,

At the beginning of June 1945 "two members of O.R.S.-^^U.S. Array,

accompanied representatives of Colonel Sir John Tiarner’s Department

and *N* Section, A.C.I.U. on a visit to the decoy sites in the Mannheim

In all eight sites were visited and, in spite of

extensive demolition by the enemy and further damage sustained in the

subsequent fighting, sufficient evidence was found to reconstruct the

main features of the sites and the equipment used, though certain

The results of this visit are

and Frankfurt areas.

details still remained obscure,

described in detail in Bomber Command O.R.S. Report S.224
(2)

and,

in general fully confirmed the conclusions reached by the O.R.S. and

On six of the eight sites visited devicesby *Q* Section in 1943»

for simulating target indicator markers both in the air and on the

ground were found, and the existence of decoy flares was also confirmed.

Q* Section regarding the nature and use of the *A*

Unfortunately little

The conclusions of

tyoe structures were also proved to be correct,

documentary evidence was discovered which might have given a clue as

to the date on which decoy markers and flares were first employed, or

to the raids on which they were used.as
/Effect of

Obse'i'vt«Xvc^& On T-'i. Mo,TkttTS.^ 14 .
Cokv\.y*\.a*>ct

^2^ R^pc-rt . fcKe Dec^ Si tes cuvci.

BovaWt*

Arecvv
picrfcctolax T i .
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Effect of Decoy Target Indicators on Operations

Although the use hy the enemy of decoy marker hombs was

undoubtedly a factor, and, on some occasions a very important factor,

in influencing the success of our attacks, the overall effect on our

bombing offensive was by no means as great as it at one time threatened

As a result of detailed analyses of most of the major area

attacks in 1943 "the general conclusion was reached that decoy target

to become.

indicators were most effective under conditions when, owing to

technical failures or to unexpected weather conditions, the marking

technique did not go according to plan. Thus, although on a number of

raids a high proportion of the main force did undoubtedly bomb decoy

markers, these, in general, could only be considered secondary rather

than a primary cause of failure. Whenever the weather was good and

the marking technique carried out according to plan, the enemy decoys

had little success, at the most causing some scattered bombing around

the edge of the target.

The enemy decoy system remained active throughout 1944, but had

even less effect on our bombing than in 1943* Although it is likely

that they attracted a proportion of the bombing on some of our small

scale Mosquito attacks, their effect on major operations was usually

negligible. That this was so can probably be attributed to the

following factors:-

(a) Inprovement in our own marking techniques,

(b) The shortening of the duration of raids,

(c) The use of the Master Bomber,

(d) The fact that the enemy decoy target indicator markers
were rather a poor imitation of our own, and that he seems to
have made no attempt to improve on his earlier efforts. As a
result the more expert crews soon became expert in recognising
decoy target indicators and in distinguishing them from the
genuine article,

(e ) The fact that aircrews were warned of the existence of
decoy markers and were kept informed as to their probable
appearance and method of use, and on the best method of dis
tinguishing them from our own markers. Several paragraphs
along these lines were included in *Methods of Target Marking*,
a publication prepared by the O.R.S. for the use of aircrews,
and more detailed information on the Berlin decoys was given
in-Bomber Command O.R.S. Report B.222. (1)

Effect of Experience on success in Target Location

Early Investigations

The first attempt to assess the effect of the operational

experience of the aircrew as a factor influencing the success of

All the captainstarget location was made by O.R.S.^ in June 1942.

/in

03**^!.®'’**'^' Op«i.TQ-C4.o*\rCwl T- i-s cK^.
ArC-Cw* Be O

(a ● W - R / IE M/2 1 / 2. r /1 -
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in No. 3 (k-oup were classified into experience categories

according to the number of operations which they had completed,

and within each category the number and proportion of photographs

plotted within varying distances of the target was determined for

The photographic evidence at this timea series of operations.

was too scanty to permit any very detailed investigation, and the

results obtained did not demonstrate any correlation between

It was concluded that the effect ofexperience and success*

experience was probably being swamped by some other more important

factor.

Analysis of attack on Kassel, 22/23 October 1943

A detailed investigation of this raid was undertaken in a

further attempt to determine the effect of experience on bombing

This was a very successful Newhaven attack, which tooksuccess,

place under clear weather conditions, and the M.P.I. of both the

primary and secondary markers remained close to the aiming point

This, combined with the fact that thethroiighout the attack,

approximate bombing positions of 338 aircraft were known from the

plotted positions of their night photographs, made this raid

a particularly favourable one for such an investigation.

It was shown that the distance from the aiming point at which

a night photograph was plotted was influenced by the previous

operational experience of the captain, and independently, to an
(1)

approximately equal extent, by that of the air bomber.

The relationship was found to be a logarithmic one, so that from

the point of view of improvement in bombing performance the

experience gained on the first trip of the operational tour was

equivalent to that gained on the next two equalled that gained

The second operations showed, on the

average, an improvement of five per cent over the first, and

on the next four etc*

thereafter the percentage improvement attributable to successive

The magnitude of thetrips decreased on a logarithmic scale,

correlations demonstrated was small (r between distance of photo

from the aiming point and logarithm of the number of operations

completed by the Captain t> O.l?) and showed that many other factors

besides experience were undoubtedly operating*

These results suggested other lines of investigation which

might have proved profitable had there been time to follow them up.

How for instance, did the proportion of crews in different

experience categories affect the concentration of bombing achieved,

and to what effect was this factor influenced "ty fluctuations in the

loss rate? A certain amount of data bearing on this question was

collected early in 1944, but owing to other more urgent work the

investigation was never completed.

RESTRICTED
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CHAPTER 5

THE ACCURACY OF BOMBING- OPERATIONS

The accuracy of Bomber Command attacks varied greatly from raid to raid, but

apart from this wide fluctuation which can loosely be called random, there was a

steady improvement right through the war. Yet even if the accuracy had remained

fixed, the ?/eight of bombs dropped on enemy targets would have shown a marked

increase owing to the increasing scale of effort. In other words, one of the

parameters of a bombfall distribution, not discussed in Chapter 2, is *N', the

number of bombs (or aircraft in a photo plot) contributing to the distribution.

and in monthly or yearly summation *N' steadily increased. It seems desirable,

therefore, that any accoimt of accuracy should be seen against a background of

the scale of effort involved.

The Changing Scale of Effort

Probably the simplest way to convey the changes in effort will be by means

of time-charts and Figures 1 to if,

data, are suitable for this purpose.

(1)
drawn from Air Ministry War Room monthly

Figure 1, showing total sorties despatched

monthly against all targets, is sufficiently arresting with its 200-fold increase

from about 100 per month in the early months of the war to a peak of 21,000 per

month in 1945«

each January/(|ittairkbal«i^

Attention is drawn to the relative decline to a yearly minimum

Figure 2, showing the tonnage of bombs dropped, would be still more arresting

were it possible to use a vertical scale large enough to show the 1939 tonnages.

Actually, the increase corresponding to that of the previous paragraph was some
80-fold. The reason for this is the gradual conversion from light and medium to

heavy bombers, which is reflected in Figure 4 (tons dropped per sorties despatched]

itself showing a 40-fold increase from about 0.1 to 4.0 tons per sorties,

factor contributing to Figure 4 is the decreasing abortive-rate,  which explains

why this figure also shows a slight winter decline.

Figure 3> showing numbers of mines laid monthly.

Command had other tasks besides dropping bombs,

leaflet-raids.

Another

is a reminder that Bomber

In addition there were many

Increasing Accuracy

A detailed investigation into trends in accuracy has not been included in this

showing the percentage of aircraft despatched which bombed

within three miles of the aiming point, in good and moderate weather, on night

attacks on G-erman area targets, will serve as a rough indication of the trend.

Unlike the previous curves, this curve has an upper limit at 100 per cent,

avoid excessive fluctuations running averages over six months have been used,

is not considered that this parameter is adequate at values above 75 per cent where

a smaller radius such as two miles or one mile would be better but would alter the

(2)
chapter. Figure 5,

To

It

(1) Facing Page

(2) Facing Page

/ basis
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vionthiY totals of sorties despatched against all tarqets by Bomber Commanc
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vlonthly tonnage of bombs dropped on all targets and Germany only by Bomber Command
September 1939 April 1945
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Vlonthlv Totals of Mines Laid by Bomber Commanc
September 1939 Apri l 1945
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vlonthly totals of tons of bombs dropped per sortie despatched by Bomber Command
September 1939 April 1945
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ACCURACY OF NIGHT BOMBING OF GERMAN CITIES (EXCLUDING BERLIN)
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If data were available for the earlier raids, the pointbasis of comparison,

densities referred to above would be the most satisfactory parameter for this

purpose.

The accuracy curve should be viewed in conjunction with Figure 1 which,

the three-mile percentage values would be higher

Thus the three mile values for April 1943 and April 1945 can be

however, includes all targets;

for all targets,

taken as about 50 pen cent and 90 per cent respectively, a three fold increase.

The corresponding values for sorties despatched are about 6,000 and 21,000, a 5«5

fold increase, so that the absolute numbers of sorties bombing within three miles

show an increase of about ten fold.

The increase in accuracy achieved throughout the war against area targets at

night was such that whereas before 1945 it was customary to quote the result of a

raid in terms of the percentage of aircraft bombing within five miles of the

aiming point, by the end of the war the result was assessed by the percentage

The improvement measured inbombing within one mile of the aiming point,

relation to a one mile radius was even more spectacular than quoted above.

Daylight Operations, 1941 to 1942

Low Level Attacks on Ships

A Comprehensive review of the series of low-level attacks on ships carried

out by Blenheims of No. 2 G-roup from March to October 1941 was carried out and

In this(1)
(See page 89)published as Bomber Command O.R.S. Report No. 40.

analysis an estimate of the bombing accuracy was deduced from the probability of

this probability was calculated from the ratio of hits claimedobtaining a hit;

to bombs dropped,

square root of the tonnage of the ship and, using this relationship it was deduced

It was found that the probability of hitting increased as the

that the probability of hitting for a standard tonnage of 2,500 was 0.15*

corresponded to an average radial error of 50 yards for the average height of 200

This was approximately identical \rith the pre-war practice bombing results

obtained by Blenheims.

Targets in Occupied Territory

The first analysis of bomb accuracy in attacks on land targets covered the

This

feet.

period December 1941 to April 1942 and was published as Bomber Command O.R.S.

This dealt only with medium-level, i.e. 6,000 to 15,000 feet
(2)

Report No. 41●
attacks carried out in formations of six aircraft with the leader of each vie of

aircraft sighting independently and the data used was derived from strike photo-

The attacks were divided into height bands of 2,000 feet mdth and also
The

analytical procedure employed consisted simply of obtaining the average error in

graphs,

divided according to whether much or little opposition was encountered.

o.R.s. iio-4O. (X.u fe ●
Prel lOVirMVTU ,
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line and range, and also radially, of the bombs in each class,

shown that when little opposition was present the line and range errors

It v/as

were approximately eq.ua! and the average radial error for a height of

The corresponding peace-

When much opposition was encountered

10,000 feet was of the order of 350 yards,

time practice error was 200 yards,

the average radial error was shown to be approximately doubled, the

increase in the range error being greater than that in the line error.

There was also an indication that the error increased more rapidly with

increasing height in the case of attacks against much opposition.

At a later date a complete reviev/ of the daylight operations for

the first six months of 1942 was published as Bomber Command O.R.S.

Report Ho. j|§t52.

bombing accuracy of medium level attacks was included.

(1) 0^

In this^somewhat more refined analysis of
the

The accuracy of y^^aiming operation was deduced from the position of

the centroid of the group of bombs dropped as a result of that operation

and the average errors of those centroids were cdficulated in preference

to the average en-ors of all bombs pinpointed which was used in the

At this stage a greater subdivision of the degree of

opposition could be made and it was found that against no opposition the

average radial error for an average height of 11,000 feet was 200 yards,

line and range errors being equal.

im equal to the peace-time practice bombing figure quoted in Bomber

but that point was not made in the report.

earlier note.

It will be noted that this value

(2)
Command O.R.S. Report No. ifl»

In the presence of any opposition whatsoever the average radial error

Againstwas doubled, the line and range components remaining equal,

heavy opposition a further increase in the range error took place but

there was no corresponding increase in the line error.

Comparison of the results with those quoted in the earlier paper

showed that there had been an appreciable improvement in the accuracy

against much opposition and this was attributed to increased experience

in particular the introduction of a Bombingand to improved technique;

Run Start Indicator which enabled the moment for the turn on to the

bombing run to be estimated with much greater precision was considered

to have had an important effect. This device was developed by Ho. 2

Group and consisted of a series of lines drawn on the perspex of the

aircraft nose in such a way that by sighting the target from the knob

at the top of the height bar of the Course Setting Bombsight Mark IX the

The details of this device whichmoment for turn could be estimated.

were set out in an appendix to No. 2 Group*s Tactical Report

sent by the O.R.S. to the Instrument Department of the Royal Aircraft

Establishment who acknowledged the usefulness of being kept informed of

the current problems of the Service and the expedients adopted for their

solution.

were

/Although

(1)
(2) A.H.B./m/l0/46B.
(3)

Ri; STRICTED
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Altiiou^ No. 2 Group continued to carry out daylight operations of

various types until it was transferred away from the control of Bomber

Command in May 1943 further review of bombing acciiracy was carried out

by the O.R.S. owing to pre-occupation with problems connected with the

night bomber offensive which was the Command's most important task at

There were, hov/ever, a number of special large scale daylight

operations carried out during the latter part of 1942 and on one of these,

an attack on the armament works at Le Creusot carried out by Lancasters of

No. 5 Group on 17 October 1942, results were disappointing.

that time.

A detailed

study of the bombing accuracy was therefore carried out in an endeavour

to arrive at the causes of this ai»d tihic was published as Bomber Command
(1)

O.R.S. Report No. S.76. This investigation revealed that there had

been a strong tendency to overshoot the target, the centroid of the bomb

pattern lying about 4OO yards beyond it. By examination of the raid

reports for this operation and discussion with the staff of Headqiiarters

No. 5 Group, it was possible to attribute this result to a combination of

Two of these were the failing light, zero hour having been put

at 15 minutes after sunset, and smoke from incendiaries dropped early in

the raid which together made visual identification very difficult.

Another contributory cause was the large number of aircraft going over the

target at once and the failure of the force, throu^ lack of practice and

experience in this type of operation, to deploy in height and heading

Partly as a result of this the heights of aircraft

at bombing were in most cases considerably below those laid down, the

average discrepancy being 2,000 feet,

the

causes.

as

originally planned.

Since most of the crews were using
,  os cv

stabilised automatic pomlKsighty^pre-set sight this departure from the

briefed height would cause an overshoot of about 35O yards. Last minute

adjustments have been mi;de in many cases but these are likely to have

led to inaccurate setting-up of the sight,

account in planning future operations of this type.

These points were taken into

At about this time a small scale investigation into the accuracy

of the first attacks by the American Vlllth Air Force was carried out by

O.R.S. Bomber Consnand to provide information for the Air Staff at Bomber

Command on the potentialities of the Norden iombsi^t with which the

American aircraft were equipped and of the tactics of day bombing in

comparatively large formations. The note that was prepared was not

issued as a report since it dealt with the operations of a force which was

not part of the Command, but it has been included in the series of Internal
(2)

Memoranda as No. M.91*

Night Attacks on German Towns^fe end of 1943
Night raids on German towns down to the end of 1943 or early I944

fall conveniently into three periods, as follows:

/(a)

Le C-reoj&ot?(O'BombvrtC. AcfcU*«x.cy !D<ayiiQht Ro.i.d
e.R.S. Repeat S7fc'

OV\

V\
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(a) Raids prior to Atigust 1941 (when O.R.S. Bomher Command
was first established)*
for this period, but the basic data are too inadequate in both
quantity and quality to sustain analysis,
thought of in terms of few, small, and ill-equipped aircraft making
valiant attempts to damage the enemy’s economy, but mostly scat
tering a small bomb-load over a wide area on each raid, and therefore
achieving a negligible density of bombs at the aiming point,

(b) Raids from August 1941 to February 1943*
accuracy become practicable during this period, which is
interesting as including the introduction of Gee and (later) of
the Pathfinder Force but disappointing in that neither of these
events lived up to expectations,
visible in Figures 1 to 5 is the increasing tonnage dropped per
aircraft despatched, mainly due to conversion to heavies,

(c) Raids from March 1943 'to February 1944.
the vindication of the Pathfinder Force, now equipped with Oboe
and H2S and using target indicator markers, and includes both the
spring and early siimmer campaign against the Ruhr, using Oboe,
and the later H2S campaign against targets outside of Oboe coverage,
starting with the series of raids on Hamburg.

Not merely are there no valid analyses

The period is to be

Measures of

The only marked improvement

This period marks

Nothing further can usefully be said on the subject of the first period,

but the other two merit separate treatment,

August 1941 to February 1943

This period surveyed over all targets in an O.R.S. report, oallod

‘-a-per-icd of 19 monthoj August
JU-

written in March 1943,but not generally publishedjk

It Whs

This report covea^^3l6
(1)

published as Report No, M.63 i

38,000 sorties and

of the aiming point, supplemented by another which is a, true measure of

percentage within three miles of the centre of the concen-

It recognized three distinct sub-periods, briefly dealt

raids and some

usectas a parameter the percentage within., three mil

dispersion:

tration. with

es

below.

Pre-Gee Period to March. 1942

In this period, with 65 sorties per raid and 68 per cent of the

despatched reporting attack, 20 per cent of despatched sorties bombed

within three miles of the aiming point (averaged over 147 raids). There

is also a dissection by geographical area, by weather (^od, moderate
and

^or), and by moonlight (bright and <fcrk), but it sliould be noted that
this is in terms of attacking sorties which bombed within three miles of

the aiming point. These values of the latter parameter for German towns

are relevant.

Coastal to\ras:   33^ )

Ruhr towns:

Other inland towns: . 23!^

14^
of attacking sorties within
three miles of aiming point.

/Gee Period: ...

0*R.S, >Oo-€'S. cA‘W /'Uh/£14 -

rwOrt.

REST RIOTED
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Gee Period; March 1%2 to Auggist 1942

In this period, with 148 sorties per raid and 75 despatched

reporting attack, 24 cent of despatched sorties homhed within three

miles of the aiming point or 32 per cent of attacking sorties (averaged

105 raids). The data for German towns are:over
Percentage of attacking sorties
within three miles of the

CentroidAiming Point

47^^hi4Coastal towns:

Ruhr towns: lyplli

29%Other inland towns:

Thus, raids larger, and the ahortive-rate declined; iJlore-

f^well centred, since the three-over, the above table shows that raids

mile values about the aiming point and the M.P.I. uecenot widely dis—

But whilst Gee appeazttctto havejiad

most German raids, those on the Ruhr sho\i^no improvement.

Early Pathfinder Force Period: August 1942 to February 1943

crepant.

In this period (omitting the highly successful Italian raids), with

some beneficial effect on

214 sorties per raid and 82 per cent of the despatched reporting attack,

24 per cent of despatched sorties bombed within three miles of the aiming

point or 29 per cent of the attacking sorties (averaged over

The data for German towns are:

50 raids).

Percentage of attacking sorties
Y/ithin three miles of

CentroidAiming Point

59^27^Coastal towns:

39%Ruhr towns:

Other inland towns: 18^ 1^%

Although raids . still larger and with even fewer abortive'., there

no improvement in accuracy except in the Ruhr,

The discrepancy between the aiming point and centroidal three mile

percentages, particularly marked in the case of the more distant targets,

the effect of theclearly underlines the point already made above:

Pathfinder Force was to increase the concentration of a raid at the

Raids were no longer soexpense of introducing a systematic error,

widely scattered about their M.P.Is. but also were no longer centred on

the target. For any given size of target, and a systematic error exceed-

ing the target radius, there dip a. lower limit to the random error below

which further concentration put fewer bombs on the target. This

problem of the^^stematic error (some theoretical aspects of which

di^usse(PS||Re^rt Fo. 124 ̂  ̂  ̂ constantly engaged the attention of O.R,S.-j|'

/The
from this time onward.

(1) T^c-V\ri*<^jure
L.V K.

RESTRICTED
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The advent of the Pathfinder Force coincided with the jamming of

Gee which made the device almost useless over Germany. Moreover, the

Pathfinder Force was learning its difficult Job and, in this period, had

inadequate tools for carrying it out.

and the first two months of 1943 marks a crucial point in the development

Along with a continuing rise in the ratio of heavies

to others and a notable increase in the number of aircraft operational

(see Figures 1 and 2), there came almost simultaneously the first

operational use of Oboe and H2S, and of target indicator markers leading

to the highly satisfactory ground-marking techniques,

these three devices is plainly to be seen in the sudden increase in

accuracy during 1943) reflected in Figure 5« (!“)

March 1945 to February 1944

While it is true that the 1943 Oboe raids against the Ruhr andH2S

raids against more distant targets were of an altogether higher order

than earlier attacks, and, for almost the first time inflicted very

serious damage on the enemy’s towns, it is also true that they still left

a great deal to be desired in that they were often badly centred, too

dispersed, and of a marked elliptical shape,

large extent corrected later in 1944) "but they were veiy obvious to those

studying them in 1943 and they led to the detailed time-analysis of raids

described on page 4>7 ●

The period at the end of 1942

of Bomber Command.

The effect of

All these faults were to a

This type of analysis initiated the use of

standard Gaussian parameters for measuring photo plots, a use which was

The parameters will be used in the

present section to calculate point-densities as measvires of accuracy,

though the three percentages will also be quoted for comparative purposes.

Finally, factors affecting accuracy which viere brought to light and

measured by time analysis v/ill be touched on.

The Spring Oboe campaign against the Ruhr,/<y43
In an analysis of eight of the major raids in this campaign it was

found that on the average there were 657 sorties per raid and 86 per cent

60 per cent of despatched sorties

bombed within three miles of the aiming point, or 70 cent of the

The latter figure should be compared with the 54 per

Moreover, 50 per cent of

attacking sorties bombed within the zoned target area,

the 50 per cent zone (ellipse or circle)centred on the M.P.I. was 7*46

square miles and the mean offset of the M.P.I. (systematic error) was

1.70 miles.

The calculated density at the aiming point (see below for details

of individual raids) averaged 65-4 tons per square mile or, in relative

form. 37.2 tons per square mile per 1000 tons dropped.

continued to the end of the v/ar.

of the despatched reported attack.

attacking sorties,

cent relating to the Ruhr to^vns above.

The mean area of

(1)

(x)

/The
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The Autumn H2S Campaign atgainst distant "Towns, ●Hh-i

Detailed analysis was Carried out on nine of the major raids in this

campaign, as a result of which it was fotmd that on the average there

were 604 sorties per raid and 87 per cent of the despatched reported

48 per cent of despatched sorites hombed within three miles of

the aiming point, or 55 P®^ cent of the attaclcing sorties,

figure should fee compared with the I8 per cent related to other inland
It will

decidedly less accurate than Oboe raids

attack.

The latter

towns on page | ©7 and with the 70 per cent for 1943 Ruhr raids.

be seen, altho\igh H2S raids

on this shov/ing, they nevertheless trebled the figure for the type of

target concerned, whereas Oboe raids merely doubled the Ruhr figure,

again, 50 per cent of attacking sorties bombed v/ithin the zoned target

Here

The mean area ofarea, but the targets were larger on the average,

the 50 P®r cent zone centred on the M.P.I. was 9*19 square miles and the

"EuSjthese H2S raids were both
more scattered and less well centred than the Oboe raids.
mean systematic error was 2.29 miles.

The calculated density at the aiming point averaged 51*4 tons per

square mile or, in relative form, 31*5 tons per square mile per 1000 tons

dropped.

Aiming~Point Densities

Since they are not available elsewhere, it may be useful to list the

absolute and relative aiming-point densities for the individual raids

analysed, the eight Oboe raids being given first and the nine H2S raids

As has been explained on page^, the calculated density at the

aiming point is a valuable and steady parameter which is independent of

heterogeneity with the distribution and makes use of all the data,

iven in theitafele below

cities in 1943 and, on the by way of comparison, for a

further I7 raids in 1944 and 1945*

the absolute density, in tons per square mile at the aiming point, which

takes into account the scale of the attack, and the relative density, in

tons per square mile at the aiming point per 1000 tons dropped, v/hich is

second.

This

for the 17 raids on Germancalculated density is

The density is given in two forms;

independent of scale of attack and strictly measures relative accuracy

including both centring and scatter.
f>lo. (

It will be seen from Table.j^that in terras of absolute density a
rate of 57 tons per square mile at the aiming point was averaged in

1943> with a range from 3*2 to 216 tons per square mile,

ing figures for 1944/45 219 tons per square mile on the average, with
thus the average 4^ nearly

The correspond-

a range from 23-7 to 658 tons per square mile;

In terms of relative density the 1943 average .^9-^four times as great.

33 tons per square mile per 1000 tons dropped and in 1944/45 it show*act a

The 1944/45 data includecttwo daylight raids,five-fold increase to 174»

in order to be representative, but even excluding these there/li^ an

increase in accuracy at night to a value of 122.4 tons per square mile

per ICCOtons dropped or 3*7 times the 1943 accuracy.

RESTRICTED
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TA&L£ I^c. I

DENSITY AT THE ABmG POIKT - GERMAN CITIES

(Calculated from Raid Parameters)

ABSOLUTE

DENSITY

(tons/

sq.*mile)

RELATIVE

DEITSITY

(per 1000

tons

dropped)

ABSOLUTE RELATIVE

DENSITY

(tons/

sq*mile)

DENSITY

(per 1000

tons

TARGET DATE TARGET DATE

26/27-4-43

12/13-5-43

13/14-5-43

23/24-5-43

29/30-5-43

11/12-6-43

21/22-6-43

3/4-7-43

16/17-4-43

24/25-7-43

27/28-7-43

27/28-8-43

23/24-9-43

27/28-9-43

3/4-10-43

8/9-10-43

22/25-10-43

25/26-7-44

28/29-7-44

12/13-8-44

18/19-8-44

25/26-8-44

12/13-9-44

5/6-10-44

6/7-10-44

9/10-10-44

15/16-10-44

4/5-10-44

27/28-11-44

2/3-1-45

16/17-1-45

2/3-1-45

6/9/44 )*

12/9/44)«

8.5DuisLurg 5.9 Stuttgart 159.1 110.2

36.6tt 48.953.4 Hamburg 42.4

Boehm 21.0 21.1 Russelsheim 23.7 24.5

16.3Dortmund 108.1 95.635.2 Bremen

84.3Barmen 46.6 89.4Russelsheim 139.0

Dusseldorf 328.2145.5 72.0 Frankfurt 212.0

86.8 44.6K:’efeld 89.8Saarhrucken 54.0

Cologne 72.5 40.5 184.3Dortmund 305.7

22.6Mannheim 46.17.5 Boehm 31.7

47.8Hamburg 349.8 163.820.2 Wilhelmshaven

658.47.7 3.3 Boehm 198.3

3.8Nurnberg 287.2Freiburg 169.32.2

28.6Mannheim 15.4 182.6Ludwigshaven 149.5

Hannover 3.2 1.4 238.3Magdeb\irg 223.5

Kassel 39.0 182.725.1 Nurnberg 87.7

108.9 64.8Hannover 463.6Emden 797.5

216.1 128.8Kassel Munster 110.5 315.7

AVERAGE 2hl 218.9

3.8 fold 5.2 fold

173.5AVERAGE

Increase over 1943s

Day raids.
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It should be explained that low values in the table ai'e due

mainly to bad centring of the raid, and much higher densities were

achieved away from the aiming point. Thus, in the Hannover raid of

27/28 September 1943 when the rate at the aiming point was only 3*2

tons per s<iuare mile, a rate of 120 tons per square mile was achieved

at the M.P.I. which was offset nearly four miles from the aiming point.

It is a feature of the 1943 raids analysed that the Oboe relative

densities are less variable than those of H2S raidsj this is due to

the more accurate centring of Oboe as a radar device,

raids were at least planned as Hewhaven attacks, but if visibility for

the visual markers was poor the raid often became badly centred. Oboe

densities were not only less variable but, on the average, higher.

Nevertheless, the best attack analysed prior to 1944 was the H2S

Newhaven attack on Kassel on 22/23 October; this was one of the most

devastated towns in Germany.

Time Analysis factors affecting Accuracy

i|^1^lS*raids were subjected to the process of time analysis
briefly described on page whereby each five-minute period in each

raid was accorded full Gaussian analysis, much as if it were a separate

The completion and publishing of .this wn-pv

the publishing of o-n

Most of the H2S

The

.printinp*ftnt viiponraid. wa a

OiLrlieT ●Y^po'rt h Mly ex

the method and examined the validity of the photographic evidence.
'  CO

This report was issued in the Internal Memoranda series. The time-

analysis work itself was never completed, being in competition with

what were considered more urgent tasks, but some of the data
JoJir
been issued as M.97.

considered of some interest as affecting the accuracy story.
Time-concentration

The peak five-minute concentration occurred on the average in the

fourth five-minute period and v/as at the rate of I8.6 aircraft per

minute for the eight Oboe raids, 23*1 aircraft per minute for the nine

H2S raids, and 21.0 for. the whole 17 raids,

minute values (i.e. not averaged over five minutes) were 27*2, 32»3

29*8 aircraft per minute, averaged over eight, nine and 17 raids

(2) The following factors may be

The corresponding one-

respectively.

*Percenta/;e within three miles* Value

In the Oboe raids this started at 80 per cent but fell off evenly

Thereafter it showed a markedto 52 per cent in the sixth period,

recovery, partly because a few Oboe raids did recover after temporary

ground-station failure, and partly because averaging was done by super

imposing zero-hours and raids were of varying leng'th (the latter half of

each time-chart therefore shov/s increasing' variability and the first

half is the more reliable),

a peak value of 68 per cent in the third period to zero in the eleventh.

/Thus

In the H2S raids the value fell off from

Ope/rcxtio^! feo.vvl>e*r Oe.

0:>Tbe EstUvjoJtion , of
CWeT^'T3et', S O.

c>f
O»R ● S.
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Thus, on the average, raids started well but quickly deteriorated.

Five-Minute Centroid distance from Aiming Point

This measured deterioration in a different unit, by taking the

distance from each five-minute M.P.I. to the briefed aiming point and

averaging for that period over raids:

error.

it was a five-minute systematic

Its value was minimal at 0.8 miles for Oboe and 1.5 miles for

H2S raids in the first period deteriorating to 2.6 miles in the eighth

period for Oboe raids and 5*2 miles in the eleventh period for H2S raids.

Area of Five^inute 50 per cent circle

This, which measured dispersion about the five^inute M.P.I. without

reference to the systematic error, was optimal at square miles in the

second period for Oboe and at 6i square miles in the third period for

The worst values were lOf square miles in the sixth period

for Oboe and l4i square miles in the eighth peidod for H2S raids,

raids not only drifted away from the briefed aiming point but also become

more scattered.

H2S raids.

Thus

The evidence of the last three paragraphs suggests that it was the

the latter half (more or

The remedy was to

dispense altogether with the latter half by making raids shorter, or to

concentrate the whole effort into the first 20 minutes or less.

earlier part of the raid which was valuable,*

less, in individual cases) was much less effective.

It was

a fortunate circumstance that evidence on the losses and aircraft damage

side also favoured more concentration in time, and the raids of 1944

became much shorter. Concentration in time was followed by concentration

in space, since on most raids the five-minute M.P.I. ceased to drift.

Raids, as wholes, became better centred and were more nearly circular in

The whole trend is forcibly illustrated by the relative aiming-

point densities of Table No. 1.

By March 1944 the long series of precision attacks on tactical

targets had fully started with the marshalling yard campaign,

inaugurated an altogether new level of accuracy, with relative aiming-

shape.

This

point densities averaging nearly 2,000 tons per square mile per 1,000 tons

dropped. Investigations into these by O.R.S. will be described below.

RESTRICTED
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tqHH
During Decemberiand Januaryja number of attacks were made by Bomber

Command on Crossbbwjftargets in northern Prance. In some of these

operations heavy bombers, either Lancasters of No. 6l7 Squadron using

the Stablised Automatic Bomtsight Mk.IIa or Stirlings of No. 3 Group

using the Mark XIV Bombeight, were used, the bombs being aimed at markers

The accuracy achieved in these operations was studieddropped by Oboe,

using crater plots and marker plots as the sources of data and the

results issued as Bomber Command O.R.S. Reports Nos. S.II6,

S.I23,

(1)
S.I

(2)
I7,

The first of these deal v;ith attacks of heavy aircraft

These latter, which were

purely concerned with the accuracy of Oboe as a device, are discussed in

The general conclusions arrived at from these analyses were:-

(3) (4)
S.127.

and the other two with Oboe bombing raids.

Chapter 13*

(£0 The accuracy of bombing with the Stabilised Automatic
Bombsight Mk.IIa was about equal to that achieved in practice and
in trials. Average radial errors about the marker in the two
attacks were 80 yards and 120 yards, the bombing height in both
cases being from approximately 13,000 feet.

■i^XIV bombsight(t») The bombing accuracy of the crews using the
was considerably less than that attained in practice and this
again was less than that of which the sight was capable, as shown
in trials. An average radial error about the markers of about
500 yards was the result obtained from a height of about 13,000
feet.

(.C^) Owing chiefly to errors in range, almost all of them under
shoots, theraccu^acyimarkinr!^v/as insufficient, with the bombing
accuracy achieved, to produce a good concentration of bombs on the
target.

At the same time as these investig-ations were being undertaken^^O.H. S.
i(Be and the Air Warfare Analysis Section were collaborating

in studying the results of the attacks on

area with particular reference to the accuracy of the attacks, and a

joint report, Bomber Command O.R.S. 1^. S.126
Section Report No. 52 was produced.

batteries in the Bou

(5) and Air Warfare An

logne

alysis

The main sources of data used for

the Bomber Command attacks were crater plots of target indicator markers.
The craters to be attributed to the attacks of other forces which attacked

in daylight were distinguished from those due to Bomber Command attacks

by the use of strike photographs,

the average radial error of bombing on the markers was approximately ^00

yards but the inaccuracy of the markers, even those dropped in salvo, was

spread out over a distance of about one mile in track.

It was found in this case also that

/The

D«-Ccr«.b«r <9^3' &. Il().

CO'AHTcwcK Sp>i-cCcvV K

Co^wiWo,!^ O.R .3^ Repert Wc* s. i»7. (A-tt - B-/ffM/cvl/^Cv , Aff.O.

Ov

*5)43 cu'vd S O.R.S

(4^ AttcLciw by M tftv. S

O ‘ ft S, R«f ●) 2.7. (A* H B./ir /o. 1/ ApD. 0. ci)
Aixc.1^v..3 Atfet-Vii

^ e^*s_cl ^ 0.R.S, 1^. S 12.^. "
H  AfP-
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Attacks onj^Occupied Territory 1943 to 1945

Night Precision Attacks in 1943

In the second half of 1943 a number of attacks were made on factories and

5, mainly in France,

^^light defences and it was considered by the Command that a hi^

degree of accuracy would be achieved and that heavy damage to these precision

Crater plots were obtained for three of

These attacks were carried out in the moonsimilar targets

period against

targets would thereby be accomplished,

these attacks and analysed^ results being presented in Bomber Command 0*R*S>

These three attacks were carried out using different techni-Repert"=Nor

(lues and it was therefore possible to use the results of this analysis to evaluate

the comparative merits of the techniques as well as to detect the defects common

Two of the attacks analysed employed ground-marking techniques and

in the remaining one the target was illuminated by flares throu^out the attack

A number of useful conclusions were reached and

to them all.

and the bombing was visual,

recommendations made among which were included:-

U) When visual bombing was relied on, the target area was
On the otherrapidly blanketed by smoke and could not be seen,

hand the point of aim could be adequately indicated by ground
markers.

4
(ii) The average random error of bombing was 400 to 600 yards from
3,000 to 14,000 feet. This was well below the capabilities of the
sight.

(^) Marking accuracy was not sufficient to ensure that the main
concentration of bombing fell on the target and needed to be consider
ably improved if the accuracy of the main force was to be taken full
advantage of.
and particularly by marker aircraft, was therefore required.

Increased attention to bombing accuracy by all crews.

«ir
(iSf) An appreciable systematic error in -j^^e bombing of the markers
could occur and in the case of an attack byj^\ Group this was apparently
due to aiming the first bomb of the stick thereby causing an overshoot.

When this report was issued it was established that No. 4 Group had in fact

been aiming the first bomb and not the stick centre. A method of introducing

the appropriate correction by oversetting target height was sent to the O.H.S.

representative at the group so that he could make the necessary calculations until

the Royal Aircraft Establishment computer, which was being developed, became avail-

In March 1944> however, a more exact formula for calculating this correction

was provided by M.A.P. and passed to the Armament Branch of the Command, it being

intended that they should calculate tables and issue them as a Bomber Command

Armament Staff Instruction. At the same time this formula was transmitted to the

O.R.S. representatives at g^roups.

O.E.S.^j| at the beginning of May 1944? when an electric calculating machine became

available, and were then issued by the Commandos Armament Bran^ as Bomber Command

Armament Staff Instruction, Part I, Section J. Leaflet No. 1 \

able.

The calculations were^in fact^ performed by

m
/During

0> »vvivN^a-0) AccUTacg Cvt ”

S.»09.
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The results of these investigations into the accuracy of operations

against precision targets started two linesof attack on the ^ortcomings

The difference between operational results and practice

results with the Mark XIV bombsight, and the further difference between

practice results and the potentialities of the sight, caused the O.R.S.

These

revealed.

to institute enquiries into the reasons for the discrepancy,

enquiries included an examination of the state of training in bomb

aiming and initiated the work on practice bombing

described in Chapter lo. In addition data on the winds set on the bomb-
sight was obtained in order to discover whether there was sufficient

variation in these to account for the increased dispersion of the bombs.

It was found that in the attacks on Crossbow targets the vector errors

were distributed normally about the mean wind used with an average vector

error of about 10 m.p.h.; the average values for individual raids

varied between 6 m.p.h, and 17 m.p.h. A vector error of 10 m.p.h. is

equivalent to approximately I50 yards on the gro\ind when bombing with

H.E. bombs from the heights flovm in these attacks,

removal of this cause of dispersion would only have reduced the average

radial error of bombing from 500 yards to about 475 yards and it was

clear that this factor was not of any very considerable importance.

In addition to investigations designed to decrease the dispersion

of bombs about the markers, investigations were also directed towards

improving the accuracy of marking. These were partly concerned with

the accuracy of the Oboe system, and this aspect is covered in Chapter

14. In addition the ballistic characteristics of target indicator
markers and the problems of aiming airburst cluster projectiles were

Thus the entire

were also doubts of the stability and ballistic consistency of target

indicators and bombs when released from the hei/vhts and at the speeds

used on Oboe operations and these points also were investigated,

Attacks in Support of the Campaign in Northern France and Belgium J(j 44-

As far as Bomber Command was concerned the tactical campaign which

prepared the way for and assisted the landings in ITormany and the

subsequent land operations began with a series of operations against

marshalling yards in Prance and Belgium and continued throughout the

summer with attacks on coastal batteries, road choke points, ammunition

depots, troop and J^JW^concentrations and airfields,
early August also a very considerable amount of the Command*s effort

was expended against the launching points and storage sites for flying

Throu^out the whole of this period a close watch on the

/accuracy

In June, July and

bombs.
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accuracy of bom'bing that was being achieved was necessary in order to

ensure that, in view of its manifold tasks, the force at the .Command’s

disposal was used to the fullest advantage,

opened with the attack on Trappes Marshalling Yard on the night of 6/7

March^j?^ from that date O.R.S.'^wtw^ busily occupied for several months
almost entirely in quantitative analysis of these attacks in order to

provide the Air Staff of Headquarters Bomber Command with detailed

information of the results being achieved and with suggestions for

improvement.

The Attacks on French and Belgian Marshalling Yards MarcAto April, 19hhi

The work done on the accuracy of this series of attacks

An immediate examination of each attack designed to

elucidate its structure and to determine the extent to which it had

succeeded in its object v/as undertaken and also  a detailed analysis of the

crater plots was carried out which enabled a comprehensive review of the

bombing accuracy achieved in this campaign to be made,

examinations were published as the series of reports and summaries

described on page 3 9

This series of attacks

was of two types.

The immediate

In these reports there was included a compari

son tween the results achieved expressed both as hits per acre of the

target area and as percentage of bombs despatched falling on the target

and the expectation based on the accuracy assumed in planning this series

These comparisons gave an overall measure of the

accuracy which was being achieved but,without the more detailed analysis

which required more time, the causes of differences could not be fully

elucidated.

In these reports and summaries the actual achievement was measured

by direct counts of the craters visible on plots made by
j

K Section of the Allied Central Interpretation Unit and, as was pointed

page 33 this leads to an underestimate of the result due to a

However, in^Report Ho. S.159j

in which the results of the first I5 attacks are discussed^this fact is

considered and allowance made for these missed craters,

done it was found that the results achieved were only 72 per cent of

The reasons for this discrepancy only became apparent.

of operations.

out on

proportion of the craters being missed.
(1)

When this was

those expected,

however, as a result of the detailed analysis of crater plots.

This detailed analysis is fully described both as to t)ie methods
O.R.a, ^ (2)

employed and the results obtained, in Bomber Command|[^Repor'tr No. I67 .

It is desirable, hov/ever, to summarise the findings here as a preliminary

to recording the subsequent action. There were?-

(4) The proportion of gross errors was 27 per cent, this large
figure being mainly due to gross marking errors which attracted
bombs away from the main clusters.

/(ii)

*5 Oboe

fe/7 Mceixh U »e/ii Ap-r« I “
S4l/a2/lO*

(i)A .

on HccTi»ba,l i/i\q
f'io,
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i
(i/) The average overall systematic error was 485 yards. The
average error of the markers was 350 yards which was of the
expected order hut the M.P.I. of the homhing was appreciably
displaced from the markers, its average distance being 350 yards
from them. This displacement showed a starboard bias of 200
yards but greater variation in range than in line. Plat turns
were s\iggested as the possible cause of the starboard bias and
incorrect target pressure settings and fake height settings to
correct for stick length to account for the spread in range.

(jftHt) The radial standard deviation of the bombs about the M.P.I.
Even after correcting for the increasedaveraged 540 yards,

dispersion in range due to the bombs being dropped in sticks it
was found that the random errors in range were slightly larger
than those in line. This spread was considerably greater than
current practice results and although the gap v/as narrov/ed when
alloY/ance-v/as made for the spread of markers within the groups
aimed at and also the variation in winds used, it was still
considerable.

This report was drafted by 16 ifey 1944> but, for  a variety of reasons.

The results of thewas not issued until more than two months later.

analysis were, however, available to the Armament and Training Branches

of the Command and also to M.A.P. even before the draft was completed and

much was done to bring about improvements. The drive on marking accuracy

using Oboe which was stimulated by the reports on the individual attacks

is described in Chapter and in Chapter 3 "the improved marking techni

que with the use of a Master-Bomber is discussed,

that Automatic Observers should be installed in some aircraft of the main

force in order to check the quality of the flying during the bombing run

was passed to the Armament Branch on 7 May and implemented by them.

Another result, of this analysis was an informal^meeting on bombing

accuracy problems held p,t M.A.P. on 5 May 1944,^^

The recommendation

It was at this meeting that the suggestion was made that

the variation in range of the M.P.I. of the bombs relative to that of the

markers nroNT-mwIo and it fms lingopood should be investigated.

This meeting- was also of the opinion that increased training and practice

in bomb-aiming were required and that the analysis of bombing practices

should be more carefully controlled so that the causes of errors would be

This opinion was by no means confined to those present at the

meeting, but was shared by all who were concerned with the problem,

resulted, amongst other things, in the setting up of the Bomber Command

Analysis School on the initiative of the Command*  s Training Branch and in

the general drive on bombing accuracy aiid bomb-sight maintenance.

It Y/as this general drive on bombing accuracy which was without doubt

the most fruitful of the various measures taken at this stage,

frequent practices, better maintenance and, above all, the engendering in

the aircrews of an enthusiasm to attain the maximum possible accuracy on

/operations.

detected.

It

More
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operations, produced great and rapid improvement which was stimulated by

a healthy amount of inter-group rivalry,

between what was being achieved and what might be was the basis of this

propaganda and since that knowledge v^as provided by the analysis cariied

out 'hj O.R.S.it they can claim a considerable share of the credit for the
improvement which took place.

Attacks on Tactical Targets. May to September 1944

The extent of this improvement was revealed by the further analyses

of crater plots on various targets in Prance attacked during the summer.

The results of these were issued as a series of reports on the accuracy of

Knowledge of the difference

groups within the Command and svunmarised in Bomber Command O.R.S.

No. S.184.
(1)

In these reports it was shown that the overall systematic

error was reduced on the average to about 300 yards and the starboard

bias was eliminated. The random error was also reduced so that the radial

standard deviation about the M.P.I. became on the average approximately

440 yards. The reduction in the overall systematic error was due not only

to improved marking accuracy and a smaller systematic error in bombing

the markers but also to the influence of the Master Bomber, when there was

one, in counteracting to some extent the errors in marking.

Prom these later investigations, which showed that so satisfactory

an improvement had taken place, further steps to produce improvements did

not, as in the earlier case, ensure. Their value was principally in

providing definite information on v/hat the Command was likely to achieve

thereby enabling the operations of the Command to be planned with some

precision. This was of particular value in delineating a bomb-line in

attacks carried out in close support of the ground forces. An account

of the work in this and similar directions will be found in

Chapter^ to

In addition to the detailed analyses of crater plots, v/hich could

only be carried out for a comparatively limited sample of raids, counts

of the craters within a 20-acre circle centred at the aiming point were

made for some 200 raids during this period. The results were expressed

as bombs per acre per 1000 dropped, a measure referred to as the relative

density. Two detailed reports based on statistical analyses of these

relative densities were prepared, one covering night attacks in the period

March to June’ ● 1944 and the other covering day attacks from June to

September 1944» These reports were not published at the time but a

summary of the two was issued as Bomber Command O.R.S. Report No. S.192.

The two full length reports were, however, later included in the series of

Internal Memoranda. These reports were concerned principally with com

parison of the various techniques of attack employed, but they also con-

(2)

sidered the effect of the height of attack, the weather, and the defences

on the accuracy of bombing and compared the accuracy of the difference

The reports on the day attacks, Nos. S.182
(0(3)

and 183> madegroups.

/strqnpr

3o iTw 194^! Bov'otw.T Cowvnwu^ O- R. ● S’S- (A.H*E=/U/39/ O'-
C2:>

e.R.S. (*A.H.&/3S:K/4t746^‘
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strong recommendations in favour of formation Obo^ exi^^o, 5 G^oup visual

marking techniques and a comment ma^ perhaps he^n this point,

mention is made in the report of the fact that if further operations were

No

confined to these techniques almost 75 cent of the Command* s opera-

The v/eight of

If the

tional force of heavy hombers could not have been used,

attacks made by formation Oboe was also very severely limited,

findings of this report were to lead to any improvement they needed to

contain some suggestion of the ways in which it might be possible to make

the results of attacks in which the main and marker forces were drawn from

closely those obtained by that
ed

^roups^other than No. 5^approacl^

group.
The Attacks on Coastal Batteries. Mav to June 1944>

The investigations discussed in the last three paragraphs dealt with

the whole of the Command's effort against small targets in France and the

more

These were supplemented by an examination of the attacks

coastal batteries which were carried out in the month preceding the

TMa examinatio^, which was undertaken in order
%ith^^formation necessary for the planning of

Low Countries.

on

landing in Normandy,

to provide the Air Staff

the attacks on the night of the landing, was based on counts of craters

v/ithin a 20 acre circle about the aiming point and reports, provided byt^«

Allied Central Interpretation Unit, of the damage sustained by the guns.

As a result of this examination the use of Oboe ground^marking on that

night was considered to be desirable since it was less susceptible of

With the use of thisbeing disturbed by adverse weather conditions,

technique an effort of 100 sorties v/as deemed sufficient for an adequate

Theexpectation of doing the requisite amount of damage to a battery,

memoranda prepared at thisitage for the Air Staff included
(1)

in the series of Internal Memoranda as Bomber Command O.R.S. Nos. M.105

In spite of thin cloud on the night of ̂ /6 June the
(2)and M.106.

attacks succeeded sufficiently to ensure that artillery opposition to the

landings was not serious.

A review of these attacks was issued by the R.A.F. Bombing Analysis

unit had commenced ground survey work in Prance as B.A.U.

This report, which was intended to serve as a background

Unit after tliai

Report No. lu.^

for the accounts of the ground survey of individual batteries, was based

Since this report v/as in manyon photographic reconnaissance data,

respects at variance with the conclusions of O.R.S. Bomber Command on this

series of attacks a report, Bomber Commandj|^Eeyort No, S.207 was preparedISt? were set out. Following discussion with the Bombing

Analysis Unit the greater part of the differences were resolved and both

parties agreedj^an appendix to the staff study on the 'Fire Support of

Seaborne Landings' prepared by the Joint Technical ItYarfare Committee.

in which

(5)

/It

C0*^*ote on ActflLch of Cwx-ftW 1^44.'
It'S.

● 10(O' (^A‘ y
K-A-r U.v'v.t' -10.

(A) (
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It was also agreed in the course of these discussions that the Bombing

Analysis Unit would issue an amended and corrected version of tiwir Report

No. 10.

Operations with the Stabilised Automatic Bomhsight Mark Ila

The operations carried out by No. 617 Squadron^using the Stabilised

Automatic Bombsight fî IIa^were studied at the same time as those of the

ordinary squadrons of the Command using the Mark XIV sight and the

results were presented in Bomber Command O.R.S. Report No. S.l84»

report did nothing more than give figures for the accuracy achieved and

made no recommendations.

Towards the end of 1944 Uo. 9 Squadron, using the Mark XIV bombsight,

(1)This

began like No. 617 Squadron to carry out squadron precision attacks on

The results achieved by thesespecial targets using the Tallboy bomb,

two squadrons thus provided a comparison of the possible accuracy of the

two borabsights under similar very favourable operational conditions and
(2)

such a comparison is made in Bomber Command O.R.S. Report No. S.226.

In February 1945 ^17 Squadron came to the conclusion that they

were getting a consistent overshoot on operations and therefore proceeded

to put a false setting on the sight in order to correct for this.

Bomber Command O.R.S. Report No. 3.226 was issued it stated that the re

sults of their analyses confinoed the existence of the overshoot and jvjsb-f*'

.tKe b'Uii’

of Aircraft Production, hov/ever, (femonstrateci ty an analysis of variance

that this conclusion could not be arrived at on the basis of the available

evidence and that the statistical procedure used by O.R.S,# was faulty.

They showed that, in range but not in line, the variance of the means of

attacks, i.e. the between raids variance, was significantly greater than

It was therefore inappropriate to consider the dis-

When

that within raids,

tribution about the aiming point of the bombs from different attacks as

a single one and to test the significance of the separation of the com

pound M.P.I. from the aiming point on that basis,

there was some factor causing substantial errors in range which was con-

It was thus clear that

stant for a particular raid, but there was no evidence that there v/as any

An amendment to Bomber Command O.R.S.constant bias in its operation.
● S'22^ U4«j

'therefore issued.

Attacks on Germany 1944 to 1945

The work done by O.R.S. Bomber Command on bombing 'accuracy after the

conclusion of the summer campaign/^ of 1944jand when almost all targets

came once more to be located in Germany^ carried on the methods previously

used and does not call for any extended treatment. In December 1944

/Bomber
I

Atcurcw-C-y I*' Llghl/ij 'De|'e,-vcle*:\
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(1)
Bomber Command O.R.S. Report No, S.197

on six crater plots, five of raids which employed the Newhaven marking

techniq.ue (see page and one Oboe ground marking,

that the errors were considerably greater than in the attacks on lightly

defended targets in France and the Low Countries, but nevertheless they

shov/ed a very great improvement over the results of 1943*

Bomber Command O.R.S, Report No. S.209

day attacks carried out during the period September to December 1944.

The information was based, for some attacks, on crater plots and, for

others, on plots of the distribution of bomb-fall made by plotting forward

from the photograph taken at the moment of bomb release,

discussed in this report were all comparatively shallow penetrations and

the marking was, in most cases, done by Oboe,

conclusions were dr?wn in this report, the most interesting, probably,

being that whilst the intensity of flak opposition affectj^the proportion

of gross errors it hai no effect on the accuracy with which those bombs

which are not gross errors asM 'dropped.

This was basedwas issued.

This report showed

(2) covered a series of l6

The attacks

A number of interesting

It was also shown that the

systematic errors were no larger than those which had occurred in compara

tive attacks on France and the Low Countries, but that there was an in-

cre^eein the random errors about the M.P.I. greater than could be accounted

for by the increased height of attack. In addition there was signifi-

cant tendency for the M.P.I. of the bombing to lie to starboard rather

than to port, its average position in line being about 200 yards to

starboard. This starboard bias occurred in the attacks carried out in

March and April 1944 on French and Belgian marshalling yards, but had

disappeared when other errors had been reduced.

These two reports did not lead to any improvement^ but they, along wih

the less precise figures derived from plots of night photographs, did

provide the information on which to base calculations of force require

ments and probabiliti^ of success which were in considerable demand at
). The average figures for the proportion of gross

errors, the systematic error and the random error for each type of attack

were kept continuously available for this purpose. These did not usually

change much and those in use at a particular date in February were pub

lished as Bomber Command Report No. B,232.^^^

■Ur
this time (see 4

There was an appreciable lag in the preparation of crater plots,

particularly dioring the early months of 1945jWhen this work was being done
by R.E.8 and was in competition with a number of more urgent tasks which

they were required to^.jp^fornft- ■ As a result information concerning a
considerable number of attacks came to hand after the conclusion of

hostilities, when there was no longer the same urgency for making results

The opportunity of combining the publication of this additionalavailable.

/data
0) *6 W.T, Altcvck^ ot-s Cities' ftowvUv

H/zAi/aa/u)?'

O.ft-S. N^e. B ■ ('A H.B/ilH/241722/12}
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data with a comprehensive review of the information obtained from crater

plots was therefore taken and Bomber Command O.R.S. Report No, S.237

This included a tabulation of the averag'e figures for the

various error parameters for each technique of bombing.

In this report the effect of height on bombing accuracy was

It was found that the range of heights of the attacks on

German t^argets was too limited for such an investigation and it was there-

fore necessarily confined to the results of the attacks on Prance and the

From these attacks three series of about ten each were

available, each series consisting of comparable attacks in that the

marking technique and general conditions of attack were the same,

were, however, appreciable differences between the accuracies of the

The correlation of each of the three error parameters,

proportion of gross errors, systematic error and random error with height

For gross errors and systematic errors

it was found to be negligible in all cases but there was considerable

positive correlation between random errors, expressed as the radial

and height for each series,

this was of the same order in all three cases it was considered

reasonable to combine all three series and obtain thereby a sample large

enough to give more precise information on the nature of the relationship.

In order to obtain comparable figures for this purpose, the radial

standard error for each individual attack was divided by the average value

A highly significant

correlation between the resulting ratios and the height of attack was

found.

was issued.

considered.

Low Countries.

There

different series.

was then examined for each series.

standard deviation about the M.P.I. Since

for the series of attacks to which it belonged.

The height error relationship in bombing has normally been considered

to be a power law of the type:-

Error a h

where a is a constant, h is the height and x has  a value less than 1.

order to obtain a value for x the logarithms of the height and the random

error ratio v/ere obtained and the regression co-efficient of the latter on

This, which v/as 0.24) is the required figure.

The Value so obtained can, however, only be regardSd as a first approxim

ation since the average heights of attack for the different series of

The average value of the radial standard error for each

In

the former was determined.

raids differed.

series of attacks was therefore corrected to 10,000 feet from the average

height for that series using the relationship that error was proportional

The calculations were then repeatedto the fourth root of the height,

and the value of the regression co-efficient obtained then became 0.27*

This figure which had a standard error of 0.066 v/as the best that could be

Whilst appreciably less than the figure

/of

deduced from the data available.

- —s T"R I C T E D-R ill
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of 0,36 derived from practice bombing results it was not significantly

different from it.

The other subject discussed in this report is that of the systematic

starboard bias of about 200 ̂^BWii^whioh was found to have occurred in more
than one series of attacks. It was pointed out that it occurred when the

random errors of bombing were greater than the best obtainable and it was

suggested that the principal factor concerned was the standard of flying

If this were the case, it would indicate that

when the pilot's attention to detail in the technique of his flying was

somewhat relaxed^yaws to port occurred with much greater frequency than

yaws to starboard,
a.

A further investigation, published as^Bomber Command O.R.S. Report^

that was not completed until after the conclusion of hostili-

tieSjWas one into the distribution of systematic errors with different

marking techniques and in different conditions. This investigation had two

aims, to ascertain the comparative merits of the various marking techniques

in indicating the correct point of aim, and to discover whether there was

justification for the assumption made in force requirement calculations

that the H.P.Is of bombfall in a series of attacks using the same

technique and in the same conditions would be distributed about the aiming

point in accordance with the normal radial probability law.

able data from crater plots, plots of night photographs and plots made

from photographs taken at bomb release for a period of 12 months was used.

The detailed comparison of the various techniques will be found in the

report.

during the bombing run.

All avail-

Por the investigation of the normality of the distribution it

3

was necessary to make use of all the information together^owing to the

comparatively small number of attacks carried out by the same technique

This was done by calculating the radial

standard deviation of each comparable group of M.P.Is. about the aiming

point and dividing the individual values by this figure,

error of each M.P.I. was thus expressed as what might be termed a normal

radial deviate.

and in comparable conditions.

The radial

The numbers of these in successive annuli were compared

with the apected number as given by the formula for the normal radial

distribution and the significance of the difference examined by a chi-

The result of this test was to show that there was nosquared test.

significant departure from normality and the assumption of normality there

fore appeared justified.

In the winter of 1944/45 ̂  considerable proportion of Bomber Command's

effort was expended in attacks carried out through lO/lOths cloud and it

was therefore desirable to try and obtain a comparative measure of the

An attemptaccuracy achieved in ^ch conditions and in clear weather,

to do this was made using the estimates of tons of bombs falling per

kilometre square prepared from studies of the amount of damage made by

R.E.8. As a preliminary to this the distribution of attack so deduced

/was
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was compared with the distribution of night photographs in the case of

a small number of attacks carried out in clear weather. The dis¬

crepancies were so large that it was clear that fircther investigation

into the reliability of the data was required.

(^o conc4usion^^!s%

'drA

een reached^
i0

recourse made to the limited number of crater plots for such

raids and a report, Bomber Command 0,R.S, Report No. S. 237(1), based on
these, was prepared in which it was shown that such raids were appre¬

ciably less accurate than those carried out in clear weather, particularly

as regards systematic errors.

Iu-*cports Nosi'”y, ^ 0, ,i^,ttacks

bombing in formation

carried out by

Ahetao- were studied separately by

O.R.S.5 who were concerned with the accuracy of radar devices,

were reported on in Bomber Command O.R.S. Report No.

discussed in Chapter 3*

These

which is

iV. C-«v

v545
IsJo. S*

(1^ ( Oo( to 1>£
0>R-S. t4o S IJ - i\-l
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CHAPTER h
FLAMING OF OPERATIONS

A knowledge of v/eapon effectiveness and of bombing efficiency and

IftfeiCoramand have many applications in furthering theaccuracy within

effectiveness of operations but one of its most important applications

lies in assessing the weapon and force requirements for a given task*

Such an assessment can prevent either the waste of effort and bombs

throvjgh overhitting or attempts to neutralize a target with an^adequat

force, a matter which becomes very important v/hen the time factor is of
j. j. .

It W

e

a essential also in appreciating a strategic orprime interest,

tactical plan of bombardment requiring the neutralization of a set of

targets in a given time in order to assess whether the task ii*' within the

povfers of the force available.

Assessments of this nature require an acquaintance with the laws of

probability as well as in intimate knowledge of bomb performance and
■MjCrt

bombing efficiencjy, and, in the case where a series of targets involved
be aware not only of the influence of such things as

weather conditions in bombing efficiency but also the frequency with
For these

the assessor

which various sets of such conditions are likely to occur,

reasons it v/as natural that the responsibility for planning calculations
Nor was their work in thisof this nature should fall upon the O.R.S.

field confined to the requirements of the Command for from time to time

they were called upon to .advise Wie Air Ministry in those natters.

Until the end of 1945 xhe question had arisen only infrequently

because at that time the Command seldom attacked targets other than German

or Italian towns and the strength and efficiency of the Command at that

time rendered it unlikely that such targets v/ould be overhit even when the

From time to time however such problems did arise.

It is impossible to chronicle all of them because they eventually became

too numerous and, particularly in the early days, they were of such a

confidential nature that records were seldom kept in the usual way.

As far as can be recalled the first estimate of this nature was made

in August 1942 when the target postulated consisted of a row of pylons at

Early in

v/hole force v/as used.

.  Thp operation . was not .in fact.carried out.

1943 came the first in calculating weapon and force requirements

when the possibility of using the heavy bomber force in support of land

and sea operations was first mooted. This was in connection v/ith

Operation Constellation which involved a sea-borne landing on one of the

Channel Islands (Alderney) as a diversion to similar operations in the
Mediterranean.

a radio station

The task of the heavy bombers was to neutralize coastal defence

guns and beach defences such as machine gun posts, v/ire, minefields and

anti-tank obstacles. The problem was to choose the most effective bombs,

/decide
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decide what densities vfere required in the various areas of the target,

and work out the force required and the best disposal of aiming point to

The purpose was not only to assist in the plan

ning of such an operation hut even more to assess whether the task was

within the capabilities of the bomber forces available,

same period proposals discussed at Air Ministry regarding possible new

directives gave rise to appraisals of the railway system in enemy and

enemy-occupied territories and of synthetic oil plants in the Ruhr.

The method used in all these problems was basically the same throu^-

The layout of the target complex and the construction of the sub

targets was examined as carefully as available data would allow. Experi

mental data or the results of operational analysis on the effect of bombs

were then studied so that a radius of effectiveness or mean area of

effectiveness could be postulated if not already directly available for

Where necessary the advice of

achieve these densities.

During the

(0

out.

the range of bombs likely to be useful.

relevant expertsjsuch as those in the Research and Experiments Department

(R.E.8) of the Ministry of Home Security^was sought. From these figur3s

the best type of bomb-load and the number of hits on the target or the

Such informationdensity required over the target area could be derived,

as existed on the efficiency of the Command was then manipulated so as to

give the number of aircraft which must be dispatched to give a prescribed

chance of achieving this density,

such things as weather, range of target and the nature of the defences

likely to be encountered,

then be stated how many sorties in all v/ere required to produce a given

expectation of successful attacks.

The statistical methods involved were straightforward;

ad hoc calculations were made, sometimes probability grids were used,

the earlier days however, difficulty arose in the scarcity of quantitative

information both on the weapon effectiveness and the bombing efficiency

This would of course take into account

If a series of attacks were involved it could

sometimes

In

aspects, and it was necessary to make bold estimates of the parameters

As time went on, hov/ever, this difficulty was gradually resolved

This was fortunate for at

involved,

and the estimate became more and more reliable,

the same time the necessity for such estimates and their importance

increased as the possibility of the use of heavy bombers in the tactical

scheme became more real.

A second plan similar to Operation Constellation but this time based

upon targets on the coast of Prance between Boulogne and Calais (Operation

Starkey) was studied and theu^in September 1943^"the whole subject of fire

support for an opposed landing was reviewed by an Inter-Service Committee.

O.R.S. Bomber Command wcuS. called in to make an appraisal of the part which

could be played by heavy bombers and the force likely to be required and

this v/as included in the Committees report.
/The

(l) See A.H.B. Narr^ *The Liberation of Horth-v;est Europe*, Vol.l. Chap-7.
(2) A.H.B./IIS/136.
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The railway system question arose again

urgent a few weeks later when a proposal was made to use the

homhers both of the R.A.F. and U.S.A.A.P. in an attempt to cripple the

in January 1944 an^
became

K

transport systems.first of Prance and Belgium and later of Germany, as a
(1) t ofpreliminary to landings on the Continent.' ' Estimates made fcV jHjIujF

the effort required were considered to be grossly optimistic and inde¬

pendent estimates were offered to the Air Staff and were finally adopted

This involved an examination of a large number ofby Air Ministry,

marshalling yard targets in consultation with railway experts to determine

the density of bombs to be aimed at and the best disposition of aiming

Probability grids based on the latest accuracy parameters werepoints,

made in order to facilitgtte the problems of obtaining the expectation of

hits on a large number of irregularly shaped targets and the results

were used not only to appraise the total tonnage requirements for the plan

but also, when the operation started, to calculate the force requirements

The results of the attacks were carefullyfor each operation separately,

studied and compared v/ith the forecast which was foxmd to be reasonably

accurate.

This was followed by a similar appraisal of a series of airfield

targets which were part of the same pre-assault plan and then o-f

ammunition dumps and^finally^the coastal batteries of the cover plan.

Indeed from the beginning of 1944 vmtil D-day operational planning work

of this nature became a constant feature of the O.R.S/s activities,

was there much respite after the landing for as soon as the troops were

held up in Normandy the problem of close support arose with targets such

as troop.^ or tank concentrations, the destruction oi' villages to block

*^fence positions of all kinds. It was evident with many of

these latter targets that the inflicting of a high degree of physical

damage on the small dispersed sub-targets would involve prohibitive

effort and great importance was therefore placed on positioning our troops

Nor

vital roadsk

as near to the target as possible so that full advantage could be taken

of the ‘stunning* effect which was known to last for only a short time.

The dangers of being too near are obvious and in order to find the best

compromise^bombfall patterns were carefully studied and a ‘bomb line*

representing the smallest safe distance to the aiming point to which our

troops could approach was produced.

Concurrently with the planning for Operation Overlord the question

of combatting the V-weapon offensive by knocking out launching sites,

interfering with transport and attacking factories and store places was

These targets came on to the Bomber Command programme at the

end of 1943 and as they later assumed greater importance typical targets

were reviewed from the weapon effectiveness and force requirement aspect

The

considered.

in order to ensure the most efficient use of the force available,

/matter

(1) A.H.Bw Narf|^*^e R.A.F. in the Bombing Offensive against Germany,
Vol.VI Chap.l. ^

I
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matter received more and more attention as the menace grew and^finally^

in July 1944 the whole question was referred to the Combined Operations

A member of Bomber Command O.R.S. was co-optedPlanning Committee,

onto the committee and with the collaboration of the Operations Analysis

Section of the Vlllth Air Force recommendations as to the type of bombs

and fusing together with required densities for the various types of

*1116 effort required in the case of Bomber Command
(1)

targets were made,

to give a 50 cent probability of reducing these targets was calculated.

On 18 October 1944 Bomber Command O.R.S. wOiJ called at very short

notice to a consultation with representatives of the Directorate of

Bomber Operations, Air Ministry, R.E.8 and the Operations Analysis Section

of the Vlllth Air Force to provide information on the forces required to

Thisdestroy the bridges over the Rhine between Basle and Emmerich,

information was required for a conference to be held at SHAEF on the

following day at which the feasibility and desirability of this project

At this meeting the weapon requirements and numbers

of hits required were calculated on the basis of the data as to the

capabilities of the bomber forces provided by the two research sections.

was to be discussed.

The next of these planning tasks which is worthy of mention was in

In thisconnection with the bombing of submarines under construction,

case R.E.8 advised that a direct hit or a near miss within 20 feet of a

submarine under construction was required if its building was to be sub-

The method of calculating the force requirementstantially delayed,

adopted in this case was given the expected standard deviation of the

bomb pattern, to calculate the number of bombs which it was necessary to

drop in order to achieve a 5^ psr cent and a 75 P®^ cent chance of a hit

on a rectangle of area equal to the plan area of the submarine plus the

near miss distanceassuming that the centre of the rectangle was at the

distance from the centre of the distribution as the most distantsame

submarine was from the centre of the slips, which would, it was assumed.

The figures thus arrived at therefore gave slightbe the aiming point.

over-estimates of the forces required to damage 50 per cent and 75 P®r

beThe results of this enquirycent of the submarines on the slips,

found in Bomber Command Memorandum No, 111.
(2)

In November 1944 the O.R.S. were asked to estimate the effort which

would be required by Bomber Command to prevent Germany obtaining any oil

from the oil plants which were at that time allocated as targets to the

This involved determiningbomber forces operating from Great Britain,

the relationship between the density of bombing achieved and the time the

  /plant

(1) A.H.B./IIH/24I/22/3 (Bomber Cmd. O.R.S. Int.Mem. 
No.lOS^

(2) A.H.B./ID3/1773A.

A
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plant was out of operation and from that obtaining the optimum density

This was done by using the results of past operations

obtaining data on the accuracy of American attacks from the Operations

of bombfall.

Analysis Section of the Vlllth Air Force and on the activity of the plants

on various dates from R*B.8. Prom this it proved possible to estimate

the optimum density of bombfall, which was one ton per acre, and also to

provide estimates which proved reasonably accurate of the length of time● ● ●-
which such densities would put the plants out of action.

In all previous calculations of force requirements the systematic and

random errors of bombing were compounded and no account was taken of their
It was in effect assumed that the bombs would fallrelative magnitudes,

in a normal probability pattern about the aiming point with a standard

deviation equal to the square root of the sum of the squares of the

standard deviation of the mean points of impact of a series of raids

about the aiming point and the average standard deviation of the bombs in

a raid about their M.P.I., and probabilities of hits and expected densi-

Whilst this provides the average

results over a number of raids there will clearly be considerable variation

ties were corauuted on this basis.

It was decided at this stage that it v/as necessary

to have a more realistic picture of what actually happened in order to

A short note on an approximate method

of specifying the probability that the density of bombing at the aiming

point would attain or exceed a given figure was accordingly written and
the formulae evolved were used for the calculations in hand on forces

This note is Bomber Command O.R.S.

from raid to raid.

take this variation into account.

required for the attack on oil.

Memorandum No. M.II3.

Whilst the formulae evolved take the systematic and random errors

into account separately they are based on two simplifying assumptions which

make them only approximate,

of bombs can be treated as if bomb density were a continuous smooth

variable decreasing with distance from the centre of the bomb pattern,

in accordance with the normal two-dimensional probability equation,

the target is large enough for the expected number of hits on it to be

considerable, taking into account the number of bombs to be dropped, and

yet small enough in relation to the standard deviation of the pattern for

the change of density over it to be small, the approximation v/ill be

However, if the target and the number of bombs to be dropped is

such that the expected number of hits is small the discontinuity of the

The other simplifying

assumption is that the standard deviation of the bombs about their

In practice, however, this

/varieet

(»)

The first of these is that the distribution

If

close.

bombfall distribution must be taken into account.

centroid is the same from raid to raid.

tU*. Pomt, O.fe.s.
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vaxiej. from r aid to raid and the overall effect of such variation ^Sb.

to decrease the prohahility of achieving a given result with a given

quantity of weapons*

This method v/as elaborated a little further and put forward in

detail with graphs to assist in rapid determination of the

required answers in Bomber Command 0*R*S. Report No. 124»

report with more practical detail and containing current figures of

Bomber Command accxiracy was produced at the instance of the Air Staff as

The first note was shown to

some
(O

A further

Bomber Command 0*R*S. Report No. S.227*

Dr. Bronowski, one of the mathematicians of R.E.8 with whom the writer

of the note was in contact at the time on weapon effectiveness matters

and, as a result, he worked on the problem of producing more exact

formulae and determining the errors caused by the various approximations

A joint paper resulting from this work was drafted later.

Further work of this type on problems of close support bombing,

attacks on the German railway system, and on an unt^^groini^ factory ̂will
be found in Bomber Command O.R.S. Report Nos. B.229» B.231 3^^ B.23A*

There were in addition other similar problems tackled which did not give

made.

rise to formal reports.

Area Attacks
O- , .,,

During 1943 and early 1944 Bomber Command^was keeping in touch with

the work on weapon effectiveness which was being done, mainly by R.E.8,

and advising the Air Staff of the Command on the relative merits of

At this stage the accuracydifferent types of bomb for area attack,

attainable was such that the full force of the Command was necessary
t

for each attack and force requirements calculations were therefore

In the winter of 1944/45 when a return to area bombing took

place it was clear that the increase in accuracy of the Command was

The O.R.S. was therefore

needed.

such that serious over-hitting v/as occurring,

asked to look into the question of the size of forces required for towns

of different areas and also into the question of the desirable distance

apart of aiming' points when the target was large.

The mathematical problems raised by area bombing are far from

The comolications are due to the fact that the density ofsimple,

bombing cannot be treated as constant over the whole target area and the
TV

amo\mt of damage done is a negative expo^ntial function of the density

of bombing.
A.S.The whole subject is discussed exhaustively in A. ti ●

Bomber Command O.R.S. using equation 13 of

117

Departmental Note No. 11.

that paper, carried out calculations on the tonnages of bombs to be

dispatched to destroy 70 per cent of the buildings in a circular target
This

of Varying radius and using techniques of different accuracy,

/information

Ro-bci A*'vcvly^«o> C»vQ.'
O.R.S. No.»a4-

OO 3D A^Kveyc.^ it- tcn\U»,
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information was expressed as curves on which, the radius of the target

at which it was desirable to use two or more aiming points was

indicated._ This note, which was passed to Intelligence for their use,

in the series of Internal Memoranda as Bomber

Command O.R.S. No. M.112.^^^

At a later date the Commander-in-Chief requested the O.R.S. to

make an appreciation of the effort required to destroy all the remaining

built-up areas in Germany of a size of over 100 acres,

larity of these made the use of the curves referred to in the previous

paragraph rather difficult and instead of this, circles were drawn on

Kodatrace showing density contours for raids of different sizes with

the accuracies appropriate to different marking techniques,

aid of these the number of aiming points on each built-up area and the

The irregu-

Y/ith the

required size of the attacks were determined and, from this, the

The note prepared, which was to be usednecessary tables were drawn up.

in an apprqisal by the Air Staff of the economic effects of carrying out

such a campaign was issued in the Internal Memorandum Series as Bomber

Command O.R.S. No.^jllA.

Following on this a further mathematical attack on the problems of

the optimum size of a raid was made in which the proportions of the

tonnage dropped was divided into that necessary for the required amount

of destruction, the additional quantity hitting the destroyed area and

thus wasted in overhitting, and that which fell outside the area of

Curves indicating the proportions in

each of these categories as the tonnage dropped increased were produced

for various combinations of random and systematic error. This work,

(2)

the target that was destroyed.

completed too late to be used before the conclusion of hostilities

, Report.,.fejiy/y
o-

published as^Bomber Command O.R.S

Besides these larger questions small problems often arose in the

field of bomb performance and force requirements which are too numerous

to detail but it is probably of interest to note two which though never

actually leading to operational use illustrate the diversity of such

The first related to chemical warfare and, starting from aquestions,

paper by the Army School of Chemical Warfare at Porton on lethal

densities, full details of bombloads and force requirements for a full-

scale gas retaliation on German cities was prepared and incorporated in

The other which cropped up in September 1944 and ofoperation orders,

which no record is kept concerned the dropping of food from high

altitude into Warsaw.

C-V»ccrfc. -fcr ^ Zo
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CHAHPER7 --
WEAPON EFFECTIVENESS AITD GENERAL EFFECTIVEI^ESS

The power of a bomh to damage or destroy a particular type of

The most straight-target can be studied in several different ways.

forward way is to detonate the bomb in proximity to a sample target

Another method is to measure the effectand to examine the results,

of various blast pressures on the target and then measure the strength

of the blast wave at various distances from the bomb. An entirely

different method made possible by the use of reconnaissance photography

is to measure the damage caused in an actual raid and to determine if

possible the particular bomb or the density of bombs which caused it.

The experimental approach has been exploited for many years but it

has serious shortcomings in that the types of target attacked are

legion and even against the same target the result can vary consider

ably according to the relative disposition of target and bomb and a

large number of experiments are required before a reliable answer is

Further more, particularly in the case of fire bombs, the

extrapolation from single targets to a conglomeration, from experimental

obtained.

to operational conditions, is fraught with danger.

As soon as sufficient damage was caused in Bomber Command raids to

be visible on post raid reconnaissance photographs the other approach

It soon became evident, however, that satis

factory results could not be obtained with anything short of a full-

scale analysis of the photographs in which the damage was mqde.

so the results was subject to statistical variation to such a degree

that a very large body of data was required before the result could be

was made available.

Even

regarded as reliable.

With the increase in the tempo and success of the bomber offensive

the necessary amount of data began to accumulate but at the same time

it became clear that it was beyond the scope of the O.R.S. to deal with

The detailed analysis was in fact beyond the scope of 'K* Section,

Central Interpretation Unit, whose prime purpose was the appreciation

it.

of the damage from the operational point of view,  a task which was

At this time, however, the Researchalready straining their resources,

and Experiments Department of the Ministry of Home Security was inter¬

ested in the detailed analysis of damage photographs as a means towards

It was therefore suggested.assessing the economic effects of a raid,

to them that an extension of their work would also provide such

answers as could be obtained on the weapon effectiveness question.

Their collaboration was enthusiastic and complete and from that

It was atime most of this type of research emanated from R.E.8.

particularly appropriate arrangement since the Research and Experiments

Department already contained many men of experience in bomb perform

ance in which subject they had initially been interested from the

Close liaison with this department was maintained indefence aspect.

/order
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order to ensure that their researched should be made with a full

appreciation of the operational conditions involved and they were put

Section, Central Interpretation Unit, whose studies

of bombfall in night photographs proved invaluable in such matters as

in touch with

the pinpointing of particular bombs or the study of incendiary bomb

After this stage the role of the O.R.S. became to  a largedensity,

extent passive although from time to time it was able to offer active

assistance as,for instance,in providing an alternative method of
(1)

issess^g bomb densities from a sti«iy of night photographs.

——witnin the CTommand it was noU/the function of the O.R.S. to maintain

close liaison not only with R.E.8 but with all the various bodies

studying bomb performance in order to keep the Air Staff in touch with

new developments and to advise them,in collaboration with the Armament

Branchy on the types and combinations of bombs which were most efficient
This involved anagainst the various types of target attacked,

appreciation of the stowage characteristics of each type of aircraft

with respect to each type of bomb which were far more capricious than

Before V)kk the target tomost people outside the Command realised,

be studied was the heterogenous complex presented by the German town

and the manner in which the growing knowledge of the effectiveness of

bombs was translated into practical recommendation is well illustrated

Another use to which this

knowledge was put was in devising a method by which a first phase

estimate of the amount of damage likely to have been caused in an attack

where night photographs were available but circumstances caused a long
(2)

delay in obtaining satisfactory post raid cover.

In the field of incendiary bomb effectiveness the work was en

livened by the appearance of a controversy which engaged the attention

of the experts on all aspects and which had a bearing not only on the

design of incendiary weapons but also of the operations in which they

It centred about the question as to the relative contri-

mn Bomber Command O.R.S. Report No. 'JS,

were used.

butions of primary fires and fire-spread to the overall effect of an

Although finally submitted to a forum of the Royal

The academic questions

incendiary raid.

Society the question remained controversial,

involved may or may not have been important but clearly since they led

to no outstanding indication one way or another and since the practical

matters involved were of operational urgency they could not wait for

Having beenthe end of this apparently interminable discussion,

closely connected with the research relating to this question from the

/very
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very beginning the O.R.S, was able to make a separate appraisal so

that the Command could take a firm stand on the choice and disposal

of weapons. There has been no evidence produced since then to indicate

that they were seriously misled.

The principle of assessment having been established no more was

published on this subject but the frequent changes in stowage character

istics brou^t about constant revision of the result which was issued

from time to time by the Air Staff as operations orders.

The standardisation of bombloads in this manner and the resolution

of the Command views on the t3T)es of bombs preferred greatly assisted

the work of bomb provisioning and as time went on the Command, actively

by?!?.R.S., took a more and more definitive part in the policy
This problem became increasingly corn-

assisted

underlying future production,

plex as the bomber force became involved in the close support of ground

forces since this presented a greater variety of potential targets.

Indeed the whole problem of bomb performance became more urgent

and less straightforward with the advent of this phase since the amount

of experience on the effectiveness of various types of bombs against

the many different types of target involved, which included guns,

minefields, wire, troops in the open, troops in hutted camps, troops

in slit trenches, ammunition dumps, tanks and other vehicles, was

However, the work of the e^eriraental establi^-

ments, of the mathematicians, of the photo interpretation experts and●re—
such information which accrued from ground survey inj^occupied territory

closely followed up so that the latest opinions on all these

matters were always available at the Command and when the time came

to attack these targets firm recommendations could be made,

were first made on a day to day basis but as the tactical target pro

gramme became more clear it was possible to crystallise this matter by

drawing up a list of bombloads with fusings for each type of aircraft

and for various routes appropriate to all the types of targets likely

This was issued as an operations order so that by

strictly limited.

was

These

to be attacked,

reference to a brief code it was ensured that the most efficient

loading was used throughout the Command.

One jntremVy important aspect of H.E. bomb performance upon which

it was extremely difficult to obtain quantitative information was the
Pull scale experimentsquestion of what proportion failed to explode,

likely to produce statistically satisfactory results were prohibitive
in effort and cost and such indications as accrued from other trials

On the other iandsuggested that the proportion was very small indeed,

the impressions gained during ground survey of targets in the
Mediterranean theatre when these were eventually occupied did not

Unfort\inately neither of these sources of data weresupport that view,

sufficiently complete to crystalise the impressions gained into even

approximate figures.
/V/hen
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When a fairly satisfactory method of estimating the number of

bombs falling on a given area had been devised using night photo

graphic evidence it seemed that a comparison of such numbers with the

craters detected within the same area on post raid reconnaissance

would be a fruitful line of research. This was followed up

the result was not satisfactory for two reasons. The estimate of

bombs falling in the area was itself only approximate and there was

at that time a strong suspicion that even the most assiduous examination

of post raid photographs often failed to reveal alJ the impact points

of exploding Iwmbs. All that could be said was that the average

failure ratevnedium capacity/general purpose bombs did not exceed 24

per cent and^^^higK/ capacity bombs was less than 18 per cent.

Later when all H.E. bombloads v/ere being frequently used it was

possible to pick out strings of craters evidently forming isolated

sticks and the average number in such sticks was compared with the

average number of bombs carried per aircraft,

subject to doubt owing to the slight variation in the numbers carried

per aircraft in any given attack and also to the possibility of gross

instability which could divorce the point of impact of a bomb from the

(1)but

(2)
Again the result was

others out of the same aircraft without necessarily preventing its

detonation.
It was^however^more definitive than the earlier result.

and suggested that about 10 per cent of medium capacity/general

purpose bombs failed to explode. Although this figure was still

regarded in some circles with scepticism it was the figure normally

used in planning the weapon requirements of future operations.

Ground Survey'j^Xn September I944 a loni*^ known as the Bombing Analysis

^  Unit (E.A.U. )jCoramanded by Group Captain^Drury

Zuckerman as Scientific Director^was formed with  a directive to carry

out ground surveys of areas which had been subjected to bombing in

This was to include the bombing of tactical

targets such as bridges and railways as well as close support opera-

and with Professor

support of the army.

i n

tions and although not strictly witilths terms of reference the

bombing of V-weapon targets was to be included.

Commander-in-Chief two members of the O.R.S.^ later joined by a third^'

were attached indefinitely to this mission and the Officer-in-Charge

O.R.S. spent intermittent periods with it.

The B.A.U. was based at St. Germain-en-Laye, near Paris, and the

field personnel were divided into parties consisting of several

research officers backed by an gidministrative officer and such

personnel, transport and equipment as was required to render the party

/self-contained

On the orders of the

-fo-r Cro-tc/r

lOo.K-US.(A-H a

of Mc/(5P B ●f-O'-t.L tTo
d. O' H- ^oj.

6 n
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They were dispatched to various regions in Prance

B at a

self-contained,

with instructions to set up sem#-perraanent field jteadquarter

convenient centre and to study selected targets within easy reach (up

to 50 miles) of that lleadquarters. The first field l>eadquarters were

located at Le Havre and St. Malo with pi’ojected ones at Caen, Calais

and Brussels.

.The Bomber Command Q.R.S. personnel/vere assiA'ned to ̂  P'^.. j.

charge of the Le Havre^bombing in support of the battle of Le Havre.

This party formed up in England and proceeded direct to Le Havre via

the battle areas of Villers Bocage, Caen and Cagny and set up head

quarters in a large but battered villa in the northern suburbs of

the town about ten days after the occupation from which teams were
(1)

sent out to make the following field studies.

Detailed survey of E-boat pens (B.A.U. Report No. 5)*

General Survey of defence positions in front of Le Havre (B.A.U.
Report No. 2?) /

itj Detailed survey of two permanent field gun positions (B.A.U.
Report Nos. 15 & 26).

0*/ General survey of coastal batteries between Le Havre and
Abbeville (B.A.U. Report No. 5I)*

Detailed survey of two coastal battery positions near
Le Havre (B.A.U. Report No. I6 and 25)●

Detailed survey of a permanent barracks area known as the
^ Hotel Pour Passagers north of Le Havre (B.A.U. Report No. 13)*

fa) Examination of a number of incidents of tail instantaneous
fused bombs on warehouses in the harbour (B.A.U. Report No, 28).

Detailed survey of a railway viaduct at Merville which had been
attacked by bombs and rockets (B.A.U. Report No. 32).

For most of these studies the teams were based on Le Havre but

for the more northerly coastal battery surveys it was necessary to
In the case of the detailed surveys

Ch)

find a subsidiary base at Dieppe,

full particulars of the construction of the targets and subtargets was
obtained as well as of the bomb damage inflicted and an accurate plot

Local inhabi-of all bombs in the vicinity of the targets was made.

tants present at the time of the attacks were interrogated in order to
discover such information on the effects of the bomb aw^were not

As the field sui’veys were completedapparent from a physical survey,

the data obtained was analysed with a view to assessing the effective¬

ness of the bombing as a whole and wherever possible the effective-
A draft report was then written incor-ness of individual weapons,

porating all the data from physical survey and interrogation including

detailed drawings, the results of the analysis and the conlcusions

reached, and forwarded to the B.A.U. headquarters for editing and
nublication. /In

(1) Copies of the B.A.U. Reports may be found in A.H.B./lIS/l36/l-32.

RES T RICTED
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In October 1944 one of the Bomber Command O^R.S. officers from

the Le Havre Field Headquarters was detached to take charge of a new

●field (jeadquarters based on Caen with instructions to study the

results of Operations Goodwood, Totalise and Tractable which were

carried out in close support of the Array’s advance from Caen to

Owing to the insufficient data received from Twenty-first

Army Group on the ground aspect a completcJysatisfactory study
impossible but the information and indications obtained recorded
in Bomber Command O.R.S. Memorandum

In addition the following detailed studied of particular targets

were made:-

Detailed study of the effect of heavy bombing on  a concentration
of tanks (B.A.U. Report No. 22).

rjt) The effect of bombing on a coke oven plant at Colorabelles
(B.A.U. Report No. ll).

f C) The distribution of weapons and their effect in a rocket attack
on a mine-head buildings at Soumont St. Quentin (E.A.U. Report
No. 23).

(^^The effect of--fighter-bomber attacks in a series of German
military headquarters (B.A.U. Report No. 12).

In November a second Bomber Command O.R.S. officer from Le Havre

was temporarily detached to take charge of a study of the effects of

air attack on the large V-weapon site at Watten working from the base

(B.A.U. Report No. 33)*

Palaise.

was

4

at St. Omer.

During this neriod the B.A.U. was working closely with the United

a^^d most
of the field parties included

The problem of target selection was

studied in collaboration with their Headquarters staff by a Sommittee

composed of members of the B.A.U. and the U.S.A.B.5. of which the

Officer-in-Charge ‘Bomber Command O.R.S. acted as joint chairman.

States Air Evaluation Boar

officers from that organisation.

By the end of January 1945 all the studies listed above were
Thecomplete and the reports ready for editing and publication.

Commander—in-Chief, Bomber Command, decided that the time had come for
his O.R.S. officers to transfer their attention from tactical targets ‘

to those of a more strategic nature since strategic bombing had been

the first and still remained the most important role of the heavy bombei

Such targets however were outside the terms of reference of

the B.A.U. and it was therefore necessary at that stage for the O.R.S.

officers to sever their connection with that body.

One research officer was withdrawn completely and the remaining

two were attached to the British Bombing Research Mission.

il)ission was planned on an ambitious scale with  a view to surveying

targets in Germany as soon as they became available for inspection.

At the beginning of 1945 L,ad already set up an advanced headquarters
near Paris with a skeleton administrative staff and pending the avail

ability of targets in Germany it was providing liaison, transport and
/base

force.

This

RESTRICTED
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"base facilities to various investigating teams who were working on

The scheme here was different from that within theFrench targets.

B.A.U. in that an investigating team was not self-supporting but

depended for accommodation and supplies on such military formations

as were found in the neighbourhood of the target,

ary introductions were dispatched from the B.B.R.M. Headquarters it

often occurred that these had not reached the relevant officials by

the time the party arrived and it was then necessary for the investi-

This gave rise to tempor

ary difficulties but also to many interesting and amusing situations.

Under these auspices the remaining two O.R.S. officers studied

three factories in Prance which had been subject to attacks by Bomber

Command with a view to assessing the effects of the bombing both as to

Although prelimin¬

gating team to make its own arrangements.

physical damage and production loss and to obtain such information on

Detailed plots of damage andweapon effectiveness as was available,

borabfall were made, production records were scrutinized when available

and the management of the factory together with people living nearby

The results of theseat the time of the attack were interrogated,

investigations were forwarded to Bomber Command O.R.S. and are recorded

in the following papers:-

Bomber Command O.R.S. Report Ho. S.228 -'Ground Survey of the
Effects of Air Attack on the Gnome and Rhone Works at

Gennevilliers.^ (l)

Bomber Command O.R.S. Report Ho. S.229 -*The Effect of Air Attack
on the B.M.VJ. and G.S.P. V/orks at Albert/ (2)

Bomber Command O.R.S. Memorandum ‘The Effect of Air

Attacks on the ^and Primagaz factories at St. Pierre
de Corps near Tours.

The second of these is particularly interesting since it includes

observations on the performance of 12,000 pound heavy capacity bombs.

The third was not published as an O.R.S. report because the absence of

records or of executives who had held office during the occupation

made ^ complete study impossible.
*cis4( \>M>vey

ijy tne beginning or March when these studies were completed it

had become possible to consider targets in Germany and arrangements

were imt in hand for the O.R.S. team^reinforced by two further O.R.S.

officers and an American officer from the Ministry of Home Securityj

The party left on 9 March and were away tento proceed to Aachen,

days.

This was the first attempt made on a general study of the effects

of bombing on a town as a whole and the investigation was largely

The general situation was naturally chaotic since the

main concern of the occupying force was to facilitate the movement of

supplies to the front and efforts at reconstruction of the mimicipal

/and

exploratory.

(1)

^ A.U,E../irn/a4i/izAi^
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and industrial life of the town and the entertainment of non-operational

personnel were subjugated to this overriding necessity,

the fact that only one member of the team spoke German and it will be

seen that conditions were in general against a highly scientific and

quantitative assessment being made,

was obtained and perhaps more important still a very good idea of the

difficulties to be encountered, the general set~up and the sort of

information which could be expected under these circumstances was

obtained.

Add to this

However a good approximate picture

C i'’
Command ^

and to the B.B.R.M. who published it as B.B.R.M. Report No.f^^6,

During April the O.R.S. team, again reduced to two, were attached

to a B.B.R.M. team operating in Krefeld to make a similar study of Krefeld

A report on the investigation was rendered to Bomber

and Uerdingen.

with the enemy just across the river full freedom of action was somewhat

Here^however^ any attempt to make a physical survey of damage

beyond taking representative photographs was frankly discarded and a more

orderly selection of firms and programme of interviews was instituted

and the use of written questionnaires was introduced.

Ihiited States Strategic Bombing Survey team also working in Krefeld

at this time with whom close contact was kept and it is certain that

Conditions were here somewhat better than in Aachen but

impaired.

There was an

both teams benefited mutually from each others experiences as well as

is a little more quantitative
(2)from their own. The result of the stiady

than in the case of Aachen but the amount of reliable statistics found

still remained small.

It was not until the end of April that any really important

industrial cities were occupied, in fact the liquidation of the Ruhr

By the time

the Krefeld report was vn?itten preparations for  a properly equipped

ground survey unit were coming to fruition and on 11 May 1945 the Bomber

Command Bombing Research Unit came into being.

pocket took place towards the end of the visit to Krefeld.

The two O.R.S. officers

already operating were joined by a third and were backed 
up by^completely

self-contained staff of drivers, interpreters, airorafthand and a cook

equipped with transport and everything necessary to work as a separate

This was headed by a group captain and administered by an

adjutant, the whole unit being attached for administrative purposes to

the B.B.R.M. which later became amalgamated with the B.A.U. to form the

British Bombing Survey Unit*

imit.

The first mission of this new unit, a survey of the effect of

The commanding officer.bombing on Essen, was marred by tragedy*

accompanied by a driver and interpreter, set off to make preliminary

arrangements for the accommodation of the unit and on his way back to

Paris where the unit had formed up was involved in a road accident and

The interpreter and driver were put out of action and further

/to

killed.

(l) A.H.E./lIIi/al/6a, June 1945*

(2) SuTVtey c>f Ai>
Borolae-r O.

>
WVe-pelJ.-Ue'Tci.; ngeo.

P^o-rt Klo. 5.2^S..
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to complicate matters the adjutant was posted at short notice,

the unit set out for Essen on 17 May and began operating on 19 May-

Later the research team,, working under difficulties owing to the loss

of one of their interpreters were strengthened temporarily by the advent

of the Officer^in-Charge O.R.S. and one other officer.

In Essen the written questionnaire technique was extended and

this together with the experience gained in the earlier studies resulted

Krupps which, of course, domin-

However

(0
in a more satisfactory investigation,

ates the industrial fabric of Essen was dealt with separately and a

fairly detailed inquiry involving the collaboration of most of the higher

executives of the concern was madei^^^By this time the general situation

was improved by the cessation of hostilities and more statistics par

ticularly with regard to the municipal life of the town were obtained.

Tho yoniilt of t.hn ■iTnynntignti nn nppnmin -im ‘BamhnTito to●Nir» S.S33 - EtjiJMfi frHnuMul

During the survey of Essen the three latest additions to the

research staff were withdrawn and the one was replaced. The new
icer also arrived about this time.

It was observed that the three other towns in the Ruhr which

were to be surveyed were within an hoxir or less by car from Essen and it
was decided that much time would be saved if instead of moving the unit

Mo, s.a35

■Ina

adjutant and commandj^off

to each town, the work was carried on from the quarters in Essen which

were very satisfactory particularly from the point of view of office

This also enabled more than one target to be worked at one time

without splitting up the unit.

From that time on the following routine was instituted.

space.

Firstj an
advance officer visited the town under review and made arrangements for

an office in the military government and lunch for the period during

which interviews would take place, at the same time arranging for the

distribution and subsequent collection of written questionnaires ,

each successive target these questionnaires were modified and enlarged

so that they provided very good information on the damage sustained and

the fluctuation in production of most of the larger firms in the town.

With

They were eventually extended to take in the matters of interest con

cerning the municipal offices of the city so that interviewing could be

concentrated on the very large firms and sucji amplification of the

After a week or ten daysquestionnaires as was considered necessary,

two research officers accompanied by interpreters collected the ques

tionnaires, examined them^selected personalities for interview, and
carried out their interviews in the office provided by the military gov-

The third research officer was meantime analysing the data

collected on the previous target and writing up the report,

scheme was made possible only by the keenness and versatility of

/interpreters
ACCoLch. otw

(a') of A^r Abt<xck

ernment.
This

/: C® 1'^

T

O.R s.
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interpreters and clerks who soon learned to perform the duties of

statistical clerks in between their normal duties,

fully employed all the time and the time taken for the whole task

considerably shortened.

The other towns in the Ruhr which were investigated were Bochum,

’^ilst operating in the Ruhr a number of

In this way every

was

(3)Dusseldorf;Bortmun

one

(1)

synthetic oil works which had been attacked by the Command were covered

and the data were dispatched to the O.R.S. where they were analysed from

then handed over to the B.B.S.U,the operational and planning aspec

who were concerned with the economic aspect. The Riihr is^of course,

concerned to a large extent with heavy industry and the importance of

attack on undergroind. services with medium cased H.E. in such an area was

It appeared important to bring this toconstantly being observed,
5)

immediate notice and an interim report on this subject was submitted*
(

■m-
(■O.R,3;-MBmoranAiua tTci.

During the examination of Krupps it was discovered that a large

number of pistols from unexploded bombs had been retained and the bomb-
It was considered desirabledisposal experts were still available,

therefore that an armaments expert should examine these pistols and dis-

the question of unexploded bombs with the bomb disposal experts and

also to see the A.R.P. personnel of surrounding districts particularly

the oil targets with a view to discovering the causes of bomb failure,

Accordingly an armament

officer from Bomber Command was attached to the Bomber Command Bombing

cuss

the incidence of which was found to be high.

Research TTnit, awf9 nrn rnoordod 1ft

Towards the end of July the *<nit moved to Hamburg and from th«^*base

and the port of Bremen v/ere studied.the jtLty of Hamburg itself
About a month later the last move from Hamburg to the B.B.S.U. Head-

and v(S-'T& Kasselquarters near Hannover was made and from thi«

In the case of Bremen and Kassel it was necessary towere surveyed,

er

detach a anall team from base during the interview period.

The original programme of targets to be dealt with included two

By this time,however^thefurther towns^Nuremberg and Friedrichshafen.
Japanese war had come to an end and the B.B.S.U, had embarked on a new

approach to the economic study of bombing of towns using largely data
It was there-collected by the United States Strategic Bombing Survey,

fore decided to curtail the original programme and call a halt when

/Kassel
c4' Air Attack

O- R. S . R
A
O.R-S. k) c.

E-T-fec-b Ai'f Attcxcl?. ^ _
O.R.5>. ^ (^A.i4 B
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Since the domestic staff of Bomber CommandKassel was completed.

Bombing Research Unit was not required at Hannover these were sent

back to England and when the draft reports on Hannover and Kassel were

complete the tinit was disbanded, handling over most of its transport

and all its documents to the B.B.S.U.

production data on submarines at Kiel which had been collected while

Together with similar data relating to

These documents included

the unit was at Hambiicg.

Hamburg and Bremen this covered all the submarine production of Germany

with the exception of Danzig.

Before leaving Germany the Officer^ and o

officer visited Berlin and saw the executives of  a number of important

Ho attempt at a survey was made but the visit produced some

interesting observationsjw^ich arc geoewdod] in Bombor'Command O.R»S.

0>R,s,
tie research

firms.

G'Cu.k’^.cI

,2-1 Cv
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CHAPTER

NAVI&ATION

A-fuxuf^cs

During the summer of 1941- Bomber Command crews were beginning to

obtain night photographs in sufficient quantities to show that, except under

very favourable conditions, not only were they not finding their targets^but

a high proportion of photographs were plotted so far from the target that it

was quite certain that the difficulty was not only one of visual target

identification. The accuracy of navigation was also inadequate. A

preliminary analysis of navigator*s logs, in an endeavour to determine the

accuracy of navigation, was first undertaken towards the end of 19M* As a

first step, the investigation was limited to determinations of the use made

of the available fixing aids (loops and astro) and the inter-relations

between the number of fixes taken, the time of search for the target, and

location of the target. This analysis disclosed a weak correlation between

time of search and location of the target aM a weak inverse correlation

between time of search and the number of fixes taken,

that full-scale systematic analysis would require considerable scientific

G-ee had been tried out. experimentailly

over G-ermany in 1941, and it was then withdrawn pending full-scale

introduction in the spring of 1942.

revolutionise navigation as to reiser it infinitely preferable for the

available O.R.S. effort to be applied to the work on Gee and visual

identification of the target, rather than to the study of navigational

methods which would soon become obsolete.

It was soon realised

effort which was not then available.

It was considered that Gee would so

By the summer of 1942 there was ample confirmation that Gee h^
is

revolutioned navigation, and although the problem of visual identification

was still pressing, bombing results within Gee coverage, althoiigh still

leaving much to be desired, showed an improvement. On raids of deep

penetration beyond Gee coverage, however, there was little improvement.

Since there were many targets beyond Gee coverage, it was felt that

investigation into the methods employed by operational navigators would

yield useful results. It was particularly desirable to find out whether

navigators were making the most of their opportunities to determine winds

and fixm positions while still within Gee coverage,

were beginning to rise and the need for greater concentration in time and

space in order to minimise the effects of G.C.I. and flak, was beginning to

Ability to increase concentration depended to a great

extent on the accuracy of navigation, and it became important to determine

the distribution of our aircraft in space during an operation.

O.R.S. staff having now arrived, it was decided to investigate the accuracy

of navigation by means of a detailed study of navigator’s logs.

Also, bomber losses

be appreciated.

Additional

/ TheR E S T R I C T E D
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The first objective of these early investigations was to discover what

accuracy could be achieved in determining the actual positions of a number

of aircraft at a given time-

accuracy it was hoped to obtain information on:-

(a) Concentration of the force and its effect on inter

ception and loss risk«

(b) Tlie quality of navigator^s work and steps which should

be taken for improvement,

(c) "file performance and utilisation of aids to navigation.

If this could be done with reasonable

It did not take long to develop a technique of analysis by which the

actual position of a given aircraft at a given time could be determined with

a useful degree of accuracy, and the first full-scale investigation yielded

valuable information on the concentration achieved en route and convinced

the Air Staff that there was much scope for improvement. The technique

developed was the basis of all subsequent analyses which continued until

1945> and were the backbone of most of the navigational researches undertaken

by O.R.S.

and utilisation of Gee, Astro, Air Position Indicator (A.P.I.)> H2S,

Ground Position Indicator (&.P,I.), as well as the operational accuracy of

wind finding by navigators.

These researches included investigations into the performance

and t

This last investigation led to the developme

he

nt

of the wind broadcasting scheme, which was introduced into operations during

the winter of 1943/44, in which the O.R.S. played  a major part in analysing

the effectiveness of the scheme in its vaidous stages. In the autumn of

1944 it was found possible to start research into navigational training

problems in Heavy Conversion Units and Operational Training Units.

In addition to the investigations mentioned above, many incidental

problems were dealt with. Some of these were short-term questions which

called for no special mention, but five of them were of a larger scale and

of sufficient interest to warrant description* These five were:-

(a) The method of navigation on a climb *

(b) l^oute marking investigations «

(c) Snap alterations of course to regain track *

(d) Investigations into the accuracy of met*wind forecasts.

(e) The analysis of the accuracy of log and chart keeping* ’

The first log analysis which dealt with the attack on

11/12 August 1942 had the objective of discovering and listing all the data

which could be obtained from a thorough and systematic examination of

on

navigator*s logs, particularly data concerning concentration and the relation

between the degree of concentration and interception risk.

aneilysi^^Sittttk

The method of

prA ibod 'i Bomb- Command 0*R.a. Repag

rr

/11/59/V1

/ consisted
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consisted essentially of plotting positions of a representative sample of

The actual positions of aircreift

at these chosen instants was determined from the evidence available in the

logs combined with the photographic evidence produced at bomb release*

track of each aircraft was re-plotted from a reliable fix nearest the

selected time, using the course and speed quoted in the log but substituting

for the wix}d used by the navigator the average of the winds found by all the

crews at the relevant height on that section of the route,

were obtained wherever possible by forward and backward plotting from fixes

taken earlier and later respectively than the time selected for the plot,

concentration plots’, as they became termed, gave instantaneous

pictures of the state of the operation at various stages of its fulfilment.

The first necessity was to examine the error likely to be made in

plotting aircraft positions by these methods, since it was apparent that the

conclusions might to some extent be affected by the accuracy of the plotting

This analysis of probable plotting errors had to be based on

estimates of errors of individual processes, which could not all be checked

by direct analysis but which were derived after discussion Tdth the Royal

Aircraft Establishment, and were the most reasonable which could be made in

the circiuastances.

The results of this investigation ifrur^ pnbliihefl in Bnmtnr finmimml

showed that aircraft positions could be plotted

aircraft at a pre-selected time en route.

The

Cross checks

These

method*

O^R.u* hsport

with a probable linear error of three to eight miles depending on the range

at which the positions are required.^^'^The figure of eight miles, for example,

referred to Frankfxirt or to places at a similar range, It should be borne

in mind, however, that these conclusions were framed at a time when &ee was

almost universally used for fixing up to the limits of its range and before

the operational use of H2S had become general. With the introduction of

H2S^fixing accuracy was no longer dependent on distance from base, ard

plotting errors were therefore reduced. While the errors quoted were too

large to permit analysis from navigator’s logs of the accuracy of such aids

as Gee, they were much smaller than astro position-line errors and could be

allowed for in the derivation of astro accuracy by log analysis.

The Moh analysis gave figures for concentrations (both

the target), widths and length of the bomber stream at various sections of the

en route and over

route, rates of passage across selected fronts, the numbers aaid types of fixes

taken and the average heights and airspeeds maintained,

oonfiimiation to the presumption that high losses were associated with low

concentration.

It also lent

In view of the general interest aroused throughout the

Command by this report (particularly by the concentration plots), further

analyses on similar lines were made, covering three raids, those against

ft SI's O.^ crrv

t i/jR. 1^4 2.. C® O . R . S.

M.O. S-Y3.
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Prankfxirt on 2k/2^ August, Kiel on ̂ ^/^k Octo'ber and Duisburg on

20/21 December 194.2, reference to which is made in Bomber Command 0*R*S.
(1)

Memoranda M. 1 to 3 respectively.

The most important conclusions resulting from these four investigations

were:-

(a) That achieved concentration both en route and over the

target, were only a fraction of those planned>

(b) That high interception rates were associated with low

concentrations, although this latter relation appeared

to hold only up to a limiting concentration of about

one aircraft per 20 square miles en route, above which

no further advantage appeared to be gained.

These conclusions, their method of derivation and associated results were
(2)

discussed in Bomber Command O.R.S. Memo Nos. M4 and M5«

Many crews on bombing operations adopted a policy of weaving over enemy

territory in order to minimise the risk of fighter attacks,

the possible deleterious effect of this practice on accurate navigation an

attempt was made to determine from the analysis of logs the amount of

The method used, which is described in

and in view of

weaving actually carried out.

Bomber Command O.R.S. Memo, M6, was to compare the actual distance between the

mean positions of the force at two consecutive plotting times (the mean

position is taken as the centre of gravity of the plot) with the expected

distance based on the mean ground speed of the ?diole force which was derived

The mean percentage time loss, duefrom recorded airspeeds and true winds,

to weavingj^ for the four raids analysed above was found to lie within the

limits of jT^r cent and I2J per cent.

An analysis of navigator* s logs which was continued in 194-3 was helped

greatly by the attachment of tour expired navigators which was arranged by

With the help of this team ofthe Navigation branch of the headquarters,

plotters it was possible to deal with all plottable logs and not merely with

Accordingly, during 194-3 analyses

covering three large scale raids against Nuremburg, Hannover and Kassel in

a sample as in the previous work.

The resultsAugust, September and October respectively, were carried out.

were published in Bomber Command O.R.S. Reports Nos. 82, 86 and 89-
(3)

(1) A.H.B./lIH/24-l/2^3.

(2) A.H.B./IIH/24-1/2^3.

(3) These three reports are to be found in A.H.B./IIK/4-6/4-68.

/ The
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The 0,R#S, concentration plots quickly became popular with the

individual groups, who adopted or modified the system to their own use and

mostly succeeded in producing plots for all major operations by the end of

These were mainly useful only to the groxxp concerned since the method

of plotting and the times selected differed for the various groups.

O.R.S. tried to secure a unified system and simultaneous plotting times for

all groups in order that more general conclusions might be drawn from the

Unfortunately, however, they were unable to achieve this result.

In addition to the general concentration and timing problems covered in

the analyses discussed above, special attention was paid in the last three

investigations to the problem of wind determination and use, because it was

becoming apparent that lack of unifonnity was causing considerable scatter

of the force once it proceeded beyond Gee range,

three types of winds were used by navigators in about equal proportions

(a) Winds found en route»

(b) /^et,forecast winds<

(c) /Compromise* winds#

1945

The

results.

The analyses showed that

The reports emphasised the need for uniform practice which finally resulted

in the introduction of the broadcast wind scheme. Another important finding

was the lack of correspondence between the met-* winds which were given to the

different groups for the same section of the route, this leading to a further

and quite unnecessary scatter,

forecast winds unified.

Met. procediire was subsequently amended and

Other investigations which were made by the analysis

of navigator* s logs will be discussed later in this chapter.

Concentration plots produced at No. 5 ̂roup in early 1944 had disclosed

random and systematic track errors which were considered disappointingly

large in view of the introduction of the wind broadcasting scheme.

O.R.S. was invited to investigate the reasons for these scatters.

The

Navigator* s

logs were analysed, and it was found that the dispersion was due partly to

misuse of the wind broadcasts (these are described on pageiSQ), and partly to

other factors. One of the most important of these was shown to be the

systematic ter^enoy on the part of many pilots to veer to port while

ostensibly holding a straight course. This tendency to *keep to the left*

was discovered by re-^lotting D.R. positions using the correct wind, and then

measuring the direction of the error between each D.R. position and the

corresponding Gee fix (the latter being assumed correct),

that the large majority of these errors were in the same sense,

cause of scatter was found to be inaccuracy in calculating courses,

analysis showed that 30 per cent of navigators made eirors of more than 2° in

these calculations, and it was pointed out that such errors can seriously

affect track-keeping accuracy on long, straight legs of the route,

third contributory cause of dispersion was found in the inadequate and

It was then found

A second

Log

The

/ inaccurate
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inaccurate use made of route-markers by the main force, who commonly Judged

their distance by eye and estimated their bearing.

As a result of this analysis which was published in Bomber Command

the Air Officer Commanding No* 5 Oroup, who

considered that many of the navigator* s errors were due to inadequate

illumination, instituted new and improved lighting in the navigator’s cabin

in the tj'roup's Lancasters.

The accuracy of calculation and plotting was subject to a much more

detailed analysis in parallel with the No* 5 Group investigations,

raid selected was that on Magdeburg, on 21/22 January 1944*

were fully described in^omber Command O.R.S. Report

conclusions being:-

(a) "Two -thirds of all navigators made more than 10 errors

per 100 processes >

(b) There was no significant difference between the

performance of the experienced and inexperienced

navigators in this respect.

The standard of time-keeping was investigated at the beginning of 1945

by the analysis of navigator's logs for the Handover and Munich raids

(5/6 January and 7/8 January). The results, published in Bomber Command

(1)O.R.S. Memo No.

The

The results

(2) the chief

4^
Q*R*S* Report-No* 122j

raid (where the met*winds were less acciirate than on the Hannover raid) were

partly due to failure to revise estimated times of arrival and to take the

necessary action to correct timing immediately the estimated time of arrival

Many navigators made their effort to abide by the

showed that the bad time-keeping on the Munich

had been revised*

ordered times late in the flight, and as a consequence were forced to orbit

in or near the target area. The other conclusions of this report dealing

with wind finding problems are referred to in a later section of this chapter

(page 158).

Astro Investigations

The analyses into the use of astro carried out by the O.R.S. were

concerned with:-

(a) -Investigation of the quantity of sights taken on

operational sorties ̂

(b) investigation of the quality (accuracy) of

operational astro-sights.

The main purpose of the first type of analysis was to provide quantitative

data on the use made of astro-sights and on the limiting factor of weather

Th^rrr i ir'frnti rrnti nn'T rnirrrud thconditions at varying heights. £3

September to Deoember-1942 (inoluoive)●

3ftfn

(1) A.H.B./IIH/241/22/5.

(2) 'Note tUe 5txt-^ojr<i o-f Lo^ Ckc/rt a»val Accuvo-cu
Cacu.(.o.tuW : 0,R.S. B. 2ol
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The information required for these analyses, unlike that considered

hitherto, could not be extracted from navigator*s logs and therefore hat^ to

be obtained from special returns which were made weekly by the different

G-roups and which showed, for each sortie, the average height flown, the number

of astro-sights taken, and the conditions of star visibility observed during

flight-
■I’OO'P

The results.of this work were published in/Bomber Command 0-R.S. Reports

I ^0, 62 giid ^1, ^ the last of which summarisea the main conclusions
as follows!—

C\)

\

(a) Astro-sights were taken on about 40 per cent of
sorties,

(b) The average number of sights taken by navigators

who made use of astro-navigationvrCasfour per sortie,

(c) Star visibility was good above 10,000 feet on about

50 per cent of operations, but at 1,000 feet and below

it was good on only 20 per cent of operations.

It had originally been intended to continue this series of analyses in the

spring of 1943> but this project was finally dropped in view of the heavy
commitments arising from research into more recent navigational aids and

because of the additional work imposed on the squadrons by the special
returns.

The second form of astro-analysis was directed towards the determination

of the average accuracy which could be expected under operational conditions

from astro fixes Mark IX and IX^A Sextants.

quest^Director of Operational Requirements (Air Ministry) to
assist him to decide the priority to be given to sextant development.
method

Ct) This work was under¬
taken at the re

ftftd ■ ftniH obtai ptlh1i«)ied-*rw Bombayd

'Report No» 75 The best estimated position of each aircraft at the moment
obsen\/|at»on

of astro-0»3Wft^i^^ was determined from the logs and charts and the position¬
line representing each star sight was obtained from the charts* The

perpendicular distance from the estimated position to the astro position-line

This distance represented the error of the position-line.
The error of the fix itself could seldom be measured directly, since

comparatively few fixes were obtained from two astro-position-lines.

was then measured*

The

fix error was, however, derived theoretically from the position-line
assuming an average angle of cut to 60°.

error,

It was necessary to restrict the

analysis, geographically, to a zone including the area of G-ee coverage and
extending just beyond its limits; within this zone aircraft positions could

be plotted with considerable accuracy, the effect of plotting errors being
negligible compared with the astro errors. The great majority of sights
analysed were made on homeward routes over the North Sea.

po-rts j ^ Oc(jr(K/f j

5:5,60, 6a 67 (A-H-a./lLH/S56/3/4).
OpC'Tcxtio»'»^l A c^c-O As Ltd — w\i>^^ Co

o* R. 5- 75- C
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The results showe.d that the probable error of an astro position-line

statute miles from the Pathfinder Force and miles from, the

Assuming an average angle of cut of 60° these position-line

errors correspond to fix errors at about 18 and 22f miles respectively,

was concluded that the 50 per cent error of an astro-fix under operational

conditions was of the order of 20 miles.

was about

main force.

It

It is of interest to note that

this is about two to three times the limiting errors, obtained by expert

observers, on non-operational flights.

The two astro-investigations described in this section were the only

analyses undertaken in this field by the 0,R,S.

of some assistance to the Air Ministry in deciding that no fvirther work should

be done on the design or production of a gyro-stabilised sextant.

Air Position Indicator tOit ftriifeegrtrian Investigations

The Air Position Indicator (A.P.1,) was introduced into the Pathfinder

Force (No, 7 Squadron) in March and a limited number were in service in

Accordingly, a visit was made to the R.A.E, who were primarily

responsible for the development of the instrument^ on 2 April^to discuss the

most suitable method of operational analysis of the accuracy of the A.P.I.

As a result of this discussion it was decided that a useful check could be

The results obtained were

April,

obtained on random errors by comparing the scatter of A.P.I, and non-A.P.I,

winds about their respective means; it was agreed that the difference

between the means would, if statistically significant, give an indication of

the systematic error of the A.P.I., but it was considered unlikely that

sufficiently large samples of winds would be available for such a test.

Following these discussions with the R.A.E., a visit was made to No. 8

Group to arrange for a supply of navigator’s logs and to explain what A.P.I.

recordings were required to be entered in the log to facilitate analysis of

accuracy of the instrument. The only additional data requested were;-

(a) ^ record of A.P.I, readings before and after each reset -

(b) A record of the reading a bomb—release.
(c) record of the reading over base, on return.

With the exception of (c) these recordings were those normally required by

the navigator himself; hence the analysis laid practically no additional

work on the crew and called for no special forms. The first logs analysed

and a further analysis was carried out early in June,

The resxilts were combined and sent to the Station Navigation Officer at

for 23/24 April;were

No, 7 Squadron, which was at that time the only squadron equipped with

sufficient A.P.I.s to permit useful analysis.

These early analyses were mainly confined to measurement of consistency

of the mean A.P.I. winds found by the different navigators for the whole of

These mean winds were derived by vector

addition of the individual winds found over short sections of the route.

Comparison of consistencies of these mean A.P.I, and non-A.P.I. winds was

the outward and homev/ard routes.

/ greatly
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greatly in favour of the A*P.I. winds, and it was at once apparent that the

when functioning correctly and used properly, would be a useful

■  navigational aid. Since only a limited number of A.P.I. logs were

available at this time (mid 1943) it was possible to investigate each in

detail and to comment on the performance of individual navigators. These

comments were then sent to the Station Navigation Officer at No. 7 Squadron

to help the individuals concerned.

In July 1943 a further analysis was made by the same method of the logs

of aircraft fitted with the A.P.I. By this time sufficient aircraft of

No. 33 Squadron had been equipped to investigate the results obtained by

navigators of this squadron as well as by those of No. 7 Squadron,

result confirmed the general accuracy of the A.P.I. and indicated that the

systematic error of the instrument (obtained by comparison of the mean A.P.I.

winds with the mean non-A.P.I. winds over the same sections and for the same

height bands) was satisfactory small,

certain faults in the operational use of the A.P.I. and to make

recommendations for improvement,

the Station Navigation Officer of No. 7 Squadron,

chief recommendations.

The

It was also possible to indicate

This was done in the form of a letter to

The following were the

(a) The A.P.I. should never be reset to any fix unless

complete confidence is felt in the accuracy of that

fix.

Times and readings of the A.P.I. at each reset should

always be logged.

By a comparison of A.P.I. winds obtained either before

or after a fix with the wind derived from the fix itself

the reliability of the fix can often be checked.

Little reliance can be placed on &ee-A.P.I. winds

obtained over periods less than 15 minutes.

By August it had been established that the probable random error of wind

determination withthe A.P.I. was six miles per hour, corresponding to a

probable error of ̂  per cent of the air distance flown, at a mean timed air

speed of 200 m.p.h. A first attempt was then made to write a general report

on the operational performance of the A.P.I., but since no Lancaster results

were available the enquiry was restricted; moreover, the method of obtaining

systematic A.P.I. errors by comparison of winds proved to be insufficiently

sensitive, owing to the restricted sample and the large random scatter of

the non-A.P.I. winds about their mean.

By October A.P.I.s had been installed in Pathfinder Force Lancasters

(No. 97 Squadron) and it was now possible to carry out an investigation on a

considerably latter sc6^.e than any of the foregoing. The logs and charts of

October were chosen for this purpose, and the results

/ were

0>)

(o)

(a)

the Kassel raid
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ioet^

:which wfts^ciroulated
to all squadrons by the Navigation Section at Headquarters Bomber Command,^*^

The analysis showed that a marked deterioration in consistency of winds found

with the A.P.I. had taken place since the summer;
to:-

weg»-p>ubl-isfaed in Bomber Co««»Bd Q.R,Q, Report No«=^

this fall was attributed

(a) The use of too short or too long a period for

wind-finding.

(b) inaccurate recording or omission of the times of

re-setting the A.P.I.

(o) plotting and calculation

(d) Errors due to de-synchronisation of the dead

reckoning compass repeater on the A.P.I.

errorsv

The values of mean A.P.I. and non-A.P.I. winds for the same sections of the

route and the same height zones were found in some instances to be signifi-
But the directions of these differences bore no obvious

relation to the directions of wind or track, and could not at the time be
interpreted.

Lancaster results were not separated from those for Halifaxes and Stirlings

as later investigations showed that the A.P.I

the Lancaster was subject to serious over-reading.

The investigation of operational A.P.I. results was continued at No. 5

The main object was to examine the systematic error
which was now suspected of the A.P.I. installation in the Lancaster.

cantly different.

It is probable that these anomalies were due to the fact that

as originally installed in● >

Group in February 1944*

The

method of analysis was altered, since the mean winds comparison, previously

used, had been found to be insufficiently sensitive. The new system

adopted in the No. 5 G-TOUp^injestigations consisted broadly of comparing the
A.P.I. (Air Mileage Unitj^component) positions with corresponding
air positions derived from a manual air plot for straight sections of routes

in carefully selected logs.

The results of this analysis, which were published in a report circulated

by No. 5 G-roup in March, confirmed the impression already gained that the
A.M.U. component of the A.P.I. as installed in the Lancaster was subject to

serious over-reading. The amount of this systematic error was found to

increase from about ^ per cent of the_ distance flown during the early

approximately*^^per cent near the end.stages of a flight to

for this progressive increase will be described later,
somewhat in different aircraft.

As a temporary expedient pending the necessary modifications to the

A.M.U. installation, it was recommended that all navigators should * calibrate*

their own A.P.I.s for the early, middle and late stages of the route, by

keeping a very careful manual airplot over a distance of at least 100 miles

The reason

It was found to vary

0» ^ S >. ^ o - 8 ̂  H -y/lt j53j ●
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and preferably - but not essentially - over a straight course, and comparing

the air positions shown by the A.P.I. with those obtained from the air plot.

This systematic error of the A.M.U. component of the A.P.I. in

Lancasters had also been discovered by the R.A.E. at about the same time

(beginning of 1944) and was ascribed to:-

(a) Overheating of the unit in Lancasters,

installation in close proximity to the cabin heating

ducts.

(b) Insufficient air supply to the fan jacket.

owing to its

The progressive increase in the over-reading tendency was doubtless due to

an aggravation of the cause (overheating) with duration and height of

flight,

baffle-plate to deflect the hot air f3Tom the A.M.U. and the re-positioning

of the vent for air supply to the fan jacket,

were performed by squadrons received considerable impetus from the report to

which reference has been made, and a sufficient number of A.P.I.s had been

The modifications, suggested by R.A.E., entailed the fixing of a

These modifications which

dealt with by the end of March to allow the O.R.S. to analyse the residual

errors of the modified sets. 0)
The results of this analysis,;Jpul>lished in

showed that the modifications hadBomber Command. 0*RiG* Roport Noi 1^0?-,

practically cured the systematic error, reducing it from plus 6*2 per cent

(average for whole route) to less than pluslfejer cent of the air distance

flown. The same method of determination was then extended to a sample of

logs for Halifaxes, and disclosed no
(2)

significant systematic error,4 Bomber

Report Mo. QpOif)

The random errors of the A.P.I. were also examined using an extension

of this same principle. The Air Speed Indicator air-positions, assumed to

be 'correct* were superimposed and the scatter of the A.P.I. positions about

this 'common* air speed indicator position was determined,

yieldexia maximum value for the probable error of the A.P.I. since

the air speed indicator position, though taken as standard and superimposed,
^  tOOfC.

li

This method

able to small random errors. ~

published in--Bomb»r Command 0,R,0. Report No. 96,^^

This detenninationy which was

showed that the probable

random errors of the A.P.I. fo^oth Halifax and Lancaster (modified
installation) were less than cent of the air distance flown, and

conclusively demonstrated the usefulness and accxiracy of the instrument

The final A.P.I. investigations performed by the O.R.S. were carried out

at No. 4 Uroup in April and ^ay 1944,

,  inter alia, to discover by prolonged and detailed scrutiny of the logs

of the wind-finding aircraft the operational use made of the A.P.I. (including

the accuracy of use) and, if possible, to recommend further improvements in

the methods of employment.

The object of these determinations

was

(0 ' t4 * A O c He A-P* i* 1-^% Lcvt^co-ster '

O.^-S. Kio. B.2.07. C'^- H-E./UH 12)*

C^) Tkc. tivje A-P. i Cotwiv^ 0.^4

O-R-S' R«.p(uH::

^3,>'Tk< tke Pos. Wen l^cLccCcnr;
O  t^p.96. ^A -H
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As a result of this detailed examination of logs (the results of which

were described in a report which was published and circulated by Headquarters

No. 4 Oroup) four faults in the use of the A.P.I. were brought to light and

it was shown that their cumulative effect was responsible for mistakes

(vector errors exceeding five miles per hour) in 13 per cent of all winds

found. The four faults, which were all connected with the re-setting

procedure were:-

(a) ^e-setting too frequently#

(b) R-e-setting inaccurately#

(c) -setting to incorrect fixes,

(a) He -setting without correctly logging the time.

The measure recommended as a partial cure for these errors was that of

vector transference in lieu of A.P.I. resets for obtaining ’local winds’.

It was suggested that the A.P.I. should be set on leaving base and not re-set

again until the target had been reached, unless abnormally strong winds or a

very long route made the wind vector of such a length as to become unwieldy.

(This method of vector addition or subtraction had been used with considerable

success by No. 35 Squadron almost since the introduction of the A.P.I.).

This recommendation was among those discussed by the Station Navigation

Officers of No. 4 Group at the ensuing meeting at Driffield on 29 May 1943*

The problem caused considerable controversy, but the O.R.S. recommendation

was finally rejected by the majority on the grounds that the modifications

which had been made to the A.P.I. re-setting dials would bring about the

desired improvement in accuracy,

give the graphical method a trial.

Nevertheless, two squadrons decided to

This concludes the general account of O.R.S. investigations into the

operational use of the A.P.I.j before leaving this subject, however, mention

should be made of two O.R.S. recommendations which, though relevant to this

section, have been omitted from preceding paragraphs because of their

independence of the particular aspects therein discussed. The first of

these recommendations was made verbally to the Air Officer Commanding No.8

Group at the meeting which took place on 12 May 1943 and dealt with the

possibility of using the A.P.I. as a blind bombing device, by homing to the

estimated air position of the target;

of latitude or longitude was recommended.

a simple method of homing along a line

Although this O.R.S. suggestion

was turned down by the Air Officer Commanding on the grounds of restricted

tactical freedom it is of interest to note that an almost identical system

was later adopted by some Pathfinder Force squadrons for checking H2S blind

bombing.

The second recommendation, which was made in the report written at No. 5

Group was for the design and introduction of an ’Air Miles Flown Unit', which

would be connected to the flex drive from the A.M.U. and would indicate, by

/ direct
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direct reading, the niMber of air miles flown from any desired starting

It was pointed out that such an instrument should be simple to

This recommendation

led to the design of the Air Mileage Indicator by the R.A.E. and the results

of its service trials, which were all published in November 1944, showed

that the instrument functioned perfectly on all test flights giving results

which agreed within about one per cent of those obtained from a manual air

plot.

point.

construct and should improve the accuracy of timing.

The Q-rouM Position Indicator

No analysis was undert^en by the O.R.S. of the operational performance

of the Rowing to the limited number of these instruments in service.

The part played by the O.R.S. in the^|ei^ice^^rials of the G.P.I. - H2S

combination have been described in the^ H2S.. np«a»<|Wapto.
At the request of the Navigation Branch at Headquarters Bomber Command

a recommendation was made for the method of use of the G.P.I. against Berlin.

The object of this note was to assess the probable accuracy which might be

the estimates of probable error given

varied from 1*6 miles for a ten mile run with the G.P.I. to 3*4 miles for a

A modification of this method was later used by the Pathfinder

Force with considerable success, though not against Berlin.

A

expected from the methods suggested;

50 mile run.

Radar Fixing Aids to Navigation

Three radar devices were developed during the war and used as aids to

navigation by virtue of their ability to provide accurate fixes under all

conditions of visibility. These were Gee, H2S and Loran, and were first

used operationally in March 1942, January 1943 and October 1944 respectively.

Gee was originally developed purely as an aid to navigation,

in view of the difficulty in visual identification of the target much of the

However,

O.R.S. work on Gee was devoted to devising ways and means of using it for

blind bombing. This work is described in detail in a later chapter

where reference will be found to the firing accuracy of Gee and its

range and performance over Germany both before and after jamming commenced^'^

Great interest was shown in the effect of Gee on bomber losses and the

O.R.S. carried out a preliminary investigation covamgthe first two months

The missing and crash rates for fitted and unfitted aircraft

were compared but it was found that there was no appreciable difference.

There was also no indication that the missing rate of Gee aircraft was less

than that of other aircraft under bad weather conditions, although smaller

A second investigation,

using data collected over the period March to October 1942, showed that the

use of Gee tended to reduce the missing and damage rates of aircraft to which

it had been fitted, probably because the aircraft kept more to the bomber

The use of Gee, it was also concluded, had appreciably reduced the

operations.

proportion of fitted aircraft landed away from base.

stream.

Gi; 22^.
/ proportion
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0)
proportion of aircraft landing away from their own bases on return.

nTB---ST_ Pnpmrrh Mn, 74 rafers).^^

H2S presented some special problems as a navigational aid and several

analyses were made in attempts to assess its accuracy, reliability and the

effect of frequency of fixing on the general navigational performance.

In May 1943 (about three months after the first operational use of H2S)

an investigation was made into its performance as  a navigation aid, the

This work was basedaccuracy of fixing being studied in the first place,

on the analysis of a representative sample of navigator’s logs to find the

position of the aircraft at the time of taking an H2S fix by the methods

The results of the analysis wore inoludod a Bo8^*ar

in mrifiieh it was shoWiftilthat the method of

log analysis was not accurate enough to give more than an upper limit to

the errors of fixes if the fix was approximately correct

other hand the method did prove that about 20 per cent of fixes were

unreliable in that they were subject to very large errors, and it was

shown that mis-identification of responses was one of the major causes of

Subsequent analysis on the same lines confirmed this

(■which was

described above.

.(V) On the

this effect.
IDconclusion and in Benher Command 0»R»Si Report Ne* Q*115

●Oommftwd O.R.S

Inly with tha nnyicntion probloaa of a strong
recommendation was made for more, careful and continuous dead ’reckoning (D.R.)

It was argued that the probability of mis-identification was

p.nnno'nnnd sa

a)plotting;

considerable in the absence of an adequate D.R. plot, while a close

co-ordination between fixes and D.R. effectively reduced the errors of both
to a minimum. The report also showed that individual places varied as

regards their reliability as landmarks,

example, only ♦ per cent were incorrect against 32 per cent of those of
Aachen.

Of fixes taken on Antwerp, for

In general it could be said that coastal towns were much more

easily identified than inland towns while a much higher standard of D.R.

was required to identify towns in hilly country or one of a close group of
small towns.

Later, Bomber Command O.R.S. Reports Nos. Sj155

based on the analysis of navigator’s logs, discussed the effect of the

frequency of fixing with on the general navigation performance,

showed that the more frequently fixes were taken the greater the accuracy

(5)(4) and Sj69 both
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achieved in keeping to planned track and planned time, and the greater

the reliability of the fixes. Furthermore, the higher the frequency of

fixing the less marked was the variation between individual places of

their reliability as landmarks,

when D.R. and fixes were used to their utmost.

In short, navigation was most effective

In another investigation an endeavour was made to determine the

relation between the range at which identifiable responses were received

and the height of the aircraft, and in particular how the relation varied

with different landmarks. The data was again provided by navigator* s

logs, but unfortunately it was found that the ranges recorded were not

necessarily the maximum obtainable but more probably the most convenient

For this reason any relation between range and height was masked

and could not be measured.

range.

Loran was introduced into Bomber Command as an aid to fixing which

Servicewould be capable of high accuracy over most of occupied Europe,

trials of Loran took place in October when the BombtnjDevelopment

Unit carried out investigational flights over France; Loran fixes were

compared with fixes obtained on the Southern Gee chain and with Mark III

H2S. From an O.R.S. analysis of the flights it was deduced that there

was no systematic difference between Loran and Southern Gee or H2S.

was discovered that the probable (50 per cent) radial error of a fix was

approximately 2*1 miles over France and that the accuracy was substantially

constant over the whole of the wHrttot^service area.

It

Loran was fitted to No. 8 Group Mosquito and No.  5 Group Lancaster

aircraft which first used the equipment operationally in October 1944* It

was suspected at an early stage that the service area was not quite as

extensive as had been hoped, and that, due to the distant location of the

Rate 5 slave station at Appollonia (North Africa)^ it was not possible to

obtain fixes until fairly deep penetration had been made into Europe. The

O.R.S. made an investigation into the results obtained by navigators on

three attacks carried out by No. 5 Group, and the poor results in North-west

Europe were confirmed. It was considered that more experience and training

would help navigators to overcome this difficulty. Nevertheless, it was

felt that every effort should be made to improve thit performance of the

station at Appollonia and if this failed to improve matters then it was

recommended that the station should be re—sited. This last recommeraiation

was accepted and the station was transferred to Brindisi (Italy).

Unfortunately, it did not become operational until about the end of the

European war, but results showed that cover over North-west Europe

improved and there was an area over the southern half of England where

S.S. Loran fixes could be obtained.

was

/ The
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The Wind-Broadcasting Soheme

While the introduction of H2S in the spring of 19^f3 had provided

part of the force with a means of obtaining fixes, the accuracy of which

was independent of range, the resulting benefits were not shared by all

squadrons, many of which had not been equipped by the autumn; moreover,

unserviceability of H2S (by no means a negligible factor) reduced its

application as a navigational aid. In these circumstances a large number

of aircraft were still forced to rely on D.R. for track-keeping beyond

G-ee coverage. Some assisteuice was provided by route-markers (dropped by

H2S aircraft) but this was limited by weather conditions; moreover, there

were reasons for believing that these markers helped the enemy night

fighters and increased our losses^ -uj^rre. -w>
dlls *

Analyses of navigation on the Nuremburg, Hannover and Kassel raids,

made in the autumn of 1943> which have been previously referred to, had

clearly shown the degree of scatter liable to occur when the met.winds

differed appreciably from those actually encountered (as, for example, on

the Hannover attack, 22/2^ September). The lack of any unifoim system

in the choice of winds used by different navigators was also demonstrated.

It was in these circumstances that the wind broadcast scheme was

evolved by the Navigation Branch at Headquarters Bomber Command, with the

help of the O.R.S. The general intention was that the best navigators

in aircraft equipped with H2S and the A.P.I. should find v/inds for

pre-determined sections and height zones of the route, and should transmit

these winds to
their ̂ roup headquarters, where the ̂ roup oavigation

©fficer and staff were to work out a mean wind (from the values submitted)

vfhich was to be broadcast to thenlain force. In the early evolution of

the scheme only *past* winds were to be sent out by the groups, i«e.

winds referring to sections of the route already covered; these broadcast

values were to be used by navigstors to coirect the D.R. positions which

they obtained on these stages;

decide

but it was left to the individuals to

what use v/as to be made of the winds transmitted for calculating

courses for future sections of the route. The broadcasting of ‘forecast

winds was not generally instituted until a somewhat later date, though

groups - notably No. 5 ̂ roup - were already sending both past ai^

forecast winds in January 1944*

some

N0 5 —
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The general procedure for the transmission of past winds was given

in a navigational circuleir, dated 22 December 1943jand issued by Headquarters

Bomber Command^ Ifhe exact use to be made of these broadcasts was not stated

in this directive*^ which was intended primarily as a ‘general introduction’

for group headquarter staffs.

The scheme was first tried by No. 4 &roup at the end of 1943;

scale of these early experiments was strictly limited, since only about a

dozen potential wind-finders were available (six selected crews from Nos. 10

and 102 Squadrons, flying Halifaxes fitted ^vith H2S and the A.P.I.).

The first available results were for the Berlin raid on 29/30 December

Investigation of these figures showed that although H2S unservice

ability reduced the number of winds found by the wind-finders and signals

troubles slightly reduced their accuracy, the system otherwise worked

the scatter of winds found by the selected navigators was

about half that usually obtained from general log analysis,

in the number of wind-finders was recommended to offset the reduction due to

H2S failures in the niunber of found winds.

In the three weeks which elapsed between this analysis and the next,

the wind-broadcasting scheme was introduced into the whole Command and the

transmission of forecast winds was added to that of past values.

the

1943.

satisfactorily;

An increase

Wind-

finding aircraft were provided by each group, but the task allotted them

differed in detail as between No. 5 &roup on the one hand and the remaining

iD^in ^oroe on the other. No. 5 Group’s wind-finders were to find

winds as and when convenient and were to transmit them as found;

groups
wind¬

finding aircraft from the other groups were to find winds at pre-determined

heights and times. The two full-scale investigations which were made at

this time by O.R.S. officers working in parallel to test the efficiency of

the system, undoubtedly unearthed much useful data and enabled valuable

recommendations to be put forward. One investigation, carried out at No. 5

Group, dealt with the Brunswick raid on 15/16 January, the report of which,

dated 6 February, was circulated by that group. The other analysis, under

taken at Headquarters Bomber Command, was concerned with the attack on

Magdeburg on 21/22 January.

Both investigations showed the reluctance on the part of many navigators

to use the broadcast winds, and the tendency of many wind-finders to find

winds over periods of insufficient diiration. Both these faults proved to

be extremely difficult to eradicate, despite the intensive O.R.S. and

Navigation Branch campaign directed against them for many months,

evident that long established ’habits’ are not susceptible to alteration

a crew has reached the operational phase and it seer^^hat the

best hope of improvement with the operational training Units. The

It is

once

greater consistency of winds found by crews detailed for this task, which was

noticed in No. 4 Group’s early experiments, was again apparent from the

Magdeburg analysis, though the advantage was less marked.

/ This
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This determination, however, disclosed the important fact that the

greatest consistency on the Magdeburg raid was obtained by No. 5 Group’s

wind—finders whose random error was significantly lower than that recorded

by the remaining Groups. It was suggested that this was due to the

greater tactical freedom given by No. 5 Group to its wind-finding aircraft.

Determination of the errors of past and forecast winds showed that while

the past winds were considerably more accurate than those normally found

by the average navigator, the mean errors of the forecast winds were almost

identical with this average,

slight improvement would have resulted, on this particular occasion, from

the use of the past winds as forecast winds, i.e. from sending only one

wind value for each stage of the route, this value to be used both for

determining the dead reckoning position at the end of the past 'leg* and

for calculations of course for the next section.

The determinations showed in fact that a

Errors of the forecast winds were again the main theme of the next

O.R.S. analysis of the ?d.nd broadcast scheme on this occasion the target

was Berlin and the date 24/25 March. The very high winds encountered en

route and the large systematic errors of the pre-flight forecast values

lent particular interest and importance to this analysis of the results of

the Wind broadcast scheme which was undertaken on the highest priority at

The results which wero publiohod in Bomber

disclosed large systematic errors in

the request of the Air Staff.

Command 0>RiS» Roport-No. S.159>

the broadcast winds, which were shovaito have been caused by two factors

(a) Lack of belief in the unusual wind strength by many

wind-finders, who transmitted values from five to 15

miles per hour lower than the mean values of the winds

which they had found, and omitted to send 50 per cent

of their found values

(b) "The time-delay between transmissions by the wind-finding

aircraft and the reception of these values at Headquarters

Bomber Command. An analysis of the use made by the main

force of the broadcast winds showed that only slightly

more than half the winds used by navigators were the

correct values.

The discovery of the time-delay factor was responsible for an immediate

improvement which was made to the communication system between groups and
command,

cured;

The misuse of the broadcast winds, however, was not so readily

indeed it is doubtful whether any substantial improvement was

subsequently achieved, since the next analysis carried out one month later

(raid on Dusseldorf - 22/23 April) gave almost precisely the same result.

/ This
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This final investigation of the wind-finding and Trind-broadcasting

series carried out at No. if Group in April and May 19if4, dealt again with

many of the old problems, but included a detailed analysis of errors of

calculation and plotting, which had only been fully analysed on one

previous occasion for the Magdeburg raid of 21/22 January 19ifif.

results which were published and circulated by No. if Group showed that only

20 per cent of navigators calculated all their winds correctly, i.e. with

no errors exceeding five miles per hour,

agreement with that obtained in the Magdeburg analysis.

The

This result was in general

It was suggested

that the accuracy and speed of wind calculations might be improved by

giving operational navigators a series of short exercises on the ground,

point being awarded for accuracy and speed and inter-squadron competitions

being arranged. This suggestion, however, met with little support  - the

apparent fate of recommendations involving extra work for navigation

It clear that a basic requirement of Operational Training
iMaJ

Unit navigation courses Jv instruction in quick'and reliable dead reckoning.

In the operational stage the O.R.S. no more than indicate those

sources of error which analysis show^to exist.

officers.

Continued practice during

the training phase appear^to offer the best chance of improvement.

Miscellaneous Navigational Problems

In addition to the navigational work already described, the O.R.S. was

presented, from time to time, with other, incidental problems, the solutions

of which are more conveniently considered under separate hea<iings in view

of their largely self-contained and disconnected character,

were short-term problems which need not be considered here;

wider interest and importance deserve reference,

(a) Analysis of the standard of log and chart-keeping,

(b) Method of navigation on a climb,

(c) Route-marking investigations,

(d) System for snap alterations of course to regain track,

(e) Analysis of the accuracy of met,wind forecasts,

(a) Analysis of the Standard of Log and Chart-keeping

The majority

but five of

A system designed to standardise log and chart-keeping, to ensure that

all relevant information was recorded in a manner designed to produce the

greatest accuracy, had been introduced by Headquarters Bomber Command in

October together with a standard log and chart,

the introduction of this system an investigation was made to determine the

extent to vriiich it was being followed.^' The operation selected was that

Three months after

against Magdeburg on 2l/22 January, and the -rooulto woro publiohod in Bombor

Gommand O.R.S. Report Mo. report vifea=fi^ listed the percentages

(l) Mote tlie of Loq

Cc-lc-ivVcot
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of the force adhering to each instruction laid dovm for the standard form

of log and chart concluded that, in the majority of cases^there was room
for *very considerable improvement',

'percentage adhering' was WJ per cent, and, of the 30 items checked, ten

were adhered to by less than 20 per cent of navigators.

A subsidiary analysis showed that the degree of experience of

individual navigators did not significantly affect their degree of

adherence to the standard log and chart,

(b) Method of Navigation on a Climb

The percentage figure for the mean

The continuous changes in true air speed which take place in the course

of a climb, during which indicated air speed is kept constant, compel the

navigator to us6..v: some mean value for the height of conversion of indicated

to true air speed. The problem which was set to the O.R.S. by the

Navigation Branch in June 1943 was to discover whether any fixed ratio could

be found between this mean 'conversion height* and the heights obtaining at

the beginning and end of the climb;

allow calculation of the conversion height from the initial and final values -

both of which may be assumed to be known.

The progressive steps in the solution of this problem were as follows

such a connection, if it existed, would

(<t)
A height-t^e ̂ aph was plotted for the different types
of *heavy‘ifrom rate of climb figures supplies by the

M.A.P.

A true air speed 'time graph was derived from (<t) and a

knowledge of the indicated air speed

the mean air distance flown was calculated from measure

ment of the area under the true air speed,time curve ,

file mean true air speed was worked out from the mean distance

flown and the duration of the climbs,

^dnally, the mean conversion height was derived from the

mean true air speed and the constant indicated air speed /

By application of this method it was shown that the mean conversion

i.

(e)

(«)

(»)

(«)

height on a continuous climb, at approximately constant indicated air speeds,

lies above the initial height at two thirds of the difference between this

value and the final height. This discoveryv which confiimed that tentatively

propounded by the Pathfinder Force - the originators of the suggestion - was

published in the Navigational Bulletin and became accepted as standard

practice.

(c) Route^arking Investigations

Three route-marker investigations were carried out between the end of

1945 and the spring of 1944.

route-markers in space and time and with their visibility.

The first was concerned with the accuracy of

The raid

/ selected
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selected for the determination was that against Kassel, on 22/23 October

1943, and the results were published in Appendix  A to Bomber Command O.R.S.

Report No* 89*
(1)

The conclusions reached were that, in this instance,

firstly, concentration of the force was substantially improved by the route-

markers, particularly on the homeward route;

were accurately placed, though a few fell ten miles from their intended

secondly, most of the markers

position towards the beginning of the allotted period, and were backed up

by some later markers;

too late to make use of the markers;

thirdly, only about ten per cent of aircraft were

fourthly, in spite of this only

slightly more than half the force mentioned having seen them, though this

must necessarily be a minimum estimate*

The second investigation concerning route-markers was intended to give

a method for obtaining a fix from skymarking flares whose position, at the

instant of bursting, could be assumed to be accurately known* The method,

which was described in a note dated 20 November 1943, assumed, as stated, a

knowledge of the pre-arranged initial position of the skymarker*

other requirement was for accurate timing from the moment of illumination*

No prior knowledge of the wind was needed.

The only

So far as is known the method

was not used operationeilly, though this was probably due not to any inherent

weakness, but rather to the growing disfavour with which route^arkers

to be regarded towards the end of 1943*

came

The third route^arker problem undertaken in March 1944 was concerned

with the best use of these markers. The report jgU- T. I.~n)

presenting the evidence for and against the use of route-^narkers, to assist

(2) aimed at

the Air Staff to decide under what conditions they were likely to prove

helpful and in.what circumstances they might cause higher losses*

recommended^firstly, that i*oute^narkers should be used to concentrate the

force after a long sea crossing;

It wa

secondly, that they should be dropped a

s

t

as great a distance as possible (30 miles, if possible) from

fighter belaoon e^qpected to be used;

any enemy

thirdly, that they should be dropped

20 miles off track on the side where the fighters were expected*

publication of this report was unfortunately rather too late for the

The

adoption of its recommendations, since few long distance targets were

attacked for many months after its issue. However, as explained elsewhere,

the use of route-markers was discontinued in view of the aid they gave to

enemy fighters.

(d) Snap Alterations of Course to V.fe.gain Track

In the summer of 1944 the almost complete change from strategic attacks

on distant targets to tactical bombing at short range both simplified and

modified the navigational problem* The opportunities for obtaining accurate

fixes at short intervals over the greater part of the route shifted attention

OVAnouUsi-s ^ ^ Raid K<xssel , Q<,tobe/r

si O-R.s. »^o. 89. or(A-H B./n/iSi/l) -

CA M B. /ii:n/24i/2ay(£) ^

Co WN tnrvo.
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from this fixing problem (so pressing on long range operations) to that of

accurate timing and track-keeping,* thus it introduced a need for a rapid

method of calculating ’snap* alterations of course, which navigators could

apply in the event of obtaining a fix some distance off the planned track.

This was the problem received from the Air Staff in May 192*4,

rules were formulated on the basis of a drift allowance of from 3° to 7°

from the planned track and a true air speed of 200 miles per hour,

rule gave a course alteration and the time for which the altered course was

The alterations were so calculated that the time (in minutes)

bore a simple numerical relationship to the distance off track (in miles)*

Determination of the errors involved in the use of any of the three rules

showed that, for winds up to 120 miles per hour, the percentage

Three

Each

to be held.

errors never

exceeded one per cent of the initial distance off track and averaged about

one half per cent of this distance* The errors were, in fact, insignificant

The accuracy and simplicity of this system gave it a wide application.

(s) Analysis of the Accuracy of Meteorological Wind Forecasts

As a result of a request from the Chief Meteorological Officer,

determination was made by the O.R.S. towards the close of 1943 of the errors

of the forecast winds for all operations for which actual winds had been

This opportunity was also taken to compare these forecast wind

errors with those of the found winds.

a

derived*

The results showed that the probable

vector error of the met.forecast winds was 13 miles per hour and that the

probable error of found winds was 16 miles per hour.

A later investigation (August 1944) was concerned with the accuracy of

winds found from balloon ascents* Comparison of the value thus obtained

with those derived from Air Position Indicator readings showed a consistent

difference of the order of six to ten miles per hour,

were too scanty for formal pronouncement, but the results obtained

communicated to Dunstable via the Chief Meteorological Officer at Head

quarters Bomber Command.

The available data

were

Training Investigations

The training aspect of navigation was the subject of two O.R.S. reports.

The first. Bomber Command 0*R,0. Ropui'b No. 1lQ*^ produced at the end of

1944, was on investigation into the standard of navigation achieved at

f

Bomber Command Operational Training Units and Heavy Conversion Units, and

paid particular attention to the progress made by navigators passing thi'ough

these units*0)It was a very detailed and thorough investigation, during the
course of which some 1,700 logs and charts, including ground plots and air

exercises, were analysed* In addition, some logs and chairbs and master

plots were examined in order to assess instructors* work*

(l) (if 0,T.U*S

0-R-S.R^cfL^ Ko. \ \8. l^/w-
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The analysis of the pupil*s logs and charts was performed to investigate

four major aspects of their work, viz'^^orm of log and chart-keeping, accuracy
of plotting and calculations, navigational technique and navigation results

(timing and track-keeping)«

conducted to determine the percentages of navigators attaining an agreed

m-1 nnnrnm standard in a variety of points covering all aspects of the work.

It was found that at Operational Training Units the navigation improved

all these four points, but on the first Heavy Conversion Unit flights

Inside these four divisions the analysis was

on

there was a general falling off in standard which was ascribed to the new and

faster aircraft, new instruments and the time-lag between the last Operationa.

Training Unit cross-country a^d the first one at the Heavy Conversion Unit.

By the end of the Heavy Conversion Unit course the standard of navigation

technique results was found generally to be only slightly above that attained
^  c$u4tej

at the end of^ Operational Training Unitj^ whilst the form and accuracy of logs
and charts showed improvement.

On the instructors side it was found that the marking of logs was very

haphazard and superficial, and it was strongly recommended that the marking

should be systematised.

The second training investigationjXindertaken early in 1945^was concerned

with the more general problem of the relation between a navigator* s ground

and air work.(') Analysis of logs and charts of a sample of Operational

Training Unit navigators was made, the logs being selected so that each

navigator was represented by two ground exercises and two air exercises.

The analysis was made in respect of the four aspects of navigation that

y/ere adopted in the investigation mentioned above, and a rigid system of

assessment was developed so that the quality of each navigator* s work on

the ground and in the air was determined in each of the four major aspects

It was then necessary to find some reliable overall assess

ment of a navigator that could be applied both to his ground and air work.

This was done by maximising the correlation between a combination of

technique and accuracy scores and the navigation results scores in respect

These overall assessments in respect of ground and air work wen

then compared and a fairly close correlation indicated that a navigator* s

approximately the same standard as his air work.

This recommendation was adopted.

of the work.

of air work.

It wasground work

therefore possible to recommend that a navigator below standard in ground

work could justifiably be suspended from air work^^iftombor Cemmnnil ff iRiSi

HiOport Koi

(l) "TKe ASSe.SSrne.rtC -f-rom a_ Novi^o-Cot 5

H\€ A^t. Oovv\.tw<x,i—(A O.R.S. h)

ktCOT
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CHAPTER - Q..

TRAINING IH VISUAL TARGET IDENTIFICATIOH

Introduction

Soon after its establishment the O.R.S. developed  a close contact

with the Training Branch at Head(iuarters Bomber Command which led to

important work along a nximber of different lines. This work ma^ be

considered under two aspects: part'of it took the form of advice and

liaison on training matters, both with the Training Branch and with the

Within this heading is included allunits concerned with training,

the work of development of night vision training, the use of night

binoculars and of the analysis and development of training exercises.

Secondly, there was the development of certain synthetic training aids,

such as a night vision attachment for epidiascopes, lantern slides

illustrating methods of target-marking, transparencies for the Air

Ministry Bombing Teacher^models to display the development of an

attack, and the development of the Cambridge Synthetic Trainer.

It was in connection with advice and assistance which the O.R.S.

was asked to give on training matters that contact with the Training

In 1941 and 1942 problems of visual target-

identification were most pressing and thus it came about that it was to

the training of air-bombers in night vision and the development of

Night Vision Schools., that O.R.S. work in this field was first directed.

This part of the account is now the most difficult to chronicle since

much of the work took the form of personal visits, by the two specialist

officers concerned, to Night Vision Schools where the training was

Out of such visits there grew many useful but subsidiary

In 1942 with the introduction of target indicators,

interest in night vision training lapsed, but one concrete result of

all this early work remains in the Night Vision Training Manual, which

entirely rewritten and redesigned by an officer from the O.R.S.

Branch first arose.

effected.

lines of work.

was

The analysis and development of training exercises ranks as one

of the largest contributions made by the O.R.S. to the improvement of

By 1943 there was every reason to thinktraining in Bomber Command,

that the infra-red exercise practised by Operational Training Units

(O.T.Us) was largely outmoded as a means of assessing target location

and accordingly, the O.R.S. developed, in conjunction with the

Training Branch, the new ‘Flashlight* exercise. The devising of this

exercise and the choice of sites in London (the first ‘target*) for the

and aflashing-lamps used, were almost entirely the work of the O.R.S

considerable amount of liaison with the groups was undertaken when the

● 9

exercise fell entirely upon the O.R.S., and for a considerable period

/provided
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provided whole time work for two memhers of the staff* Two reports

were published on this subject, reviewing the progress in target

location over a six-months period, by which time the exercise had

become a reguleir part of the Command* s training programme*

too much to say that the *Flashlight* exercise permitted an assessment

of accuracy in target location on O.T.U. or *Bullseye* exercises

in a comprehensive manner which was a vast improvement upon the stan-

In addition, the use of

target indicator candles to mark the target and the effective co

operation of searchlights rendered this exercise as realistic as

Again, it was largely due to repeated O.R.S. representations

that there was an extensive introduction of target indicator demon

strations on Command 'Bullseyes*, a move that more than proved its

worth and which was welcomed by all concerned*

It is not

dard infra-red exercises in use hitherto*

possible*

In 1944 detailed analysis of operational results, together with

scrutiny of practice bombing runs, rendered possible by the night

photographs taken on ’Flashlight* exercises, pointed the way to the

The O.R.S* involved in

A consider-

need for much more practice bombing,

several ways in the drive for increased bombing accuracy*

able work of analysis of practice-returns was undertaken both by

group representatives and at Headquaxters Bomber Comraandj much advice

and liaison was effected with group bombing leaders, and, lastly,

much help was given to the Training Branch in connection with the

establishment of the Bomber Command Analysis School.

Of the synthetic training-aids developed by the O.R.S. for the

Training Branch, the first was the night vision attachment for

It had been pointed out by the Section that the display,epidiascopes,

at briefing, of target photographs and mosaics by use of an epidia

scope often gave crews a very misleading picture of a target as it would

This attachment was produced byappear under operational conditions*

the General Electric Company with the advice of the O.R.S. and made it

possible to display a photograph of a target as it might appear under

Considered judgement ofdifferent conditions of lighting and haze,

the instrument was of the opinion that it was most effective, the

only disadvantages being the necessity for a completely darkened room,

and the night adaptation required by the audience. An instructional

pamphlet on the instrument was written by the O.R.S* and issued as a

provisional armament publication.

The introduction of navigational aids and the new techniques of

target-marking shifted the emphasis in training from visual identifi

cation to practice in recognising and bombing target indicator markers.

The introduction of target indicator demonstrations on Operational

/Training
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Training Unit exercises were designed to assist pupil crews, but these

demonstrations could only be arranged occasionally, and it was not

possible to display them to all crews. Accordingly, lantern slides, and

transparencies for the Air Ministry Bombing Teacher were developed, with

the object of displaying to pupil crews different methods of target

marking, and of teaching correct points >of aim.

to be useful for briefing and for general instruction, but synthetic

training v/as carried a stage further by the transparencies which provided

opportunities for practising estimation of the centres of different target

In the realistic effect conveyed by an image moving

across a field of view, the transparencies undoubtedly represented a

great advance on the slides, but there are definite limits to the extent

to which realism can be achieved by any single picture, and it was to

overcome this that the Coningsby Trainer was devised to represent a model

raid in progress.

It was considered that by enlisting the co-operation of the

Camouflage Directorate of the Ministry of Home Security, a branch that

had considerable exoerience in the production of textured models for

The slides were considere

indicator patterns.

d

viewing under different conditions of lighting^realistic models could be

prepared, displaying such features as target indicators, incendiaries,

bomb^lames, searchlights, flares and decoys,

arranged to be undertaken by the electrical branch at Coningsby base,

while it was possible to draw on the experience of the pathfinder

squadrons there for advice on target-conditions and for criticism of the

different effects.

The electrical work was

Unfortunately, although the work was completed in

some three months, the model was not ready in time for use before the end

It hadl however, a permanent value for training

pathfinder aircrew in methods of target-marking.

of the war in Exarope.

Early in 1945 was felt that there was also need for some simple

trainer for teaching ffi-ain force aircrew how to assess the mean points of

impact (M.P.I.) of different patterns of target indicators.

R.S. turned naturally to the Air Ministry Unit in Applied

To meet thi

need,\%.

s

Psychology at Cambridge, which had already under-taken extensive investi

gations to determine what were the most difficult factors in estimations

An apparatus that had been constructed

by that unit to test pupils* aptitude in M.P.I. estimation, was easily

The Training Branch at

Headquarters Bomber Command agreed to a contract being placed for 25 of

these trainers for use in No. 7 Group as the standard training equipment

for assessment of aiming points defined by markers.

of M.P.Is of different patterns.

adaptable to form a standard training device.

/In
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In reviewing all the work undertaken for the Training Branch,

factor stands out clearly, namely the time lag “between the need for a

particular training aid and the actual provision of that aid. In war

time, the provision of unusual equipment or apparatus even in limited

quantities was inevitably subject to production.lags. It may be said in

retrospect that the production of these training aids was naturally

subject to such delays in common with all other equipment, but it is not

felt that the work was ever^- unreasonably handicapped. Thus the intro

duction of the *Flashlight' exercise (the provision of the flashing-units

making considerable demands on equipment) came at exactly the right time,

and proved invaluable for trainingj the lantern slides and transparencies

depicting target-marking also had a long and useful life. In the pre

liminary work for the provision of the Coningsby and Cambridge trainers

valuable lessons were learnt. This apparatus came to hand too late to

be used before operations ceased, but with their adoption as standard

equipment, they remair^o serve the needs of peace-time training.

The Development of Night Vision Training

one

By the summer of 1942 O.R.S. researches into the problem of visual

identification at night had led to the conclusion that navigational aids

alone would not bring any great positive advance on bombing technique.

The high hopes associated with Gee had not matured and hence there was

still much scepticism regarding other r^ar aids in development, particu

larly regarding their use and their vulnerability to jamming,

identification remained important until radar was to prove its worth.

It was clear that something had to be done about the *huraan* problem of

the air-bomberj this wJ^all discussed in^Bomber Command O.R.S. Report

which at that time was in preparation.^''^But the O.R.S. had

still no personal outlet to aircrew regarding all it had already learnt

on the appearance of the ground at night, on visibility from aircraft and

Some points were being made in

O.R.S. reports but these reports were not at this time fully known to

aircrew and often got buried in unit files.

What the O.R.S. needed badly was a shop window in which aircrew

^work and which provided a demi-official contact with them.

The oppor^nity^vas^se^^^en the Air Officer Comraanding-in-Chief had

asked the BrtsSfcy^to institute, in conjunction with the Training Branch

Visual

o-

on miscellaneous operational points.

could see

some training in night vision.

This contact with the Training Branch, the second major contact

since the inception of the section, was one of those chancy affairs so

The Training Branch rang up the

This was the first the O.R.S. had

/heard

characteristic of early O.R.S. work.
or*

. the morning of the meeting.
K

O.R.S
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heard of the night vision training proposals, and it happened that

morning that the two raemhers of the O.R.S. particularly interested in this

subject were on duty.

The Inception of Right Vision Trainiy^

The O.R.S. represented by Mr.^St'evens and Dr.^Mimro, offered the
Training Branch all assistance, both on the matter of syllabus for instruc

tion, and on the apparatus needed for instruction and demonstration in the

new project. The O.R.S. was keen that the operational view-point should be

more strongly emphasised than the medical one. Although some difficulty

was foreseen in finding an operational man who could appreciate the

ophthalmic aspects of the subject the O.R.S. realised that the Command

had the right man in Squadron Leader McGown who was then serving as

Station Medical Officer at R.A.P. Dishforth. He was an ophthalmic doctor,

keen on night vision, and frequently flew on operational flights. His

acquaintance was made earlier in connection with the night appearance

attachment for the epidiascope. The O.R.S, made a strong representation

to both the Training Branch and to Air Commodore Livingstone that Squadron

Leader McGown was the man and the O.K.S*s representations were successful.

An air gunner. Plight Lieutenant Berry, was also posted to Upper Heyford to

develop school, h-
Scope of Night Vision Training

The proposal was to give instruction to air -gunners and air^rtitt«fc

in the first place. It was most necessary to avoid the instruction being

too concentrated on the medical aspects of night vision, but there was

every risk of this happening because the Training Branch was still not

very clear on the operational aspects. The opinion of the O.R.S. was more

Valuable in regard to the operational aspect of target identification at

night- than it was on methods of recognising other aircraft in darkness.

However, many other workers had considered the air to air visibility of

aircraft, and the main problem was, in this case^one of collecting and

passing on information.

The first school to be formed at R.A.P. Upper Heyford was intended as

a school for instructors who would be given information regarding buildings,

equipment and material needed to set up a school,

of practical night vision training which would be rather fuller than they

could give themselves on a unit.

The Development of £fae SchooJJflf R.A.F. Upper Heyford

The main part that the O.R.S. played during the development of the

school at R.A.P. Upper Heyford would officially be described as liaison.

They would have a course

jIt was mainly a question of making direct contacts in order to get things

^g.uickly.
The O.R.S. helped the school in the first place by giving them

/useful
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There was Mr. Lamplough at R.A.E. and

Mr. Nichols of M.A.P. (R.D.Inst.3) who proved valuable contacts

respectively on Wight jjpnnery training and Wight binoculars.

Mr. Lamplou^ also helped considerably in the provision of the photo-

Possibly the most useful contact

was with the Directors of the Camouflage Branch of the Ministry of Home

Security at Leamington and in particular, a member of his staff, Mr. B.D.L.

The Camouflage Branch had prepared a room for viewing models in

connection with their work and the techniq.ue that they had developed was

ideal for night vision training work and in particular for demonstrating

some of the features of visual identification of the ground at night. The

school at Upper Heyford modelled their demonstration room on the one at

Leamington.

The other important piece of equipment was the epidiascope with

night appearance attachment.

useful personal contacts.

meters for measuring night brightness.

Thomas.

This attachment was by this time fully

developed and issued to the service and the school required no

introduction.

Filters for the Bombing Teacher

A fiirther point on which the O.R.S. gave advice was the night

Previously, green and blueappearance effect on the bombing teachers.

filters which were too bright, had been issued for the bombing teacher.

Moreoever, the important factor of haze had not been properly considered.

It was partly appreciated in connection with the night appearance trans-

In this case the reproduction had been blurred

The general effect was more mis-

The O.R.S. therefore recommended more dense filters

parancy of the Ruhr,

slightly and the rivers bri^tened up.

leading than helpful,

and in addition a weak flood of light on the floor to give a haze effect.

One arrangement for produc^ing haze effect which was erected in the

bombing teacher made use of a separate light, hung on the ceiling of the
●i*

teacher, just clear of the ap^ure through which the picture projected.
The light source was a standard 25 or 40 watt bulb moxmted in a square

box about the size of a biscuit tin^the lower side of which was one of the
blue-green filters already issued to the Service. The lamp had a

rheostat connected in the circuit to control its brightness,

filters out of Service cameras were used to cut down the brightness of the

With this arrangement all the combinations of apparent

Some neutral

main projection,

ground brightness and haze could be reproduced and the result was

satisfactory.

Approaches were then made to M.A.P. and to Messrs. Ilford for sets

of filters for all bombing teachers. It was suggest^^hat the^^^uld
be the same size as the transparency, that is about #^^inches by ^(^inches.

It was then pointed out that the standard clear neutral emulsions were

/not
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were not manufactured in such large sizes and a silver emulsion was

The fact that silver emulsions scatter light besidessuggested,

absorbing it wds acceptable in view of the requirement to simulate haze.

Samples were made and it was considered that the amount of light

scattered by them provided an adequate haze effect in itself for normal

The instructors at R.A.F, Upper Heyford felt that

there was no need for the independent haze projector and none were made.

training purposes.

Neutral filters of detiSity 0.5> 0.75> 1.00 were demanded but the

The training staff were anxious that the bombingproduction was slow,

teachers at all stations were supplied quickly and then the idea was put

A -p hoto-

graphic t^ficer at Upper Heyford experimented with exposure and develop

ment and eventually succeeded in producing lengths of film of the

required densities.

forward of making the filters from standard service films.

Manuals Night Vision Training

Squadron Leader McGown and Plight Lieutenant Berry started the work

of producing instructional material before the O.R.S. became involved in

The O.R.S. became involved when Air Commodore Linvingstone sentthis work,

demi-officially to Dr. Mimro the draft of the first part of a Night

Vision Training Manual prepared by Squadron Leader McGown. This effort

worthy attempt but Air Commodore Livingstone felt that the text

required considerable remoulding and Dr. Munro probably was well suited

This was on 29 March 1943 at which date the

was a

to attempt this work.

Ministry of Home Security*s Booklet *Aerial Observation at Night* had

Consequently Air Commodore Livingstone made the suggestion

that the manual should include diagrams in the style of this successful

been issued.

booklet.

The O.R.S. knew of the Ministry of Home Security booklet but had no

McGo^vn and Mr. G.D.L. Thomas at Leamington,

prepared his pictorial booklet illustrating the principle of night

As this problem was complementary to that of visual identi

fication at night the material could easily be represented to illustrate

Thus, with most of the original drawings, revised text,

and a few additions, the booklet on ’Aerial Observation at Night

into being comparatively quickly and was the first publication to get to

aircrew.

inception arose at the first meeting of Squadron Leader

The latter had already
part in^

camouflage.

the other aspect.

came

In view of the fact that ’Aerial Observation at Night* was based on

experience of flying over this country at heights below 10,000 feet

stress was not made on the correct points and the booklet was, to Bomber

However, nobodyCommand operational aircrew, rather an academic work,

denied that it was not a useful work.

After spending a few v/eeks working on the draft manual prepared by

Squadron Leader McGown and generally planning a new manual, the O.R.S.

approached the Ministi:^ of Home Security^demi-officially^askin

/assistance

for thei<r
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This was done on 11 April 1943 when theassistance in the undertaking*

head of the 0*R.S. wrote "both to the Head of the Research and Experiments

Department of the Ministry of Home Security and to the Director of

The chief object was to get the personal assistance ofCamouflage,

lir* B.D.L. Thomas who was at that time loaned by the Director of Camouflage

to the Research and Experiments Department.

There were further communications from Air Commodore

Livingstone on 28 April and 20 }£ay in which he made some suggestions

regarding the style of the manual^ in particular refeijlng to the Air

Ministry Pamphlet on 'Bombing Sense* which made him suggest that the

The O.R.S. diddrawings for the manual should be of a humorous character,

not favour this suggestion^as a sound manual for instructions appeared to

be to them the more urgent requirement.
the

However, Air Commodore Livingstone was not/only person who was making

Hews of this project had reached Air Ministry^including thesuggestions.

Director General of Medical Services, and The Vision Sub-Committee of the

the fact this was an internal task of Bomber Command.

they should approve it in spite of

On the other hand,

the Director of Camouflage was treating the O.R.S*s request for help very

He was, in fact,enthusiastically and had set up a Right Vision Section,

doing more than was a^ed of him. In effect, all this enthusiasm and

interest was unfortunately providing diversion from the main task and the

Training Branch at Headquartersyiwas getting rather concerned, re-

over, the attitude of «

received by O.R.S. who had previously been refused a request to send a

Mo

the Vision Sub-Committee was not well

representative to the meetings of the Vision Sub-Committee when matters'

relating to the problem of visual identification at night were discussed.

However, it was agreed that the committee should see the manual before it

was distributed.

In the attempt to draft the manual in the style of the Ministry of

Home Security booklet it was realised that a satisfactory compromise

between the requirements of a manual for instructors and one for ordinary

This matter was causing considerable dis-aircrew would prove difficult,

cussion between the O.R.S. ani^Ministry of Home Security and was impeding

tu

It was, therefore, decided to take the narrative which wasprogress.

being abridged for the pictorial manual, to finish it as briefly as possible

Thisand to add a few sketches and diagrams prepared within the section,

was suggested in a minute to the Training Branch on 23 July 1943> iu which

the first statement of position had been written down since the O.R.S. had

The suggestion was approved.started work on the manual.

The Training Branch issued this document as Part  I of the Night

Vision Training Manual for Instructors, Part II was a list and description

of apparatus and prepared wholly by the Night Vision School. As a

/publication
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publication it niay not have been well polished but owing to the urgency

It was, however, passedof the requirement it was accepted as such.

KkutfifcgWjwiiflgMIif to the more important members of the Vision Sub-Committee

^^^issue for their suggestions.

Having satisfied the inunediate requirement, the O.R.S. continued

to supervise the production of the manual for trainers. After much delay,

due largely to the fact that the Director of Medical Services was pro

ducing a booklet on *Hints on Night Vision*, the manual was approved for

But it was not until twelve months laterpublication in September 1943*

that it was at last published as Air Ministry Pamphlet No. 162 under the

title of *Night Observation from the Air*.

Visual Identification At Night - Use of Binoculars

Before the O.R.S. was formed in September 1941_^'tHe Command*s

attention had been drawn to the particular value of using binoculars at

At the levels of brightness occurring at night, the acuity ofnight,

the eyes is very sensitive both to the bri^tness of an object and to

the acuity fallsthe contrast between the object and the background;

off with the decrease of brightness and with decrease of contrast,

binoculars which increase the apparent size of the objects without

affecting the brightness and contrast, enable more detail to be magnified

above the limit of acuity and bliirred patches become definite shapes.

Thus the use of bincfculars for peering at the ground from an aircraft

offered definite hope of benefit.

Good

The Ministry of Aircraft Production arranged for  a number of pairs

of binoculars to be issued to operational aircrews together with a

questionnaire regarding the operational value of binoculars,

somewhat mishandled for neither were the binoculars issued in

good condition, nor were the crews instructed in the art of using them.

Moreover, the questionnaire was not very good and some contradictory and

not very helpful reports were obtained.

The trials

were

It was at this stage that the O.R.S. picked up the threads of the

problem and the use of binoculars was made the subject of a conference

between the Air Staff, Headquarters Bomber Command, O.R.S., M.A.P. and

Moreover, it was discussed with Sir HenryR.A.E. representatives.

Tizard at a conference on the general subject of target location by night.

It was generally agreed that the value of binoculars had not been proved

A member of theand that new, well-organised trials should take place.

O.R.S. should watch carefully over them and a meraber of R.A.E. should

visit the stations and instruct the observers on points on their use.

This was essential in view of the experience of their use discussed in

R.A.E. Department Note No. Inst. 46O.

/Even
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Even if binoculars were useful the supply position at the beginning

The limited available supply was reserved mostly for

With difficulty, six pairs of Ross 4 x 25 mm and six

pairs of Barr and Stroud 7 x 50 mm binoculars were made available for

of 1942 was acute.

Coastal Command.

these trials and issued to two Bomber Command squadrons, Nos. 97 and 78.

Appreciating the supply difficulty, the Director of Operational Require

ments had been obliged to place a development contract for binoculars

prior to these trials and, on the experience of the flights made by R.A.E.

and on the work of O.R.S. Coastal Command, had decided to ask for a five

Whatever the outcome of the trials binoculars of

The main point was, there-

times magnification,

five times magnification would be required,

fore, to discover whether binoculars could be applied at all to the night

bombing problems.

In the trials several experienced air observers were selected and

each was specially instructed in the use of binoculars at night, parti

cularly at focusing and on the difficult point of setting the eye

separation, which was checked and then fixed by the R.A.E. representative,

Reports on the value of binoculars were varied. It must however be

admitted that some users were irrationally prejudiced against, or

enthusiastic for binoculars and the amount of use being made was barely

enough to prevent results being outweighed by such considerations,

addition, one had to risk aircrew members attempting to use binoculars

under conditions in which they would be of no

the frequency of such occasion was quite high,

generally see something unaided and not just blackness under conditions

This something was claimed to be

just enough to map-read at night and the main point was the extent over

which one needed to see to map read, this being considerably larger than

the field of view of even the best binoculars.

In

use at all, such as dark,

One couldhazy nights;

where binoculars revealed more detail.

Some users claimed that

binoculars were of value in examining fires to verify if they were real

or decoy, in or out of built-up areas. The general opinion however was

rather unfavourable since binoculars on the whole gave very little help

in map-reading at night.

It should be remembered that the above trials took place previous

to the introduction of marking techniques.

A revival of interest, in spite of the conclusions of the trials,

came as the result of the introduction of night vision training in the

The medical officer, then Squadron Leader McGown, attached to

the central school was an opthijfelmic specialist and a keen advocate of

It was, therefore, decided to include in the

course, training in the use of binoculars at night and encourage those

Command.

the use of binoculars.

/ who
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who were keen to try them on operations. The section helped the school

in getting viewing-room demonstrations for binocular training organised.

The next stage came with the introduction of marking techniques,

and No. 8 (Pathfinder Force) G-roup was fonned.

binoculars were to be of use to anyone it would be the pathfindersi

It was clear that if

Squadr.'.n Leader McGown went to the Pathfinder Force as G-roup Medical

Officer and was in a particularly strong position to advise the opera

tional crews on using binoculars for their new tasks,

stances the O.R.S. felt that the operational problem would soon be

In the circum-

considered as well as it could be and ceased taking an active part in

any further developments. The section, however, reviewed the position

on the use of binoculars in a review on the problem of visual
(1)identification.

General Training in Target Identification

When it was fully realised in 19M that the chief reason then for

the ineffectiveness of many bombing missions was the failure to identify

the target by night, a very broad survey was needed of the new problem of

increasing our success. As not even the Air Staff had then much

experience of the problem, all possible lines of improvement were examined

Although the most hopeful solution lay in the new bombing and navigational

devices that were then under development, the question of making better

use of the means already available was carefully considered,

covered the general training in target location and, later, target

marking techniques.

This

At the beginning of 1 %2 there was only one way of identifying a

target and that was visually. Owing to the fact that weather conditions

often prevented visual identification, bombing was done on dead reckoning.

The latter procedure was, however, not regarded as a method of

identification and is considered in the chapter on navigation.

Infra Red Target Location

(2)

The first contact with the Training Branch at Bomber Command came at

A member of the Branch suggested

afterv/ards that something might be learnt about target location

and the use of night glasses by an examination of the success with

which Operational Training Unit crews located 'infra-red' targets.

a meeting to discuss night glasses.

(3)

^0 R.fevie-co' o-f P-fctlems of VfSoa.1 Mewtlficxkt/otf) o^T<XT^ets

Biovvvbe^ CotTrirv\c».»vol ■ Repcrrt 44 ■ 4/44 ■

(3) On navigational exercises by night O.T.U. crews were briefed to
attack certain targets (docks, factories etc.) where an 'infra-red'
lamp was situated which flashed a trace on 'infra-red' film.

/ Out
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Out of this suggestion, action was taken in Pehruary 1942 to obtain

a return from the O.T.U*s giving particulars of attacks on ’infra

red* targets
(1)

Success was analysed according to height of attack,
a-

weather and target, and the results were made the subject of^Bomber

Command O.R.S. Report ^^^

Target location on O.T.U. exercises was in no way comparable with

that on operations for there were important differences in the condi

tions under which the ta^s were carried out.

training was still under the restrictions imposed during the Blitg

in that training flights had to be made belovr a ceiling of 7,000 feet

whereas operational heights were greater than this and there is a big

difference between what can be seen at night from feet and from

15,000 feet,

such as searchlights, flak, fires (real and decoy) so that it was not

surprising to find that the standard of target location on training

flights was moderately satisfactory.

In 1942 Bomber Command

Moreover, there were none of the visual distractions

As attacks by the G.A.P. on this country had abated a recommenda

tion was made to the Air Staff that some action should be taken to get

the height restrictions on training released and have training

exercises taking place at operational heights. It was considered

most undesirable that crews should fly highion operations. It

had also been suggested, not only by the O.R.S., z]

some co-operation between Fighter Command, A.A. Command, and Bomber

Command with the view to staging an exercise in which the home defence

practised with O.T.U. crews.

hat there should be

It was late in 1942 that an inter-

Command collaboration to institute Bullseye exercises took place^but

the O.R.S. had turned away from these training exercises because of

other urgent problems.

The Early Bullseye Exercises

In March 1943 'tii© O.R.S. re-examined what Ivas happening on the

*infra-iPed* and Bullseye exercise in the matter of target location.

The first Bullseye exercises had been inaugerated mainly for the purpose

of fighter and searchli^t affiliation but later an infra-red lamp was

placed at Westminster Bridge which was briefed as the aiming,point for

Three exercisesjwhich took place in August

1942, were examined and it was discovered that only a small proportion

of these crews claiming to bomb the target didjin fact^ show a trace of

the infra-red lamp on their photograph. Prom the coverage of the camera

this meant that unsuccessful crews were at least  a mile away but, even

in March 1943> “to be within a mile of the aiming point on operations

/was

exercises over London.

(1) Bomber Cmd Pile B.C./s.26383.

(2 ) AnculysJ^ o*T» U- Ex-e-Tcisas, Bomber Co►vMTva.
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still considered a 9kam»

It was clear that these Bullseye exercises were proving of great

value and were producing results on target location more like those

achieved on operations. The information which had previously "been

obtained from ordinary infra-red exercises was supercededj an investi¬

gation of them therefore ceased and the returns dropoed.

Apart from any value attached to the results of target location on

Bullseye exercises as such, a point which struck the unsatis¬

factory nature of an exercise in which the majority 
failed^and the evidence

was presented in a negative form. It was vital to get positive evidence

In operations, hy using

crews

use this technique owing to the dangerous nature

A memorandum was written

about a larger proportion of the unsuccessful.

night photography, the O.R.S. generally knew where the unsuccessful
An trcLi«r\i

"d%t
strayed but^it
of falling photo-flashes,

making suggestions for improving the record^egarding
the whereabouts of crews at bombing.

GOU

This memorandum was passed to Air

In it, the possibility was

considered of placing an array of infra-red lamps around the aiming point,

each lamp coded, so that a plot of the near misses could be obtained*

(1)Staff Training Branch but not published.

However, the supply of these lamps was small and further production was out

of the question. Consequently the point was made that, since the main

force now bombed visible markers dropped by the Pathfinder Force^the

of a light as an aiming point and a number of visible flashing lights

placed around for the purpose of plotting near-misses should be acceptable.

use

Moreover, crews had no longer to search for the target by what they could

see of the ground. These points were taken up by the training branch and

the Flashlight exercise was conceived.

The Flashlight Exercise

On andhMsiij&fficial arrangement, without reference to Air Ministry,

Training branch with the assistance of O.R.S. carried out an ad-hoc

experimental investigation to find a suitable form of target layout, employ

ing visible lights. The first Flashlight layout was erected in London,

The layout was surveyed and

mapped by the O.R.S. for the maiden exercise on the evening of l£T September

placing the units on the balloon sites.

1943.

Further exercises were withheld until O.R.S. analysed the first

exercise, partly to get the necessary experience of practical snags before
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"by a member of the O.R.S. to an assembly of Jroup iombing (.eaders and

^oup pkotographic officers at Bomber Command Headquarters
Flashlight exercise was fully explained together with an account of the

method of plotting. Written instructions were issued following this

lecture and group liombing leaders were made responsible for instructing
their unit bombing leaders before the exercise restarted.

in which the

The exercise gave a plot of photographs very similar to an

operational plot, rather better perhaps, but it showed crev/s bombing over

two or three miles aws^ from the target. Moreover, a large proportion failec

to reach the London area at all, the films showing no light traces and many

were reported to be taken over lO/lOth cloud. (There was no cloud over

These failures led ̂ to ask Fighter CommandLondon during the exercise).

to provide a plot of .the Royal Observer Corps tracks for that night to

see what informat ion Although it was not complete it did

show a number of tracks missing the centre of London "ty many miles and it

was this Royal Observer Corps plot, with its other revealing features,

Bullseye* navigation described in ifaawhich started the investigation into
0)

Arrangements were made for the O.R.S. to receive the Flashlight

plottings made at the units partly to discover what further snags were

There were a few exercisesarising and what mistakes were most frequent,

in October but then there was an interruption for two months and the O.R.S.

eventuallv analvsef^ the exercise of the period from December 19h^ to March

1944*'

an ahaly'sis"’of tne mistaKes made in interpretation and plotting; it gave,

as an appendix, a number of hints in plotting which had arisen out of

O.R.S. experience of plotting. The concentration of the photo-plots on

these exercises had improved somewhat and in the case of the targets at

Newcastle, which had very few searchlights, was showing sufficiently good

results that the errors in the method of calculating bomb strike from the

photographs were becoming an appreciable part of the total error.

After March 1944> the O.R.S. continued to receive results of Flash

light exercises and provide the Training Branch periodically with inform

ation of the accuracy and effort being achieved,

appeared to be deteriorating and, as ■ by this time bombing operations

required more precise bombing and a great drive had been made in bombing

accuracy, it was felt that the cause was the failure to understand the

plotting method, as a result of many changes in the xmit personnel since

the original instruction was given, the O.R.S. had not had time to check

any more of the plots by bombing leaders but supported this feeling and

consequently instruction on plotting was included as a regular part of the

syllabus of the Bomber Command Bombing Analysis School.

In many groups accuracy

/T5i©
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The question of fundamental plotting accxjracy was raised in Bomher

Command 0,R.S. Report No. S.149 and was further raised by the Scientific

Adviser to the Air Ministry who thought that the errors were more serious

than mfjjiad. estimated. Moveover, at the same time^the O.R.S. was

questioned by the Training Branch on the accuracy of simulation of bombing

by day. There did not seem to be much difference in these two problems.

An examination of both flashlight film and the line-overlaps of day

simulation bombing were made to determine the errors due to unsteadiness of

the aircraft displacing the camera axis from the vertical. It was estima

ted roughly that the average error of estimating bomb point when flying

at 10,000 feet was a little under 200 yards, and would increase with height

proportional to the 3/2 power of height,

satisfied with this quick ansv/er and proceeded to examine more closely the

theory of the errors of plotting and to relate these errors more closely

Mainly due to

However, the O.R.S. was not

to the deviation in the light track obtained on the film,

more important jobs this investigation was not completed.

During the first six months of the Flashlight exercise the O.R.S. made

First of all, theseveral recommendations for improving the exercises,

aiming point consisted of three red searchlights pointing vertically and

it was suggested that a pyrotechnic target would be more effective in which

actual target indicator candles were burnt on the groimd. These sugges

tions T/ere adopted and proved very effective. A further point was on the

siting of the letters. It was found to be very tricky to assess the

beginning or end of a trace of a flashing letter having a brief flash such

or *T*. In London the codes were allocated at random and such

letters as *A’ and *M* occurred at vital positions. V/hen preparing the

layout for the Bristol and Nev/castle targets the long morse letters e.g.

,  ’Y* , ’C and were placed at about the release range from the

target in order to have a long flash on those traces which were most

likely to be used.

I A tas A

Use of Fla^light targetsto analvsfe.. Bombing Rims

There is no doubt that Flashlight exercise helped in sorting out some

of the gross errors on the Heavy Conversion Unit and Operational Training

Unit bombing exercises and No, 9I Grroup, in particular, were getting

Target-location and bomb aiming had so muchextremely good results,

improved by the summer of 1944 that photographic methods for simulating

bomb aiming were losing their value owing to the inherent inaccuracies of

However, it was realised even at the time of writing i^8

that the flashlight system could give much information

on how the aircraft was flown'. It had become surprisingly apparent during

the raids on the m.arshalling yards in France., which were contemporary,

that the flying side was responsible for much of the error in bombing.

/It

(1)
^ the system.

Gh*#***fU 0 ●

^Report No, S.108

(1) A.H.B./U ■
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It was q.uite clear that, in order to improve our 'boiabing, we did not

It w^sjust need to know the errors of homhing but what caused them,

with this point in mind that the recommendation was made in Bomber Command

to modify the use of the camera so that more

record was obtained on the run up, the track of the camera axis and air

craft heading being plotted from which the track and the maneouvres of

This recommendation was tried out in two

(1)
O.R.S. Report Ho. 149

the aircraft could be deduced.

Operational Training Units of No. 91 Group and some interesting records

A note was written on three of them, describing the results

and demonstrating the potentialities of the scheme and submitted to the

Unfortunately this line of attack came to a dead

end since the organisation of Flashlight exercises was then in difficulty.

This prevented action and finally the proposal had to be shelved,

ever, it was considered something that should be held in mind for future

training.

obtained.

(2)
Training Branch.

How—

Night Appearance Attachment for Eoid^yacopes

In the first few months of the O.R.S. being formed, investigations

were already in hand to discover methods by which help could be given

to operational aircrew in their problem of visual identification  of the

The O.R.S. learned that the Research Laboratoriesground at night,

of the General Electric Company (G.E.C.), Wembley, had simulated the

A visit was there-appearance of the ground at night in the laboratory,

fore arran ed to the G.B.C. by representatives of the O.R.S. and of Bomber

Command Air Staff to see this simulation.

The arrangement was a double projection lantern in which one half of

the projection was a vertical air-view of the ground, cut down in inten

sity so that its brightness appeared as the ground would appear at night.

The other haJLf of the projection was used to superimpose the groxmd re-

ofj^system of artificial lighting (e.g.
also provided the haze due to the scattered light in the atmosphere.

street lighting). Itflection

It was su^ested at the meeting that the principles of the simulation

could be effected on the epidiascope and if this could be easily done^

then it would be a good idea for the intelligence officers at briefing

to show aircrews just how the target was likely to appear that night.

This suggestion was accepted although it was pointed out that there

were practical difficulties in using the epidiascope in this way at normal

For instance, the room had to be darkened and aircrew had to be

Better use should be possible at the specialist briefing

briefing,

dark-adapted.

of navigator-observers.
/The

(2) FcLtf B- Cn ● 3 I -
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The G*E,C. were authorised to make an experimental model and in the

meantime the O.R.S. would arrange for some slides made from reconnaissance

photographs of some German targets and some corresponding enlargements.

The former were for showing on the G.E.C. lantern and the latter on the

\Vhen the attachment was made a further meeting at G.B.C.epidiascope,

was to he arranged to consider this attachment.

● Squadron Leader McGown joined the

at Rishforth and was a keen

At the second visit to the G.E.C

As already noted he was then

man fully aware of the night vision problem then confronting Bomber

The demonstration was very successful and the attachment was

given to Squadron Leader McGown to try out at Rishforth.

party.

Command.

A second attachment was made which a member of the O.R.S. took around

Here some mixed opinions were encountered,

some squadrons being keer^ and others saying that its value would be more

appreciated at the Operational Training Unit,

many of the difficulties of using it on stations revealed themselves,

many cases, it was difficult to find a suitable room which could be made

light-proof and the range of photographs and mosaics at a station was

limited, many being useless for this particular purpose.

some stations in No. 3 Group.

Hov/ever, from these visits

In

,

It v/as clear that the attachment was going to be of limited value,

but it was agreed to put forward an operational requirement for it since

In the meantime.it was simple and most units had already epidiascopes,

whilst it was being manufactured, the O.R.S. was to look into the provi¬

sion of more suitable photographs.

The investigation which the O.R.S. did to find photographs suitable
a

for simulating night appearance was written up in,Bomber Command O.R.S.

t reasons were given why the existing

photographic mosaics were unsuitable and recommendations were made for the

future

Report

.0)

It is, however, important to record that by the time tl^ above

report was drafted, night Vision Training was being um uiu^and the night

appearance attachment was obviously a useful piece of ancillary equipment

for -wight vision training centres,

from operational to training particularly since suitable photographs of

operational targets were likely to be unobtainable and^secondly^since the

importance of visual identification by natural night light was rapidly

disappearing from the operational task.

The emphasis was therefore changed

Prom the training point of view photographs taken in this country

at specific conditions, some high, some 107/ and over-cast, would be the

They would providemost useful and arrangements were made to obtain them.

a comparative set for projecting the appearance of the ground at night

The Night Vision School atunder a high moon, low moon or starlight.

Upper Heyford chose Oxford, Northampton and Kings Lynn as suitable

/subjects

O. H'S. l^o, 70-. (^A H B>/n/ 39/^ jgpldL,ift^c-0|ae>.
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subjects, and line overlaps of photographs were taken of each place,

starting from a prominent landmark about ten miles from the town and

Theextending to a point a mile or so beyond the centre of the town,
ce

O.R.S. supervised this photography at R.A.F, Baxter.

V/hen about five overlaps were obtained, they were passed to the

Right Vision School who were rather disappointed with the results. Great

care had been taken in the photographs and a considerable amount of

preliminary work done to ensure that the range of contrast on the

photographs was approximately that as seen by the eye at night,

flatness of the photographs was probably correct but it was discouraging

after using the rather highly contrasted reconnaissance photographs.

The

The future success of this work was, therefore, subject to doubt and,

in view of the great decline in the importance of visual identification

at night by natural light, it was dropped;

Production of Lantern Slides Illustrating Target‘<ilarking at Right

It was the practice in 1942 to include in night sortie raid; returns,

Thisdetails of how individual aircraft identified their targets.

information was provided in answer to the specific questions, which were

Explain how the target was identified^?^and

With the introduction of

asked at interrogation.

*was the target seen in the bombsight’?^

target indicator meirking in 1943> individual aircraft of thetnain-force

(1)

no longer attempted to identify targets visually but aimed their loads

at markers dropped by a pathfinder force. The interrogation pro forma

accordingly amended to include the questions *V/hat did you aim at? and

„>(2)
was

Were any markers seen to cascade'?

Later instructions issued the same year laid down that *it should be

stated if the target was identified visually or on special equipment, or

by target indictors seen on the ground or cascading* and introduced the

questions *What was in your bombsight’?'^and *How did you identify the

target'?^to which such answers were expected as *By red target indicator

markers* or *by centre of. concentration red and green target indicators

These questions reflect the increasing importance

attached to the recognition and bombing of target indicator markers.

»(3)
seen on the ground.

whereas previously much dependence had been placed upon the identification

This change in the methods of bombing broughtvdth itof ground detail.

A
&. C-/3'25357/l / £kcI. 14E>.

■-^c 1.4 .
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a number of new problems. There was need to train air-orews in the

recognition of target indicator markers, both by providing opportunities

for target indicators to be seen burning under paactice conditions, and

by the production of slides and drawings showing typical methods of

target marking. The production of descriptions and illustrations of

target-marking is considered here, while the provision of target indicator

demonstrations is treated elsewhere.

An O.R.S. note of May 1943 training in recognition of target

proposed as possible methods of producing suitable
(1)indicator markers

descriptions of markers, the production of:-

(a) Still photo‘raphs and slides showing target indicators as
seen from the air^

(b) jointings and drawir^'s which might portray a target as seen
by an air-bomber,^

(c) Cine photographs of markers from both air and ground.

It was thought that (a) might be quickest since photographs might

already'- exist at the Central Interpretation l&iit from which coloured

As regards (b) it was proposed that an artist

from the Camouflage Branch of the Ministry of Home Security at Learning-ton

Spa, with which had already been in touch over other work,

should be given facilities to fly on some target indicator demonstrations

that he might produce paintings of target indicators and schematic

drawings showing markers at various stages of burning. Proposal (c) led

firstly to the suggestion that cine films be produced by the Film

Unit, and later, to the assembly of the best sections of all such

films into one annotated picture for training purposes. Air Staff approval

was given to these suggestions.

mosaics could be made.

Work on these problems was carried on in June and July and the

By then, a coloured
(2)

position was reviewed at the beginning of August,

cine film had been prepared but was not regarded as satisfactory. Some

rough sketches had been produced by the Camouflage Branch, after two of

their officers had been given an opportunity to view a number of target

indicator demonstrations. Experiments were in hand to reproduce these

pictures as lantern slides. The review of the position made it clear that

it was now fully appreciated that bombing on target markers was far more

satisfactory than for aircraft to locate their targets independently,

without such aid. At the same time, from the aspect of training, this

new technique brought its ovm problems,

needed to be trained in the recognition and bombing of target indicator

markers. The distracting effects of other light soiarces were appreciated,

/as

It was strongly felt that crews

0  domwi ci-(a,(JL FlU B-c./s.a95di, »7A-
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of air- 'bora'bers to study th^ge effects.
As well as lantern slides and posters it was proposed to j^ltainih^ Branch

that to meet these needs there should he more frequent and elaborate

target indicator demonstrations, and that the Air Ministry Bombing

Teacher should be adapted to display target indicators and searchlights,

special transparencies being made. Both these suggestions developed

into full scale coraraitn^nts which are described in the appropriate

sections of this iNUMMeifei.

as also the need for training

Instruction by means of lantern slides and posters was judged to be

most valuable since a large audience could be instructed at a time,

whereas there had inevitably to be a long delay before all Operational

Training Unit air bombers could see a target indicator demonstration,

at the rate at which these were being held,

important to give an accurate rendering of coloin? and glow, and to intro

duce a realistic effect of distracting fires, incendiaries and lights in

the backgroimd.

the standari types of markSa^ as they might be seen by main force crews

under operational conditions.

It was considered most

It was decided that the slides should depict some of

In the early attempts at slides, considerable criticism was raised

on a number of points, such as the rendering of target indicators and

fires, unsuitability of view, absence of scale, and the like, and it was

not until early October 1943> "that three^^l^e^^^^^r^^uce^,^wh: ĥ^

v/ay to^fer Staff jand which met the criticisms
offered by operational aircrew. Close liaison was maintained over the

production for the next month and the Camouflage Branch were supplied with

Central Interpretational Unit operational plots of target indicators and

with mosaics representing a target at night, prepared from night

photographs.

ere

acceptable in a general

(1)
theIn a conference at Leamington in the middle of Hoveraber

Camouflage Branch undertook to complete within a week five prototype

slides meeting previous criticisms. The operations to be represented

were vertical views of three stages, early, middle and late, in the

development of a Newhaven attack, and of intermediate stages of Oboe

The Camouflage Branch wouldground marking and of H2S blind marking,

then produce 40 sets of the first issue of slides within ten days, as

The Director also agreedproduction was by now regarded as most urgent,

to the Branch retaining a research commitment to experiment in the pro¬

duction of improved d-ides, with better rendering of glow, haze and

background.

One more display of the trial slides was given at Headqua ters

Bomber Command to meet further criticisms and the five slides were then

In considering in retrospect the long time taken in produc-agreed upon,

tion it must be realised that this period was one in which methods of

target marking were undergoing rapid development, and that opinions of

operational aircrew on the appearance of a targ^ were widely divergent

 RES T R I C T E D '
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It was thus very difficult toaccording to their personal experience,

produce pictures that would meet all comments and serve as a basis for

general agreement,

arrangement and spacing of the various lights (target indicators, fires,

incendiaries and flares) represented, and to their colour and the presen-

The criticisms most frequently made related to the

The scatter of the target indicators depicted,

was considerably criticised in some quarters, though the patterns of

both target indicators and fires were in fact adapted from actual Central

Interpretation Unit operational plots, which were chosen from a number

of examples as typical patterns.

tation of haze and anoke.

A full description of the method of production was prepared and

should be consulted for detail'ey^-^jy but briefly the pattern of a

carpet of lights across a target, recorded on the night mosaics,ms

copied as a series of pin-pricks in black paper,

ated from behind, and photograx^hed through glass to introduce the

The photographs were reduced to lantern

Only by photographing a

direct light source, such as light showing' through pin-holes in paper,

could the necessary contrast be obtained between the intense brightness

of target indicators and incendiaries and the surrounding blackness.

The colouring of the target indicators raised further problems since

the markers were the brightest light-source present, and introduction

of colour cut out some of the light,

use of rather thin colours.

The paper was illumin

appearance of haze and glow,

slide size and each slide was hand-coloured.

A compromise had to be made with

-

The first issue of 40 sets of five slides each, was finally

despatched to Operational Training Units and Heavy Conversion Units

Two short notes ̂

cribing the slides, drawing attention to the salient features in each

method of marking, and indicating the aiming point on each example,

and the second containing instructions showing

prepared by the O.R.S. and circulated by^ Training Branch, The slides

were to be held by unit tombing Readers, A month later 45 more sets of

slides were ordered by the Training Branch to meet requests from

operational training units and operational stations, and attention was

drawn to the existence of these slides in the O.R.S. report on methods

of target marking.

(1)
towards the end of December 1942. the first des-

the slides, were

(3)

About this time when different methods of target marking were

becoming well established it was realised that it was not sufficient to

instruct air bombers to aim at the centre of a pattern of markers, but

that training and experience were necessary for such a choice to be

made correctly,

there should be no discrepancy in instruction in this essential aspect

In regard to the slides already issued it was felt that

/of
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of the choice of the correct visual Mean Point of Impact of a group

Accordingly keys to the slides were issued in the form of

coloured drawings on which the M.P.I. was indicated by a Mark XIV bomb-

sight graticule superimposed in the correct position for bomb release.

The visual M.P.I. was the same as the mathematical M.P.I. except in

cases v/here outlying isolated markers were ignored. Unit bombing

leaders were instructed to arrange for pupil crev/s to practice in

picking out the M.P.I. of each slide, and then to check and correct

their results with the aid of the keys now issued.

The Camouflage Branch continued their experiments on the produc

tion of slides giving a more realistic picture of  a target area and the

O.R.S. maintained a continual liaison with the Branch in connection with

this work. In the meanwhile, however, decisions had been reached by

Air Staff^Training) jOn the production both of a training film on bombing

tactics, which was to include a section on target marking, and of trans-

parencies for the Air Ministry Bombing^representing a target under

attack. In view Of these new training aids, the production of further

lantern slides was withheld, but much of the experimental work under

taken to produce more realistic slides proved invaluable when six months

later the preparation of transparencies for the Bombing Teacher was

begun.

of markers.

(1)

In retrospect it may be said that at the time of issue these slides

served a valuable purpose, and were used for training and for briefing

at O.'T.U.s and operational stations. They became out of date, as methods

of target marking changed and the accuracy of marking increased, and

were eventually replaced as a training aid by the Air Ministry^TeacW

The slides suffered from the inherent defects thattransparencies,

r

each represented a single vertical view, and that the picture was

static and not the aspect that an air bomber would see at bomb-release.

Again, the slides were viewed on a vertical screen and for proper pre

sentation a completely blacked-out room, in v/hich pupils could acquire

night adaptation, and a projector emitting no extraneous light were

These conditions were not always attainable at stations.necessary.

Such defects were overcome by use of transparencies in the Air Ministry

Bombing Teacher described in the following section, and had it hot been

for the preparation of these lantern slides^work on the transparencies

would never have been so far advanced.

Preparation of Air Ministry Bombing Teacher Transparencies
ffepresenting Target Conditions and Target Marking

Problems of target identification were continually under consider

ation by the O.R.S. and soon after the section was formed, in 1941?

joint meetings were held with the Air Staff to discuss identification

  Zof
● ■ * u.
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This sarly work was rsviewsd iii Doii]fe9i^=^o^^BSSi^of targets,

'fcpert No« 6if in whi-eh a few paragraphs were devoted to training aspects.

In discussing the Air Ministry Bombing Teacher, the opinion was advanced

that insufficient use was being made of the potentialities of this

o:

The bombing teacher had the great advantage over aninstrument,

epidiascope in that viewing it from the vertical in a bombing compart¬

ment with a restricted field, and with flak and searchlight simulation

to give a fairly realistic effect of actual operational conditions.

The addition of haze and illumination control made the instrument of

purposes, provided a proper technique for its

Although the O.R.S. maintained

great value for trainin:

in teaching were v/orked out.

interest in the Air Ministry Bombing Teacher it was in connection with

the development of night vision training that the use of the instrument

use

wqs first developed.

The question of the preparation of transparencies for the bombing

teacher from night photographs of actual target areas together with

but at that time(2)
coloured transparencies, was raised in August 1943

v/ork was concentrated on producing lantern slides,

simpler and quicker to maLce than transparencies and when a year later

the production of transparencies became a definite commitment, it

was found that many of the difficulties associated with their prepara-

The slides were

tion had already been solved in making the slides.

The need for more extensive training in recognition of target

indicators and estimation of the centre of a pattern of markers was

raised in May 1944 by the publication of^Boraber Command O.E.S. Report

on the visibility and recognition of target indicators .

this report the view was advanced that training in recognition of

target indicators should be a fundamental part of an air bomber*s

training, but that in spite of its importance little had so far been

Demonstration of target indicators on Bullseye exercises had

}?«■

done,

In

been arranged, but by no means a,ll Operational Training Unit crews had
Coloured lantern slides were available for instructingseen these,

crev/s in the appearance of target indicators in relation to a target
These slides were of value for training, but did not representarea.

all the difficulties, and further^ research into methods of synthetic

Already the Directorate of Camouflage had beentraining was required,

asked by the O.R.S. to experiment on means of simulating target indica

tor markers, flares, fires etc. on the standard bombing teacher.

By the end of June experiments had been carried sufficiently far
to show that a realistic simulation could be achieved, and the Training

A meeting wasBranch requested the production of l60 transparencies,

held at the Directorate of Camouflage on 26 June to discuss their

It was apparent that the rendering of incendiaries, firesproduction.

and glow was a great improvement over earlier techniques used j
A  of* tke Vi'iuod UeKt'i-ftccvtion o^Tb.sr^fcs <xt" f4(3KC.
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lantern slides. It was agreed that the O.R.S. should provide both

photographs representing target conditions at night and operational

plots of target indicators prepared by the Allied Central Interpre

tation Unit and representative of different methods of marking.

O.R.S. also undertook to advise on such points as target- conditions,

colour of target indicators and other problems as they

course of production. In view of the work which ̂ vas^jj/iwAr
the Air Ministry Unit in Applied Psychology at Cambridge

on the production of instruments for training air bombers in aiming at

the centre of a group of coloirred markers, as v/ill be seen in the

following section, the Camouflage Branch imdertook as a further commit

ment the preparation of transparencies for use in the Cambridge

The Air Ministry Unit in Applied Psychology in their turn

were to review the target indicator patterns supplied by the O.R.S. in

order that they might select patterns which their experience showed

either to present difficulties to air bombers, or to provide maximum

The

Trainer.

(1)
training value.

By August a number of prototypes transparencies had been produced

and had been circulated to O.T.Us.

comments expressed on their value as a training aid, the Training

Branch altered their previous order to I70 sets of two transparencies.

In the light of the favourable

enough for one set for each Air Ministry Bombing Teacher throughout

the Command. Each transparency was to contain a number of pictures,

illustrating different types of attack for use in training aircrew in

recognition of target indicators, pathfinder technique and the

selection of the correct aiming point defined by  a pattern of markers.

It was anticipated that further transparencies would eventually be

required to ensure that u^-to-date technique could be illustrated.

In a more detailed criticism of the prototype transparencies, the

Training Branch expressed the opinion that the general representations

of target—conditions, the shape, colour and brightness of fires, sticks

of incendiaries and target indicators v/ere satisfactory, and that the

main point requiring amendment was the lay-out of the various target

mosaics v/ithin the transparency,

plate should represent different methods of marking on a variety of

targets, and that the second plate should present the development of

two separate attacks in four of five stages.

(2)

It was suggested that the first

(3)

By the end of October the Camouflage Branch had prepared sketches

for the new transparencies and had e±perimented further on the produc

tion of the various ’target effects*,

sidered at a meeting held at the Ministry of Home Security, Leamington

The sketch diagrams were con-

Spa to discuss target models, when a number of criticisms were raised

/and
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and agreed upon. It was also decided to represent both the different

marking methods and the development of an attack on one transparency

only, which was to incorporate nine different mosaics. (1)

'  The complete issue of transparencies was received for distribution

to stations in December, and a commentary was prepared by the O.R.S.

The commentary

described briefly the features shown on each mosaic, in particular the

type of target-marking displayed, and the correct point-of-aim. The

Air Ministry Unit in Applied Psychology had emphasised more than once

that the maximum training value from these synthetic aids was only

obtained when pupils had their results pointed out to them at the time.

Accordingly, the O.R.S. arranged for a coloured key consisting of photo

graphic reductions of the mosaics represented on the transparency to be

On the key the correct point-of-aim was marked, together with

circles of one half and one mile radius about the aiming point. The keys

V/henever the Air Ministry

(2)and issued by the Training Branch with the plates.

prepared.

were to be held by bombing instructors.

Bombing Teacher was in use instructors were to take care to explain in

discussions with pupils the extent to which their selected points-of-aim

differed from the correct points,

effective way of demonstrating to pupils their own performance was for

instructors to shine a torch (masked to give a narrow pencil of light)

on to the floor of the bombing teacher to mark the correct point-of-aim.

It was suggested that the most

The distance between this point and the image of the graticule could

It was recommended that records be kept ofthen easily be appreciated,

pupils' performance.

There can be no doubt that these transparencies v/ere a far more

effective method of portraying a target area under attack than the

They had the advantage of presentinglantern slides which they replaced,

at correct scales for operational conditions, a horizontal moving picture

viewed through an air bomber’s panel, at which pupils could aim. Pupils*

results could be assessed, and their errors pointed out to them, all of

which were immense advantages for training piirposes over the slides, which

merely served to demonstrate particular marking methods to a large

Moreover, the Air Ministry Bombing Teacher was standard

equipment at all stations, while to display the lantern slides effectively,

it was necessary for a room to be specially blacked-out, and for the pro

jector to be screened so as to emit no extraneous light conditions which

audience.

/were
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Further, the transpaxencieswere not always ohtainahle at stations,

were more realistic ov/ing to the previous experience that had been

gathered in producing slides, while the advice of the Air Ministry Unit

in Applied Psychology ensured the choice of the most suitable target

The view 4#^expressed that these

transparencies should remain a standaird training aid in the future.

indicator patterns for training.

T5
ModelsConstruction of

The construction of models of target areas for briefing crews on

special operations had long been undertaken by the Central Interpretation

Unit, and it was, no doubt, only the model-malcing effort involved that

prevented them from being used much more widely,

of models as an aid to target identification were made on several

Their possibilities were briefly considered at

December 194I with/Mr Staff, to discuss problems of

' ' and reviewed at greater length six months

Examination then of a selection of the models made for

Proposals for the use

occasions by the O.R.S.

a meeting in

target identification

later.(2)

special attacks suggested that there were great possibilities in their

Existing Central Interpretationuse for briefing on night operations.

Unit models, however, while admirable in point of detail and accuracy

of scale, were hardly suitable for demonstrating the appearance of a

target at night, since they had been made with insufficient attention

to texture, so giving an exaggerated appearance of contrast.

The Directorate of Camouflage of the Ministry of Home Security had

also maintained a model-making department and in the normal course of

work had studied in detail methods of reprodupting textures approxi-

Themating to those of natural surfaces as they appear at night.

Directorate, moreover, had a special viewing-room where models could be
The O.R.S. notestudied under a full range of moonlight conditions,

made it clear that the best use would be made of models if crews v/ere to

study them under the actual conditions of illumination to be encountered,

at distances scaled to normal operational heights, and at about the same

Such models should beangular aspect as they would view real targets,

at least ten feet square in size and should be provided with a surround

Illumination could be made directionalwhich faded out to blackness.

by a simple projector-box fixed to a wall or ceiling, while moonlight

could be simulated by use of green-blue filters,

that the model should be displayed to crews so as to illustrate the

differences in contrast when a target was viewed with the moon, into the

It was felt that the details of

The note suggested

moon, across moon and vertically,

lighting would need to be carefully worked out first by an illumination

expert, but that this should not present great difficulty as the

.R.S^^^^re alreagdja close touch with the Illumination Department of

th^^^^tc,^ ove^^indr^^^matters and that the suggestions should be
The subject was of great interest to the Night Vision

__ __ /Training

tried out.

(. lA .●~c
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Training Unit at Upper Heyford which expected to make considerable

use of target-models for training in night vision, and in fact some

months later requested their provision.

Directorate of Cainouflage met their requirements in regard to rendering

of textures and colours of surfaces as they would appear at night.

(1)
The models prepared by the

At the end of 1943 "tbe O.R.S. published a review of the problem of

visual identification of targets and landmarks by night,

short section on model technique as a training aid was included,

was stated that the chief defects of such aids as the epidiascope night-

appearance-attachment and Air Ministry Bombing Teacher was that

'glints* from water and other natural surfaces could not be reoresented.

(2)in which a

It

Also, shadow variations over a target area, with different positions and

elevations of the moon, caused considerable changes in ground appear-

It was considered that the labour involved would preclude the

production of models for general issue, but the O.R.S, had asked the

Camoiaflage Branch of the Ministry of Home Security; whiah^tuil uliLiJi/

i.u'ielegtoiiBen GgiiatiiAsiiuliili!. fgiiiiTr th^

H  I'l* to experiment in the production of simple models

textured to display the correct amount of shadow and glint when viewed

under low illuminations.

ance.

The construction of simple basic units, from

which models of a number of target areas could be built up quickly, was

also si^gested. By such means the O.R.S. considered that it might at

least be possible to provide Operational Training Units with models as

v/ell as with viewing rooms possessing suitably controlled illumination.

By the time, however, that these proposals had been put to the Air Staff,

the whole problem of target identification had changed with the intro

duction of target-marking techniques, and there was no longer a require

ment for models to illustrate visual target identification,

question of model construction arose again it was for the provision of

displays representing target areas under attack

V/hen the

Target indicator markers were first used operationally in January

1943> "the middle of that year it was clear that^ although this new

technique was of immense assistance as an aid to target identification,

it was necessaiy to familiarise crews with the appearance of target

markers and to provide them with demonstrations of attacks in progress.

Only by such aids could they quickly gain the experience necessary to

pick out at once a pattern of target markers from amongst a confusing

background of fires, incendiaries and smoke, and to aim at the centre^f

the pattern. A number of other training aids discussed in this

such as lantern slides, Air Ministry Bombing Teacher transparencies

and the Bullseye demonstrations, were designed to provide the same

experience.

—SZTnrrTwr,
1) -IM. End. 92A.
2) A.H.B./iIK/10/46.
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The use of some form of model illustrating a target under attack,

for briefing crews on the marking method to be employed^on a particular

night was proposed in an O.R.S. note of 20 August 1942»

objection to all accurate model-making of the kind implied here is the

amount of time and labour necessary for construction of a sufficient

To overcome this

(1) The main

number of models even to allow one for each base.

difficulty, the suggestion was made that there should be one large

travelling demonstration van equipped with models and accompanied by a

lecturer, that might visit all stations in turn to display different

This suggestion, however, v/as not followed up.marking techniques.

A most important stage was reached in the analysis of the difficult

ies bound up with the use of target indicators by the publication of

on the visibility and recogni-

Among other problems, this report considered

(2) O.R.S. Report NoBomber Command

tion of target indicators,

in detail the factors affecting the visibility of target indicators, of

which perhaps the most important ihysical factors were the effect of the

design of the marker on its visibility, the extent of obscuration of

It seemed clearbuildings and other erections, and target conditions,

that in oblique views, some candles would almost certainly be obscured

by buildings, and that the effect would be most serious in the most

It was therefore desirable thatdensely built-up portions of a town,

the visibility of target-indicators in built-up areas should be carefully

studied from various directions of view.

This report emphasised very strongly that training in recognition

of target indicators should be a most ftindamental part of an air bomber*s

Opoortunity was afforded to as many crews as possible totraining,

the target indicator demonstrations incorporated in Bullseye exer-see

cises, while lantern slides and Air Ministry Bombing Trainer transpar

encies were available which illustrated the appearance of a target area

It was felt, however, that still further research intounder attack,

methods of synthetic training were required, and the report suggested

that the Night Vision School at Upper Heyford might be the

The O.R.S. then proposed thatbest place for such training to be given,

the construction of models to represent a target area iinder attack should

be reviewed jointly by the Directorate of Camouflage, the Night Vision

Training School and the Air Ministry Unit in Applied Psychology at

Such a joint meeting was held at Leamington Spa at the endCambridge,

of June 1944 when the construction of a model (at  a scale of approxim

ately 1 : 1000) of a target area was discussed, v/ith particular refer-
(3) It was decided that any modelence to its use as a training aid .

should be so designed that it might be photographed in oblique view to

show target indicators and fires as they might appear to an air bomber

/amongst

file
~T<x.
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This would provide a set of slidesamongst huildings at night,

suitable for illustrating, both the Bomber Command O.R.S. Report

No. 99 and also a memorandum recently issued to units by the Training

Branch.

The above proposals were discussed with Air Staff and on the

advice of O.R.S.^ Training Branch reciuested Air Ministry at the begin-
I

ning of July to authorise the construction of both model and slides.

The O.R.S. \mdertook to maintain a close liaison with the Camouflage

Branch over the construction of the model, which was to represent a

Care was taken to ensure that the right proportion

The

(1

typical Ruhr town,

of the different types of built-up area were used in the model.

)

Many night photographicstandard zone maps being taken as a guide,

mosaics and also colour film were available as a guide to the appear-

of fires, incendiaries and target indicators and general target

It was considered that this model should be photographed

in oblique view to illustrate the appearance of the target area at

bombing angles of 30^, 45° and 60 ^ and the Training Branch requested
(2)

the production of I80 sets of slides.' *

ance

conditions.

The completed model was inspected on 6 November 1944 by a meeting

of representatives of the
Training ̂ r^h Headquarters Bomber

Command and from Air Ministry, and j#yjO.R.S., when the view was

expressed by those present who had operational experience, that it
The(3)

represented the appearance of a target area very adequately,

model showed target indicator markers, fires and incendiares burning

among buildings, while effects of smoke and haze were also simulated.

It was pointed out that by use of alternative electrical circuits

at the back of the model, various target indicator and incendiary

patterns could be illuminated, enabling a number of different methods

In view of theof marking to be represented on the same model,

general agreement on the suitability of the model, production of the

180 sets of slides was pressed ahead, and these were delivered to the

Training Branch a month later for distribution to all stations.

It was felt by those present at the meeting that the very realis

tic rendering of a target under attack conveyed by the model, entirely

justified the policy of constructing a few exceptionally carefully

made target models, to be held at a central unit where the most use

Slides and illustrations depicting thecould be derived from them,

different types of target marking that they displayed, could be used

In fact, one essential

asnect only was lacking in the Leamington model, namely^it portrayed

to familiarise air crew with their appearance.

/a
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a static picture, or series of such pictures, and could not be used

to illustrate the progressive development of an attack. A synthetic

trainer had already been constructed at ITo. 54 Base, R.A.P. Station

Coningsby, which depicted with some success the development of control

led visual marking as practised by No. 5 Group. Use of a revolving

table and a sound—commentary esabledJ. the progress of an attack to be

On the other hand thedisplayed for training Master Bombers.

Coningsby model, though accurate for scale, had been constructed with—

any special attention to texture or ’glint* of the differentout

Nor was there any device for representing haze

It seemed clear that by a pooling of resources it should be

possible to make quite quickly a model that would display admirably

the whole progress of an attack and give an accurate presentation of

ground surfaces, target conditions, haze and smoke as they appeared

on operations. To do this it was necessary to combine the experience

gained in model-making at the Directorate of Camouflage, with the

resources of No. 54 Base for all the electrical equipment required, and

a meeting with members of the Camouflage Branch and of Air Staff

Training, was organised by the O.E.S. to disciids the project.^ ^

surfaces represented,

or sunoke.

It was apparent at this meeting, held at Coningsby at the begin

ning of March 1945> that such a project could be achieved, and the

Training Branch at No. 5 Group requested the production of a target

model. It was agreed that the new model should represent a target

area, some eight miles across, as seen from normal operational heights,

the actual scale of the model being about 1 : 3000* A centre piece

of about six feet in diameter was to be movable so that it could be

replaced by alternative models representing a number of different

targets, the surround being common to all. It was required to illus

trate both * off-set* and 'direct* marking and the 'effects* to be

reproduced included flares, target indicators, bomb-flashes, fires.

It was also thoughtdecoys, gun-flashes, flak bui-st and searchlights,

desirable to reproduce haze and smoke. The general requirements,

which were to specify the targets to be represented, and the details

of marking were to be drawn up by No. 54 Base,

the requirements were to be prepared by the O.R.S., who would pass

them with all the other target information necessary, to the

Directorate of Camouflage at Leamington. All the carpentry and

painting of the model was to be undertaken at Leamington while No. 54

to be responsible for all the electrical fittings. The

following types of attack and target were chosen:-

Plans illustrating

3ase was

/'Off-set* ....

( 1 ) Coifyiyir»0-^^ f'l 1’^ BiC. 089 ̂ 1 OO A 'i
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* Off-set* marking on a town
Marshalling Yard
Docks

Oil Refinery-
Linear target (canal or viaduct)

Ulm

Aschaffenhurg
Harhurg
Ruhland
Dortraund-Ems Canal

Photographs of these five targets and other information were

supplied to the Directorate of Camouflage at the end of March, and

with the “benefit of the experience of production of one target model

already, the work proceeded quickly,

centrepiece werefi.nished hy May, when the number of targets was

reduced to three, in view of the conclusion of the war in Europe.

The remaining two models v/ere finished and despgitched to Coningshy

hy the end of June, for the electrical assembly.

The common surround and one

There can be no doubt that this Coningsby trainer was by far

the most successful of the many training aids designed to instruct

aircrew in target marking. Though elaborate in construction it did

not take unduly long to produce (three months) and possessed the great

advantage of portraying all stages of the development of an attack,

particular value at a
!● M>ctUtL

pathfinder base, for the greatest benefit *#Mft^be derived from it by
crews practising to beftiaster bombers or'marker leaders, rather than

main iforce crews. Further, additions to the number of alternative

centrepieces will enable varieties of marking to be displayed in

relation to different types of target, in a variety of surroundings.

The O.H.S. urged that the Coningsby Trainer should be developed as

rather than a static picture. It Wo^of

the standard training aid for bombing on markers.

Psychological investigations into problems of bombing on

C
jte’oduction of. Cambridge Synthetic Trainer

The first approach from O.R.S. to the Air Ministry*s psychological

advisers was made in the summer of 1942, when a meeting was arranged

with Professor Bott at Air Ministry i

in two aspects of the psychologists' work, namely^the possible
application of psychological principles to the solution of problems

of target identification and the best tests to apply in the selection

of personnel for certain specialised duties, such as those of air-

bombers and navigators. The question of the most suitable 'training

for air-bombers v/as also discussed at this meeting. In the matter of

training in target identification the Air Ministry Psychological

and

(1) The O.R.S. were interested

Adviser was unable to particularise in detail the form; that the course

Thus, train-should take, but gave some general gniiding principles,

ing should be made as realistic as possible by simulation of actual

operational conditions, and the training programme should come up for

/review

(1) ©V
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review at frequent intervals, as operational conditions changed,

continual use of ‘scoring* methods and the introduction of the

competitive idea into training methods was important, for measijring

the progress of individuals auid the efficiency of the course as a whole.

Simulation should he kept to hare essentials and not over-elahorated.

The

It hecame clear in the discussion that the Psychology Itiit had

under consideration the question of selective tests for aircrew

personnel, and the unit was concerned to know what qualllties are of

importance for successful air-homhing, navigation and the like, to

construct selection tests,

closest correlation between selection test and operational practice,

v;hich could only come from analysis of operational data,

that in this connection that the O.R.S. could provide an invaluable

link between the psychological unit, training schools, and operational

However, in spite of the community of interest which v/as

apparent at the meeting, the main contacts between the O.R.S. and the

Psychology Ihit in the next year and a half were on the ma-y^er of Ni^t

Vision Training^^'j^i^

It was important that there should be the

It was felt

personnel.

iatc 008*1.11(ei

With the introduction early in 1943 target, indicators, opera

tional practice entirely changed so far as air bombers were concerned,

and it was in connection with problems of the visibility of target

indicators which were under review by O.R.S. at the close of the year

that contact with the Air Ministiy Unit in Applied Psychology was
trve

At a meeting held atj^M.A.P. on 23 February 1944 to consider
the visibility of target indicators, the operational problem, as it

confronted an air-bomber, was discussed,

group of markers as point-of-aim, wasly no means an easy one to malce

in the limited time available on the run-up to a target, bearing in mind

the distracting effects introduced by background lights, fires and

incendiaries, by drifting cloud and smoke which might obliterate part

of the target, and by changes in the pattern introduced by the release

There was also the question of how best to mitigate the

effects of decoy markers used by the enemy.

Ministry Unit in Applied Psychology said that the shape of the pattern

resumed.

The choice of the centre of a

of new markers.

Dr. Mackworth of the Air

of markers would affect the ease with which they were recognised, and

that a series of experiments could be devised to determine the best

pattern, the effect on the estimated Mean Point of Impact, of ob

scuring parts of the cluster, and the effect of mixing colours in various

The meeting agreed that such experiments should be under-proportions,

taken. (1)

By the end of March a simple apparatus had been rigged up by the

Air Ministry Unit in Applied P^chology, to represent the effect of

/approaching

(1 ) CZ«ryx4^cx4.-^ (A. F”i Le. G> - C, so S93 .  i(s B.
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approaching a pattern of coloured lights (simulating target

indicator markers) at a speed and height scaled to operational condi-

Twenty three R.A.F. cadets were tested on this apparatus, eadi

being allowed three seconds in which to mark the estimated centre of

Apart from systematic errors, it was found that the

random error was distributed far more elliptically than the markers,

being scattered four times as much fore and aft as laterally.

tions.

the pattern.

This

effect suggested that a pattern, maintained by successive backing-up

It was felt that comprehensivewould itself spread elliptically.

tests of this kind, which were quite simple to organise,might bring to

light facts that would be of value for training and briefing air bombers

and that more realistic tests should be undertaken using the optical

The first factors to be tested(1)
system of a Mark XIV bombsight.

were three precisions of marking, the effect of a distracting back¬

ground of flares, the use of different coloured markers, and of
(2)

different patterns of markers, giving in all 2k conditions.

At the end of May 1944 an O.R.S. report on the visibility and re

cognition of target indicators were issued which contained an appre

ciation of the difficulties confronting air-bombers,

that visual identification of targets had become less impor

tant the P^chology Unit should take on^as an additional inves¬

tigation, research into training in colour discrimination near the

However, it v/as soon found that use of differ

ently coloured markers had a negligible effect on the choice of mean

points of impact.

It was suggeste

(3)colour threshold.

d

In the course of the nezt few months continual liaison v/as main¬

tained with the Psychology Unit, and much information was supplied by

the O.R.S. regarding appearance of target-markers, target-conditions

It was suggested that the first conditions to be inves-

Parramatta’ and the

Patterns of markers and other

and the like,

tigated should be a ^Hewhaven’ attack reverting to

late stages of ^Newhaven* marking,

lights were represented by a number of appropriately coloured celluloid

discs, arranged to coyer apertures in a black mount, the apertures

At a meeting held at Cambridge at thebeing illiirainated from below,

end of June to review the v/ork, it was stated that preliminary tests

with A.T.C. cadets showed that the subjects ability to estimate the

centre of a pattern varied with the type of pattern, with the direction

of approach to a given pattern, and with the degree of dispersion of a

For subjectspattern for a given arrangement of target indicators.

/v/ith
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with normal colom’ vision there was little difference in their

choice of centre usin.;; either red or green markers,

at this meeting that the investigations he continued and that opera~

tional air homhers from No. 3 Group stations he made available as

It was also decided that greater realism

(1)
It was agree

subjects for the tests,

d

should he attempted in the representation of a target "area by intro¬

ducing a background of fires, incendiaries and glow. In this con

nection a valuable liaison was affected with the Camouflage Branch of

the Ministry of Horae Security at Leamington, whereby the Camouflage

Branch were to supply realistic transparencies for use in the trainer

\mder development at Cambridge. In their turn, the Unit in Applied

Psychology were to advise on the selection of target ind^tor patterns

and grouping, considered to provide interesting and difficult cases,

which would be suitable for use as lantern-slides and for trans

parencies for the Air Ministry Bombing Teacher, which were then being

prepared.

A first report from the Psychology Unit on their experimental

finding’s in connection with the problem of estimating the mean point
(2)

of impact of target indicators, was received on 10 August 1944

It v/as agreed
(3)

and a considered report was issued in September,

that this should be distributed to the Plying Personnel Research

Committee and the Medical Research Council. In this report, answers

were attempted, on the basis of ex erimental findings, to a number of

questions of which the most important were: how accurately can

estimates be made of the mean point of impact of various patterns of

target indicators?^ which factors give difficulty in estimating the

M.P.I. and what are their relative importance? and what training

methods are most promising in improving accuracy in estimating the

M.P.I? After describing the extensive investigations that had been

that pattern-
^1-

the folloj^wing conclusions were ^ached:-\indertaken,

shape and compactness were the most important visual factors determ¬

ining v/hether the M.P.I. of a pattern can be acciirately placed.

Poor shape and lack of compactness in a pattern interacted with each

other to impair accuracy still further. The direction of approach

to a given patterntuos also of importance. The human factor was just

as important as the differences between patterns. Marked differences

of ability to do this kind of work were found between individual

aircrew.

It was suggested that an approximate index to the difficulty

likely to be experienced by air .bombers on any given pattern could

be obtained from a measure of the average distance of target indicators

from their true M.P.I., and the distance between the two most widely

The observed fact that an increase in the numberseparated markers.

/of
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of fixed points in a pattern incrersed the difficulty of M.P.I.

estimation, together with the importance of the human factor, under

lined the need for fiirther analysis of the best niunber of markers to

use, and for the greatest care in the training of air-bombers. It

was, moreover, possible to draw "the experiments further prelirain-

: ̂'^((1^ that in tests, without specificary conclusions, as follows:

verbal instructions, air-bombers made capricious disregard of certain

that were neglected varying with different
markers, the mark^^
individuals; under the quiet conditions of a laboratory

experiment certain subjects obtained persistent errors of 1000 yards

or more in aiming at a pattern of lights of the appropriate size and

scale to represent a target—area seen from between 12 and 20,000

The scale of error revealed in laboratory experiments(1)feet,

suggested that there was great room for improvement of accuracy in

assessing aiming^points, defined by coloured markers,

suggested that it was important to see how widespread were such

errors and that a larger and more representative sample of air-bombers

should be studied.

It was

aining Branch was specially drawn by the

O.R.S. to these results, since it was felt that in the light of the

work undertaken by the Psychology Unit, better methods might be

The attention ox

devised for training air-bombers in view of the great change in

The Psychology Unitoperational conditions that had taken place,

had advised on the choice of patterns of markers to be used in the

transparencies in preparation at this time for the Air Ministry

Bombing Trainer and the members of the unit strongly emphasised that

definite system of scoring should be adopted for assessing pupils*

performance, and that pupils should be kept acquainted with their

These transparencies, though very valuable for repre

senting target conditions, did not pi’ovide the opportunities

practice estimating the mean points of impact of  a large number of

different groupings of markers, which it was nov/ felt were essential

to an air bomber's training.

a

own results.

to

The possibility of adapting the apparatus developed by the

Psychology Unit at Cambridge for testing pupils' assessment of the

M.P.I. of a pattern of lights, was therefore considered. The views

of the P^chology Unit were that it was possible to train people to

select the centre of a groups of points with increasing accuracy,

and that this improvraent was not confined to the patterns on which

The evidence suggested that pupils wouldpupils had been trained,

not improve with practice unless they were given their results

it wasimmediately after each attempt at a particular pattern,

proposed that methods of introducing this important knowledge of

results factor in training should be further investigated by the

(2)O.R.S.
/Matters

( 0 Cv
(2)

a  B.c. ^ 8:5a.
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Matters were parried a stage further when the O.R.S, arranged,

request Training Branch, a meeting with the Air Ministry-

Psychology Unit at Cambridge, towards tbg^end of February^ This

meeting was also attended hy members of;^Training Branch and the bomb

ing ̂  leaders of Nos. 5 and 8 Groups. The results of earlier

experiments on the training by air-bombers in estimating aiming-

points defined by patterns of coloured markers was discussed with

particulai’ reference to the use of synthetic training aids. The

jbirector of thej^finit expressed the view that the apparatus they had

devloped was an instrument of definite value in training, and recom

mended its introduction for air-bombers* instruction and practice.

at the

The meeting agreed that the Cambridge apparatus was a most useful syn-

be devloped as a standardthetic training device, which could

trainer for use in connection with target indicator marking.

Estimation of aiming^points defined by patterns of coloured markers

could more usefully be given on this apparatus than on the Air

As a result of the meeting, the TrainingMinistry Bombing Trainer.

Branch arranged for a contract to be placed for 25 models of the

Cambridge Trainer, and it was arranged that Dr. Mackworth of the

Psychology Unit should write a short memorandum of instructions for

operators on the use of the apparatus.

In spite of the priority given to the contract the order was

When eventually innot completed by the end of the war in Europe.

June, the models were to hand,it was decided to adopt officially this

method of synthetic training, and they were allotted to No. 7 Group

with a small number maintained in reserve for use in training air-

The instructionalbombers who would be operating in the Par East,

memorandum on the M.P.I. trainer v/as in the meanwhile completed,
(1)

and all No. 7 Group bombing leaders were given a short course on the

The instructionsof the apparatus and on training procedure.use

pointed out that merely repetitive practice on the machine would not

Bombing J^aders werelead to any improvement at all in accuracy,

expected to take an active part in the training and to show the^

pupils the correct answer after each assessment.

In the meanwhile, the P^chology Unit were completing an account

of their investigations on the synthetic training of Pathfinder

air bombers. I^O.R.S. suggested that it would be valuable to attempt

to correlate individuals* results on the apparatus, with records of

However, in spite of an analysistheir performance on operations,

of the records of a large n\imber of crews in target-marking, the

evidence proved insufficient for any useful comparisons to be drawn.

The accoimt was finally drawn up in July 1945 as an Air Ministry

Psychology Unit report on *The synthetic training of Pathfinder air-
^  (2)

bombers in visual centring on Target Indicators*. A summary of

/the
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air-crew with no previous experiencethe conclusions is as follows:

of visual centring improved markedly with practice on the M.P.I.

trainer, and synthetic training of flying personnel without experience

of visual centring improved their subsequent performance on entirely

Again, ejfperienced operational air- ‘bombersdifferent patterns,

steadily improved v/ith repeated synthetic training on the same

Repeated courses of synthetic training for operational

air-bombers showed, either that the effect of the initial training

pattern.

lasted over a period of some months, or that more operational

experience had improved ability on the synthetic device. Experiment

also confirmed the previous opinion that pupils tended to assess the

M.P.I. of a number of points by considering the points as defining

Special trainingan area, and estimating the centre of that area,

was necessary to overcome this tendency, which displaced the M.P.I.

of a pattern away from the true position towards any outlying markers.

R S S T R I CTED
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CHAPTER (0

VISUAL BOMBING TRAUTING

Introduction

Before January 1944> the O.R.S. took only a slight interest in

the accuracy and use of homhsights.

hombing exercises were published monthly by the various Bomber Command

groups in their summaries but although considerable doubt was felt as

to the veracity of these figures the O.R.S. carried on no corresponding

Up to this time the vast bulk of Bomber Command activity

had been carried out by night and it was obvious from the magnitude of

the bombing errors as assessed from night photographs that bombsight

accuracy was a negligible factor in the overall accuracy of night

bombing.

Bata on the accuracy on practice

analysis.

About the beginning of 1941b it became necessary to review this

policy in view of the rather disappointing results achieved in attacks

on special lightly defended targets in northern Prance. It should be

made clear at this point that Bomber Commend sqxiadrons were almost

completely equipped this time v/ith the Mark XIV bombsight, one

notable exception being No. 617 Squadron of No. 5 Group which v/as

fitted with the Stabilised Automatic Bombsight Mark II. On these

raids the No. 617 Squadron results were generally satisfactory but

the results obtained by the squadrons equipped v/ith the Mark XIV sight

were very poor, much poorer in fact than the figures quoted in the

group monthly summaries for practice bombing accuracy. Moreover,

the standard being achieved in practice with the Mark XIV (about 250

yards at 12-15>000 feet) was also very poor compared with the accuracy

obtained in the development trials of the bombsight (120 yards at

12-15,000 feet). It was obvious therefore that the full capabilities

of the Mark XIV bombsight were not being attained on operations and

that there was an urgent need for the O.R.S. to investigate the

discrepancy and discover its causes.

The order of the errors achieved with the bombsight on operations

was knov/n v/ith some certainty although it was fully appreciated that

part of the error was due to lack of a unique aiming point,

able doubt existed, however, about the practice bombing figures

The precise method of

Consid

produced in the group monthly summaries,

er-

analysis was not known but it v/as suspected that there was considerable

laxity of treatment of gross errors and that poor exercises v/ere fre

quently omitted altogether,

that there v/as a large component of wind finding error which partly

A study of the published figures showed

explained the large difference between crew practice accuracy and

It seemed, moreover, that the factor ofdevelopment trial accuracy.

RES T R I C T E D
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v/ind-finding accuracy on operations might have a considerable hearing

on the problems and it was decided to institute two parallel

investigations i.e. ^^winus used on operations against lightly

defended targets and (IJf^analysis of practice bombing, . Of .these
two investigations the second one forms the basis of

the chapter.

m of

Before a start could be made on the problem of analysing practice

bombing results it was necessary to arrange for systematic returns

of practice bombing results to be made by the various groups to O.R.S.

An O.R.S. representative from the latter

visited each of the groups in turn and discussed the layout of the

returns and the data required for full analysis with the group iombing

leaders and the ft?oup O.R.S. representatives.

Headquarters Bomber Command.

It was not possible to

secure complete uniformity throughout the command because training

policy at each group was the responsibility of the group <iir officer

Commanding and it was inevitable that differences should occur,

example, although information on range results was available in a very

convenient form in No. 5 Group, i.e. teleprinter? forms direct from the

range, it was always difficult to obtain adequate v/ind information

from Ho. 5 Group.

For

Considerable progress was made^^^^'HMiife^ on the analysis of

practice results using these returns from the groups. The returns,

however, shov/ed many difficulties and revealed many faults in procedure

both in the conduct and ^alysis of individual exercises and in the

collective analysis of results on a squadron and group basis,

order of these factors given above

importance and the method of approach to them by the O.R.S. will be

discussed in the same order.

The

with their relative

Conduct and Analysis of Bombing Exercises

It was found that the training instructions in force at the time

v/ere not very strictly adhered to but that they were more rigorously

carried out |n the Operational ‘training Units than tn the squadrons.

These instructions stated that a full practice should consist of

dropping eight practice bombs from the same height and each on a

different aircraft heading. The same wind, i.e. the best v/ind avail

able, v/as to used through^out the exercise and it was to be checked

by taking a smoke puff v/ind during the exercise. Every effort was

to be made to carry out exercises from a height greater than 10,000

feet.

Bue to the varying degrees of enthusiasm for practice bombing

in the groups the amount of practice bombing varied widely from group

to group and from squadron to squadron,

available for practice caused by operational commitments and by bad

weather^exercises were frequently curtailed and less than eight bombs

/were

Due to the limited time

RESTRICTED
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It v/as frequently apparent that insixfficient care waswere dropped,

taicen to spread out the aircraft heading on the individual bombing

runs and the height of bombing was, generally, well below 10,000 feet.

A most important omission, frequently apparent, was the failure to

take a smoke puff wind thus making an exact analysis of the exercise

There was considerable laxity in the recording of large

Bombs which v/ere off the range of the quadrants

impossible,

errors on the rai^e.

often merely marked do\vn as *not recorded* and were not distinguis

hable from bonrt^s which fell within range of the quadrants but v/ere not

v/ere

recorded because of their failure to explode or for some other techni-

The O.R.S. recommended a more rigid adherence to the

training instructions for the conduct of exercises.

cal reason.

The primary aim of bombing analysis is to determine the cause

of the bombing errors, and to recommend appropriate action for avoid-

It follows, therefore, that the analysis, to being such errors,

most effective, should be carried out as soon as possible after the

actual exercise and that the crew of the aircraft should be on the

spot to follow the analysis and assist in the interpretation of the

It is obviously essential that the bombii^ leader, to

supervise the analysis, must have a very sound loiowledge of the bomb-

sight and of the correct method of analysis. The existing publications

covering bombing analysis did not, in the opinion of the O.R.S. ,

approach the problem of analysis from the best angle and it was

suggested that a representation of the principles starting from the

bomb-plot v/as required} in other words the analysis should be built

The O.R.S. therefore pro¬

results.

up around the effects and not the causes,

ceeded to investigate the current situation with respect to bombing

analysis with the particular object of devising a general method of

analysis on these lines.

R E STRICTED
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The uncertainty of the pseudo-wind vector error was stressed

given as the inaccuracy of the
and the causes, i^f the uncertainty
plotting of T2 and the unreliability of the position of the mean point

of impact of eight bombs,

wind vector which could be considered significant was 60 yards.

It was suggested that the pseudo-w
Owing to unreliability of the position of the M.P.I. and to the

fact that certain large errors gwn^not recorded, the O.R.S. con

sidered that the pseudo-wind vector error could not be properly

eliminated before proceeding to the next stage of the analysis.

It was therefore suggested that a second vector target, T3, should

be obtained by vectoring out such knov/n specific errors as:-
/  \
(a; Any error between set on the bombsight and the
correct setting based on the navigator*s wind,

(b) Any error due to a iaiown desynchronisation.

(5)

(c) The Imown trail of the instrument.

If all bombs a»e replotted about T3 and on a common heading,

there
be^in general, a mean point of impact displaced from T3

demonstrating the presence of a line error, to port or starboard,

and a range error, either undershoot or overshoot. (4) A simple

method of performing the replotting was described and a series of

tablejwas given which gave the possible causes of each of the

possible observed results of analysis i.e. systematic line error,

systematic range error, random line error and random range error.

Shorly after this paper was written the Mark XIV wind was

introduced for use with the Mark XIV series of bombsights.

false wind was designed to correct the trail error mentioned above

and therefore the arguments in favour of plotting T3 had to be

Mkijb l^is step removed the greatest source of pseudo-

e.the two remaining corrections v/ere of infrequent
It

occurrence! it was MeciISaipracticable to rule out T3 altogether and

to replot the bombs about the M.P.I. v/hen analysing for range and

line errors.

This

reviewed.

vector error .sine

v/hen this^omt was settled all the suggestions and

recommendations were embo^c^ with some elaboration in a excellently

produced booklet with many diagrams called *Analysis of Bombing

Errors with the Mark XIV Series of Bombsights*. This-publication,

issued by Training Branch, Bomber Command in July l^khy contained

appendices fully explaining the Air Position Indicator method of

finding’ a v/ind during bombing, the centroidal method of finding

mean correct wind* using all available winds, diagrams of typical

/plots
CO Ta - Po^,»vt of ccwvi
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plots showing typical errors (these v/ere selected 
hy^O.R.S, from actual

bombing exercises) and several other relevant subjects. Certain of the

material in the publication v;as provided by the Instrument Department

of H.A.E., and also by the chief instructor of the Bomber Command

Analysis school when it was formed. The issue of the publication

served to standardise the general method of bombing analysis and to

eliminate many of the undesirable practices which were in use.

also formed the basis for the coui'ses of instruction on bombing

analysis.

It

Whilst the O.R.S. had been engaged upon the v/ork described

above the Training Branch at Bomber Command had decided to form an

Analysis School to instruct tombing leaders and others in the principles

tombing leaders*Theand sources of error of Mark XIV bombing,

at this Analysis School was largely built up around the Bomber Command

course

0) The O.R.S. was in favour ofArmament Note on Bombing Analysis,

establishing such a school and advanced the following suggestions as

to its terms of reference.

(a) To determine the general lines along which practice
bombing should be conducted throughout the Command,

(b) To design and standardise practice bombing returns by
squadrons to groups and by groups to headquarters.

'(c) To instruct \Snit tombing l-eaders in the principles of
bombing analysis, and on the methods to be followed in
squadrons,

(d) To maintain the Command* s bombing accuracy i^ecords.

(e) To advise Bomber Command*s Training Staff on any findings
requiring policy action.

(c) and (e) were considered to be the two most important of these

objects and the Bombing Analysis School v/as formed in July 1944 with

It later assumed some workthese objects as its primary functions,

under heading (b) and (d) thus relieving the O.R.S. of a considerable

This aspect of its work will be mentionedamoimt of routine activity,

below mder the heading of * Collective Analysis*.

Collective Analysis

Before any improvement in the standard of accuracy of practice

bombing could be attained it was essential to unify the system of

bombing analysis and the method by which this was achieved has already

To detect the resulting improvement, however, a

sound method of collective analysis was necessary and due to the

smallness of the genuine trends over short periods the method chosen

The search for such a

been described.

needed to be both acc;irate and sensitive.

/method

(l) Bomber Cmd. Armament Training Notes, Pt.I, Bombing Serial No. 4»
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method of analysis and, having decided upon one, to have it adopted

by the Command was one of the major tasks of that section of the

O.R.S. devoted to the study of practice bombing*

were in use throughout the Command for the collective analysis of

bombing results and all of them suffered from considerable sources

of error particularly in respect of gross errors which were frequently

It v/as therefore impossible to

Various systems

left out of the analysis altogether*

compare, with any degree of confidence, average errors quoted by

different groups*

As an interim measure designed to standardise the current pro¬

cedure for collective analysis the O.R.S* made some recommendations

Three definitionson the subject in the paper on bombing analysis*

were given*
(1)

'^(a) The individual orev/ error is the average error of all
bombs dropped in an exercise converted to 20,000 feet,

(b) The monthly squadron avex^age is the average error of all
bombs dropped by the squadrons during the month converted to
20,000 feet,

(c) The monthly group average is the average error of all bombs
dropped by the group during the month converted to 20,000 feet.'*^

The practice of taking the average of exercise averages to obtain

squadron and group figures was condemned because of the varying number

A standardised procedure for taking

account of bombs which f^ll too far from the target to be measured was

recommended, i.e* they <M»*^^be given an nominal error of 600 yards

at 20,000 feet and included in the averaging process (at the same
Cc .

time the percentage of such bombs of the total number sluuld be kept;*

It was further recommended that the analysis should be undertaken

of bombs in each exercise*

at some central establishment and it v/as eventually undertaken as a

subsidiary commitment by the Bomber Command Analysis School.

Vdien a sufficient quantity of practice bombing results had been

a basic investigation was begun with two primaryreceived by the O.R.S*

objects in view, firstly, m to discover the causes of the poor
accuracy achieved ,»n the Squadrons and, secondly, to devise a sound

The second of these objects forms(2)
method of collective analysis,

the basis of this

The distribution of crew errors, component erros, systematic

line and range errors and component random errors over each 1000 feet

height band were examined for a large number of practice exercises

It was found that the crewin which five or more bombs were dropped.

/errors

.lice &-0'vwl>e^ O-ft.S. M.€-Vk\^,
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errors within any one height band did not conform exactly to the

Gaussian law of errors, there being rather more large errors than

would be expected in such a distribution. It seemed therefore that

the best direct parameter that could be calculated v/as the 50

cent zone. At the sajne time it seemed that the main point of

interest in this type of analysis was the density of bombs in the

immediate vicinity of the target and that a parameter more directly

based upon the assumption that the inner core of the bomb distri

bution was approximately a normal one - an assumption which was
(Ke C'KK. (o ●

fairly well justified by later investigationy^^ For each height band

the number of bombs within circles of radii 100, 141> 200, 282 and

2f00 yards, centred on the target, were counted. Prom the theory of

the normal distribution it possible to obtain an estimate of the

standard deviation of the distribution from the ratio of the numbers

within successive circles. Prom the standard deviation the value of
c^nj.LcL

the total number of bombs comprising the normal distribution/ewi  be

calculated and the excess of thijp^observed total number of bombs over

the calculated total number be regarded as gross errors and

expressed as a percentage of the total n\miber dropped,

deviation could also be used to determine other parameters, e.g.

Hhe effective 50 P©^ cent error* to describe the inner core of the

distribution.

The standard

de’^oped in a lat«r impublished paper on practice

This was a very full

This idea was

bombing errors with the Hark XIV bombsight.

account of the progress of all aspects of analysis of practice

At this stage, however, the development of

(1)

bombing in the Command.

■J^e^ethod of collective analysis is the only portion of this paper
considercd..lhe practice results for the period April to June

1944 v;ere subdivided into groups, squadrons or heavy conversion

Height bands of i^OOO feet width were taken

and the errors were classified, as before, ‘into intervals of 100,

141> 200, 282, and 400 yards.

The first, namely the overall 50 P©^ cent error, v/as

units and into months.

Two parameters were quoted throughout

the paper,

quite simply obtained by observation, i.e. in which interval the 50

per cent boundary occurred, and by interpolation to estimate at what

point within the interval the exact limit of the 50 p©r cent region .

The second parameter,defined as the ^effective 5Q p©r cent

error was calculated on the assumption that the inner portions of

of the distribution (i.e. of less than 300 yards radius) were normal.

PoTir estimates of the * effective 50 per cent error* were obtained

/from

occurred.

O- R- S* Ho* M -

(A-M . £4-t/2^/3)*
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from the four ratios of numhers of homhs corresponding to the

following pairs of circles IOO-I4I yards, lZfl-200 yards, 200-282

yards and 282-400 yards,

●effective 50 per cent error’ from the IOO-I4I yards pair of circles

was rather high due to a tendency of certain of the distributions

(notably at 8OOO feet and above) to be slightly hollow-centred.

Apart from these odd cases the results obtained for the ’effective

50 per cent error* were less than the overall 50 per cent error as

would be expected and yielded a positive percentage of gross errors.

It was foimd that results obtained for small samples of bombs were most

effective 50 per cent error* with

This was achieved by a

In a few cases the estimate of the

erratic and that to determine the

any confidence large samples were essential,

suitable widening of the height bands.

The method received one further modification of application

rather than principle and that was the substitution of ^effective

average error' for the ^effective 50 cent error .

nature of the method the parameter actually obtained in the first

instance is the ‘effective standard deviation' and since it is

Since from the

assumed that the core of the distribution is both circular and normal

the deriviation of the ’effective average error’ or the 'effective 50

merely involves the multiplication of the standard
The method was described fully in

in which a graph was given for convert-

-.tper cent error

deviation by appropriate constants,

an unpublished memorandum

ing the ratio of numbers of bombs within successive circles directly

(1)

A second graph for estimating theto ’effective average error*.
was alsopercentage of gross errors from the ’effective average error

A description of the method and its justification were alsogiven,

described in an Appendix to Bomber Command O.R.S. Report Ho. S.220.
(2)

This method was never adopted officially in Bomber Command but

when the Bomber Command Analysis School undertook the York of collec

tive analysis they arranged all practice bombing errors in suitable

height bands and in the appropriate error intervals (i.e. 100, I4I,

200 yards etc.) so that the application of the method was possible
Prom the rav/ material supplied by thewith a minimum of labour.

Analysis School the practice bombing results were subsequently analysed

by the O.R.S. into ’effective average errors' and corresponding gross
Prom the middle of 1944 onwards this method waserror percentages,

used by the O.R.S. for the study of inter-group and chronological
variations.

Variation of Bombing Accuracy with height using the Mark XIV Bombsight

With a vector bombsight there is bound to be a deterioration of
At the sariie time it isof height.bombing accuracy v/ith increase

necessary to compare bombing performances at different heights and to
/do

CO‘AssesSrY)€.^vC of
^ O* M . 13. -■  Co
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do this it is necessary to know the law governing the change of

Once the appropriate law is known the standardaccuracy with height*

procedure is to convert all errors to a common height for purposes

This common height was originally 10,000 feet inof comparison.

Bomber Command but it was subsequently changed to 20,000 feet to

facilitate the comparison of practice and operational bombing results.

The height/error law used with the Mark IX bombsight and initially

with the Mark XIV, was that the error was proportional to the square

This law was partly empirical and partlyroot of the height,

theoretical.

Early in 1944, shortly after the general introduction of the

Mark XIV borabsight the O.R,S. was dissatisfied with the square root

law as it seemed from a study of practice bombing results that the

conversion of errors from low heights seemed to lead to an under

estimation of their accuracy,

been analysed to make a closer study of the height/error variation

The overall 50 P®!* cent error was plotted against height

In May 1944 sufficient results had

possible,

and attempts were made to fit the best curve, the choice lying

It was obvious that the accuracybetween a parabola and a cubic,

at greater heights was greater than was indicated than the extrapo¬

lation of the parabola v/hich fitted the lower results,

ficance test indicated that the parabola was as good a fit as the best-

The data on the higher height bands was scanty and so

When the Bomber Command

Yet a signi-

fitting cubic,

no conclusions were advanced at this stage.

Armament Note on Bombing Analysis was issued a nomogram based on the

original square root law v/as included in it,

TheIn August 1944 a similar investigation was carried out.

overall 50 P®r cent error was again the parameter used for the investi-

The overall 50 cent error was plotted against height on

logarithmic graph paper and the best-fitting straight line was drawn

If the height/error variation is taken to be of

gation.

through the points,

the form A
Hejghtl

Height 2

Error1
Error2

’^en A is a constant, then the slope of the best straight line is

The spread of results was considerable and itnumerically equal to A.

was obvious that they could not yield a firmly established lav/ yet,

clearly, the variation was considerably less than would be expected

The procedure was carried out for severalwith a square root law.

groups over a period of two months and of the various indices obtained

0.36 was selected as being the most representative.

A

(1) Bomber Cmd. Armament Training Notes, Pt.I, Bombing Serial No, 4*
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A new height conversion nomogram was constructed on the basis

of this new index and it was issued to imits for general use in

August 1944* The O.R.S. sxiggested that the variation would have

to be closely studied with a view to amending the nomogram if a

significantly different law were arrived at.

An investigation of the height/error variation in No, 4

Group*s results for September 1944 by the method described above

gave an index of 0.34 which was in quite good agreement with the

previous results,

error

On this occasion the * effective 50 per cent

was used to measure the variation.

(1)
In Bomber Command O.R.S. Report No. S.200 a further attempt

to check the accuracy of the index is described.  A large sample of

No. 5 Group results covering the period from July to November were

used for the analysis. The results for each month were separated

into 2000 feet height bands and for each band the  * effective

average error* was determined. The *effective average errors* were

plotted against heig^it on logarithmic graph paper and an index

corresponding to each of the five months was obtained,

as follows:

November 0.30.

the July result the scatter about the mean is insignificant,

difference between these results and the results from the April to

June sample which gave the index 0.3^ was barely significant and it

was not considered advisable to alter the nomogram at this stage. A

suggestion was made that although the overall results between 2000

feet and 18,000 feet definitely indicated a variation less than the

square root law, the variation between 12,000 feet and 20,000 feet

might approximate more closely to the square root law.

the available data were too scanty to investigate the suggestion

thoroughly.

They were

July 0.23) August O.3I) September 0.25j October 0.34)

The mean of these indices is 0.29 and apart from

The

Hov/ever,

In August 1945 a scheme was devised to study the height/error

variation thoroughly by means of special flights in which many of

the variable factors, which may have tended to affect the validity

of previous conclusions, to be controlled. Amongst these factors

the following were the most important -

(a) The same set of crews
bombing.

to carry out all the necessaryX

/  N ^

(b) The division of effort with respect to height J*/to be
made even amongst all the crews taking part,

(c) The collection of results 4i)(to be carefully supervised
with a view to securing full data on all the bombs dropped.

/P/indfinding

(1) A.:^COi.rax^ ^ p.p.p. H Mo- U

R.s, R^pL<;T-t ^^0. S.ZCrC

(A ■ H \ I ESTRIGTEB
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Windfinding

VThen the O.R.S. began to take an active interest in practice

bombing the two most frequently used types of winds used for

bombing were the navigator’s wind and the ’met’ forecast wind both

of which were liable to considerable random errors,

these inaccurate winds was to increase the crew errors considerably

and, moreover, in the case of very inaccurate winds the vector error

was sufficiently great to convert an otherwise normally aimed bomb

In addition to the necessity of a good bombing

The effect of

into a gross error,

wind it is of paramount importance in bombing analysis to have a

A smoke-puff wind computed by the
ai^ysis purposes.

good wind for
(>>

range party with a Hill’s mirror was the method laid down in the

For a variety of reasons, hov/ever, smoke-puff winds

On such occasions the important

instructions,

were frequently not available,

step in bombing analysis of comparing the positions of the vector

target and the M.P.I. of the bombs could not be carried out. An

attempt v/as made to increase the number of smoke-puff winds taken

but the difficulty of congestion on the range was, at times,

insuperable.

Eventually an improved method of obtaining an ai^ysis v/ind
using the standard A.P.I. was devised and a full description of the

method is given in the Bomber Command Armament Note Part IV.

This method was explained to the Senior Air Staff Officer of Ho. 5

Group by a member of O.R.S. Bomber Command and he agreed to give

It proved so successful

Moreover,

the method a month’s trial in the group,

that it was adopted as standard procedure in the group,

in the following month, this method was extended in No. 5 Group to

find a bombing wind, a 15 minute orbit being carried out on an

easily identifiable object in the vicinity of the bombing range, the

A.P.I. being read at the commencement and the end of the orbit,

v/ind was calculated from the difference betv/een the tv/o readings

and was used throughout the exercise,

method of windfinding upon the overall accuracy of No. 5 Group's

The

The effects of this new

a.
practice bombing figures v/as shown in an appendix to^Bomber Command
O.R.S.

the period concerned the mean effective average errors (converted

to 20,000 feet) for the whole of No. 5 Group were as follows:-

April 210 yards, May 220 yards, June 213 yards, July 170 yeirds and

This very marked improvement which was equivalent

(3)
on the importance of v/indfinding. Over

August 175 yards,

to a reduction of the windfinding error of about  7 miles per hour.

No. 5 Group claimed by thewas maintained in subsequent months,

middle of 1945 have reduced the windfinding error on practice

bombing to an average figure of 5 miles per ho\irsiBing the 15

minute A.P.I. orbit method.
/Another

(j ̂  Mill’s M»P<»oT - o.
to o- Ce-W.^ oS-

CtvJl . At

R,.<i . Ac., S. S2.0- ySrt/241/ 25/14/-o.
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Another example of the value of this method was obtained in an

analysis of the results of No. 4 Group*s September practice bombing

During this month the No. l+k Base Jfquadrons had been

using the A.P.I. method of obtaining a bombing wind and the remain-

Since, otherwise,

effort.

der of the group had been using other methods,

all squadrons were bombing under similar conditions the circum

stances were favourable for a test of the efficiency of the A.P.I.

The overall 50 P®!* cent error for No. 44 Base was 207 yards

(905 bombs) compared with a figure of 267 yards (^020 bombs) for

It was presumed that most of this differ-

The A.P.I. method of

method.

the rest of the group,

ence was due to more accurate windfinding,

obtaining winds both for analysis and bombing later became general

in these Bomber Command squadrons which possessed the necessary

equipment.

(1)
In the appendix on windfinding referred to above

method of recording bombing winds was described and recommended for

The method was illustrated by three examples of

A.P.I. winds found over a certain range on three particular days.

It consisted of making a distribution of the winds in time and in

height, the winds being represented in magnitude and direction by

Where available the Met. Ballon Sonde wind was also

a useful

use at bases.

vectors.

inserted in the distribution as a dotted line the A.P.I. winds being

represented by full lines,

wind data was to reveal the variations of windspeed and direction

It was obvious in certain cases that a

The effect of this arrangement of the

v/ith time and height,

particular wind vector differed so strongly with -tg^^trend in

nearby cases that the reported bombing height must^been fault.

The usefulness of this method as a check on reported bombing heights

as v;ell as a record of bombing winds was stressed.

Causes of Gross Error

Prom the earliest attempts to analyse practice bombing

results it was obvious that the errors must be divided into two

separate and distinct categories i.e. normal and gross errors.

Most of the ai^ysis was Confined to the normally aimed bombs and
considerable progress was made with the systematic analysis of

The gross errors, which amounted to approximately

20 per cent of all bombs dropped, were not studied so carefully,

mainly because of lack of data on them (e.g. frequently the

distance from the target was not known),

precise causes of gross errors but it was thought that instrumen

tal faults were probably the principal soxirce of such errors.

these errors.

Little was known of the

In

/April 1944

O-R.S. S.^ZO- ('A'H.&,/TrH/l4>/22/
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April 19A4 an investigation into the causes of gross errors was

carried out by the O.R.S.

The Training Branch had been rather distiarbed by the increase

in the number of irregular releases that were occurring on

practice bombing ranges and they asked the O.R.S. to investigate

the causes of them. (An irregularlyreleased bomb is one which falls

outside the danger area of a bombing range). Since such incidents

are liable to cause public accidents full reports on them are

submitted by units to Groups and by Groups to Air Ministry and

Bomber Command. These reports give the magnitude of the bombing

and the unit bombing leader*s explanation of its cause. The

collected reports therefore formed a very good basis for investi

gation of the principal causes of these errors.

error

These irregular releases didnot, of course, include all gross

errors and, in fact, they constitutedonly a very small percentage

The errors analysed by the O.R.S. ranged in value from

500 yards to tv/o and a half miles with one error of six miles, the

mean height of dropping being 9>500 feet, whereas the usual

boundary between normal and gross errors Was'in the region of 3OO

Moreover it is possible that the irregular

of them.

yards at this height,

releases dciinot represent even a typical sample of gross errors

However it was thoughtbeing confined to the larger values,

reasonable to suppose that the causes of the irregular releases

would bear a fairly close resemblance to the causes of gross errors

It seemed^therefore,that the proposed investigation

would fulfill the dual purpose of providing the Training Branch with

a basis for remedial action on the subject of irregular releases

1 e dge of the

in general.

and at the same time of filling a gap in

causes of practice bombing inaccuracy.

A total of 346 incidents which occurred in Nos. 6, 7> 9^
I

92 Groups during January, February and March 1945 were analysed^

The causes of the incidents were divided into a number of appro-

pirate headings and tabulated by causes, groups and months,

complete total of incidents due to each of the various causes

These totals were the most useful ones as the

individual group and monthly totals were too small to yield signi

ficant conclusions although some of the more obvious inter-group

comparisons were pointed out.

(1

The

was calculated.

)

It v/as found that the two most frequent causes of irregular

releases were airjbomber faults (principally * incorrect line of

sight’, ’failure to carry out correct levelling procediure* and,

sic, ’poor bombing’) and bombsight faults which together amounted

to rather more than ̂ 0 per cent of the total.

Faults due directly to various members of the aircrew (i.e.

pilot, navigator and airbomber) together amounted to 35 per

(0'£2x.^sei of 1-rre.qoU-r tke
C* R-S-Ke-p-vf-f" fOo-S,2)9-

●      .
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35 per cent of the total. Since 10.6 per cent were due to

weather and may be considered as unavoidable and I3.I per cent

were not classified it was obvious that far more gross errors than

had been imagined were due to manipulative

the new cat|^^risation schem^ for practice
cribed in this

In designing

bombing which is des-

this fact influenced the deci

sion to include gross errors in each exercise score.

errors.

The errors of the bombsight were broken down into smaller

categories based on separate functions nigfijtr and the

principal source of large errors within the bombsight wer^ found

to be poor suction and faulty gyros which amoimted to

of the total.
^Vper cent

The report provided a basis for action by the Training Branch

in a drive to reduce the frequency of irregular releases.^^^

Operational Training Unit Bombing

By the beginning of I945 the accuracy of bombing by fully

trained crews using a vector bombsight had been thoroughly inves

tigated by the O.R.S. Standardised methods of bombing analysis

had been introduced and these had been of value in raising the
Oi^l I ty _

of bombing accuracy throughout the operational groups.

V/hen the investigation into bombing accuracy was begun a number

of operational training unit bombing results were received by the

At this time operational training units were not equipped

with complete Mark XIV bombsights and were bombing with sighting

A superficial analysis of these results showed them

to be somewhat better than current operational squadron practice

However,it was not thought worthwhile to carry out an

extensive analysis of operational training unit bombing until the

complete MarkOT bombsight v/as being used by operational training

unit crews.

O.R.S.

heads only.

figures.

In January 1945 an investigation into operational training

unit bombing was made by the O.R.S., the bombing records of

twelve crews from Ro. 24 Operational Training Uhit^^oneybone

being used as the source of bombing data.

lent to the investigation by the fact that the"T,fl

(i.e. the American version of the Mark XIV) was used by the opera

tional training imits though it was not anticipated that any con

clusions concerning the bombsight would be reached on the strength

of this analysis.

(2)
Added inters^ was

The method of analysis was similar to that used for the

The bombing effort was divided intooperational Jroup results,

height bands and into the usual error intervals, i.e. less than

/lOO.

(.0 t

*Acco'»'Cx-cu o-^ B<s»wb by O T-U/ orexCS 1 !● Bombst-ok^
C»v.v^c^».cl o-Pi.S. t^o. H. lfc. (A.rt.ES/EH/24iA2./33

S. *119.«--T
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For each height hand an effective

An overall

converted accuracy figure of 267 yards at 20,000 feet was obtained.

This was significantly v/orse than the current operational squadron

figures and it v/as suggested that the difference was large due to the

more accurate v/indfinding techniques in use i-n the squadrons.

100, 141 > 200, 282 and 40*0 yards,

average error and a gross error percentage were quoted.

The sample of bombs analysed consisted of almost exactly equal

The acciu’acy achieved on night and day bombing

was compared and the night accuracy was found to be significantly

better than day accuracy (effective average errors at 20,000 feet were

247 yards and 278 yards respectively),

ences had been observed from the results of operational squadrons,

was suggested that the illuminated target and lack of other distrac

tions in the vicinity of the target might be the operative factors in

Another noteworthy

night and day figures.

No such significant differ-

It

the case of operational training unit crews,

result was that the gross error percentages lay between two per cent

and four per cent^much lower figures than obtained on squadrons.

In spite of the smallness of the sample of the bombs an attempt

was made to measure the height/error variation by the method described

in the section dealing with the height/error investigations,

index obtained was 0.22, a very low figure, indicating that for this

sample of results the accuracy did not fall off so rapidly with in

crease of height as it did normally in the operational groups’; but due

to the smallness of the sample no significance could be attached to the

results.

The

Despite these interesting differences which might have repaid

further investigation no more work was done on operational training unit

analysis by the O.R.S.

Crew Categorisation

In the latter half of 1944 an attempt was made by No. 5 Group and

afterwards by other groups to categorise crews in terms of their

Generally speaking the two main reasonspractice bombing accuracy,

for these attempts were;-

(a) To establish an approximate order of merit ,amongst crews
with a view to selecting the best ones for key jobs such as
marking and * backing-up* on operations,

(b) To stimulate interest in practice bombing by providing
crews with a reasonable tangible degree of improvement to
aim at.

In February 1945 an instruction of the subject of crew categorisa

tion was issued ,by the Training Branch of Bomber Command^ the purpose

of the instruction was to standarise the categorisation of crews through

out the Command and it defined the method of procedure to be adopted

at the operational training unit^heavy conversion unit and operational

stages.
/The

RESTRICTED
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The method laid down was extremely simple* It consisted merely

of taking the average of the crew errors on the three most recent

exercises converted to 20,000 feet and categorising according to the

following criteria:-

Category A Errors up to 120 yards.

Category B Errors between 121 yards and 200 yards.

Errors between 201 yards and 280 yards.Category C

Errors greater than 280 yards.Category D

At the same time the O.R.S. was asked to initiate an investigation

into the working of this scheme and to assess its value,

likely that it would be most difficult to estimate the usefulness of

the scheme in so far as heading (b) above was concerned and that the

opinion of bombing leaders and others connected with the active

employment of the method would have to be accepted. Although there

v/ere some serious and fundamental objections to the method on purely

theoretical grounds it was decided to carry out an investigation into

the actual operation of the method in practice, and into the extent to

which it answered the requirement stated under heading (a) above.

It seemed

O.R.S. representatives visited Nos. 5 7 Groups and collected

a considerable quantity of data on the practice bombing history of a

This data was in the form of the results of all the

practice bombing exercises carried out by the crews concerned during

The average crew error and converted

crew error as calculated by the Groups was also recorded.

number of crews.

their careers with the Groups.

The first stage of the analysis was to re-compute the average

A comparisoncrew errors and to conver these averages to 20,000 feet.

of these figures as calculated by the O.R.S. with the group figures

It was found that nearly 20revealed some remarkable differences,

per cent of the converted averages as obtained from the groups had

exceeding ten yards and that there was a distinct negative

bias attached to these errors (nearly 15 per cent of the errors over

ten yards were negative i.e. less than the correct value).

errors

The corrected converted averages were then grouped in threes and

the averages of these sets of three (i.e. the measiire used to determine

A histogramcategory) were calculated for all the available crews,

illustrating the frequency distribution of these averages of sets of

Thethree was drawn and a normal curve was fitted to the results,

following percentage frequencies of occurrence of categories was found:-

/Category A
REST RIOTED
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Categoiy A 2.1^0 - 120 yards

Category B 120 - 200 yards

201 - 280 yards

Over 281 yards

Category C 37.55^

Category D 8.9^

It seemed obvious that such a distribution of categories was unneces

sarily coarse and, while it uoA probably a sound idea to have a small

‘expert* class the division of all crews into, effectively, two

categories results in little better than an ‘above and below

classification.

average

Piirther research into this method of categorisation

seemed likely to be unfruitful and so the O.R.S. summarised its com¬

ments on it and devised an alternative categorisation scheme specifi

cally designed to cover the criticism made of the original method.

The main criticisms were:-

(a) No account v/4S taken of gross errors,

(b) No creditv/as given for chronological improvement,

(c) No account is taken of fluctuation from exercisej(^ or,
in other words, no credit was given for consistency,

(d) The category boundaries me arrar^ed in such a way that
the distribution of the crews betv/een categories unequal
and unsystematic,

(e) The percentage of serious mistakes (mistakes greater than
ten yards) made by bombing analysis officers in deriving the
average crew error and in converting it to 20,000 feet nearly
20 per cent,
criticism of the method but of its application).

(it should be noted, however, that this was not a

The proposed new system gave to each crew a score based upon three

separate factors, i.e. (l) the value of the mean radial average value

per exercise (ii) the degree of fluctuation between exercises (iii)

Gross errors were accounted for by giving

a fixed value of ifOO yards at 20,000 feet to all converted errors

of over 400 yards.

the rate of imrpovement.

Five exercises were deemed necessary for categorisation and the

procedure was, briefly, as follows.

( Y axis) was plotted against exercise value ( X axis) for the first to

the fifth exercise and the regression line of average radial error on

The slope of this regression line (in yards

per exercise) was taken as the factor of improvement,

the differences between each average radial radial errors and the values

of the Y ordinate of the regression line at the corresponding points

This factor corresponded to the

Converted average radial error

exercise value was drawn.

The average of

was taken at the fluctuation factor.

/average

CO Neuy MeXUoct -for- the P-ro-ctice

(A M ̂ -/ji H /2 ̂^73/9) ●
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average difference between actual results and expected results the

The mean of thelatter being taken as lying on the regression line,

five average radial errors was the third factor.

These calculations were performed on 93 sets of five successive

exercises taken from the Nos. 5> 7 G-roup sample mentioned above

and freq.uency distributions of improvement, fluctuation and mean

After a close examination of the mean andfactors were constructed,

standard deviation of each of these distributions it was decided

that each of the three factors must be given unit weight in the score

if anomalies were to be avoided.

On this basis the scores for the 93 cases were calculated and

exi^ressed in the form of a frequency distribution,

then divided up into suitable bands for categorising the scores,

the basis being that categories A and D should

the total and Categories B and C should each have^4^^iil^ of the total.

The resulting boundaries were:-

This distribution

v/as

of

less than 245 yards

246 - 295 yards.

296 “ 320 yards,

greater than 320 yards.

Category A

Category B

Category C

Category D

The provisional nature of this grouping and the necessity of

checking it with further data were stressed.

The possible application of this method to a wider sphere of
(1)

training activities was mentioned briefly in the report. The new

scheme received the provisional approval of Training Branch at Bomber

Command in August 1945 the report on it was published with a

covering letter from them asking groups and other formations for their

comments on it.

^actice of Crews using the Mark XIV Bombsight

Although it is obvious that there is a considerable improvement

in the accuracy of a crew*s bombing from the operational training unit

to the operational stage there was some doubt as to v/hether operation

al crev/s continued to improve during their careers on squadrons.

An opportunity to investigate this problem arose out of the analysis

of categorisation scores.

Imuroveraent with

(2)

A large quantity of data had been collected from groups

ing the practice bombing histories of about ninety crews. These

data were divided into two sets, one covering a number of crews through

the heavy conversion unit stage (No, 7 Group) through to the

operational stage (No. 5 Group) and the other set covering a number

cover-

of No. 4 Group crev/Sjmost of whom had completed at least one
 /operational

13^. CA-K&7iri4/x^'§/W9)- ^

o  S.22 5'v^(^A-H 'B./eH/a41/22/14^ -
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tour. The two sets were analysed separately and since errors from

the target only were available the analysis was, of course, confined

to crew errors.

All bombing errors were converted to 20,000 feet and those

which were greater than 400 yards when converted were rejected

the average of the remaining errors for each exercise

was taken as the mean radial error for the exercise concerned. Then

as

gross errors;

the average of all mean radial errors of all first exercises, all

second exercises etc. were calculated. This gave, in effect, a

series of measures of the average aco\iracy (i.e. overall mean radial

error) achieved on successive exercises. These measures v/ere plotted

out separately for the two sets of data with overall mean radial

error as the Y axis and exercise number as the X axis,

downward trend v/as noticeable in both graphs indicating systematic

improvement with practice,

tinue indefinitely it was thought reasonable to fit regression lines

(i.e. regression of overall mean radial error on exercise number) to

the data, provided that no attempt was made to extrapolate the

regression lines beyond the limits of the data used.

A marked

Although such improvement cannot con-

The slopes of

these regression lines were regarded as measuring the.systematic

trend of the results and they showed improvement of’^yaxds per
/  V

exercise (over 12 exercises; for No. 4 Group crews and^yards per

exercise (over 11 exercises) for Nos. 5 7 Group crews. The

greater improvement rate for No. 4 Group crews is partly explained

by the much higher initial results in the case of No. 4 Group

(compare Y ccjprdinates in each case when X = 0:

yards and 7 Group I8I yai'ds) which afforded them greater scope for

improvement.

No. 4 Group 221

It was thus established that amongst operational crews practice

bombing accuracy continued to improve at least up to the twelfth

exercise and as few crews performed as many as twelve exercises

further practice bombing was likely to be profitable,

unfortunately, impossible to examine the data to find out how much

of the improvement was due to bombing, flying and v/ind-finding

improvements because bomb-fall plots and wind-finding data were not

available.

It was.

An investigation into the alteration of frequency of occurrence

of gross errors with practice was carried out using a method similar

A small decrease ofto that described for the mean radial errors,

gross error percentage with the practice was revealed but the result

was not statistically significant.

/practice bombing

R B S T R I C TED
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Practice 'bombing Accuracy with the Stabilised Automatic
Bom'bsight Mark IIA

The estimation of homhing accuracy achieved on practice with

the stabilised automatic hombsight was never such  a difficult

problem as the assessment of Mark XIV results. The sight was in use

in one squadron only, i.e. No. 617 Squadron and the quantity of

practice bombing results was small and correspondingly manageable.

Moreover the results were received regularly by the O.R.S. in the

form of teleprinter signals direct from the bombing range. A

detailed investigation was made into the practice results achieved

by No. 617 Squadron during the period from March to October 1944 and

the results of this investigation were published in December 1944*
(1)

The total sample of bombing errors available for analysis con-

These were subdivided intosisted of more than a thousand bombs.

2^00 feet height bands and into five periods i.e. March-April,

June-mid-July, mid-July-August, September and October, each of the

periods containing approximately 200 bombs.

The average error for each height band and each period was

In the calculation of these averages, errors over 4OOcalculated.

yards which amounted to between two per cent and three per cent of

The overallthe total, v/ere omitted and counted as gross errors,

average error was about 100 yards and the mean height of dropping

the average error was remarkably

The average error

v/as approximately 12000 feet;

constant throughout the eight months period,

achieved on practice was slightly poorer than the service trial

figure of 110 yards for the height band I7>000-21,000 feet.

The variation of accuracy with height v;as examined and although

the results up to mid-July showed no significant variation there v/as

a significant decrease in accuracy with height during the last three

months of the period.

The most important observations were made from a set of plots

These plots were based upon theof bombs on line and range axes.

September and October results and v/ere for heights of 8,000, 10,000

They revealed a very marked, significant overshootand 12,000 feet,

of 33 yards at 8,000 feet, eight yards at 10,000 feet and 12 yards

There was also a small systematic port tendency

Moreover the random errors were much

at 12,000 feet,

which was not significant,

greater across in line than in range, the ratio of the line to range

standard deviations being 1.4.

/The

(i') Ac.oU'nc^Jc:.^
O.R 5. Re-p^ s. ISO.
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The following recommendations were made -

(a) Crev/s should be made aware that their tracking errors
are worse than their range errors and, therefore, rather
more attention must be paid to them,

i
(b) An allowance should be made for the overshoot. An
immediate approximate cure would be to use a different
terminal velocity scale,

(c) In view of the xincertainties of the ballistics of practice
bombs at high altitudes it is suggested that some practice is
done with 250 pound general purpose bombs which have well
established and good ballistics to check the presence or
absence of a systematic overshoot.’

A similar analysis to that described above v/as again carried

out in April 1945 on the data for the proceeding three months.

The average error was slightly poorer than before being 113

yards for a mean height of dropping of 12,000 feet,

was again a small systematic overshoot but it v/as not signifi

cant and the random range and line errors were almost exactly

equal.

I

There

K E S T R I C T E D
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CHAPTER 11

GEE AS AN AID TO BLIND BO!£BING

The Gee Principle

The navigational equipment known as Gee was Based on the use of three

ground stations, arranged ap roximately equidistantly and nearly in a

straight line, emitting synchronised pulses of high frequency radio energy

(20 - 70 Megacycles per second). The central station, called the *master',

emitted pulses which were used to trigger off the outer stations, called

-
V. ’slave* stations, after suitable phasing adjustments had been made. The

signals from all three stations were received and displayed on a cathode ray

This equipment was designed to measure thetube equipment in the aircraft.

time interval between the receipt of signals from the master and each of the

Considering the master station and one slave, it will be seen thatslaves.

for a given time difference betv/een the receipt of signals from each of the

tv/o stations an infinite number of positions for the aircraft receiver were

possible, all of which lay on a hyperbola having the ground stations as foci.

Further, all possible time differences would be represented b^/ a family of

Similarly, due to the master and the other slave, aconfocal hyperbolae.

second family of hyperbolae would be generated which would intersect the first

These hyperbolae could be drawn on a 'lattice chai*t* which was carriedfamily.

All that was necessary for the navigator to do was toin the aircraft.

measure the time delays using his Gee equipment, or TR1335 as it was origi

nally called, and to identify the appropriate hyperbolae on his chart. The

point of intersection of the hyperbolae gave a fix, the accuracy of v/hich

v/as a variable dependent on the position of the aircraft v/ith respect to the

ground stations and the accuracy with which the measuz'eraents were made.

The Early Development and Trials of Gee

The first experimental Gee receiver was flown on 19 October 1940, using

Trials were carried out to measure position lines anda two station chain.

successful attempts were made to home along pre-calculated hyperbolic paths.

These flights showed that the basic principles were sound but that more

technical development was required before large scale manufacture could be

/considered.

H E STRIP TED
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Plight trials of a more hi^ly developed Gee receiver andconsidered.

indicator were made on 27 December 1940, and this new eciuipment proved much

more successful. In the meantime, work had been going on to produce the

Mark I Gee airborne equipment and a hi^ power transmitter for use as a

ground station. ^ 15 May 1941 this work had been successfully completed

and flight trials showed that theequipment was quite satisfactory and that

ranges of the order of 400 miles at 10,000 feet could be expected. Work was

immediately begun on six airborne equipments which were installed in

Wellington aircraft of No. 115 Squadron at Marham for service trials. These

service trials, with which the O.R.S. was closely associated, were carried

It was concluded that Gee was far in advanceon for a period of two months.

of any other navigational equipment in the R.A.P., and that it was extremely

simple to operate.

The first Gee chain to be set up was the ^Eastern Chain*. With the

master station sited at Daventry and the slaves at Stenigot and Gibbet Hill,

it gave the maximum possible accuracy over the Ruhr, where a large number

of high priority targets were located and whichwas just within range of the

Whilst carrying out trials on this chain over Germany on 11 Augustsystem.

1941, one of the aircraft of No. II5 Squadron unfortunately failed to

It was very important to determine whether the equipment was likely

to have fallen into eneuy hands in a relatively undai^ed state, and the

O.R.S. was asked to investigate the available evidence regarding the causes

rettirn.

It was concluded that
of the loss of all the aircraft missinjon that night,

all or nearly all the aircraft which were missing had either crashed in

flames or exploded in the air, and that it was therefore unlikely that the

(1)
Gee set had fallen into the hands of the enemy.

The potentialities of Gee seemed so great that Bomber Command wanted

In order to ease the productionit as soon as possible in large numbers,

problem the O.R.S. suggested a modification to the Gee system which might
(2)

have reduced the number of valves in the equipment and so speed up production.

, T^Kie
irsto 0>e loss(0 *

hi o' S - ̂  ̂
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The principle of estimating positions hy measuring the differences between

the time of arrival of signals from three ground stations was retained, but,

instead of using a micro-clock consisting of electrical circuits and

employing numerous valves, it was proposed to use  a stop watch assisted by a

●time transformer* working on a stroboscopic principle and controlled from

the ground. However, it was decided that in the long run it would be better

to proceed as originally planned.

It hai been suggested in certain quarters that for secm'ity reasons it

might not be possible to allow navigators to take with them over enemy

territory a Gee lattice chart which would reveal the sites of the ground

stations. It was therefore decided to carry out an investigation to determine

the practicability of using the system with certain numerical data instead

of charts. Navigators were actually supplied with the lattice co-ordinates

of the target and two or three known positions en route. It v;as shown

conclusively, however, that the great advantages of Gee would be almost

entirely lost if navigators were unable to refer to a chart, since not only

was it necessary to know certain co-ordinates but also the spacing and

direction of the lattice lines.

Research into the Operational Techniques to be used with Gee

By the end of 1941 it was clear that Gee would be available for use in

operations against the enemy in the near future. It was thought at this time

that the major problem confronting Bomber Command crews was that of target

identification since it was considered that dead reckoning navigation was

sufficiently accurate to ensure that in the majority of cases aircraft

arrived within about 20 to 30 niiles of their targets,

that with Gee much more acciirate navigation would be possible and much thought

was given by the various branches at Bomber Command to the possibility of

devising a method of using Gee as an aid to target location. In December

1941> the O.R.S. produced a report outlining some of the possible ways of

using Gee.

It was considered

(1)
The facilities directly provided by Gee were first discussed,

e.g. accurate fixing and homing. The report then went on to discuss the

/operational

Cl)
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operational facilities which would he provided, e«g. navigation topnear the

target, homing to a target, wind determination and blind bombing, and

indicated the various tactical uses for the equipment.such as timing of>

operations and routeing of aircraft etc. Finally, it was suggested that in

view of the short life which could be expected from Gee, because of the

probability of enemy jamming, it was v.ery desirable to carry out some trials

to determine how Gee could be best employed. The service trials, it was

pointed out, showed that Gee worked very satisfactorily but did not point

out the best way to apply the equipment in the bomber force as a whole.

These suggested uses of Gee, and in particular the recommendation for service

trials, were approved by the Air Staff and a programme of experiments was
/A*

drawn up b^ the O.R.S. in consultation with^Group Captain Operations, Chief

Signals Officer and Chief Navigation Officer. These experiments which we^ee-

Siven in Bember Goamand QiBiCp Report No, I3vg6~^^^;yere divided into two main

sections (a) accuracy trials, and (b) trials of operational techniques. The

Gee Development Flight, later to become N0.I418 Fli^t and finally the

The resultBombing Development Unit, was formed to carry out these trials,

of the accuracy trialsu)ere presented in a report by the Air Warfare Analysis

Section (Report No. BEIA3), who had been responsible for the preparation

It was concluded that the random errors of observation

amounted to O.OII5 of a Gee unit (standard deviation) and that there was no

systematic error over Galloway, the region where the trials were carried out.

A conference was held at Headquarters Bomber Command on 1? January 1942,

under the chairman^ip of the Commander-in-Chief, to discuss the operational

of the charts.

At theuse of Gee.' The agenda for this was drawn up by the O.R.S.

conference it was decided that Gee-fitted aircraft could only be used by

themselves when conditions were such that only blind bombing was possible.

on all other occasions Gee aircraft could be used to lead the main force

It was agreed that only two' methods of leading the mainon to the target.

f(^e on to the target could be used, (a) by Gee aircraft dropping incendiaries

blindly and the main force bombing the fires, or (b ) by Gee aircraft

/ill\aminating

(a -K fe-AAVsio)-
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illuminating the target v/ith flares* An alternative suggestion that non-

Gee aircraft should fly in formation with Gee aircraft was considered

impracticable for night operations* In view of the uncertainty of the

technique of operation to be carried out by the follower and leader aircraft

in the flare method, it was decided that trials should be carried out under

conditions comparable to those over the Ruhr, as soon as the accuracy

trials were completed* To implement this decision the O.R.S* wrote a

*Th9 Ub9 of Floros in-Oonjunction- outlining thepaper

proposed experiment which was given the code name Crackers and was carried

(I)
Selby railway station on the .Isle of Man was selectedout by No* 3 Group.

as the target, since the Gee lattice lines were similar to those over the

The.experiment was carried out on the night of 13 Pebruaiy 1942, andRuhr*

at a conference held at No. 3 Group on 15 February 1942, at which several

O.R.S. representatives were present, it was decided that the experiment

must be considered a failure due to a technical breakdown* However, valuable

experience was gained which was used when the outline of Crackers II was

This was carried out on the night of 19 February 1942 using

Brynkir (North Wales) railway station as a target*

drawn up.

This experiment was

much more successful, and No* 3 Group were able to make recommendations on

In this typethe use of a flare technique suitable for actual operations.

of operation, which came to be known by the code name Shaker, the general

idea was that selected crews should drop flares blindly on Gee over the

centre of the target at the beginning of the attack. Provided enough crews

were detailed for this duty it was considered that the area so illuminated

would include the aiming point in spite of the relative inaccuracy of the

Other specially selected crev/s were then tofixes obtainable at long range.

search for the aiming point in the light of the flares, and bomb it with

The remainder of the force would then bomb the fires soincendiary bombs*

The operation was, of course, dependent on clear weather. Undercreated*

cloudy conditions blind bombing attacks on Gee could be used and were

It is of interest to note hov/ closely thesedesignated Samson attacks*

original proposals by the O.R.S* for the use of Gee were followed in the

techniques that yiere adopted later for the Pathfinder Force*
/The

Us« op QeeUI- Tke of Flocr«$ Cuorv

Gee- fVti-wvvUeY' O.R.5-
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The Results Obtained by Gee in Operations

The first Gee operation took place the night of 8/9 March I942on

using the Shaker technique. Flares were dropped hlindly on Gee to

illuminate the target which was a marshalling yard south-east of Krupps i

the old town of Essen.

i

An incendiary force followed with instructions to

n

navigate to the target area using Gee, and then to identify and bomb

The main striking force was then

to bomb the fires which it was hoped would be large enough to make the

target unmistakable. From an analysis of the operation carried out d«

there is little doubt that the majority of Gee aircraft passed close

the target in the li^t of the flares.

(1)

to the target and built up areas were sighted and bombed but, unfortunately,

these were not always Essen. However, having regard to the fact that it

v.’as the first operation, it v/as considered that the results were encouraging

and provided valuable lessons both for the aircrew and planning staff. A

report on the technical performance of Gee

operation, and this and other similar reports are discussed later in this

chapter.

(2)
was also written about this

Th®' attack on Essen was followed by a second and more successful one

on the next night, using the same technique,

on 10/11 March 1942 was, however, carried out without the use of flares. The

target was blind-bombed by Gee using incendiary bombs, the fires caused by

these bombs were then to be attacked by the main force,

evidence showed that little success was achieved by the main force due to

The third attack on Essen

Photographic

the small concentration in time achieved at the target by the Gee aircraft

together with the small and quite insufficient illimiination produced by the

250 pound incendiary bombs. Ihese attacks were also reported on in Report

(3) (4)Nos. B.102 and B.103#

/other
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(1)
Other Gee attacks of interest were on Kiel 12/13 March 1942,

Cologne 13/14 March 1942,^^^Essen 25/26 March 1942,^^^Cologne 5/6

1942,^^^Essen I2/13 April 1942,^^^Cologne 27/28 April 1942

Bremen 2/3 July 1942,

(6)

(7) (8)
and Buishurg 2l/22 July 1942* Most of these

attacks were carried out using either Shaker or modified Shaker techniques*

An attack of particular interest was that on Cologne on 22/23 April

1942, when some 80 aircraft were detailed to blind bomb the city on Gee*

Kight photographs were to be taken for the purpose of analysis,

ately, however, the evidence obtained was inconclusive and the degree of

Unfortun-

suocess of the raid could not be accurately assessed* Such evidence as

was available, however, appeared to indicate that the attack was scattered

over an area round Cologne and within 5 10 miles of it, and that in all

probability only a small proportion of the bombs dropped actually fell in

&)
Cologne itself. (Rcpai-t ITu., D.44 In view of the importance of

determining the accuracy of blind-bombing by Gee, the O.R.S. analysed the

available evidence from all operations in an attempt to get a broad picture

of the operational accxiracy of this method of bombing.

(

The results are

\d)

given in^Bomber Command O.R.S. ReportylTff 8*473.

evidence available that when operational crews blind-bombed heavily

which concluded from the

defended targets in the Ruhr and Rhineland the accuracy obtained was more

than three times worse than that obtained "by expert crews of No. I418 Plight

over this country. In particular it was estimated that in a blind attack

on Essen 5 'to 10 per cent of all bombs dropped would fall in the town and

about 2 to 3 per cent in Krupps works* A memorandum was prepared on the

00
ten raids which had been carried out on Essen up to the end of May 1942 ,

The evidence from these operations was examined,

and it was concluded that the best results were likely to be achieved by

/blind
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blind bombing attacks in view of the difficulties of visual identification

of the target through the Ruhr haze*

Concurrently with these intensive investigations into th6 operational

performance of Gee, the O.R.S. was engaged on investigations into the

accuracy with which fixing and homing could be carried out* In particular,

attention was paid to the reduction and possible elimination of systematic

errors introduced by the slave station operators attempting to maintain

accurate phasing, and to the monitor stations ability to detect the correct¬

ness or otherwise of the phasing delays actually applied at the slaves.

The disappointing operational results obtained with Gee led to a concentra¬

tion of effort to reduce both these errors introduced on the ground and

Much of this work was purely technical and isthose introduced in the air*

discussed in detail in a later section of this chapter, but it was clear

that every available opportunity for training crews in the homing technique

would have to be seized if the maximum improvement in the operational

Since practice flights carried out byresults was to be obtained.

operational squadrons could provide much data valuable both to the crews

and to planning staffs, if the flights were properly organised, the O.R.S*

wrote Nff.

report described the kind of flights which should be carried out and gave

0)
on how these could best be carried out. The

Micro-lattices were drawn up for thesea list of suitable areas for them*

areas, and it was then easily possible to check the position of ground

It was arranged for all the data, photo¬photographs against Gee fixes-

graphs etc., to be sent to the O.R.S. and a return-of-post system v/as

organised where]by crews were told with the minimum of delay what their

errors were.

In view of the failure of Gee as a blind bombing device which it was,

of course, never intended to be, a second memorandum was written on the

attacks on Essen with a view to analysing the causes of the poor results*

This was finally published as a Bomber Command Air Staff Note, dated

It was concluded that although blind bombing on Gee would

/not

26 July 1942*

(l) PTopoScwti Oper«-ticiKa-l -
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not *blitz* Essen, it was likely to achieve better results than any other

Various other ways of achieving success were suggested, i.e.

firstly improvements on the present techniques using extreme concentration

of aircraft and special preparation of the crews, secondly use of a nearby

landmark from which aircraft could make timed runs, thirdly blind bombing

using an expanded time base on the navigators* indicator and special

phasing of the groimd stations ('Boiiibur Oummaud O.R.C* Roport ITu. 137I5I!})

and the use of marker bombs and selected target marking aircraft.

method.

The operational Performance of the Gee Equipment

(he of the functions of an O.R.S. is to analyse the performance of new

Accordingly, a pro-forma wasdevices as they are brought into service,

devised, in conjionction with the Radar Branch of Bomber Command, which

could readily be filled by crews returning from operations, and at the same

The pro¬time give sxifficient data in the best available form for analysis.

forma was designed to allow as many questions as possible to be answered

merely by placing a tick in the appropriate space, and it was divided into

three main sections with the following headings (a) Technical, (b) Naviga

tional, and (c) Target,

of sub-divisions dealing with the ranges at which the signals faded, data

Each of these sections was sub-divided into a number

dealing with found winds, and data dealing with the way the target was

identified and bombed etc. The information obtained from these pro forma

(2) (3)S.36formed the basis of Bomber Command O.R.S. Reports Nos. S.35>

3.37!^^ S.38 ^5)s.39(^)aj,a S.40',
(7)

each of which dealt with a particular

When the technical performance of the system becamenight*s operation.

more stabilised these reports were discontinued and only published when

Reports in this category include

and (b) range and

there was something of definite interest,

(a) unusual low range of stations Type 7»000

operational performance of Gee in raids on Stuttgart.(BuuibUT Cuuimund O.R.O.

C8)

The point of interest of the first report is obvious,

whilst that of the second was that Stuttgart was well outside Gee cover,

Vwhich could therefore be used for only part of the flight. An omnibus

/report
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reoort was written which summed up the evidence on the range of
8

period 8 March 1942 to 1942*

Enemy interference with Gee was first encountered in August 1942 when

0)
Gee over the

various reports of 'lost signals due to much grass' were received from

frumiTif^fi urrrlHtr Information

to hand at the time and gsflge an account of certain investigations which
K fcUc o-R.s

were carried out hy the Bombing Development Uhit^ It was concluded that

Gee had been effectively jammed over Germany by means of modulated C.W.

signals, and that the range from Daventry (the site of the Master station)

had been reduced from about 400 miles to 250 - 300 miles*

written by the Bombing Development Unit on a flight carried out over

Germany on I7/I8 August 1942 to test an anti-jamming circuit,

was included as an appendix to Bomber Command O.R.S. Report No* S.6I

navigators. ’ Bomber-GemmsHd O.R.G* -!

A report was

This report

(3)

dealing with the interference experienced up to I9 August 1942*

of latter raids confirmed the interference on earlier ones, the report

stated that the anti-jamming circuits showed great promise,

sets were fitted with the anti-jamming modification and by 25 August 1942

three more attacks had been carried out*

Experienc

A number of G

The O.R.S* analysed the data

e

ee

collected on these attacks 4 Uiluui Report-

and it was concluded that the modification was a successful countermeasure

C4) (5)to the enemy jamming effort* Bomber Command O.R.S. Report No. S.63

dealt with three more attacks which took place at the end of September, and

it was noted that the enemy appeared to be experimenting with a new type of

jamming in the form of locked and unlocked pulses.

Beginning in September 1942, a careful analysis was made of the ranges

obtained using Gee, and the O.R.S* published a series of tables known as

'Range Analysis Tables'* Copies of these were sent to groups and distri

buted down to squadrons, and it was possible for any squadron to compare its

Bomber Command O.R.S* Report No. S.69results with all the others.

(6)reviewed the range of Gee since the start of enemy jamming in early

/August
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Au^st, and compared it with the ranges obtained prior to the jamming. It

was shown that the range fell sharply when jamming was first experienced,

and that after a recovery brought about by the use of countermeasures the

This was possibly due to increased effort on thethe range decreased again.

part of the energy or possibly to the change in climatic conditions. A

supplement to this report showed that up to December 1942 the decline in

Gee ranges continued until 3I December 1942, when the range was only 280

At the same time the Southern Gee chain, in an unjamraed state,miles.

was giving ranges of the order of 4OO miles. The Range Analysis Tables

proved of value to various sections in T.R.E. which used them to carry out

investigations connected with the effect of enemy jamming and propagation

conditions on Gee ranges (T.R.E. Reports T1339 T149^)«

This work by the O.R.S. and T.R.E, was continued in 1943 when a series

of monthly reports was written on the operational ranges obtained with Gee

(Bomber Command O.R.S. Report Nos. S-86,^^^S.85,^^^S.87 and S.93

was shown that enemy jamming was increasing in severity and that the lilark II

receiver which had been introduced was showing little promise of materially

increasing the ranges obtained.

Suggestions v/ere made in various q\iarters that the effectiveness of

enemy jamming could be reduced, even vjithin the existing frequency band,

by the introduction of decoy transmissions and other means of misleading the

enemy as to the actual frequency which was being used for fixing. Eventually

at a meeting held at Air Ministry on 2 March 1943> i't was decided to use an

extra frequency which would be available only from about 15 minutes before

to 15 minutes after the critical period of an attack. The target frequency

scheme was used from 8/9 April 1943j although it did not v/ork well at

first, due to inexperience, things settled down, and by 26/2? April 1943

some fixes were obtained on all targets in the Ruhr area. The mean ranges

obtained and the percentage of aircraft obtaining; fixes were not nearly

so high as in the pro-jamming period, but this may have been partly due to

the fact that the use of the Pathfinder Force made intensive use of Gee in

/the

(I) * Report ovv o-f (Vo-er^-c/r- O.R.s.
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the taxget area less essential»^(Bembor Commofid O.R.S. Regort go.

Research into the accuracy of Gee

Phasing of the Ground Stations

At the beginning of 1942 and before Gee was used on operations, it was

realised that the accuracy of a Gee fix was not only dependent on the

ability of the navigator and the position of the aircraft relative to the

ground stations, but also on a number of systematic errors which could be

introduced at the ground stations. A visit was paid to Great Bromley

monitoring station, and as a result it was possible to form an estimate of

the nature and magnitude of the systematic errors which might arise due to:-

(a) errors due to incorrect manipulation

(b) fundamental limitations of the monitoring equipment

(c) discrepancy between calculated and observed co-ordinates
of Great Bromley.

(1)These errorsaJere discussed in Bomber Command O.R.S. Report No. S.25»

It was found that from the first cause errors as great as 0.02 of a lattice

co-ordinate could occur as the operators were imaware of the hi^ accuracy

required and were not making the best use of the equipment. It was recom¬

mended that operators should be provided with detailed instructions

dewcribing the most accurate v/ay of using the equipment and that these should

be rigorously enforced. The monitoring equipment had the same time base as

was fitted to the aircraft receiver, and it was considered that since the

grovind personnel worked under very much better conditions than the naviga¬

tors, an expanded and therefore more accurate monitor time base would be

It was found that there was a discrepancy betv/een theadvantageous.

calculated and observed co-ordinates of Great Bromley which was alleged to

have constant values between 0.01 and 0.03 Gee units. This was most

probably the result of incorrect phasing due to a number of causes, and it

was recommended that the slave stations should be phased in such a way that

the correct readings were given at Great Bromley. The recommendations made

as a result of this investigation v/ere carried out, and an improved

A second

/investigation

lE^e>»vtK/r* Com-jrt

monitor for Great Bromley v/as produced on high priority.

Ae. S.as-. (Al4.i£./ir/69/i.io).
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0^
investigation (Sagate

in conjunction with T.R.E.

QoatBtiiiil, 01R was carried out

on the new equipment, and it was considered that

the change permitted much greater accuracy in reading and therefore more

careful monitoring. However, the modified equipment was not completely

satisfactory and it was recommended that the possibility of eliminating the

unsteadiness of the trace and improving its brightness should be investigated.

Following- substantiated reports by navigators of Bomber Command,

rendered in January and early February 1942, that Gee lattice co-ordinates

vrere inaccurate to the extent of 0.1, 0.2 and even 1,0 units,

held

a meeting was

at No. 60 Group under the chairmanship of the Air Officer Commanding

No. 60 Group. Various possible causes were discussed, and it was decided to

send representatives of Headquarters No. 60 Group and the O.R.S. to investi¬

gate the matter at the monitor station at Great Bromley.

Bomber Command O.R.S. Report No. S.32,

operator was required to carry out a complicated procedure to watch the

phasing of all three slave stations on the Eastern chain, and that this and

careless operating could cause large errors,

slave station should be monitored independently and a simplified form of

operating drill was devised.

As recorded in

(2)
it was found that the monitoring

It v/as suggested that each

Small errors were already knov/n to exist, and

it was stated that work was being carried out both by T.R.B, and the O.R.S.

to reduce these. Various other administrative points were investigated, and

it was suggested that the chain should operate with a degree of monitoring

accuracy dependent on the circumstances. Three grsides were recommended:—

(a) Grade I giving the highest degree of accuracy for operations and
training of aircrews,

(b) Grade II giving no guaranteed accuracy but providing training
facilities for the operators, etc.

(c) Grade HI main stations closed down with reserve stations switched
on to provide for the maintenance of the main stations.

Whenever reserve stations were called upon to operate instead of the main

stations, systematic errors were introduced into the Gee system since the

transmitters could not be sited in exactly the same place,

out investigations into the magnitude of the errors introduced by the substi

tution of a reserve master station for the main station at Daventry on the

/Eastern

The O.R.S. carried

(l)‘Accutccc^ ^

O< R rS. (io* 5-(iy. A-W-B /^/69/ai^«

Mo.S-22.

ee a►V

^  7000 awLr
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Eastern chain

phasing procedure was devised wherehy the lattice co-ordinates of the

TO*

0
Ît was alsotarget were unchanged when the reserve station was in use.

shown how corrections could be applied to ensure accurate fixing at any

point on the route to the target. Bomboj^^finmmand 0.R. S. Rep<»

on the same subject was written when a new aerial was erected on the reserve

site of the master station at Baventry.

It was then discovered by the O.R.S. that certain discrepancies which

had been known to exist between the slave and monitor readings were due to

the fact that the slave station receiver aerials were not coincident with

the transmitting aerials. The reading to be set on the cathode ray tube at

the slave station differed from the nominal ’phasing*' value, and the

readings at all slave stations for the Eastern and Southern chains for all

o.")
possible combinations of main and reserve aerials were calculated.

(3eaber ComiudiTd~~O.R.g. Repuil Hea The O.R.S. work on the phasing

of ground stations was completed in May 1943>^'"‘fc^Q‘ publiuuliya of Buiiibur
Tkfi.

nnmmaw<^ H P ^ ^g^rtTt-ffrr

applied to readings at the Master and Slave stations to give correct values

dealt with the corrections to he

C4)
at any given target for any combination of main and reserve stations.

Errors in reading the Gee indicator

Apparent Alignment of Pulses

The homing technique which had been developed for use in operations

was liable to two kinds of error, errors in setting up the required

co-ordinates on the indicator and errors in Judging when the pulses were

aligned. An investigation into the second of these kinds of error, based on

a series of trial flights carried out by No. 1418 Plight over Doncaster and

Andover, using the Eastern Gee chain,was recorded in Bomber Command O.R.S.

(5)
Report No. S.50. It was concluded that the period of apparent alignment

of the pulses was a function of the latticet. spacing although there were

insufficient results to determine the exact relationship,'and that there was

/a

Qi'y *A'cuoot«^ iTrn-t7t< by ose ^ t>f\yexfa
O

--
Re^e./1-ve

jivvW'os-i'A Kic. S.AV,

0-R-S-f^^ S.6S, '

cjc IlUvUv <

(5) Rofc<n-(r <r|| ‘

s.50, (^A-H-fe /gn

0. S.34
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a great deal of difference between the results of different navigators.

It was also shown that by increasing the resolving power of the Cree

indicator by using an expanded time base, it was possible to reduce the

period of apparent alignment which, over the Ruhr, was estimated at between

one and two minutes.

Observational Errors

Ej<perience with Gee as a blind bombing device had shown that the

accuracy obtained was not of a veiy high order, and that the bombs dropped

had a scatter of several miles. The observational errors which could be

made when using Gee due to errors in setting up the required co-ordinates

when homing to a point and errors in reading the alignment of the pulses,

were discussed in Bomber Command O.R.S. Report No. S.55.

these errors it was suggested that the ground stations should be phased in

such a way that the second decimal place of the target co-ordinates would

It was recommended that trials should be carried out to determine

the increased accuracy to be obtained with this procedure,

suggested that the use of an expanded time base would facilitate determining

the positions of the pulses, as was done at the ground d;ations.

time base would also reduce the period of apparent alignment of the pulses.

It was stated that operational navigators obtained results of much lower

(1) To minimise

he zero.

It was also

This new

No.

accuracy compared with the navigators of^l4l8 Plight, and it was anticipated

that the suggested improvements would bring about an increase in the

operational accuracy of Gee.

Effect of Pulse Shape

Reports were received from many crews that fixes taken over the Ruhr

placed the aircraft well to the westward of their correct position. Further

evidence of the existence of systematic errors was found in test flights

carried out by No. I4I8 Plight, and various operational squadrons over this

/coxintry

(1) Accuracy T.^R.^3'^5 Co*vv»wc(l,(-^

RESTRICTE B
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NO, 60 Group pointed out that the pulses emitted by the Geecountry.

stations v/ere by no means of constant shape and that the slope of the

leading edge was subject to considerable variation. In Bomber Command

(1)
O.R.S. Report No. S*58,

was very important and that much better results could be expected from

it was shown that the shape of the Gee pulses

Measurementstriangular pulses, using the tips to estimate alignment,

were made at a ground site on the effect of receiver gain on the indicator

reading, and it was shown that a variation of about 0.02 Gee units could

be obtained as the gain was varied from maximum to a value which made the

The error introduced was of such a sign and magnitudepulse just visible.

that it completely accounted for the reports made by operational crews

over the Ruhr.

(1) 'Ac
O.Rf S' S.5^.

curo-c1
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CHAPTER 12

J^VESTIG-ATIONS INTO THE USE OF H2S AS AH
AID TO BOMBIN&

The Principle of H2S

was an airborne centimetric radar equipment which performed its main

Developed from A.S.V. radar,functions independently of any ground beacons,

its purpose was to present the operator with a map of the terrain over which

the aircraft was flying in terms of characteristics such as coastlines, rivers.

These characteristics were distinguished by thetowns, hills and so on«

relative strength of echoes returned from them by pulsed radio energy

The transmission was beamed in the verticaltransmitted from the aircraft.

plane and scanned in the horizontal plane by means of a rotating reflector or

scanner, so that in one complete rotation of the scanner (occupying one or two

seconds) or more pulses were emitted which *illuminataA' in turn successive

Echoes were received by the

scanner during the periods between pulse transmission, and the source of these

echoes could be identified and the positions determined from the relative

strength of the echoes, the time delay of their arriv^ from the original

sectors of the terrain below the aircraft.

To present thispulse transmission, and the bearing of the scanner,

information logically to the operator, a *plan position iniicator' or P.P.I.

was used in which a rotating radial time base swept in synchronism v/ith the

The echoes were made to appear as atransmission from the scanner.

brightening of the trace on the cathode ray tube, so that as the scanner

rotated a map was built up on the tube which corresponded in intensity to the

A variable range marker, which wascharacteristics of the terrain below.

together with aincorporated into the pictuj'e and appeared as a bright rino;.

transparent engraved bearing plate mounted in front of the cathode ray tube.

allowed the operator to determine the range €ind bearing of the aircraft from

any identified landmark, and a heading marker which appeared as a bright

radial line in the picture enabled him to guide the aircraft towards a town

Briefly, these were the essentialsand then cairy out a blind bombing run.

of the H2S equipment, but numerous refinements were added in later versions

Mark IV, for example, broketo simplify its use or increase its accuracy,

away from the principles of range and beaiu.ng measurement used in earlier

versions, although it still retained the P.P.I. type presentation described

above.
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Development of Operational Techniques

In the summer of 1942 the first aircraft to be fitted with H2S were

allotted to No* I418 Flight (which later became the Bombing Development Unit)

for the initial service trials of the equipment* Air Staff requirements for

on
H2S had specified that it should be possible to detect and home^f^to a built up ●

area from a distance of 15 miles at 15>000 feet, and that the system should

be accurate enough to ensure that when bombing v/ith it, the bombs would fall

in the area selected as the target* The directive for the trials was framed

in the first place to discover the best bombing technique to be used and the

accuracy that could be obtained with that technique, but although the value

of H2S as an aid to navigation was not fully realised at that time the trials

were also to investigate its possibilities in that direction* To assist in

the execution and the analysis of the results, an 0*R*S* representative was

attached to No* 1418 Flight.

In the course of the service trials, several features of the equipment

became clear* Owing to the difficulties of interpreting the P.P*I* picture

it was not easy to use and required a training period of at least 20 hours -

even then some operators failed to become proficient* It showed great

promise, however, as a navigation aid, although its success as such was very

much dependent on good dead reckoning work, again due to the limitations of

the P.P.I* picture* Its use as a blind bombsight was disappointing. When

the-trials were completed, the O.R.S. representative was transferred to the

Pathfinder Force to assist in the training of the first squadiHsns to be

equipped, and the results of the trials were analysed by the O.R*S. at
Bomber Com«)cw¥i.* (I)

Headquarters/, Bomber Command 0*R*S. Reports Nos* S*83

discussed the bombing results and made a comparison with those obtained by

(2)
and S*82f

the squadrons during training* It was shown that the accuracy achieved was

the same in both trials^ and training, and that over a series of runs the

average operator would be able to drop 50 per cent of his bombs within the

mean radius of the main built up area of the town selected as the target*

(1) A.H.B./II/69/215A.

(2) A.H.B./II/69/215A.

/ Furthermore
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Furthermore, there was some evidence that this percentage would be constant

and independent of the size (within reasonable limits) of the town attacked.

The technique that had been adopted for bombing was known as the *30 second

line method* * In this the aircraft was homed directly towards the target

with the range marker ring set so that the release point should be reached

30 seconds after the target cut the ring, but the experience of H2S operators

showed that in spite of the advantages of this technique, much of the

difficulty of making an accurate bombing run was due to the fading and

distortion of the target response, which took place on the P.P.I. at close

A great deal of the T.R.E. development of the equipment was thereforerange.

devoted to improving the scanner and presentation which would preserve the

So far as operational equipment wasdefinition in the centre of the P.P.I.

lie
III'. - theconcerned, this work might be said to have culminated 

in^Mark

main version of the three centimetre H2S which was in general use in Path-

Both Pathfinder Force training resultsfinder Force by the summer of

and the subsequent Bombing Development Unit trials of Mark IIIA showed that

although considerable skill was still required to interpret the close range

picture, it was possible under good conditions to follow the target response

right in to the release point and so avoid the use of a 30 seconds timed run.

The bombing results for the Mark IIIA quoted in Bombing Development Unit

showed that over a series of runs an operator wouldReport No. 30 Part 2,

be able to drop 50 per cent of his bombs within two-thirds of the mean radius

of the built up area.

H2S Mark IIIA, however, was never available in sufficient quantity before

the end of the war, for it to be fitted into the whole of the main Porce, and

even the Pathfinder Force were not able to make the best use of it until a

year after it was first put into operational, use. During this intervening

period much effort was applied by the O.R.S. to the problem of increasing the

accuracy and widening the application of the equipment by improved bombing

techniques rather than by technical developments. The basis of most of the

techniques proposed was that while a response at close range was distorted,

broken up or generally difficult to interpret, the same response was usually

/ clear
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clear and well defined at about ten miles range, so that if bombing could be

carried out with reference to some feature of this range there was every hope

that it would at least be easier if not more accurate than with the direct

method. Besides providing an alternative of the direct method for bombing

to;vns, these techniques allov/ed H2S to be used for bombing targets in which

the responses from the aiming point wei\i indistinguishable from that of the

surrounding area, i.e. in cases where the aiming point was in the centre of a

very large town such as Berlin, or in open country, or^^as in high level mining

From their nature these techniquesat some point in an area of water.

became known as reference point methods.

As a sequel to their initial trials of H2S, the Bombing Development Unit

experimented with the use of the Ground Position Indicator (G.P.I.) with H2S,

and developed a system of bombing with the two which constituted the first

reference point method to be tried in practice# The method then adopted was

to home the aircraft by H2S to a given range and bearing from some suitable

reference point, and with the graticule set up to the corresponding position

on the chart, to start the &.P.I, when that position was reached* From then

on the aircraft was guided to the release point by the G.P.I* alone. The

results of the trials of this method were discussed in Bombing Development
(1)

in vdiich it was shown that it wouldUnit Reports No. 7, Parts 13 and 17,

be suitable for attacking large defended targets but that against a small

town the accuracy achieved would be loss than that obtained by direct bombing.

The method had various limitations and weaknesses, and several modifications

were subsequently proposed to get over these difficulties. The first of

(2). --
these (described in Bomber Command O.R.S* Memo No# M.22 Tke oSff 'of H2S
©-♦xctA.P.I* uou-s ~
immediate use by the Pathfinder Force and used the Air Position Indicator

(A.P.I*) in place of the G.P.I., since at that time no G.P.I.s were to be

In principle, it was similar to the originalready for several months.

method and suffered from all its weaknesses, but as far as is known it was

never given a full practical trial, and its only justification disappeared

when the G.P.I. became available to the Pathfinder Force.

(1)

A'P.l' Bo ol
(2) of H^S

"  Ho . M - 72 ~ '
/A
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A second modification, proposed and used operationally with considerable

success by the Pathfinder Force, used the G.P.I. as in the original method

but aimed at greater accuracy on the principle that the aircraft*s position

could be determined more accurately for synchronising the G.P*I. by talcing a

V/ith this method thefix than by homing to a given range and bearing*

graticule was set up on the reference point and the G.P.I* started at the

moment that the H2S fix was taken (i*e* a measurement of the range and bearing

of the aircraft from that reference point). The aircraft was then guided to

the aiming point on the G.P.I* chart havingthe release point by the G.P.I● >

been displaced in the meantime from its true position by the range and

reciprocal bearing of the fix.

Up till the end of the war only enough G.P.I.s had been manufactured to

equip the Pathfinder Force, and so a third method was adopted by the squadrons

This required no G.P.I., and consisted

simply in homing to a given range and bearing from the reference point, the

range and bearing being calculated to give the position of the release point

engaged in high level minelaying.

Without the G.P.I. it lacked thefor the specified coi^itions of bombing.

tactical freedom of the other methods, but this was not vital for mining and

there was some compensation in the fact that it could be slightly more

Thereaccurate than the original method by avoiding the errors of the G.P.I*

the bearing plate co\ild notwas, however, one other weakness of the method;

be used simultaneously to show both the bearing from the reference point and

Many suggestions were put forward to overcomethe track of the aircraft*

this difficulty, and a contribution to these was made in Bomber Command O.R.S.
(1)

One proposal made in this report was that the rangeReport No. S.157*

and bearing should be set up on the P.P.I, by adjustment of the horizontal and

vertical shift controls so that the reference point would finally lie under

This was very similar to the arrangementsthe centre of the bearing plate*

for reference point bombing made in the design of Mark IV H2S.

(1) A.H.B./II/69/215(c).

/ After
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After the Command had gained some general experience in the use of

reference point methods, it was decided that the Bombing Development Unit

should carry out trials to compare the accuracy that could be achieved with

these and direct methods for both Mark II and Mark IIIA (the two equipments

then in operational use). The results of the trials which took place in

the summer of were discussed in the Bombing Development Unit Report

In genereil, it was found that with each method of bombing,

errors with Mark IIIA were about two-thirds those with Mark II, and that

except when attacking a very small town, bombing with H2S and the G-.P.I.

(1)
No. 56, Part 1 ●

was

as accurate and sometimes more accurate than direct bombing, both methods

giving appreciably better results than homing to  a range and bearing.

The essence of all reference point methods was the determination of the

range and bearing of a response, and a large proportion of the Bombing

Development Unit trial was therefore devoted to an investigation of the fixing

accuracy of H2S. During this investigation many abnormal errors were

observed which were mainly associated with bearing rather than with range

measurements, and since similar effects had been found by the Pathfinder Force

in the course of a parallel investigation, the O.R.S. decided to make a

special study of the problem. The results of the analysis of both the

Bombing Development Unit and the Pathfinder Force flights together with

evidence from ground tests and operational photographs of the P.P.I.

discussed in Bomber Command O.R.S, Report No. S.19if.
(2)

In view of

were

 large

bearing errors found, which wei*e attributed mainly to the design and

maintenance of the equipment, the report recommended that T.R.E. should

consider incorporating a bearing marker which would be in future Marks similar

to the heading marker and could be controlled by the operator, and that in the

meantime maintenance personnel should give greater attention to accurate

setting up of the equipment.

(1) A.H-B- /»VA/76/t ,

(2) A.H.B./II/69/215(d)

/ Late
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This madeLate in 1944 a new "bombing technique was proposed for H2S.

use of Gee H, and since by that time both equipments were in common use and

there was some urgency to have the scheme working operationally,  the Service

Atrials were carried out by No* 514 Squadron during their training.
(1)

description of the technique is given in Bomber Command O.R.S. Report No.S*204,

The technique was designedv/hich served also as an instruction for training*

to provide a means of bombing in those areas of the beacon coverage where the

ordinary Gee H was impracticable either because the lattice angle of cut was

very small or because the range was very great and only one beacon was likely

To cater for this need it was proposed that the aircraftto be received.

should carry out a normal Gee H run using the warning point method, tracking

by means of the available beacon, but determining the moment of reaching the

warning point by H2S instead of by a * release’ beacon. From the H2S point

of view the technique was effectively another reference point method but with

To avoidthe major difficulty of tracking the aircraft accurately removed.

the errors of bearing measurements, the H2S was to be used only to determine

the moment when the aircraft was at a given range from the reference point.

which for the greatest accuracy was chosen ahead or astern rather than on the
(2)

Bomber Command O.R.S* Report No. S.213 discussedbeam of the aircraft.

the results achieved with the technique using H2S Mark IIIA and Gee H Mark I,

and showed that in practice bombing 50 per cent of the bombs dropped within

about one quarter mile of the aiming point. This accuracy was not far short

of that achieved by Gee H alone.

To conclude this account of the Service trials, one other bombing

technique might be mentioned, although it was only tried out over this country

During the Service trials of Mark VI

which were carried out by two squadrons of the Command, it was found that very

good grouping was obtained on each detail in practice bombing, but that large

systematic errors along track were occurring which were believed to be due to

errors of the range marker calibration,

proposed a (louse’ system of bombing, in which the time taken for a response to

just before the end of the war.

To get over this difficulty the O.R.S

(1) A.H.B./II/69/215(D).

(2) A.H.B./llH/24l/i2/l4 -

/ travel
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travel the diameter of the range marker ring was used to compute the delay

required "between the moment the target out the ring and the release of bombs.

The results of bombing runs carried out with this method showed that the

systematic errors had been successfully eliminated.

Training

Following the success of the training scheme for &ee in operational

squadrons, which was issued in June 1942, similar instructions were prepared

Each of thesewith the introduction into the Service of both H2S and &ee H.

instructions described a series of exercises which were to be carried out.

giving details of the methods to be used in their planning and execution,

with particular attention to the methods of assessing and recording the

results, and to any special observations required for analysis purposes,

by specifying all the relevant conditions of

the exercises in this way the squadron instructor was able more readily to

The object of this was twofold;

the individual in relation to other pupils on a basis of the resultsassess

he achieved, and secondly the O.R.S. was able to collect a large mass of

homogeneous data in the form most convenient for analysis.
(0

Bomber Command O.R.S. Report No. S.101, giving instructions for H2S
the

training, was drawn up on these lines with the assistance of^Bombing

Development Unit Training Flight, whicKhad been responsible for the training

When a large sample ofof squadron instructors since the end of 1942.

results had been returned to the O.R.S. they were analysed and Bomber Command
(2)

was written discussing the conclusions drawn fromO.R.S. Report No. S.130

Also analysed in this report were some of the results obtained bythe work.

squadron instructors under training at Bombing Development Unit,

found that although earlier Bombing Development Unit training results had

fallen rather short of the accuracy obtained on trials, the introduction of

It was

the waveguide scanner in Mark II had improved the results for the period under

consideration (winter 1943/44) and that the accuracy in both Bombing

Development Unit training and Main Force training was such that about 50 per

cent of the bombs could be expected to fall within the mean radius of the

(1) A.H.B./11/69/21 5(a) .

( 2) A.H.B./II/69/21 5(b) .

/ main
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main built up area - in other words the same standard that had been achieved

in trials and Pathfinder Force training vdth the original equipment (see

Bomber Command O.R.S, Report Nos. S,8^*and S. Two other facts were

confinned from these reports* Apart from variations caused by particular

towns there was general relation between the 50 per cent error of bombing and

the size of the town attacked - in fact they were approximately equal for a

wide range of targets* Secondly, there was evidence that the drift of the

aircraft was being ignored in making a bombing run, and it was therefore

recommended that a track marker should be incorporated into the P.P.I. in

addition to the heading marker as soon as production permitted, and that as an

interim measure squadron instructors should place greater emphasis on making

correct allowance for drift*

Other instructions prepared for H2S training can be summarised as

followsJ A revised version of Bomber Command 0*R*S. Report S.101 was issued
(3)

in the summer of 1944 as Bomber Command O.R.S. Report No* S.l66. This

incorporated such modifications as v/ere necessary in view of new methods^with

Headquarters No* 5 &roup, and issued by that ̂ roup, dealing with exercises to

be carried out with Mark IIIA using various bombing techniques,

scheme was prepared in conjunction with No* 4 Croup, for high level mining

Another

(4)
This was issued as Bomber Command O.R.S. Report No* B.228,

but unfortunately it was not carried through owing to the unavoidable

limitation on training hours in force at that time*

training in the H2S/Cee H technique and the analysis of the results obtained

in Bomber Command O.R.S. Report Nos.5,204 and S.213 have already been

mentioned in connection with service trials.

exercises*

The instructions for

The O.R.S. was particularly interested in another aspect of H2S training

- the training of blind marker crews of the Pathfinder Force* Owing to the

specialised duties of these crews the Pathfinder Force adopted exacting tests

during 1944 by vjhich they could be graded for ability. One test was to carry

out a series of simulation bombing runs on a variety of towns in the U.K.
t|)e

Partly for the information of^Pathfinder Force and partly for record purposes,

the O.R.S. analysed a sample of the results obtained on these bombing runs,

(\) A^H.B7n/69/2t5(;A).

(2)

(3) A ‘ H *B ./IL/69 / 2.' 5(c
COA-H.B,/iTH/2t4i/22/|£ .
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and found that for crews graded best using Mavfe III, 50 per cent of bombs

would have fallen within half the mean radius of the main built up area*

Thus the accuracy obtained was just twice as good as the Pathfinder Force’s

original training results, and although part of the improvement was to be

attributed to the equipment, crew selection was clearly effective. A

discussion of this analysis was given in Bomber Command 0*R*S. Memo No. M.24.

In the summer of No* 5 G-roup, which at that time was also employing

Pathfinder methods operationally, decided to adopt similar selection methods

for their crews* A scheme was accordingly prepared by the O.R.S. in

conjunction v/ith Headquarters No* 5 Croup on the basis of the experience of

0)

the Pathfinder Force. For reference, the details of this scheme have been
(2)

published as Bomber Command O.R.S* Memo No* M.20. Broadly speaking it

involved analysis of both the training and operational results of a crew in

navigation and bombing - an analysis which was to be carried out within the

group*

Operations

The v/ork done by the O.R.S. on the tactical use of H2S on bombing

operations is described in Chapter 3*
IS

^ This chapter we-.n,rn concerned only

with the study of the operational accuracy of the equipment as such.

Naturally these two aspects have been closely related, and in describing the

background in which the work had been done it is necessary to refer

occasionally to the tactical side of the problem*

In January 194-3 - a month before H2S was first used operationally - the

O.R.S* prepared a note which outlined the various ways in which H2S might be

used in bombing operations. Taking into account the accuracy of bombing

achieved in trials and training and the effectiveness of past operations, it

was concluded that the original policy of fitting H2S to all aircraft in the

fifrain force would lead to a considerably greater effectiveness of bombing than

would be achieved by confining the equipment to the Pathfinder Force,

ever, the production of the equipment was so limited that for a time there

only sufficient sets to equip some 25 aircraft in the Pathfinder Force -

clearly it was better to fit these aircraft first than not use the equipment

How-

were

CO

B-£>cvv »

P.P.P MBSon
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at all until all aircraft could be fitted, and there is no doubt that what¬

ever its shortcomings the use of H2S by the Pathfinder Force in those early

days enabled attacks to be attempted vfhich otherwise would not have been

considered possible. It was not until October 1943 that more than 50

aircraft of the Main Force were equipped. The 0#R,S. then proposed that as

many of these trained crews as possible should be allowed to blind bomb on

selected attacks, and that their results (as assessed from night photographs)

should be compared with those obtained on the same attacks by aircraft not

The object of this experiment was to determine whether the

policy then adopted to reserving the use of H2S to blind marking by the

Pathfinder Force was entirely justified, or whether the argument for its use

by the «»ain force put fomvard at the beginning of the year was in fact sound.

The proposals were agreed and the experiment tried, but it was found that the

results were not conclusive*

fitted with

This was mainly because very few of the

aircraft returned plottable photographs, and of those that did do so it was

by no means certain from their reports that bombing had been carried out by

H2S alone and that they had not been influenced by the Pathfinder Force

marking.

In April 1944 the matter was again raised. It was by then generally

agreed that the limitations of Mark II H2S were such that the Pathfinder Force

were unable to achieve an appreciably greater bombing accuracy with that

equipment than the Main Force. In view of the success of an all H2S attack

carried out by the Pathfinder Force against Ludwigshafen in November of the

previous year (see Bomber Command O.R.S. Report No. S.112^

to arrange a similar experiment for Main Force blind bombing at the earliest

-,0)
it was decided

After discussion with the Air Staff at Headquarters, the O.E.S.

prepared a plan for the experiment, but owing to the tactical commitments of

opportunity.

the Command it was not possible to carry it out until August when it was laid

for the night 12/l3th with Brunswick as the target. A discussion of thison

(2)
attack was given in Bomber Command O.R.S. Memo Wo. M.23. In general, the

experiment was a failure - a failure as an experiment rather than a failure

(1)

(2) Ntgl-it
Ovv W l?/i3

/ as
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.7.ft an ■■flfrt4i»mia>'.QQ an idea - mainly through lack of

experience of the crews, the majority of whom had been engaged exclusively on

short range daylight attacks during the previous months and had therefore had

little opportunity to practice with the equipment. Although it was agreed

that the e::q?eriment should be repeated, no further opportunity arose before

the end of the war.

During the first two years of its life then, H2S was only extensively

used as a blind bombing or marking device by the Pathfinder Forceo

accuracy of this marking was a subject lor study by the O.R.S. for the ?diole

of that time, and four main reports were written  - at about six months

The first of these (Bomber Command O.R.S. Report N0.S.III)

The

(1)
intervals.

covered the period from the first H2S operations in February 1943 to

September 1943« It showed that the accuracy achieved was similar to that

obtained in training in that over a series of attacks about 50 per cent of

the markers were estimated to have fallen within the mean radius of the main

built-up area of the target. The targets attacked, hov/ever, were somewhat

larger than those used in training, so that the actual errors were greater.

It also showed that as in training, operators were not making allowance for

drift, thus confirming the need for a track marker on the P.P.I. One other

important conclusion was that it was clear from the results and reports from

operators that the targets attacked varied considerably as regards their

suitability for H2S blind marking in that the quality of the response received

was very much dependent on such things as the concentration of the built up

area and the topographical features surrounding the town,

importance of this factor in the success of blind marking led the O.R.S. to

The apparent

take a particular interest in the nature of responses. The work on this

subject is discussed below under ’Target Intelligence*.

The second report in the series (Bomber Command O.R.S. Report No. S.I89)

covered the period October 1943 to April 1944, during which time Mark III H2S

(2)

had been introduced into the Pathfinder Force. It was found that over this

peidod the acc\iracy obtained with Mark II was similar to that of the previous

(1) A.H.B./IIH/258/3/36.

(2) A.H.B./II/69/215(c).

/ period
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period when measured in terms of error alone, but that owing to the smaller

size of the targets attacked it represented a fall in the percentage of

markers on the built up area {3k per cent instead of about 50 per cent)* No

satisfactory explanation for this effect was found except perhaps the adverse

So far as Mark III was concerned, theconditions of winter operations.

accuracy was the same as for M.ark II except for attacks on Berlin where there

was some slight evidence that Mark III had achieved more than Mark II,

possibly due to the use of reference point methods on that very difficult

In general, the performance of Mark III was disappointing andtarget.

contrary to expectations, although this was no doubt due partly to inadequate

training and lack of experience amor^ maintenance personnel,

confirmed in the subsequent period from May 1944 to September 1944 (Bomber

This fact was

(0
Command O.R.S. Report No. S.200) when it was found that Mark III had

settled down to a very much improved stardard of accuracy, while Mark II had

returned to its original standard.

Minelaying

So far this chapter has only been concerned with the operational use of

H2S as a blind bombing and marking device, but one other application of the

High levelequipment should be mentioned - namely high level minelaying.

minelaying first became possible with the introduction of the parachute mine,

and the possibilities of using H2S to make it a blind technique were soon

A reference point method of bombing was developed for inrealised.

which the position at which the mine had to be released under the specified

conditions of height, heading etc., was calculated before take-off and given

to the operator as a range and bearing from a convenient reference point.

Subject to the slight modification adopted from time to time by the individual

Croups engaged on these mining sorties, this technique remained substantially

To assess the accuracy that hadthe same from the time of its introduction.

been achieved with this method of minelaying, use had to be made of the

evidence of photographs taken of the P.P.I. with mine release, since no

direct measurement of the position of the mine or aircraft could be obtained.
(2)

discussed the analysis of a sampleBomber Command O.R.S. Report No. S.179

(1) A.H.B./lI, H/a4i/aa/i4.

(2) A.H.B./IIH/241/10/91.
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of these photographs and showed that subject to the errors inherent in the

evidence, 50 per cent of the mines could have been expected to have fallen

within one and a half miles of the aiming point -  a standai*d comparable with

that obtained on trials of the reference point method of bombing with H2S

(see B.D.U. Report No* 56, Part 1).
(1)

Target Intelligence

In the early days of H2S, little was known about the relation between

the pattern of responses on the P.P.I, arsi the features on the ground which

caused them, apart from the fact that open country gave a stronger response

than areas of water and a weaker response than towns, but it was soon clear

that the successful application of H2S to both bombing and navigation was

dependent on a more detailed knowledge of this relation* At first there was

little that could be done in the way of a systematic investigation over enemy

territory owing to security limitations, and the only data available was that

obtained from operational reports* For example, reports showed that whereas

mountainous country like the Alps gave recognisable hill shadoYfs which could

be of help to navigation, the same shadowing effect from the hills around

Stuttgart made the response from the town particularly difficult to identify

Other examples of this indirect approach to the problemon a bombing run*
(2)

were the deductions drawn in Bomber Command 0*R*S* Report Nos. B.124 and

(3)
B.129, which were written after the unsuccessful attacks on Wilhelmshaven

19/20 February 1945, and Hamburg on 3/4 March 1943> respectively. In theon

case of Wilhelmshaven it was found that a new and extensive housing area to

the north had been mistaken for the town itself because the run in to the

target v;as from the north and no maps marked the new built up area* On the

Hamburg attack the failure of the H2S marking was also attributed to

raisidentification* Operators had been briefed to use the neck in the river

as a guide to finding the target, but owing to the low state of the tide and

distortion on the P.P.I. the river appeared to be narrowet^ than was actually

the case, and a town some 10 miles downstream was mistaken for Hamburg. This

property of H2S of distorting water boundaries v^as later investigated in trials

( B.D.U. Report No* 56, Part 2).see

(1) A-H.fe./ IVA/76/ I .
(2) A.u a. /hM

AH-6,/UH/ i-^41 / i.2.yi 2..
A H B,/ l\/A/76/i13
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Since this information on response generally and of enen^ responses in

particular depended primarily on the slov/ accumulation of operators

a q.uicker and more reliable method was required if the mistakes of

Wilhelmshaven and Hamburg were to be avoided*

reports

One obvious solution which

,

the 0*R.S. strongly recommended was to lift the security ban, fit a few

Has aircraft with cameras photographing the P.P.I* and detail themfor

reconnaissance flights over enemy territoiy.

at the time prevented it from being adopted in Bomber Command, but towards

the end of 1943 security ban was lifted and a number of Pathfinder

Force aircraft were fitted with miniature cameras with the object of talcing

photographs on operational sorties,

out this scheme with great success when they were faced with the same

problem with their H2X equipment.

The shortage of H2S aircraft

The U.S. Ei^th Air Force also carried

At this stage P.P.I. photography began to assume importance in another

This was to provide a plot of the position of the aircraft at

time, independent of weather conditions.

role. any

If synchronized with bomb release,

© P.P.I. photograph was clearly a valuable supplement to the night photo

graph as an immediate assessment of the success of a raid, and it was there

fore decided to fit cameras to as many H2S aircraft as possible throughout

the Command. For the guidance of the personnel who were to be responsible

for plotting them, the O.R.S. prepared a note (Bomber Command O.R.S. Report

(1)
No. S.121) outlining the basic principles of H2S in their relation to

An account of some of the difficulties to be encountered

and the errors involved in plotting is given in Bomber Command O.R.S. Report

This report was actually written in connection with H2S mine

laying, but so far as the P.P.I. photography was concerned the problemsof

plotting were much the same as in bombing operations,

position of the aircraft could not be determined very accurately in this way,

and that since there was no automatic synchronisation with bomb or mine

release the plot was much less reliable than the ordinary night photograph.

The O.R.S. recommended that automatic synchronisation should be made a

requirement for P.P.I. cameras, but owing to difficulties of production this

feature was not available before the end of the

P.P.I. photographs.

(2)
No. S.179.

It showed that the

war.
lAS

(1) l.H,B./n/69/215(B).

(2) A.H.B./IIH/241/IO/9I.
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As a result of this extensive fitting of P.P.I. cameras throu^out

the Command, mar^r useful photographs were obtained, so that towards the end

of the war records of the responses received had been collected for a large

number of German towns. One group of photographs was a series taken over

Berlin during the winter attacks of 1943/44> and to assist in planning

and briefing for subseq.uent operations on this target these were assembled.

together with maps and notes on their interpretation and issued by the

target intelligence folder*. The O.R.S. later produced aO.R.S. as a j

similar folder of photographs made over this country, for the information

of operators under training. The value of such folders having been

demonstrated, the work was handed over to the Air Staff at Headquarters to

continue.

This type of operational photography, however, was not a satisfactory

basis for a general investigation into the relation between the responses

received and the features causing them since H2S operators were not con¬

cerned as much with photography as with the job of making a successful

Because of this natural pre-occupation, the standard ofbombing run.

photography was seldom high and the conditions such as gain setting,

position of the aircraft and so on, could not be controlled to suit the

For this reason it was decided to initiate trials over thisinvestigator.

country to obtain the required information, and ance Berlin was then the

principal target of the Command, London was chosen as the most suitable

The flying and photography was carried out byarea for investigation.

the Bombing Development Unit, and the results were examined by the O.R.S.

(1)
Bomber Command O.R.S. Report No. S.106 described the experiment and

discussed the conclusions drawn from the results. Reference should be made

to this report for particular details, but no striking discoveries were made

and theresults mainly confirmed the observation of experienced operators,

so that the chief value of the experiment was in reducing what was already

known to a few into a systematic form and making the information available

to all operators.
/During

(1) A.H.B./IIH/258/3/36.
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During the early days of H2S there was much discussion on the scale

of introduction into Bomher Command, It was held by some that it was so

difficult to use that it should be restricted to the more skilled crews

of the Pathfinder Force, The 0,R,S. while agreeing with the difficulty

of interpretation, envisaged that as later marks became available the

equipment would prove easier to operate and therefore held the view that

every aircraft should be equipped so that ultimately each could bomb the

target independently. The O.R.S, felt that pathfinding, involving the use

of flares and markers, could be no more than an interim technique, as it

was so dependent on reasonably good v/eather conditions.

The policy adopted was of course for every aircraft to be fitted, but

the equipment did not reach the hoped for stage of development whereby

blind bombing could be universally adopted. The O.R.S. made every effort

to determine by analysis of results obtained by odd crews during normal

attacks, whether blind bombing by main force crews would prove to be

accurate as pathfinder-led attacks and pressed many times for a few

experimental attacks to be laid on to provide firm data on this question.

Although as has been stated one or two attacks were made, the conditions

mitigated against reliable results being obtained. While, therefore, it is

unfortunate that the question was not settled satisfactorily, as there were

many who considered that H2S should have been used for blind bombing, such

evidence as the O.R.S, was able to amass tended to confirm that no increase

in effectiveness would have been obtained by this procedure with the marks

of H2S then available. In fact, the reverse would have been the case.

The ultimate aim that every aircraft should be its own ’pathfinder* however.

remained.

Althou^ the success of raids carried out with its aid to pathfinding

did not reach the consistent high standard achieved by Oboe, H2S was of

great value to the Pathfinder Force. It was also of great value to the main

force as a navigational aid, particularly in regions beyond the coverage of

Gee (see Chapter 8 on Navigation). Therefore, althoiagh H2S failed to meet

the original operational requirement, it played a vital role in Bomber

Command’s operations.

R ESTRICTED
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CHAPTER 13

THE USE OP GEB-H

The Principle of Gee-H

The aircraft carried aThe principle used in Gee H was as follows,

transmitter which radiated pulses. These pulses were received hy a pair of

ground stations sited on friendly territory. On reception of a pulse, the

ground stations were * triggered* and sent out <in *echo* pulse on a different

frequency. The echo pulses from the ground stations were picked up hy
cUiUrJiA^

receiver equipment in the aircraft and were fed on to a cathode ray^loSk

means of calibration pips, the time delays

between the transmissions of the triggering pulse and the reception of the

ed

to the transmitter pulses.

The
echo pulses from the two ground stations were meastired in the aircraft,

position of the aircraft could thus be fixed by simple triangulation.

Development of Operational Tedinique

Two systems were considered for development as beacon radar naviga

tional aids for the R.A.F. and in particular for Bomber Command during the

These were known as thetesystem and the H system,

system was based on the measurement in the aircraft of phase difference

between synchronised pulse transmission from three ground beacons,

basis of the H system was a direct measurement of the delay between trans

mission from the aircraft and echo transmissions from two ground beacons.

Considerable discussion arose as to which of the two systems would be most

suitable for developrent, and the main points discussed in various T.R.E.

memoranda.

The Gesummer of 1940.

The

(1)

e

Owing largely to the simplicity of the airborne equipment, theOeesystem

selected for development as the chief navigational aid, and work on the

In July of 1942 a requirement arose for

was

H system ceased for the time being,

blind bombing device to supplement the Oboe marking system then planned

and the H system on account of its accuracy was selected for development.

a mass

Instructions from the Air Ministry to the Director of Commmications

Development for detailed examination of the H System were issued in a letter

(2)
on 7 June 1942 and T.R.E. accordingly began work.

/The

(1) T.R.E./l/m11/WBL (15 Ju^1942), T.R.E./HEtj/MB.D1919 (14 Julyl942).

(2) Air Min. Pile CS/5154/Tels.lA.
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The frequency hand selected for the H system was the same as that of<?ee

●  so that the component units already in production could he used with

On account of security reasons and in order thatlittle modification.

large scale raids could he carried out hy sta^ering the periods of attack,

thus the Ha short time of transmission with the H system was essential?

It was necessary that thesystem could not he used for navigation as well.

■  change over to the H system from the navigation ^stem ̂ ould he very easy

For these reasons and other technical reasons (e.g. thefor the navigator.

crystal control of the calibration pips had to he accurate to two ©T three

places in ten),

the already existing airborne equipment?

(1)
it was decided to build the airborne H equipment round

this was in the main hy the

addition of a transmitter, a modulator, and a 'black-out* unit. In a

similar way it was found convenient to build the  H ground beacons round the

The system thus became laiov/n as Gee-H.Gee beacons.

The main feature of this system in so far as they impinged on opera¬

tional requirements may be summarised as follov/s:-

(a) Up to 100 aircraft could use the system simultaneously; but
not more owing to limitations of the power of the ground station,

(b) The range was expected to be of the order of 300 to 400 miles
at 20,000 feet with station sites on the East coast, Ruhr targets
could then be covered.

(c) Continuous monitoring of the ground stations v/as necessary to
ensiire that the beacon delays were constant? this monitoring unlike
that of theGeCsystem could be carried out at the groimd stations
themselves.

(d) For security reasons and in order that there should be no
confusion with identification of echo pulses the pulse recurrence

frequency was 'jittered*? the/^.R.F^ was fixed at about 100 cycles
per second, the minimum pulse recurrence frequency to ensure a
continuous picture on the airborne cathode ray tube.

"By March 1943 "tde design of the equipment was complete and production

of Gee-H Mark I (A.R.1.5025) iiad been started. The standarcl document on

the practical use of the equipment was the'Gee-H Navigators* Manual* first

(2)
published by Air Staff, Headquarters Bomber Command.

At this stage the O.R.S. work on the equipment began, and discussions

took place on the operational use of the equipment and the necessary

/service

(1) T.R.E./L/^13/A™/1979 (23 Julyl942).

(2) Air Min. S.D.0544.
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Service trials. During the period March 1943 to Au^st 1944, the work

centred round planning, discussions on the type of aircraft to he equipped,

the accuracy to he expected, the use of Gee-H as  a stand-hy for Ohoe Mark I,

training programmes and techniques of homhing and homing,

as a result of the trials hy the Bombing Development Unit (B.D.U.) and

It was possible

T.R.E. and from experience obtained on Gee to give answers to most of these

problems, althoiigh the B.D.U. service trials were not completed by the

operational target date. The whole programme went throu^ without a

serious hitch, and the Command was ready to begin operations by the time

the target date^5 October 1943^ liad been reached.

Gee-H had been installed in four squadrons of Lancaster IIs, a

technique for bombing and homing had been worked out, and the crews had been

trained. In OLddition equipment of one Mosquito squadron of No. 8 Group had

also begun. The first operation took place on Sj^October I943 which

was carried out by a Mosquito aircraft on Duren. The attack was regarded

as a calibration attack to ensure that there were no large systematic

errors (such as occurred when Gee was first used for blind bombing). The

first main force operations by the four Lancaster squadrons took place on

3 November on Dusseldorf. This attack was hi^ly successful as far as

accuracy was concerned although the percentage of failures was rather high.

Of the bombs dropped all appeared to be within a mile of the aiming point,

which compared very well with an average of 10 per cent within a mile

achieved on the best Oboe ground marking attack at that time.

Ifafortimately, however, strategic considerations prevented the develop

ment of this method of attack as far as operations were concerned;

time, Berlin was the most important target and called for continuous maximum

effort on the part of Bomber Command.

(1)

at that

Owing to the extreme range of this

target it was impossible to use Gee—H for it, and as it was apparently not

possible to reserve foia? Lancaster squadrons for special Gee-H attacks

these squadrons did not use Gee—H again and it was removed from them in

February 1944* However, during the period October 1943 to January 1944 the

These were on a very small scale,

however, as No. 8 Group had never equipped more than two Mosquitos with Gee-H.

Mosquito attacks by Gee-H continued.

/The

(1) B.C./s.26419/1 (22 Nov. 1943).
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The attacks they carried out were simply nuisance raids.

Up to December 1943 was only used in Bomber Commandj but from then

onwards other Commands took interest in it, and eventually used the equip-

As far as Bomber Command is concerned the historyment for operations.

At the end of December 1943 there wasof the use of Gee-H was as follows.

some alarm concerning methods for countering the impending attacks by the

As a result of this it was proposed that twoGerman V.l and V.2 weapons.

Stirling squadrons should be equipped with Gee-H in order that the bombing

of the flying bomb and rocket sites could be carried on in bad conditions of

Stirlings were selected for this task as their use on Berlinvisibility.

operations had been discontinued owing to heavy losses.

However, by February 1944 it was felt that Gee-H bombing would not be

a satisfactory countermeasure and it was decided to remove Gee-H from the

At the same time it was also decided to remove Gee-HStirling squadrons.

from the Lancaster Squadrons and the Mosquito squadrons. Urgent representa¬

tions were made by the O.R.S. and others that this would result in Bomber

Command losing a valuable blind bombing aid, and in March it was decided

that No. 218 Squadron (Stirlings) should be re-equipped to provide stand-by

facilities for Oboe in the event of failure (due to enemy countermeasures)

at a critical moment in the bombing offensive leading up to D-day (the

landings in Normandy).

Actually the squadron was never used for marking although an operation

was laid on on one occasion, and the operations by No. 218 Squadron, which

were confined to half a dozen attacks on French and Belgian targets, were

These attacks ceased at the beginning of May in orderlargely experimental.

that the squadron could carry out trials and training for Operation Glimmer

plan for D-day). During the period from D-Day to
deception

Qoou'nati'an(part of the

the end of July, No. 218 Squadron carried out mining operations using Gee-H.

At the end of July and during August Gee-H was used on attacks on flying bomb

the Gee-H aircraft of No. 218 Squadron leading formations of othersites;

Stirlings.

During all this period from the end of December 1943jcontinuous re¬

presentations were being made by various organisations and individuals to

/get
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get more BomDer Command aircraft eq.uipped with Gee-H. In the middle of

AiJgust 1944 the decision to. equip the whole of No. 3 Group with Cee-H was

Large scale installations of . equipment took place and byfinally taken.

October 1944 a sufficient number of aircraft were equipped with Gee-H to

extensive
enable No. 3 Group to carry out bombing operations using forma¬

tions of aircraft led by Gee-H aircraft. Prom then onwards till the end of

the campaign in North-West Europe No. 3 Group was operating continuously

The chief type of attack was the formation dayligSit attack,using Gee-H.

which was usually carried out by a gaggle of vies of three aircraft. Some

night marking attacks were also carried out and on those attacks, for v?hich

high precision was essential, Gee-H aircraft alone were used. The device

produced bombing which v/as of the same order of accuracy as visual bombing

or visual bombing on Oboe markings, and had the great advantage that it

enabled a heavy attack to be carried out in visibility conditions which

As the only alternatives to Gee-H

attack were Oboe sky marking or H2S blind bombing (both of which gave

relatively inaccurate bombing) No. 3 Group was frequently called on to provide

precluded these two forms of attack.

front line support when weather conditions prevented the use of Oboe marking

io T)eceiv7tcr 194.4

(e.g. during the Ardennes counter-offensive^and the attack on Bremen

20 April 1945)-

Throu^out all the time in which Gee-H was used in Bomber Command very

few developments in equipment or technique were introduced. The Mark I

airborne equipment was quite satisfactory and was used throu^out with only

very small technical modifications which were made as a result of the early

T.R.E. accuracy trials. The ground stations used were Type 100 fixed

stations or heavy mobile stations (same equipment in both types of stations).

The light transportables were also used on occasions, but were found very

unsatisfactory. The warning point technique was used throughout either with

formations or single aircraft or marking attacks^

the campaign the'Mouse* technique was used on a few sorties by No. 218

but towards the end of

Squadron.

All other developments such as Gee-H Mark II did not get beyond the tria]

stage. This was probably partly because of an absence of any German

/countermeasures.
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During the whole period of the use of Gee-H no reportscountermeasur es●

of Jamming were authenticated;

of the existence of the equipment hy December 1943 (several aircraft had

been lost over enemy territory by then), and later it wasknown that they

were aware of the system which was known to them as *Discus *.

but it is known that the Germans were aware

As far as other users of Gee-H were concerned, the Eighth U.S. Air Force

started using Gee-H in May in Liberators, and they used it until the end of

The chief interest in their operations was the use of thethe war.

tachoraetric Norden bombsight as a 'Mouse*. This technique was found to be

superior to the warning point technique which they had used at first.

Allied Expeditionary Air Force (A.E.A.P.) usedfeH Mitchells of Ho. 2 Group

from May 1944 onwards until the technique was replaced by 3.C.R.584 bombing.

The

Gee-H wasThe 'Mouse* technique was used on a number of their operations.

also introduced into No. 3^ Group after the Arnhem operation and an inter¬

esting technique was evolved for supply dropping by Qee-H. Y^ith all users

of Gee-H a close liaison was maintained.

Mention should be made of the H2S Gee-H technique developed in No. 5^4

Squadron to deal with attacks on targets at extreme Gee-H range, or in

The work on this technique isareas only covered by one Gee-H beacon.

discussed in Chapter 12.

Study of Performance

Van trials of Fixed Group Stations

The first trials on the performance of Gee-H were those carried out by

T.R.E. in 1943.

equipment at high altitude^were carried out with little reference to the

but trials on range and accuracy by T.H.B. were proposed and the

details of these were discussed at a meeting at O.R.S. Bomber Command on

The technical trials (e.g. technical performance of

O.R.S;

(1)iSKarch 1943 between the various parties concerned. The meeting dis¬

cussed the various tests that would have to be conducted in order to obtain

The trials proposedfull information for theplanning of operational use.

were

/(a)

(1) B.C./S.26419/I (20 MarA1943)-
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(a) Ground trials using on airborne set mounted in a test van
to determine the limiting accuracy imposed hy the apparatus,

(h) Low altitude flying trials over a camera ohscura to determine
the ability to home along a lattice line,

(c) High altitude homing and hombing trials? bombing with a
stop watch *Mouse* was to be tried.

A representative of O.R.S. Bomber Command was detached to T.R.E. for

about three months just after the meeting referred to above and assisted in

Of the proposed trials, however, nearly all the flying trialsthe trials.

were carried out by the B.B.U. later in the year and are dealt with below.

Exhaustive ground trials with a test van were carried out and at all of these

the O.R.S. representative constituted a member of the team carrying out the

trials.

The van tests were carried out using the two fixed ground stations in

this country (at High Street, Halesworth, Suffolk, and at Grangewood,

Hastings). The test was placed on various sites (chief among which was the

Eastern Gee Chain Monitor Station at Bartovay) and readings of the values of

of the co-ordinate were taken on the airborne gear in the van. Discrepancies

were observed between the actual readings and the theoretical readings.

which were traced eventually to two causes:-

(a) A misunderstanding between T.R.B. and the Air Warfare Analysis
Section on the method of allowing for ground station delay,

(b) The dependence of groiond station delay in input signal strength.

The detailed results of the trials were not published, chiefly because

no further discrepancies were observed in this particular series of van tests

But the effect of signalwhen these two factors had been allowed for.

strength on the various delays in the airborne and ground ei^uipment is dis-

(1) and a method of overcoming the effects duringcussed in an O.R.S. note

(2)
operations was worked out and published by T.R.E. In addition these

trials showed that the strobe time-base presentation was liable to serious

modifications were made-to the equipment which successfully correctedjitter?

this failing.
/The

(1) B.C./S.26419/2 (15 July 1943)

(2) T.R.E./D.2083/EP. (15 Oct. 1943)
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The van trials continued intermittently during' the period July to

Qjtoher 1943> were completed by a series of continuous readings for seven

consecutive days carried out by the newly trained W.A.A.F. Type 100 operators

with O.R.S. supervision, and a further series lasting 48 hovccs carried out

by representatives of Ho. 84 Wing. These confirmed the previous results

(that all discrepancies were due to abnormally weak or strong signals) and

van trials on the fixed ground stations were considered completed.

Van Trials of Light Transportable Equipment

By December I943 the two prototype models of the li^t transportable

beacons were produced by T.R.E. These beacons were primarily an A.E.A.P.

requirement, but as no work had yet been carried out by A.E.A.P. the first

trials on these beacons were carried out by Bomber Command and T.R.E. A

meeting was held at O.R.S. Bomber Command to discuss these trials.(1) As a

result extensive van trials and a range test were carried out by T.R.E. in

conjunction with the O.R.S. The two beacons were set up at Grangewood and

Worth Matravers and were known as the Gee-H Southern Chain. Later for

operational purposes heavy mobile equipment was also set up at these sites.

Pour series of van trials were carried out. In the first series,

results were obtained on Grangewood which were considered reasonably satis

factory, errors of less than 100 yards being observed;

observed on Worth at the two sites tried were both more than 4OO yards. The

but the errors

second series of tests were therefore carried out on Worth alone. The

results of these two series of trials were summarised in a letter circulated

(2)to all concerned and the results were written up in an unpublished

The anomalous readings observed on

Worth at the two sites still remained, and much correspondence arose on the

(3)
report and a copy was sent to T.R.B.

cause of the discrepancies. The third series of tests was carried out with

the heavy mobiles sited along-side the light transportable beacons and the

(4)results of these tests were summarised in a T.R.E. report. Again

/anomalous

(1) B.C./S.26419/2 (11 Jan.1944).
(2) B.C./S.26419/2 (18 Mar. 1944).
(3) B.C./S.26419/2^ '

(4) T.R.E.D.2693/PBW (24 ApV-1944)

(18 Mar. 1944)
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anomalous readings on Worth were observed at both sites, it was not until the

fourth series of tests were carried out that progress was made in the matter.

The results of this fourth series were published by T.R.E.

The following conclusions were reached as a result of the completed

series of tests:-

(1)

(a) Kiere were no large systematic errors at V/orth or Grangewood
in either the heavy mobile or light transportable ei^uipment.

(b) The two large errors observed at Worth were due, in the one case,
to a computation error, and in the other case, to  a reading error in
the van.

(c; That the heavy mobiles «as more accurate than the light
transportables on account of the greater accuracy of presentation
and the ability of the heavy mobiles to measvire complete beacon
delay.

The B.D.tf. carried out a small number of flying trials which confirmed

that there were no systematic errors. The O.R.S. representative with this

(2)
unit analysed the results which were published by the B.D.U.

The range test was carried out by T.R.E. using a Mosquito, the results

were given in a letter to the Director of Communications Development from

(3)
T.R.B., and they showed that in respect of range the li^t transportables

were also inferior to the fixed and the heavy mobile stations.

Service Trials of Gee-H Mark I

It was mentioned in the last section that the flying trials required

to obtain data on the performance ofQee-H were carried out by the B.D.U.

raeetin^k.^rather than by T.R.B. These trials were discussed further at two

At these it was decided that the B.D.U. should carry out trials on Gee-H

installed in a Lancaster Mark II. Homing runs and bombing trials were to

be carried out; the accm'acy of homing was to be checked with photographs

of the ground and the accuracy of bombing was to be checked by quadrant

readings from a bombing range. The B.D.U. were to obtain experience with

the equipment before starting the trials; and these preliminary trials

were to be runs over a camera obscura at Barkway, so as to serve as a check

on the T.R.E. trials on that site.

The trials began in July 1943 with these runs over Barkway. O.R.S.

representatives assisted in these trials and analysed the results for

/^stematic

A) B.c/5. a64l^/a (ti(1) T.R.B./d-2070
(2) B.D.U./S.52I,'

O^BV (20 June 1944)
/Radar (5 Aprl.1944*)

(3) T.R.E./d.234?AJD (26 Jan. 1944)

W—Bt-BiUt/o. gOQ/l5/51gg. ( Jul" 1943)
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systematic error. The results which were unpublished agreed with the T.R.S.

figures. Report B.D.U. N0.I9 Parti gave an account of the general

serviceability of Gee~H on these trials. The homing trials were carried out

at Llandow in South Wales; this area was chosen since the Gee-H facilities

provided by the ground station approximated to those obtained over the Ruhr

(where the chief Gee-H targets were expected to be). The O.R.S. assisted

w
in these trials and analysed the results. These were published by B.D.U.

and established the following figures:-

(a) Probable (50 per cent) error about track

(b) Probable (50 per igent) error about the release co-ordinate
=  66 yards,

(c) Probable (50 per cent) error of heading =

In addition to these figures there was evidence of systematic error, but

as in previous T.R.E. trials it was finally decided that these could be

100 yards.

2k°.

attributed to signal strength errors at the ground stations.

Other conclusions drawn were as follows:-

(a) The number of aircraft using the system simultaneously had
no detectable effect on accuracy,

(b) There was a tendency for systematic tracking errors to vary
abnormally from flight to flight; this was attributed tentatively
to wind determination errors.

(c) Bombing accm'acy would be of the order of 4OO yards so that
bombing trials could safely be proceeded with.

It was chiefly on the basis of these trials that the first operational

programme was planned.

The bombing trials were again carried out in South V/ales, the bombing

Three techniques of bombing were putrange being* Stormy Down sea range.

forward for trial, all of which were based on the homing principle of

The techniques were designed to allow forhoming down one lattice line.

the ground speed of the aircraft. They were

/(a)

(i'y . C 1 3 Tvlly 194-3J)
(^) B.D.U/S.200/15/Sigs. (15 Aug. 1943)
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(a) Release point method in which the aircraft homed to a
release point calculated on the hasis of the met, wind "before
take-off at a predetermined height and air speed,

(b) Constant ground speed method; in which the release point
was calculated as before, but on the basis of the wind foimd by
the navigator, the bombing air speed was adjusted so that the
ground speed of the aircraft was equal to that for which the
release point co-ordinates were calculated.

(c) Warning point method; in which the aircraft did a short timed
run from a warning point, the length of which (in time) depended
upon the height and estimated ground speed of the aircraft and v/as
obtained from a 'Warning period table*, carried in the aircraft.

These three methods of bombing were tried out during the trials at

Stormy Down. An O.R.S. representative flew on all the flights,noting times,

speeds, headings,estimated errors and other data required for analysis.

The computations were also carried out by the O.R.S. The ground station

delays were specially altered in order that the co-ordinates of the release

points should have zero second and third decimal places and one or two other

refinements were also used.

The results of the trials were dealt with in two reports, one issued by

(2)(1)E.D.U. and the other issued by the A.W.A.S. The chief conclusions

drawn by these reports were

(a) The most accurate of the three methods was the v/aming point
method; the average error using it was 335 yards as against 750
yards for the release point technique, and 490 yards for the constant
ground speed technique,

(b) The warning point method was also the most practicable and
gave the aircraft more freedom of height and air speed than the
other methods.

(c) The incorporation of an automatic timing mechanism in the
bombing circuit was recommended.

In addition the.results showed that the systematic error of the system

tended to vary from flight to flight, an effect which was found later to

give considerable amount of trouble in operational bombing. Ro explanation

for this variation was put forward as a result of the B.D.U. trials.

The main Service trials of Gee—H Mark I were then considered complete.

But a fiirther series of trials were carried out in June 1944 ̂ y B.D.U. on

the Mark I airborne equipment as a result of the results achieved on opera-

The operational results are discussed in detailtions by various users.

later; but the purpose of the trials was two-fold. /(a)

(1) B.D.U/S.52l/Radar (l8 Nov. 1943)
(2) A.W.A.S/g/26 (21 Dec. 1943)*
(3) T.n.S/D.29^/RAS (as Moy 1944)
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(a) To compare the results achieved hy Bomher Command, Eighth
U.S. Air Force and ETo. 2 Croup (Second Tactical Air Force),

(h) To obtain data for investigation in systematic errors which
had been noticeable on operations.

The trials were straightforward bomb dropping at Stormy Down range using the

(1)
They were discussed at two meetings, one atwarning period technique.

(2)Church House and the other at O.R.S. Bomber Command. The B.D.U. carried

out their share of the trials with full O.R.S. co-operation.

(3)
The results were written up in a draft B.D.U. report. As a whole

This was for three reasons:-the trials were a failure.

(a) Neither the Bi^th Air Force, nor No. 2 Group carried out their
share of the work.

(b) The various scientific and service staffs concerned were largely
devoting all their energies to Operation Overlord (the Allied landing
in Prance, June 1944)●

(c) The results obtained by the B.D.U. disagreed with both the van
trials and the operational results which will be discussed later, but
at the same time were far too scanty to draw any conclusions as to the
cause of the disagreement.

It was felt by O.R.S. that the problem of systematic errors required a

far larger mass of data than could be supplied by service trials, and the

whole matter was dropped until this data became available from training

flights, and operational data obtained in the winter 1944/45*

'Mouse* Trials

A 'Mouse*was a computing mechanism which carried out whatmere three

distinct operations in the warning point method of bombing.ltreleaseA the

bombs at a point which automatically allo\Wfor the groundspeed of the

aircraft as measured directly on the run up b:>' some external system, in this

'Mouse* had advantages of accuracy and simplicitycase Gee-H. The use of a

T.R.B. had originallyover other methods of allowing for ground speed.

proposed the use ofareversible stop-watch as a crude form of 'Mouse*; a

suggestion which fell through partly because simultaneous manipulation of

the stop-watch and the Gee-H equipment was complicated, and partly because

great difficulty was experienced in obtaining any suitable stopwatches.

/In

(1 ) T.R.E/d.2995/RAS (22 May 1944)*
(2) B.C,/s.26419/2 (21 May 1944)
(5) B.D.U. Rept. 'Gee-H Bombing Trials at Storny Down.*
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In December 1943 i't was suggested ty the O.R.S. that a 'Mouse* could

he constructed hy carrying out relatively simple modifications to the already

existing timing mechanism used in the aircraft for timing the warning period*

Further it was suggested that the use of a 'Mouse* by aircrew would be

greatly simplified if the Gee-H ground stations could be made to give out a

double echo pulse, the two echoes corresponding to the two 'Mouse* reference

Unofficial action v/as taken on these two suggestions to confirmpoints*

The B.D.U. carried out a small number of trials,that they were feasible,

using photographs to check the accuracy while T.R.E. modified a ground

The B.D.U. trials were carried out withstation to give a double echo pulse.

The results achieved were not published inthe normal O.R.S. co-operation.

33 yards for a probable error across the releasedetail, but a figure of ♦

BO-ordinate was obtained, and quoted in an 0*R*S. publication i
(1)

This figure was regarded as being so good that its achievement was

somewhat fortuitous.

These trials ho^vever showed that the scheme was feasible, and in June

1944, B.D.U. were instructed to carry out full accuracy trials of this

particular 'Mouse* system (known as the Double Type 35 camera control

'Mouse* or the comTniter Type 59)* These accuracy trials were of two kinds:—

(a) Analytical trials in which photographs of the ground were
obtained at both reference points and at the target,

(b) Bomb-dropping trials.

The analytical trials were combined with accuracy checks on the new

Gee-H beacon sited at Kilter (Cornwall). A proper model of the I^pe 59

Computer was not used for these trials, but a lash-up mechanism constructed

at B.D.U. Further, the double pulsing scheme had been dropped, and the

aircraft was homed to the two reference points by restrobing the release

The trials were cairied out with full O.R.S. co-operation.co-ordinate.

(2) showed that:-The results, which were published in two B.D.U. Reports

(a) The hurried restrobing between the reference points did not
appear to affect the accuracy of homing to the second reference point.

marked correlation between errors at the first and(b) There was a
second warning points.

(c) With the accuracy of homing achieved by B.D.U., the 'Mouse*
allowed for ground speed with errors of about + five miles per hour.

/The

(l) o.R*S.Repo-rt; f^o-S-156. -

(2) E.D.U. /s.52l/l/Eadar (8 Julyl944 and 16 Aug. 1944)
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The B.D.U. then proceeded with the bomhing trials. For these a

slightly altered technique was used. The 'I^pe 59 computer required

theoretically that the distance between the first and second reference^should

be equal to the distance from the second reference point to the target. But

on the trials, both reference points were chosen to have zero second and

third decimal release co-ordinatej the fact that the theoretical conditions

were not realised was allovifed for by making a small correction (estimated

on the forecast wind) to the time of bombfall. The results of the trials,

were considered disappointing (50 per cent

error of 3IO yards), but the large errors were attributed partly to

(1)
which were published by B.D.U.

inexperience of the operators concerned, and to a poor presentation on the

particular Gee-H set used. A number of technical suggestions were made.

Ptirther trials were carried out using a proper production model of the

(2)
computer Type 59* The results of these trials

factory (50 per cent erroT*l60 yards) than those of the previous trials.

This was attributed to the greater experience of the operators concerned,

were rather more satis-

the improvement in the *Mouse' equipment and the fact that a better Gee-H

Further it was concluded that the results were hi^ly satis-set was used.

factory and that the automatic measurement of ground speed by the 'Mouse*

In spite of this the results of the two B.B.U.was largely responsible.

trials did show that the 'Mouse* system was unlikely to give a radical

improvement in random accirracy and this was supported by the theoretical

discussions given in the original O.R.S. report on the Gee-H 'Mouse* system.

.(3)

Gee-H Mark II Airborne Equipment

Gee-H Mark II consisted of the universal indicator Mark II and improved

The Universal Indicator Mark II provided facilities for Gee-H*H' units.

and Rebecca. Aircraft which required these systems could thus avoid

Bomber Command were concerned only with the Geeduplication of equipment.

These were not radically different from those provided o-n

 /on

and H facilities.

1) A.H.B./II/69/2II.
2) B.D.U./S.52l/Radar. (k Bec.l9i+lf)

3) Cotvim£L*-v(A O'R'Sv ►io. S.I56,
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It was hoped, however, that a force equipped with *Mouse' would not incur

systematic errors in the estimation of ground speeds, and hence, the

systematic errors incurred in operations (see below) would be reduced as far

as along track errors were concerned.

Further trials were also carried out on the prototype of an electrical

mechaiaical ’Mouse* designed by T*R*E. (the computer Type 56) when it was made

It was not, however, subjected toavailable to B.D.U. in December 1944»

trials with Gee^ Mark I, but was treated as part of the Mark II airborne

equipment, and>the Service trials of Mark II dealt with below included

investigation into the perfomance of this 'Mouse** It was concluded from

the trials, however, that the computer Type 56 was a more reliable computer

than the Type 59 (&s indeed was expected) but there was no evidence that this

produced a detectable improvement in accuracy except in so far as the

proportion of grx>ss errors was concerned. This completed the B.D.U. trials

of the Gee-H ’Mouse* system.
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Gee-H Mark I. The presentation was more stable, additional calibration

pips were provided, and the time bases were of a suitable length to avoid

the rather complicated time base and black out controls req.uired on Gee-H

Maintenance of the equipment was supposed to be simple. But theMark I.

pulses were of the same shape and the accurate strobe time bases were no

faster, and so the equipment did not give a higher degree of resolution.

At best, therefore, only a small increase in acciiracy was expected, which

would be due to an increased ease of handling, and to the more stable

presentation.

the and *C'One feature of the Mark II equipment was of interest;

strobe time bases could be superimposed (this was  a legacy from a require

ment that the equipment should also provide Loran facilities). This enabled

Normal homing was carriedaccurate *hyperbolic* homing to be carried out.

out by keeping one beacon pulse aligned with the transmitter pulse. Hyperbolic

homing (so called because it resulted in the aircraft'tracking along a

hyperbola) was carried out by flying the aircraft so that on the strobe time

base presentation, one beacon pulse v/as always aligned with the other.

A full description of the Hyperbolic Homing Technique was described in B.D.U.

(1)
Report No. 65 Part 2,

The service trials of Gee-H Mark II were discussed informally with the

various parties concerned, and three kinds of trials were carried outs-

(a) General serviceability and manipulation flights. Comparative
range tests with Gee-H Mark I.

(b) Bomb dropping acciiracy trials using normal homing and the
computer Type 5^,

(c) Bomb dropping and photographic accuracy trials using hyperbolic
homing and the computer Type

The trials were carried out with full O.R.S. assistance, and the results

(2)
published by.B.D.U. in three reports.

The chief conclusions drav/n from the trials were:-

(a) Technical modifications were required to improve the
serviceability of the equipment,

(b) Manipulation of the controls was easier than on Gee-H Mark I
but further improvements could be obtained.

(1) B.D.U/S.521/Radar.
(2) B.D.U. Kept. No.65, Pt.2; A.H.B./IIH/241/10/97 (B.D.U. Rept. No.53,
Ft.3) B.D.U/S.52l/Radar (B.D.U Rept. No.65, Pt.l)
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(c) accuracy of bombing showed no improvement on Gee-H Mark I
and a 'Mouse*.

(d) Hyperbolic homing was not feasible for operational use and the
accuracy achieved was not greater than that achieved by normal methods.

(e) The range of Gee-H Mark II was consistently better than that of
Gee-H Mark I by about 20 to 30 miles.

Ho trials of the Gee facilities were carried on.

Training Flights

Training flights carried out by the sq.uadrons provided a large mass of

(1)
The O.R.S. issued a report whichhomogeneous data suitable for analysis.

described how the flights were to be carried out in order that the data

In addition an O.R.S. representative spentwould be of the greatest value.

a considerable amount of time at the squadrons giving direct assistance on

Theday-to-day problems which arose in connection with the training.

training flights were of two kinds:-

(a) Homing to a point, checking the accuracy with photographs of
the ground,

(b) Practice bombing, checking the accuracy with quadrant sightings
on the smoke puffs from the practice bombs.

The photographs, together with the details of each flight,were sent to the

O.R.S. who plotted the photographs and analysed the success obtained by

Similarly, the quadrant readings of the bombscrews on the various flights.

were sent in together with details of the flights.

The results of the first training programme (autumn 1943) were not

This was partly owinganalysed in great detail and no report was issued.

to pressure of other work and partly because it was felt that the flights

were not altogether satisfactory because the Gee-H reception on the flights

On -‘jj
was poor. (»eak signals owing to extreme range). However, the average

radial error of the photographs was found to be about 500 yards with an

average heading error of three to four degrees. The bombir^ accuracy was

of the order of 900 yards. These results were sent to the squadrons in a

(2)letter from O.R.S.
/Training

(1) B.D.U./a,26419/3 (Bomber Grad. O.R.S. Rept. N0.S.IO3) and EC/s.28043/44.

(2) B.C./S.26419/3 (18 Oct.1943)
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4.
Training flights lapsed in these squadrons after the autumn^ 1943>

with the equipment of No. 218 Squadron, training received a new impetus.

A revised O.R.S. memorandxim onQa&-H training flights
(1) was made in the

light of previous training and operational experience for the flights.

An O.R.S. representative again spent a considerable amount of time with

The results ofthe squadron assisting in the initial stages of training.

these training flights were analysed in great detail and were published in

(2) The chief conclusions of thisBomber Command O.R.S. Report No. S.174*

reoort werej-

(a) The 50 per cent error of practice bombing was about 3OO yards,

(b) The chief causes of bombing scatter were attributed to:-

Errors of Heading

(ii) Errors of tracking

(iii) Errors in estimating when the release pulse was correctly
aligned,

(iv) Errors in estimating ground speed,

(c ) The scatter of the mean point of impact of the flights was
not unduly large.

These training flights enabled a fairly clear picture of the detailed

performance of Gee-H to be built up, and thus provided a sound basis for

the analysis of operational results. The accuracy achieved was considered

very encouraging, and showed a great improvement over the earlier training

flights, which was thought to be partly due to the improved conditions

(i)

Later in 1944> when the whole of

No. 3 Group was equipped with Gee-H^the results of the training flights of

Noi, 149 and 514 Squadrons were also analysed in detail.

under which training was carried out.

The results were

not published, but the figures obtained for the various types of error

agreed extraordinarily closely with those obtained by No. 218 Squadron, and

the conclusions of Bomber Command O.R.S. Report No. S.174 were completely

confirmed. Further analysis of Gee-H training flights was discontinued

after this, as it was felt that the results achieved by No. 218 Squadron

were sufficiently representative. /*Mouse * Training

(1) Bomber Crad. O.R.S. Rept. No. S.IO3.

(2) A.H.B./IIH/241/22/'4,
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Mouse* Training

In the spring of 1945> 218 Squadron were equipped with the

j. m_ /«, C«,meTft. CciUVfi/
computer Type 59 (The Type 35 QS»y;^*Mou8e*.) The work carried out hy the

O.R.S. was exactly parallel to that carried out for the normal training

flights. An O.R.S. Report
(1)

gave details of how the flights were to he

carried out. An O.R.S. representative was attached to the squadron and the

flights were analysed in detail. The results which were published hy the

(2)O.R.S. l^d to the following chief conclusions:-

(a) The results showed considerable improvement over the warning
point practice bombing, (33O-43O yards),

(b) This improvement was not entirely due to the direct tactical
use of the ’Mouse* but was also caused by improvements in the
performance of the ground station,

(c) Computer (^pe 59 was an inferior Mouse mechanism in the respect
of accuracy, serviceability, and ease of manipulation. It was recom
mended that the computer Type 59 should be superseded by the computer
Type 56 as soon as possible.

This work on the ’Mouse* was completed after the end of the war. No

training flights were carried out with the Type 56 *Mouse’ or with Gee-H

Uk.II until after the end of 1945*

Operations

The study of the performance of Gee-H on operations was started with

the first operation - a calibration attack on Duren on 8/9 October 1943 by a

Mosquito of No. I39 Sqtiadron. This attack was planned in order that it

should be confirmed that there was no gross systematic error (i.e. greater

than a mile or so) in the Gee-H system before main force operations commenced.

The Mosquito obtained a photograph which showed that the bombs fell about

600 yards beyond the target. In view of the results obtained on Service

trials and on training and of the errors involved in night photography thi

error was considered to be quite consistent with the absence of a large

systematic error in the Gee-H system,

the operation

The A.W.A.S. issued a short report o

(3)
which confirmed these results.

/Th

s

n

e

(1) A.H.B./11/39/1/I (Bomber Cmd. O.E.S. Kept. No, S.103).

(2) Bomber Cmd. O.R.S. Rept. No. S.248. (‘A■H■B./ItH/24l/2^A4)●
(3) A.W.A.S, Note No,21 'Analysis of Gee-H attacks on Duren, 8/9 Oct.1943*
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The first main force operation was the attack on 3/4 November 1943

on a factory on the outskirts of Dusseldorf.

by the 0*R.S. to ensuring that the fullest possible information should be

Maximum effort was devoted

available. T.R.E. and O.R.S. representatives v/ere at each of the stations

and interrogated all the returning crews. Strike- photographs were obtained

by eight aircraft, and P.R.U. cover was obtained. The lesuits which were

(1)
analysed and published by O.R.S.

800 yards.

indicated an average error of about

Ground station performance, and propagation performance were

also studied, and the high percentage of aircraft failing to receive one

of the groiind stations gave rise to some anxiety. Nevertheless, the

results of the attack were considered very encouraging, and the accuracy

achieved was considered to be a radical improvement on the accuracy

achieved by main force aircraft bombing on Oboe ground markers. The

results obtained by ahalysis of the strike photographs were confirmed later

by the resultsof an expert examination of the P.R.U. cover by R.E.8

(Ministry of Home Security).

No further operations were carried out by the main force, until April

1944,and those carried out by the one Gee-H Mosquito of No. I39 Squadron

provided no more accuracy data, but minor investigations of signal strength

on these operations were undertaken in order to provide T.R.E. with data for

research into propogation. A full scale operational range test by aircraft

of No. 115 Squadron was carried out (raid on Prankfiirt, 20/2I December

1943)? from which it was apparent that 3OO miles was about the limit of

Gee-H range from the ground stations. (2)
●  I.

The next operations were carried out by No. 218 Squadron in April 1944.

Four bombing operations were carried out in April, and the results obtained

/from

Bomber Cmd. O.R.S. Rept. No.S.110.
B.C./s.26419/1 (13 May 1944).
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(1)
from them were published by the O.R.S. The accuracy achieved on these

attacks was of the order of a 50 c®nt circle about the aiming point

But two alarming features were shown by these raids,

first place the number of aircraft failing to receive the stations was high

In theof 500 yards.

Secondly,and speared to be due to weakness on the air to ground link.

there was a marked tendency for the systematic error to vary from raid to

raid, both along the track and across track.

As far as the failure of a large proportion of the aircraft to receive

the ground stations at 200 miles at 15,000 feet was concerned, a series of

flying trials and range tests were carried out by aircraft of No. 218

Squadron in conjunction with O.R.S. and T.R.E.

carried out at the ground stations concerned.

Complementary work was

Great difficulties were

experienced in detecting the weak aircraft transmitters owing to the absence

The conclusions of theseof testing gear for measuring field strength.

trials were as follows:-

(a) A proportion of aircraft transmitters were appreciably weaker
than others,

(b) By careful maintenance all aircraft could receive the ground
stations (which were heavy mobiles and not fixed stations) at 220
miles at I5OOO feet but the maximum safe range at this height was
200 miles,

(c) There was nothing wrong with the aircraftsaerial arrays, or with
the ground stations.

The systematic errors were not explained. The ground station at Worth

Matravers was under considerable suspicion of being responsible,because Mm

the ground trials which yielded anomalous results were then being carried

out (see above),

that similar errors had also been encountered (by the Ei^th U.S. Air Force)

It became apparent that Gee-H operations suffered

and it was foimdMeetings were held with other users

on the Eastern Chain.

from variable systematic errors which could be so great as a mile, and no

It was finally concluded (faute de mieux)cause for this was obvious.

that the only way these errors might be eliminated was by the use of a

/Apart●Mouse*.

d n. R. S, Repo-ft o. S -16T2 - Z'■ It ■ fc / H M/341/ 4-^.
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Apart from an attack on 1 May by No, 218 Squadron no further Gee-H

bombing operations were carried out until July 1944*

period No, 218 Squadron were fully occupied with Operation Glimmer until

D Day, and after that concentrated on raining the French ports using Gee-H.

From these operations propagation data was obtained.

In the intervening

Gee-H led formation attacks began with an attack on the flying bomb

installations at Vieulles de Neuve on 27 July. These attacks generally

were carried out with a Gee-H leader and deputy leader, witji a rough

formation of anything up to twelve aircraft following. They were the

first attacks carried out using Gee-H in daylight. Siz attacks of this

type were carried out; all during the period 26 July to 31 August. Three

of them were analysed (using strike photographs) and the results published

(1)
in Bomber Command O.R.S. Report No. S,l83. The chief featiures of-these

raids were a very high standard of accuracy on the part of the Gee-H leaders

(average error 275 yards) and very poor backing up by the followers. Two

other attacks were analysed; but the results were not published. The

analyses, however, indicated that the accuracy achieved on the three

previous raids was partly fortuitous and that the figure of 500 yards for

the average error fitted the overall picture better. Loss of accuracy from

systematic errors was again apparent; formation flying could be improved.

These raids, hov/ever, provided very useful experience for the attacks which

began in October, in which the whole of No. 3 Group flew in formations led

by Gee-H aircraft.

During the period from October 1944 to the end of the war 94 Gee-H

76 of these were formation attacks, Gee-H aircraftattacks were carried out;

leading vies of three aircraft; ten were ground or skymarking raids, and

eight were blind-bombing attacks by Gee-H aircraft d.one. Assessments of the

results of these attacks were based on three sources of evidence:-

strike photographs, crater plots and target indicator plots,

which yielded information from either of these sources were analysed,

/first

All the raids

The

(1) A.H.B./lIH/24»/aa/i4-
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(1)
first O.R.S. Report gave an accoiint of the accuracy achieved on two

error

The 50 per cent^on these attacks was 63O yards andground-marking attacks.

the percentage of gross errors, 27 per cent.

The raids carried out during the period October to December 1944 were

(2)
fully dealt with in a further O.R.S. Report ,

the general characteristics of Gee-H bombing.

which was designed to show

No attempt was made to go

into details as to the exact causes of errors. The chief conclusions of

the report were;-

(a) Gee-H bombing gave an average radial error of 1027 yards (all types
of raids) with 20 per cent gross errors outside the 2,500 yards circle,

(b) The overall acciiracy achieved by formation attacks was about the
same as that achieved by the Gee-H leaders alone,

(c) The overall systematic error was negligible, but on individual
operations the systematic error was liable to be relatively large
(1000 yards or so).

These results were regarded in the light of previous results, and of

training results, as being disappointing. This low accuracy achieved was

felt to be largely due to inexperience both with formation flying and with

handling the Gee—H equipment. Nevertheless, the results improved steadily

throughout the spring of 1945.

research v/as particulaJ^directed to find out the relative magnitude of the

various errors (just as was done on the No. 218 Squadron training flights)

and particularly to track dovm the cause of the systematic errors which had

remained totally unexplained since they first appeared in No. 218 Squadron*s

early operations, of April 1944* The main conclusions of the work, which

These were also analysed in detail. The

(3)
were published by O.R.S. were:-

(a) The accuracy of Gee-H on these raids was an improvement on the
raids analysed in the Bomber Command O.R.S. Report No. S.211. Two
or three of the raids, in pai^ticular, were outstanding with 50 per cent
errors of 5OO yards,

(b) The detailed analysis showed that the errors of tracking were of
the order of

that systematic wind finding errors of the order of I5 knots were
incurred by the navigators.

yds. Errors of heading of the order of ,  and

Unfortunately comparison of the results obtained by crater plot with

those obtained by photographic evidence showed serious discrepancies on the

one or two raids on which both methods were used and this prevented further

detailed work on the causes of the large ^stematic errors which were present
   /on

(0 Co rr^<vr\

(2) o.R. Mcj. CA H fe./irH/24t/z2/i4)
(3) Unpublished report by Bomber Crad. O.H.S. *
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on these raids. It was concluded, therefore, that the study of performance

of Gee-H at that time was still incomplete in this respect but no further

work was carried out between the end of the war and the end of 1945

Advisory and Planning Work by the O.R.S.

General Policy

The section dealing with the general history of Gee-H covers a large

portion of the work under this heading,

the historical summary the O.R.S. were consulted.

On most of the points mentioned i

In addition, however, w

n

ork

of a consultative nature on such problems as frequency allocation and

deployment of ground stationsvas pontinuous throughout the war;

be appreciated that such work was not confined to Air Staff at Bomber Command,

but a considerable amount of it was done in conjunction with other users find

organisations such as Uo. 60 Group, and Director of Radar at the Air Ministry.

The great proportion of this work v/as either verbal or can be found on the

and it will

minute sheets of various files concerned with Gee-H. However, by giving

an account of the work involving O.R.S. publications, good examples of the

work can be given.

When it became known that the equipment was to be available for Bomber

Command, O.R.S. took part in preliminary discussions on the use of the device.

The main points put forward by the O.R.S. may be found in two O.R.S publi-

The discussion centred round the following problems:-

(a) Hov/ does Gee-H compare with other radar blind bombing and
navigation aids?

(b) Should Gee-H be used for navigation or bombing or both?

(c) Estimated performance and susceptibility to gamming,

(d) Suggestions as to which aircraft it should be installed in.

The suggestions outlined in this report were largely agreed to by Air Staff.

The O.R.S. was involved very fully in detailed work on training flights and

(1)cations ;

operational planning, and because of this, they were very much concemEd with

(2)
the operational target date; and in a memorandum advised that it be put

/back

(1 ) feoinvIoeT O* R -S . . S. 8 2 . >M -li. JH M j  j .
I

(2) B.C./s.26419/1 (15 Jan.1943)-
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back from 1 October to 8 October,

gives a very clear idea of the sort of worl^.H.S. was. concerned with at the

the types of target to be attacked

Later after the target date had been reached and

As a matter of interest this document

(1)time of Gee-H. In another memorandum

were discussed. no

operations materialised, there v/as considerable pressure from^.R.S. to get

As has been Ascribed earlier in the chapter only nuisance

raids were carried out after the main force raid on Pusseldorf and further

suggestions on general policy laid considerable emphasis on the value of the

After Gee-H had been removed from all aircraft in the Command in

the device used.

service.

(2)
February 1944 it was suggested that Gee-H should be used to back up

Oboe marking in the attacks on railway targets;

agreed to and resulted in the re-equipment of Ho. 218 Squadron.

As far as the ground station side of this work is concerned reference

and this suggestion was

may be found to various O.R.S. suggestions in the minutes of meetings held

at Air Ministry in the summer of 1943. One of these suggestions should

perhaps be mentioned, that the ground stations should have a regular pulse

recurrence frequency superimposed on their irregular pulse recurrence

frequency from noise and aircraft triggering, in order that it should appear

to the enemy that the stations were merely search equipment on a new frequency

This suggestion, hov/ever, was not taken up.

be ̂  made of the O.R.S. proposals put forward in the summer of 1944 fo^ the

combination of the eastern and southern G-H chains in Bomber Command O.R.S.

band. MentionUl should also

.(3)Report Ho. S.I36; assent was given to these suggestions.

Techniques of Homing and Bombing

This section covers the work done by O.H.S. after the general policy

and use of the equipment had been fixed, and is concerned with the investiga

tion into the best methods of bombing by Gee—H.

bombing were in the main two-fold.

The problems of Gee-H

Firstly, by means of Gee-H, the aircraft

was homed to a point and investigations were necessary to determine the

best technique for reducing errors of heading, tracking and releasing to a

minimum. Secondly the position of the point at which the bombs were released

to hit a given aiming point depended on a large number of factors, not all

/of

(1) B.C./s.26419/1 (6 Sept. 1943)
f2) B.C./S.26419/I (24 Feb.1944)

(3) App. O.R.S.
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of which Could he accurately estimated before take-off; methods of allowing

for these factors in the air had to he worked out.

The first problem had been partly solved as a result of the use of Gee

The principle used in Gee of flying along one lattice line

and waiting until the other line was crossed was also the only practical

one to use with the presentation of Gee-H Mark I.

for homing.

The chief aim of the

methods suggested was to reduce heading errors, which, as stated above,

appeared to be the largest single source of error and these methods were

basically attempts to overcome the lack of rate-aiding of Gee-H,

methods of tracking were described in the O.R.S. Report No, S.103;

Three

two

of these were fundamentally obvious methods and were used by B.D.U. in the

Service trials, and gave no real opportunity for obtaining an accurate

course from the Gee-H presentation.

The third method (the rate of changing course method) was worked out

by the 0,R.S. and was primarily designed to enable the navigator to treat

the Gee-H lattice line (which was circular) as a straight line. An account

(2)
of the method was also published separately by O.R.S., chiefly because

the deduction of a simple relationship between a small change of course

and a corresponding change of track was felt to be of general interest. The
N*?

method was officially recommended by Air Staff but it was never really used

by more than a small percentage of navigators, the majority ofwhom continued

to use the ordinary empirical methods which involved turning on to precom¬

puted headings at the warning point.

On account of this, at the end of 1944> the 0,R.S. was asked to investi¬

gate the possibilities of other methods; so that when the Gee-H training

flight was set-up, a standard method of tracking could be taught. This

(3)resulted in a method loiovm as the *Chord Method*, The method was tried

by aircraft of the Training Plight, and the results achieved were very good;

but the method was thought to involve too much complex work for the navigator

and was dropped in favour of the rate of change of course method. No

further methods were put forward, and it was felt that short of improving

the sensitivity of the presentation, the accuracy of tracking could only be

improved by the introduction of a proper rate-aiding device.
/Another

(1) A>uB./n.
(2) B,q/s.264l9/l' (14 Oot.1943)
(3) B.C./S.26419/1 (14 Oct.1943)

2U.
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Another suggestion for improving the accuracy of homing to a point was

put forward in order to avoid serious errors along track resulting from

tracking errors when the angle of cut of the lattice lines ̂  small. This

was known in general as the *1* and *U* line method and was described in

The hyperbolic homing siaggestion for use with
(1)

the Navigator’s Manual.

Gee-H Mark II never got beyond the trials at B.D.U., as already described,

but there was general agreement with the B.D.U. view that hyperbolic homing

involved too much resetting of the Gee-H controls for general operational

use.

To the second problem of Gee-H bombing, that of allowing for the

various factors on which the position of the release point dependecj(,the

The difficulty was as follows:-O.R.S. contributed a number of solutions.

complete allowance could easily be made for all factors before take-off and

the co-ordinates of the corresponding release points given to the crews.

But such a release point v/as then based on a met. wind and depended on the

aircrew adhering to a pre-determined height and airspeed and this involved

Alternatively, by the time the navigator had found anappreciable errors.

accurate wind, and decided on the best conditions of height and airspeed

for bombing it would be impossible to expect him to carry out the necessary

computations to obtain the co-ordinates of the required release point.

Moreover it was desirable that all aircraft should home to the same pre¬

determined point, so that by special phasing of the beacons the co-ordinates

Groundof the point could be given zero second and third decimal places.

speed was the factor which caused most trouble, since an accurate knowledge

of it was essential for accurate bombing, whereas  a pre-determined height

and airspeed could be adhered to sufficiently accurately and anyhow

allowance for these factors was rot difficult.

Pour methods were proposed, the first three of which were tried in the

The first of these was the met. wind method, theB.D.U. Service trials.

second was the constant ground speed method and the third was the waming

Descriptions of these methods can be found in B.D.U* Reportpoint method.

(2)
which covered the results of the trials; and in

/addition

No. 19, part 3.

(2) B.D.U/S.52l/Radar (I8 Nov.1943)(1) Air Min. S.D.0544*
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addition the warning point method is described fully in Section I of O.R.S*

(1)
This method was adopted for operational use and was

practically the only method used in Bomber Command during the war and was

Report No« S.103*

also adopted by other users as a standard bombing technique.

The fourth method put forward was the *Mouse* method. The principle

of the'Mouse’was of course well known and had been successfully applied to

but its use for Gee-H had been held up by lack of suitable mechanism.Oboe;

As has been stated the original T.R.E. proposal for the use of a stop-watch

as a Mouse was rejected; but tentative proposals for a *Mouse* system

involving the timing mechanism already in use with the warning period

method, of bombing^and double pulsing at this ground station were put forward

and subjected to unofficial B.B.U. trials in December 1943*

proposals together with a theoretical discussion and the results of the

The full O.R.S.

(2)
B.D.U. trials were put forward by O.R.S. in Report No. S.156. Much

correspondence and discussion on these proposals arose between the various

users of Gee-H, T.R.E., No. 60 Group and the M.A.P. and further proposals

(3)
v^ere put forward by T.R.E. in a demi-official memorandum.

A full account of the various discussions is not possible, but they

centred round four main proposals;-

(a) Production of the ‘Double Type 35 Camera Control*. ‘MqUss*
suggested by O.R.S. (4)

(b) Design and production of a proper electrical/oiechanical constant
speed *Mouse*.

(c) Design and production of a variable ratio*f»Jousel

(d) Double pulsing at the ground stations.

It was eventually decided for technical reasons firstly to drop the double

pulsing scheme; secondly, to drop the variable ratio'Mouse; thirdly to
Cojnitfa Contrci

‘^computers (the Computer

Type 59) an^> finally to design and produce in large numbers an electrical/

mechanical 'Mouse* (which became the computer Type ̂ 6 ) to be produced by a

commercial firm.

produce on a crash programme 50 double T.35

/Owing

(1) A-H.B./tt/69/ail,

(2) A.H.B./IIH/24»/^V '4"
(3) T.R.E./D.1979/135a/EP. (l^May 1944).

O.R.S.- S.15'6. (a M4
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Owing to production difficulties, neither the Type 56 the Type 59

available in sufficient numbers before the end of the wer to have any

effect on the operational acciaracy ofGorH.

Gee-H Mouse system (using either of the computers) was the necessity for

The biggest disadvantage of the

restrobing the release co-ordinate between the two reference pointj. But

in spite of pressure from the vaxious users, no further proposals were put

forward to avoid this, after the rejection of the O.R.S. double pulsing

scheme.

This covers the work by the O.R.S. on the technique of homing and

bombing used in Bomber Command, but as part of the general liaison with

other users the development of the American tachometric Norden bombsight.

technique and the No. 3S Croup methods for supply dropping v/ere discussed

at some length.

Details of Operational Use

The O.R.S. were always very closely concerned with the details of

operational use and planning with Gee-H, more so probably than with any other

device. This was partly because the O.R.S. were required to carry out

a aafitinw 'hnlnw)calculations for the operations and partly

because the nature of the operation was largely experimental for a long

time. The work fell into three main sections:-

(a) The planning of the operation at Headquarters,

(b) Calculations for the operation (dealt with below)o

(c) The detailed work at the R.A.P. stations concerned.

The planning work at Headquarters Bomber Command was largely concerned with

as ns^ the direction of approach, method of

This work which began

such problems

bombing^ use of mixed bomb loads j

with the first operation was continued until the large scale use of Gee-H

was well under way in the outumn of 1944*

During the early stages of the use of Gee-H O.R.S. representatives were

present at most of the stations partly to ensure that the necessary data for

But these representativesthe study of performance was collected properly.

also gave a considerable amount of assistance to the navigation staff in the

daily problems arising on the stations and in a niamber of cases, briefed the

Similarly when the crews

/returned

crews on the Gee-H conditions of the attacks.
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returned from the operations,interrogations were carried out by O.R.S.

Towards the end of 1944 when the large scale use of Gee-H madepersonnel.

this detailed work impossible and very largely unnecessary, briefing forms

and interrogation questionnaires were provided by O.R.S. and forwarded to

No. 3 Group for use by the navigation staff and the stations; regular

liaison visits were paid by the O.R.S. to the stations concerned.

Details of Training

It has already been mentioned that training flights provided valuable

It was natural, therefore, that tKedata for the study of performace of Gee-H.

Air Staff at Bomber Command should wish to ensure that the training flights

were carried out so that they would supply as much data as possible; and

following the practice which had been started with Gee, O.R.S. produced

their requirements for training flights in the form of a report which was

then passed on to the groups by Air Staff.

-for-the training^^-llghts- and - all theIn-

OvRvS. Report Ho. S.l^. For the

first Gee-H programme (autumn 1943) only a provisional report

(2)
together with an Air Staff document on practice bombing '.

●dat a - far thom wore-i

(1)
was issued.

Both ^ these- reports-- wei’-e—issued-i

of~--tdmg^ Eventually the two v/ere combined and issued as O.R.S. Report

No. S.IO3 and this document eventually became the standard work for instructors

in Bomber Command and was complementary to the Navigator*s Manual. In the

spring of 1945 i't* was re-issued with several modifications as Headquarters

Bomber Command Memorandum on Training Plights. Thus although the training

flights were no longer required to supply data for analysis the original

report provided a sound basis on which training flights could take place.

In addition to this work O.R.S. representatives at the stations

inouioto-inedl . . .j., j.. j
naturally a close liaison on training matters with the squadron

instructions, and later, with the Gee-H training flight- , after it was formed

in the spring of 1945. The training flights for *Mouse* were similarly a

matter in which the O.R.S. played a considerable part. The O.R.S. Report
/  p rcviAeA ^ feo bUepl<x*\mi>3

-j. the training flights and supplied a considerable

   /amoxmt

No. S.203 \

(1) A-H-C)./n:/t9/aih
(2) B.C./S.26419A (26 Sept.1943)
(3) A.H.B./lI H/2>ll/k2/t4-
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amoiint of information on the detail of using the device . An Addendum to

(1)
this report was published in order to supply nev/ co-ordinates and

details of a testing procedure* In addition to this v/ork an O.R.S.

representative was attached to the squadron for various periods to assist

in the day to day problems which arose*

In the summer of 1944 T.R.E. suggested that various users might find

a training film useful. Bomber Command were not in a position at that time

However, No. 2 Group put up a require-to put up a requirement for a film.

ment which was supported in general terms by Bomber Command and the Eighth

Most of the basic work on the film v/as carried out by theU.S. Air Force.

T.R.E. Film Unit in co-operation Virith No. 2 Group. But O.R.S. were asked by

the Air Staff at Headquarters Bomber Command to ensure that the film fitted

On this account theBomber Command usage and technique as far as possible.

O.R.S. maintained a close liaison with T.R.E. and No. 2 Group, and suggested

a number of modifications in the text and lay-out most of which were incorpor-

These suggestions are to be found in the minutes of a meeting heldated.

(2)
at Headquarters No. 2 Group ;

Calculations

As stated above the calculations required for Gee-H operations were a

The calculations for Gee-Hmatter in which the O.R.S. was partly responsible.

operations were of two sorts, firstly the basic calculation of the ranges

from the groimd stations to the aiming point and^secondly, the corrections

of these ranges in order to obtain the co-ordinates of the warning point.

UntilThe A.V/.A.S. v/ere entirely responsible for the basic calculations.

No, 3 Group computing section was set up in October 1944 the second part of

the calculations were entirely the responsibility of the O.R.S.

for operations using'Mouse*were also the responsibility of the O.R.S.

Calculations

The first method of calculation of the warning point co-ordinates was

(3) This method of calculation was discussed withproposed by the A.W.A.S.

the A.W.A.S. and it was concluded that unnecessary errors would be incurred

(1 ) B.C./s.26419/3 (25 May 1945
(2) B.C./s.26419/3 (1 Aug. 1944)
(3) A.W.A.S. W.H/E.M. (12 Aug. 1943)and W.R./j.M.E., 30 Sept.1943.
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by its use and a second method was a^eed to. After this method had teen

used once or tv/ice in the early operations, various modifications were made

to the formula in order that the calculations could he carried out conveni

ently hy slide-rule, (the A.W.A.S. did all their calculations on computing

machines),

an O.R.S.*^ ^

section at No. 3 Group.

A.V/.A.S. took place which led to a radical chanf.'e in the formulae used.

The proforraae and the formulae used were gathered together in

These slide-rule formulae were also used by the computing

However, later in 1944^further discussions with the

In

(2)
a further A.V/.A.S. publication ,

which, with very small modafications, could be made more accurate and just

as simple as the original ones used by the O.R.S.

summary of the previous formulae used.

exact mathematical formulae were put fo

This report also gave a

rward

In addition the new A.W.A.S. formulae were easily adaptable to *Mouse!

calculations. However, the formulae given in this A.W.A.S. note were never

used, and the A.W.A.S. produced further modifications giving still simpler

results just after the issue of the report. The ‘Mouse* calculations were

also based on this new formulae which was used by the computing section and

(3)were described in a letter from Bomber Command O.R.S. to the A.W.A.S.

The formulae used by the O.R.S. for the ‘Mouse* calculations were given in

an unpublished note; O.R.S. preferred to use these formulae as they were

designed for use with the slide-rule.

In addition to these calculations, a good deal of work was carried out

by the O.R.S. on subsidiary formulae, collecting ballistic data, aiming of

(5)
mixed loads and the aiming of cluster projectiles. In a memorandum,

the methods of aiming mixed loads are described. In addition the O.R.S. .

supplied a considerable amount of direct assistance and information to the

No. 3 Group computing section on all these matters.

Calculations of warning period tables (for use with the warning point

technique) was largely a matter for the A.W.A.S. But the first warning period

tables were calculated and produced by the O.R.S. together with a description

hi
(1) B.C./S.26419/4/O.R.S
(2) A.W.A.S./w.R./D.M.H./m.B.S. (21 Dec. 1944)
(3) B.C./S.26419/4 (16 May 1945)
(4) B.C./S.26419/4 (20 Peb. 1945)
(5) B.C./S.26419/4 (15 Dec.1944)
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(1)of the assumptions made and the factors allowed for. Subsequently when

the various modifications were introduced into the warning period tables

such as calculating them for constant R.A.S. instead of constant T.A.S«

and methods of using one set of warning period tables for various bombs

were worked out. In general, hovirever, the O.R.S. laid down the specifications

of the warning period tables to meet the requirements of the Command and the

tables themselves were calculated and produced by the A.W.A.S.

Miscellaneous

This section deals with two pieces of work in which the O.R.S. were

involved with Gee-H which were not part of the normal Gee-H programme. The

first was work done in connection with Operation Glimmer and the second

was work done in connection with the use of Gee-H by the Bomb Ballistic Unit.

Operation Glimmer was a naval-air feint against the beaches at Boulogne

carried out at the same time as the main landing in Normandy on 6 Jme 19Vf»

Aircraft of No.2l8 Squadron carried out advancing orbits dropping Window to

give the effect of a large convoy. The details of the work carried out by

the O.R.S. on the quantities of Window and other radio countermeasure devices

involved is covered in Chapter 17. In addition, however, O.R.S. carried out

work on the details of the navigation required and the training of the

squadron. As Gee-H was used in conjunction with Gee to enable aircraft to

carry out orbits accurately, this work is described below.

The work on the operation began about a month before D day and involved

superimposing the lattice lines of the High Street Gee-H station on an

Admiralty chart of the south-eastern Gee chain. The aircraft flew towards

the French coast on one set of High Street lattice lines and at the appro¬

priate moment, as determined by the value of the Gee co-ordinates, carried out

a rate one turn which brought them facing towards the English coast on to

another set of High Street lattice lihes. The aircraft then homed towards

the English coast and when they reached a point as determined by the Gee

lattice lines, which were slightly in advance of the original starting point.

carried out another rate one turn which brought them on to the original set

of High Street lines facing towards the French coast. This type of orbit

was repeated some to 40 times, a small advance of about a quarter of a mile

being made v/ith each succeeding orbit so that the Window screen advanced at

the same rate as the naval vessels below. /The

(1) B.G./s.26419/1 (27 Oct.1943) restricted
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The calculation of the co-ordinates of the various turning points and

the preparation of the data for the crews were carried out hy the O.R.S.

In addition elaborate precautions were taken to ensure that in the event of

a failure of either Gee-H or Gee, the aircraft would have some means of

carrying on the orbitsj and this involved calculations of further co¬

ordinates of the turning points using the Grangewood Gee-H station and another

set of Gee lattice lines. An O.R.S. representative was attached to the

squadron to assist in the trials and training flights. The trials, however.

were not extensive as all the basic work had been carried out already by

T.R.E. or No. 617 Squadron for the similar Operation Taxable (a feint towards
out

Cap d*Antifer)which was carried^at the same time,

the interrogation of high ranking prisoners of war after the end of hostilities

It was discovered through

that the operation was a complete success*

The use of Gee-H in the Bomb Ballistic Unit (B.B.U.) was proposed in

the spring of 1944 when it was found that the ballistic data of many bombs.

and in particular target indicators, was unreliable. Up till then the B.B.U.

had relied entirely on visual methods for obtaining ballistic data on the

bombs; this restricted the work to clear weather, and thus resulted in

ballistic trials from high altitudes taking a long time. Accordingly it was

(1)
suggested that radar bombing should be used and at a meeting at the M.A.P.

proposals were put forward for the use of Gee-H. Extensive preliminary

discussions also took place between representatives of the O.R.S. and

Research and Development Armament 14^ The proposal to use Gee-H v;as accepted

and aircraft of the E.B.U. v/ere fitted in the summer of 1944* Apart from

minor liaison work, the O.R.S. carried out no further work in this connection.

(1) M.A.P./S.B.56OI5 (R.D. ARM.3) - Feb.1944.
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2 ̂ 0CHAPTER 14-

THE OPERATIONAL USE OF OBOE

The Oboe Principle

During the years 19AO and 1941f No# 109 Squadron was detailed to

carry out special duties# One of these special duties ̂ vas the

examination and destruction by bombing of the beam bombing system used

by the enen^. The method used was to fly back along the beam to its

In order to determine the exact moment of release^ experimentssource#

were carried out at T*R#E# using a C.H.L# station together with a

Peacock (a modified I.P.P. set) to measure the range of the bomber and

These initial experiments led to theto send a release signal to it#

formation of the Oboe scheme of blind bombing on which woilc was then

started#

The Oboe scheme consisted of two ground stations, one the *Gat*

tracking station and the other the ‘Mouse' or releasing station.

These stations, woiicing on different Pulse Recurrence Frequencies

(P,R#Fs), triggered a transmitter-receiver (the Peacock) in the aircraft

which sent back another pulse to the ground station* The ground stations

then measured the range of the ‘peacock* response using the usual radar

technique with large cathode ray tubes and a fast time base#

sent out by the two ground stations were modulated in different ways, and

when these signals were received by the aircraft peacock they were fed

This filter separated the two signals and fed the

modulation as a tone to the pilot and bomb-aimer in the aircraft, the

or

The pulses

into a filter#

pilot hearing only the modulation sent out by the tracking station and

the navigator receiving that sent out by the release or mouse station#

Dots were transmitted
The tracking station sent out dots or dashes#

when the aircraft was nearer the ground station than the target and

Near the target range andashes vrtien it was further than the target#

automatic device (the Double Siirobe)

increased the dots were faded through an equisignai note into dashes.

The pilot of an Oboe aircraft, therefore, heard a signal Uke a very

Lorenz beam, the centre of the beam lying on a circle at constant

used so that as the range waswas

narrow

/range
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range (the range of the target) from the tracking station,

pilot attempted to fly as accurately as possible along this beam, and so

fly on a circle which eventually passeflL over the target,

to dots or dashes, the tracking station also could send out inorse letters.

The Oboe

In addition.

which were used as call signs for the aircraft and to provide warning

signals to the pilot s^aTrom the beam.

The navigator, on the other hand, received signals from the releasing

As in the case of the pilot’s signals, these in the first place

consisted of the ’Mouse* call sign and of warning letters indicating how

far the aircraft the target. Finally, as the aircraft approached

the target, a semi-automatic device known as a ’Mouse* was used. This

’Mouse^orked out the ground speed of the aircraft (assuming it was flying

accurately ’on the beam’ provided by the tracking station, and at the

correct height and air speed) and sent a release signal at the appropriate

moment, on receipt Of which the navigator pressed the bomb switch.

station.

Although the ’Mouse’ took into account the ground speed of the

aircraft, there were various corrections which had to be applied to the

These allowed for the trail of the bomb,range setting of the target,

the cross trail, the fact that the bomb was thrown along a tangent to the

Some of these corrections had to be based on thetrack and so on.

estimated Met wind, but except with the low terminal velocity bomb these

corrections were only second order quantities.

It will therefore be seen that with the Oboe system it was hoped to

provide an accurate blind bombing device using a system of ground control “●

all the accurate measurement and calculation being done on the ground

The aircraft was to fly mei^lyui^er the direction of a controller.

according to the ground station’s direction, using the autqmatic narrow

the directions of thebeam to keep the aircraft on track, and releasing on

The accuracy of measurement was thought to be aboutgrouiid station,

20 yards,

of the pulses from the ground station,

the C.H.L. wavelengths (120 - I30 mc/s), but it was hoped ultimately to

ten centimetre system (Mark III and II).

^f the system was clearly that one pair of ground stations could only

The system would of course be limited by the range of reception

Work was to be started (Mark l)

on

The chief limitationdevelop a

deal with one aircraft every ten to 15 minutes. It was hoped ultimately

(t) 268, /by
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by the use of special filters and the ten centimetre system to provide

multiple P.R.P. working so that one pair of ground stations could(^1 with

several aircraft*

Research and developnent work was started in the summer of 19W t>y

The flying was provided byTaR.B, on the Oboe system as described above.

a flight of No, 109 Squadron with '«VellingtonSo

Although Oboe was potentially a veiy accurate system of bombing it was

of little interest to Bomber Command in view of its limited handling

For exan^^le, it could only becapacity and limited operational range,

used to attack the Ruhr from heights of at least 26,000 feet and therefore

would not be used by the main bomber force even against the nearest

Its development was consequently proceeding only ontargets in Germany,

a very low priority.

Studies by the O.R.S, of bombing operations had shoim quite clearly

that, provided the aiming point was clearly visible or a conflagration

could be started, a very successful bombing attack could be carried out.

The great difficulty was to find the aiming point in the first place.

While pondering on this problem the.0,R,S. conceived the idea that if

Oboe aircraft could drop a distinctive mark on the aiming point at *zero*

hour and replenish it, say, every three minutes, an accurate and easily

seen aiming point would be provided for the whole of the bomber force.

This would require, say, four pairs of ground stations and one squadron of

high flying aircraft such as Wellington Vis or Mosquitoes*

This suggestion was put to the Air Staff at Bomber Command as a

method for attacking the important Ruhr targets, in Bomber Command O.R.S*
I

The Air Staff considered that the scheme was practicable
(0

Report No. S.53«

and suggested that the latest marking bomber known as the Target

Indicator or T,I, which was then being developed, was ideally suitable for

The air Ministry were accordingly asked to arrange for thethe purpose*

develojaaent of Oboe to proceed on the highest priority*

(I) A-H.6./lI>/ia/l9t

/The
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J
The proposal to use Oboe for target marking was probably the

greatest contribution to the increase in the effectiveness of bombing

operationsB All the extremely difficult targets in the Ruhr against irtiich

very little success had been achieved were very severely damaged during

the first Oboe attacks and the method enabled the precision attacks

against marshalling yards to be carried out with the minimum of effort

and minimum damage to occupied territory. The various precision attacks

in preparation for the re-entry into Europe and many attacks in support of

army operations were dependent on this technique,

Ifo, 109 Squadron was transferred to Bomber Command and later became

part of the Pathfinder Force when it was formed in August 194-2*

determine the suitability of Wellington VI and Mosquito aircraft for the

scheme were caixied out, and although it seemed at one time that neither

would be satisfactory, the personnel of No, 109 Squadron showed great

persistence and succeeded in installing the equipment in a Mosquito,

The Mosquito

was able to carry four of the new target indicators which when dropped in

Tests to

Thi

proved to be satisfactory and this aircraft was selected.

s

salvo provided an excellent distinctive markB

Nature of Work on Oboe Conducted by the 0,R,S.

The general organisation of the technical develojanent and research

into the operations of Oboe was somewhat different fT’om that in other

With Oboe, the squadron ̂ ^ch ultimately used the equipment on

operations was the same squadron which carried out the development work,

A lot of the initial difficulties were, therefore, eliminated,

the whole organisation of Oboe, although complex (concerning T.R.E,,

No. 60 Grouj., No. 109 Squadron, No, 8 Group, controllers, aircrew etc) was

small, so that modifications in technique could be done on a 'personnel'

Some of the special investigations conducted have been written up

in the operation of Oboe, but much work was carried out by investigation

on the spot, followed by verbal advice and discussion with the R,A.P.

personnel concerned, and is not therefore recorded,

O.R.S, attached to Headquarters Pathfinder Force assisted in the planning

of Oboe operations and in much of the day-to-day analysis of results, but

in view of the intensity of the ©peration little has been fully written up.

spheres.

Moreover,

level.

The member of the

/It
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therefore not intended to mention specifically in this chapterIt is

each Job done by the O.R.3. - except insofar as where full reports

have been written, or special investigations carried out - but a

and developoient of Oboe will be given.general history of the use
It is

of interest to note that in view of the highly specialised nature of this

the Command’s executive
operation, the O.R,S, frequently acted as

representative at Air Ministry meetings on

development of the systean.

First Operations (Mark l)

The equipping of No. 109 Squadron with Mosquitos, the selection of

suitable crews, and their training, and the establishment of two pairs of

ground stations on the East Coast (at Dover and at Trimmingham) to give

proceeded with as rapidly as possible during

matters connected with

cover over the Ruhr was

of
the end of this period, however, just when the

received serious interference from

liutumn^l 942
Towards

nearly trained, the system

This interference effectively spoilt a large

crews were

some unknown source.

Furthermore, it completely
proportion of the test and training flights,

prevented the tests on the accuracy

navigation accuracy

to conduct these tests

and reli

and timing achieved by t

ability, and on the

It had been hoped
he crews,

exhaustively before committing the device to

It was, however, finally decided to

until the interference had been

be conducted on

marking operations over Germany,

the full trials in this countrypostpone

Instead some operational trials were tocleared up.

The first attack was on

three 5OO pound bombs)

Three airoraft attacked

actual targets in Germany or occupied territory.

December 1942» by six Mosquitos (each carrying

Sittard in Holland,

20

●n a power station near

siiccessfully, but evidence of accuracy not obtained, as when

found that the target

was

obtained it waseventually a P.R.U, photograph

had been attacked previously.

During the next few weeks

carried out and also some

experimental sky-marking attacks were

Oboe airoraft dropped flares above cloud as a

was

several sindlar

attacks against Ruhr

a few

 operational trials were

In addition,

carried out in which the

release point marker for

 targets.

A
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a small number of main force aircraft. Some of these early experimental

and training flights were analysed in considerable detail and are described

(1)
in Bomber Command O.R,S« Report No. S.78* This report showed that the

reliability, the timing and the navigation were satisfactory. The little

evidence obtainable regarding accuracy suggested an average error of

600-700 ysjT^ i \Ayn\A
order of a mile. Both of these errors were considerably in excess of what

jennctd

expected, but were nevertheless sufficiently promising to justifywas

further trials.

The Battle of the Ruhr

The special attacks were continued throughout February and a few

attempts were made at ground marking operations with small numbers of

Firm evidence of the accuracyaircraft in rather poor weather conditions*

still not available but the general technique was considered to bewas

sufficiently reliable for an attack to be made on the night of 5/6 March

1  oil Essen by a force of about 400 aircraft,

quite simple and similar to that originally envisaged by the O.R.S.

Aircraft flying at 28,000 to JO,000 feet marked the Oboe with red

target indicators (T,I.) approximately once every five minutes (there were

two Oboe channels - two pairs of stations working on different frequencies -

each channel being able to deal with one aircraft every ten minutes). To

provide continuity (as the T.Is only burnt for a few minutes) and to guard

were provided.

The technique was basically

These
against failure of Oboe aircraft, 'Backers-up*

Backers-up, which were normal heavy bombers, dropped Green T.I. visually

the Red T.I, (or on previous greens if no reds were visible). The

main force bombed the Red T.I. if visible, otherwise th^ bombed the

Green T.I. This technique as used on the first big Oboe ground marking

on

This most difficult of targets
operation proved an outstanding success*

which had been attacked on numerous occasions in the past with very little

effect, was very severely damaged - the greater part of the old town of

out and much damage done to Krupps Works,Essen was completely burnt

(1) A.H.B./iiH/241/22/id-

/Throughout
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Throughout the summer of this sajiie technique was successfully

used against the important towns within range in what "became known as the

Battle of the Ruhr* The ground marking technique used proved to "be by

far the most successful developed by Bomber Command up to that time, and

damage was done on a scale never previously achieved by night bombing.

The results of these early Oboe attacks are given in Report No. S.102*

This r^ort showed that these Oboe ground marking attacks had greatly

increased the overall effectiveness of Bomber Command’s operations.

(1)

Although there was little evidence on the accuracy of Oboe itself, it was

undoubtedly sufficient for the immediate task in hand,

however, did not appear to be quite up to expectations}

be a systematic error of about a quarter of a mile together with a random

The report strongly recommended an

The accuracy.

there appeared t

of about the same magnitude,

o

increase in the number of Oboe channels from two to four or even eight.

error

This would provide greater continuity of marking and would effectively

The provision of a systan less vulnerablecover gaps due to unreliability.

to jamming (as yet not experienced) and the development of a repeater

also considered to be icgent operationalsystem to give greater ranges were

requirements.

During July 1943, a third Mark I Oboe channel was provided on the

This was of considerable assistance

of attacks on the Ruhr area during

Bast Coast giving cover over the Ruhr,

and improved still further the results

In July 1943 the Battle of the Ruhr was over, and Bomberthe summer.

Command started to attack targets at greater range - beyond the Oboe

Thus, although Oboe was used for occasional raids on targets

within range, it ms only used on a small scale during the ensuing months.

coverage.

Oboe had, however, fulfilled all our expectations but, as will be seen

below, it still had tasxs of the greatest importance to perform.

Winter 194? - 1944

1943/44* sandwiched between the Battle of the Ruhr and the

period of technical

two● *

The winter

period of intensive work on Oboe for D-day, was a

change and modification. Largely at the instigation of tha.O.R.S

(1) A.H-B-/1IK/£4i/22-/I4-

/committees
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The Oboe Banel which met at the Air Ministiycommittees were formedo

every few weeks was formed to thrash out the many problems connected with

Oboe, particularly the complex problems arising from the technical

At the meetings of this panel.

No. 8 (pathfinder)

capabilities and limitations of the system*

No, 60 Group, the 0*R.Srepresentatives of T.R*E ● f● $

Group and Headquarters Bomber Command, worked out many such problems and

This arrangement was found necessaryarrived at agreed recommendations.

in view of the complexity of the organisational side of Oboe, where

frequently in any given problem, one member would only see part of the

The other committee which met first in September 1943 a't the

Various members were in receipt of

picture,

A.W.A.S. was the Accuracy Committee,

evidence on the accuracy of Oboe, and the committee was formed to co-

This committeeordinate their data and to co-ordinate future action.

Later lapsed, as with the intensive work conducted on the accuracy for

centralised at Headquarters No, 8 (ihthfinder)D-day the woik became

Group,

Jamming of Mark I

During the autumn of 1945 a fall off in Oboe performance was

observable, and after considerable difficulty in tracing the exact cause,

attributed to enemy jamming of the
part of this loss in performance was

considerable test and experimentation a system known asAftersystem,

K-Oboe with latching was introduced. This involved each Maik; I ground

two wavelengths, the pulses being sent out a

The aircraft receiver was only actuated if both

The aircraft then

This system was found to reduce

It was, however, found

station radiating pulses on

few microseconds apart,

pulses were received and at the correct spacing,

transmitted back on a third frequency,

oonsiderably the effect of the enemy interference,

that with the frequencies in use with K-Oboe, the three channels were

subject to mutual interference when used in the presence of interference,

, therefore, of the increasing availability of the Mark II

only two Mark I channels

channel (Channel 2)

In view

channels, it was eventually decided to

(Channels 1 and 3) for operations, while the remaining

to be used for training only.

use

/Mark II
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Mark II and III

Ten centimetre Oboe, i»riiich was first used operationally in the

autumn of 1943, presents a very complex historical story, as there were

The Mark II equipment wasmany technical variations in the equipments*

designed to work in exactly the same manner as the Mark I, in that one

time (the radiopair of ground stations worked with one aircraft at

frequency being 10 centimetres as opposed to 1^ metres),

side there were three forms of airborne equipment known as Penwiper,

On the radio

The first two were of low power and were

rapidly superseded by the Album Leaf equipment which became standard.

The aerial system in the aircraft originally consisted of a system of

parab^ds, but this was later discarded in favour of a slotted wave guide

^ich gave a wider beam and so more tolerance in ̂Direction finding'

the ground station from the aircraft#

On the ground side the system was to differ from the Mark I system

in that the modulations were to be sent out by 'width* modulation (in

which the pulse width was varied) as opposed to 'space* modulation (in

Tirtiioh the distance between two successive pulses was varied),

addition^ the whole console in the ground station was to be re-designed,

the direct factors effecting operational results being that, the method

of sending out the autcanatic modulation was different and that the

Fountain Pen and Album Leaf.

In

'Mouse* systen for measuring the ground speed was of the 'instantaneous

(Details of the effects of this new 'Mouse* are

In addition, the whole console was

velocity' type.

discussed in greater detail below).

designed with a view to improving the accuracy of range measurement to

The Mark III equipment was to use the

to work several aircraft

less than 0.01 statute miles,

type of console, but one radio channel was

simultaneously, this being achieved by the use of different P.R.Ps

■(ifjiich were sorted out by a special filter (Filter 166) in the aircraft

similar manner to the way in vihich the Mark I type filter (Filter 68)

same

in a

separated the navigators* signals from the pilots*.

On the ground station side this scheme was considerably modified.

The first Mark II stations (known as

type console and modulations with a Mark II radio equipment, as the full

the IIF, stations) used the Mark I

/Mark II
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As a further interim
Marie II type consoles were not fully developed,

similar stations (known as the IISmeasure some ,Mo) were built in

trailers as a forerunner of the final version of the Mark II - the

The Mark IIMs (the first of which was operational just before

Owing to technical and

Mark IIM,

D-day) included all the Mark II devices,

operational difficulties the Mark III scheme was eventually given up and

the Mark III stations were operated with one console using one radio

The scheme of using multiple P.R.Ps was, however.eguipaent,

successfully operated - several Mark IIM or modified Mark III stations

working on the same radio frequency simultaneously but on different

P.R.Ps,

Trials on Accuracy and Reliability,

During the winter^l945/44j small scale tidals were conducted,

determine the accuracy a small number of bombs were dropped on bombing

To

ranges and these results were analysed, chiefly with a view to ensuring

These trials
that there were no gross errors in the Marie II system,

extensive trials conducted in the prelater developed into the far more

D-day period which are described below,

were also oai*ried out

Frequent experimental attacks

to test out the reliability of the various forms

O.R.S. I^thfinder Force produced a weekly

of the failures where

of Mark II equipment,

summary of these operations indicating the cause

known. This work was later taken over by a No, 60 Group Liaison

attached to Headquarters No, 8 (P,F,F.) Group at the

instigation of the O.R.S,, and who spent his whole time investigating

failures in detail.

Officer who was

Repeaters

In order to increase the range of Oboe a syst^i was formulated

whereby a 'repeater' airoraft would fly between each ground station and

the target and so relay the signals between the aircraft and ground

conducted using Mark I equipment

Some bombs were successfully dropped on Bmden

Considerable work on the eventual design

also carried out during this period and the

Experimental operations werestation.

in the autumn of 1943*

using 'single leg' repeater,

of a Mark II repeater was

. assisted in this. Owing, however, to the pressure of other

/commitments

O.R.S
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OOTimitments, the repeater scheme eventually lapsed and no further

●perations or experiments took plaoe.

Effect of Propagation

An attempt was made during the winter of 1943/44 to detennine the

effect of propagation conditions on the range of Ohoe, Arrangement s

were made to receive Meteorological Office forecasts of the propagation

It was found,conditions expected in front of the Oboe ground stations.

however, that during the winter these conditions varied very little

Any effect of propagation was completely masked by the bigindeed.

variation, the cause of which was often untraced, within the Oboe

system itself* Although the propagation conditions undoubtedly varied

(and iii5)roved) considerably in summer, no correlation could be

established. There was, however, an improvement in range and reliability

in the summer months which may have been due partly to this cause.

Use of Oboe by other Ccwunands

In the autximn of 1943, ^he Eighth U.S. Air Force installed Oboe in

some of their aircraft and attempted to use it operationally. Some

considerable difficulty was at first experienced, due chiefly to

Owing to its limiting range at theiroperational teething troubles,

operational height and their desire to concentrate on K2K for long range

work, the decision was taken to discontinue these experimental operations.

When the Ninth U.S, Tactical Air Force was formed in the period

before D-day, Oboe was fitted to a few of its aircraft. Practice and

experimental flights then quickly gave way to operations, and eventually

in the D-day and post D-day periods a high proportion of the Ninth Air

Force sorties were carried out in formations led by Oboe aircraft (all

using the R,A,F, ground stations manned by R.A.F. personnel), A

considerable number of reports have been produced by O.R.S, IXth Bomber

Command on these test and operational flights.

No, 2 Group, after it had been transferred to A.E.A.P, for tactical

support work in early 1944> conducted a series of es^erimental operations

in conjunction with No, 8 (ihthfinder Force) Group, Oboe Mosquitos of

No. 109 Squadron led small foimations of No. 2 Group aircraft on a

limited number of sorties which were designed to provide the mximum

ajEount of information on the effectiveness of this form of attack.

/These
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with the
These sorties were analysed in great detail by 0,R*So A*B«A*P*,

assistance of O.R.S. Bomber Command, and the results are given in O.R.S.

A.E.A.P. Report No. 19 (Mo. 2 Sro\J5> Oboe-led Missions). Although this

considerably more effective
report clearly showed that such attacks were

than Gee«H attacks, it was decided to concentrate on the Gee-H

method in view of its greater availability and tactical freedom, and the

use of Oboe was discontinued®

Oboe for D"day

Bfflnber nrmmanfl was assigned the task of knocking out ten coastal

the Itonnandy coast on the night of D minus on^D-day. Owing

to the fact that no flares oould be used and that identification  of the

night would be extremely difficult, the batteries had to bo

In addition.

batteries on

batteries at

marked blindly by Oboe and then bombed by the main foroe®

to be used extensively for the large bombing programme as a

preparation for D-day and for the post D-day support for the armyo

commitments required a high order of accuracy and reliability for Oboe,

initiated early in 192|4 to ensure that the highest

Oboe was

These

and intensive work was

possible accuracy was obtained. The work was co-ordinated by a manber of

Headquarters No. 8 (Bathfinder)OeReSm Bofflber Command who was attached to

addition to the investigations into accuracy which wereInGroup,

continued well beyond D-day, the work for D-day involved some special tasks,

the siting of the available fitooeConsiderable problems arose over

for the D—day period commitments®
equipment to provide adequate coverage

. assisted in providing coverage diagrams for the stations,The O.ReS

horizons at the stations, and in working out thetaking into account the

possible combinations of stations to be used in any given area.best

Cromer, Yarmouth, Beaohy Head, SwanageBy D-day there were stations near

kinds the Normandy beaches
and Lands End, and with equipments of various

channels (two Mark I and three Mark II).were covered by five

and reliability investigations

to act as scientific

stationed at each ground

In order to assist in the accuracy

lent to the O.R*S« by T.R.Esome personnel were

observers,

station and reported back to the O.R.S., where their woik was oo-

The investigations of the O.R.S. were greatly helped by the

● >

These scientific observers were

ordinated.

attachment of these scientists.

/As
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As planned. Oboe was very extensively used during the assault period.

The most important commitment of marking ten coastal gun batteries on

There is no evidence ofthe eve of D-day was successfully carried out.

the actual accuracy achieved, but the gun batteries attacked provided only

In other operations before

In particular, it was used as the

primary method of marking for the attack on communications in which the

rail facilities communicating with northern France were systemmatically

Each operation was carefully analysed and the results of

negligible opposition to the seaborne forces.

and after B-day Oboe played its part.

disrupted.

15 of these attacks are summarised in Bomber Command O.R.S. Report

As experience in this form of precision attack was gained
(1)

No. 3,159.

the technique was modified from simple blind ground marking to a more

complex form in which the Oboe markers were dropped before the main

These markers were then assessed and oftenforce started to attack,

augmented by markers dropped visually by a master bomber who directed

On D-day itself, however, and in the attacks on gun

batteries and other coastal targets oust prior to D-day, the method was

the attack.

similar to that used in the Battle of the Ruhr - blind Oboe marking, with

the main force bombing the centre of those markers#

Oboe after D-day

Night Attacks

Immediately after the landings in Nonnandy, the use made of Oboe

did not appreciably cliange so far as attacks at night on array support

In general Oboe was used to drop markers before

were assessed and augmented by a

Slnilar methods

targets were concerned,

the main raid opened, and these markers

master bomber who gave instructions to the main force,

used at night in the attacks on V-weapon sites which absorbed a largewere

part of Bomber Command* s effort in this period.

Daylight Attacks

It was not long before Bomber Command started bombing short range

the Luftwaffe became weaker and the landtargets in daylight, and as

forces advanced, the scale and range of these daylight attacks was

The problem of controlling and marking for a

rather different from that at night, and resolved

gradually increased.

daylight attack was

(0 A-
/itself
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itself into two problems « the initial finding of the target and the

controlling of the attack after the target had become covered or

It was found that targetsurrounded by smoke arising from the attack*

indicators dropped blindly by Oboe were of great assistance in finding

the target - particularly in broken cloud or hazy conditions or where

the target was inadequately provided with recognisable landmarks,

general, therefore, in all daylight attacks Oboe was used to drop initial

These were then often supplemented

In

markers before the wain attack opened*

by visually aimed markers, and the attack was then directed by a master

The initial markers naturally rapidly became obscured by smoke,

and the master bomber would then give aiming instructions relative to the

bomber*

This method was used without major modification from the start ofsmoke*

It was very successful inthe daylight attacks until the end of the war*

the many close support attacks carried out just in front of the line - as

between Caen and Palaise, and later during the enemy offensive in the

Ardennes in December 1 9hUm

Formation Attacks

The flying bomb sites situated in northern Prance were within Oboe

range at heights between 10 - 20,000 feet,

them by Oboe using normal heavy bombers (Lancasters or

this end in view, a few Lancasters were fitted with Oboe and held in

Various methods of using Oboe

It was thus possible to bomb

Halifaxes). With

readiness should they be urgently required,

for bombing through cloud were considered*

Oboe bombing would be about three times as effective (per ton of bombs

detailed), and small formations of six heavy aircraft about twice as

effective per ton of bombs detailed as the visual marking methods then in

It was estimated that direct

These methods oould be used under weather conditions when normaluse*

methods were impossible, but on the other hand they were limited to

In view of the accuracy whichrelatively small numbers of aircraft*

could be achieved, however, this was not considered a great disadvantage

for small targets like flying bomb sites.

/On
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On the basis of this a considerable number of formation attacks

A note entitled *Preliminaiy Note onwere attempted during July*

Experimental Attacks in Crossbow Targets using Oboe-led Formations -

July was produced by O.E.S. Ihthfinder Force summing up the

the effectiveness of this form of attack* Although theevidence on

scanty the original estimate was largely confirmed and

this method was shown to be considerably more effective than normal

evidence was

methods* This was confirmed by crater counts and similar analyses

Bomber Command O.R.S. Report No. B.219)/^) which showed that(see

these Oboe formation attacks were 2.05 times as efficient as Oboe ground

marking attacks, the next most accurate system of radar bombing*

VHien the breakout from Normandy occurred, and as the attacks

against the flying bomb sites and facilities were

tion Oboe bombing was no longer required,

the high efficiency of the methods, further attempts were

made to use it. Mosquitos were occasionally used to lead small forma-

A note was

December showing what

discontinued, foima-

On a few occasions, however

in view of

tions of other Mosqwtos on further precision targets.

produced by O

.

.R.S. Pathfinder Force in

effort would be required to use this method to keep the oil targets in

It was shown that this method was quite feasiblethe Ruhr inoperative*

each Mosquito sortie would be roughly equivalent to a sortieand that

by a heavy aircraft using normal methods*

only used on a very few occasions.

The method was, however,

due chiefly to the lack of fighter

cover*

In Bomber Command O.R.S. Report No* S.216,(4) it was pointed out

Oboe would be of special advantage in formation flying,

increasing accuracy but also in providing many tactical

such as greater ease of fomating on to track etc*

that Delta

not only in

advantages

1)
2) A.H.B./IIH/a^Ji/a-a/iA-

4).
/thfortunat ely
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l&ifortuimtely, however, the Delta system had not "been oon^jletely installed

when hostilities against G-ennany ended, and could therefore never he used

with Oboe-led formations#

Continental Oboe Stations

Although the home ground stations had provided adequate cover over the

Continent for the Battle of the Ruhr and later for the D-day and post D-day

commitments, plans were laid at an early stage for the setting up of ground

entitledBomber Command O.R.S. Memo M 154-stations on the Continent.

II andlll'O) was written in July 19V+ on* Notes on Hans for Cfboe Mark

The overseas ground statioi'AS were intended not only to

increase the depth of Oboe cover, but also to enable attacks to be carried

out at much lower heights and better angles of cut than was possible on

similar targets when using the home stations#

eventually installed at Commercy and Florennes and became operational

Each station consisted initially of two Itork IBl

this subject#

The first overseas stations

were

by 26 September 1944*

In October 1944, a third Oboe station wasconvoys on channels 11B and 13a«

It had at first been thought that telephone facilitiessited near Laroche.

essential between ground stations, but conditions behind the advancing

Emergency mobile W/l stations were therefore

were

armies made this impossible.

provided and a technique worked out for their use#

A visit was paid by a member of the O.R.S. in October 1944 to inspect

As a result of the above visit, the O.R.S.the overseas ground stations,

were able to make several reccmunendations towards improving the operational

and technical functioning of the stations,

assistance was given in the development of the complicated ff/T system necessary

for communication between the mobile ground stations during operations#

The change over from home to overseas ground stations continued with

the addition of new stations at Rips, Molsheim and later at Tilburg in

In addition, considerable

February 1945, by which time there were six ground stations fully operational

In addition, all stations were gradually extended to four

Only Winterton and H awkshill Down remained in operational

on the Continent,

channel working.

(1)

/use
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use in this country. In April 1 945 these home stations controlled only

32 out of a total of 5^9 Bathfinder Force sorties. Throughout these

developments the O.R.S, assisted in choosing the most suitable locations

for the stations, taking into account the targets for which they were most

likely to be used. During the final break through of the Allied forces in

Germany, the ground stations were continually being moved forward, and in

the closing stages of the war Oboe cover extended from Berlin in the north

to east of Munich in the south.

Jamming of Oboe Mark II

The jamming of Mark I Oboe which began in the autumn of 1945 has been

described on page above. On 1 February 1945, evidence was obtained for

the first time that the enemy were jamiaing Mark II Oboe.

Mark III Oboe working on centimetre wavelengths had been immune to the

●rdinary Mark I jammir*g which operated on the 1J metre waveband.

Mark II, jamming, however, was experienced in no less than four different

forms and was on the whole much more subtle than the ordinary Mark I

Mark II and

This

Within the next few weeks reports of jamming came in^noise' jamming,

from ether channels (12, 110 and 11B) though throughout the most

Research into the nature ofinterference was experienced on Channel 12*

the jamming was carried out by Headquarters No. 60 Group, mainly with a

view to devising possible countermeasures should the jamming become more

In the short period in which it was in operation, however, theserious,

jamming never had a very serious effect on operations,

between 1 February and 3^ April out of 1,693 successful sorties

For example,

made by No. 8 Group and the Ninth U.3. Air Force, only 145 reported

interference and altogether only 22 failed due to this cause.

Oboe Computing Section

During the D-day period it was found that the number of targets

attacked in one night was frequently so great that difficulty was

experienced by the controllers in finishing the calculation of the target

This led to rushed work and a danger of gross error. In Julysettings.

1944, plans for the formation of an Oboe computing section at Headquarters

lAthfinder Fo2xe were therefore put forward by the.O.R.S. This computing

action, which consisted of W.A.A.F, personnel under a mathematician from

The section provedwas fully trained by 1 September 1941*● >the A.W.A.S

A
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a oonsideratle success from the 'beginning, and greatly eased the burden of

the Oboe controllers and appears to have obtained  a considerable reduction

in the percentage of computational errors.

The Close of the European War

During the closing months of the European War, the number of Oboe

sorties per month had risen to a maximum surpassing even the effort after

Thus, in March 1945, the total number of sorties flown by No. 8

Group Oboe aircraft was 551# compared with 2*48 in June 192*4*

to the No. 8 Group sorties, the ground stations had to handle a total of

471 sorties flown by the Ninth U.S. Air Force, making a total of 1,022

The majority of these sorties, were engaged on

In spite of the scale of this effort. Headquarters

D-day.

In addition

sorties for the month.

normal ground marking.

Irathfinder Force were able in February 1945 to divert some effort to carry

out bombing trials with Delta Oboe.

In concluding this account of the operations, it is of interest to

record that in addition to its use as an aid to bombing, and in this Oboe

proved to be of outstanding success, it was used in the closing days of

the war in Europe to mark the reception areas for Opei'ation Manna, the

dropping of food and supplies for the relief of Holland,

the areas were well and truly marked.

Needless to say

The Accuracy of Oboe

The work which has been carried out on Oboe accuracy falls into three

main categories (a) the determination of the fundamental radar accuracy

of the systaa (ie. the fixing accuracy), (b) the determination of the

bombing accuiacy and of the magnitude of the various factors affecting it.

These are discussed
(o) the determination of the ope^rational accuracy,

separately below.

Fundamental Accuracy and Calibration

In measuring the range of an Oboe aircraft from the ground station,

allowance had to be made for the delay (the *Peacock' delay) of the

an

airborne Oboe equipment in receiving and re-transmitting the pulses from

The calibrations of the system involved thethe ground stations,

determination of this delay together with the deteimination of the

magnitude of any other factors affecting the accurate measurement of the

range of the aircraft.

/Camera
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Camera Qbsoura and Bombing

Initially, this calibration was performed by T.R.E* by flying an

aircraft over a camera obscura* In addition, the delays so found were

checked by actual bombing trials. The use of actual bombing results

in determining the calibration of the system was, however, not found

satisfactory except as a check on the approximate value, as the randcwi

errors were too great and factors such as the wind were capable of

introducing local systematic errors which varied from day to day.

Nevertheless, all bombing results were always analysed to determine whether

the calibration was in any way at fault. In particular, during t he early

introduction of Mark II it was frequently necessary to obtain a quick

approximate calibration by this means, and during  t he extensive bombing

trials prior to I>-day the delay figures obtained by bombing were compared

In a similar mcinner the actualwith those obtained by other means.

operational results discussed in greater detail below were always used to

check the calibration of the system, but were only sufficiently accurate

to show up any large calibration errors.

Gun Layer (G.L.) Calibration Tests

At the first meeting of the Oboe Accuracy Oommittee under the

chairmanship of the O.R.S., the results of the calibrations carried out up

to that time (September 1943) were reviewed,

of bombing results at short range and low altitude (l0,000 feet) together

with a few camera obscura results and some operational results of very

These consisted principally

The meeting reccxomended the use of a G.L.questionable reliability,

apparatus to carry out an extensive calibration trial at operational

A G.L.It also recommended some further ground tests.height and range,

obtained and sited at Glee Hill, and an important series of tests waswas

These were greatly accelerated and expanded when the Oboe

The results of the G.L. tests, which

laid on.

commitment for D-day became known,

were analysed by the A.ff.A.S. in a series of reports, were discussed at a

further meeting of the same committee on 25 Januaiy.

continued up to D-day and formed the basis of the delay figures actually

The tests were

used.

/This
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This work, and that carried out at the ground stations, brought to

In particular, it was found that

In conjunction with

Headquarters No. 60 Group, the variation of signal strength was examined

and reconmendations were produced on the best method of reducing this

In addition, all the ground stations were

examined and calibrated individually by No. 60 Group, but eventually it

decided that the differences between them could be neglected.

light various shortcomings of the system,

the calibration varied with the signal strength.

variation to a minimum.

was

Results of Calibration

The results of these trials and of the practice bombin^ carried out

concurrently are given in Bomber Coniaand O.R.S. Meano^’The Accuracy

which summarised the pre-D-day work on Oboe

Further details of the calibration programme may be obtained
M|62

from two other memos issued by Bomber Command O.R.S.^*Note on Oboe

Investigation No. 1

Investigations*,^^) and also from the minutes of the meetings of the Oboe

These trials provided a calibration which was

considered sufficiently accurate for normal purposes, as the systematic

radar errors were reduced to a small fraction of the random errors

After D-day, therefore, work on the calibration

and

(1)Reliability of Oboe*

accuracy.

.(2) and ’Interim Report on Oboe Accuracy

Accuracy Committee.

produced by other causes,

of the system tended to lapse and all efforts were turned to a reduction

of the random errors and the elimination of gross errors.

Bombing Accuracy

The second stage in the study of Oboe accuracy was the determination

of the actual bombing accuracy together with the factors affecting it.

One of these factors was the radar fixing error discussed above, which was

reduced to a relatively unimportant magnitude by the pre-D-day work on it.

Previous to this, however, the radar error had not been separated out from

the other factors and little was known about the relative importance of

The work done to determine the overall bombingthe various factors.

errors and to elucidate its various causes is discussed in detail below.

(3

/Practice
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Practice Bombing

The first Oboe accuracy trials were carried out by T.R.E, in April

and May 1942, using a Wellington aircraft flying at 10,000 feet and gave

ah average radial error of 140 yards*

training flights in which 'bonbs were dropped from Oxford aircraft from

After this there were numerous

10,000 feet, hut ̂  few homhing results by experienced crews at normal

available until the intensive trials were carriedoperating heights were

These gave an average error from 28,000 feet or

These trials are

out prior to D-day.

yards, and of about 200 yards from 12,000 feet.

Later
discussed in the papers produced on the pre-D-day investigations,

also carried out, but in most cases these were

modifications

bombing trials were

conducted to determine the improvement produced by various

They are fully discussed in Bomberto the system, such as Delta-Oboe.

Conunand O.R.S. Report No. S.256 entitled »A Survey of Oboe Accuracy*.
0)

OT)erational Bombing Trials

Some information on the bombing accuracy of Oboe was also obtained

from various controlled operations specially designed to provide such

In general such attaoics were primarily designed to

as a check: on the overall working of the Oboe system and to ensure that

no errors had been made in, say, the siting of the Oboe stations.

serve
information.

Although such trials provide some of the data in operational accuracy and

more in the nature ofconsidered under that section below, they wereare

therefore discussed here.
special practice bombing trials and are

In the early days of Mark I Oboe several calibration attacks were

carried out, the most notable being that on Lutterade in Deceniber 192h2,

These are analysed in Bomberand shortly afterwards that on Plorennes,

Command O.R.S. Report S. 78^^) but were inconclusive,

further inconclusive trials against objectives in Germany which

There were also

various

are outlined in Bomber COTimand O.R.S. Report No.

D-day, however, several more
of these calibratio

(3)
S.102. Before

n attacks were launched.

A. M.B-/irH/2/4i/2z/l4-
i  A-W G /ITH/24t/i2./ii4.

(B) /ITW/2.41 Az/lZi-

/two
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two of which are described in detail in Bomber Command 0*R.S*

U3('* ) 127
Report Nbs» and Virgin targets were chosen and

photographs obtained as soon after the attack as possible,

targets consisted chiefly of railway junctions or flying bomb sites.

The overall accuracy of the new stations on the south coast was

The

checked by this means, but the number of results was in geheral

insufficient to provide a reliable basis for analysis. The random

errors were found to agree reasonably well with the practice bombing

results, but there were some apparent systematic errors which

Appeared to be caused by ballistic inaccuracies.

Investigations into Factors Affecting Bombing Accuracy

The operational and practice bombing results obtained in the

beginning of made it clear that the operational accuracy of Oboe

still far short of what was theoretically attainable as set out in

T.R.E. paper t/M3l/S.E.T. and elsewhere. The O.R.S. were therefore

asked to carry out a full-scale investigation into the causes of Oboe

This investigation was one of the main items in the pre

D-day drive to increase Oboe accuracy. An interim summary of the

action taken as a result of the above investigations was given in a

paper on Oboe accuracy issued jointly by the O.R.S. and Deputy

Directorate of Science, A complete report of the investigation was

given shortly after in a paper submitted to SACRA on 22 June,

entitled *The Accuracy and Reliability of Oboe*. In this report it

considered that aircraft flying inaccuracies (weaving, height

and airspeed variations) and wind drift of target indicators were

the controlling factors in the marking accuracy of Oboe,

in August 1944 a programme of research was instituted by Bomber

Command O.R.S, to establish the magnitude of these factors and, if

cenfirmed, to take steps to reduce them.

The investigation carried out was an extensive one.

Recorders were fitted into several Oboe Mosquitos to obtain records of i

was

errors.

was

Accordingly,

Type *U*

the aircraft instruments and the resultant films were analysed to

A H B, Itf.a
/ determine
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determine airspeed and height variations. Track records of the path

followed hy the aircraft were obtained from the ground stations after

eperations, and were analysed to deteimine the aircraft's average

heading error and distance off track at the moment of bomb release.

Calculations were next made to determine the effect of these average

flying errors on the bombing accuracy at different heights and angles of

cut and with different systems of Oboe 'Mouse*. An attempt was made to

confirm these figures by sub-dividing the operational results, but

unfortunately there was insufficient evidence for the results to be

conclusive. Analyses of the discrepancies between the met wind and the

found wind were carried out over a considerable period, and from these

were calculated the average Cross Trial and Flare Drift errors of target

indicators due to errors in met wind predictions.

An interim report on the investigation was issued in October 1944,

and a complete summary later was given in Bomber Ccmmand O.R.S, Report
(1)

No. S.202. Comparison of the estimated magnitudes of the principal

sources of error with the operational accuracy showed that there were now

no unexplained sources of error in Oboe. The evidence confirmed the

estimates that flying errors and flare drift of high burst target

indicators candles were the major sources of the error in the system.

Recommendations were therefore made for the introduction of Delta-Oboe

to reduce flying errors and for the use of low burst tairget indicators

wherever tactically possible.

In September 1944 the data obtained on average flying errors was

The results ofhanded over to A.W.A.S. to be evaluated independently.

(*2)
their findings, published in April 1945 in A.W.A.S. Report No, 58, were

in good agreement with the earlier oalculations by Bomber Com.aand O.R.S.

In March 1945 an analysis of track records was carried out by O.R.S.

Eathfinder Force to determine if any change in the standard of flying

The results showed a slight reduction in the averagehad taicen place.

(1)

^‘y-3
‘
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heading errors but otherwise little change in the standard of flying

with non-Delta-Oboe since the investigations in the autunm of 1944

(Bomber Command O.R.S. Memo No, M
(0

).

Operational Accuraqy

1942 to D-day

When Oboe was first used operationally in December 1942, an

investigation was immediately carried out.

investigation, covering all raids in the period 20 December 1942 to

The results of this first

17 Jantiary 1943a are given in Bomber Command 0,R,S* Report No. S.78,

report dealt with the bombing and skymarking attacks in the period and made

This

many recommendations on operational details in the light of the e3<perience

The accuracy of Oboe bombing appeared to

be of the order of 65O yards, but there were indications of several gross

gained on these first operations.

errors.

From early 1943 Oboe was used extensively for marking targets for the

main force. For this purpose target indicators were used and a large part of

the analysis of Oboe operational accuracy was concerned with determining the

position of these T.Is, and in analysing the results to elucidate the ●cfttuies

#f errors. A technique using night photographs was gradually developed and

formed the basis of all the work of this nature. The first report, giving
(a)

details of this work, was Bomber Command 0,R,S, Report No. S,102 which

described the operational use of Oboe, including the first ground marking

raids up to June 1943« The average accuracy in this period appeared to be

approximately a quarter of a mile, and was therefore little different from

that given in the pre^/ious report. A systematic bias of approximately a

quarter of a mile was, however, revealed.

During the winter 1943 Oboe was not used extensively for marking, and

little infonnation on marking accuracy became available,

described above. Report No. S«i23>
(3)

describing the Obo

However, as

e bombing attacks

on a special military constmction between 29 December 1943 and 5 January

1944, gave details of the bombing accuracy i^^ a special calibration attack*

The 50 per cent circle of the bomb pattern about the M.P.I. was 260 yards,

a considerable improvement over previous bombing results. This analysis and

the results of further bombing raids carried out on 27 and 29 January 1945

C4) showed, however, that further alterations in the(see Report No. 3.127

(4) A.H.B7H,H/2.aiy2.2/i4.
/'Peacock^
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^Peacock* delays #f the system were necessary. The correct value for the

ballistic corrections necessary with the 500 pound general purpose bombs

in use was also determined.

In early 1944 Oboe was used as the primary method of marking for the

Railway Plan, in which the Command was assigned the task of attacking the

r^air facilities of a number of marshalling yards in Prance, Belgium

These attacks were the subjedt of a series of reportsand western Cermany,

A sumr.ary of fifteen of the attacKS between 6 March and
((

by the O.R.S.
2) A1)

and S,167«11 April 1944 was given in Report Nos, S,159
(3)

description of the technique employed was given in Report No* S.154*

Most of the targets were at short range and Oboe sorties were carried

out at moderate heights and favourable angles of out. The analysis showed

that there was an alarmingly high percentage of gross error, but apart

from this the accuracy of the Oboe marking was approximately 550 yards.

This was of the order expected when the O.R.S. had planned the force

reauirements for these raids.

In April to May 1944 a series of 14 Oboe missions was carried out by

No, 2 G-roup (led by No, 8 Group Oboe airci'aft),

O.R.S, A.E.A.P, (O.R.S./A.E.A.P, Report No. 19^

Command O.R.S., simLnarised the results of these formation attacks ̂ rfiich

again showed a low average error but a high proportion of gross errors.

Bomber Command O.R.S. Report S,164

marking attacks on ammunition dumps in the same period,

roles of the Ccanniand before D-^y was the attacking of gun sites on the

A report written by r

(4)
assisted by Bomber

(5)
dealt with Bomber Command Oboe groun

One of the final

d

These attacksFrench coast between Cherbourg and the Belgian fi'ontier.

were carried out by means of Oboe ground marking.

Oboe marking was the subject of Report No. 3.158*

The a

A sum

ccuracy of the

mary of the

1) A H-e>
2) A-H. B,/QH/24»/2.2./(4.

3) A.

(4) A.H.B./lIM/ii49/lK (App.No.26),

(5) A.H.B./lIH/24»/2‘‘^/t-^-

/ infonnat ion

T
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information obtained on Oboe marking accuracy between 6 May and 6 June 1944

was given in a Bomber Command O.R.S.^(Oboe Servioeability and Aocuracy),

which summarised the performance of Oboe in the final month of the intensive

drive to increase Oboe accuracy before D-day.

Gross Errors

All these investigations led to a considerable drive to determine the

causes of gross errors which were considered to be one of the most serious

shortcomings of the system,

procedures at the ground stations and in the aircraft,

pauses of gross error were eliminated,

aiming points using photographic cover was found to have caused several

errors and a change in procedure eliminated this,

also one of the reasons for the introduction of the Oboe Computing Section

This work led to a tightening up of many of th

Some of the possib

Thus, the method of detailing the

These gross errors wer

e

le

e

in that it enabled the controllers to spend more time in checking the

The fact that these gross errors were most frequentlyequipment itself,

releasing errors led to a detailed investigation of the working of the

and the discovery of several sources of errors which were eliminated.mouse

D-day to the close of the European War

The first data on the operational aocuracy of Oboe after the pre D-day

drive, was from the target indicator plots for June 1944> described in

This report showed that the average radial error of low

burst target indicators dropped from 24,000 feet had been reduced to 212

The percentage of gross errors had also fallen from approximately

20 per cent in the previous analyses to 13 cent in June 1944»

significant systematic line error, i.e, across track, was discovered either

in these or subsequent plots, thus confirming that the delays determined in

The elimination of

Report No. S.180*

yards.

No

the calibration tests and trials were now adequate,

systematic range errors took longer because ballistic problems complicated

A description of this work on target indicator ballistics isthe issue.

given below.

Between June 1944 and the end of the European War, '-very few further

In this period the O.R.S. weretechnical changes were made to the system,

able to carry out detailed investigations into the operational accuracy of

/Oboe

■' 5 ' r*
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Oboe under various conditions with high or low burst target indicators

Bomber Conimandand using the home or the overseas ground stations.
(( 2)1)

dealt with day operationsO.B.S. Reports Nos« S.182 and S.191

between August and October 1944 on targets in occupied territory using
(3)

Report No. S.201 dealt with night operations between

Is, but on Ruhr targetsT.

high burst T.Is.

July and November 1944 using similar high burst

T.I. plots obtained in theat great heights and small angles of cut.

periods November 1944 to March 1945> and March to April 1945» were the

Thesesubject of two memoranda issued by O.R.S. Pathfinder Force,

maaoranda dealt with the accuracy of Oboe marking in raids controlled by

All the above results werethe overseas and the home ground stations,

sumiiBtrised in Bomber Command O.R.S. Report No. S.236,

analysed as a whole the considerable data on Oboe accuracy obtained

during the last year of its operational use, frcaa June 1944 to May 1949#

compared the latest accuracy with earlier results, and estimated the main

causes of error still remaining in the Oboe system.

This report

D»daySpecial Investigations

Ballistics of Target Indicators

The plots of T.Is prepared by the Central Interpretation Unit

from night photographs were of considerable value to the O.R.S. in

helping to eliminate errors due to the perforaianoe of T.Is.

of the photographic evidence used in preparing Bomber Command O.R.S.

(5)
Report No. S.180 ef T.Is dropped in June 1944 showed that sticks of

T.Is were often very split up on the ground, presumably due to ballistic

instability and interference between T.Is dropped in too close a stick

To eliminate-the latter source of error, recommendations were

made to alter the order of release of T.Is from the aircraft and to

These recommendations were

Examination

spacing.

increase the stick spacing to 0.3 seconds,

put into force on 24 June 1944# and photographic evidence showed that

since that date the ’splitting* of sticks of T.Is was considerably reduced.

A-H-S-/aM/a4l/2.2/l4-
2) f\.U.^/irU/24l/22/t4-
5) A-W B/iri4/24« /2.2./(4.

A.H.B./II
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The elimination of systematic radar errors by the pre D-day

calibration programme enabled T,I,

systematic ballistic

plots to be used in eliminatin

errors*
th

g

It was discovered by the C»R.S. at the

wrong terminal velocity (T.V.) for the T.I

ballistic tables had been
corrected

● was in use. When the

, no further systematic errors were

discovered in the Oboe system,
fAcuAi.

formance Tests
VtUccJXL

antaneousy^Pefj
Inst

In October 1944, during the visit of a member of the O.R.S. to the

overseas Obce ground stations, it was discovered tl^t the Instantaneous

Velocity (l.V.) »Mouse' installed
at all Oboe llaric III and Mark IBI ground

stations was frequently unstable, and that the daily tests then in

did not give any indication of the actual bombing

instability might cause when the Console

use

error ̂ ich this

was in operatioiial use In.

addition, operational results had
frequently given rise to the suspicion

was causing serious releasing errors. Experiments were
that the *Mouse'

carried out by Bomber Command O.R.S, at the home ground stations during

November and December 1944, to devise a suitable test for the l.V, 'Mouse*

and to determine the approximate magnitudes of the errors which it was

In December 1944, a meeting was called to discuss these findings
causing.

and, as a result of Bomber Command 0,R,S. recommendations,

modifications were made to ground station procedure. The ex

several

istence of the

errors in the l.V, 'Mouse* was also confirmed and, as a result, the

'I,V. Mouse Overall Performance Checks' (as they came to be called)

adopted as a standard test to be carried out daily, subject to sperational

oommitments, at all the Oboe Mark IIM and III ground atati

of the tests many of the causes of error in the l.V. *Mouse*

were

ons. As a resul

were revealed

t

.

Details are given in Bomber Commandand subsequently reduced or eliminated.
(1)

O.R.S. Report No. 223*

Average Velocity versus Ikstantaneous Velocity 'Mouse*

The theoretical work on the effect of flying errors in Oboe accuracy

(see Bomber Command O.R.S, Report No, S.202)

conditions of height and angle of out the l.V, 'Mouse* was less accurate

(2)
had shown that under many

i\) AH.B/nH/Mi/aa/'A-
A -H- G ./HH /r.41 / /than

■ V b.. ̂
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than the Average Velocity (A,V.) ’Mouse*. At the instigation of

Bomber Command O.R.S,, an A.V. Mouse oomputor was designed for fitting

into Oboe Mark IIM and Mark III stations for use as an alternative to the

This trial installation was inspected by

Headquarters No* 60 Group,● 9

standard I.V. ’Mouse.*

representatives of Air Ministry, T.R.E

Headquarters Pathfinder Force and O.R.S. in January 19A5» i't was agreed

Shortly after this, however, T.R.E, issuedto adopt the modification,

a paper stating that, in their view, there were no grounds for the fitting

This was answered by Headquarters Pathfinder Forceof an A.V. ’Mouse*.

in a paper entitled ’A.V. versus I.V. Mouse*,

did not consider that the arguments put forward by T.R.E. were sufficient

to justify the advantages of having an alternative mouse, especially in view

of the fact that the ’A.V.* Mouse was simpler and preferred by the

Bomber Command O.R.S. reviewed the situation in Memo No.
I

entitled ’A Review - A.V. ’Mouse’ as an alternative to I.V. ’ifouse’,

and summarised the arguments which had been put forward for and against the

fitting ®f an alternative A.V. ’Mous^.

for altering Headquarters Pathfinder Force’s requirement for an

alternative A.V. ’Mouse’, and the installations were proceeded with at the
The

ground stations./ O.R.S. assisted in laying down the conditions under which

the A.V. 'Mouse’ should be used in preference to the I.V. ’Mouse’.

Oboe Serviceability Investigations

Headquarters Ihthfinder Force

controllers*
(1

M.»53

It was decided that there was no

case

)

During the summer of 19Z*4 the serviceability of Oboe became established

at 70 per cent to 80 per cent success in terms of aircraft bombing per

During the autumn, however, this performanceairxjraft despatched.

deteriorated, until in November and Decenber 1944 less than ^0 per cent of

By using the maximum numberthe aircraft despatched succeeded in bombing,

of available channels on all major marking raids it was possible to avert

any complete failure of thg Oboe marking, but none the less poor Oboe

serviceability was on occasions causing breaks in the continuity of the

Such breaks often meant that the backers-up or the main forcemailing.

(1)

/had
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had no primary Oboe markers to bomb, ̂vith consequent loss in their

The responsibility for maintaining Oboe serviceability lay

primarily with Headquarters No, 60 Group and with T.R.S, P,D,S. Section,

but after November 1944- the O.R.S. assisted in determining the cause of

accuracy.

this loss in reliability. Frequent meetings were held between

representatives of O.R.S., T.R.E, and No, 60 Group to discuss the latest

available data and to reach agreement on all debateable points before

implementing the necessary decisions* In January 1945 a special section

was fomed at T.R.E. to continue the detailed analysis of causes of

In particiJLar, investigations were carried out into the effect of

poor propagation conditions and into the causes of the increase in non—

also carried out by the O.R.S. into the

accuracy of navigation of the Oboe aircraft to the waiting point where

they«*»«re picked up by the ground stations,

failures were caused by aircraft coming up out of range or one or other of

Another investigation was cai*ried out to detemine

failure.

£^ysi
Oboe failures. An s was

It was found that many

the ground stations,

the correlation between experience of aircrews and their percentage

In January 1945 "the serviceability of Oboe commenced to rise

again, and in April 1945 reached 70 per cent, the highest since August 1944.

The home stations alone, working at very short range over Holland,

achieved a serviceability figure of nearly 90 per cent.

success*

Belta Oboe

Delta or rate-aiding Oboe was a device to simplify the task of flying

on to and along an Oboe beam, and thereby to enable a more accurate run

In the Delta principle, the trackingwith less weaving to be made,

station sent signals to the aircraft which took into account tifat only the

of the aircraft off track but also its rate of approach to ordistance

The system was arranged so that the pilot couldaway from the track,

obtain an equi-signal note anywhere ’Within four miles of the track centre

In spitewas towards the beam.
so long as his heading was conr'ect, i.e,

of these advantages, the modifications necessary for the use of Delta in

Oboe l^Iark III and Mark IIM were comparatively small, and involved
no

changes in the airborne equipment.

/Recommendations
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Reconraiendations for the development of t he Delta principle had been

made by the O.R.S, since early 19Vfj but partly because of other

commitments T.R.E, were not able to have Delta fully developed and to carry

out the necessary flight trials until January 1945* These experimental

flights, most of vihich are described in the T.R.E, Memo *The Application of

Hate Aiding (Delta) to Oboe*, revealed a considerable reduction in the

average weaving errors of the aircraft*

curves showing how this increase in flying accuracy would reduce the bombing

These curves also showed that although Delta would increase the

Bomber Command O.R.S. evaluated

errors.

accuracy under all conditions, the greatest improvement would be at great

heights and small angles of cut and with the I.V, rather than the A.V,

Ifeder average operational conditions it was estimated that Delta

would reduce the average bombing error due to flying inaccuracies from

'Mouse*.

240 yards to less than 1 50 yards*

As a result of the above estimates, it was decided that there was a

After- some trials by the ihthfinder Forcedefinite requiroaent for Delta*

which were analysed by the O.R.S. (see Bomber Command O.R.S. Memo M

entitled *The Results of Delta Bombing Trials*)
0)

the installation of Delta

Meanwhile,was started in all the Mark III and Mark IIM Oboe stations*

further investigations were carried out by Bomber Command O.R.S. into the

The results of these and the earliereffects of Delta on Oboe accuracy*

investigations were summarised in Bomber Command O.R.S. Report No* S.216*

The Delta modifications at the operational ground stations were not

completed before the close of the European War, so no operalaDnal evidence

(2)

The results of the Deltacould be obtained on the accuracy of Delta^

bombing trials later carried out by T.R.E, were, however, in complete

agreement with the improvements estimated by Bomber Command O.R*S. in

Report No. S*2l6, and fully confirmed the value of Delta Oboe.

(1)

(2) A.H.B./lIH/24l/aa/l4_

/ Losses
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Losses and Daiaage to Oboe Aircraft

In concluding this account of the use of Oboe, it is of interest

to record that from its introduction into operational use on 20 December

sorties were flovm by1942 to the end of the war, no less than

No. 109 Squadron over enemy territory,

to return, no aircraft was attaolced by enemy fighters, and the percentage

Not a single aircraft failed

This is a very remarkableper cent.of sorties damaged by flak was

record even allowing for the performance of the aircraft concerned, for

the enemy was ultimately able to plot and identify the Oboe aircraft,

which he knew were leading the attack and they were flying at constant

height on a steady course for as long as ten minutes in the target area.

A-
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CHAPTER 15

THE STUDY OF NIG-HT BOMBER TACTICS

The study of Bomber Command’s operations in order to determine the

causes of losses and to seek ways and means of reducing them formed a large

The importance of the work was twofold.part of the activities of the O.R.S.

In the first place, it was essential to keep losses down to reasonable limits

despite improvements in the enemy's defences in order that the offensive might

It was generally agreed that a 10 per cent loss rate wasbe maintained.

sufficient to stop a bombing campaign. Secondly, the lower the loss rate

the (juicker would the bomber force be built up to the strength considered

necessary to achieve the objective of destroying the enemy's war potential.

At the instigation of Sir Henry Tizard a sti^y was made by Mr. A.E.

Woodward-Nutt of the losses s^^cbained by Bomber Command to compare the

effectiveness of the German defences with our o>vn and to see if anything

could be learnt from the experiences of our own bombers. The analysis was

continued by Dr. B.G. Dickins, and in July 19M a comprehensive report was

issued reviewing the losses sustained over the period October 1%0 to June

19M.

The report showed that the percentage of bombers intercepted by night

fighters was definitely on the increase and that the estimated total number of

sorties attacked had increased markedly since February The degree of

success of these attacks while not capable of definite assessment, was thought

to be about 30 per cent fatal to the bomber. An assessment of the causes of

aircraft lost, based on crews' reports, intercepted wireless traffic and

other circumstantial evidence, was found to support the conclusions drawn from

the increase in fighter interceptions and attacks. It was pointed out that

a further slight improvement in enemy technique wo\ild result in a considerable

increase in the percentage of bombers intercepted, and consequently in

percentage losses. In view of the subsequent development of aids to bomber

defence, it is of interest to quote the following extract from the report

   It is clearly of the greatest importance to provide for this eventuality

(i.e. the improvement in enemy technique) and, since the bombers* best defence

probably lies in its ability to take avoiding action before the fighter ha^

/ obtained
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obtained visual contact, it is essential to develop a detector to indicate

the approach of the fighter. This might be a simplified form of A.I., or

might be based on the means used by the enemy to assist interception.

Arrangements are already in hand to determine whether a radio or infra-red

technique is being used, and once this has been established it is recommended

that the development of suitable detectors should proceed on the highest

priority. The development of a detector v/hich is independent of the enemy* s

technique may, however, be considered preferable.

A second report on similar lines was issued to cover July 19M, and the

task of studying progress in the enemy’s night fighter defence from the

operational returns was then taken over by the Operational Research Sectioni

forrflsd at Bomber Command^early in September 19^f1 ●

publication of monthly reports on sorties, losses and fighter interceptions

of Bomber Command aircraft in night operations became a regular feature.

From then on the

As

more and better operational returns became available and the operations of

the Command grew in scale and variety, the scope of these reports gradually

became more comprehensive. In general, their was as follows!**

(a) To show the trend of losses and fighter interceptions in the

light of current operational conditions.

(t) To record changes in bomber tactics and in the radio counter

measures employed as they occurred.

(c) To obsei*ve the corresponding changes in the enemy’s tactical

use of fighters as shown by the overheard wireless traffic and

the incidence of night fighter opposition in individual

operations.

(d) To discover the current methods of attack of the individual

enemy fighters as evidenced by Combat Reports.

(e) To record major changes in the enemy flak defences or search

light dispositions.

(f) To provide monthly statistical summaries giving sorties,

losses, enemy action damage and fighter interceptions

according to aircraft types, types of operations, and target

areas.

/ These
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These reports had a wide circulation and evidently filled a general

need since, when they were discontinued for a short time oaring to pressure of

other work, many urgent requests for their revival were received*

unfortunate that these reports, the purpose of which was to provide an up-to-

date picture of the situation, gave the impression in certain quarters which

did not receive our more secret reports, that Bomber Command 0*R.S.

trated mainly on statistical summaries of operations rathor than their

scientific analysis and study.

It was

concen-

In point of fact, while these reports

supplied the basic statistics relating to bomber losses, they represented a

veiy small proportion of the effort spent on this important subject.

tffhile, as will be seen later, much effort was directed towards the study

of such subjects as aircraft vulnerability and the need for radio counter

measures in support of bombing operations, these were in the nature of long

term investigations since it took a long time to incorporate modifications in

aircraft and to develop the necessary R.C.M. equipment,

employment of the bomber force was, hov/ever, entirely different since changes

could be made immediately,

general tactics of the night bomber force therefore fonnejan important and

continuous part of the work of the O.R.S. group concerned with research into

the causes of, and methods for reducing bomber losses,

extremely complicated one since bomber losses varied considerably with the

defences encountered en route to and at the target, with the weather, vrith

the flying characteristics of the aircraft, with the experience and ability of

the crew, 7<ith the special radar and other protective devices carried and

v/ith the radio countermeasures used.

The tactical

Investigations into the effectiveness of the

The subject was an

As the enemy defence system was

continually changing and improving it was necessary to keep the subject

As vdth other subjects, those working on the

problem maintained a close liaison with the appropriate Air Staff branches,

in particular with the Signals^ Intelligence and Operations branches, with the

other Operational Research Sections, especially O.R.S. Fighter Command and the

continually under review.

Army Operational Research Oroup, and with the Technical Establishments of the

Ministry of Aircraft Production.

/ The
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The data for the researches came from many sources* Intelligence

Reports gave particulars as to the time, height of bombing, combats, sightings

of enemy aircraft seen destroyed for each sortie, together with details of

intercepted wireless traffic* Details of combats were obtained from special

Information on the density of our aircraft in space over enemy

territory had to be obtained from^navigators* logs,

placed in our aircraft in order to record the evasive action undertaken.

reports.

Special equipments were

Special experiments were made in order to be able to forecast the range of

visibility of aircraft at different times of the year during the period of

twilight* Such was the type of information which formed the background for

the investigations, vrtiich were sometimes made on the O.R*S.*s initiative and

sometimes at the request of the Air Staff# Studies were sometimes based on

data obtained fin^m past operations, and at other times possible new tactics

were investigated from the theoretical point of view.

The subject of tactics is, of course, closely linked to the use of radio

countermeasures, and some aspects of the problem have for convenience been

dealt with in Chapter 17«

Concentration

When the O.R.S. was formed in September 1%-i, bombing operations were

still in an elementary state* The forces available were small, they were

usually detailed to a number of targets and the selection of routes was left

to groups and squadrons. At the same time the enemy G.C.I. system of fighter

interception was being established, and the need for modifying bomber tactics

was being considered. In particular, the problem of the desirability of

concentrating the bomber forces had been raised and was a subject of contro¬

versy, but so far no attempts had been made either to deduce the probable

trend of losses with differences in concentration from the little operational

data available or to put the proposal to practical test.

On 28 October 1941, the Air Staff requested the O.R.S. to examine any

evidence available to discover whether concentration in time over targets did.

in fact, lead to a reduction in casualties as against more drawn-out attacks.

A rapid investigation was made on the subject, and Bomber Command O.R.S.

/ Memorandum
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Memorandum No, 9 ‘Preliminary Note on the Relation between Concentration in
(1)

Time over a Target and Bomber losses* was issued three days later,

memorandum pointed out that contrary to the current view in the Command, the

effect of concentration in time over target would be expected to have the

effect of reducing the effectiveness of both the enemy controlled interception

The

and of his predicted A.A, fire# The statistical evidence, based on the

relation between losses experienced and duration of raid, which it had been

possible to collect together in the short time available since the Air Staff*s

request, indicated that concentration in time was likely to lead to a

It was mentioned, however, that this would not

necessarily be expected to hold on nights of much moon when cate-eye fighters

would probably be used against our bombers#

that further investigations would be carried out immediately#

suggested that a few experiments might be carried out in which a number of

aircraft should attack a target in one period of, say, 30 minutes, followed

by the same number of aircraft attacking the same target over a longer period#

The Air Staff considered, however, that such experiments were undesirable.

They felt that it was better to await the data which would become available

reduction in losses#

The paper concluded by saying

It was

as a result of analysis of routine operations#

A much more complete investigation was carried out and published in

February ̂ ^k2 in Bomber Command 0#R.S. Report No# 29, entitled *An Investi¬

gation into the Effects on Bomber Losses of Concentration in Time at the
(2)

Target and Duration of Attack*. It was again found that the percentage

of aircraft missing tended to decrease'as concentration increased, and it was

recommended that the rate of arrival at the target should never be less than

50 raiders per hour when the moon was down, or less than 80 raiders per ho\ir

when the moon was high# It was pointed out that under the conditions then

obtaining, much higher rates must be planned in order to achieve these rates#

The Comraander-in^hief accepted the conclusions and gave instructions that

they should be worked to as far as other factors allowed# The reason that

the results when the moon was high indicated that  a higher concentration was

(1) A.H#B./IIV241/22/3.

(2) A.H#B./II/70/369.

/ desirable
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desirable than when the moon was down was not explained, and it may well be

that the success of catseye fighters was not appreciable at that time.

The matter was put to practical test in three one thousand-bomber raids

made in May and June 1942. The bombers were planned to attack at the rate

of ten per minute, and even though in practice the actual concentrations

achieved did not quite reach the planned figure, they were still much greater

than on any previous occasion. Prom the point of view of losses, the three

raids provided some confirmation of the beneficial effects of concentration

in time over targets, since in each case the actual loss rate suffered was

smaller than would have been expected from previous experience on the same

target and under otherwise similar conditions. These raids were, however,

much heavier than any previously made, and the effect of the size of raid on

the loss rate could not be taken into account .. The routes followed by the

aircraft of the different groups in these raids were not in all cases

absolutely identical but they were, nevertheless, much closer together in

space than had previously been customary, and the theory of concentration in

space en route was therefore simultaneously given  a provisional test.

The O.R.S. had, in tho meantime, been investigating from previous

operational returns the effect of concentration in space en route on bomber

losses, and at the beginni of June 1942 a report on the subject was

published in Report No. 34» This drew the definite conclusion that losses

decreased as concentration in space and time increased, and that this was

particularly marked when the moon was down.

Prom June 1942 onwards, one target, against which practically all the

available forces were used, was selected for each night’s operation and

co-ordinated plans for each attack, including a common route, were laid down

at Command Headquarters. The planned concentration of bombing remained at

ten aircraft per minute until September 1943*

The improvement in navigation, with corresponding improvement in time¬

keeping, brought about by the introduction of G-ee, made the achievement of

concentrated attacks a more practical proposition, and as time went on the

actual concentration achieved approached more and more nearly to that planned.

(1) A.H.B./II/70/163.

/ A
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A reraaxkalDle illustration of the correctness of the concentration policy

and of the usefulness of Gee in enabling this policy to be carried out, was

given in Bomber Command O.R.S. Report No. 74> ’An Investigation into the

(1)Effect of Gee on Casualties*. This paper considered the loss rates of

Gee and non-Gee aircraft, and found that the loss rate of Gee-carrying

aircraft v/as 40 per cent less than that of non-Gee aircraft.

Although the policy of concentration in space and time recommended by

the O.R.S. was accepted by the Command there was, at the beginning and, in

some quarters, throughout the v^ar, a widespread feeling that dispersion of

bomber forces in time and space was more likely to result in low losses, and

a large number of investigations were made into this subject, e.g. Bomber

Command O.R.S. Memorandum No. M.122, *Concentration in Time, March - July

(2 )1942*.

In June 1943, in connection with investigations into the effective

range of Gee, plots were made by the O.R.S. shov/ing the position of the first

These plotsGee fixes obtained by aircraft on their homeward journeys.

flowed that the concentration on the return route was often far from

satisfactory, and that the bombers were liable to be considerably dispersed.

The matter was brought to the notice of the Air Staff, together with a

recommendation that a further drive to improve concentration should be made.

primarily on account of the imminent introduction of new counterme-sures

whose success would largely depend on the achievement of good concentrations.

This suggestion was adopted, and a note prepared by the O.R.S. was issued

The Memorand\ira recommended thatto groups as a Command Tactical Memorandum,

navigators should obtain a Gee fix at the earliest opport\mity after leaving

the target (a range of 30G-350 miles was possible), and that if they were off

the prescribed route they should alter course by at least 45 degrees and

increase speed until once more on track.

V/hen Window came into use in July 1943 "febe tactics employed in heavy

bomber operations at first remained unchanged, and the planned concentration

However, afterof aircraft at the target was kept at roughly 10 per minute,

the first set-back caused by this countermeasure, which rendered the enemy

/g.c.i.

(1) A-H.B./n/Wl.
(2) A.H.B./IIE/241/22/3.
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G.C.I. controlled fighter useless except against stragglers, the enemy

q.uickly improvised an alternative fighter defence system employing large

numhersof free lance fighters under a "broadcast running commentary,

commentary gave height and direction of the bomber stream, the areas over

which it was passing and the probable or actual target.

The

The system involved

the establishment of a network of radio and visual beacons all over Germany,

which the enemy used for navigating his fighters to intercept the raid. The

fighters were drawn from long* distances durin;

and large forces of fighters v/ere used.

The operations between 9/10 August and 3I August/l September, during

which time the enemy's new method of employing his free lance fighters had

been in full use, were analysed and the results issued in Bomber Command

O.R.S. Report Ko. 80.

the early stages of the raid

0)
It api>eared from intercepted traffic that the

ov«o*

intercept^the target and

A theory which was borne out

by the fact that aircraft in the earlier parts of an attack were less liable

to be intercepted than those in the latter part, and that the great majority

of interceptions took place at or near the target.

main object of the enemy was to get his fighters to

to follow the bombers on their homeward route.

V/hile the method was

clearly achieving some success, it suffered from the defect that unless the

target could be identified promptly by the controllers, the fighters might

be too late in arriving to make contact with the bombers. The report there~

fore suggested that erratic routeing and diversionary'' attacks should be

employed to confuse the controllers, and that the concentration over the

target should be increased, thereby increasing the bomber's chances of getting

away from the target before the fighters arrived.

As a result of this report, the planned concentration at bombing was

increased to 30 aircraft per minute as from 22/23 September 1943> erratic

routeing and diversionai^' attacks at first made mainly by small forces of

Mosquitos were instituted. The Mosquitos usually followed the main bomber

route for most of its way before breaking away. In consequence of these

steps the method of target interception proved extremely unreliable, and

during the next 3 months bomber losses remained reasonably low.

/In

(1) A.H.e»-/lTK/4-6//:|Gff
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In the next review of defensive tactics in night operations (Bomher

covering the periods 3/4 September to
(1)

Command O.R.S. Report No. 88)

19/20 November 1943» i't was found that the direct effect of the increase

in concentration was obscured by the fact that all the less concentrated

raids in the period had taken place on nights when diversionary attacks had

been most successful in diverting the fighters from the main target,

analysis did, however, show that for raids lasting longer than 35 minutes,

the missing rate was markedly greater than that for shorter raids, and also

that the earlier aircraft in the bomber forces stood a much less chance of

engagement by fighters than those attacking later,

was thus still to keep raids as short as possible.

The

The obvious conclusion

In recommending a fin'ther increase in concentration, it was realised

that the chances were increased of a fighter sighting a bomber near the

target or in the bomber stream once a fighter had found the stream,

therefore very desirable to determine whether the increase in losses due to

It was

this fact was outweighed by the reduction caused by the shorter time over

the target. A theoretical analysis was accordingly undertaken. The method

used was to calculate the expected number of bombers a single fighter would

be likely to destroy ass\jming certain T^robable visibility ranges of fighters

on bombers and times for a fighter to complete an interception and destroy

The results given in Bomber Command O.R.S. Memo M.123 ('The Effect
(2)

of Concentration in Time on Free-lance Cats-eye Fighters in the Target Area’),

a bomber.

showed that it was advantageous to maintain a high concentration,

investigation shov/ed that if the dilation of past raids had been reduced, losses

coould aln>ost C€TfdAnly Have been CkoiT svnaXler -rtfLcdU ‘O'oa.ld

ther

in lower percentage losses than larger raids of the same concentration

(Bomber Command O.R.S. Memo. M.124>

Reduce Losses in Night Operations’)

Ano

’Note on the Tactical Changes whic

(3)

h would

The direction of his fighters to the estimated target area was the

immediate reaction of the enemy to the introduction of Window. After the

creation of his running commentary and beacon system, he followed the bombers

out from the target and this was followed by attempts to contact the bombers

on the inwards joirmey also, leaving the fighters to free lance in the stream

/to

^A.H.B./iIH/258/i/14
(1
(2
(3) A.H.B./11H/241/22/3. RESTRICTED
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to pick up ‘boralDers on their A,I. equipment. The danger resulting from this

practice was carefully considered. Clearly, the more concentrated the

bombers the more easily would the fighters obtain *contacts once they had

If, however, the bombers were less concentrated the

stream would be longer or wider, and the fighters would find it more easily;

but having foxmd it, they would have greater difficulty in obtaining

A balance would have to be found between these dangers.

Another important factor had also to be taken into accoiuit.

found the stream.

contacts.

If the

concentration was reduced substantially the protection afforded by Window

would be lost, and Bomber Command was well aware of the efficiency of the

enemy G.C.I, system. While, therefore, the enemy's defences were gradually

recovering from the devastating effects of Window, it was felt that it would

be a retrograde step to dispense with this countermeasure as the enemy was

now employing many more fighters to achieve about the same success as he

obtained in the pre-Window period. Further, by increasing the concentra

tion the density of Window was increased, making it more difficult for the

A.I. operator to work within the stream. It was therefore decided that the

policy of concentration should be continued.

While the air battle continued, much thought was being given by the

The enemy's A.I.

(Lichtenstein) was not particularly suitable for free lancing in the bomber

An impTOved^A.I. was clearly to be expected

in due course - there were already rumours of this equipment - and it was

Air Staff and the O.R.S. to the problem of tactics.

stream due to its narrow beam.

clear that if it proved suitable for free lancing, the Command's present

tactics would have to be changed. The situation was carefully watched. By

December, losses had risen again to cent compared with 3*7 cent

in November, and a further rise to 5*9 per cent occurred during January 1944»

While this rise was partly due to a series of heavy raids on Berlin, which

generally involved higher losses than elsewhere, there was no doubt that the

defence had completely recovered from the set-back due to V/indow and was

steadily improving.

Two interesting proposals for confusing the enemy Controllers were put

foi'ward by'No. 5 Group. They were:-

/(a)
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(a) that the force should proceed on the outward journey in reverse
order, i.e. with the Pathfinder Force in the rear, \mtil sufficiently
far past the target, when the whole force would reverse and attack*

(b) that the v/hole force should perform a side-step manoeuvre, i.e
turn through 90° ̂ it a given time, fly in the new direction for a given
time and return to the original course.

The O.R.S. was asked to examine these proposals. It reported as follows;-

*V/e have given careful consideration to the proposal put forward by
No, 5 Group at Enclosure 83A (BC/S22870/0ps,l(e) for side-stepping
the bomber force with a view to confusing the enemy defences. We
think that this scheme should be useful in deceiving the enen^ as to
the target, and would be effective in reducing losses due to free
lance fighters in the bomber stream. Straggling will imdoubtedly be
increased but this should not prove serious if the manoeuvre is
restricted to an area in which the G.C.I. coverage is relatively thin.
Further, the manoeuvre can only be carried out in selected areas,
other\7ise the bombers will fly over defended areas. We consider that
the collision risk is very small. As regards the question of reversing

the main force, we^^think that this is impracticable in view of the
greatly increased^rilf?**and since, in view of straggling, timing at the
target is likely to be upset. The method also involves an unnecessary
increase in the length of time over enemy territory.^

A detailed report on the side-step proposal was given in Bomber Command

(1)
O.R.S. Report No. B.19A*

The manoeuvre of side-stepping was tried out once, but was not satis¬

factory. The position with regard to losses clearly required much more

drastic measures, and an investigation was called for. The O.R.S. accord¬

ingly made an exaiaination of the tactical aspects of all major operation's

carried out in the period 22/23 November 1943 'to 2l/22 January 1944

inclusive, with a view to making detailed proposals for the future. The

following recommendations were made in the report giving the results of the
O.R.S.

investigation subsequently published in Bomber Command^Report No, B.197*

(a) The following guiding principles should be observed in the
planning of routes:- outward routes should be much more varied;
they should not pass directly over the main visual night fighter beacons
nor follow the natural path of flight between two beacons; no route
should form a narrow loop round the target area, particularly if that
loop encloses or is near to a fighter beacon; Benito-controlled fighter
operating in coastoi areas are temporarily less likely to be encountered
if enemy territory is entered near the mouth of the Somme; for deep
penetrations into Germany the southern approach appears to be tempor
arily less well defended and better adapted for combination with suitable
diversion.

(2)

(b) Theeoemy*s problem of putting his free lance fighters into the
bomber stream is made easier by the length of the latter and therefore
any reduction in the length of the bomber stream v/ill be of value in
reducing losses. This implies either the use of smaller forces
attacking a number of targets or the planning of two or more widely
separated routes to the same target.

/(c)

(1) A,H.B./™/al/4a (31 Jan.1944).

(2) A.(4-&-./^irH/£4l /ii/ta.
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(c) Since the
enemy is aided in contacting the homher stream by oiir

route markers, it is recomraended that their use be discontinued. The
use of 'spoof* route markers, dropped by Mosguitos near to the enemy
beacons likely to be in use, may, however, be worthwhile and is
likely to be of more value than diversionary attacks by these aircraft.

(d) Although the use of multiple routes will lead to l
of enemy effort, more attempts should be made to divert a proportion
of the fighter force. Small diversionary attacks by Mosquitos are no
longer of value and the attempts made so far to use heavy bombers for
the purpose have been unsuccessful because the combined forces have
proceeded too far along a common route, so that fighters have made
contact before the stream divided.

some dispersion

Diversions on a much larger scale,
made by heavy bombers and with full complement of R.C.M.
essential if success is to be achived.

equipment are
Pending the jamming of the

enemy long range warning stations, a strong force of minelayers sent
to the Frisians or a 'Bullseye* operation (l) routed well out
the North Sea might provide a suitable diversion for
southern Germany.

across
a main attack in

Alternatively, for shorter range targets a second
large attack, made possibly half an hour after a first main attack
the same target, might be expected to find the enemy fighters dispersed
and to escape with small losses.

on

With the form of attack then used, practically the whole German fighter

force drawn from long distanceswas employed against each raid,

possible due to the depth of penetration and length of the bomber stream.

The new proposals aimed at splitting up the fighter force and containing a

part of it to defend a possible threat, and giving the enemy fighter control

a more complicated problem.

This was

Also, by dividing up the bomber force between

different routes and targets, the fighters would have greater difficulty

in making contact.

After consideration by the Air Staff, the proposal was referred to the

Coraraandei^in-Chief who, on 25 February 19A4, directed that the Command

* should from now on work as far as possible on these lines*.

Commander—in—Chief instructed that copies of the report should be sent

The Deputy

immediately to the Air Officers Commanding of all operational groups for

their personal information and comments, and a conference was called at

Headquarters to discuss the whole subject of tactics. At this it was agreed

that a committee, the Bomber Command Tactical Planning Committee, on which

the O.R.S. was to be represented, should be set up forthwith to plan in out

line the routes and tactics to be employed for certain main targets. This

committee continued to function until the end of the war.

The replies received from groups were generally favoiirable to the

recommendations made, and it v/as possible to inform them that agreement had

   /been

(1) A training exercise by O.T.U. aircraft.
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been reached on the necessity for large scale diversions, divided routeing

one target, attacks on two targets on the same night, split attacks in

time and continual variations in tactics.

on

In addition, it was decided that

routeing over beacons, while undesirable, should not be allowed to interfere

unduly with route planning, but that route markers should be dispensed with

as far as possible. Further advice on the latter point was requested, and

the results of a re-examination of the problem of the use of route markers

(1)
was published in Bomber Command O.R.S. Report No. S.129. The conclusions

reached were:-

*That route markers have proved a source of danger by giving away the
position of the bomber stream, and when accurate broadcast wind
velocities are available the small additional benefits to he expected
from improved track-keeping if route markers are used will not normally
justify the acceptance of this danger. It is therefore recommended
that route markers should only by used to concentrate the bomber force
after a long sea crossing and provided that a satisfactory degree of
concentration at this point cannot be achieved by normal navigational
aids. When route markers are used for the above purpose, or if they
are considered desirable in other circumstances, it is recommended that:-

(a) they should be dropped as far as possible, preferably not less than
30 miles from any fighter beacon that may be exoected to be in use,
and from the probable fighter routes

(b) they should be dropped at a distance of 20 miles off track on the
side where the fighters are expected.

It is considered that the danger to crews will not be materially
affected by the deviation from the track, particularly if backing up
of the route markers is kept to a minimum. Since neither the use of
off track route markers nor the use of Target indicators when wind
broadcasting is in force have been assessed, it is proposed that nava-
gator*s logs shall be examined in this respect for the next occasion
when off track route markers are used*.

The new tactics were put gradually into effect from the night 20/2I

February 1944> with the result that losses were reduced immediately. This

is shown by the following figures for percentage losses sustained in

attackir^ targets in Germany.

Nov.lGh^ Dec.1943 Jan.1944 Feb.1944 Feb.1944 Mar.1944 Mar.1944 Apr.l94i
1st 2 Ops last 5 Ops 5 Ops 2„0ps

6.4 7.1 10.5 3.53.3 2.74.93.7

It is seen that, apart from tv/o operations in March, the improvement

The heavy losses suffered on the two nights inobtained was substantial.

question (Berlin, 24/25 March; and Nuremberg, 30/3I March) cannot be

 /attributed

(1) A.H.B./IIH/24i/££/i4-
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attributed in any way to the adoption of the new tactics. On the contrary,

they provided further evidence in their favour since they were not followed

on these nights.

Split attacks in time against the same target, involving the use of

much smaller individual forces, were tried with considerable success on the

but in March, although much greater use was

made of the southern approach to Germany and routeing was considerably more

varied, few of the diversions planned v/ere sufficiently large to affect the

dispositions of the enemy fighter forces, and no attempt was made to reduce

On both the 24/25 sxid.

50/31 March, abnormal weather conditions were a contributory factor in

causing high losses but, particularly on the 50/3I March v/hen 96 heavy

bombers were lost, the length of the bomber stream, following a single

last two nights in Pebruaiyj

the length of stream by employing smaller forces.

route, the nature of the ordered route and the absence 
of a proper diversion^

almost certainly have led to high losses even under conditions less favour-

The experience of this night provedable to the individual fighters.

conclusively the urgent necessity to adopt in their entirety the recommended

principles of raid planning, and at the next meeting of the Bomber Command

Tactical Planning Committee on 9 April 1944> it was stated that the

Commander-in-Chief had agreed in principle to the attack of two targets on

the same night and that divided routeing should be employed if suitable

conditions prevailed.

As stated above, very high losses were sustained on the few nights

These results encouraged the strongwhen the new tactics were not used.

feeling that still persisted in certain quarters outside the Command that

Bomber Command considered, however.the concentration policy was unsound.

that the protagonists for de-concentration did not appreciate the great

danger from the G.C.I. fighter which would have resulted had Window cover

been discarded pending full introduction of electronic jamming (Carpet II).

Before the introduction of Window about 60 G.C.I. fighters used to operate

at any one time, whereas the number of free lance fighters used at the time

With the same force of bombers,under consideration was of the order of 300*

these 60 G.C.I. fighters shot down approximately the same number of aircraft

/which
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m
which were now shot down by 300 free lance fighters (internal Memorandum

'Suggested Methods of Reducing Losses to Free-Lance Fighters*)No. M.I25,

This paper reiterated that to avoid free lance fighters *the stream should

be as short and compact as possible. Adequate reduction in the length of

stream can only be obtained by employing small forces, and therefore more

than one stream to the same or different targets ̂ ould be employed wherever

a

possible*, The general problem was constantly, kept in mind, but on all

occasions on which the position as regards concentration was reviewed by the

O.R.S., the same conclusionve.s arrived atj namely, that all efforts should

be directed towards preventing free lance fighters finding' the stream, and

that attempts to reduce the number of possible engagements by fighters which

have found the stream should only be made if such measures do not increase

their chance of finding it.

The policy of concentration was maintained, and from April 1944 onwards

the size of the individual bomber forces was drastically reduced, the smaller

The planned concen-forces in turn tending to become more and more compact.

tration at bombing rarely achieved 30 aircraft per minute but, in practice.

continued improvements in navigational methods gradually led to a much closer

adherence to planned routes and bombing times, with the result that the

actual concentrations achieved, both en route and at the targets, also

Alire<A. OfcC-c.i-xf>=vCr>-ovs
After the uaptuAMi) of France, the Continental Gee chaingradually improved,

was established, and this caused a great improvement in navigation with a

From this timemarked reduction in the width of the bomber streams.

collisions became more frequent and the subject of concentration again came

It was concluded, however, (Bomber Command O.R.S. Report

that the same arguments still applied and that maintenance of

lov/ losses to fighters was still the primary consideration,

proposed that the height spread of the whole force should be increased to

4,000 feet for short range targets, and that while within Gee range aircraft

should be routed in two streams about eight miles apart.

The maximum success of the tactics adopted could only be obtained if the

up for review.

(5)
No. S.206)

It was, hov/ever.

Due to errors in

/timing

individual bomber forces were as compact as possible.

(1) A.H.B./II/39/1/I

(2) 4.M B./nH/eat/sV'A-
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timing’ and navigation some aircraft were always to be found away from the

main group, and were thus unprotected by Window and exposed to the enemy

Apart from stressing the utmost importance of accurate track—keeping,

consideration was given to the problem of making the smaller forces

more compact in length, while not dangerously increasing their concentration

This would have involved increase in the planned concentration

in time with simultaneous planned spread in height.

G.C.I.

even

in space.

The main difficulties

were the variation of wind with height and the different types of aircraft

The concltisions reached in the report (No. B.212 )

That the main danger to the bomber force, from free lance

fighters, would best be combatted if all aircraft were to fly at very high

(pused in the Command.

were as follows:-

concentration in a very narrow height band. This would have the additional

advantage of givmg predicted flak the least chance to operate effectively,

but the collision risk would become intolerably hi^. To overcome this

dilemma it was proposed that

(a) on nights when wind changes with height are likely to be great,
the bomber stream should fly in a narrow height band about 2,000 feet,
and the planned concentration at bombing should not be more than 40
aircraft per minute. In these circumstances, variations of height
might be carried out at planned times and rates, thus imposing a
further handicap on the free lance fighters,

(b) on nights when the wind changes with height can be confidently
predicted to be small, say an overall change in wind vector of less
than 15 m.p.h., the bomber stream should be dispersed uniformly in
height over a band of about 5>000 feet and the planned concentration
at bombing should be in the neighbourhood of 80 aircraft per minute.
Steps should, however, be taken to ensure that those aircraft ordered
to fly lov/ do, in fact, do so*.

For how long the tactics adopted would have proved successful will never

be known for as part of the preparations for Overlord arrangements were made

to jam the enemy*s early warning system by the Mandrel Screen (See Chapter 17)

and from *D* Day onwards Bomber Command's operations were supported by

The Mandrel Screen facilitatedgreatly increased radio countermeasures.

the operation of 'feint* tactics which were developed extensively by

No. 100 Group, and the loss of early warning greatly handicapped the defence.

As a result of the occupation of France and Belgium by the Army, penetrations

‘  :^becarae less and less, ana from September 1944 the
loss

While, therefore, there were many

/anxious

rate averaged less than 2 per cent.

(1)
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anxious moments during the winter of 1943/44, the tactics and radio

countermeasures support provided enabled Bomber Command to press home the

offensive continuously and atmaximum intensity consistent with its

resources throughout the war.

Wave Plans

In the early days of Bomber Commandos night operations, after large

scale raids had begun but before the formation of the Pathfinder Force, it

v/as found advantageous to begin each attack with  a wave of bombers with

specially experienced crews. Ihe first wave of the attack was expected to

find the target and to start conflagrations which should guifllfli ; the less

experienced crews at least to the neighbourhood of the target. In course

of time, as the organisation of operations became more centralised, it was

found convenient to develop a more complete system of division into waves

for every large scale attack. The various waves of the attack were planned

to follow one another, usually without any gaps between them, so that the

effect produced was a roughly uniform stream of bombers over the target}

the advantage of the division into waves was that each aircraft was briefed

to arrive at the target at a definite period of the raid, thus facilitating

the handling of the aircraft on their return and also making possible the

specialisation of function of aircraft during the attack itself.

The system of attacking in waves, once instituted, was found to be

The first stepcapable of being used and modified for tactical purposes.

in this direction was made in the spring of 1943 when the concentration of

The higher-flyingaircraft over the targetbecaiae habitually high.

Lancasters were then usually placed in separate waves from the lower—flying

Halifaxes, and the Halifaxes in separate waves from the low-flying Stirlings

The O.R.S. concern with wave plans commenced with anand Wellingtons.

attempt, in early July 1943> determine the loss rates of bombers in the

The necessary data had to be specially obtained

from groups for tliree operations, but no conclusive evidence could be

deduced from it that losses vrere greater in one part of an attack than in

another, since the division into waves amounted in practice to a division

into types of aircraft.

several waves of attack.

/Wave
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Wave plans assumed a much greater tactical importance with the

introduction of Window in late July 1943«

of this countermeasure it was desirable amongst other things to keep the

density of aircraft uniform throughout the length of the stream.

In order to make the best use

The O.R.S.

investigated the effect of the wave plans employed in the first few Window

operations and reported (Report Wo. S.98)
(1)that *A consideration ofthe

wave plans shows that the Stirlings are too early in the attack to obtain

the maximum protection from the V/indow dropped by the higher-flying aircraft,

and that the last wave of Halifaxes should be placed after the last wave of

Lancasters in order to make use of the Window dropped by the higher-flying

A revised v/ave plan is suggested - (the improvement beingLancasters.

effected by arranging for those aircraft operating at the lower levels to be

preceded immediately by the higher aircraft) - in which more use is made of

Thethe Window without any change in the risks to any particular wave.

Air Staff have agreed this suggestion but propose an additional wave of

Alternative wave plans are beinglower-flying Lancasters to cover the rear.

In attempting to devise new v/ave plans several complica-investigated*.

First, the fact that theting factors had to be taken into account.

original type of Window fell through still air at about 50O feet per

minute made it desirable to arrange that each high-flying wave should be

followed immediately by a wave of aircraft flying 2,000 -  feet lower,

so that Window dropped by the earlier wave should be of benefit to the

thus, the waves should, for preference, attack in the order

Second, the vorying cruising speeds of

the different types of aircraft made it certain that any wave plan designed

to give raaxim\mi Window protection at the target would fail to give maximum

in particular, the Stirlings

latter;

Lancaster - Halifax - Stirling.

protection on the outv/ard and homeward routes;

had to be put in the first half of the attack to avoid the danger of their

straggling dangerously behind the other types on the homev/ard route. Third,

the immediate reply of the German fighters to the introduction of Window

was to concentrate their forces for free lance interception in the target

in order to make the task of these fighters harder it was desirablearea;

that the height of attack of the successive waves should vary widely and

 /irregularly

(1) A-n.e*yiDyiyu3
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uc

irre^larly, so that the fig’hters should have less chance of either

finding or heing directed to the height level at which the bombers at any

raornent were concentrated. Pom'th, this same fact of concentration of

fighters over the target made it essential to shorten the duration of raids

by some means which would ensure the least probability of high peaks in the

concentration of aircraft bombing at any minute, and therefore the least

probability of increasing the risk of collisions and damage by falling

incendiary bombs.

V/ithin these limitations several alternative wave plans were worked

out by the O.R.S. (Memorandum No. M.126, HVave Plans on Window using

Raids')
(1)

the fundamental principles of which were taken into account by

Air Staff in planning the wave plans used during the autumn and winter of

These v;ere necessarily a compromise to meet the very conflicting1943-

requirements of the situation and, while a certain amount of variety was

used to add to the difficulties of the fighters, the basic principles of

keeping each wave to a moderately narrov/ height band was conserved. The

main proposal was that by usir^ Halifaxes in the first or first two waves,

followed by the Lancasters, a more uniform concentration at the target

would he achieved, the stream would become more compact on leaving the target

area and the lower-flying and slower aircraft would he away from the target

At this time little danger was anticipatedarea before the fighters arrived.

on the outward route and fighter opposition usually commenced at the target.

Hov/ever, during December 1943 conditions radically changed and the enemy

This made the proposedchanged over to the policy of route interception,

plan, which had already been used, potentially dangerous, as was pointed

(2)
dated k January 1944.out in a further note, Memorandum No. M.i

Shortly after this time first the Stirling and then the Halifax II and

V aircraft were v/ithdrawn from the main operations, and the aircraft of the

Command became roughly of equal performance so far as operational heights

At the same time the enemy continued to use

/route

and speeds were concerned.

(1) A.H.B./IIH/241/22/3.
(2)
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route interceptions and for these two reasons the system of wave plans

lost most of its tactical importance as a defensive measiire. It was,

however, retained to the end of hostilities as a convenient means of

regulating the flow of homhers over the target ●

Effect of Moonlight on Bomber Losses

The effect of moonlight on "bomber losses was originally studied in

connection v/ith the early investigations into the desirability of concen

trating the bomber force in space and time. For the targets then investi

gated it was found that while on dark nights losses decreased markedly with

increasing concentration of the force, the evidence for concentration was

not quite so strong on moonlights and it was presumed that the operation of

free lance cats-eye fighters v/as assisted by a concentrated bomber stream

on moonlight nights.

These earlier investigations had to be made with rather scanty data,

which did not permit much sub-division according to the different operational

conditions. In due course, however, an analysis was made of sorties.

losses and fighter interceptions for all night operations in the period

1 August 1941 to 31# October 1942. This period was sufficiently long to

provide a considerable amount of data, capable of sub-division into types of

operation and main target areas, each of the latter being in turn su"b-

divided according to cloud conditions prevailing during operations, the

The results, whichstate of the moon and the types of aircraft concerned.
rs

(1)
were published in Bomber Command O.R.S. Report No. 66.

dated^January 1942,

showed that during the period under review the losses sustained in most

target areas were heavier in operations in which the moon was up during the

time
/ over target, but this was not true, of the Ruhr and Lov/er Rhine area where

Against the -three maitv-heavier casualties were suffered on dark nights.

Against the three

main Ruhr targets, namely Essen, Dortmund and Duisburg, losses have been

roughly 50 pe^ cent greater in ooerations carried out in the dark than in

those carried out fin moonlight.
/At

(1) A. H. e,
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At this time the attacks made on Ruhr targets were achieving very

little in the v/ay of results owing to the difficulty of identifying these

targets,particularly in the dark. The conclusions reached in the above

report v/ere based on the analysis of a large number of sorties, and there

was little doubt about their correctness. In the circumstances, it was

thought that the evidence was sufficient to justify making the experiment

of attacking Ruhr targets on moonlight nights only, when the chances of

correct target identification would be much better. A further argument

in favour of this policy was that at this time the deeper penetrations into

enemy territory were usually made in moonlight and these frequently resulted

The Air Staff, however, didin high losses to free lance cats-eye fighters.

not try out the experiments and the majority of attacks on Ruhr targets

continued to be made in the dark.

A further analysis of the effect of the moon on loss rate, made in

May 19A3> confirmed the impression that the adoption of the policy of

attacking Ruhr targets on moonlight nights only might well have been worth-

*Many influences bear on the missing rate

and it would be rash to conclude that the (general) trends shown are entirely

It can, however, be said with confidence that

in the past year the Ruhr area is the only one in which there has been no

evidence of a higher overall missing rate or of a tendency for high missing

while. Its conclusions were:-

due to the phase of the moon.

In all otherrates for single operation to occur during the moon period.

A later note on theareas there is some evidence of such a tendency.

losses incurred by Bomber Command in attacks carried out by moonlight, is

(1)
given in Memorandum No. M.I30.

Tactics on very light Rights

The night bomber offensive was started because of the high losses

sustained on daylight operations, and it was decided that our bombers

should not be flown over or near enemy territory except during the hoxirs of

darkness, and these were determined from the Nautical Almanac, it being

assximed that it was sufficiently dark to fly over enemy territory at nautical

twilight, i.e, when the sun was 12°below the horizon. Certain corrections

/for

(1) A.H.B.IIH/241/22/3.
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for height - to obtain any given degree of darkness - were given in the

Nautical Almanac and these were used. However, analysis showed that both

the loss rates and the percentage of sorties intercepted by fighters rose

in the summer months, and there were many reports from crews which spoke *of

The views ofthe lightness in the northern sky during the suimner period.

the O.R.S. v/ere requested by the Navigation staff and they recommended that

it was essential to carry out some experiments to determine the brightness

It is not possibleof the sky at various heights during the summer months.

to give a full technical discussion of the work done and here it will

merely be mentioned that the method used for calculating the time of onset

of darkness given in the Nautical Almanac was found to be erroneous and a

correct means of forecasting- the time of darkness was found,

implications of the lightness of the sky v/ere considered and are discussed

The tactical

0)
in detail in Report No. B.214 'The Effect of Twilight on Bomber Operations'

, Report No.paper 'Bomber Tactics during Very bight Nightsand in a

(2) It was found that the silhouette visibility of aircraft at

tv/ilight in the direction of the sun is greatly increased, while visibility

in the opposite direction is not much greater than on normal nights. Hence,

although fighters -v..who chose the direction of attack in which the

visibility M®^greatest - would alv/ays have the maximum advantage, the bomber

would only have a slightly greater than normal visibility range on a

It followed that in order to keep Bomber Command losses down tofighter,

reasonable low level on midsummer nights, the bomber force should:-a

(a) fly low

(b) keep as far south as possible

(c) attack targets of minimum penetration.

The Report No. B.214 was agreed in principle by the Air Staff who, however,

would not agree to its circulation outside the Command on the grounds that

the information on the visibility ranges of bombers on summer nights was

The paper onlikely to have a harmful effect on the morale of aircrews,

bomber tactics during very light nights was considered by the Commander-in-

Ghief and discussed at a meeting of the Bomber Command Tactical Planning

 /Committee

2) A.k-e>./D:M/24i /2a/»2..
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Committee held on 24 June 1944- The paper suggested that for an attack

on the Ruhr hr about 3OO aircraft, there seemed to be two wa^s of

minimising the number of fighter interceptions, namely either byj-

(a) an attack by six successive two-minute waves of 50 aircraft
each proceeding and leaving the target b: different routes. The
route being spread over a front of about 70 miles

(b) an attack by six waves of 50 aircraft each proceeding and
leaving the target by different routes but all waves attackir^
simultaneously over a period of 12 minutes.

Both these proposals were accepted by the Commander-in-Chief.

Policy of Opening Fire First

In Bomber Command O.R.S. Report No. 49

^Monthly Report on Losses and Interceptions of Bomber Command Aircraft in

Night Operations*, it was pointed out that only a small proportion of

approaching eneo^ fighters persisted in their attack when the bomber

In the July number, Bomber Command O.R.S.

it would appear that while the bomber

may reveal its position by taking the initiative in this way, aggressive

tactics are successful in many cases in preventing attack*, and in the

September number, Bomber Command O.R.S. Report No. 59

undoubtedly several encounters in which intended attack from astern

or the quarters was forestalled by opening fire from longish range*.

On 21 June 1943, the Air Officer Commanding No.5 Group instructed

gunners of his group to open fire at once on all identified enemy fighters

and in August I943 a Tactical Note on *Bomber Self Defence at Night',

(1)the June number of the

opened fire on them first.

(2).it v/as stated thatReport lb. 5I

(3)states ’there

were

I

issued by Bomber Command, recommended that all groups should do the same.

Although this formed the basis of policy for all groups, greater

emphasis appears to have been placed in No. 5 Group on the desirability

After the increase inof opening fire at the earliest possible moment,

concentration of aircraft in the bomber forces, which became necessary

ov/ing to the changed enemy fighter tactics resulting from the use of

Window, reported cases of attack by foui>-8ngined bombers became more

frequent and, particularly in the case of No. 5 Group, a very noticeable

increase occurred in the number of combats with enemy night fighters.

/Doubt s

(1) A.H.B./IIK/54/6/5.

(2) A.H-B./D/39/K
(3) A.H.B./IIK/54/6/5. RESTRICTED
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Doutts arose as to the wisdom of the super-aggressiveness shown by the

No* 5 Group gunners and, after conversations with Headquarters, the

Air Officer Commanding No. 5 Group suggested that the O.R.S. should examine

the results achieved since the introduction of the policy of opening fire

on all identified enemy aircraft, and in particular compare No. 5 Group*s

records with those of the other operational groups.

The comparison was made mainly on the basis of the Lancasters of

Nos. 1 and 5 Groups operating in the same phase of attacks for two four-

monthly periods immediately preceding and succeeding the date on which

No. 5 Group started its greater aggressiveness to fighters. It was con-

(1)
eluded (Report No. S.113) that too great a readiness to open fire, as

in the case of No. 5 Group, had resulted in an increased risk of attack

by fighters and that a small, but growing proportion of bomber sorties

While some ofv;ere being attacked and damaged by fire from other bombers.

these incidents were due to premature firing on unidentified aircraft, the

It was considered thatmajority resulted from mistaken identification.

the results warranted a warning to crews not to fire on unidentified air¬

craft and a recommendation that the strongest possible effort should be

made to provide means for identifying friend from foe.

The Use of Tracer Ammunition

The merits of the use of tracer amiaunition for the guns of bomber

aircraft were debated throughout the course of the war, and the O.R.S.

asked by the Training Armament Branch to consider the question at the

A short paper (Memorandum No. M.'! 'Pros and Cons of

was

end of 1944*

^)(2) therefore prepared in whichTracer AmiTiunition for Bomber Aircraft was

it was pointed out that, owing to its poor ballistics, tracer was useless

for the purpose for which it v/as originally made, naroely to assist in

Its advantages and disadvantages axe discussed in the paper which

recommended that the problem of producing tracer ammunition v/hich does

aiming.

not distract the gunner from his sight should be re-examined.

/Evasive

(1) A.H.E./iiH/a4i/aay'i/f.
(2)
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Evasive Action from Heavy Flak

The O.R.S. interest in problems connected with the evasive action

taken by bombers from heavy flak commenced immediately after its formation

Its representative attended a meeting held at

Headquarters Bomber Command on 30 October 1941> to discuss the subject with

Professor Hott of the Ordnance Board, and as a result compiled a note

in September 1941●

summarising the recommended procedures to be adopted for evading flak and

searchlights under given conditions. In January 1942 Report Ro. 2?

(0’Statement on Aircraft Casualties to Flak according to Target Attacked

prepared for the Tactical Sub-Committee on M. Fire of the Operational

Research Centre, gave an account of the evasive tactics employed by Bomber

Command aircraft on night operations from information supplied by the

At this time no standard evasive tacticsOperations Branch of the Command.

were laid down and those employed in practice varied with the individual

pilots, and according to the various conditions encountered, usually

with simultaneous changes inconsisting of alternating changes in course

height, of varying degrees of intensity.

In October 1942, O.R.S. representatives attended trials carried out

under the direction of the Army Operational Research Group to determine

violent evasive action* (height variations up to 1,000 feetwhether

accompanied by changes in course) would prevent any attempt at engagement

It was found that it did not and that under these circum-
T

stances the *seen* fire would have been about as effective as contempc^ary

About the same

by ’seen’ fire.

*unseen* fire against a target taking no avoiding action,

time, a method for determining the evasive action taken by pilots in target

from a study of light tracks on the night photographs taken with

bombing, was developed by the Central Interpretation Unit, and the O.R.S.

commenced an analysis of the results obtained by this method. The knoT/ledge

resulting from these investigations was thus available when the Comraander-in-

Chief requested that the O.R.S. should examine the whole problem of evasive

action from flak in target areas. The request arose from the doubts as to

the value of the evasive action normally taken and the concern felt at the

areas.

current poor standard of bomb aiming. /The

(1)
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The importance of the conclusions drawn from the O.R.S. investigation

was sufficient to justify immediate action while awaiting publication of a

report, and on 5 May 1943 Commander-in-Chief issued instructions to all

operational Groups as follows. The O.R.S. of this Headquarters is of the

opinion that over a hotly defended taxget evasive action for the avoidance

of flak is meaningless, especially when a high concentration of aircraft

The collision risk is seriously increased.is achieved. It results in no

saving of aircraft. Attempts by turning- away to avoid flak bursting ahead

are just as likely to lead to a hit from other bursts off the original track.

Violent evasive action makes it impossible for gunners either to see or hit

attacking fighters. Heavy bombers cannot ‘*out manoeuvre'* properly handled

Finally, evasive action in the target area makes accuratefighters.

bombing impossible and therefore necessitates repeat attacks; these in

tiirn lead to a higher overall total of casualties in achieving a given object.

On the night of 4/5 5 Group issued an order that during the

attack on Dortmund no evasive action was to be taken during the run-up to

the target. Everything was to be subordinated to accurate bombing, no

matter what the apparent risk. The aircraft were to fly as high as possible.

The result of this bears out in the most striking manner the contention of

the O.R.S. that over a heavily defended target evasive action is just as

likely to achieve a hit from flak as to avoid one. Of 125 Lancasters of

Ho. 5 Group employed on this target in this manner only one was missing.

All Air Officers Commanding should consider this example, which may in fact

prove to be misleading, and carry out similar experiments themselves so that

sure data can be acquired towards a definite conclusion. I need hardly

point out that the vastly improved bombing which would result if, in fact.

we find that evasive action does not pay and that  a direct run across the

target exposes the aircraft to less risk than the longer run caused by

weaving and violent evasive action'.

The O.R.S. report was published very shortly aftenvards in the form of

a Bomber Command Tactical Memorandum, from which the arguments put forward

for the abolition of evasive action in target areas, except when held in

In June,

/instructions

searchlights, were to be communicated to aircrew members.
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instructions were sent to the 0.0?.Us that the saine principles were to be

embodied in aircrew training; and that the teaching of any precautionary

evasive action was to cease.

In the report an examination was made of all types of enemy A.A. fire

and of the expected effect of each against a concentration of aircraft.

Current examples of the evasive action taken in target areas, as determined

from the night photographs taken with bombing, were also examined. It

should here be mentioned that the information gained on the amount of evasive

action undertaken by Bomber crews over the target was of^reat value to

T.R.E. in their design of a stabilised H2S scanner.

Collisions and Falling Bombs

The chance that aircraft of Bomber Command should damage one another

while over enemy territory on operations, either by colliding or by air-to-

air bombing or by the turbulence of their slipstreams, was negligible before

(1)
In O.R.S. Report No. 29 dated 7 February 1942,the spring of 1942.

definite recommendations were made that the concentration of attack in night

operations should be increased, but the danger likely to arise from colli

sions and falling bombs v/as not considered to be  a factor worthy of mention.

This disregard of the collision and falling bomb risk v/as justified by events

since, in sjite of concentrations several times as great as those obtaining

previously, ohly one recorded case of damage from  a falling bomb and no

recorded case of damage or loss by collision had occurred up to May 1942.

On 26 May 1942, the Commander-in-Chief of Bomber Command asked the

O.R.S. for an estimate of the frequency of collisions and of damage by air-

(2)
during an attack in which the concentration of aircraft

This request was prompted

to-air bombing

in time would be of the order of 1,000 per hour,

by the then imminent *Thousand Plan* raid on Cologne, and an inmiediate

, given within a fev? days, stated that the

frequency of collisions would be not more than one per hour, and the

These two figures

/were

aisver was required. The ansv/er

frequency of air-to-air bomb strikes about five per hour.

A.H.B./11/70/569.1
2) The main risk was from 41b incendiary bombs which made up the main

bomb load.
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were arrived at by tv/o different methods, which were the foiindation of all

subsequent work on the problem. The first method, which was used to derive

the figure for collisions, was to argue from the fact that a known number of

raids had been carried out in the past without (as far as was knov/n) any

loss or darafli^by collision, and the fact that the frequency of occurrence

of collisions increases only as the square of the concentration of the

From these two facts a rough upper limit v/as found for thebombers in time.

collision risk imder the proposed conditions of extremely high concentration.

althoiigh there v/as not time to marshal the evidence with any attempt at

The second method, which was used to derive the figure forcompleteness.

falling bomb damage, v/as to make a direct calculation of the chance of an

aircraft being hit by a bomb, assuming a simple mathematical distribution

There v/as not time to makeof aircraft in space and time over the target.

allowance in the calculation for several factors of practical importance.

such as the degree of separation of the bombs falling from a single aircraft,

but nevertheless, the formula arrived at was not greatly different from the

more elaborate ones used later.

Clearly, both of the methods can, in theory, be used to estimate both

A direct calculation of the collisioncollision and falling bomb risks.

risk by the second method was begun in May 1942, but the problem was fo\md

to be considerably less tractable than the direct calculation of falling-

Meanwhile, the exoerience

30/31 May confirmed the

bomb risks, and no numerical resulfe v/ere obtained,

of the first * Thousand Plan' raid on Co!j|pi

●orediction of the O.R.S. that the losses to collisions and air-to-air bomb-

e on

In fact, only oneing would be a small fraction of the total losses,

collision was observed and the losses sustained on the operation below

Since at that time it wasnot envisaged that even higher concentra

tions might be adopted in the future, the Command was satisfied with the

knowledge that under 'Thousand Plan' raid conditions the losses to those

causes would be small, and work on these problems by the O.R.S. v/as suspended

average.

for nearly a year.

In March 1943 the introduction of Oboe Ground-marking caused a sudden

increase in the average concentration of aircraft in space in the target

Hence, although concentration in time was not increased much above

/the

area.
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the ^Thousand Plan' level, there began in the spring of 1943 a succession

of cases of air-to-air bombing and collisions over enemy territory which

became steadily more frequent as time went on. 'IHais caused a request from

the Deputy Commander-in-Chief that the O.R.S. should re-examine these

questions in greater detail. As a result there v/as published in June 1943

(1)
in which the falling-bomb problem was forO.R.S. Report Ro. B.I40,

first time made the subject of a thorough and scientific analysis. The

methods used in the study rested upon the comparison of figures from three

sources, first the numbers of aircraft of various types which returned

damaged by bombs, second the total niunber of aircraft which would theoreti

cally be expected to be hit by bombs, and third the proportion of bomb-

strikes on aircraft whinh irmild br hit by b-mbi  , ml ■! *1 _ _ 1 > ^

●>-pft-pnft which would be expected from structural considera-^gaa&atrikoo on

These three sets oftions to cause lethal damage to some vulnerable area,

figures were found to be in fairly good agreement, and led to the conclusion

that falling bombs were quite capable of causing the loss of aircraft, but

would not destroy more than 0.1 per cent of sorties even in large-scale

and highly concentrated attacks.

The practical effect of this v/ork was mainly to relieve the anxiety of

the Command concerning the possible magnitude of the falling bomb danger.

With the pxirpose of allaying the fear of this danger, which was naturally

widespread among aircrew, it was decided that Report No. B.I40 should be

circulated to Air Officers Commanding of groups who would then be able to

disseminate the conclusions of the report more widely throughout the Command.

The report thus removed one of the main objections to the policy of increas¬

ing still further the concentration of the bomber stream in time, v/hich was

A secondary practical effect of theput into effect in the autumn of 1943*

report was to strengthen the case for the introduction of incendiary

theclusters to replace the small bomb containers in use at that time5

report confirmed, what was known already, that practically the whole of the

falling—bomb risk would be eliminated if the use of the small bomb con—

However, it cannot be said that this knowledge

  /was

tainers were discontinued.

(1) A.H,B./IIK/2Al/^^/i^■
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much practical "benefit to the Command, since production and storage

the introduction of incendia,ry clusters until 1944>

and small "bomb containers were still being used until the end of the war.

During the summer of 1943 the O.R.S. was collecting information with a

report which should elucidate the collision problems in

was of

difficulties held up

view to producing a

the same way as Report Ro. B.I40 had disposed of the falling bomb problem,

for the reasons given below such a report was never issued.However,

As in the fallihg bomb problem, the chief aim of the O.R.S. in

analysing the collision problem was to determine the actual number of bombers

destroyed by collisions over enemy territory in a given period. Observations

of lethal collisions by the crews of other aircraft could not be regarded

as either reliable or complete enough to give much assistance in determining

The evidence upon which the determinationthe frequency of such collisions,

had to be based was therefore, as in the case of falling bombs, necessarily

first.indirect and in practice confined to the following three sources:

the statistics of bombers which had returned to England damaged in collisions

second, the total frequency of collisions in the bomber stream as calculated

by theoretical methods; and, third, the estimated chance of survival of a

The principal reason why the collisionbomber involved in a collision.

problem proved so intractable was the lack of precision of the second and

The theoretical formula for the numberthird of these sources of evidence,

of collisions to be expected in a bomber stream dependeito a critical

extent on the small deviations of the bombers from their prescribed course,

and the magnitude of these deviations could only be guessed at. Similarly,

it was impossible to obtain from structural considerations any reliable

upper limit to the probability of loss of an aircraft involved in a col

lision, as had been possible in the estimation of air-to-air bombing losses.

The best estimate that could be obtained for this probability of loss was

derived from the statistics of aircraft damaged and destroyed in collisions

over England; this estimate v/as unreliable, first because the figures

upon which it was based were small, and secondly because the conditions

under which collisions usually occurred over England were totally different

from the conditions obtaining in a bomber stream on operations.

/Because
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Because of these difficulties, the draft report on collisions which

O.E.3. in December 1943, covering the period from May

1942 to September 1943, was lengthy and diffuse and lacking in definite

It stated that the evidence pointed to a figure of 0.2 per

cent of sorties as the true order of magnitude of losses to collisions under

was produced by the

conclusions.

the conditions obtaining at the end of 1943, Dut this conclusion was

reached with so many reservations that it was not considered advisable to

Hov/ever, the results of the investi-publish the draft as an O.R.S. report.

gation were communicated to the Air Staff, and played a fundamental part

in determining their decision to maintain the concentration of the bomber

stream at a very high level during the ensuing months on the grounds that

losses to collisions would remain of little importance compared with losses

to enemy action. Moreover, in the course' of the collection of data for the

main report, various subsidiary questions concerning collisions were

answered, and the answers communicated informally to those interested. In

particular, four such questions form the subject of four Internal Memoranda.

In the first Memorandum, No. M.80, ’The Effect of  a Diving Turn on Collision

(P
Risk*, dated 13 August 1943, i't is shov/n that the execution of a diving

turn by a bomber upon receipt of a Monica v/aming, will not in general

greatly increase the collision risk. In the second, No. M.82, 'Variations

(2)
in Concentration and their Effect on Collision Risk*, dated 23 September

1943, "tbe consequences of a particular method of regulating the heights of

bombers are analysed. In the third, No. M.83, 'Notes on the Effect of

(3)
Time-wasting on Collisions* dated 21 December 1943, recommendations are

made for the least dangerous methods by which bombers in a concentrated

stream should alter their course in order to avoid arriving at the target

In the fourth. No. M.83, 'Note on the Collision Risk in the

Execution of a Simultaneous Turn by a Concentration of Bombers*

18 January 1944, an answer is given to a question proposed by the Air Staff

too early.

(4)dated

as to whether an excessive collision risk would result from this manoeuvre.

Each of these four memoranda gave results which were of some assistance to

the Air Staff in the tactical direction of operations.
/In

(1) A.H.B./lIH/241/22/3.
(2) A.K.B./1IH/241/22/3.
■3) A.H.B./IIK/241/22/3.
4) A.H.B./lIH/241/22/3.
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In the spring of 1944> in response to a request for information from

the Secretary of State for Air and the Command Air Staff, a second effort

was made by the O.R.S. to provide material for an authoritative report on

(1)the collision 'oroblera. A Memorandum No. M.89, in which the data and

methods of analysis were similar to those of the earlier investigation, was

produced in April 1944> covering the period from October 1943 io March 1944«

This paper suffered from the same defects as the earlier one, and was not

published generally for the same reasons. However, as before, the main

conclusions of the investigation were made known to the Air Staff, and these

confirmed the opinion stated in the earlier draft that the losses to

collisions were not so high as to make advisable  a reduction in the concen¬

tration of the bomber stream.

In January and February 1944, the O.R.S. was asked to give estimates

for the magnitude of the expected losses to collisions in tv/o new types of

operation which v/ere at that time being planned as part of the preparations

for the invasion of Europe. These two types of projected operation were,

first, a precision bombing attack in darkness on  a small lightly-defended

tactical target by a moderate force of heavy bombers, and second, a flight

into enemy territoiy of a large mixed force of glider-towing and parachute-

troop carrying aircraft in a concentrated stream by night. The estimate for

the precision bombing operation was requested by the Air Staff at Bomber

Command, and that for the glider operation by O.R.S. Allied Expeditionary

In each case the collision risk could be calculated without

difficulty from theoretical considerations, given the dimensions and move

ments of the forces involved, although it was questionable whether the given

dimensions could be adhered to in practice,

to the enquirers in Memorand\mi No. M.86,

Air Force.

The results were communicated

(2)
*The Collision Risk involved in a

Precision Attack on a Single Hark by a Moderate Number of Heavy Night

Bombers*, and in two letters addressed to O.R.S., A.E.A.F.

conclusions reached were that in the case of the bombing operation collisions

would not be a serious danger, while in the case of the glider operation the

risk might be very severe.

The general

These results found their application during the

/ensuing

(1) A.H.B./11H/241/22/3.
(2 ) A.H.B./IIH/241/22/3.
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ensuing months, when the tactical bombing campaign on French targets opened

in March 1944 with many successful operations carried out with^cli navigo ^

tion lights switched on so as to avoid collisions.
4L>VU4^ 0-wt Uw£C

The theoretical methods used to calculate the expected number of

collisions between aircraft imder various conditions, for example the

conditions of the two investigations Just mentioned, are explained in a

mathematical paper. Memorandum No. M.81,

Evaluation of Collis^ion Risks*,

from risk principles of the various forumlae used in practice to calculate

(1)entitled *Note on the Theoretic

This paper contains a rigorous deductio

al

n

collision risks, and shows precisely what are the assumptions which have to

be fulfilled in order that the formulae should be valid.

After April 1944> work on the collisions and falling-bomb problems was

suspended for some time, although the O.R.S. continued from time to time to

ansv/er questions on these topics from various branches of the Command and

Meanwhile, with the liberation of Prance and Belgium,

conditions were at last becoming more favourable for a fundamental attack on

During the autumn and winter of 1944/45> large

streams of bombers were frequently flying over allied occupied territory,

under conditions not greatly different from those habitually obtaining over

Air Ministry.

the collision problem.

enemy territory. There thus gradually grew up a considerable number of

recorded collisions occurring under such conditions; and in almost every

case it was possible to determine with reasonable certainty whether the

collision, if it had occurred over enen^ territory, would have caused the

loss of one or both aircraft involved. Hence, it becanie possible for the

first time to obtain a reliable fi/;i:ure for the lethality of collisions,

that is to say, for the proportions of aircraft involved in collisions over

enemy territory which become missing. This proportion was foimd to be

approximately 65 per cent.

Knowm approximately the lethality of collisions, and having the

cvirrent records of aircraft returning damaged after being involved in

collisions, it was possible in February 1945 to write a draft report which

/g'ave

(1) A.H.B./IIH/241/22/3.
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gave much more detailed and accurate information concerning the magnitude

of the collision risk than had been contained in the earlier memoranda.

(1)
This Memorandum No. M.87 v/ritten at the request of the Air Staff aswas

part of a general examination by O.R.S. of the Command's policy of concentra

tion, and its conclusions were embodied in Report No. S.206,

published on 6 March 19455 assessed the advantages and disadvantage of

(2)
which was

Memorandum M.87 covered the periodthat policy from various points of view.

from April 1944 to January 19455 and its main conclusion was that the losses

due to collisions, although increasing towards the end of that period, had

at no time greatly exceeded the figure of 0.25 cent of sorties,

conclusion was published in Report No. 3.206, with the recommendation that

This

concentrations should not be reduced in order to diminish the collision

risk, because the night fighter remained by far the most dangerous cause

of loss of bombers. This recommendation v/as accepted by the Command, and

remained the basis of the Command's tactical policy until the end of

hostilities. The frequency of collisions, which had alarmed the Air Staff

by mounting dangerously high during January 19455 remained steady during

the final months of the war.

A.H.B./nH/2hl/22A.

A.H.B./llH/H4iyeA/i4.fJi
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CHAPTER 16

l!ISCELIiAHEOUS INVESTIGATIONS CONCERNING BOMBER LOSSES

The Causes of Bomber Losses

In the previous chapter the various investigations which the O.R.S.

made into the tactics employed by the Bomber Force with a view to keeping

The O.R.S’s investigations into thelosses to a minimum were described.

application of radio countermeasures and other protective devices used by

In order that developmentthe bombers will be discussed in Chapter 17*

might proceed on the most profitable lines it was necessary to determine the

causes of bomber losses, and at frequent intervals throu^out the war the

O.R.S. was asked to provide estimates of the relative proportions of losses

to fighters,flak etc. The subject was an extremely difficult one. The

proportions in fact varied from time to time and from target to target, but

sufficiently accurate figures were obtained to enable the policy on radio

countermeasures etc to be formulated.

The estiQioies of the proportions of aircraft lost to different causes

were based on a number of sources of information, such as:-

(a) the observations of returning bombers

(b) the percentage of bombers attacked

(c) the percentage of bombers hit by flak

(d) interrogation of *escapers* and ‘evaders*.

The first attempt to assess the causes of bomber losses was based on a

The method was usedstudy of the observations made by returning aircrew.

continually throu^out the war to keep a watch on the situation, and also

provided information on the positions at which losses occurred, which was of

There is no doubt that a high proportion ofvalue in investigating tactics.

losses sustained were observed by other bombers, due largely to the hi^

tendency for bombers to catch fire when successfully engaged by the enemy.

The reportshad, hov/ever, to be carefully cross-checked for time and position

to avoid duplication and reporting of other incidents such as scarecrow

flares.

Taking all targets and all weather conditions, both of which influenced

the loss rate, the O.R.S. reached the view in May 1942 that our losses which

represented about 4 per cent of sorties despatched were distributed as

follows:-
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25^ + to enemy fighter

25^ + "to flak

20$ to causes other than enemy action.

Further study of the problem enabled the O.R.S. to state in November 1942

that non-enemy action losses were about 10 per cent of total losses^ while

the remaining 90 cent appeared to be equally divided between filter

and flak.

In early 1943 an overall review of the losses sustained during 1942 ujoa

made in an endeavour to reach a firmer assessment of the proportion of the

The results were given in BomberCommand's losses due to various causes.

(1)
and considered only attacks on GermanCommand O.R.S. Report No. S9I

It must be remembered thatlosses varied with target attacked, typetargets.

Further,of aircraft, weather conditions and experience of the crew,

throu^out the year there was a clear tendency for losses to rise, the rise

As a result of all the informationbeing greater in some areas than others,

available at the time, the O.R.S. assessed bomber losses towards the end of

the neriod to be as follows;-

5%to fighter i.e.

30^1-J^ i.e.

i.e.

to flak

non-enemy action

It should be mentioned, however, that whereas losses to fighter rose from

about 1 per cent to 2j- per cent during the year, those due to flak were

thought to remain at about ij- per cent. This demonstrates the danger in

ascribing a certain proportion of losses to one cause. Except under special

circxAmstances such as lov^ flying attacks and very bad weahter, which on a few

occasions resulted in losses well above average, the O.R.S. was confident

that the variation in the loss rate was largely due to the varying success

achieved by the fighters, the losses due to flak remaining at about 1 to

1^ per cent.

In mid-1943, a series of orders of the day of Pliegerkorps XII for the

period December 1942 to May 1943 was captured in Sicily, and A.D.I. (Science)

produced a report (Air Scientific Intelligence Report No. 21)
(2)

analysing

They assessed the proportion of our losses due to fighters over

/the

the details.

(1) A.H.B./llH/a4l/2a/i4-

(2) A.H.B./II/77/2I.
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On a 4‘i‘ pe3? cent loss rate this wouldthe period as being 64 per cent.

credit about 3 per cent to the fighters.

One of the methods used for determining the loss rate due to different

(1)causes was discussed in Bomber Command O.R.S. Memorandum Ko. M.I38 i In

this method the correlation coefficient between the numbers of aircraft

missing, numbers returning damaged by flak, and numbers having had combats

with fighters was determined, and the regression equation connecting the three

It was concluded that about three times as many aircraftvariables found.

This result suggested that thewere lost due to fighters as due to flak.

losses attributed to fighters in Bomber Command O.R.S. Report No. S.9I wer

prpbably a little low, which agreed with the conclusions reached from the

captured documents.

The relatively high proportion of losses allocated byftie O.R.S. to flak

was challenged by some of the A.A. authorities in this country, and a number

of studies were made, particularly by the Army Operational Research Group

to determine the relation between the number of strikes on returning bombers

AHic<L
and the probai(s losses. These studies and the success of A.A. all

indicated that oia? losses due to flak should have been lower. The general

(3)
view expressed in Memorand\Am No. M. 145 denied the certainty of the con¬

clusions reached on the grounds that no allowance was made for the cumulative

effects of several strikes not on the so-called vulnerable areas and the

While the difference was not large, at the most

●J- per cent, it is probable that the O.R.S. assessment of losses to flak was

seriousness of the fire risk.

on the high side. This minor discrepancy was, however, unimportant, since

the correct decisions, namely to counter the enemy fighters, had been taken

on the information available and a general appreciation of the position.

As time went on, two further sources of information became available to

the O.R.S. namely, messages from Prisoner of War Camps as to the way in which

aircraft containing the personnel in the camps had been brought down, and

the experience of aircrew shot down who succeeded in retuming to this country.

The results of an examination of the former are given in Memorandum No.

(4) Very valuable information was obtained from the latter source, and,

 ̂ /as

M.137i

(1)
(2) A.H.B./lI H/241/22/14 ●
(3)
(4) A.H.B./1IH/241/22/3.
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as described below, the interrogation of such personnel became an O.R.S.

responsibility.

Information from Returned Aircrew Survivors

When returned aircrew arrived in this country they were interrogated by

the Air Intelligence branch, who issued a report. These reports were very

interesting to the O.R.S., and when in May 1943 "tiie Assistant Director of

Intelligence (k) found it impossible to continue the interrogation, the

O.R.S. decided that it was undesirable for the information to be lost and

accordingly arranged to undertake the interrogations.

The method of contacting evaders and escapers was at a Personnel

Reception Centre (P.R.C.) immediately on their rettrni. They were asked to

tell the full story of the flight up to reaching the ground after the final

incident, and as much detail as possible was elucidated by careful question-

The interrogators were briefed beforehand with a list of the types of

information likely to be important, and were already experienced in the

general tendencies of the loss of aircraft as well as being expert in some

ing.

particular subject. The story was written up in narrative form and published

(These reports were known as Bomber Commandwith a limited circulation.

(1)
K* Reports of which 282 were issued),

rogated by Military Intelligence 9 concerning his adventures on the ground,

and a separate report published.

O.R.S. The evader was also inters

After the liberation of Prance, a number of damaged aircraft managed to

return behind the Allied lines before being abandoned. In the previous

period these aircraft would have been ‘missing* and any evaders would have

been interrogated. As information regarding their experiences was of value,

it was eventually arranged in December 1944 that these people should be

interrogated at groups by the Intelligence personnel, and the reports sent

on to the O.R.S.

With the ending of the German war and the extremely rapid return of

repatriated P.O.Ws, it had to be considered whether these men ought to and

could be interrogated. It was decided that not to do this would entail a

loss of information, potentially valuable, concerning subjects such as fires

- /in - ■

(1) A.H.B./IIH/241/22/2.
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much of this informationin aircraft, and aircrew safety arrangements etc5

It was desirablehaving a probable bearii^ on future aircraft development.

that this interrogation should take place before the ex-P.O.W. went on leave

as their stories were likely to be more factual than after continual repeti-

Thetion and possibly understandable exaggeration in the home circle.

organisation at the Personnel Reception Centres with a maximum duration of

stay per man of 48 hours, had already been set up without our knowledge and

we were therefore constrained to fit our interrogation into the existing

The whole question had to be dealtscheme without any increase of time.

with in great haste as the time that elapsed between our first hearing of

the P.R.Cs and their opening was only just over a fortnight. During this

period an organisation has to be devised, a questionnaire drawn up and

printed and this had to be fitted to the system in use at the P.R.Cs when

Consequently, it was not possible to consult otherthis was learnt.

interested parties regarding the type of information to be asked for, and

it was inevitable that some questions would arise later which might have

This, however, had to be accepted as thebeen gone into in greater detail.

price for getting any information at all.

Interrogation was carried out at three P.R.Cs:-

No. 106 P.R.C. at R.A.P. Station Cosford, for all British, Allied and
Colonial personnel.

No. 11 and No. 12 P.D.R.Cs at Brighton and Hove, for Australian and
New Zealand personnel.

No. 3 R«C.A.P. P.H.C. at Bournemouth for all Canadian personnel.

The following method of interrogation was used. The ex-P.O.Ws were

Each man was handed a printed pro-formareceived in parties of about 30*

containing a few questions and space for a narrative of the last flight.

A short explanation was given of the reasons for the questioning, and they

were told how to fill up the form. As each man completed his form, it was

read through hurriedly by the interrogator and, if necessary, a few

supplementary questions were asked. This was a much less satisfactory

method than that used originally for evaders and escapers, but it was all

In one day, over 900 individuals were putthat was possible in the time.

the information from this source wasthroiagh this process at Cosfordj

therefore not of the same quality as that obtained from evaders and escapers.

/initially,
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Initially, officers from the O.R.S. carried out the interrogation,

hut owing to shortage of staff it was immediately foimd necessary to make

other arrangements - R.A.P. Intelligence officers being made available by

One Squadron Leader and five other officers were posted to Cosford,

O.R.S. officers

Command.

and two officers to each of Bournemouth and Brighton/H>ve.

were also made available when required, and at one period the interrogation

staff at Cosford was as high as 14 persons.

The O.R.S. interrogation contnenced on 11 April 1945> and was stopped on

22 June 1945> as it was not considered worthwhile to keep on a staff for the

During this time over 10,000 Bomber Commandvery reduced flow of ex-P.O.Ws.

aircrew ex-P.O.Ws were interviewed, the figure being approximately 9^ per

cent of the total in this category who had passed through the P.R.Cs.

The information given in these questionnaires was then prepared for

This was done by means of the Hollerith punch card system by

master* number code ^stera was drawn up covering all the specific

Each story was then examined

analysis.

which a

points of information likely to be obtained,

and coded in the appropriate manner, all stories relating to one aircrsd't

After checking @nd cross-checking the numbers werebeing treated as one.

then registered on a card by p\mching holes in appropriate spaces. By

feeding these cards through a special sorting machine any desired combination

of information allowed for in the coding system could be obtained.

This was a laborious job involving a staff of from 15 fo ̂ 0 codersfor

On completion, the ^stem would allow of the

answering of specific questions provided these have been covered by the

original Master Code system. Any answer produced from this source was,

however, subject to bias in favour of the less serious causes of loss, as

only incidents from which there at least one survivor story were covered.

Variation of Loss Rate with Type of Aircraft

approximately six months.

Among the many factors which influenced the overall loss rate on a given

Bomber Command always consistedoperation was the composition of the force,

of a variety of different aircraft and from the beginning of the O.R.S*s

activities attention was paid to the variation in the loss rate between

The different types of aircraft were nomally

Some groups had only one type, while other had

different types of aircraft.

distributed by groups.

The same type of aircraft was also to be found more than one

/The
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The difference in th^ loss rates was of great interest to many

authorities including the Air Ministry, Ministry of Aircraft Production, and

the Ministry of Production,

the differences were statistically significant and to ascertain the

for the differences.

It was clearly important to determine whether

reasons

It was apparent in I94I that the loss rate of the Whitley was greater

than that of the Wellington and the Hampden. One of the major differences

The engines of the Whitley were

liquid cooled, while those of the Wellington and Hampden were air-cooled.

Theoretically, the vulnerability of liquid-cooled engines was greater than

between these types was the engines.

that of air-cooled engines and this was thought to be the most likely

The differences in performance and size were not considered

to be important factors although exhaust visibility which was greater in

explanation.

the case of the Whitley and would therefore lead to easier interception by

fighters could not be ignored. The theory of engine vulnerability was

supported by the fact that V/ellington IIs,which had liquid—cooled engines

had a greater loss rate than the V/ellington Is. This question of engine

vulnerability was of great interest particularly in the days of twin-

engined aircraft, and the matter is discussed in detail in Chapter 19.

Messrs. Rolls Royce naturally became very concerned at the results, and at

a later stage in the war all Merlin engines damaged by enemy action were

forwarded to the firm for detailed examination to see if anything could be

done to reduce their vulnerability.

In connection with this question it is of interest to record the

statistics for losses over the period May to December 1941*

Liquid-cooled Engines Air-cooled Bngines

Wellington I 2.54^Wellington II

3.77^Whitley Hampden

4*8/6 3-7^Manchester Stirling

Halifax

The number of sorties flown by the Manchester and four-engined Halifax

and Stirlings to which the above statistics relate were admittedly very

siaall but the same trend is apparent,

aircraft had higher losses than the corresponding twins was due to

The fact that the four-engined

inexperience in operating these types. In fact, during the next few months

/therestricted
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the Stirling loss rate hecarae the lowest of any type and remained so

for some time.

There was no doubt that the inferior flame damping arrangements on

the Whitley was a contributory cause to its higher loss rate and great

Much effort was expended by theimportance was attached to improving it.

M.A.P. on the development of better flame dampers but no great success was

Incidentally, the flame dampers in the Stirlings were very good.achieved.

Once a bomber was shown to have sustained a higher loss rate than the

average the obvious remedy was to discard it and cease production. This

step could unfortunately not be taken v/ithout seriously affecting the

intensity of the offensive and althoiigh future production could be influenced

it was necessary to continue operating the inferior types.

In connection with the analysis of Whitley losses it was shown in

(1)
that they increased relative toBomber Command O.R.S. Report No. 43

other types v/henever the target necessitated crossing the searchlight belt,

whereas against targets which did not involve crossing the belt, the

This supported the generallosses were roughly the same as for other types.

view that an important contribution to the higher losses sustained by the

Whitley was its lack of manoeuvrj?ability.

The statistics quoted above indicated that the Manchester, which was

Incoming along as a replacement to the Whitley, was not verj’- promising.

the early months of 1942 no improvement on the early figures appeared.

This waswhereas the teething troubles of the Stirling v/ere soon overcome.

(2)
a serious matter and in Bomber Command O.R.S. Report No. 44 a comparison

It was found that on nearlywas made of Manchester and Stirling loss rates.

all groups of targets the Manchester sustained a considerably higher loss

Even on coastal targets in occupied territory where the loss rate wasrate.

normally very small this aircraft sustained 3*8 per cent over the period

Such evidence/was available indicated that

the difference in loss rates of the two types was due to enemy action and

September 1941 to March 1942.

There were two main differences;therefore to the different vulnerabilities.

f’irst the Manchester had only two liquid-cooled engines, whereas the Stirling

had four air-cooled engines and, secondly the Manchester had two large

/petrol

(1) A.H.B,/ii/69/184.

(2) A.H.B./11/70/387. RESTRICTED
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There was littlepetrol tanks whereas the Stirling had 14 small tanks.

doubt that these two important factors accoiuited for the difference in loss

The O.R.S. regarded compartmentation of the petrol tanks of greatrate.

importance in connection with future types of aircraft. Clearly, the

greater vulnerability of a liquid-cooled engine would be less important in

the four-engined aircraft with which the Command would in futxire be equipped.

As the number of heavy bombers increased in the Command statistics

The exDerience of the O.R.S.Regarding their losses become more reliable.

had shown, however, how dangerous it was to consider merely the monthly

figures which were widely published. In order to make a proper comparison

it was essential to take into account such factors as target, weather, and

Even so the overall statistics would indicateexperience of the crews.

that a closer examination was desirable and from these it became apparent

in early 1942 that all was not well with the Halifax. A comparison was made

(1)
in Bomber Command O.R.S. Report No. 48 between the loss rates of Stirlings

and Halifaxes for the period July 1941 to Jiaie 1942. There was no doubt that

the loss rate of the Halifax( was about 50 P©r cent greater than that of

the Stirling. On lightly defended targets there was no appreciable

difference and it was concluded that the difference was entirely due to enemy

It was noted that Halifaxes reported fewer combats than Stirlings,action.

they reported fewer damaged by fighters but had about the same flak damage

This clearly suggested greater vulnerability to fighter attack andrate.

might well have been associated with the far greater visibility of the

Halifax exhausts and its rather doubtful stability in making evasive turns.

Investigations to improve the flame damping were put in hand and

consideration was given to the stability problem by the designers. As a

result Halifaxes were later fitted with modified rudders. ^ the end of

1943 a sufficient number of sorties had been flown by Halifaxes fitted with

modified rudders to enable an assessment to be attempted of its effect on the

A very searching investigation into all possible factors,loss rate.

however, failed to find aiQ^ diminution of the loss rate due to the raodifica-

(2)
tion (Bomber Command O.R.S. Report No. S.114)* It should be recorded,

however, that it was the general opinion of pilots that the modification

improved the flying qualities of the aircraft.
/In

(1) A.H.B./11/70/328.

(2) A.H.B./lI H /24t/2£/l4-
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In the meantime, the losses of the Lancaster did not escape examina¬

tion, for the Air Ministry had noted from the overall statistics issued hy

the War Room that the losses of Lancasters appeared to be approaching that

of other types. There was no doubt that this aircraft which had been

markedly superior in its loss rates since its introduction appearedin the

spring of 1943 "to have descended to the common level. The situation was

examined by the O.R.S. and it was found that the trend could be partly

explained by the fact that squadrons equipped with this aircraft were

frequently engaged in more hazardous operations than the other types.

(Bomber Command O.R.S. Report No. 69).
(1)

Throughout the war it was always the case that one type of aircraft in

Bomber Command h^ a higher loss rate than the others. For example, when the

Stirling was the only heavy bomber, it had a much lower loss rate than the

medium bomber, but as Halifaxes and Lancasters came along the Stirling

became the Command’s worst aircraft and at a later stage the Halifax was

worse than the Lancaster. The Mosquito had the lowest loss rate of any,

and the suggestion was made that a great expansion in the Mosquito force was

desirable. The O.R.S. was not in favour of this proposal in view of the
VttiuX Co CwrurjcApol vvot 'Uhl ,

lack of room for navigational and bombing aide in the aircraft.^ It was bombs

on the target per casualty that really mattered, and there is little evidence

of the bombing accuracy of the Mosquitos. They were, of course, essential

to Oboe' operations and were a useful element in 'spoof* tactics. They

also undoubtedly had a large nuisance value, e.g. they bombed Berlin nearly

every night, but it seemed unlikely that a large force was worthwhile.

particularly since to deliver the same bomb load many more aircraft and hence

pilots and airfields etc. would be needed than in the case of Lancasters,

Further, no doubt a bigger force would

attract more of the enemy's attention and certainly sustain higher losses.

even assuming the same accuracy.

It was a matter for speculation whether the lower loss rate of the

Lancaster was due to the fact that the Halifax was more easily susceptible

to interception and what the loss rate would have been had Bomber Command

had a homogeneous force. There were a few operations on which only Lancasters

were used and a comparison was made of their losses when operating alone

/compared

(1) A.H.B./11/69/222
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compared with those when they were operating in a mixed force.

The results (Bomber Command O.R.S. Memo M )
(1)

showed that when operating

alone the loss rate was increased by about 50 cent and in fact appeared

This was no doubt partlyto be even higher than that of the mixed force.

due to the lower level of saturation of the defences due to the small

forces engaged but it seems very likely that the lower losses of the

Lancasters on general operations was due partly to the presence of lower

perform^e and more visible aircraft in the force.

Variation in Losses between Groups and Squadrons

Each group maintained its own careful watch on its loss rate and its

O.R.S. representative carried out certain investigations. Among these were

studies of the effect of operational experience on the loss rate which is

discussed later on in this chapter. Comparisons were naturally made

between the various groups although these were difficult to interpret since

Nos. If and 6 Groups, however, werethe types of aircraft were different.

both equipped with Halifaxes and in an investigation made in 1945 i't was

clearly shown that the losses in No. 6 Group were significantly higher than

(2)
those sustained by No. 4 Group (Bomber Command O.R.S. Report B.147»

It was considered that this was most likely due to the lov/er experience of

the group as a whole, since it had only been formed recently, and the lov/er

The report was sent to the Air Officer Commandingexnerience of the crews.

for consideration, and he requested the attachment of a member of the O.R.S.

(There was no residentto carry out a more detailed study on the spot.

O.R.S. representative at this group). A more detailed investigation was

made and it v/as confirmed that the higher losses were due to inexperience

and difficulties due to the formation of new squadrons and conversion to

heavy bombers, which had reduced the amount of training done and instruction

Appropriate steps were taken by thegiven within the individual squadrons.

group headquarters to remedy the situation.

No. 4 Group, in theii continual stru,^gle to reduce their losses,

suggested that one of the reasons that their Halifaxes sustained higher

losses than the Lancaster might be because they were in the final wave of

   /the

[2] A H fe /nH/24t/
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the attack. Actually, the plan of attack usually involved "both Halifax and

Lancaster aircraft in the opening as well as the final phase of the attack, and

it was possible to compare the losses in the different waves.

(Bomber Command O.R.S. Memo

It was found

(1)
) that the later Halifaxes had higher losses

than those in the earlier wave, but in both cases they were higher than the

losses sustained by the corresponding Lancaster While, therefore, the

position in the attack might have some effect and it was certainly worthwhile

getting the Halifaxes away from the target as early as possible, the main

difference in loss rate could certainly not be attributed to their allotted

wraves.

place in the attack.

As regards losses of individual sq.uadrons, it was well-known that many

experienced bomber crews had their own ideas on the right tactics to employ to

ensure survival, and although a general tactical doctrine was taught throughout

Bomber Command, such individuals naturally had an influence on the tactics

adopted by individual members of their squadron. An investigation was accord

ingly made to determine how the actual overall losses sustained by Lancaster

in Hos. 1 and 5 Groups should have been distributed if the chance of any aircraft

being lost was entirely independent of the squadron to which it belonged,

results given in Bomber Command O.R.S. Memo M I<b3

a slight tendency for extreme losses to be commoner and average losses to be

s

The

(2)
show that while there wqs

rarer than expected by random chance, the tendency was quite insignificant.

This analysis was repeated later for all squadrons in Bomber Command due

allowance being made for the effect of type of aircraft, and it was found that

apart from two particular squadrons, the losses were distributed as would have

been expected from random chance (Bomber Command O.R.S. Memo M
(3)

)

The Effect on Experience on the Loss Rate

As indicated above, one of the factors affecting the loss rate was the

experience of the crew and in the autumn of 1942,the O.R.S. started an investi

gation to determine the magnitude of this factor and to see if any change in

the current policy for the employment of new crews was desirable. The need to

allow crews to gain operational experience was well appreciated by the Command

/and

(1)

(2) ‘I 1943 I

(3)
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and the ciirrent policy was to send new pilots on  a few operations as second

pilot in an experienced crew in the first place and secondly to employ new

It was desirable tocrews on easy targets for their first few operations,

determine the value of such experience and to check whether it was adequate to

fit new crews for operations on main targets.

Attention was given first t> Halifax squadrons since losses for this type

The results of the investigation given in Bomberwere above the average.

(1) showed that the number of sorties whichCommand O.R.S. Report Ko, B.II6

missing pilots carried out before becoming missing was dependent upon the number

of second pilot or fresher trips they had made before becoming a captain or

those/hS°Of those pilots who had become missing,going on to main targets,

done under three second pilot or fresher trips had an average life of about

two operations on main targets, but those who had done six second pilot or

fresher trips had an average life of about eight operations,

indicated that it was experience on flying Halifaxes which was important. As a

result of this investigation, the Air Staff decided to give all Halifax pilots

a series of training cross-country flights, two or three sorties as second

pilots and two mining operations before sending them as captain on main targets.

An investigation on the effects of the pilot*s experience on the casualty

rate in Fo. 5 Group Lancasters (Report No. B.II9)

found, contrary to the case of the Halifax, that the missing rate was independ

ent operational experience.

Lancaster was at that time 2.9^^ and the chance of surviving 30 operations was

therefore about 42^.

The investigation

(2)was then made. It v/as

It was pointed out that the missing rate of the

A further investigation into the effect of experience on No. 4 Group

-vuv^i943, in order to discover whether the

position had changed since the previous investigation, but it was found that

Halifax losses was made in

the casualty rate of pilots making their first two or three sorties in No. 4

Group Halifaxes remained high compared with that of more experienced pilots.

(3)
Bomber Command O.R.S. Report No. B.I60 suggested that the effect could

possibly be reduced by increased initial training in crews of the Halifax and

by improving the handling qualities of the aircraft. /Inve stigations

1

(2)
(3) 22/12.
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Investigations "by the O.R.S. representative at No, 5 Group had shown that

there was a slight tendency for the loss rate to rise and then fall again diiring

the middle of the operational tour, and the Air Officer Commanding Wo. 5 Group

drew attention to this apparent trend for losses in No. 5 Group, and reconunended

refresher training in the middle of a tour. The O.R.S. was asked to investigate

the matter for the Command as a whole and arranged for all Groups to render

monthly returns, divided by type of aircraft, and giving for each major operation

the number of sorties, early returns, crashes, attacks and combats, for each

stage of crews operational experience. These returns were consolidated each

month by the O.R.S. and separate notes issued for December 1943, and January

and February 192f4. After the March figures had been received, the returns we

discontinued and a thorough analysis for all the four months was issued in

re

(1)
Bomber Command O.R.S. Report No. S.I87. The investigation confirmed the

higher missing rate amongst inexperienced crews and found that their crash

rate, early return rate and combat rate was also high. The tendency for the

loss rate to rise above the average just after the middle of the first opera¬

tional tour, was also confirmed, hut was not found to be so serious as had been

The report stated that it was a matter of opinion

how far training can be a substitute for operational experience, but that if

there was any remedy for the high loss rate of inexperienced crev/s, it could

only lie in increased and improved training.

suspected by No. 5 Group.

Accordingly, it was recommended

that efforts should be made to increase the verisimilitude of operational

training, and in particular that more long practice flights with fighter

affiliation should be regularly included.

Oo

A new technique of ai^ysis

Each major operation was divided by operational group, type and mark of aircraft.

These divisions were further sub-divided into tê ^operational experience classes

(0-5 Operations, 6-11 operations, 12-17 operations, 18-23 operations, 24-30

operations.) For each operation a separate missing rate was calculated for each

The expected missing rate for each division was also calculated from

the overall loss rate and the number of sorties flown in each experience class.

If experience had no effect then this expected number would be equal to the

actual number missing.

was developed for the above investigation.

division.

The difference between these two figures thus serves as

A
(1)
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a measure of the effect of experience, and "by treating each operation and

division separately the effect of different types of operation was largely

eliminated.

Another investigation which brought out the importance of operational

experience was made in response to a request from Air Ministry, to determine

the maximum wastage rate a bomber force could stand during a sustained oeriod

of operations. The results were given in Bomber Command O.E.S. Memorandum

This investigation considered the cases in which types of

aircraft had to be withdrawn from operations and pointed out that any rise in

the casualty rate above a certain level is likely to diminish operational

(1)No. M.144.

efficiency because of diminution produced in;-

(a) The general level of experience,

(b) The flow of operationally experienced instructors,

(c) The supply of suitable officers available as squadron and flight
commanders and for specialists duties within the squadron.

The investigation showed that the permissible loss rate must be limited by the

necessity of having a sufficiency of sizrvivors at a late stage of the operational

tour, and gave figures for the percentage of crews that siirvived a tour for a

number of different average wastage rates. It concluded that a wastage rate in

excess of 7 per cent could not provide sufficient survivors to maintain

efficiency in operations.

Aircrew Casualties directly due to Enemy Action in Bombers returning
from Night Operations

There was a feeling in the Command that personnel casualties were high and

an investigation into the casualties among aircrev/ personnel directly due to

enemy action was therefore made in February I943 (Report No, S.??)

available data was consulted, including medical officers * reports, raid reports,

casualty signals and casualty forms,

lish the circumstandes of almost every incident.

(2) All

It was therefore possible to estab-

It was found that the number

of casualties in returning bombers was low, and that there were, in fact,

the average 1,013 sorties per casualty in retia'ning bombers due to flak,

and 1150 man sorties per casualty due to fighters.

on

The number of casualties per

aircraft damaged due to flak was O.O7 and 0.05 per aircraft damaged by fighters.

    /These

A.H.B./1IH/241/22/3.1
2
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These figures did not vary greatly between various types of aircraft.

Analysis showed that the number of aircreft lost primarily due to death or

severe injury to the pilot must be very small. About 20 per cent of all

casualties v/ere fatal or dangerous.

The subject of casualties amongst aircrew personnel directly due to enemy

action was considered eigain in January 1944 v/hen there was a widespread feeling,

especially amongst the general public, that bomber crews ought to wear suits

that would protect them against flak. It was felt that as the Americans were

supplied with special armoured clothir^, the British aircrews should be given

the same protection. Analysis showed that the figtires for casualties per man

sorties were still lov/, 1,673 roan sorties on the average being made for every

man returning injured due to flak, and 1,3^9 every man returning injured

due to fighters. The casualties per aircraft damaged were more or less

unchanged from the previous analysis. The investigation showed that the

frequency of casualties amongst aircrew personnel was very small and had been

unaltered by the removal of the main armoured bulkhead (see Chapter 19)* It

concluded that the use of the American type of flak jacket would only be

effective in preventing one moderate or sli^t casualty per 100 man sorties.

and that in view of its weight, with the fatigue it would produce, would be

likely to do more harm than good. The paper also concluded that the American

flak helmet might have prevented one head injury per 7,000 man sorties, and its

use might be justified if it was not too heavy and ciorabersome, if it did not

produce fatigue! and if the aircrew wished to use it. As a result of this

investigation it was agreed that body armour should not be manufactured for

aircrew personnel.

Further examination was made of the desirability of issuing crews with body

armoiar w^hen daylight operations started. However, it was still found that

07/ing to the weight of the equipment, more aircrew personnel would be lost per

unit weight of bombs dropped on Germany if the body armour were used than if it

were not (Memorandum No. M.I46)
(1)

/Casualties

(1) A.H.B./1IH/241/22/3.
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Casualties Sustained in Crashes not due to Eneiay Action among Aircrew
over this Country

The casualty rate of different crew positions in non -enemy accidents over

this country was considered in July 1944> with particular reference to

It was foiaid (Memorandum M.145)
(1)

casualties amongst edr gunners,

casualties among pilots and gunners were somewhat greater than those among the

that

rest of the crew, that aircraft of different types showed similar percentages

of different categories of accidents, and that casualties per accident and per

crew position shov/ed no obvious variation between aircraft types.

The Fate of Aircrew in Aircraft that became Missing

In September 1943 a letter was received from the Air Officer Commanding

No. 1 Group in which it was pointed out only a very small proportion of aircrew

lost on night operations succeeded in returning to this country or became

Prisoners of War, and that these proportions were <iecreasing.

this question had already been considered by the O.R.S. in Memorandum No.

*An Examination of two Special Sources of Information on the Causes

of Our Losses’, and the O.R.S. was able to advise the Air Staff that it appeared

that the proportion of lost Lancaster crews who were taken prisoner was rather

less than for other types, and that the decline reported o’'f the percentage of

aircrev/ evading capture and returning to this country was probably due to the

increasing use of Lancasters in the bomber force, to the German occupation of

Southern Prance, and to the high proportion of bomber penetrations which had

recently been made deep into Germany,

able information as to the number of P.O.W’s and the number of crews that were

Fortunately,

(2)
M.137,

A very extensive analysis of the avail-

(3)
successful in returning to this country was then made (Report No. S.122).

This report pointed out that the proportion of missing aircrew that survived

to become P.O.W’s was 11 per cent for Lancasters, 17 per cent for Stirlings and

29 pe^ cent for Halifaxes. The low rate for Lancasters was thoiAght to be due to

the fact that it was more difficult to escape from that aircraft owing to the

os Trow -fosciage
greater difficulty in oioving about in tha ●, to the small

/forward

(1
(2) A.H.B./IIH/241/22/3.
(3) A.H.B./IIH/S4i/2a/|^|.
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It was alsoforward compartment, and to the poor rear escape hatch,

thought possible that the Lancaster was more liable to break up in the

air and that the higher flight conditions might increase the difficulties

It was suggested thatof escape after the removal of the oxygen mask,

consideration should be given to the possibility of fitting a rear floor

escape hatch to the Lancaster, and that all escape hatches should be

It was alsore-examined with a view to redesigning to prevent jamming.

suggested that more training and practice in emergency drill would be

A re-write of the O.R.S. paper, giving the results, was laterbeneficial.

issued by the A.S. and R Branch of the Air Staff, and given a wide

circulation.

Attention was later specially drawn to the serious difficulties which

frequently occurred owing to the jamming of the front escape hatch as when

it was being thro?/n out it tended to twist itself perpendicular to the

The importance of adequate means of escape fromairstream and to jam.

bomber aircraft was stressed in a letter from the O.R.S. to the Deputy

The figures for survivalDirector of Accident Prevention on 4 January 1944*

were given and it was suggested that the difference was largely due to the

Since 1,641 Lancasters,difference of ease of escape from the two aircraft.

each containing seven aircrew, were missing in the period under consideration

it would appear that at least 2,125 lives were lost due to this cause.

Ditching

An analysis of the incidence of aircraft ditching was made in October

(1)
1944 (Bomber Command Report O.R.S. Report No. S.188) It was found that

the number of ditchings, which became known in this co\mtry due to radio

transmission from the ditching aircraft, or through being seen from the air.

was distributed at random throughout the sea between this country and the

enemy coast, but that there were in addition a large number of ditchings

taking place near the coast of this country which had became known as the

/crews

(1) A.H.B./lI H/24l/a2/t4.
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crews were either picked up hy the coastal shipping or were seen from land.

The inescapable conclusion was reached that many more ditchings must be

taking place than the Command had been aware of. In consequence of this

report, a letter was sent out to all aircrew impressing upon them the urgent

necessity of transmitting when they thou^t there v/as any likelihood of

their being forced to ditch, and steps were taken by the signals staff to

ensure greater certainty of messages sent out being received.

Bomber Manoeuvres

The manoeuvres executed b;;/ bombers, particularly in the target area

and on encounters with flak or enemy aircraft en route, were of great

interest in the study of bombing accuracy and the effectiveness of evasive

Such information was also needed to enable the degree of stabilisa

tion of H2S to be determined.

action.

The first evidence was obtained by *N*

Section of the Central Interpretation Unit who developed a technique for

deducing the form of manoeuvres in the target area from a study of the

night photographs taken by bombers at the time of bombielease. This

technique was worked out in 1942 and was applied to a small number of sorties

on various operations during I942 and I943. The results were fragmentary,

and suffered from the serious disadvanta-ge that, with the camera cycle

normally used, information could only be obtained concerning the

taken after bombing, whereas the most important time was of course the

period immediately before bombing.

manoe

In May 1943 was therefore sugge

uvres

sted

by the O.R.S. that the camera cycle in certain aircraft, and in particular

in aircraft of the Pathfinder Force should be modified in such a way as

to provide information covering the period of the run-up to the target; a

simple method of making the modification was also put forward,

fied camera cycle was accepted by the Command, and on 22 May 1943 each group

was instructed to make the modification in all the aircraft of one of its

squadrons.

This raodi-

The diagrams obtained by the Central Interpretation Unit from the films

exposed with the modified cycle were analysed by the O.R.S. and the results

/are

(1) A.TT.-n./TT/39/l/l^
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(1)
They confirmed the view which theaxe given in Uemorandurn Iifi.

Command had taken since the spring of 1943> that the evasive action talcen

hy horahers in the target area was of a kind which would not reduce losses

due to flak and if practised on the homhing run would prevent accurate

homhing.

The necessary information having been obtained, the use of the

modified cycle was discontinued throughout the Command on 28 October 1943*

This was due mainly to the objection which had been raised by the Air Officer

Commanding No, 8 Group, who claimed that the modified cycle distracted bomb-

aimers during their search for the target. He felt, however, the need for

obtaining further information on aircraft manoeuvres and asked that his

aircraft might be equipped with the Type M Automatic Observer which had

been developed by the Royal Aircraft Establishment.

This device, which could be installed in any aircraft equipped with

blind flying instruments, produced a record of the movements of the aircraft

during any required period not exceeding eight minutes. The record

produced by the instrument was in the form of a cinematograph film, in which

frames consisting of a photograph of a complete blind flying instrument

panel were taken at intervals of one second. This form of presentation

was not particularly well suited to the purpose of the O.H.S. but as there

was little chance of obtaining a better instrument in reasonable time, it

strongly supported its introduction.

It was agreed that the first ten observers off production should be

given to No. 8 Group, and carried by bombers on operations so as to provide

records of aircraft manoeuvres during a period of eight minutes up to and

including the moment of bomb release. The first operational sortie cariying

an observer was made on 2/3 October 1943> target being Munich. The

films exposed in the Auto Observers carried by No. 8 Group, were despatched

to the O.R.S. for analysis. There were also a few films taken at the

Bombing Development Unit in a Halifax performing standard manoeuvres, v/hich

were intended to assist in the analysis of the operational films. Before

anything could be done with the films, it was necessary for the O.R.S. to

The method used in producing the

/graphs

reduce the results to graphical form.

0)
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graphs is fully described in *Bomber Command Armament Training Notes,

Bombing Note No. 8’, published by the Training Branch on 31 December 1944*

The graphs when produced were distributed to the Royal Aircraft Establish¬

ment, No. 8 Group, and the M.A.P. The O.R.S. intended to make a full-

scale analysis of the results, but unfortunately the process of rnakit^ and

reproducing the graphs was laborious and slow, partly owing to the inherent

disadvantages of this photographic type of record and partly owing to the

poor quality of a large proportion of the films. It was impossible to

produce the graphical records at the place and time at which they would have

been most valuable, namely on the station from which the aircraft carrying

the recorder operated, and within one or two days of the time of the

operation recorded. The records were therefore not of much direct assistance

to the individual squadrons, and crews who carried the observers, since

the graphs usually arrived too latefor any clear memories to be retained

of the conditions under which the films were taken.

The Auto Observers used in heavy aircraft of No.  8 Group produced 54

readable films, which were reduced to graphical form and published, the

last being taken on I7/18 June 1944. The first 35 these records were

used by the R.A.E. in order to find how far flying conditions affected the

accuracy of the release point as calculated by the Mark XIV bombsightj the

results of this analysis were published in March I944 as R.A.E. Technical

Note No. Inst/844. A similar detailed analysis was not undertaken by the

O.R.S., since it did not appear that quantitative estimates of the various

quantities recorded on the graphs would be of any value to the Command. The

graphs were, however, valuable to the O.R.S. in providing a general picture

of the type of manoeuvres carried out by bombers in the target area, so that

arguments regarding the advantages and disadvantages of evasive action could

be placed against a realistic background of information. In particular,

the results were used in estimating the risk of collisions between bombers

in the target area, and shov/ed that the amount of evasive action taken was

such as seriously to increase this risk. In the main, the Auto Observer

graphs had the effect of strengthening the case for the policy of reducing

evasive action over enemy territory, which policy the Command had been

trying to enforce since the spring of 1943*
/In
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In July 1944 it was suggested by the 0*R,S. that the auto observer

^ould be used to determine the magnitude of the flying errors of

Mosquitos making a controlled bombing r\an with Oboe. It was a matter of

some importance to decide whether the inaccuracies of Oboe bombing could be

attributed to flying errors, or whether some unknown source of error was

involved. Accordingly, a number of observers were issued to Nos. IO5 and

109 Squadrons, v/ith a modified form of D.R. compass dial to give greater

acciiracy in the reading of heading. The films taken were read by O.R.S.,

and the readings were set out in tabular form since greater accuracy was

required than could conveniently be achieved in a graphical reproduction.

The tables of readings were then analysed by the O.R.S. with the assistance

of the Deputy Directorate of Science (Air Ministry), and the results of

the analysis were published in Report No. S.202.
(1)

It was shown in that

report that flying errors did in fact account for  a large part but not quite

all of the otherwise unexplained operational bombing inaccuracies,

on, the tables of readings produced by the O.R.S. were analysed in greater

detail by the A.Yi.A.S., and formed the basis for A.V/.A. Report No.58,

which dealt with the operational performance of Oboe from a more theoretical

Later

point of view. The making of Auto Observer records in Mosquitos was finally

discontinued at the end of October I944.

In July 1944 all the existing auto observers were installed in

Mosquitos of No. 8 Group, and it was decided that the replacements which

were in production at the R.A.E. should not begiven to No. 8 Group but

should be distributed among the other groups. Each group was to receive in

the first place two Auto Observers, which v/ere to be installed in heavy

bombers so as to provide a picture of target manoeuvres among the main force

similar to that obtained from No. 8 Group. The main force records began

in August 1944> and the films were read by the O.R.S and the results● 9

distributed as before in the form of graphs. Up till January 1945 fifty

of these graphs were issued, covering both night and day operations. The

release point errors caused in the Mark XIV bombsight computer by the

manoeuvres recorded in these graphs were analysed by the R.A.E., the results

being published in R.A.E. Technical Note No. Inst/901. The analysis

/was

(1) An e.73H/a4i/aa/i/^.
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Qroup
was similar to the previous R.A.E. analysis of the No, S^graphs, and showed

that the homhin;'^^ errors due to the disturbance of the bombsight by

evasive action were very considerably smaller in the main force than they

had been in No. 8 Group a year earlier. Apart from this work by the K.A.E.

the graphs were not studied in detail, but were used by the O.R.S, to keep a

current check on the nature of evasive manoeuvres in the target

In view of the labour involved in interpreting and reproducing the

auto^records, and the delay caused by concentrating all this work at the

O.R.S., it was decided in November 1944 that the main force groups should

read their own films.

area.

An instructional note was written by O.R.S. to

enable the groups to take over the work. In January and February 1945 a

final 14 records were produced by the Groups under the new system, and the

The number of auto observers in service was,

however, decreasing through operational wastage, and new production had

been stopped because the priority of the auto observer was not high enough

to justify a curtailment of production of the Stabilised Automatic Bomb-

sight Mark IIA with which it was .competing.

graphs checked by the O.R.S.

Thus, the making of Auto

Observer records gradually petered out and eventually came to a stop in

March 1945. A short summary of'the trend of bomber manoeuvres up to that

date was written by the O.R.S. at the request of the M.A.P., in order to

assist the designers of the nev/ Navigation Bombing Computer which was then

in course of development. This summary, given in Memorandum No. M.

entitled ’Information from Auto Observer Records and other Sources concern-

(1)
ing the Amount of Evasive Action taken by Heavy Bombers on Operations’,

includes the main conclusions which the O.R.S. was able to draw from the

whole series of Auto Observer graphs.

Considering that the Auto Observer was practically the only source of

detailed and objective information concerning the behaviour of bombers on

operations, it is regrettable that so little real use was made by the O.R.S.

of the information which it provided. It may be of value to enquire why

this was so, with a view to formulating' future requirements for devices of a

/similar

(1)
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The most important failings of the Auto Observer were itssimilar kind.

unsuitability for large-scale use and its lack of adaptability to varying

Both these faults arose from the fact that the instriamentrequirements.

was designed for use in a research establishment for a specified purpose,

and was never intended to be a standard operational equipment. For an

Automatic Observer to be used on a large-scale in operational aircraft, it

was essential that the instrument reading should be recorded directly as

traces on a graph, and that there should be a high degree of flexibility in

choosing the speed and deration of the record and the combination of instru¬

ments to be recorded.

The Effect of Icing on Bomber Command Operations

The first main investigation undertaken by the O.R.S. into the effect

of icing on Bomber Command operations was an attempt to find the effect of

icing conditions on the percentage of aircraft missing. The results are

(1)
given in Bomber Command O.R.S. Report Ro. 42 which gives the percentage

of sorties of aircraft of various types missing on icing and non-icing

The data showed that the proportions of sorties missing have been

about the same when icing conditions were present or absent, except in the

case of Wellington Ic*s before December 1941> whose losses were much higher

nights.

under icing conditions. This difference disappeared after the introduction

of alcoholised fuel, in December 1941*

in the Command had always had effective means for preventing carburettor

icing, but the WellingtonX^c*s did not before the introduction of alcoholic

The other types of aircraft in use

fuel. It therefore appeared that the prevention of carburettor icing was

very important and that this could be done by the use of alcoholised fuel.

It may be mentioned that interrogation of repatriated Prisoners of War after

the war showed that a large number of Wellington Ic's were, in fact, lost

due to engine icing, and that few aircraft of other types were lost in this

way.

The next main icing investigation carried out was an attempt to

discover whether or not 'Kilfrost* de-icing paste was advantageous. This

paste was in general use throughout the Command, although some discretion

/was

(1) A.H.B./1IK/IO/46B.
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The substance had, hov/ever, to bewas allov/ed to squadron commanders.

spread evenly over the aircraft and this required  a large nmber of man-

The substance consisted of a paste to be applied smoothly to thehours.

edges of the wings and control surfaces, the idea being that any ice forming

on the paste would break away with some of the paste before any great

weight of ice had been built up. Also, the presence of soluble salts in

the paste was supposed to lov/er the freezing point of the water impinging

thereon and so reducing the incidence of ice formation. Preliminary

experiments in its discontinuation showed no significant effect, so sanction

was obtained for a large-scale experiment whereiy half the operational force

would use 'Kilfrosf on the leading edges of all wing and control surfaces,

while the other half would use it on the leading edges of control surfaces

only.

The preliminary results showed that there was no significant difference

in the percentage of abortive sorties in the two classes, and it was there¬

fore suggested that, since no obviously adverse effects were accruing from

the use of 'Kilfrost* on the control surfaces only, and since the data

available was still inadequate for a thorough test, it would be v/orthwhile

This was agreed.continuing the investigation for some time.

After a further period it was still found difficult to draw firm

conclusions, but it was felt that if 'Kilfrost* had been advantageous it

would have shovm a definite result . In view of the disadvantages in its

use - v/eight penalty of 30 pounds, manpov/er requirement of I5 hours,

difficulty of smooth application, possibility that rough application might

disturb the airflow and assist ice accretion, and no apparent advantage

under conditions of heavy- . icing - it was recommended (Bomber Command

O.R.S. Memorandum Eo. 133> 'The use of **Kilfrost*' Ee-icing Paste on

Operational Aircraft’)

(a) the use of ‘’Kilfrost’ paste on the leading edges of all mainplanes
be discontinued

(b) the use of ’Kilfrost’’ paste on the leading edges of control
surfaces be continued.

(1)that:-

In October 1943> a general report on icing was prepared covering the

The basis of this work was to separate

/operational

period October I94I to June 1943«

(1)
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operational nights into those on which icing of any type was reported

Data were obtained from operationaland those on which none was reported.

records, and special ice accretion reports concerning sorties, aircraft

missing, G.C.I. activity, attackt> flak losses, reasons for abortive

sorties, types of defect and types of icing, temperatures, methods of

escape from icing conditions. This information was treated in a variety

Owing to some doubt regarding the soundness of the originalof ways.

basis, i.e. the split into icing and non-icing nights and to other

difficulties, this report was not issued for general circulation. The

results of the investigation, which were given in Bomber Command O.R.S. ^

were as follows,

(a) The abortive rate was greater on icing than on non-icing nights
and this difference was somewhat greater in winter than in summer,

(b) Examination of the somewhat limited evidence available did not
show that the enemy defence activity, either in night fighters or
flak, had beennarkedly affected by icing conditions. There was
also no obvious tendency for losses to either night fighters or
flak to increase under icing conditions,

(c) A large number of different troubles were reported by aircrews on
icing nights, but these were re-grouped wherever possible according to
the most likely type of countermeasure which might have been taken.
The results showed the need for improvement in the following fields:-
wing icing, engine and propeller icing, lubricant and hydraulic fluid
troubles due to increasing viscosity at low temperatures, pitot head
icing, and windscreen icing,
to over one third of reoorted cases, but lubricant and hydraulic
troubles, engine and propeller icing and pitot head icing were also of
some magnitude.

(1)
No. M.I34,

IrVing icing was the most severe, amounting

(d) The Lancaster was shown to be in general less affected by icing
than other types of aircraft. The Stirling was more affected by wing
icing, probably owing to its lower maximum height which could often
render it unable to make use of climbing as a method of evading icing
conditions. Halifax aircraft showed a high increase in the abortive
rate on icing which was probably due in the main to wing icing,

(e) A consideration of the action taken by different types of aircraft
when icing conditions were encountered again, showed the Lancaster to
be somewhat superior to the other types,

(f) The temperatures at which various forms of icing occured were
examined and a number of troubles were reported down to temperatures
as low as minus 23 C.

A number of attempts were made to find the proportion of aircraft lost

due to icing at various times, but except for the investigation mentioned

earlier, in which it was found that a large n\amber of V/ellington Ic*s were

lost, very little direct evidence of losses due to this cause was found, and

it was concluded that they must be very small, as otherwise such evidence

/would

(1)
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would have heen available. This ciuestion together with others relating

to the effects of icing on bomber operations, was considered at an Air

Ministry meeting held on 19 April 1944. At this meeting the O.R.S. stated

that members of the crews of some I50 aircraft lost on bombing raids had

been interviewed in connection with the investigations into the causes of

losses. In no case was icing the cause of loss. There was no other evidence

of losses due to icing recently, although such losses did occur up to 18

months prior to this conference, especially of Wellingtons. It was considered

that the performance of the heavy bombers with engine de-icing as was then

provided was such that not more than 1 per cent of all losses could be

The policy of Bomber Command was to avoid flying in icing

cloud conditions, but if it became necessary for the aircraft to fly in

all v/eathers, the icing losses would undoubtedly increase.

Various attempts were made to assess the weight of de-icing equipment

that it was economic to carry in bomber aircraft, and the results of some

of these investigations were given in Internal Memoranda Nos. I35

due to icing.

(1)and

(2)
136.

1} A.H.B./IIH/241/22/3.
2) A.H.B./lIH/241/22/3.
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charter 17

RiJ)IO aIDS IQ THE DSFENCE OE BOMBERS

The Scope of Radio Aids

The first year of the European ifer demonstrated to Britain the

value of radar as a defensive weapon.

great

ihotograjihic reconnaissance and

listening watches revealed that the enemy had also realised the

possibilities of radar aided defence and therefore, when it beoame possible

to prepare an air offensive, thought naturally turned to means of

neutralising the enemy’s radar system and to applying radar searching

methods to the protection of bombers*

During 1%1 the enemy was still capable of substantial bombing raids

against this country and there was great reluctance to taice determined

action against enemy radar lest retaliatory action should inflict a serious

handicap on our own defences. In 1942, the relative power of offensive

action in the air swung decidedly into this country’s favour and a campaign

of radio-countemeasures began. This gathered strength with the progress

of the air-war and, changing in its direction of incidence in order to

meet enemy developments, continued, to the end of the war.

The aim of the radio-countermeasures was to deny to the eneny radar

installations the information which they sought and to prevent the passing

of information by wireless means. In addition, during 1943, radar search

apparatus was fitted into bojiibers, in order to provide aircrews with

warning of imminent hostile action against them

for bomber support. Radio aids provided specifically as aids to navigation

could also clearly have an effect on the defence of bombers since they

could assist in maintaining the high concentration of bombers in space and

and into fighters used

time which was shown to be a powerful tactical countermeasure against the

enemy defences (Bomber Command O.R.S. Reports Nos, 9

Steps in the PeveloimDent of a Radio Aid

(1) (2)
and 34 ).

In the introduction of radio aids for bomber defence the normal chain

of development may be stated as follows.

0)
(2) A.H.B./II/70/163.

/U)
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(a) The provision knowledge of the eneiny*s defensive system and

of technical details of his radio and radar installations,

(h) Decisions of policy as to the parts of the enemy*s system to be

assailed,

(c) Technical development of the means to carry out the policy,

(d) Decision of what scale the erfort should be and how it should be

applied.

(e) Assessment of the results obtained by application of the measure.

These steps have not always followed the chronological order in which they

are set dovvn here, and frequently one step has not been clearly separated

from another, but in one.way or another all had to be made for each radio

Much of the contribution of O.R.S. to the various processes ofaid.

development will emerge as detailed consideration is given to individual

aids, but some broad generalities are more conveniently treated here.

Information about the Enemy's System of Defence

Obtaining knowledge of the enemy* s system must- largely an

There were, however, opportunities for theIntelligence responsibility.

O.R.S. to assist in some matters since from time to time useful information

could be obtained from the observations of aircrew recorded either in their

routine reports of operational flights or in special reports requested

These reports, often appreciated cursorily byfor a specific purpose.

Intelligence, frequently required careful analysis to yield their full

and true results and this analysis was an appropriate O.R.S. function. An

important example of this work which had a strong bearing on the detemina-

tion of which radio aids offered the highest returns was the assessment of

the relative contributions of the various causes of loss of bombers to the

total wastage (e.g. Bomber Gommand O.R.S. Report No. S.91 ●* ’Night Bomber
(1)

losses on German Targets 1942')*

Desig:n of Equipment

The design of apparatus was a matter entirely for the appropriate

however, performedE. XO.R.S62{perimental establishments, T.R.E. and R

a liaison duty interpreting difficulties in designing to the service and

advising the experimental establishments on the expected conditions of

.A. ● f

operation.

(1) A.H.B./IXH/24I -
/DirectionRESTRICTED
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Direotion of' Policy

In decisions of policy, concerning either general lines of progress or
CU

the scale and mode of application of a particular measure,^0.R.S. almost

Most of these decisions had to be based oninvariably had a part to play*

an incomplete knowlddge and freq.uently had to take into consideration that

a device designed to confer a benefit might also have harmful effects*

For example, it was extremely difficult to assess the benefit of an

electrical airborne o^^cmer for a type of enemy radar set because of uncertain

knowledge of the enemy's reliance on that particular set, and the Uiiknown

risk that the enemy would use the jamming signal as a means of detecting and

Therefore, decisions had to be based on judgmentsdestroying its source*

arrived at after full discussion.

■yVithin Bomber Command, the responsibility foi- recomiuending action in

the field of radio aids rested with the Signals branch, and^O.R.S* maintained

a close liaison with the section of that branch dealing with radio-

Disoussions with T.R.E. either jointly with members ofc 0 unt ermea sure s.

the Signals branch or alone also played an important part in arriving at

Apart from these informal discussions on a day-to-day

basis, more general consultations were pursued within a Radio-Countermeasure

This body comprised

sound judgments.

Committee set up within Bomber Command during 1943*

representatives of the Signals, Intelligence and 0»R.S. branches with

representatives of the Air Staff and of -air Ministry as occasion demanded.

At the time of most active development of counteimeasures that Committee

A similar Committee on Tail-Warning Devices (the radar

sets carried by bombers to warn crew of the approach ot other aircraft)

met fortnightly.

was set up during 1944*

The special role of the O.R.S.

putting ideas into the common pool ana presenting assessments of the

results of measures already in operation, was to present the facts

clear and balanced form so that the issues

This might be done verbally,

in these discussions, in addition to

gathered from all sources in a

to be judged could readily be appreciated*

but occasionally appreciations of the evidence were prepared in writing

for discussion or, after the discussion, the conclusions arrived at with

marshalled into convincing formthe evidence on which uhey were based were

/for
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In ccnsidei'ing thefor submission to the Air Staff or to Air Ministry.

reports which follow on the woric of O.R.S. on individual radio aids, this

Although an attempt hasbackground of discussion must be borne in mind*

been made to make clear the specific O.R.S. contribution, some of the ideas

and judgments refez^red to »vere inspired or coloured by discussion with other

branches, while at the same time O.R.3. consultation helped in arriving at

conclusions which are not included as O.R.S. contributions.

In addition to the deliberations within Bomber Command and at T.R.E

the O.R.S. was r^resented on the committees at Air Ministry, usually

under the chairmanship of the Controller of Communications, which considered

the development of radio equipment often in relation to its production.

● f

Owing to the difficiklties experienced by production in meeting the rapidly

changing demands made by radio-countermeasures, these comiflittees had not

decisions which involved the Command*s policy and. on
infrequently to maxe

these occasions, the O.R.S. was able to assist the Signals branch in

stalling a case.

Assessment of Results

The assessment of the results obtained by radio aids to bomber defence

For some measures, e.g. the

to some of the enemy*s methods of coauminication, some

devolved almost wholly upon the O.R.S.

application of jamming

In
effect was made apparent immediately by the enemy's avoiding action,

■al, however, the detailed analysis of a large mass of information was

The methods used and difficultiesinvolved in the assessment will

genei

required,

be described before detailed results of each class of countermeasure are

such that the
It may Ise said here that these difficulties were

been stated, had to be based on judgment of

considered.

conclusions, as has also

indications rather than on incontrovertible facts.

’#hen in December 1945, No* 10^) Group was formed in order to operate

those of the countermeasures better applied by specialist aircraft,

He was able to pay

while maintaining

an

O.R.S. representative was attached to the group.

special attention to the day-to-day problems of the group

carried on at Command.liaison with the general investigationsclose

/Early
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Early DeveXopments

The history oi Bomber Coflunand*s radio-oountermeasures has been dealt

with in great detail elsewhere (^ir Staff Operational Monograph No* 1

* Countermeasures to Cerman Radar Defences*
(1)

The Director of Air

Tactics First Draft, May 1944 *War in the Ether - Europe 1939^5 “
(2)

Radio-Countermeasures in Bomber Comraand* Signals Branch Headquarters

Bomber Command June 1945)* most convenient method in dealing with

the O.R.S. contribution is to consider individually each device used so

that its development froxQ conception to demise or honourable retirement can

be followed# It is, however, desirable to give a brief account of the

enemy's defensive system in order that the functions of the special

devices may be appreciated and to review the period before the introduction

of specific measures#

jLt the request of the Air Officer Gommanding-in-Chief Bomber Command

in September 1941, the O.R.S. prepared an appreciation of the existing

knowledge of enemy radar installations and of the proposals for countering

them vvhich were being developed (Report No. 4 ’ Enemy R.D.F. and Bomber

Couunand Night Operations'),

deficiency in our icnowiedge of the enemy's use of radar in controlling guns,

searchlights and fighters, countermeasures against which were considered

to be more JetaO‘ necessary than against the better known enemy early warning

In forwarding the report to Air Ministry, the Commander-in-Ghief

(3)
It was pointed out th.at there was a serious

radar.

requested that immediate further measures be taxen to obtain more inforraa-

The reply gave an assurance that thetion on the lines which it suggested.

search for infonoation on enemy methods and the development of counter—

During the next few months muchmeasures would be actively pursued.

(1)
H.B./IIV76a(2) a.

(5 )

/additional
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The me&ns to secure it included aadditional iuforaiation was obtained.

CooLiiando raid on the enemy-occupied coast in order to capture a ffurzburg.

Although there was stillthe apparatus used to control anti-aircraft fire,

some anxiety about the initiation of a jamming war, development of means to

counter enemy equipment was actively pursued at T.R.E. as details of the

equipment became Icnown.

As this activity brought the large-scale application of radio

countermeasures nearer to practicability, it became necessary to secure a

firm policy in favour of a jamming campaign and to re-assess the priority

A memorandum was therefore prepared to this end (Bomberof application.

Command O.R.S. Report No. S.59 - 'The Advantages to be Gained by the Use of
(1)

Countermeasures against Enemy R.D.P,*) ●

of loss to the total wastage of bomber aircraft was first estimated,

the main basis for judgment being the reports by aircrews of bouibers seen to

be shot down. The tentative allocation of losses reached was as follows.

The contribution of various

causes

Percentage of Total Wastage

(Aircraft missing and
written off)

Percentage of Missing

30^ (2/3 while held
in searchlights)

15^ ( J while held in
searchlights)

5/^ (i while held in
searchlights)

li-O'/j (i while held in
searchlights)

20^cPlait at Target

10%Plaic en route

3%Pighter at Target

26%Pighter en route

41^ (including non-operational
wastage)

It was considered that all losses to fighters en route and losses to flak

unaided by searchlights were attributable to radar control,

searchlights was uncertain,

saving by neutralising the enemy radar control was 6C pez’ cent of the total

wastage if searchlights were radar controlled and 3^ P®^ cent if they were not«

A reduction of 50 per cent was regarded as a possible achievement,

stressed that if the total bombing effort were controlled by aircraft wastage

such a saving would result in a doubling of the effort, and that in addition

IO/0Not due to Enemy Action

The control of

The conclusion reached was that the potential

It was

(1) A.H B-/nH/a4i/ua/i2,- /the
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\<v%i H) U)< ct&^ o»sfii ti>« te4w<il«TT
distraction by target defences,

She recc©:iiendation made was that the highest priority should be given to the

development of radio countermeasures, those for use over the target being

regarded as of first importance and those for use against ground control of

copy of this report was fox^varded to Air Ministry by the

Commander-in-Ghief with, a request for the provision of suitable radio

countermeasures with the utmost importance and urgency●

The progress of technical development was

T.R.E. (Report No* 5/V69A® *Second Interim Report

the effectiveness of attack would be increased^in

fighters second* A

reviewed about this time by

R.C.M. Aids for Bomberon

Protection*)1 and the Command's request for urgent action generated in

correspondence between Air Ministry and Command concerning practical

conference held at Bomber Command onpossibilities which culminated in a

This conference of the Signals branch and O.R.S* of the

Command with representatives from Air Ministry, under the chaitmanship of the

Senior Air Staff Officer, agreed that such oountermeasures as were ready for

application should be applied as soon as possible*

Organisation of the Enemy Defences at the Beginning, of the
Countermeasure Campaign

In the late autumn of 1942 when radio countermeasures became operational,

the eneuy had four main types of radar equipment to assist his defence.

6 October 1942.

These

were:-

On a frequency of 120-130 mo/s, a broad-beamed scanning system

used primartly as an early warning set, but also as a putter-on

for narrow-beamed ground equipments.

On a frequency of 550-570 mc/s, a narrow-beamed system used

the control of anti-aircraft fire (G.L.) and it was thoughtfor

Preya.

Wurzburg.

probable, of searchlights (Searchlight Control (S.L.G.)),

frequency of 550-570 mo/s, similar to the WurzburgGiant Wrirgburg. On a

but more narrowly beamed, used for Ground Controlled

Por this application, two of the setsInterception (G*C*I.).

sited together, one plotting the course of the bomber and

Instructions to the fighter to

were

the other of a night fighter.

guide the pilot towards an attacking position were passed by

within the band 3-6 mc/s«radio telephony , on a frequency

/T.ir^htenstein*RESTRICTED
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lAchtenstein, On & frequency of 490 mc/s, an airborne aid for night

The Giant Wurzburg G.G.I. system oould guide

the fighter into visual range of the bomber under favourable

fighters (A.I.),

conditions, but the Lichtenstein was often a necessary and

always a useful adjunct to it«

Fteras were deployed around the enemy-occupied coast to give

continuous cover on single aircraft at 10,000 feet out to a range of 70“SO

miles* Seta were also placed inland on the G.C.I. sites to help in putting

the narrow beams of the Giant tfurzburgs on to targets* The Wurzburgs for

gunfire and searchlight control were deployed in strength in the many gun-

defended areas, while the G.C.I. sites were arranged in a belt round the

northern and western approaches to Germany. Each pair of Giant tfurzburgs

was used to control interception of bombers passing over a fixed area or

*box* of territory surrounding the site and contiguous with the ’boxes* of the

next pairs of sites in the chain*

The sequence of events in the German system was that the Ereyas secured

early warning of the approach of a bomber force and alerted the defences.

Eighters became airborne, if they were not already carrying out exercises, in

the G.C.I. boxes and guns were manned in the gun-defended areas on the

probable bomber route. In the G.C.I. belt the bomber was lively to be

tracked first by a Ereya. then by a Giant iVurzburg and then by the Lichtenstein

carried by the fighter* There were thus three radar stages in the ̂ ..C. I.

process open to countermeasures and, in addition, the radio communication

between ground control and fighter, vital to the success of an interception, co

In gun defended areas the Wurzburg was the radar control

both for prediction of blind fire or for the laying on of searchlights to allow

could be attaciced*

data for gunfire to be obtained visually.

Brief History of Radio Countermeasures Campaign

The first attempt to counter ene>.y radar was applied unofficially and in

an unorganised fashion by aircrews who gained the impression in 1940-41 that

switching on their radar identification device (l.F.E.) embarrassed the enemy

This idea was after investigation exploited in thesearchlight control,

first countermeasure deliberately aimedatthe tfurzburg, Shiver, in

October 1942.

/AtRESTRICTED
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At the beginning of December 19^2 countermeasure Mandrel was introduced

This was followed, partly no doubt as a consequence, byto jam the Freyas*

the enemy*s introduction of other early warning sets, the Hoarding and the

Chimney during 1943●

In July 1943 countermeasure Window was introduced as a counter to the

Wurzburg and the Lichtenstein.

device but consisted in the production of large numbers of spurious

This countermeasure was not an electrical

responses to the enemy radar by means of quantities of metal foil released

from the bombers. Almost immediately afterwards, the enemy largely

abandoned &.C.I. and took to directing fighters en masse by directions

transmitted from the ground to areas where they might hope to contact the

stream of bombers and find targets for themselves with their airborne radar.

Neither type of Wurzburg, was, however, supplemented by other apparatus but

both were used to plot the course of the bomber stream and were modified in

various ways in attempts to overcome the effects of Window sufficiently for

use in gunfire control.

In February 1944 an electrical jammer for the Wurzburg was introduced

The Lichtenstein was also attacked by means of electrical

jamming applied from a ground station. Ground Grocer and an airborne jammer

However, early in 1944> the enemy superseded the

as Carpet II.

Grocer was also prepared.

Lichtenstein by another A.I. known as S.N.2. When this was discovered in

July, specially prepared Window was employed as a counter,

electrical jammer, Piperack, was directed against S.N.2 by specialist

aircraft of No. 100 Group.

Later, an

In support of Operation Overlord, an extensive scheme of radio¬

countermeasures was employed. This included the jamming of the Freyas by an

improved technique in using Mandrel and the production of simulated forces

by the use of Window. After the invasion, the new Mandrel technique -

the Mandrel screen - and Window-aided feints were used in support of

bombing operations.

The enemy countermeasures during 1944 were almost wholly designed to

make use of British transmissions as an aid to or replacement for his radar.

Thus, an early warning apparatus, the Heidelberg, was introduced which used

transmissions from the British C.H. system, measuring the path difference

/ between
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"between pulses received direct and received after reflection from aircraft*

An elaborate aircraft reporting systan was set up in which ground stations

earched for signals known to be characteristic transmissions of British

bombers and were able by this means to obtain early warning of the approach

In addition, night

s

of a bomber force and to plot its course continuously,

fighters were equipped with apparatus which enabled them to home on

The countermeasure to these methods was totransmissions from bombers*

^gnals Silence'.restrict bomber transmissions, and became known as

For convenience a list is given below of the dates on which the

various countermeasures and other defensive devices employed were

introduced*

Dates of Introduction of Radio Aids

PurposeDate ofRadio Aids
Introduction

Interference with enemy searchlight
control*
"tfurzburg jamming.
Wurzburg Jamming*
Tail-warning*
Jamming eneiQy ground to fighter
H/T on 3-6 mo/a.
Jamming Preya*
G-round based Jamming of enemy V.H.F,
fighter B/T on 38-12 mc/s.
Tail-warning device*
Ground based Jamming of
Lichtenstein BC.
Confusion of Wurzburgs and
Lichtenstein BC*

Jamming of enemy V.H.F, fighter
B/T on 38-42 mc/s
Confusion of enemy H.F, broadcasts
to fighters.
Tail-warning.
Tail-warning*

late 1940

8/9. 7.42
15/14.10.42
13/14.11,42
2/3.12.42

6/7.12.42
21.22. 5.43

Switching on I.F.F.

J Switch of I.F.F.

Monkey (later Oliver)
Boozer
Tinsel

Mandrel

Ground Cigar

Monica I (Aural Monica) 22* 6*43
26/27. 4.43Grocer

24/25. 7.43

7/8.10.43

22/25.10.43

Window

Airborne Cigar(A.B,C.)

Corona

October 1945
October 1943

16/17.12.43

28/29. 1.44

24/25. 3.44
16/17. 6.44

16/17. 6.44

4/5. 7.44

18/19. 7.44

23/24. 7.44
11/12. 9.44

19/20.10.44

Fishpond
Monica IIl(Visual

Monica)
Jamming enemy broadcasts to
fighters.
Jamming enen^r Iff "W/T broadcasts to
fighter.
Wurzburg Jammer.
Jamming communications passed by MF
navigational beacons.
Jamming early warning equipment by
specialist aircraft.
Jamming enemy HF broadcasts to
fighters.
Blind firing + tail-warning in rear-
turret.
Confusion of S.N.2* (a.I.).

Januaing enemy fighter broadcasts on

Jamming S.N.2,

Dartboard

W/T Corona (Later
Drumstick)

Carpet II
Fidget

Mandrel Screen

Jostle (HF)

a.G.L.(T)

Type M Window
Jostle (V.H.F,)

Dina (Later nperack)

/Methods
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The countermeasures mentioned above, with the exception of Uperaok

and Grocer, for which little 0*R,S* work other than discussion of their

desirability, vvas carried out, are dealt with individually in the sections

Methods of assessing results will emerge in each section but.which follow.

certain aspects of this matter, in particular the sources of information

used, are common to all the countermeasures*

The object of countermeasures was primarily to reduce losses and

Most of theevidence of success in this direction was alv/ays sought,

countermeasures against enemy radar were expected to reduce the losses of

the force as a whole and in considering these the only profitable comparison

lay between losses before and after the introduction of the countermeasure.

Ibifortunately such comparisons were extremely difficult, in view of the many

changes other than radio-countermeasures which occurred, e.g. types of

bomber operating, targets attacked, tactics, conditions of weather and the

state of the moon, and changes in enemy methods or equipment*

possible comparisons were made in ways which eliminated seme of these

Thus, the losses of one type of aircraft on a selected group of

However, results were always needed quickly in

order that the need for any modifications or change in the scale of the

'ifhenever

variables*

targets might be considered.

application of the countermeasure might be perceived without delay.

Therefore, it was frequently impossible to wait until sufficient sorties

had been flown to provide nuatoers in selected samples large enough to

Allowance had therefore to be made forpermit statistical handling,

factors other than the countermeasure by judgment and decisions taken in

The numbers used in lihe generalthe light of the information available,

comparison of losses were obtained from the statistics maintained by the

O.R.S.

The countermeasures were expected to produce their effects by

interfering with the control of specific German arms, and it was therefore

possible to seek changes in the effectiveness of those arms,

the effectiveness of anti-aircraft fire could be provided by the extent of

Fighter activity could also

attacked or damaged by

An index of

the damage inflicted on the boiabers by flak.

be gauged by the proportion of bombers reported

The statistics of damaged aircraft were obtained from the special

as

fighters.

/returnsRESTRICTED
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Information on thereturns made to the O.R^S, for every damaged sortie*

number of fighter attacics made was derived from the reports of aircrew as

made to Intelligence immediately after each operation and forwarded to

Bomber Gommand on Eorm *Z* or frtxn the detailed *Combat Reports* required

for each occasion when a bomber either fired at or was fired on by another

In some early analyses during 1943j "the nuniber of approaches

by fighters reported ky

It was found, however, by the indicatioiis of some curious results

and by the observations made by 0,R,S. officers at interrogation, of aircrew

Z* that the reporting of these

Reliance was placed therefore only on reports on

incidents where the bomber or the fighter opened fire*

aircraft*

aircrews were taken as a measure of fighter

activity*

and at the compilation of the Forms

incidents was capricious.

Gomparisons using the indices of flak or fighter activity was subject

to the same interference by multiple complicating factors as has been noted

They were, however, potentially usefulfor those using losses as a basis,

indications of the particular part of the enemy*s system most affected

by the countermeasure under consideration and, in addition, in the case of

flak damage, usually involved larger nuiobers of aircraft than did loss

as

comparisons, thereby permitting more detailed analjisis.

If a countermeasure was expected to affect specially the protection of

the aircraft carrying it, then it was possible to asaess its effect by a

comparison of the records of those aircraft with others engaged with them on

This method of assessment although freed from most ofthe same operations*

the complications besetting the comparison of records of different periods

The method was more applicable to theof time had its own difficulties*

consideration of the effect of the devices fitted into individual bombers

to warn them of hostile activity than to the assessment of the effects of

direct counters to radar^and its difficulties and developments will be

considered under 'Tail-Warning Devices*.

Apart from the attempts to estimate the quantitative effects of

countermeasures, it was frequently possible to learn something of the

by obseivations of the enemy reaction to their application,

but sometimes the reaction could be

/deduced

This
effects

was largely a matter for Intelligence,

restricted
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deduced froia the reports of airorews and could be detected by O.R.S.

Thus, the position along the bombers' route at which fighter

activity was experienced might be indicative of changes in the enemy

system in which case the normal reports of crews would suffice^or some

specific effect liice the behaviour and effectiveness of searchlights might

be sought by having the crews make a special report on a pro forma prepared

Other effects could only be

methods*

to extract the expected information.

perceived by Intelligence methods, e.g. changes in frequency of enemy

could the reactions of

a^ch methods frequently gave the earliest

radar could be perceived by listening equipment, as

the enemy fighter controllers,

information of the success of our countermeasures and were ofqualitative

great value.

I.g.F* Mark II. the J a^LTCiH and SHtVfiR

Exploration

Persistent reports from aircrew that the switching on of I.i.JJ*

followed by dousing or falling away of enemy searchlights caused

■^as it cause and effect, and if so,

If there was genuine JaDLaing

Mark II was

considerable controversy during 1941-

what was the cause and what was the effect ?

desirable to make the most of the eftect but if.of enemy radar it was

as was argued by a.D,I.(Science), the enemy might deliberately encourage

for ends of his own, then the use of I.P.ij'.

the
the switching on of I.P.P.

The O .R.S., in September 1941 after examiningmust be restricted.

available evidence and the several theories, found that no firm conclusion

A judicial sumiuing up and a prograaane of action

definite decision to be

Command O.R.S. Report No. 10 ’The Effect

could be reached,

designed to produce evidence necessary to permit a

reached were ^ut forward (Bomb

of I.P.F. on German Searchlights’)*

er
(1)

the root of the matter in requiring a fullThe programme went to

the mechaniem of the effect and suggested special

laboratories* manned by scientists.

investigation into

experimental flights in ’flying

conference held at Bomber Command on 26 September 1941-

I

discussed at a

t was

general principles were accepted and it was

should be provided with a simple visual

The

indicat

agreed that 24 aircraft

or designed to reveal

F7
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whether the I.i?*.?. was being triggered off over eneiay-heid territory.

One flight was made with such an indicator*

were, as expected, inconclusive, but they showed that the indicator was

probably capable of giving useful infoimation (Report No. 16 ‘Effects

observed by Bomber Crews using I.P.l?. fitted with Visual Indicator*),

Information about the precise effects observed by aircrews was also

gathered by personal interrogation but this only confinned the conflict

The results of the flight

(1)

of evidence.

The *J* Switch

Before the full prograrame of investigating flights could be

launched, the capture and examination of the Bruneval ffurzburg revealed

that thei-e was a possibility that a aquittering I.P.P. could interject an

interferii'ig radiation into the I.F. stage otthe tfurzburg receiver*

Without further investigation, therefore, it was decided to make the use

of aquittering I.P.P* universal throughout the Command by inooiporating

a modification into the I.P.P. set to enable a permanent state of

This modification
squitteriiig to bo produced by the closing of a switch,

called the *J* switch.

The O.R*S. prepared to investigate the effects produced by this

A questionnaire dealing with illumination by searchlights

up and sent out to all squadrons to be filled up for eveiy operation

al sortie made with the Switch,

was

was
device.

drawn

The replies to the questionnaire collected over a period of one

analysed (Bomber Command 0.R.3, Report No, 5^ *The Effect of

of the 'J* Switch of the I.F.P. on Enemy Defences*). The whole

equipped with the 'J' switch, und the only possible basis of

the number of illuminations by searchlights suffered by

the device only after illumination and the corresponding

It was

month were

the use

force was

comparison was

aircraft using

number for aircraft who had the switch closed continuously,

assumed as probable that, if the switch produced any effect, beneficial or

effect would be much more pronounced for aircraft using it

found between the two classes.

evil, such an

Some
No difference wasall the time.

(1) A-M.B./n/30/l .

(2')
/previous
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previous records of searchlight illuiainatiou were available fro.a

answers to a questionnaire used for a month in Maroh/April 1942.

Comparison of these v/ith the results obtained after introduction of the

switch, insofar as the nature of weather conditions and target,

permitted it, also failed to show any change which could be attributed

The proportions of sorties missing, damaged by flak

and attacked by fighters for each of the operations when the switch was

used compared with corresponding proportions in previous conparable

For this purpose ’comparable* operations were operations

to the *J* switch.

operations*

reasonably similar in regard to geography, weather and state of the moon.

no evidence for an effect of the *J* switch was obtained.

The replies to the searchlight illumination questioiinaire did.

reveal that many crews had confidence in the

which presented the results of the analyses referred to above, pronounced

Any device which gives crews an additional

sense of protection is useful provided that it has no adverse effect on

Such an aid may reduce losses and should certainly

tend to increase the proportion of aircraft finding the target*.

Again,

switch and Report No. 50

the following judgment;

other directions.

AS

the further development of countermeasures continually provided results

quantitatively, this pronouiicement came to applyimpossible to assess

to many equipments later.

Shiver (Monkey)

While the operational trial with the *J' switch was in progress,

further modification to the I.F.F. set. The
T.R.E, were devising a

effect of this was to improve the power radiated in the frequency band

which examination of the Bruneval Wurzburg had suggested as most worthy of

obtained
Report No. 50 dealing with the inconclusive results

with the *J* switch, recommended operational trials with this new

attention.

modification.

/InRESTRICTED
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In discussion with the Signals Staff a plan was made for assistance

to be given in assessing the effect of the new device by confining the

This was agreed.installation to one group for an initial trial period,

and No. 1 Group was fitted with the device which was given the code name

of Monkey, later changed to Shiver 4-.

There was a natural aversion to delay the full introduction of any

device which was designed to reduce losses, and when the fitting of No. 1

Group was complete, installations in other groups followed,

period available for a direct comparison of * fitted* and *non-fitted*

Had records been kept of the dates on which the

Thus, the

aircraft was very short.

various aircraft -ejre equipped more data would have been available for

As it was there were only two operations in October 1942 inanalysis.

An O.R.S. investigation was madewhich No. 1 Group alone had the device.

by comparing the casualties of No. 1 Group with those of the other groups

This comparison revealed no advantage in the

The intercepted night fighter I^T for the first night of

for these two operations.

use of Monkey.

operation Monkey did, however, contain foxir references to interference.

These were not regarded by the O.R.S. as anything but a hopeful indication

Thereafter,but they helped to precipitate the fitting of the whole force.

no attempt at assessment of the value of Monkey, or Shiver as it then

became known, by comparison of users and non-users was possible.

Use of Shiver continued until the introduction of I.F.F. Mark III

An assessment then became necessary since the retentionbecame imminent.

Suchof Shiver with Mark II involved a duplicate I.F.P. installation.

facts as were available were marshalled and presented to the Signals staff.

The bases of assessment were comparison of the incidence of flak damage
(1)

before and after the introduction of Shiver, indications from Boozer

equipped aircraft that they were held by Wurzburgs with Shiver working and

evidence from intercepted enemy night fighter control traffic. No

evidence that Shiver had a protective effect could be shown and as

(l) A device discussed on page 475●

/ arguments
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argiaments against retention of the device it was pointed out that

interference with our own &ee-H stations and with &ee had occurred and that.

moreover, if any effect had been produced the enemy had had ample time to

introduce effective counters and might then attempt to home on the radiation.

It was suggested that experimental flights with Boozer or with special

listening equipment would determine whether Shiver was completely without

The arguments against continuation with Shivereffect on the Wurzburgs,

were, however, accepted and these trials were not carried out.

f^pa^itions for Use fAo-mlrc-I

In early considerations of the effect of countermeasures against enemy

radar, the 0*R*S. always placed the greatest stress on the need for jamming

the Wurzburg equipment, the gear directly controlling offensive weapons,

referring to countermeasures against the

enemy*s coastal radar chain on 250 cm, stated 'These are not considered

vital to Bomber Command's night operations unless these stations are being

0
Thus, O.R.S. Report No.

used for "Little Screw"’, the name by which the enemy G-.C.I. system was

The problems of designing jamming transmitters proved.then known.

however, to be easier to solve for the early warning chain of Freyas than

for the Wurzburgs and a device known as Mandrel came into production in

This equipment was a noise jammer designed for airborne use to cover1942.

A fixed form of the equipment was alsothe frequency band of the Freyas.

designed for operation from stations on the south coast. The design of the

who also estimatedequipment was, of course, the responsibility of T.R.E ● >

Thethe proportion of bombers which should be fitted with the device.

O.R.S. was still stressing the greater need for Wurzburg jamming, but in

discussions during 1942, welcomed Mandrel as a first instalment of radio¬

countermeasures, particularly insofar as it might prevent the use of

Freyas as putters-on for Wurzburgs. Little detailed work was, however,

carried out before Mandrel became operational.

First Use of Mandrel

Mandrel was first used on 6/7 December 1942, and its effects were

The largest expected effect

was the reduction of the enemy's early warning of the approach of the

sought by the O.R.S. with considerable care.

An attempt was made, therefore, to assess the effect by comparingbombers.

/ the(1)
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the time intervals between the bomber aircraft crossing the enemy coast

tne initiation of enemy fighter activity, before and after the introduction

The indices of fighter activity used were the first operational

an enemy

The records of coastal monitoring stations were

also examined in order to discover abnormal behaviour of Freyas which could

have results from Mandrel.

of Mandrel,

night fighter R/T hearJ and the first reported time of sighting

fighter by a bomber crew.

At the same time the losses of aircraft carrying

Mandrel were compared with those of other aircraft in order that any attempt

by the enemy to select the carriers for special attention should be

appreciated without delay.

The results obtained were discussed with the Signals branch as they

became apparent. They included some encouraging features, particularly

in regard to enemy frequency changes, but during February anxiety developed

about the losses of Mandrel-carrying aircraft. As was later true for many

similar investigations, elucidation of the true facts was hampered by

unsatisfactory and often conflicting information from the squadrons as to

which aircraft used the equipment.

The comparative position in regard to losses together with the

evidence for the effectiveness of Mandrel was stated in two notes passed to

the Signals branch at the beginning of March 1943. The first of these,

considering the results to the end of February, expressed considerable

anxiety about the hazards tc Mandrel aircraft in view of their comparatively

high losses during the second half of February, and of a reported

manifestation of hostile activity against the fighter aircraft which were

forming a Mandrel screen. The second report included data for the first

week of March which indicated a reassuring trend in Mandrel losses,

report, making the point that the evidence available only showed an effect

of Mandrel on coastal Freyas, suggested that Mandrel should be switched off

when the enemy coast was passed or alternatively that the jamming should be

carried out by specialist aircraft better able to defend themselves than

the operationsil bomber.

This

/ The
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The Signals hranch which had been allaying the fears of the squadron

about homing with well-chosen data on Mandrel losses were rightly anxious

that no step should be taken which wo\ild increase such fears,

the Mandrel sets were being modified to produce a  § mc/s wobble in the

carrier frequency in order to hinder direction finding on the source of

Moreover,

jamming. It was therefore decided to await further results eind the

investigation continued regarding the delaying action of Mandrel on the

enemy's reaction and also losses.

Freya-Halbe, an Enemy Homer

At the end of March the losses of Mandrel aircraft were shown to be

similar to those of other aircraft but there was no evidence from the time

of the first night fighters "B/T traffic picked up or from the time of the

first interception of a bomber that any delaying action was being produced.

During May 1943 infoimiation became available that the enemy was developing

a homer for use against Mandrel known as FreyaHHalbe.

of lossesjj^ were useful in showing that no effect of

Nevertheless, the threat

could not be ignored and discussions on protective measures were carried

on with the Signals branch and T.R.E. and with Fighter Command who carried

out homing trials against Mandrel-equipped aircraft,

was largely to interpret the flight trial results in relation to Bomber

Command operational conditions,

transmissions should be interrupted so that two minutes radiation was

followed by two minutes silence.

The evidence relating to the effectiveness of Mandrel^and to its

se&s^eBtSBnsa& statistics

the use of such a device could be detected.

The O.R.S. function

The final decision was that Mandrel

effect on losses of aircraft carrying it^was summarised in July 1943.

It had to be concluded that the O.R.S. methods of analysis failed to reveal

an effect owing to the operation of many conflicting factors and that the

only evidence of value was that provided by secret sources. It was pointed

out, however, that with the imminent introduction of Wurzburg jamming by

Window, the jamming of inland Freyas would become of prime importance and

that steps should be taken to increase the effective application of Mandrel

and to survey the frequency distribution of the inland Freyas.

/ Close
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Close watch was kept on Mandrel losses, but apart from a brief period

of excessive losses by No* k Group Mandrel aircraft in June 1943> no cause

for anxiety appeared until the end of the year when, in No* if Group, losses

of fitted aircraft again began to rise relative to the others,

for No. if Group there were heavy odds against the difference between losses

of fitted and unfitted aircraft occurring by random chance, there was no

Even in No. 4 Group, returning

Although

appreciable difference for other groups.

Mandrel aircraft did not report attacks by fighters more frequently than

An investigation was made therefore into the possibility thatdid others.

in No. if Group, the aircraft fitted with Mandrel were in some other way a

special class, e.g. they were flown by inexperienced crews. No

idiosyncrasy was, however, found and no adequate explanation could be

The results were circulated within the Command Headquarters withoffered.

the suggestion that as no physical explanation could be found for the

effect. Mandrel operation should be continued and if possible increased

(‘Losses of Mandrel-carryingwith a more extended frequency coverage,

aircraft, November 1943 “ January 1944’) ●●

this advice was sound, for losses subsequently fell alike on the fitted

(1)
Further experience showed that

and the unfitted aircraft, ard Mandrel proved to be of great value in the

re-entry to the Continent, an operation which was now beginning to pre¬

occupy both the planners and producers of equipment.

The Mandrel Screen - Preliminary Planning

It became obvious early in 1944 that any substantial increase in

Mandrel coverage of the bomber force was unlikely to be possible until

requirements concerned with the invasion of Europe were satisfied. The

O.R.S. studies of enemy fighter tactics had long since led to the view that

any delays in the enemy’s perception of the direction of approach of a

raiding force would reduce losses,

specialist Mandrel squadron with full frequency cover over the enemy’s

early warning chain was mooted as a possibility for use in the landings

in Europe, it was pointed out that such a squadron would be of great value

When the creation of this squadron had been agreed

Therefore, when the formation of a

to the bomber force.

(1) O’ ft-sM . M - iGa: .

/ and
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and when assault preparations had also stimulated the development of a type

of Window covering^ Freya band, some discussion on the future of Mandrel took
A  '

place with the Signals branch,

an appreciation of the situation.

Possible Uses of Mandrel and Preya-Window against the Enemy Early Warning

Equipment’.

It was agreed that the O.R.S. would prepare

The result was Report No. S.148 - 'The

(1)
This paper made no attempt to draw on past experience, but

was a theoretical treatment of the way in which Mandrel in the quantities

available and Freya Window could be used to achieve screening of the approach

of a bombing force, protection against G.C.I. by inland Freyas and the

It was arguedsimulation of a bomber force by small numbers of aircraft.

that:-

(a) the concentration of aircraft in the bomber stream was large

enough without further aid to prevent Freya G.C.I. except on the

edges of the stream, but the Mandrel should be retained in the main

force until there was evidence of enemy exploitation of the

radiation for plotting or homing in order to give protection to the

edges of the stream,

(b) the approach of a force could best be screened by disposing the

specialist Mandrel aircraft at suitable positions some 50-70 miles

from the enemy coast, the positions to be chosen specially to cover

the route concerned.

(c) good diversions could be produced by about 24 aircraft releasing

Window.

(d) Mandrel screen and diversions which could most profitably be

used together, should be en^loyed with maximum possible variation and

should be used to rouse the enemy defences on non-operational nights.

It was also suggested that the value of screening was great enough to

justify forming a screen with Mandrel cover only against the long range

Hoardings and Chimneys as an interim measure while full cover for the

Freyas was prepared.

Mandrel Screen - Tactical Planning

On receipt of this paper the Commander-in-Chief Bomber Command

ordered that detailed plans should be prepared for the operation of the

Mandrel screen and Window-aided spoof forces. A map of the known

(1) A.K.B ./IIH/24 4.

/ positions
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positions of the enemy early warning radar stations was prepared, and for a

large number of positions of a set of eleven jamming centres, the areas

screened from enemy observation was calculated. The first process was to

select a distance from the coast for the jamming aircraft to fly. This was a

matter of judgment since the demands were conflicting. The closer the

jammers were to the coast the more the screened area would decrease since the

spacing between centres is governed by the beam width of the enemy radar,

the other hand it was felt that it was desirable for two forces to emerge from

the screen headed in a way which would imply threats to well separated targets.

It was evident that this could only be achieved if the screen were well away

On

from the enemy coast. The maximiun distance possible with the operation of

monitoring necessary with Mandrel III was 80 miles, and this distance was

selected.

Sven at this distance it was decided that complete cover against the

narrow beamed Hoardings was not possible if adequate breadth of cover were

Since the screen could not delay early warning sufficiently

to prevent full fighter reaction against a single bomber stream flying

anything but a very shallow penetration, it was considered that the aim of

the screen should be maximum confusion rather than full black-out.

to be provided.

Therefore,

complete cover against the Hoardings could be sacrificed to produce increase

in breadth of the area of screening.

These judgments having been reached, the whole matter was discussed

at No. 100 Group and quantitative estimates of the cover provided for

certain positions of the screen were made. The method used was to pin on

the map of the &erman coastal radar paper triangles cut with their apex

having the value of the beam width of the radar concerned, to place the

jamming centres at about 80 miles off the coast, and to determine the

positions which promised the best screened area. The expected limits of

the screened area were calculated on the basis that jamming would be adequate

at a signal to noise ratio of 1 to 1, and the best heights for the screen

aircraft to fly at the various positions were calculated from the known

characteristics of the jammers and of the enemy equipments. VYhen the areas

/ of
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of screening were determined, the routes and timing of raids and feints

through the screened area were considered in the light of knowledge of the

enemy* s probable reactions derived from study of fighter movements on recent

operations.

The problem was complicated by the destruction of early warning sets

on the invasion preparation and finally a considerable readjustment was

Thus, b}'- the time the plans were

fully prepared and issued within Bomber Command (Bomber Command O.R.S.

Report No. B.2l6 'Proposals for the Tactical Use of the Mandrel Screen'),

the screen had already commenced operations, and the changing military

situation was already affecting the enemy's reactions,

principles developed in the report were, however, independent of particular

circumstances and were useful in planning screen and diversion operations.

The preparation of the report is dealt with at some length here as an

example of how in an apparently largely quantitative matter, many

conflicting claims had to be resolved by judgments.

Mandrel Screen - Assessment of Results

imposed by the capture of Cherbourg.

(1

The general

)

Results produced by the operation of the Mandrel Screen and of Window-

aided diversions were sought by the O.R.S. both at No. 100 Group and at

Bomber Command. The changing military situation and the introduction of

other countermeasures spoiled any evaluation b3'’ comparison of losses or of

the extent of fighter reaction for periods before and after the use of the

It was necessary to give individual attention to each operationscreen.

and to compare the time and nature of the enemy*  s reaction as revealed by

his W/T and R/T plots on the bomber position and orders to fighters, It

was clear that, although there were frequently enemy plots of bomber

positions behind the Mandrel screen, in general the expected area of

confused and isolated plots was being produced,

discover any system in the appearance of early plots.

It was not possible to

(l) A.H.B./IIH/X4Y 2-a / ( 2

/ The
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The Window-aided diversions also seemed to have success but also to fail

It did appear, however,occasionally without any obvious systematic cause.

that the Window diversions had their best successes when directed towards

areas which had recently been heavily attacked and about which the enemy had

been made sensitive while the real bomber force attacked a tai'get in another

The results were thus more or less as expected, and in writing an

appreciation of the first five weeks of operations (Bomber Command O.R.S.

area.

Report No. S.172 'First Operations of the Mandrel Screen and Special Window

Forces*)
(1)

attention could only again be drawn to the deficiencies in the

screen and diversions which had been referred to in the two papers on the

methods of employment of the Screen (Report Nos. S.148 and B.216) and to one

new development, revealed by investigating flights, an enemy early warning

system on a frequency of about 36 mc/s.

(a) Carpet be fitted in the jamming aircraft to prevent plotting by

coastal Wurzburgs.

(b) Measures to ensure the maximum possible restriction on radiation

from the approaching bomber force should be accelerated together with

the inclusion on diversionary forces of any radiator which had to

operate in the bomber force,

(c) Steps should be taken to provide for jamming of the suspected

enemy 36 mc/s early warning set.

(d) Trials of

captured enemy equipment,

(e) The investigating flights of No. 192 Squadron should be

supplemented by use of Bagful

With the exception of (e) all these recommendations were carried into

effect, although (d) had to wait until March 1945 for its fulfilment,

recommendations put on paper in orderly fashion were already common thought

at No. 100 Group, and in the Signals branch at Bomber Command, but as in

other cases their issue in official form with a reasoned backing no doubt

helped to produce action.

It was reconimended that:-

Window diversionary force should be made againsta

(2)
in the bomber force.

The

(1) A.H.B./II/69/284.

(2) A device for recording enemy frequencies.

/ Investigation
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Investigation into the effectiveness of screen and diversions continued

without revealing any new enemy means of defeating their object,

became suspected towards the end of 1944 that the enemy’s broadcast plots

and directions did not begin when he obtained his first plots but were

It

timed so as to sustain for British benefit an illusion that the screen was

There coulddelaying his action somewhat longer than was in fact the case.

An attempt was made by comparing the times ofbe little check on this.

first plots with the times of switching off enemy broadcast transmitters,

with inconclusive results. Examination of the data concerning the

occasions when enemy fighter movements appeared to precede plots of the

bombers' position suggested that no more than the intelligent anticipation

of the direction of attack had been made, based either possibly on the

position of the Mandrel aircraft or on intruder activities.

Unfortunately for the purposes of investigation the few occasions when

Mandrel was not used were marked by some other peculiarity and gave no real

clue to the enemy’s state.

The efficiency of the Mandrel screen came into question after the

military advance to the Rhine, and a final appraisal of its value was made

in a minute to the Air Staff on 5 April 1 945,

investigation of operations for the months of February and March,

the result was that obtained throughout the period of the operation of

This summarised the

In effect

screen and spoofs, namely that sometimes they worked and sometimes they did

not as was to be expected from their kno^vn deficiencies. It was pointed out

that the enemy had begun to associate the appearance of the screen with an

operational threat and that low level approaches without a screen would

probably achieve a surprise,

further developments could be pursued.

The end of Main Force Mandrel

Heavy bombing became unnecessary before

The withdrawal of Mandrel from the bombing force is worthy of comment.

In early May 1944 suspicion grew that the enemy was operating an A.I. equip

ment in a frequency of 160-170 mc/s. Methods of countering this were

discussed with the Signals branch, and it was concluded that Window could be

/ supplemented
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supplemented "by modification of Mandrel sets to cover the required task.

The conclusion reached in Report No. S.148 that the concentration of the

bomber force was high enough to defeat Freya G-.C.I. was accepted as

permitting withdrawal of Mandrel from its original duty of jamming the most

T.R.E. reacted against the proposal pointing out thatpopulous Freya band,

the jamming of the A.I. by modified Mandrels would be inefficient and that

The questionmodification of I.P.F. Mark II would be a better proposition.

O.R.S.,was discussed at length by the Signals branch, T.R.E. and O.R.S.

while agreeing with the quantitative arguments of the T.R.E. view, supported

the Service thesis that to be able to do something immediately was to be

preferred to something better after a delay which, as experienced with other

There could be no quanti-

It might have been that Mandrel

equipment had shown, might be very many months.

tative justification for the ar^gment.

jamming would have left the A.I. with enough range to give the operators as

Once again the basis of action wasmany contacts as they could deal with.

judgment, this time derived from a belief that anything which would give

additional worry to the fighter crews, already harassed by communications

The principle of converting Mandrel was accepted

but no firmer news of the 16O-17O mc/s A.I. came in, and when the S.N.2

(90rnc/s) became known Mandrel was finally withdrawn from the main force

jammed, was worth trying.

(28 July 191*4). The use of long Window and the desire to restrict radiation

from the main force made its re-introduction unnecessary and undesirable.

WM4DCW

Initial Considerations

The idea of releasing conducting bodies from aircraft in order to

confuse radar observations had been in mind since the early days of the

It became an earlydevelopipent of the military application of radar.

interest to the O.R.S. at Bomber Command, and on  5 September 1941 in a

memorandum to D.C.D. experiments on the subject were asked for without delay.

In this memorandum it was pointed out that the enemy radar used for search¬

lights and flak was working on a wavelength of 53 cm and might therefore be

countered if each aircraft carried a number of bundles of dipoles of length

26 cm cut from aluminium foil to be thrown out when near ground defences.

/ After
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After many months of discussion and following trials conducted by

T.R.E., Window, the code name allotted to the operation of releasing

conducting bodies to deceive radars, became an operational possibility in

April 1942. A draft instruction for the use of the countermeasure was

prepared by the Air Staff and circulated to the Signals branch and to O.R.S.

The Window material then available was in the form of metalfor comment.

foil propaganda leaflets of size inches x 3i inches and a bundle

sufficiently large to produce an aircraft echo on the enemy* s Wtfrzburg had

been estimated by T.R.E. at pounds,

aircraft could carry was severely restricted, and moreover, the amount of

Thus the number of bundles which an

material available was small. The advice given, therefore, was to ensure

that best possible use was made of the amount carried by defining areas of

It was suggested that the main effort should beuse and rates of release.

made at the target, the only place where the concentration of aircraft could

be expected to be sufficiently great to give results with small quantities of

The rates of release required to produce the concentration ofWindow.

Window of 10 echoes per square mile recommended by T.R.E. were worked out.

and it was suggested that the first 20 aircraft over the target release

one bundle every half-minute over the target, and the remainder one bundle

It was also suggestedper minute for periods of eight minutes in each case.

that aircraft threatened by searchlights on route should release four

bundles at half-minute intervals and orbit.

The operational use of Window was banned before such instructions could

be put into practice due to fears of retaliation by the enemy, but the

approach which had been made towards operational use stimulated great

interest in the development of the best methods of use.

/ The
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Wurzbur^s as well as that of the Freyas, Hoardings ar^ Chimneys*

was also made that any electrical jamming would readily be perceived by the

enemy radar, and that therefore Mandrel and Carpet (the Wurzburg jammer)

should be oariaed in the feint forces covering the same frequency ranges as

the similar equipment in the main force.

Window Feints ~ The Operational Use

When No. 100 Group began to operate the Mandrel screen and Window feints,

the principles laid down in the O.R.S. reports were followed,

of the preparation of the second report (No. B.2l6) discussions wex^ in fact

carried on with No. 100 Group,

forces was, hov/ever, always below the number of 25 which had been suggested as

necessary, and an attempt was made to compensate for this by increased rates

of Window release.

The point

In the course

The number of aircraft available for feint

The success of Window feints could only be judged by the enemy*s

reaction to them as obtained from intercepted fighter control communications.

This source of information was carefully watched, and after six weeks use of

the feints a joint appreciation was prepared by O.R.S. No. 100 Group and

O.R.S. Bomber Command. The apparent success of the feints was considered in

conjunction with the variations in application, e.g. number of aircraft taking

The results (Report No. S.172 'First Operationspart, area of operation etc.

(1)
of the Mandrel screen and Special Window Forces')

appeared that the feints were most successful when aimed at an area which the

main force had been attacking in the immediate past at the time when the

attack was switched to another area.

were inconclusive. It

Otherwise there was no apparent

Recommendations for improvement had

therefore to be based on the deficiencies suspected from first principles.

They were to increase the number of aircraft taking part and to include in the

feint force aircraft equipped with all the radiating devices carried in the

systematic cause of success or failure.

main force. It was also recommended that trials of a Window force against

captured enemy equipment should be carried out. As aircraft and equipment

became available, these recommendations, which put into writing what had

probably been in many minds, were acted on although it was not until March

19^5 that a trial against a captured enemy Freya was carried out.

(l) A.H.B./II/69/284.

/ The
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The evidence for the success of Window feints was kept imder review

hut no definitely systematic variation v/as revealed. There v/ere, of

course, many factors, such as the navigational accuracy of the V/indow

forces, which could not he taken into account,

presented at a meeting of the Operational Research Committee

'Tactical Aids to the Defence of Bombers against Hight Fighters and A.A.

Fire' on 16 March 1943 (Report on Bomher Command Tactics attached

Appendix to the Minutes of the Meeting).

Window feints had had many successes hut sometimes appeared to he correctly

appreciated hy the enen^, and that the hest chance of success v/as obtained

when the Windov/ force broke away from the main force after flying with it

until within range of the enemy radar.

Liaison and Propaganda Work

A final appreciation was

on

as

(1)
The conclusion v/as that the

In spite of the long period of development, V/indow made a rather

sudden impact on the Command organisation when it was introduced,

largely because of security measures in force before the introduction of

the countermeasure, but the effects of the impact was enhanced by the

fact that there were no precedents for the control of a measirre such as

A.S a radio countermeasure V/indow was clearly a sphere of influence

of the Signals branch but the technical problems involved were remote from

those to which that branch was accustomed.

This was

V/indov/.

The discharge of material from

an aircraft was akin to practices of the Armament branch but the material

itself v/as (juite unlilce the material handled by that branch,

brief experience, the Armament branch at Bomber Command handed over

responsibility for V/indow launching to the Engineer branch.

Window called for special tactical planning which of course involved the

After a

The use of

Air Staff. Finally, a large volume of expendable material had to be

handled and thereby imposed on the Equipment branch in a large new burden.

Thus many branches were concerned v/ith different aspects of Window,

and the O.R.S. concerned with all the aspects drifted into the position of

a central information exchange. This position became recogTiised officially

when the Command representation on the Window Panel was delegated to O.R.S.

This panel v/as formed under the chairman ship of Wing Commander D.A.Jackson

(T.R.S.) to investigate means of stimulating production and of improving

/the

(1)
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the efficiency of Y/indow, and to consider the development of new types#

Its work will he discussed later.

One important duty which fell to O.R.S. was the keeping of a record

During the first few months of the use of Windowof the Windov/ stock.

Therefore,the threat of exhaustion of supplies was always very real.

every morning the consumption of the previous night*s operation was

estimated by measuring the track mileage flovm within the Window release

The production during the dayai’ea and doing- the necessary arithmetic.

was estimated as one-seventh of the previous week*s total production and

from this figure and the night*s consumption the nett change in the

The stock figure was checked weekly by returns fromstocks was derived.

units holding stocks, and there were many anxious occasions when investi-

The rendering of stock figuresgation into discrepancies was necessary.

long survived any need for it, and the Air Staff only consented to the

cessation of the daily rite in Hay 1944 when more than ten million

It may be mentioned that the unit Windowbundles of Y/indow were held.

This lonit became meaning-quantity most employed originally was the ton.

less when more than one type of Window became available, but so attached

had the many interested narties become to the measure that it became

customary to express quantities in ’equivalent tons* - the weight v/hioh

the Window would have if it were all made in the form of the original

This remarkable unit unfortimately gave the impression to manytype.

that V/indow was a mystery to which only scientists could have the key.

The Window Panel

It was mentioned earlier that the Command representation on-the

panel responsible for the development of Window material was made tlirough

Since the work of this panel contributed very extensivelythe O.R.S.

At theto the success of Window a further I'eference to it is desirable,

time when the panel was constituted (September 1943)> initial stocks of

Window were being exliausted and shortag:es of aluminium foil, paper.

Moreover, the launching

of the existing type of bundle from aircraft was beset by troubles which

concerned both the make—up of the bundles and packages and the arrange—

A considerable programme of exploration of

/new

machines and labour were menacing production.

ments within the aircraft.
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new sources of supply was therefore necessary, and the panel acted

as the necessary co-ordinating authority,

weekly, later less frequently, but until the end of the European war

the frequency of meetings of the panel was never less than monthly. The

panel reported periodically to full assemblies at Air Ministry of all the

parties interested in the production and use of Window.

Initial meetings were held

These were

usually attended by Service representatives from Bomber Coramand in

addition to the O.R.S. Decisions of the panel were, however, normally

put directly into practice and only policy changes awaited confirmation
N

by the full assembly.

The technical aspects of Window development v/ere, of course, the

concern of the appropriate M.A.P. branches, and the testing of products

and of launching chutes was conducted by T.R.E. and B.D.U. Bomber

Command’s principal concern on the panel was to ensure that the required

frequency coverages should be provided, that methods of packing and the

weight and bulk of material should be such as to minimise difficulties

of discharge, and above all that the required quantities should be forth-

Samples of paper^of boxes of strips^and of forms of packing

were examined in large numbers and considered in relation to information

coming.

gathered from aircrews about operational difficulties. Later, v/hen

methods of packing had been almost standa:^sed, the need to meet quickly

the changing demands for new forms of V/indov/ became the most pressing

This became acute when the threat of enen^ centimetric equip-nroblem.

ment emerged. At this stage another small planning groups was formed as

a sub-committee of the Radio Countermeasures Board of Air Ministry. The

aim of this sub-committee was to examine possibilities of makin.g funda¬

mental changes in the 'Windov/ operation in order to meet the centiraetric

Coraiaand representation on it was through O.R.S.threat. Plans v/ere

formulated and the appropriate bodies delegated to develop the projects.

This development was still in progress at the close of the 3ihropean war.

RESTRICTED
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Launching from aircraft was also a concern of the panel, and in

January 1943 the principles of what was later built as the Fairey

automatic launcher were evolved in discussion.

It is, of course, impossible to assess individual contributions to

body such as the \liindow panel v/hich depended on discussion and the pooling

The achievement of the body as a v/hole was, however, noteworthy,

and is reflected by the great progress made.

of ideas.

In extremely difficult

circumstances Window production was built up to a sufficiently high level

to meet any likely demand, and at the same time was sufficiently flexible

to meet rapid changes in demand. The form of Window insofar as it affected

security of packing and ease of launching was improved enormously,

addition, considerable economies in the use of metal foil and paper

— the weight of aluiainium in 1,000 bundles of antj—V/uT'aburg Window

vjas reduced from 60O lbs to 51 lbs and the weight of paper from 1,100 Ihs

In

were

effected

to 220 lbs.

Proua .anda V/ork for indow

The need for propaganda in the Window factories in 1943 and hov/ it was

met hy quoting' the savxng in aircraft and crews has been referred to

Propag-anda amongst the users and amongst the controllers of

supply of materials also became necessary.

previously.

As the aircrews who had seen

the first effects of Window finished their operational tour, they were

replaced by others who carried out Window dropping as a routine, v/ithout

understanding its purpose. Inevitably, such a routine was neglected by

some, and when scraps of information from the squadrons revealed a rather

widespread ignorance a short account of the way in which Window produces its

effect, the need for care in launching and an outline of its influence

the enemy defensive system was prepared for the Air Staff

on

as a simple guide

for the instruction of aircrew in Report Ro. B.209 ’Some facts about Window'

(1)
April 1944* This report was sent by the Air Staff to groups with a

suggestion that suitable extracts aiiould be made and distributed down to

squadron and flight commanders. Although it served a useful purpose by

spreading correct information, the process did not go far enough. Therefore,

after the introduction of long Window, a revised siraplil^ied and shortened

/version

(1) A-H-a/aHla/uU^/ \ 2.
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version was prepaxed as ’More about Window* in Aug*ust 1944.

a sim le dia^xam of the appearance of Window on a radar presentation with

indications of the failures likely to arise from  a faulty use of Window,

sufficient in itself to explain the use of Window to the impatient reader.

This report was circulated as a whole down to sq.uadrons by the Air Staff.

The many t'pes of ’Window which had come into use by the summer of

1944 were also causin^i- confusion at all levels of the Service branches

In an endeavour’ to clear this, a catalogue of Window was

prepared, listing the many types with an indication of the make-up of these

bundles, and their purpose, together with an introduction summarising the

reasons for the multiplication of1he number of types,

v/ere issued as Report No.B.220 ’Types of Window’.

At the beginning of 1945j the apparent approach of the end of the

war caused some of those responsible for the provision of materials to look

to a reduction in Window production as a possible immediate economy,

of the results of this was a proposal to remove Windo?/ from the list of

’designated’ products, the effect of which would have been to lose

This included

concerned.

These documents

(1)

One

some

necessary priorities including that of labour,

information on the value of Window to combat this proposal,

given of the successful use of Window in its four functions;

v/ith I'adar—controlled flak and searchlights, interference with G.C.I.

Freya or Ja-ipdschloss. interference with A. I.

The O.R.S. v/as asked fo

Examples w

interfere

carried out with ●,7urzbur>^

r

ere

nce

and the production of spoof attacks. It was possible to point to the

continuously lov/er flak damage rate since V/indow was used, to the total

escape of the force on some nights when a G.C.I, system would have exacted

a considerable toll, to the success of T;^‘pe M against S.N.2 and to exaraolee

of successful Window feints. The proposals to regard Window as no longer

fully essential v/ere defeated.

The Launching of Windov; From Aircraft

Hand-1 aunching

The problems of packing and wrapping for Windov/ bundles have already

The provision of facilities for the hand-launching withinbeen mentioned.

the aircraft was essentially an engineering problem, but it was one in which

/O.R.S.

(1) AH-6 yUti/241
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O.R.S. had to take a general interest since the outlet used was from the

beginning tied up with the form of the Window bundle and later determined the

type of Window which could be used. Therefore, from October 1942 onwards

participation in discussions and observation of trials concerning launching

were carried on for about a year when the B.D.U. completed the desig-n of a

cowled chute v/hich would permit satisfactory launching of all types of

Thereafter, apart from special consideration for aircraft taking

part in Y/indow feints in the Overlord operation, the main concern of the

O.H.S. with hand-launching was to advise on the distribution of types of

Window in order to ensure that aircraft used only the types for which their

chute was suitable.

Window.

Automatic Window Launching - Development

It was alvvays intended that hand-launching should be replaced quickly

by automatic launching and long before the use of Window became an immediate

prospectand even before the rates of discharge and the size of bundle had

been decided the requirements for an automatic launcher v/ere considered.

The several possibilities of launching rates v/ere given to the Air Staff,

and it was suggested that the requirement for an automatic launcher should

embrace all of them. The capabilities required on this basis were stated

as a rate of launching variable between one and 30 pounds per minute and a

capacity without reloading of 100 pounds. The design of automatic launchers

had made little progress by the time the operational use of Window began.

Then a period of intensive exploration revealed many technical difficulties.

The O.R.S. acting as a liaison section in this as in other Y/indow commit¬

ments, maintained contact with the various parties concerned in order to

keep alive a sense of xargency and to ensure that the requirements of the

Command were met. These requirements had been re-stated in accordance with

the more definite estimates of the rates of release and total amount of

WindoY/ prepared after the operational introduction of the countermeasures

as:-

Capacity
Release Rate

1,000 bundles
Variable from one bundle in two minutes

to six bundles per minute; the rate
to be capable of selection in the air.

Up to 45 cni long and 7 cm diameter.Size of Bundle

Several designs of launchers were examined and one of them reached the

stage of extensive trials by B.D.U, at the end of I943.

_lgJS T R I C T E D
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these trials were discussed at a meetiri:" of the

1944.

Window Panel on 5 January

It was decided that the faults of the machine made it unacceptable,

hut in the discussion the basis of design for a new type of launcher was

evolved. The B.R.U.
set to work on this basis and rapidly developed the

design, the O.R.S. representative at the unit giving considerable assis-

Within three weeks a stage had been reached when thetance.
co-operation

of the Pairey Aviation Company could be called for

machine on to a possible production basis.

in order to bring the

The period of development which followed v/as long and troublesome.

The newly formed Operational Requirements branch at Bomber Command

over the responsibility of urging on the development and the role of the

O.R.S. became one of advising what adjustments to the Command*

requirement could be accepted.

took

s original

These involved mainly the total capacity

of the launcher and release rates for nev/er types of Window. In general,

reductions on the original specification were advised in order that T)ro-

duction should not be delayed, but no compromise on the maximum rate of

launching of the yfurzburg/Lichtenstein Windov/ was considered acceptable.

In fact, when it appeared possible that a supply of launchers might be

supplied from American sources it was recommended that a rate of launching

of ten bundles per minute should be possible

for a measure of deconcentration*.

By Uovember 1944? there appeared good prospects that automatic launchers

would be available for operational use in the course of a month.

in order to be prepared

The

immediate result was to provoke a mild flurry within the Command

setting up of a special organisation on each operational station had to be

envisaged.

since the

The problems were discussed at a meeting at Headquarters Bomber

Command called by the Air Officer Administration on 11 November I944 at

which it was necessary for O.R.S. to m-ge once again that Window was

operational necessity and that its most efficient use demanded automatic

launching.

an

This meeting decided that an operational trial should be carried

out in order to decide the magnitude of the organisational problems involved.

The production of operationally suitable models of the launcher was,

however, further delayed, and in January 1945 it seemed that the introduc

tion would be preceded by two other introductions which had a strong

/bearing
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■bearing on the usefulness of the machine. These were the provision of

the Glenn-Martin mid-upper txirret in the "bombers and the development of

a centimetric A.I. by the enemy,

fuselage brought about by the turret would have made the bulk of the

The considerable obstruction in the

magazines of the laimcher extremely unde/sirable and the rates of release

required to counter a centimetric A.I. were far beyond the capabilities of

the existing' machine. The position had therefore to be reviewed and at

meeting at Air Ministry held on 25 January, the Command representatives

intimated that the Fairey launcher could no longer meet the Command's

a

requirements.

Air Ministry requested a new appreciation of the Command's require—

A note was therefore prepared by the O.R.S. after consultation with

the Air Staff and Signal branch.

ments.

This note summarised the probable future

requirements for Window launching in the European and Far Eastern theatres,

and pointed out how the existing design of automatic launcher would fail to

meet them. It was proposed that the operational trial with the existing

design should proceed in order to obtain information useful in future

design, but that development of types better able to meet requirements

should be pursued v/ith vigour. kThe note 'Automatic Window Launcers for
A

Bomber Command* over the signature of the Chief Signals Officer,

circulated before a meeting at Air Ministry on 2 February,

it v/as agreed that nev/ designs, including' those of semi-automatic types and

of externally carried machines, should :>roceed.

submit revised requirements.

was

At this meeting

The Command was asked to

After a general outline had been sent to

Air Ministry by the Operational Requirements branch, a more detailed

statement clarifying the Command's position was drafted by the O.E.S. and

was forwarded by the Operational Requirements branch,

the development of a hopper type of launcher to be re-loaded occasionally

It was considered that such a design offered the best means of

making possible high rates of discharge without the need of storing the

large bulk of Window required in one fixed mass.

This statement urge

in flight.

d

Automatic Launchers - Operational Trials

When there appeared to be a good prospect of being able to carry out

the projected operational trial with the Fairey Launcher, a note was

/prepared
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prepared setting out what were considered to he the objects of the trial,

hov/ they should he attained and the preparatory action needed to organize

This note (’Memorandum on the projected trials of the Fairey

Mark I Automatic Window Launcher at Little Staughton') was discussed at a

meeting of representatives of the Air Sta

the trial.

,  Signals, Operational Require-X X

raents and the O.R.S., and formed the basis for the organization of the

trials. The squadron selected for the trial was ITo. 582 of the Pathfinder

Force, at Little Staiighton. The squadron was visited by representatives

of the Air Staff, and the O.R.S. and arrangements for the trial were

completed. These included the stationing of an O.R.S. representative at

the squadi’on for most of the duration of the trial.

Installations of the launchers commenced during March 1945 sind an

O.R.S. representative paid visits to the squadron to observe the difficulties

experienced and to advise on procedure. When the organisation had settled

down the representative sta^'ed at the squadron and it was also arranged

that a party from the Air Ministry ianpower Research Unit should attend

in order to record the time and labour consuraed in servicing the launchers.

The O.R.S. officer supervised the work of this ■'arty, inspected launchers

after operations, discussed its performance with the aircrews and maintained

appropriate records.

The results of the trial were presented in Bomber Command O.R.S. Report

IJo. 134 ’The Operational Trial of the Fairey Mark I Automatic Window

(1)Launcher’, They included an analysis of the recordingsraade by the Hanpov/er

Research Party which established the labour needs for servicing the launcher.

an estimate of the transport required, detailed analysis of the niimerous

failures which occurred and comments on the crews' reactions. Altogether

the results provided a depressing picture and formed in fact a final

condemnation of an already discredited type of launcher.

The need for a jammer for the enemy’s V/urzburg apparatus used for

control of flalc and fighters was recognised as of the highest degree of

urgency from the time of first knowledge of the enemy equipment,

/technical
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technical difficulties were, however, considerable and it was not until

the end of 1943 that T.R.E. was able to offer in Carpet ll a jammer

suitable for use in the British bomber force.

Carpet II included a search receiver which could sweep a band of

frequencies 50 mc/s in width pre-selected from the range 45O-6OO mc/s.

When an incident pulse was received on a frequency v/ithin the band being

searched, the jammer tuned on to it and jammed it for a time which could

be pre-set for any period between a few seconds and fiveiflmutes. The

time for a complete searching sweep was one and a half seconds.

By the time that the device was at a stage v/hen quantity production

could be contemplated, Window was being used with success to counter the

V/urzburgs and consideration had therefore to be given to the decision

v/hether or not the addition of the electrical jammer would be worthvirhile.

An O.R.3. appreciation of the position was prepared at the request of the

Signals branch (Report No. S.II9

Bomber Command*).
(1)

The effects

'The Possible Uses of Carpet II in

of Carpet with and without the additional

use of Windov/ on G.L. and G.C.I. operation were considered together with

the probable enemy reactions. The scale of fitting v/ith Carpet to produce

the best results was also estimated. Technical data supplied by T.R.E.

was available concerning the expected effect of a Carpet on one V/urzburg,

but the effect of mutual support of both bombers and Wurzburgs had to be

estimated using assumptions of their distribution in space.

Although Carpet had certain advantages over Window in regard to v/eight

and bulk and the manipulation required, itvas considered to have less flex

ibility in reg^d to volumes of production. It was suggested, therefore,

that the two countermeasures should be regarded for the time being as

complementary. Carpet appeared well suited to provide cover in circumstances

where Windov/ was least effective, e.g. at the head andfpinges of the borpber

stream and in operations by small forces. Taking the long-term view, however.

there seemed to be a possibility that the concentrated raids necessary for

the use of Window mi^t become tactically disadvrnta^yeous and the greater

tactical freedom which would be provided by the complete equipment of the

/force

(1) A.H.B./IIH/24|/2^/i4-
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force with Carpet would then he most valuable. The recommendations made

were therefore that provision should he made for equipping the v/hole heavy

homher force with Carpet, priority being given to the Pathfinder Force and

and specialist radio countermeasure aircraft who were most likely to have

to fly in zones of reduced Window cover. The Conunand policy was stated to

Air Ministry on this basis.

Introduction into Operations

Sufficient equipment was available by Llarch 1944 to begin fitting the

The method of employment was discussed 7;ith the Signals

The period of jainning which each set should hold before resuming

search for new frequencies had been recommended as two minutes in Report No.

S.II9 mentioned above.

Pathfinder Force.

branch.

This period seemed a reasonable compromise betv/een

the prevention of ordinary radar plotting and the denial to the enemy of a

useful D/F on the source of jamming. It was accepted for operational use,

v/ith the proviso that it should be reviev/ed later in the light of experience.

The V/urzbur,?: frequencies were known to be spread over a band 100 rac/s

wide, whereas each Carpet set could only search a band of 50 rac/s.

initially there appeared to be too few sets available to provide mutual

Since

support, each set had to be used to cover as many V/urzburgs as possible.

Therefore, it was decided that each set should search the same frequency

This was selected as mc/s which, according to Intelligence

information, would include the greatest number of V/urzburgs.

The Carpet sets were fitted with an indicator light to show when the

set was jamiidng and crews were requested to log the times and duration of

periods of jamming in order that the need for any change in the jamming

period or the frequency search band might be perceived.

The first reports made by crews showed that many sets were jamming

almost continuously.

band.

This was rather more than had been expected from what

v/as known of the distribution of 7/urzburgs and an O.R.S. officer visited the

squadron concerned to interrogate the crews. There appeared to be no doubt

that the reports were justified and a orobable explanation was considered

to be that.'tho roperto wope justified and paWWSQb'le'Miimifiil an at i

/considered
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ic that the receivers of the sets were too

sensitive and that the jamming v/as therefore being applied to V/urzburgs too

distant to obtain useful radar plots,

this ̂ d after discussion with T.R.E.

of the receiver was agreed on.

A check of the sensitivity confirmed

a maximum sensitivity for the setting

This change produced results more in

accordance v/ith expectation, although the non—jamming periods remained

Another modification introduced as a result of T.R.E.

tests was a reduction of the width of band searched to 40 mc/s, 54O-58O inc/s

few and short.

being' chosen.

Statistics of the casualties to Carpet carrying’ aircraft were collected

and after ten weeks operational experience a siirvey of the results was made

(Report ITo. B.215 'A Note on Initial Operational Experience with Ca^'plt II').

The number*of missing aircraft were rather too small to permit a satis

factory assessment to be made. Numbers of aircraft damag’ed by flak were

somewhat larger, and since, in view of the decline in enemy O.C.I., the

use of Carpet was expected to produce its most marked effect on gunfire

control, these numbers provided a reasonable basis for consideration.

It appeared that the use of Carpet had been associated with an

appreciably lower risk of flak damage, an impression which was confirmed

when the categorised severity of the damage done was considered. Thus,

there was some indication that Caroet could provide some 'orotection for

aircraft carrying it. An attempt was made to assess the gene ml effects

of the device on the parts of the bomber stream in ?/hich it was carried.

Two thirds of the Carpet using sorties had been briefed to bomb in the

early stages of a raid. A comparison was made therefore between the losses

of main force aircraft planned to fly in the front of the bomber stream

and those planned to fly at other parts. None of these aircraft was cariying

It was shown that since the introduction of Carpet, losses for

all parts of the stream except that in v/hich the jammers were concentrated

Carpet.

had risen.

Interpretation of this result was complicated by variations in the enemy

fighter tactics which had considerable influence on the relative losses of

/different
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different parts of the horaber stream and it could only be regarded as

promising. Thus, although the limited amount of evidence accumulated in

ten weeks experience could not permit a final assessment of the value of

Carpet to be made, it all tended to give a favourable impression of the

device. As with most of the other radio-countermeausre devices, action on

production could not wait for statistically significant results; judge¬

ment had. to be made on the impression gained and the recommendation was

made that the fitting of Carpet should be extended throughout the force.

The argument that such fitting would -oerrait greater tactical freedom in

handling the bomber force v/as regarded as strengthened by the promising

results. The recommendation was accepted and the Air Ministry was asked

to endeavour to arrange for the whole bomber force to be fitted with one

set per aircraft by the winter of 1944-45) "to make provision for two

sets per aircraft as soon as possible in order to give greater frequency

coverage.

Later Operational Results

The promise of the early results was not fulfilled by subsequent

As the scale of fitting and the numbers involved in comparativeexperience.

assessments increased, it became more difficult to discover that Carpet

was producing any effect on the casualties of aircraft carrying it. Trials

with captured equipment'had shown that the performance of Carpet could be

improved. There was some tendency for the sets to lock off frequency when

activated by a strong signal, and also the aerial used v/ith the set was not

to the design best able to produce a maximum jammin; signal through "the

Wurzburg aerial which could be made selective as to plane of polarisation.

The indecisive results obtained with Carpet were marshalled and put forward

to the Signals branch as an incentive to urge the technical improvement of

Carpet ('Carpet II;

Memorandun No.

Statistics of Losses and Flak Damage* O.R.S. internal

(1)
As a result. Air Ministry was requested to

arrange for the modifications necessary for the improvement in Carpet with

a minimum of delay. The modification designed to improve the accuracy of

locking to frequency v/as carried out in the course of the next few months,

but fitting of the most suitable form of aerial was never accomplished.

/Fitting

(1)
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Pitting was extended to include in addition to the Pathfinder Force,

squadrons of Kos. 3 5 Groups which were frequently obliged to

fly at the head of a bomber stream.

some

The operational statistics for each

oi the three Groups were examined in great detaiilj but no consistent

effect of Carpet could be perceived. The enemy Wurzburg band was extending,

no doubt as a result of Jamming and the 140 mc/s band to v/hich the Carpet

search was confined was no more densely populated by Wurzbur

than at least one more band of equal width.

frequencies

Moreover, the aircraft not

protected by Carpet had Window cover against the W;n?zburgs. It was not

expected, therefore, that a very appreciable benefit from Carpet would be

perceived. The U.S.A.A.P. was also usinp Carpet in a form suited to the

protection of its bomber forces and discussions on the results obtained

were carried on from time to time with the O.R.S. of the Eighth Air Force.

The American results were also rather inconclusive but it appeared likely

that some effect v/as produced v/hen the Jamming of the whole V/iirzbiorg

frequency band was made more complete,

documents and equipment, interrogation of Prisoners of V/ar and other

Intelligence sources that the eneniy was expending effort on measures to

combat Jamming.

There was evidence from captured

The use of Carpet II v/as therefore continued and fitting was extended.

Arrangements were made to spread the Jamming 80 mc/s band and.over an as

a check on the relative needs of the two 40 mc/s bands chosen and on the

general performance of Carpet, counters were, at the suggestion of T.R.E.,

fitted to some of the sets. These counted the number of times which the

sets stopped seeirching and Jammed during an operation,

with the counters were analysed as they became available,

apparent that some of the counts obtained were larger than could be oro—

The results obtai

It was soon

ned

duced by two minute Jamming periods without searching periods through the

whole operation. It was thus possible to indicate from the counts that the

setting up of some of the Jammers was probably incorrect,

equality in the jamming effort expended on

The approximate

the two 40 rac/s search bands

could also be demonstrated. The use of counters was therefore considered

to be worthy of extension. It was hoped by use of them and by experimental

changes in the sensitivity settin of the Carpets to determine the best

/setting

U)
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Tf^nritivity eettin;: tlicj Ijo'dIj setting as the

high muaher of jamming periods counted on an operation indicated that the

sets might still be activated by Wurzburg at too great a distance,

counters were provided, but the end of the European war came before they

More

could be used with profit.

A final review of the results obtained with Carpet failed to reveal

that the device had been beneficial to the aircraft which had carried it.

Thus the use of another device had been carried out and extended on judge¬

ment only without statistical evidence of success. This was fully justi

fied since, owing to the incoa.ilete cover of 7/urzburg frequencies by Carpet,

the simultaneous use of Windov/ and the general deterioration of the enen^

defences din-ing its period of use, an effect large enough to be revealed

by the usual numerical comparisons was not to be expected. On the other

hand, the accepted need to be prepared for operations with forces less con¬

centrated than were suitable for the use of Window and the knowledge that

the enemy was being obliged to spend effort on trying to avoid janming at a

time when his resources were contracting made the countermeasure  of Carpet

desirable so long as no adverse effect of the risks of aircraft carrying it

could be perceived.

SI6»<AL5 SILENCE

Preliminary Considerations

In January 1944> Intelligence had established that the enemy was

activating I.F.E. sets left switched on in bomber aircraft and was using

the resulting transmissions to obtain early v/arning of the approach of a

raid and to plot its course. This was relatively easy to check by ensuring

as far as possible that no I.F.F, sets were switched on. By June, hov/ever,

it had become knovm that the enemy was also obtaining information about

bomber movements by plotting the source of other radiation including that

from the H.C.M. equipment, tail-v;arning devices and the navigational aid

H2.S. There was also a suspicion that enemy fighters were being equipped

with devices which permitted them to home on to bomber’s transmissions.

Radiation from bombers could not of course be stopped without loss of the

/benefits
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benefits conferred by use of the radiating devices, and this loss had to be

weighed ag’ainst the probable saving likely to result from denial of their

use to the eneiny plotting system.

This was not a matter in which quantitative balances could be struck

and much discussion resulted within the Command and with T.R.E, on the

probable perforraance of the enemy listening equipment,

rather doubtful piece of evidence from analysis of operational data,

one operation which involved two targets, the two forces differed consider

ably in the proportion of aircraft using H2S.

There was one

In

The force making most use

of this device was much more heavily engaged by enemy fighters than was the

other, and it was considered that the fighter controller might have

assessed the relative importance of the two raids on the basis of the

radiation picked up (Report No. B.213 'Report on Losses in Night Onerations

21/22 June 1944> V/esseling - Scholven'). ̂ ̂  ̂

The general problem was fully discussed at a meeting of the Operational

on Tactical Coimtermeasures to Enemj’- Night Fighters and

The primary purpose of this meeting was to

consider measures which would assist the protection of thebomher force

during the winter 1944/45,

Research Committee

A.A. defences on 11 July, 1944.

T.R.E. put forward suggestions that the bomber

force should no longer be flown to the target in  a compact stream hut should

be used in a much reduced concentration in space, reliance being placed in

electrical Jamming to counter the enemy's Wurzburgs and A.I. ('Aids to the

Bomber Offensive during the winter 1944/45, Raxt I, Bomber Losses' 23 June|944

- paper submitted by Chief Superintendent T.R.E. to the O.R.C. Sub-Committee.)

view was that the possibility of fighters homingThe Bomber Command O.R.S.

to bomber radiations could defeat such a scheme. The Jammers carried for

the bombers* protection would themselves become homing beacons,

appeared verj' doubtfiil if Jamming of the enemy A.I. would be sufficiently

effective to prevent its use for completing an interception initiated by

homing.

and it

Air Staff represented that H2S was an essential aid to naviga

tion and since ii this device were used there was little point in ceasing the

use of other radiating devices, the Sub-Committees conclusion was that the

—     /Command

{1) _ A m IzAt Ixzfiz.
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Command should he prepared to vary its tactics as much as possible,

careful watch being* kept on the losses of aircraft carrying radiating

equipment.

The First Firm Recommendations

Almost immediately afterwards anxiety was increased by the

coniirraation that the enemy had equipped a proportion of his fighters with

devices which would permit them to home on to transmissions from the tail-

warning device Monica or from the navigational aid H25.

sure

An appreciation

of the dangers of the enemy development and of the possible countermeasures

prepared jointly by the Signals branch and O.R.S. for the guidance of

the Air Staff (Report No. B.218 'An Appreciation of the Use by the Enemy

of Transmissions from our Bombers').

v/as

(1)

It was clear that there were four "ways in which the enemy might orofit

by his receivers^ gaining early warning by grouhd listening, plotting the

course of the bomber stream by ground listening, homing fighters into the

bomber stream by use of airborne receivers, and homing on to individual

bombers by use of airborne receivers.

Of these threats only the last one, homing on to individual aircraft,

could be assessed by reference to operational statistics,

to shov/ that aircraft using Monica or

of otherwise comparable aircraft without the devices,

might mean that the benefits from

It was possible

H2S had loss-rates similar to thos

For Monica this

use as a tail-warning were being cancell

e

ed

by the disadvantages of being homed on and the need for seeking safeguarding

measures was emphasised.

In orderto deny the enemy early warning from transmission:^ it

clearly necessary to stop all radiation until the force v/as within expected

range of the enemy's normal radar system.

was

Since Has. serviceability was

likely to be adversely affected if switching on was delayed until the

aircraft were at operational height, it was considered that immediate

to delay transmission were inadvisable, but that the modification of

the H2S( sets necessary to permit switching on at any time should be

regarded as urgent.

orders

Enemy plotting of the bomber force over territory in his occupation

was f'Ossible by means of his ovm radar and his Observer Corps.

—  —  /although

Therefore,

(1) A.H 6./iiH/~»4i/a£/i^ -
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althoii^'h addiliioiial aid \7as ^iven to him by bombers' transmissions it was

considered that such aid should not outweigh the sdvanta.'es to the bomber

force resultin' from the use of radiating- devices.

The possibility of fighters homin onto the bomber stream was, however,

Com-aunications betv/een the fighters

and their ground control had always been regarded as a linic in the enemy

defence chain most vulnerable to countermeasures, and the use of homers

regarded as a much more serious menace.

threatened to malce such co.mmunication almost unnecessary,

mended that should the use of Llonica continue to give results which

suggested that the rislc of homing onto individual aircraft could be toler

ated, the using aircraft should be employed as a separate force in order

that unfitted aircrei*t should be spared the attention of fighters homing

onto the stream.

It v/as recom-

Some use of H2-S , e.g. in target marking and for intermittent checks

on navigation, was considered to be essential but it was suggested that trial:

should be carried out to ascertain ho\v far the use could be restricted, and

that the development of an additional aid, Loran, should be accelerated.

A recommendation was also made that in order to assist in assessing the

homing danger, the aircraft using H2S should occasionally be sent to the

target on a route separate from that of aircraft not using the device.

Finally, since it v;as envisaged that complete protection against

horning in to the stream was unlikely to be achieved, attempts to deceive

the enemy by use of simulated bomber transmissions in Somber Support night

fighters and to accelerate the development of the bombers* radar aid to

blind firing, Automatic Gun Layer (Turret) (A.G,L.(T))were recommended.

The Restriction of Monica

Before the proposals had been discussed fully with the Air Staff,

preliminary flight trials of Honica and a captured specimen of the enen^^'s

Flensburg homer provided evidence that anxiety about the ability of the

fighters to home onto a Honica using bomber stream was fully justified, and

that homing onto individual aircraft was also to be feared,

future of Monica were^after further O.R.S.

the Air Staff.

Views on the

Signals discussions^re-stated to

It was re-affirmed that Honica if used at all should be

confined to forces wholly equipped with the device, and that its complete

/withdi'awlRES T R I C T B D
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withdrawal should be considered. A full-scale trial of a lar^^e Monica

equipped force against FlensburA' v/as recommended as a £mde to a final

decision. Such a trial v/as carried out. Details are given in the section

of this chapter dealing with Monica and all that is necessary to state here

is that the demonstration of the effectiveness of Flensburg which it

provided led to a decision to abandon the use of ;onica from 12 September

19H.

The Case for -ms.
After this, apart from H.2.S. and a small amount of A.G.L.(T), the

radiating devices carried were jamming and communications equipment which

need not be used until enemy territory v/as reached and could be dispensed

with altogether if clear loiowledge of an associated homing risk was obtained.

The question of restricting radiation along the early stages of a route

became, therefore, concerned with the use of HiS- The arguments relative

to the enemy's exploitation of the Hzs transmissions had been clearly

stated in the Si;:nals/o.R, S. memorandiim to the Air Staff v/ith the conclu¬

sions that urgent consideration should be given to preparations to allow

the device to be switched on at operational height close to enemy territory

and to experiments designed to assess the need for and the effect of restric

tions on its use over enemy territory,

the development and use of

Many v/ho had been associated with

HES. that the value of the device was being

underestimated and that any restrictions in its use even if not directly

harmful would, to anxiety induced in aircrews, lead to a decline in

the use of the device and a consequent reduction in the success of bombing

operations. There was therefore an acute division of opinion. It was not

possible to make a quantitative assessment of the merits of either side and

the Command attempted in July and August to treat each operation on its

ov/n merits, frequently applying restriction in the use of H2.S on the

approach to enemy territory. The advance of the allied armies had, however,

by mid-September seriously disorganised the enemy's early warning radar

system and had therdjy given increased importance to the need for preventing

the use of bombers' transmissions for long range plotting. The use of H2S-

was therefore restricted along the early stages of the route for nearly every

operation.
/Although
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Although no action was taken hy the Conraand to exT)lore the effects

of restriction on the use of H2S over enerjy territory, individual groups

put their own interpretation on the information available to them about

the enemy* s homing devices and ap-!lied considerable restrictions on

radiation. For No. 5 Group these involved the almost complete cessation

of the use of the nine centimetre ' H2S Mark II and restrictions on the

use of three centimetre H2.S Mark III. This was of course disturbingto

to those who regarded H2S. as an essential aid to accurate navigation

and bombing. They argued that even if successful results were obtained

temporarily on raids which were not penetrating deeply into enemy terri

tory the expected decline in training and in general interest in H2S

would have serious effects on future operations.

The Command Policy Decisions

On 22 September, a Bomber Command conference fully representative

of the many branches and establis^ents within and outside the Command

discussed the issues in an attempt to arrive at a firm line of policy. The

O.R.S. view put to the meeting was that there could be no question of

the necessity to delay switching on H^S on the ap-roach to enemy

territory. The military advance had in addition to disrupting the enemy*s

radar system made possible the use of the navigational aid Gee nearly

up to the enemy’s frontiers, thereby making the use of . M^S on the early

stages of the route unnecessary as v/ell as undesirable. Homing on to

individual aircraft or into the bomber stream by the use of . HiS trans¬

missions were regarded as menaces not requiring immediate action but

calling for consideration and ^reparation. The only argument advanced

ag’ainst this policy was that the delayed switching on of HES on every

operation regardless of the height of approach v/ould involve an increase

in the unserviceability of the equipment and the modifications necessary

to avoid the risk were likely to take some months to accomplish,

conclusion reached was that the justification for this anxiety should be

sought in experience and that H2S should not be used outside enemy radar

The

range v/hen alternative navigational assistance was available.

/The
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The matter was further discussed at a meeting of the Command Tactical

Planning Committee on 30 September. The O.R.S. submitted a map of the

coverage now -.rovided by Gee in support of the contention that the use of

Ha5 was unnecessary, until the enemy frontier was approached.

The conclusion of the R.C.LI. policy meeting was confirmed and the

policy became firmly established that the navigational aid on the approach

to enemy territory should be Gee for as great a distance as was possible,

H.2.S. only being brought into use in time to obtain a good fix before

running out of Gee range. Other transmissions, except that from the

blind-firing aid A.G.L^T) were also restricted and the approach of the

force v/ithout use of its radio and radar equipment became established

as a radio countermeasure, knovm briefly as *3ignals Silence*.

The Case of A.G.L.(T)

A.G.L.(T) was a special case because there were greater difficulties in

switching on this device at operational height than there were for H2S.

Special consideration was given to it, and it was concluded that so long

as the number of sets in the force remained small, radiation could be

permitted since the enemy's ability to distinguish b:

a small number of aircraft carrying A.G.L.(T) and intruder fighters

carrying A.I. Llark X was doubted (Report I^q6,226 'The Possible Exploitation

of A.G.L.(t) transmissions for plotting and Homing’).

Si^cnals Silence in Operation

listenin : between

(1)

The adoption of'Signals Silence'as a routine operational instruction

did not stop controversy, largely because independent lines of action were

still pursued by the groups who v/ere not until I3 October, i.e. three months

after the first measures to restrict radiation, provided with an authorita

tive explanation of the Command policy. This explanation, prepared in

collaboration by the Signals and O.R.S. branches and issued over the

signature of the Deputy Comraandeivin-Chief pointed out the great advantages

to be gained by denying early warning to the enemy in the

approach, but pointed out that no information was available from operational

Signals Silence'

statistics or other sources that homing by fighters onto individual aircraft

/was
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H23 exceeding” those laid downRestrictions on the use ofwas possible,

by Comr,iand were, however, still ordered, particularly by Ko. 5 Group which

was usually operating alone.

The evidence provided by intercepted enemy filter control radio

traffic shov;ed clearly that from September onwards the range of the enemy's

Information on the naturefirst plots on the bomber force was much reduced,

of the first plots wss not, hov.-ever, sufficiently good to enable an asses-

ment to be made of the relative contributions to this result of 'Signals

Silence', in view of the disruption of the enemy's early warning radar
n

chain by the military advance and improvements in operation of the M^drel

screen.

Comparative statistics on casualties continued to give no cause for

anxiety about enemy homing onto individual H.2.S carrying aircraft, and the

general reduction in casualties suggested that homing on to the stream

v/as not being accom dished on anything but a small scale,

hand, there was no reason to suppose that the Groups' restrictions on the

use of H2.S had an adverse effect on the success of their operations and

On the other

an examination of the track-keeping and time-keeping after the introduction

of 'Signals Silence* showed that they were similar to those obtaining when

Although the advice given to and accepted by theWLS was in full use.
\

Command Air Staff had been against some of the restrictive actions of the

Groups, the inclination was to regard these actions in the light of useful

experiments since a more severe general restriction had to be visualised

as a future requirement.

The Command's policy in this matter was still considered to be unsound

in a number of high quarters, and it was agreed that a full investigation

into the operation of radiation restrictions should be undertaken b,’ a

His report, although ag’reeing that the Command

policy was justified, tended to the view that action had originally been

This, intended as criticism, was in effect

a compliment for always in the radio war it was necessary to act quickly

on judgements supported by inadequate evidence, and in this case there was

absolutely no doubt that the judgement had been correct.

senior officer of T.R.E.

taken on insufficient evidence.

/^adio
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The Development Sta^^e

Trials were carried out by the Air Defence Research and Development^'

with T.R.E., with the primary object of exploring the effect of Window

on the defences of the United Kingdom, but with the secondary object of

deciding the best methods of employment by the Bomber force. These trials

were watched by the O.R.S. to ensure that the secondary object received full

attention.

On if November 1942, the Chief of Air Staff called a meeting of the

interested parties to discuss the next step. The prospective value of

Window to Bomber Command had therefore to be assessed, and the O.R.S.

collected and weighed the available evidence. Calculations based on the

results of the recent trials suggested that if the enemy G.C.I. system was

to be neutralised by means of Window, about 90 pounds of foil per minute

would have to be discharged by every aircraft. It was therefore considered

impracticable to use Window for protection along the route. The usefulness

of Window was considered therefore to depend on the losses due to radar-

investigation of this and relatedaided defences of the target area.

The lines ofproblems had been and continued to be an unceasing groping.

enquiry available were the reports of aircrews of their observations

during an operation, the damage to returned aircraft, intercepted enemj'’

r/t fighter control and odd scraps of information from secret sources.

Each source of information required careful interpretation in order to

An account of the resultscorrect the presumed bias in the sainple covered.

obtained from the various methods of approach may be seen in Report No. S.9I

(1)
In November 1942 theNight Bomber Losses on German Targets, 1942*.

evidence indicated thatlosses were being incurred as follov/s.

0*5/^ of sorties
2.255^
0.25i

0.6^
1.0;b

0.4';^

Not due to enemy action
Fighters en route
Fighters over the target
Flak en route

Flak over the target with aid
of searchlights.

Flak over the target v/ithout
aid of searchlights.

TdtAt 5.0'jo

It was therefore considered that in view of the prohibitive amount of

Window required for effectiveness along the route, the maximum saving to be

expected from Window was the loss due to radar—controlled flak at the target

/area
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area, i.e. about half per cent of sorties if the seai’chlights were not

radar-controlled and about one and a half per cent if they were. Because

of the comparatively small benefit expected, of concern lest Window

interfere with H2S and of the much greater benefits anticipated from Monica,

O.R.S. opinion at this stage was luke-warm about Windov/. In consequence,

the Command representatives at the Chief of Air Staff’s meeting did not

press for immediate use of Window in face of Fighter Command’s opposition

dictated by the serious threat to our own defences which would be oroduced

by presentation to the enemy of knowledge of the countermeasure. It was

agreed that consideration of the use of Windov/ should be deferred for six

months, this period to be spent in improving counters to enemy use of it

and in devising the best methods of use and ascertaining the quantities

required for operation of Bomber Command.

Preparations for Introduction

In pursuance of this direction, estimates of the rates of release of

Window required to defeat the enemy's control of flak or of fighters by

Wurzburgs were made by Fighter Command and by A.D.I. (Science).

Fighter Command estimate was based on a rather stringent requirement for

The

blacking out completely the presentations of the Giant Wurzburg and the

Small Ttozburg to ranges of 15 miles and five miles respectively,

of release called for was five aircraft echoes of Windov/ per minute from

The rate

every bomber, although it was suggested that lower rates would produce a

A.D.I. (Science) considered that the Fighteruseful degree of comparison.

Command requirements were unnecessarily severe, but that at the same time

they failed to take into account the uneven distribution of Window which

He concluded that about 5/8ths ofv;ould exist within the bomber stream.

the Fighter Command quantity would, be sufficient to make the enemy’s

V<ui‘zburg unusable and that for initial use sufficient confusion could be

produced by about one-fifth of that amount. Fm'ther, it was considered

if the Windov/ were released by a special force flying abctfc thethat,

bomber stream, the total amount of Window required would be reduced by a

There wei'e many incompletely known/ih^Slveffactor of two to three. eaid it

and it was left to O.R.S. to examine the two estimates judicially and to

/arrive
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arrive at a release rate which would give good hope of success and which

could be maintained by the bomber crews.

Report No. S.79 ^Operation Windov/'.

Judgement was pronounced in

(1)
The first conclusion v/as that release

by a special force must be rejected owing to a lack of confidence that such

a force could keep its position in relation to the bombers sufficiently

It was considered that the assumotions made by A.D.I. (Science)well. were

in general justified but that, since they were assumptions with only a

skeleton backing of fact, a safety margin must be allowed. Moreover, there

was some hope that the release of two bundles per minute would affect

seriously the enemy A.I. (Fighter Command Report FC/S31389/Sig.J.  of

8 January|<|if3)«
(2)

The conclusion reached was that the preferred rate

was two bundles per minute from every aircraft

fusion would be produced on the first few operations by a rate of one

bundle per minute along the route with two bundles per minute within 20

but that sufficient con-

miles of the target. The increase rate over the target area was suggested

because a comparatively small increase in weight carried could ensure

success in an area sure to contain a considerable concentration of Wuraburgs.

The operation considered for the estimates was an attack on Cologne

and it was suggested that in view of the v/ide G.C.I. belt to be crossed,

V/indow release should commence and finish 20 miles from the enemy coast.

The conditions assumed, 3^ aircraft spread on a front of 20 miles and

passing a front at a rate of ten per minute, should, with the height spread

of about 7>000 feet, produce a concentration in space of about 0.1 bundles

per cubic mile and a release rate of Window of one packet per minute should

produce a density of about one Window echo per cubic mile, i.e. about a
T

gutter of the density estimated as necessary to black out completely the

Giant Wurzburg presentation beyond a range of 15 miles, even assuming that

the distribution of Window throu^out the bomber stream was uniform,

siderable reliance was thus placed on the A.D.I. (Science) view that the

Con-

enemy would be imable to distinguish aircraft echoes from Window echoes.

Report No. S.79 recommended that further experimental work should be carried

/out
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out in order to determine the form of Windov/ himdle which could with the

greatest economy in weight produce the appearance of an aircraft echo both

on the Wurzburg and on the Lichtenstein A.I»

The &.R.S. estimate was accepted by the Command and v/as referred to

Air Ministry as the basis for estimating production.

The Final Fight for Introduction

The Chief of Air Staff called his promised further meeting on 2 April

1943> order to consider the operational introduction of Window. New

estimates of the quantities required made as a result of improvement in the

form of the countermeasure since, the previous meeting in November, had

produced a considerable change in attitude towards it since it was clearly

now practicable to apply it all along the bombers' route. Accordingly, the

O.R.S. view put to the Commander-in-Chief before the Chief of Air Staff’s

meeting was that 'there v/as now a good possibility of saving one-third of

our losses on German targets by using this countermeasure', and that'the

Command has nothing to lose and possibly much to gain by using it'.

The Chief of Air Staff's meeting at v/hich Bomber Command was represented

by the Commander-in-Chief and the Officer-in-Charge O.R.S. agreed to recom¬

mend to the Chiefs of Staff that Window should be employed as from 1 Hay

1943) and to expand the production of the material. This initiated a

period of further argument on the merits of Window and of drawbacks which

might be expected. The proposals for expansion of production promptly

generated a plea that the country's aluminium production would be unable to

meet the drain. It was, however, pointed out that a bomber contained about

10 tons of Aluminium so that the saving of one or two bombers a night by

Window would leave the country's aluminium supply unimpaired.

Other points in connection with the defences of the U.K. and of North

The O.R.S. could do little toAfrica arose to postpone the use of Window.

settle these, but gave continuous support for the earliest possible use by

Bomber Command in such discussions as arose.

Methods of launching fromPreuai'ations for the introduction went on.

bomber aircraft.and flights were made to test methods of ejection from
were

K
The operational area in which discharge should take place

/had

existing chutes.
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had to he prescribed. The map of the known positions of the G.C.I.

stations was examined and an area embracing: them was delineated. It was

suggested that the necessary economy in Window would be aided by confining

discharge to such an area. This suggestion was accepted and the map

concerned was attached to the operational instruction on the use of Window.

As the use of Window became a more probable event, it became evident

that some difficulty would be experienced in meeting the Command's needs.

The supply position was considered in relation to probable consumption and

the conclusion v/as reached that the production planned in oiid-July 1943

would be insufficient to meet operational needs. It was suggested to the

AiT Staff that initially the release rate should be restricted to one

bundle per minute throughout an operation, including the target area, and

that shortest possible routes should be taken through the G.C.I. area. This

release rate was agreed, with the proviso that future action should be

based on the results obtained in initial operations.

First Operational Use

Window came into use for an attack on Hamburg of 24/25 July 1943« For

this operation several O.R.S. officers were at squadrons to obtain from the

crews first-hand accounts of visible effects of the countermeasure on the

enemy defences and of the difficulties experienced in discharging the

bundles. They were able from the crews' accounts of the feeble behaviour

of searchlights and of the deterioration of flak defences to appreciate

thaiWindow had had a telling effect. They also learnt that better methods

of opening the bundles, packing them and of ejection from the aircraft.

v/ere desirable.

The evidence concerning the first two Window operations was surveyed

with great care and was presented in O.R.S. Reports No. S.95 'Immediate

Report on the use of Window on Hamburg, 24/25 July 1943

'Interim Report on the use of Window on Essen, 25/26 July,

of the countermeasure v/as assessed taking as yardsticks bomber losses and

(1)
and No. S.96

(2) The success

the indices of enemy defensive activity provided by the proportion of

bombers damaged by flak, attacked by fighters and damaged by fighters. The

values of these indices for the Window operations were compared with the

  /c orr e spending

(1) A,H.b,/u/69/'75(a)-

(2) A. H B /’l/7o/a93r
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or
corresponding: values, for operations against the

durin^:: the previous year,

fighter R/T was combed for evidence of the type and extent of Window

This source made it abundantly clear that the enemy was

completely confused and was not readily able to distinguish V/indow echoes

from true aircraft echoes, a supposition which had been relied on in

estimating the quantities of Window required.

same^similar targets

In addition, the intercepted enemy night

interference.

In addition, an attempt was made to determine the position relative to

the remainder of the force of the bombers v/hich were lost or of those which,

from their reports of damage or attack, had received attention from the

enemy defences. It was hoped that in this way to discover ho7/ complete

was Window protection within the main bomber stream, how adjustments of

flying height might make it more complete, and what success the enemy

was having in exploiting parts of the force less well protected by Window,

The investigation of individual raids was continued for some time and

appreciation of the first ten Window operations was prepared (Report ETo.

3,98 'The Effect of Window on Bomber Operations'),

brought about by the use of Window, assessed by comparison with previous

CO
The saving of bombers

experience on similar targets, was estimated as a reduction of rather more

than one-third a fraction in good agreement with the forecast made in the

previous November. The losses sustained by aircraft bombing in the several

individual waves of each operation was considered, and it was shov/n that

the results expected from the changes in Window cover produced by changes

in flying height were being realised. Thus, a low flying wave following a

high flying wave tended to have lov/ losses whereas a high flying wave

following a low flying wave tended to have high losses. Suggestions were

made for the ordering of waves in such a way that the greatest benefit from

the use of Window would be obtained. These were accepted by the Air Staff.

In addition, an attempt was made to assess the adequacy of the rate of

Windov/ release. It was not possible to say that the eneny was having

It was, of course,success only against stragglers or high flying aircraft.

impossible to discover for certain which, if any, of the aircraft lost

/were

(1) A-H-B./IT/
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were straggling and only a large effort in analysing navigators' logs

could reveal which of the returning aircraft had been on the edges of the

stream. (This analysis was considered, but the labour to perform it

not available).

was

The comparison of the losses of separate waves suggested

that not very large diminutions of Window concentration were sufficient to

give the defences an extra op.;ortunity and that therefore the amount of

Window dropped could not, with safety, be diminished,

enemy R/T traffic suggested strongly that some G.C.I, equipment was still

having successes, but it was found impracticable to determine its position

with relation to the bombers* route sufficiently well to say whether the

victims were stragglers or not.

The intercepted

Comparison of the type of orders given in

G.C.I. with those obtaining before the use of Window also failed to give a

guide as to the extent of Window interference. There was, however, a new

form of traffic in addition to G.C.I. apparently involving an alternative,

and much looser form of fighter control, and this was taken as some

evidence that the G.C.I. system was considerably embarrassed,

from the R/T traffic of references to interference on A.I. was difficult to

interpret,

this apparatus, but the possibility that good enemy security had prevented

references to A.I. restrained conclusions on this point.

The absence

It was possible that the Window v/as having little effect on

There was thus no good evidence from operations concerning the desirabl€

concentration of 'Window. It was reasonably clear that no great reduction

could be made, and it was recommended that release rates should remain

unchanged until further experience had been gained with an improved plan

of waves of attack.

Expansion of Production

The success of Windo-w, following a period when the need for secrecy had

severely restricted the spread of production, called for immediate planning

Since large quantities of material had to befor expansion of production.

imported, orders had to be placed to cover a long period ahead and O.R.S.

embarked in July 1943 on a task v/hich was to recur at frequent intervals

imtil the end of the European war forecasting the probable future Window

This involved guesses at the rates ofconsumption of Bomber Command.

dropping which would be required, the distances likely to be flown through

RESTRICTED /areas
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areas where V/indow release was required, and the probable scale of effort.

For the first estimate it was suggested that a stepping-up of release rates

to two bundles per minute would soon become necessary and that a fiurther

50 per cent increase v/ithin three months must be envisaged. The need for

these increases was anticipated owing to the expectation that the enemy

radar operators would soon become used to v/orking through Window, and that

the enemy's new methods of loose control of fighters might make desirable

The estimated requirements ofa reduction in the bomber concentration.

half-million bundles in August, rising by a quarter of a million bundles

per month to one and a half millions in December, was put before a meeting

at Air Ministry on 6 August 1943> was accepted as  a basis for ordering

materials and equipment.

It was soon evident that production could not be stepped up in time to

meet the consumption estimated, and the O.R.S. took on the task of stock-

keepers estimating after each operation the amount of Windov/ which had been

used from the milea-'^-e flown and the number of aircraft taking part, and

On 18 Augustkeeping the Air Staff informed daily of the stock position.

1943 the Air Minister set up a panel under the chairmanship of Wing Comraanda?

to explore the many problems connected v/ith the((Jackson MM at T.R.E.,

necessary increase in Window supply, development of new forms of Window,

Bomber Command was represented byand launching Window from aircraft,

the O.R.S. on this V/indow panel which was to continue its work until the

end of the European war.

Further Developments of Window against Wurzburgs

Through meetings of the Window panel and personal contacts, close

touch v/as maintained with the M.A.P. branches responsible for organising

production and estimates of nroduction were carefully considered together

with the figures for stock and consumption in order to prepare for any

In orderof economy in consumption that might become necessary,

to ■Drenare for economy measures, study of individual operations v/as

This showed that most of the fighter opposition was met on the

measure

continued,

return journey and since it was believed that concentration on the outbound

route was much better than on the homeward route,  a recommendation was made

that the rate of V/indow release should behalved to one bimdle in two

/minutes
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This trial was carried out

in an operation against Munchen Gladbach on 30/3I Au^st, and

alteration in the effectiveness of Window could he perceived,

time, studies of the location of combats and of enemy R/T had shown that

G.C.I. was being practised in areas not included in the original Windov/

release zone, and that considerable fighter opposition was developing

over the target areas, presumably with the aid of A.I. (Report No. 80

'Some Notes on the Defensive Tactics now used by the Enemy - August 194^^^^

It was therefore suggested to the Air Staff that the area within which

minutes on the outward route as an exoeriment.

no

At the same

Window was to be released should be enlarged, that the rate of discharge

within 20 miles of the target should be increased to two bundles per

minute, and that the reduced release rate on the outward Journey, already

tried experimentally, should become standard practice. This was agreed by

the Air Staff, and put into effect as from the night of 22/23 September.

Thereafter, the production of Window for use against the Wurzburgs

grew steadily and by the beginning of November the estimated consumption

appeared to be well covered by the projected reduction. As production

grew and new types of V/indov/ came in, it was possible to give more considera

tion to the packing of the material for the greater convenience of aircrew,

and various alterations were considered in consultation v/ith the Bombing

Development Unit (B.D.U.) and the appropriate Service branches for the

wrapping of individual bundles, the packing of bundles into convenient

cartons or parcels, and the provision of launchin^g chutes in aircraft. It

should be mentioned here that the B.D.U. had been directed to carry out

launching trials in consultation with T.R.E., and the design of special

chutes was considered by the Unit. In this work the O.R.S. representative

at B.D.U. was able to play a large part.

The consideration of the effects of Window was continued together with

appreciations of the effects of tactical countermeasures which had been made

necessary by the changing eneiny fighter tactics. The methods continued to

/be

(1) A.H.B./1IK/46/468.
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BomlDer Command O.R.S. Report

carried on the story to I9/2O

It was considered on the evidence of enemy R/T traffic that

G.C.I. was still attempted hut that Window continued to prevent its

he those employed for the initial analyses.

(1)
Ro. 80 covered Au^st and Report No» 88

November.

application to bombers in the main concentration.

In November an attempt was made to estimate the saving of aircraft

This was prompted by some

coLu^ed
laboxir unrest in the firms producing Window by a lack of under-

which could be ascribed to the use of Vfindow.

standing of the virtues of the innocent-looking material which they were

It was basedThe estimate was of course extremely speculative.handling.

on the fact that losses in 1943) month by month on German targets, had been

0.5 per cent higher than they had been in the corresponding month of 1942.

It was assumed that had Window not been used this trend would have

continued, and that the losses in the Window-using period would have been

0.5 per cent higher than those of 1942 but for the use of the counter-

The actual loss rate was I.5 per cent lower than the expectedmeasure.

one estimated on this basis, and it therefore appeared that every seven

This conjecture was widelytons of Window used had saved an aircraft.

■published as a fact on factory posters.

Windov/ A^p-ainst Air Interception (A.I.) Equipment

The continued success of enemy free-lance fighters directed attention

to the possibility of doing more to defeat the Lichtenstein A.I. When

estimates of the necessary’- Window release rates were made in the pre-

operational period, it was considered that practicable rates of release

could have little more than a nuisance value to an A.I. operator who had

Since that time a specimen of thehad a little practice v/ith Window.

Lichtenstein had fallen into British hands and the important information

about its performance and the possibility of conducting experimental

flights with it allowed the problem to be re-examined with more confidence.

A note was prepared setting out the expected concentrations of Window

estimated as necessary ofl 3^ aJ^'bitrar;^'’' criterion that half the time—base

.  must be filled with Window echoes to reduce the effective range of the

The concentration of Window suggested as

 /necessary
apparatus to various degrees.

(1) A.H.B./IIH/258/1/14.
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necessary to produce a serious effect were well in excess of those

produced operationally, except possibily over the target. It was, however,

pointed out that there v/as no real knov/ledge of what proportion of the

time-base must be filled by Window echoes in order to make the set unusable,

the Windovr concentrations needed in space must remain speculative,

posals were therefore made for experiments with the captured Mchtenstein

which would produce the reauired knowledge, and these were forwarded to

Air Ministry with a request for speedy action on the trials.

Unfortunately, the projected trials suffered long delays owing to the

unserviceability of the equipment or of the aircraft carrying it. Increase

in the Window discharge rate was continually postponed, pending the trials

results, although the trebling of the bomber concentration by increase in

the rate of bombing from November 1945 onwards, and the restoration of the

Window discharge rate to one per minute on the outward journey in mid

December, did something towards bringing the Window concentration towards

that estimated as necessary for neutralising the Lichtenstein.

Pro-

During May 1944> information was obtained that the enemy was usiiig a

new A.I. believed to be working on a frequency in the region I6O-I8O mc/s.

In consultation with the Signals branch it was decided that immediate

countermeasures should be prepared. There was a possibility of adapting

Mandrel as an electrical jammer, but the technique of preparing long

Window had just been mastered and O.R.S. examined the possibility of using

such material against the new A.I. (Report No. B.210 *The Use of Window

against A.I. on I5O-I7O rac/s*).

soraev/hat similar characteristics to the known enemy tail-v/aming apparatus -

(1)It was assumed that the A.I. v/ould have

the Neptune R get at, and on this basis it was estimated that a launching

rate of four bundles per minute would be necessary to black out the time-

base at ranges of one mile and above. It was considered, however, that

the maximum rate of launching by hand which could be accomplished, since

launching of the anti-V/irrzbuxg Window had to be carried on at the same

time, would be one bundle per minute per aircraft for most of the route, and

tv/o bundles per minute for limited periods. It appeared that this rate

would give a useful degree of interference and an estimate of the quantities

required for the coming months v/as prepared, based on the usual assumptions

/of

(1) a.h.b./I1h/24i/zz/i^ Restricte D
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of target, distance and scale of effort. The project v/as agreed by the

Signals branch, and a request was passed to Air Ministry for production

to begin on the scale of the estimate.

In June 1944> while the trials were still receding into the future,

discussion of interference with the Lichtenstein was again roused by a

paper from the Deputy Director of Science which re-stated the viev/ long

since put forward 'ey O.R.S. that a release rate of at least five bundles

a minute was necessary. It was pointed out to the Air Staff that a

sufficient stock of Window was held to permit an increase in the discharge

rate, that the weight of the newer types of Window necessary for hi^

discharge rates was, although high, not prohibitive and that the real

obstacle to high rates was the ability of the crew to maintain them. It

was agreed that a rate of discharge of five bundles per minute or as near

to it as crews could manage should be tried over specified areas. The

areas for high discharge rates were defined by the O.R.S. after examina¬

tion of the positions of interceptions reported by crews during the

preceding period.

Unfortxmately, the trial began in mid-June when the lightness of the

night sky made the use of an A.I. almost unnecessary. In any case there

follov/ed v/ithin a month the discovery that the enemy was replacing the

Lichtenstein B.C. by the S.1T.2 and further measures had to be sought.

Long^ Window

In July an intact specimen of the S.N.2 fell by a fortunate chance

into British hands, and it then became known with certainty that the new

enemy A.I. was working on a frequency of 90 mc/s.

prepared for the I5O-I7O mc/s band were of course not suitable, but the

decision that a low frequency A.I. could be combatted with Window remained

The stocks of Window

and a limited stock of Window Type M.B. prepared for use against Preyas

No fresh estimate of the concentration of Window requiredwas available.

to combat the S.N.2 was made. The quantity of Window available in any case

It was considered that a releaselimited the amount that could be used.

rate of one per minute by half the bombers would produce a useful effect

and could be met by existing stocks until new production became available.

/The
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The use of long Window against A.I. began on 23/24 July. ITo analysis

other than a comparison of losses and combats with those of comparable

previous operations reveal the effect of a countermeasure against A.I.
A

The almost simultaneous military advance which gave fresh scope to the

Mandrel screen and to other methods of defeating the enemy’s early warning

system rendered such a comparison difficult to interpret over a long period.

However, the evidence provided by the aircraft losses on the first few

operations using the long Windov/ left little doubt that a serious blow had

been dealt to the effectiveness of enemy fighters.

Although the use of Window was introduced as soon as the general

characteristics of the new A.I. were known, it was decided to confirm the

effects of the countermeasure by a flight trial with the captured specimen

of the device. The trial was also designed to investigate the potential¬

ities of the enemy’s Flensburg equipment for homing on to the bomber

The details were worked out by the Signalstail-warning device Monica.

branch in consultation with the O.R.S. and interpretation of the results

obtained was left to the O.R.S.

The plan of the trial was that 100 bombers would fly at heights

betv/een 15,000 and 18,000 feet at a speed of as near I60 R.A.S. as practic¬

able on the route Cambridge, Gloucester, Hereford, Cambridge. The earlier

stages of the flight were essentially Flensburg trials and a.Te

fullytreatitdL wbemMonica is discussed.

Cambridge, however, half the aircraft were to releaseon€bundle per minute

of Window Type MB and a fighter equipped with the S.H.2 was to make attempts

In order to permit

On the final leg, Hereford -

to intercept bombers at different parts of the stream.

assessment of the concentration reached by the force, arrangements were made

for photographing the P.P.I. tube of a G.C.I. station and of an Air Ministry

Experimental Station Type 11 which would observe the bombers along part

In addition, the aircrews were aslced to log accurately theof their route.

time and height at which their aircrai’t reached the turning points.

The flight was made by 71 bombers on 30 August 1944? a^d the analysis

of the results obtained was presented on 5 September in Report Ho. S.175>

(1) The effect'The Trials of Flensburg and S.H.2 A,gainst a Bomber Stream'.

/of

(1) A.H.B./11/39/1/1.
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of Window on the P.P.Is of the ground equipment was rather serious at

the time when photographs were taken and, although an attempt was made

to isolate the responses due to Window by observing their rates of move

ment from successive photographs, no count of aircraft was possible,

photographs, however, yielded a reasonable measure of the width of the

bomber stream.

Th

The times at the turning points recorded by all aircraft

e

allov/ed an estimate to be made of the length of the stream and of the

distribution of aircraft along it at the various stages of the flight.

The average concentration of bombers during the Window/s.N.2 stages
per

of the trial was estimated as 0.4ji^cubic mile, a value similar to that

believed to be obtained on night operations,

blacked out by Window except at the head of the stream,

therefore, that the rate of release used, althoughbelow estimated

theoretically as necessary, was adequate for operational use.

Thereafter, the development of Window against S.N.2 followed normal

The S.17.2 was completely

It was concluded

lines. Assistance was given through the Windov/ Panel in developing more

efficient types and the appropriate branches at Command were kept informed

as to the best use which could be made of the several types,

type Window had to be watched carefully, and in
Co.'re.

changing over production to the more efficient types,^had to be taken that

the loss of production in the transition was not too great. In such matters

The stock

position of the
Tr
iti

O.R.S. consultation with the M.A.P. branches was frequently needed.

Assessment of the effects of V/indow against S.H.  2 v/as prevented by

the operation of many other powerful factors. It was therefore uncertain

whether the amounts dropped were remaining sufficient and when production

had been built up sufficiently an increase in the rate of discharge was

recommended and accepted. This recommendation was, of course, made T)urely

on Judgement of the situation based on the knowledge that the initial rate

of dropping could have been barely sufficient for success and that the

enemy operators v/ere now well experienced in working through V/indow and

the probability that the enemy would have developed ameliorative technical

measures.

One important point common to the use of all types of Window was

given special consideration in connection v;ith the use of long Window

/against
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A.I. To.ct»(Al considerations in August 1944 su^sested that heavy

bomher forces attackin^j; one target should fly on two or more separate

routes. Such a scheme v/ould of course have an effect on Window protection.

The head of a bomber stream is never surrounded by a sufficient density of

Window to give full protection, and the development of more than one head

of a stream must increase the proportion of aircraft in positions with

deficient Window cover. The effect insofar as it concerned the use of

l^pe M Window against A.I. was considered quantitatively ('A Note on the

Effect of several routes on the Concentration of Type II V/indov/ ORS/BC

Internal Heraorandum No.l4Z).

maximum Vtindow concentration likely to be developed in any bomber stream,

at the existing rate of dropping and with the presumed standard of naviga

tional accuracy, was imlikely to be more than adequate to impair seriously

the usefulness of the enemy’s A.I.

separately routed forces were timed to bomb in five minutes, the maximum

concentration of Window would only be reached at the tails of the streams

but that if the whole of the force v/as in one stream, bombing over 15

minutes then two-thirds of the force would have the maximum Window cover.

(1)
It was shown in this note that the

It was then pointed out that if those

This argument was taken into consideration thereafter in the discussion of

tactical handling of the bomber force.

The Threat of Centimetric Radar

At the end of 1944 evidence v/as accumulating- that the enemy was devel¬

oping centiraetric radar equipment. T.R.B. were unhopeful of meeting the

threat with electrical jamming, and Window appeared to offer the only

The probable rates of discharge required wereprospect of a quick counter.

reviewed, assuming that the German centimetric gear would have similar

It was estimated that a rate of discharge ofcharacteristics to our own.

20 bxmdles per minute could be regarded as a minimum requirement, and that

limitations in the capacity of aircraft and in the ability of the crew to

discharge v/ould limit the period of Window protection to 3^-40 minutes.

It was pointed out, however, that since the enemy v/ould probably use a

frequency in our ov/n 10 cm band, our centiraetric equipment would be

It was also suggested that so longinterfered v/ith by the use of V/indow.

as hand-launching of Window v/as necessary, use of centimetric Window should

/be

(1) A ‘ H ● ̂ ^ UyvuJ^Jii2x‘ecl.
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be confined to chosen parts of the route where half the force should

change over, the remainder continuing to discharge the other types,

the concentrations then being achieved this reduction in the rate of

discharge of the tJurzburg and S.N.2 Window appeared to be without grave

risk, especially if electrical jamming of S.R',2 was available,

of discharge recommended for centimetrie Window was ten bundles per minute,

this being considered sufficient to cause some confusion in an A.I.,

although allowing it a useful range to complete black-out.

the Command requirement for centiraetric Window was estimated as two million

This estimate was agreed on and out to Air Ministry.

Then followed many discussions on how to meet the requirement at the Window

Panel and with M.A.P. officers.

At

The rate

On this basis

bundles oer month.

The steps taken affected the Command

only insofar as it was considered desirable to cease the use of centimetric

Windov; on Bullseye exercises. It is not necessary to give details of the

other measures taken but it may be mentioned that at the close of the

European v/ar the Command had been made able to use countermeasure Vfindow

against centimetric equipment appearing anywhere in the band 7~12cms.

Window Feints - Preparatory V/ork

The use of Window as an aid to feint operations has been referred to

in the section dealing with Mandrel and special variants of this use are

dealt with in the section on Operation Overlord. It is appropriate to deal

here with some aspects of this important application which are specifically

concerned with the fundamental properties of Window.

The need for feint operations in support of the re-entry into Europe

stimulated the^velopment and production of a form of Window (Type MB)

capable of producing aircraft responses on the enemy*s early warning sets.

At this time (April 1944) the provision of Mandrel was well below that

necessary to cover the bomber force against the enemy early warning system,

and there appeared to be no prospect^tha"? a small niomber ̂ of aircraft would

be equipped with jammers covering the whole frequency band of the known

/enemy
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enemy early v/aming sets. The Various Dossible combinations of Window

and Mandrel were discussed in Report No. S.I48 ’The Possible uses of Preya

(1)
Window and Mandrel against the Eneioy Early Warning Equipment. It v/as

considered that three objects should be aimed at: concealment of the

approach of the bomber force along the early stages of the route, prevention

of accurate plotting of the force, and interference with Freya-aided G.C.I.

In order to study the possibility of concealment of approach, a map

showing the positions of enemy coastal radar stations and their estimated

coverage was prepared. It appeared that to conceal the position of a force

at a distance of 50 miles from the enen^ coast by means of V/indow an area

of at least 100 x 100 square miles would have to be infected v/ith the

Window echo every tv/o square miles. It was estimated that 50 aircraft

would be necessary to lay such a screen, v/hereas there ms a good prospect

Window,of producing a more effective Mandrel screen with 20 aircraft.

however, concealed the size of the force and could therefore serve in the

simulation of large scale attacks by means of small forces. [Rie combina¬

tion of such feints with the use of a screen of Mandrel aircraft was

considered to offer excellent possibilities of confusing; the enemy’s

The amount of Window and the number of aircraft required toplotting.

produce a successful feint had to be estimated from first principles. The

estimate was based on the characteristics of the enemy early warning sets

;roach withinas the proposal did not envisage that the feints would a;

The argument ran that to simulate a forcerange of precision radar.

of IfOO aircraft at least 400 Window echoes must be produced during the

length of ’life* of the Window, taken as 10 minutes and that the echoes

must be spread over an area likely to be occupied by such a force,

area was taken as 60 miles long 20 miles wide and therefore it was con-

This

sidered that 200 echoes were required every 10 minutes in each of two

It was argued that Windov/ bundles droppedconsecutive 30 mile lengths,

closer together than the pulse length of the Freya would not give separate

echoes, and that in order to avoid the appearance to the enemy radar of a

series of separate trails, the separation of aicraft across the stream

On these bases it was estimated thatshould not be less than two miles.

A

(1) A f+-ft/ii:H/24i/a2:/A
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a force of 25 aircraft each releasing two Window echoe

he adequate. Since two bundles of Type LtB Window were

s per minute would

required to

produce one aircraft echo, this was equivalent to a release rate of four

bundles per minute. As, however, the feint force would leave a trail of

dying Window echoes, the main force ought also to leave such a trail, and

taM therefore a few aircraft towards the head and the tail ought to

release long Window on the approach to enemy territory.

For the flight over enemy territory it was estimated that the

^reyas for G.C.I. purposes at ranges of 20 miles or more could be prevented

if the density of echoing bodies was one per two square miles,

considered, therefore, that the density of bombers alone should be

sufficient to prevent the use

use of

It was

of Freyas for G.C.I. except on the fringe

The possible extra protection which could be given to

aircraft on the fringes by the use of long Window had to be weighed against

the interference with Monica which would be caused and the additional

of the stream.

effort involved by discharge of more Window. Judgment was given a:;;ainst

The concealment of the direction of flight of the

force over enemy territory clearly could not be achieved by Window and it

therefore considered that release of long- V/indow by the main force

would not be worthwhile except as mentioned above, on the approach to enemy

the use of Window.

was

territory in order to prevent distinction between main force and feint.

The recommendations were agreed by the Air Staff and a more detailed

investigation was then made into the best methods of employing a Mandrel

screen and Window-aided feints. Some particulars of this investigation were

given in the section of this report dealing with Mandrel and the results

were presented in O.R.S. Report No. B.216 'Proposals for the Tactical

(1)Use of the Mandrel Screen'. It is necessary to refer here only to a

slight change introduced into the Window release proposals. In examining

the coverage of the enemy's coastal radar, it was considered that an

effective feint force would need to approach within range of the Giant

Y/urzburgs. The recommendation was made, therefore, that the aircraft of

the feint force should release Window covering the frequency band of the

/Wurzburgs
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Radio Countermeasures in Operation Overlord

Introduction

The re-entry to the Continent in I944 was clearly an enterprise which

called for maximum efforts to achieve surprise. Since a principal agency

against s\n?prise was the enemy radar system, an elaborate plan of destruc

tion and deception was prepared against that system. The general require¬

ments for Radio Countermeasures in support of the landing operations were

laid down by the Naval and Air Staffs concerned in consultation with T.R.E.

and others, but much of the detailed planning of the R.C.M. operations

necessarily devolved on Bomber Comraaind, at that time the only Command

having large-scale experience of R.C.M. and possessing the required devices.

This detailed planning was the responsibility of the Signals branch, but

at all stages of the preparation the programme was discussed by a joint

Committee of Signals and O.R.S. staff.

A full accoimt of the plan finally prepared and successfully carried

out has been given elsewhere (̂1) Briefly, the plan involved the simulation

by means of Window released from aircraft of convoys approaching two parts

of the coast, the provision of a Mandrel screen to cover the approach of

airborne forces^by Window and the jamming of enemy V.H.P. communications by

means of A.B.C. Ihe mode of operation of the Mandrel screen and of the

A.B.C. aircraft was settled in discussion between Signals and O.R.S.

The methods used were essentially those used in planning

the Mandrel screen for bombing operations (Report Nos. S.lifS and B.2l6).^^^

The development of the schemes for Window feints called, however, for a

specific study by O.R.S.

repr e sent ative s.

V/indow for Operation Overlord - First Proposals

The requirement for the use of Window orig'inally made was to supplement

electrical jamming in order to black out the enemy radar observation^ of tW

areas in the Channel, and to provide cover for the airborne forces,

projects were duscussed at T.R.E. who had been concerned with the broad

plan and had proposed many of the schemes, and a detailed scheme was then

prepared (Report No. B.202 - »An Estimate of the Window and Aircraft

required to provide cover requested by A.E.A.P.*)*

These

It was considered that

/the

(1) A.H.B.Narr. The Lib. of N.VT. Europe, Vol.III.

(2) A.H.B./irH/24|/2.^l4aK<l IS.
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the best means of producing a complete black-out either for the concealment

of surface forces in the channel or for covering the approach of the air¬

borne forces was to release Window in sufficient quantity to produce a dense

cloud of dispersed dipoles rather than to rely on filling the time-base of

the enemy radar with discrete echoes from individual bundles as was the

The T.R.E. recommendation v/as that in orderpractice in bomber operations.

to achieve this effect, four times the amount of Window needed to fill the

time-base with discrete echoes would have to be released. A calculation

was therefore made of the Window density required to fill the time-bases

of the enemy coastal radar installations, Giant Wurzburg, Freya and Seetakt,

situated in the most favourable position, for observation with the discrete

echoes at the shortest range at v/hich black-out was required. This density

multiplied by four was then assumed to be the density to be aimed at for

complete black-out.

The areas required to be blacked out were 20 x 15 miles, but it was

considered that this should be increased by ten miles in each direction to

allow for navigational error and wind drift of Windov/. It T/as estimated

that the V/indo\7 released from one aircraft would cover a lane of width

three miles, and that therefore t^ cover the required front of 30 miles,

ten lanes of aircraft would be required,

required every Ip minutes, the total distance to be covered in I5 minutes was

double the depth of the area (25 miles) for each of 10 lanes,

flying at a true airspeed of 200 m.p.h. would thus be just able to deal \yith

one area, flying along paths three miles apart to and from the coast,

releasing Window on the runs towards the coast.

Since renewal of the Window was

10 aircraft

It aRitimated that each aircraft would need to discharge W'indow

bundles at the following' rates per minute; 72 for Wurzburg frequencies,

12 for Freya frequencies, and 6 for Seetakt frequencies^ i.e. 90 bundles per

minute for all types. Although it was suggested that the rate of release

could be made practicable by packing the Window so that the equivalent

of four bundles could be released simultaneously and by providing additional

crew and launching' positions, the total quantity of ¥<indow to be carried by

/each
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each aircraft for the screening of the Naval forces v/as estimated at

The amounts required2,275 pounds, occupying a space of 55 cubic feet,

for the screening of the airborne forces were somewhat less, but were still

It was recommended that the stowage and launching problems beformidable.

explored immediately.

It was decided by the Air Staff that '.Vellington aircraft of the O.T.Us

should, if possible, perform the operation becs>use a full effort from the

bomber force would be required for other purposes. An O.R.S. representative

therefore, visited an O.T.U. to investigate the stowage and launching

problems in the ’Vellington. Trials of Window stowage and launching were

can'ied out under conditions of flight similar to those expected on the

operation. It was concluded that subject to a.few minor modifications to

the aii'craft and to the packing of the Window, the proposals made v/ere

wholly practicable. A revised version of Bomber Coimnand O.R.S. Reoort

No. B.202 v/as issued on 24th Harch, 1944, incorporating the proposals for

stov/ing and launching resulting from the trials. Training for the operation

began in No. 92 Group and, after some ex erience had been gained, various

probleins concerning navigation and the arrangements for training were

discussed with the group representatives.

Plans had just been worked out when a revision of the part to be

played by Window was proposed.

Window for Overlord - Pinal Scheme

Two of the areas in the channel which it hadl been proposed to drench

with Window were not to be used by real assault forces but v/ere intended as

feints. It had been suggested by T.R.E. that realistic feints could be

produced if Window v/ere used to simulate naval forces. Initial opinions

had not been very favoui'able to such a scheme owing to the high degree of

navigational accuracy which would be required for its success, and the

black-out shcerae had therefore been developed. However, trials on a limited

scale conducted by the Royal Navy and the Allied Expeditionary Air Force,

with T.R.E. help showed that the scheme was by no means impractical. A

request was made, therefore, to Bomber Command that such a plan be substi

tuted for the one under active preparation,

that the airborne forces should be protected by the use of Window aided

feints instead of by direct screening.

H E S T R I C T E D

It was proposed in addition

/The
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The proposals were discussed between representatives of the Signals

and O.R.S. branches of Bomber Command, A.B.A.P. and T.R.E. on 18 April 1944.

The plan for simulation of a convoy which had emerged from the trials was

that aircraft flying- very accurately on elliptical orbits about 10 miles

long releasing Windov/ of appropriate type along the straight nms of the

orbit, which were to be two miles apart and should at each successive orbit

approach nearer to the coast by the distance which a convoy would move

In order to maintain the illusion of a surface force

the sizes of Window bundles were to be adjusted as the orbitting aircraft

approached the coast in order that the size of echoes oroduced should

in accordance with the change in echoing oower of surface targets with

It was agreed that arrangements would be made to try out the

These were to include the provision of a radar site

suitably equipped and situated relative to Gee laftice lines similarly to

the operational area,

for the aircraft flights and Window release.

during the orbit time.

vary

distance.

proposed scheme.

The O.R.S. was asked to prepare a detailed scheme

The broad outlines of the type of flying and accuracy of navigation

required v/ere discussed with No. 92 Group on the basis of the experience

gained in this training for the initial scheme. It appeared that the use

of Wellington aircraft with O.T.U. standards of navigation would not permit

a scheme wherein each aircraft completed an elliptical orbit and an alterna

tive plan was prepared which involved an accurate run along a Gee lattice

line in one direction only,

required. A further increase in niimber of aircraft was necessitated by the

fact that three boxes of orbitting aircraft were required in order to pro-

This of course doubled the number of aircraft

duce the desired length of 'convoy* instead of the two boxes hoped for.

It was, however, considered thatfurther trials should be made with

to retention of the elliptical orbit.

a view

The size of Window bundle required at the several stages of the

simulation was estimated from T.R.E. reports on the echoing properties of

surface targets. It was estimated from reports on the initial trials that

the operation could be performed with six sizes of bundle, a schedule of the

/times
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times for release of bundles of the appropriate size v/as prepared, and

the total requirements for the various sizes of bundle v/as calculated.

Suggestions were made for packing this special Window in ways iW which would

facilitate the chcnge over from type to type in the aircrai't.

Similar estimates v/ere made for the planned simulation of airborne

The results of these considerations (Report No. B.206 *An

Estimate of the Window and aircraft required for the Revised A.E.A.F. Plan’

forces-

0)
22 April 19A4) were forv/arded by the Air Staff to SHAEE.

T.R.E. also gave consideration to the problem (Report No.

Use of Window to simulate lov/ level targets in enemy radar’ - 28 April

They suggested that sufficient navigational accuracy v/ould be

achieved if the elliptical orbits were flov/n, and accurate fizes obtained

only when the aircraft t-urned off the straight run, reliance being placed

on accurate turning to position the second straight leg of the orbit.

(2)
1944) :

The

T.R.E. proposals for Window bundle sizes differed immaterially from those

made in the O.R.S. report which were already bein

tional problems were discussed between T.R.E. and O.R.S.

acted on. The naviga~

and trials agreed

on.

Iu.eanv/nile, discussions had been carried on at Bomber Command between

O.R.S. and Signals which resulted in a conclusion that the Window feints

required a navigational standard above that of the O.T.Us. Therefore, the

recommendation was made to the Air Staff that, although simulation of the

airborne forces could remain an O.T.U. commitment, the convoy simulation

should be made the task of a three flight operational squadron.

No. 617 Squadron v/as nominated to prepare for the convoy simulation.

Squadron Commander was called into discussion at Bomber Command on 7 May

As a resul

The

t

1944) the basis being an O.R.S. memorandum summarising the scheme laid dov/n

in O.R.S. Report No. B.206 and embodying the results of discussions with

T.R.S. on the navigational problems. It was agreed that the necessaxy

training should begin iim.iediately, and that an attempt should be made within

a week to decide whether the operation would be practicable.

/An

(1) A.H.B./m/al/ha (22 Apr. 1944).

(2)
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An O.R.S. representative visited the squadron to explain and discuss

the scheme with the navigators, assist in arrangements for training, and

It v/as quickly apparent that althoughin the assessment of results.

training flights could be made anywhere, assessment of the accuracy by

means of ground photographs presented great difficulties, and it was

recomraended that the coastal radar site v/hich had been allotted for trials

of the simulation should be used throughout training. This was arranged.

and it was soon shown that the squadron would be capable of performing

the operation with the accuracy required. When this was established, the

further development of the navigational technique was left to T.R.E.,

v/hile O.H.S. paid more attention to the Window aspects. The development of

several new types in addition to the special bundles for the convoy

simulation was then going on in order to cover Seektakt and Freya

frequencies and in order to have double units for use in high rates of

discharge. Questions arising on the suitability of these types and of

their packing for the tasks in hand, the production of the necessary

quantities and their despatch to the correct destinations were a constant

responsibility.

The method used by No. 617 Squadron relied entirely upon the naviga-

Since the operation was to be performed at low level

doubts were felt about the reception of (Jee nulses in the proposed opera—

Test flights showed that in one of these areas, the doubts

lieans of ovorcoming the difficulty were discussed

at Bomber Command and a possible solution ap-^eared to be the use of a

combination of Gee and another navigational aid Gee-H.

adopted by the Air Staff, and the only sq.uadron trained in the Gee-H

technique. No. 218, was allotted the convoy simulation task in one area,

No. 617 Squadron being left to cover the area in which Gee was adequate for

tional aid Gee.

tional areas.

were fully justified.

This solution v/as

the task.

The O.R.S. representative who had already been assisting No. 218

Squadron in Gee-H trainin^r was delegated to assist in the special training.

and it was soon established that this squadron also would be able to perform

the required operation. Thereafter, no major changes had to be made,

/although
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although numerous points arose as the operational plan as a whole "became

These were normally settled in the Signals/O.R.S. discussions.more clear.

When the time came for the issue of final operational instructions ,

the O.R.S. prepared schedules of Window release and, in conjionction with

T.R.E. and the Signals branch, prepared detailed navigational instructions

for each aircraft, including the Gee and Gee-H co-ordinates required for

the turning points of every orbit. The operations were carried through

with every appearance of success, and as becane known later contributed

considerably to the surprise effected by the assault.

The simulation of airborne forces involved little preparation. The

plan as laid down in Report No. B.206, with the amendments made necessary

by changes in the places and times of operation, v/as carried through with¬

out trouble.

RESTRICT ED
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CHAPTER 18

COUNTERMEASURES ASAINST ENEMY COMMUNICATIONS AND AIRCRAFT

Brief History of Ja.mmi,n^

Coiintermeasure Tinsel was introduced in December 1942 to jam the German radio

telephony link between ground control and individual night fighters which was vital

This R/T was carried on in the frequency

Jamming was

to his G.C.I. system of fighter defence,

band 3-6 mc/s, the High Frequency (H.P.) regions of the spectrum.

applied by the wireless operator in every bomber.

In March 1943* a switch of some of this fighter control traffic to the Very

High Frequency (V.H.F.) parts of the spectrum was observed,

progressed steadily, the new frequencies lying in the band 38-42 mc/s.

The change over

A counter

to the V.H.F. communication was brought in during August 1943 as Ground Cigar, a

jamming transmitter operated in this country, and this was improved upon in the

following October by the use of airborne Cigar or A.B.C. carried by a few aircraft

within the bomber force.

The enemy largely abandoned his G.C.I. system of fighter control in August

1943> consequent upon the introduction of Window, and adopted methods of directing

fighters en masse towards the bomber stream. For this purpose he was able to use

a broadcast from one or more high-powered transmitters. The first attempt to jam

this broadcast ’running commentary*, which v/as transmitted on H.F. in plain speech,

was to transfer two-thirds of the Tinsel effort to the frequencies used for it, an

operation named Special Tinsel. The enemy reacted with an increase in the number

of frequencies employed and Special Tinsel was reinforced in October 1943 by a

Thesetransmission from ground stations in this country, operation Corona,

ground stations did not initially attempt to jam but, instead, transmitted

confusing and irrelevant information in German speech.

Thereafter, a series of enemy attempts to find a channel of communication

free of jamming was followed step by step by the introduction of additional

The use of high-pov/ered broadcasting stations in the M.F. band

was attacked by ground jammers in operation Dartboard, attempts to use W/T on the

ooimtermeasures.

H.F. band were met by ground transmissions of Drumstick and M.F. radio navigational

beacons attempting to pass information were countered by Fidget also ground-based.

/ During
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During the later half of 19Vf the existing countemeasures were reinforced by

Jostle, a high-powered airborne jammer fitted in specialist aircraft of No. 100

Group directed first against H.F. transmissions and later also against the V.H.F.

band.

Methods of Assessment

So long as the communications countermeasures were confined to monitored

jamming applied by individual aircraft, Tinsel and Airborne Cigar, it was possible

to deduce something from aircrew reports of the effectiveness of the operation.

Special reports were therefore laid on for these operations and were analysed by

When Tinsel was the only communications jamming there was also athe O.R.S.

prospect of observing an effect on the proportions of aircraft missing or

intercepted by fighters in the manner used for assessment of countermeasures to

radar. However, vdien the measures multiplied it was no longer possible to

estimate their individual contributions. The only method of assessing effective¬

ness was to observe the enemy*s reaction. This was a question for Intelligence,

in particular for the monitoring services. The extension of the countermeasures

to frustrate the enemy moves was a technical matter in vAiich also the O.R.S. could

not play a large part. There were many discussions involving the Signals branch

and T.R.E. on the extent to which it was profitable to deflect effort from radar

jamming or tail-warnings to communications jamming. In these the O.R.S.

participated but was not able, after the initial phase, to offer advice based on

operational results. Therefore, detailed consideration will be given only to

Tinsel and Cigar, the countermeasures which did permit and require active O.R.S.

consideration.

Tinsel

Preliminary Discussions

In September 1941, a wireless operator flying in  a Hampden aircraft of No. 5

Group over Holland heard German speech on his receiver. Thinking that this might

be fighter control traffic he tuned his transmitter to the frequency of the German

After 4 or 5 minutes he let up the keytransmission and screwed down the key.

and was gratified to hear the German still apparently trying to pass the same

The report of this incident gave rise to the suggestion by the Chiefmessage.

Signals Officer No. 5 Group that the idea should be extended and at Command this

However, before much

/ progress

suggestion was referred to the O.R.S. for exploration.
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progress had been made with the collection of information on the number of

frequencies used in the G-ennan control, a policy decision was given against

systematic jamming for fear that it should provoke retaliation,

however, revived during 19^2 when the Royal Aircraft Establishment (R.A.E.)

The project was,

developed a simple means of using the bomber Marconi set T.115^ and R,1155 to jam

the enemy R/T used for fighter control on the mo/s band. In the R.A.E. scheme

the bomber transmitter could be modulated by noise applied by means of a microphone

installed in an engine nacelle,

enabled to transmit a potentially useful jamming noise to any enemy R/T found by

The v/ireless operator in each bomber was thus

search with his receivers.

There seemed every likelihood that the use of jamming of this type would be

overcome by the enemy introduction of V.H.F. for his fighter communications, and

it was argued by some that to precipitate such a change would be to encourage an

At Bomber Command, however, it was judged that theimprovement in efficiency.

introduction of V.H.F. wo\ild come sooner or later whether or not jamming was

applied and that there was everything to be said for securing an immediate benefit

by jamming the existing H*F. communications band while it was possible. This

was accepted and jamming of the enemy H.F, R/T was adopted as a countenaeasureview

under the -name of Tinsel,

First operations

Tinsel was brought into operational use on the night of 2/3 December 1942.

Full operational details are contained in Bomber Command Signals Instruction No. 17

Each Group allocated a

band of 150 kc/s to each of its aircraft operating so that the whole of the enemy

band was covered by every 20 aircraft from each Group.

but the following brief outline contains the essentials.

The wireless operators

were instructed to search their allotted band and to back-tune their jamming

transmitter to any German R/T heard at good strength,

on for about 30 seconds and then lifted for a check on the persistence of the R/T.

If necessary it was to be resumed for 30 second periods until enemy R/T could no

longer be heard at good strength.

Jamming was to be carried

The wireless operators were to log the

frequencies jammed with any details of the apparent effects.
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The sources of information available for investigation of the effects of

Tinsel were the wireless operators* logs and the records of the service monitoring

the Cerman R/T at ground stations in this countrj^, which was under the control of

For the first operations of Tinsel every detail

provided in these records was considered most carefully*

both sources was plotted out ageiinst scales of time and radio frequency, under such

aircraft report of effective jamming, aircraft report of

ineffective jamming, aircraft report of jamming by another aircraft, two or more

aircraft report jamming without reporting each other, A.1*4 report of unjammed

By this means it was hoped to discover what

gaps were being left in the enemy frequency band and the accuracy with which the

wireless operators were tuning their transmitters to the enemy frequencies.

After two operations an appreciation of the results was made,

of crews and of A.I*4 indicated a considerable degree of effectiveness in the

Although some effort was wasted on non*^Qilitary broadcasts, the whole

enemy frequency band used for fighter control seemed to be adequately covered.

Apparent enemy attempts to avoid jamming by frequency change were noted*

effect of Tinsel on casualties was obscured to some extent by the introduction of

another counteimieasure - Mandrel - aimed at the enemy* s early warning radar, on the

Air Intelligence 4 (A.I*4)»

The information from

classifications as:

traffic, A.1*4 report jammed traffic.

(1)
The reports

jamming.

The

However, comparison of losses and interceptions by fighterssecond operation*

with those on previous operations against targets in the same area indicated a

promising result for Tinsel.

In order to assist in the investigation, arrangements were made for

representatives of O.R.S. and the Signals branch to listen to the enemy traffic

and the Tinsel at Headquarters Bomber Command on the night of 20/21 December 1942.

ThoseThis direct method of approach produced several interesting indications,

bearing on the efficiency of the operation were the tendency of some operators to

keep their jamming transmissions going for too long without a break, the

incompletely satisfactory modulation of some Tinsel transmissions and the waste of

An additionaleffort on traffic not concerned with operational fighter control*

important result was that enemy traffic and Tinsel were intercepted at times and

on frequencies not recorded by the monitoring stations under A.I.4 control.

(l) O.R.S. Report No. S.75 ’Interim Report on Jamming of Enemy E/T by
Bomber Aircraft*. (A.H.B./II/69/287)-
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These results with recommendations for remedial measures and some comments on the

results obtained from analysis of logs on other operations were presented to the
i^)

Chief Signals Officer.

Those of the recommendations appropriate for such action were transmitted by

the Signals branch to Groups for the information of aircrew,

operators should limit their period of jamming more strictly and that they should

listen repeatedly to recording of enemy night fighter contiTol traffic, in order

to avoid wasting their jamming efforts.

Air Ministry was advised of the discrepancies between the traffic picked up

at Bomber Command, at the A.1.4 listening stations and in aircraft on operations

and the suggestion was made that an additional listening station should be

provided in order to capture traffic which existing ones might miss owing to skip

As a result, O.R.S. representatives visited the headquarters of the

Direct contact with the listening

These were that

effects.

monitoring system to discuss the difficulties.

organisation did much to clarify the position. It appeared that the differences

in the amount of traffic recorded by the official monitors and by other ground

listeners were due largely to varying interpretation of the nature of the traffic

heard, although in the case of aircraft reception, position relative to the

transmitter was also a considerable influence. These discussions and subsequent

considerations by A.I.4 led to the promulgation of some revisions to the Tinsel
(2)

procedure. These included a revision of the distribution of the wireless

operators allotted frequencies for search in order to give improved cover over

frequencies of 3“*4 mc/s which the A.1.4 records showed to be used more intensely

than the remainder of the band in night fighter control. Emphasis was also

placed on the need for speed in operating Tinsel and for jamming all German traffic

heard at good strength in view of the short peidod found to be taken up by a

successful interception and of the rapid changes from practice messages to

operational traffic which had been observed.

-*Tinsel Operations) 8/21 December 1942.

(2) Countermeasure Tinsel - Bomber Cmd. File BC/S.25707/Sigs of 29 January 1943*

(l) O.R.S. Memo. M.tSS
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An unusually large number of casualties on a small-scale operation undertaken

in December 1942 had directed attention to the employment of countermeasures on

such operations. There was, apart from this one operation, no operational

experience of Tinsel on small raids and a recommendation had to be made on general
(1)

grounds. It was considered that Tinsel was having a useful effect on morale

and that to discontinue it for small operations would damage this effect,

proposal was made, therefore, that pending firdings from operational experience

Tinsel should be used on small scale operations, and a revised system of allotments

of frequency bands to wireless operators was prepared to cover operations made by
(2)

less than 40 aircraft.

The

The Efficiency and Effectiveness of Tinsel

Since any effect of Tinsel on aircraft losses was likely to apply to the

bomber force as a whole, the only standard of compaidson for an estimation of its

size was the loss rate of the force before the introduction of Tinsel. This was

not a very satisfactory standard since, in addition to the changes of

targets attacked and types of aircraft which always beset comparisons of different

periods, the introduction of countermeasure Mandrel had occured almost simultan

eously with the start of Tinsel.

season.

The Mandrel operation was the jamming by

airborne and ground transmitters of the Freyas, the radar installations used by the

enemy to gain early warning of the approach of the bombers to his coast and to

assist in the early stages of controlled fighter interception,

to produce effects rather similar to those expected from Tinsel, a reduction in the

number of interceptions by fighters and consequently also in losses.

An attempt was made to sort out the effects of Tinsel from those of the other

It was thus likely

(3)
factors.

A comparison was made of the bomber losses and fighter attacks for

operations against German targets during three monthly periods between the period

before the introduction of Mandrel and Tinsel, the period after the introduction

and the corresponding periods a

in losses and attacks over those of

introduction of the countermeasures.

Mandrel were having some effect.

year previously. It was shown that the increase

year before declined appreciably after the

Thus, it appeared probable that Tinsel and

The evidence provided by interceptions of enemy

a

(l) O.R.S. Memo M. - 'Suggestions for the use of Tinsel on Small Operations’.

(2) These recommendations were embodied in an amendment to Bomber Command Signals
Instruction No. 17 (iCountermeasure Tinsel - Application to Operations
involving small numbers of Aircraft’).

(3) O.R.S. Memo M.I58
Aircraft, Operation Tinsel'.

- 'Report on the Jamming of Enemy H.F. R/T by Bomber Command
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take-off and landing traffic suggested that on some nights the scale of enemy

effect attributable to Mandrel or to

However, considering nights on vAiich the

fighter effort had been comparatively low. an

fog over fighter bases or to both*

effort appeared to be normal, it appeared that losses were unexpectedlyfighter

low on operations conducted in moonless conditions*

benefit from Tinsel which, it was considered, might well be more effective on dark

This was suggestive of a

nights when fighters without A*I. would need ground control to bring them closer

in to their target than on moonlight nights*

The night fighter control traffic logged by the listening stations

examined in order to determine the proportion of attempts at interception which

This proportion showed a slight tendency to decline after the

introduction of Tinsel and was especially low during the period containing the

dark nights when losses were comparatively small.

There was thus evidence that Tinsel was serving a useful purpose but a

was

led to combat*

theoretical estimation of the potentialities of the covmtermeasure suggested that

This estimation was based on an assumedthe full effect was not being realised*

value of the power of the enemy transmitter and on values for the concentration of

bombers derived from analysis of navigators’ logs*

fighter from its controlling groiuid station* and from a Tinsel operating bomber

for jamming to be effective were calculated, and from these the average number of

aircraft providing protection to a particular bomber were derived for various

Applying the results to actual operational data of bomber

concentration and the number of interceptions by fighters, it appeared that with

The relative distances of a

bomber concentrations.

effective range for Tinsel of six miles nearly half the attempts at interception

This effective range seemed reasonable since, on the

assumed value of the enemy transmitter power, a fighter six miles from the bomber

would be unable to receive its ground Station’s transmission at a range of over

This estimation was, however, based on the assumption that all the

aircraft applied Tinsel with 100 per cent efficiency, and it appeared that the

failure to realise more definite results might be due to inefficiency in

Further attention was given, therefore, to the wireless operators’

an

should be frustrated.

15 miles.

application.

logs.
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The examination of these records and of reports of the ground monitoring

system had been continued throughout the operational use of Tinsel,

was not possible to go into great detail for every operation, selected operations

and periods were given special attention,

by wireless operators as jammed showed pronounced aggregations within ̂ 10 kc/s of

frequencies recorded as operational by the ground listening service,

likely that scatter within these aggregates was due to unavoidable errors in dial

reading and, on this basis, more than 50 per cent of the jamming effort seemed to

be directed against frequencies likely to be used in fighter control,

less, the grourd watch reported many of these frequencies as not jammed effectively.

Although this did not necessarily mean that jamming was not effective at the

position of the fighter, when considered together with the disappointing effect on

losses, it gave rise to some disquiet and suggestions were passed to the Signals
(1)

branch for testing the accuracy of the operators* back-tuning.

Although it

The distribution of frequencies logged

It appeared

Neverthe-

No action was taken as the expected effectiveness of Tinsel was reduced by

two events, a spread in the use of V.H.F. which put much enemy fighter control

beyond the reach of Tinsel and the introduction of countermeasure Window which

dealt a severe blow to the enemy*s system of control of individual fighters. In

August 1943> operation Tinsel was modified to include the use of Special Tinsel,

the application of the jamming effort of the whole force to a frequency determined

in this country as one used for the control of fighters en masse. This initiated

a phase of communications jamming which involved so many factors that no further

attempt to sort out the effects of Tinsel could be made.

Cigar

Planning

At the beginning of April 1945 the listening service engaged in monitoring

the G-eman R/T used for control of night fighters in the &.C.I. defence system

obtained clear information that transmissions were being made on frequencies in

the band 38-42 mc/s.

3-6 mc/s and was being jammed by Tinsel.

Previously the traffic had been confined to frequencies o

Means for jamming on the new frequenc

f

ies

became available in a ground-based transmitter. Ground Cigar, operational at the

end of July 1943, and in an airborne jammer. Airborne Cigar or A.B.C. operational

(l) O.R.S. Memo M. \o7 ~ 'A Note on the Efficiency of Tinsel Jamming*.
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The A.B.C. installation for a single aircraft consisted of means

of search for enemy signals and three transmitters tuneable to the frequency of

The problems concerning Ground Cigar were not studied by

O.R.S. but considerable attention was given to the operation of Airborne Cigar.

After some preliminary informal discussions, a meeting of representatives of

the Operations, Signals, Intelligence and O.R.S. branches was convened at Bomber

Command in August 1943 in order to discuss the operational application of A.B.C.

The first requirement was to estimate the number of jammers required and to decide

O.R.S. represented that the number

required must depend on the size of the force operating and it was agreed that

there should be one A.B.C. carrying aircraft for every 10 minutes spent by the

bombers over the target, plus one, and that they should be spaced at regular

O.R.S. recommended that before the details of the

in October 1943*

selected enemy signals.

their distribution along the bomber stream.

intervals along the stream.

mode of operating the jamming were decided, a survey flight should be made by an

aircraft carrying the receivers of the A.B.C. equipment, and that in operational

flights operators should log the traffic heard in order to provide information

necessary to plan operation for maximum efficiency.

The operational use of A.B.C. was discussed further at the 6th Meeting of the

Bomber Command R.C.M. Committee on 28 September 1943, after the proposed survey

flight had been made. The survey had shown the possibility of distinguishing

between three types of V.H.F. traffic; the running commentary broadcast to groups

of fighters, G.C.I. control of single fighters and the system of long range control

of single night fighters known as Benito. It was agreed after discussion that

the jamming effort should be directed at the running commentary until 10 minutes

after leaving the target area, and thereafter the three strongest signals should

be jammed.

Operational Use

A.B.C. was installed in aircraft of No. 101 Squadron only, and was first used

operationally on the night of 7/8 October 1943* The instructions laid down for

the conduct of the operation were those agreed in the various discussions mentioned

above, except that eight A.B.C. aircraft were laid down as the minimum requirement
0)

The instructions included provision for log-keepingfor support of the force.

(l) Bomber Cmd. Signals Instruction No. 20.
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by the operators and for an analysis of the contents of the resulting logs to be

The squadron requested assistance for this analysis, and

an 0*R*S, representative was attached for a period to develop the means of

made at the squadron.

extracting the maximum useful information*

The investigation at the squadron was aimed primarily at discovering what

In addition,information could be derived from records of the signals received.

a check was made on the navigators* logs of the A.B.C. aircraft in order to ensure

Technical problemsthat they were spread as required along the bomber stream,

arising were dealt with by a Signals officer*

operators* logs could yield some useful information*

able to pick up enemy transmissions which were beyond the range of reception of

ground listening stations in this country, and there was therefore a possibility

It was soon apparent that the

The aircraft receivers were

of establishing facts about the persistence of G.C.I* and of the frequencies on

It was also hoped that signalwhich running commentaries were broadcast*

strengths of the running commentaries as received by aircraft in different

positions would enable the sites of the transmitters to be estimated*

The discovery of transmitter sites was found to be almost impossible without

sacrificing efficiency of the jamming operations* The operators had to control

the size of signal as presented on the visual indicator to suit their individual

needs, and were in any case embarrassed in measuring amplitude of signal by Cigar

transmissions from other aircraft* Information on idle character of the enemy

transmissions could, however, readily be obtained.

Analysis of Operators* Logs

Each A.B.C. operator logged the frequency of signals received, the time of

receipt and any words, letters, numerals or morse which he could distinguish. In

order to obtain full information, the observations of the several operators for the

same time and frequency had to be correlated. This analysis became a routine

O.R.S* commitment which grew as the number of A.B.C. aircraft operating on one

night increased from 11 on the first operation to over 25 in the summer of 1944*

Each observation was plotted graphically in relation to time, frequency and

believed nature of the traffic. Observations of the same line of traffic by

different aircraft were thus grouped together* The calibration of the different

receivers was frequently inconsistent, but it was usually possible to allow for

this by corrections based on the frequency recorded for some transmissions which
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had evidently been heard by all the operators* G-round Cigar could sometimes be

When the grouping was complete it was possible toused as such a standard*

produce a log of the frequencies in use, the type of traffic used on each and

scraps of the actual traffic* It was the primary duty of the operators to prevent

messages being passed and the fragments they recorded were never in themselves

sufficient to enable a picture of the enemy directions to be built up*

the analyses prepared were welcomed by A*I*4, the Intelligence branch controlling

the *Y* service, and by No* 100 Group who could consider them together with the

information gained from other sources*

However,

T.R*E* was also supplied with copies of the analyses of the operators* logs*

That establishment was concerned with maintaining the technical efficiency of A.B.Ci

ai^, when an increasing proportion of the traffic appeared to relate to the Benito

method of fighter control, was able to suggest a modification to the A*B*C* trans

mitters which might cause increased embarrassment to the Benito controllers.

0*R*S* maintained liaison with the A*B*C* operators by occasional visits to

the squadron and on matters not affecting the technical performance of the sets,

was able to act as consultant* Thus, abnormal signals, e*g. speech interspersed

in an apparent musical programme and speech breaking through suddenly in

interruption of an unknown jamming type of signal, were discussed,

signals were probably attempts by the enemy to evade the attention of A.B.C.

Msiny such

jamming* The detection of such attempts and the maintenance of the interest of

the operators in anything they heard helped to develop maximum efficiency*

The analysis of logs was carried on until the end of September 1944 when the

decline in need for the scraps of information it provided, then likely to be made

more meagre still by the introduction of an additional V.H.F* jammer, Jostle,

rendered the considerable effort involved in analysis no longer worthwhile*

Losses of A.B.C* Aircraft

The use of airborne transmitters was always accompanied by a proper anxiety

that the enemy would in due course attempt to home on to the transmission*

fore, the casualty rate of A.B.C* aircraft was always observed carefully,

only one squadron was equipped with A.B.C., and since the whole squadron was for a

long period completely equipped, there was no standard of comparison which took

There

Since

-
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into account any influence on casualties which might be peculiar to the squadron.

This difficulty was aggravated during 1944 when a special type of rear turret, the

introduced into No. 101 Squadron and, for some time, into noRose turret, was

other squadron.

A running record of casualties of A.B.C. aircraft was maintained with the

record of Lancasters of the same Group (No* 1 Group) as a standard,

the aircraft carrying it.

This show

over a long period no significant effect of A.B.C.

ed

The question was investigated very thoroughly at the end of 1944, when it was

desired to attempt a separate assessment of the value of the Rose turret which h^

on

(1)

been used by the Squadron in increasing numbers for the previous eight months.

This investigation revealed a curious temporary rise in the percentage of A.B.C*

carrying sorties missing or attacked by fighters during a period early in 1944*

During this period the enemy fighters had been making their main fighter effort

over the target area, and in consequence there was a tendency for losses on any

one raid to be more severe for aircraft bombing in any one height band or during a

An attempt was made, therefore, to account for

the higher A.B.C. aircraft losses on the grounds of their divergence in bombing

The bombing heights were not

particular period of the raid.

height or time from the remainder of their Group,

found to differ from the No. 1 Group practice, but the A.B.C. aircraft were of

spread throughout the attack, whereas the remainder of No. 1 Group was

It thus appeared possible that the A.B.C. losses were
-mcx4e

a result of the special timing, but a convincing case could not be^out from the

Apart from this brief period of higher losses there was no

evidence to show that A.B.C. had any effect on the risk of aircraft carrying it.

course

allotted specific periods.

details available.

Tail Warning Devices

Brief History

It was always appreciated that in night operations whatever measures might be

taken for the protection of the bomber force as a whole, each aircraft had to

Therefore, means to help the individual aircrew to combat

One advantage which the defences might hope

The course of a bomber might be plotted on the ground for

fight its own battles.

the enemy defences were desirable,

to have was surprise,

the benefit of anti-aircraft guns or a fighter might approach using all the help

to concealment that visibility conditions and the relative sizes of fighter and

'944’ C* O. k .'S- n30 ■ S' £ tO'
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bomber allowed, and the bomber crew might know nothing until they were fired on or

Much effort was expended therefore on attempts to provide the bomber ■

crews with means to warn them of hostile activity, means which became known

even hit.

collectively as Hail warning devices'.

The first such device, introduced on a small scale experimentally in November

This was a receiver designed to pick up signals from enemy1942, was Boozer,

radar and to weim the bomber crew that the enemy was taking an interest in the

After a period of development, increasing numbers ofmovements of their aircraft.

Boozer sets were introduced into service until the device was finally withdrawn in

September 1944 owing to changes in the enemy radar systems.

In June 1943> a tail warning device in the form of a complete airborne radar

This device was intended to provide to theinstallation was introduced as Monica.

bomber crew an audible warning when another aircraft came within the volume to the

rear of their own aircraft where the presence of an unsuspected enemy fighter was

an immediate menace to their safety. From October 1943 onwards increasing numbers

of the Monica sets were modified by the substitution of a visual cathode-ray tube

presentation of the position and range of aircraft astern for the initial aural

warning. There was never sufficient of this equipment available to equip more than

a proportion of the bomber force, and it was withdrawn completely in September

1944.

In November 1943 another warning device with a visual presentation of the

position and range of aircraft in the hemisphere below the bomber was introduced.

This was Fishpond, an attachment to the navigational aid H2S, which could therefore

be fitted only in aircraft carrying that aid. It remained in service until the

end of the European war.

Finally, in July 1944, small numbers of a new development of bomber radar,

known as Village Inn or A.&.L.T. became available* This device was a complete

centimetric radar installation which was capable not only of giving a warning of

the approach of another aircraft but also of providing to the rear-gunner

information sufficient for him to open fire at ranges beyond his vision. The

device remained in service in comparatively small numbers until the end of the

European war.
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At no time were sufficient quantities of the various tail-warning devices

available to equip every bomber with even one of them# In this situation it was

rarely that a bomber was fitted with more than one device and there were always

some aircraft without any tail-warning aids. The devices in use at various

periods were as follows.

November 19V2 - June
June
October

1943 * October 1943
194-3 - July 1944

Boozer.
Boozer and Aural Monica.

Boozer, Aural Monioa, Visual Monica
and Fishpond.

Boozer, Visual Monica, Fishpond
and A.&.L.T.

Fishpond and A.G.L.T.

July 1944 *" September 1944

September 1944 “ May 194-5

Methods of Assessing Results

Since, after November 1942, there were usually some aircraft with and some

aircraft without a tail-warning device on the same operation, an estimate of the

effect on losses of any device could be attempted by comparison of the records of

the two classes# Although it was possible that a tail aid would benefit the

whole force by inducing the enemy to modify his interception methods in order to

avoid detection, it was always expected that special benefits would be reaped by

the actual users of the device.

The comparison of records of aircraft with and without a tail-warning was,

however, not without difficulties. One of prime importance was the uncertainty

of information about the identity of aircraft carrying the equipment#

often several sources of this information, but only too often these disagreed and

a large part of the labour in making analyses of the statistics was involved in

There were

endeavours to prepare reliable basic data.

From November 1943 onv/ards, the special equipment carried by an aircraft was

required to be entered on the Raid Report prepared for each sortie after every

operation, and from March 1944 data supplied were coded and punched on index cards

Analysis should, after this development, have been rapid

In practice the reporting could never be relied on and

laborious methods of checking had to be continued,

obtained, other difficulties existed.

of the Hollerith system.

and straightforward.

Even when the basic data were

Owing to the tendency, followed for reasons

of training and servicing, to concentrate one type of equipment in one G-roup or

even in a few squadrons, the effect of a special device could be obscured by the

effects of tactics pursued by individual groups or squadrons,

many special equipments and aircraft modifications likely to influence losses.

Then there were so
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The result was that if the aircraft were devided into classes in pairs, the

differentiation between each pair being the use of a tail-warning device, the

numbers in each class were so small that no useful result could be obtained in a

short period.

Apart from the fact that results were usually wanted quickly, there was an

objection to making the comparison over a long period. If, during a period when

a device was being fitted in increasing numbers, the loss rate of the whole force

fell owing to the operation of factors other than the device, the association of

the general decline in losses with the increased scale of fitting of the device

would show fictitious effectiveness of the device in a comparison of percentage

losses based on the trials of sorties for the period.

A method of overcoming many of the difficulties was worked out towards the
0)

end of 1943* This method required the division of the data into categories

within each of which the only important variable was the use made of the device of

which the effectiveness was under consideration. Such a category would contain,

for example, only Lancaster aircraft of No. 6 &roup operating on one target and

one night, similarly equipped and modified but only a proportion carrying a tail-

Por a comparison of loss rates, a calculation was made for eachwarning device.

category of the number of the aircraft carrying the device which would have been

missing if their loss rate were the same as that of the average for the category.

i.e. the number which would be * expected* as missing on the hypothesis that the

device was without effect on the missing rate. The comparison of the totals of

these values of ’expected* missing for the various categories with the totals of

actual missing for the aircraft carrying the device provided an indication of the

effect of the device. Normal statistical methods for testing the significance of

the result were used.

From December 1943 onwards, this method was always applied in attempts to

assess the value of tail-warning devices. Previous to that time the comparisons

were based on straight percentage losses of categories of aircraft chosen, as far

as the available data would allow, to avoid the complications of extraneous

factors. It thus happened that the new method was available for treatment of

Fishpond, Visual Monica, and the later experience with Boozer, but earlier Boozer

and aural Monica results were interpreted by the cruder less trustv/orthy method.

(l) Later published as O.R.S. Report No.113 -
(A.H.B./II/39/1).Rates'

Note on the Comparison of Loss
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Estimation of the effect of a tail-warning device on the number of attacks

made by enemy fighters on bombers which succeeded in returning was also of

If the device was successful the bombers should be enabled to takeimportance,

action to reduce the number of occasions on which an approaching fighter reached a

This might either reduce the total number offavourable attacking position.

attacks made or thereby reduce both losses and the number of attacks reported by

returning aircraft, or might by reducing the effectiveness of the attacks made

An increase inincrease the number of attacks reported but reduce the losses.

the number of attacks without a reduction in losses might be produced if the enemy

The results, obtainedwere homing on to the transmissions of the warning device.

in precisely the same way as those concerning losses, required careful judgment in

their interpretation.

It was clear that some indication of the value of  a tail-warning device

should be available in the reports of aircrews. If they were saved by it they

would return and say so and a proportion of the others who were surprised and

attacked in spite of their warning device would be able to report on the failure.

Therefore, for each warning device a special report form was devised to extract

from each crew on their return from an operation, information on the working of

the device and the action they took as a result.

When a new device was introduced an O.R.S. representative visited the

squadrons concerned and obtained as much information as possible by interrogation

of the crews* The experience gained in this way provided useful information

directly, and in addition gave assistance in devising and introducing to the

squadrons a pro forma suitable for the device concerned.

Boozer

Exploratory Work

In September 1942 T.R.E. suggested that a simple receiver could be built

which, installed in a bomber aircraft, could give to the crew a warning when they

were under observation by enemy radar. The subject was discussed by the Signals

and O.R.S. branches with T.R*E. and on 12 September O.R.S. recommended to the Air

Staff that six of the suggested sets be prepared for a trial. It was suggested

that the sets cotild serve as an investigation device, e.g. to determine when the

enemy searchlights were radar-controlled, and might also serve as a warning device

creo:fi
which would enable <CftaW/ to take timely evasive action.
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The six sets asked for were produced rapidly and were available for

operations in November. The code name Boozer was given to the device. The sets

were fitted into aircraft of No. 7 Squadron, and an O.R.S. representative was

stationed with the squadron to brief and interrogate the crews and to make an

analysis of the results obtained.

The set was designed to provide an indication when the aircraft carrying it

was in the beam of a Wurzburg by means of the illumination of a red light placed

in the wireless operator's position. A pro fonna was devised for the presentation

of the information which the wireless operator was asked to log during an operation.

After each operation, the track of each aircraft carrying Boozer was plotted from

the navigator*s log and the positions of incidents relating to Boozer as recorded

by the wireless operator were marked on the plot. It was hoped by this means to

obtain some idea of the reliability of Boozer for its designed purposes, and

ultimately to gain information about the enemy* s procedure in radar control.

After Boozer had been used on six major operations the results obtained were
(1)

surveyed. Five of the operations considered had been directed against Italian

targets, and the defensive activity encountered was insufficient to permit an

assessment of the value of Boozer as a vmming device. It was evident, however,

that the light could remain on for many minutes without signs of defensive

activity becoming apparent, and this was thought to indicate that the sensitivity

of the sets was too high. It was recommended that more Boozer sets be produced.

and that an experimental reduction in sensitivity should be carried out.

Within a few days of the issue of this report, good evidence was obtained in

an investigatory flight of the existence of an enemy A.I. operating on if90 mc/s.

In the Command letter to Air Ministry asking for the increased number of Boozer

fei which the Report had recommended, a request was made for the design of a Boozer

which gave an indication of pick-up by an A.I. beam additional to the warning

resulting from pick-up by a Wrzburg.

T.R.E. set to work on the design for an A.I. Boozer, arai at the same time

produced an improvement in the Wurzburg Boozer,

introduce discrimination between G-iant Wurzburgs (used for G.C.I.) and Wurzburgs

used for flak (&.L.) by making use of the differing pulse repetition frequencies

of the two types of equipment.

They found it to be possible to

(0 Pr
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Development of Boozer

In January and February 1943> eighteen sets which would discriminate between

&.L. and G.C.I. were provided for Nos. 9 and 2f4 Squadrons, and six sets which had

in addition to this facility the ability to indicate an A.I. holding, were sent to

The Wurzburg sets were known as G.L./&.C.I. or Double Chamnel

Boozers, and the Wurzburg/A.I. sets as Triple Channel Boozers,

for indication was to light a yellow lamp for A.I., a dim red one for G.C.I. and

No. 7 Squadron.

The arrangement

a bright red one for G.L.

The same close working with the squadrons and the same methods of analysis

which had been developed for the initial Boozer were applied to the operational

use of these improved sets, the pro forma for the recording of results being

modified to include details of the types of radiation received.

A general summary of the experience obtained with the new sets was issued in

The number of sorties flown vd.th Boozer had not been large enough
0)

March 19V3«

to reveal its efficiency in saving aircraft, but the record of obsejTvation was

sufficiently complete to point the way for the further development of the device.

It was shown that occasionally bright red indications (from the G.L. Wurzburg)

appeared to be useful in warning pilots to take evasive action, but that over

heavily defended areas the number of warnings was far too great to permit action

The dim red indications of the Giant (G.C.I.) VfUrzburg had alsoto be taken.

been too numerous to be useful,the total duration of such warnings amounting to

Theabout 30 per cent of the time of flight along heavily defended routes,

brief experience which had by then been obtained suggested that yellow (A.I.)

indications were not being received as frequently as had been expected, although

it was possible to quote one incident when a warning had enabled a bomber to take

action which may have prevented serious results from the fighter attack which

followed.

Discussion of the results with T.R.E. had produced ideas for the improvement

of the value of Boozer and it was therefore possible to indicate in the paper the

lines of development which should be followed. These were:-

(1)
(A.H.B./II/69/168).

OkN.
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(a) Time delays should be introduced into the and G.C.I. Boozer

circuits, together with a modification which would resiilt in

indications being given only ?/hen the aircraft was in the centre

It was hoped in this way to limit warnings

The time delays

suggested were five seconds for &.L. eind three minutes for G-.C.I.,

although it was suggested that those periods should be variable in

order to permit adjustment as experience was gained.

The sensitivity of the A.I. Boozer should be increased.

In view of certain warning of danger expected to be provided by

A.I. Boozer and the possibilities already demonstrated on operations,

preference should be given in development and production to this

unit*

of the Wurzburg beam,

to occasions when the aircraft was being plotted.

(b)

(o)

These reconifnendations formed the basis of the Command* s requirement for Boozer

sent to Air Ministry on 3 April 1945.

of the range at which warning should be given by A.I. Boozer.

This requirement also included a statement

This required

range had been decided in discussions as varying from 10,000 to 3,000 feet, to be

capable of adjustment as more experience with Boozer and knowledge of the enemy

A.I. became available.

At about this time urgent consideration was being given to the introduction

of another warning device into bombers. This, known as Monica, was a complete

airborne radar set with transmitter and receiver designed to give an audible

warning on the intercommunication system of the approach of aircraft from astern.

It was generally considered to be more promising than Boozer but liable to have

its life curtailed by enemy jamming. The prospective usefulness of Boozer had

therefore to be considered in relation to that of Monica in urging production and

The O.R.S. view in the spring of 1945 was that Boozer v/ould fonn a

useful follow-up to Monica when that device was jammed.

fitting.

(1)

Operational Trials of Improved G-.L./&.C.I. Boozer

Double channel Boozer sets incorporating time-delay circuits and a modifi

cation (split discrimination) to limit indications to holding in the centre of the

Wurzburg beam came into operational use during June 1943.

fixed at 5-10 seconds for G.L* and 25-35 seconds for G-.C.I.

The time delays were

(l) O.R.S. Report No. B.119* (A.H.B. Un—indexed).
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Detailed analysis of the observations made by the crews was again carried

out by an 0*R*S. observer at the squadrons concerned* It soon became apparent

that a great improvement had been achieved and that the number of warnings had

been reduced to a number vriiich was small enough to permit action to be taken on

any of them without introducing an appreciable risk of enemy defensive action

As Boozer continued to promise well, pressure on its

development was increased, and at the end of August the Command requirement was

laid down to Air Ministry as a Boozer for every heavy bomber.

A fe?/ sets with variable time delays were available in July, and experimental

changes in the delay were made*

relative contributions of time delay and the split discriminations (introduced to

appearing without warning*

An attempt was also made to detezmine the

confine warnings to holdings in the centre of the beam), by comparing the number

of iiiiications obtained with those obtained with the initial simple sets, with

split discrimination and minimum time delays and with split discrimination and

long time delays* It was shown that with a time delay of 30 seconds, 60 per cent

of the dim-red (G.C.I.) indications had a duration of ifO seconds or less were

not associated with sighting of a fighter,

more than a minute were accompanied by fighter activity,

delays were therefore set at one minute for G.C.I. with apparently satisfactory

results.

Two of the ten indications lasting

The variable time

The results obtained with double channel sets over a period of four months
I

were reviewed,
(1)

and it was recommended that the time delays should be at one

minute for &.C.I., at ten seconds for G.L* It was pointed out that some crew

reports had associated accurate flak or searchlight activity with the dim

indications which should warn only of G.C.I and that therefore the possibility

of changes in enemy practice which would affect the time delays required could

not be ignored.

● i

The effects obtained by the initiation of avoiding action on receipt of a

warning were discussed, but insufficient evidence of successful action

available to pennit formulation of firm recommendations.

was

Operational conditions

had been changed considerably since the first experiments with Boozer by the

severe blow dealt to the enemy* s use of Wurzburgs by the countermeasure Window.

Ceww O ‘ R . S. o. S - I o7.

(a k B./UH/24l/2-z/ia).
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It seemed that Oiant ffurzbur^s would now be used more for aircraft reporting than

for G-.C.I., and that flak would take on more frequently the fonn of a barrage.

In these circumstances action taken on &.L./&.C.I. Boozer warnings would be of

little value, but it was considered that stragglers could still be liable to

engagement by radar controlled flak or fighters, and that therefore G-.l./G-.C.!.

Boozer was a desirable fitting for all heavy bombers.

Development of A.I. Boozer

In accordance with the policy decided on after the initial operational trials.

Simultaneously with the trials

of modified G.L./G.C.I. Boozer described above, 200 sets of A.I. Boozer, the

priority in production was given to A.I. Boozer.

fruits of a crash production programme, were fitted into aircraft of Nos. 1,3 and

8 Groups. Records of the indications and of the circxjmstances in which they were

obtained were maintained and the number of sorties made by aircraft with the

equipment was soon large enough to permit a comparison of their loss rates with

those of other aircraft.

After some five weeks experience with A.I. Boozer it was apparent that

although a few aircraft apparently obtained aid from a Boozer warning, a number of

attacks by fighters without warning were still being reported. The total number

of indications received was less than had been expected.
(

Moreover, no effect of
1)

Boozer on the loss-rate could be detected. The conclusion was reached that

the range from the fighter at which Boozer was activated was too short. It was

suggested that in the summer nights the range of visibility of a bomber was such

that an ovejrtaking fighter was able to dispense with A.I. before approaching

sufficiently close to stimulate Boozer. It was also likely that some interceptions

were being made by non-A.I. fighters under these conditions.

Discussions with T.R.E. on possible improvements resulted in two immediate

possibilities; the widening of the frequency acceptance and a reduction in the

minimum p.r.f. acceptance. It was felt that the reduction in p.r.f. acceptance

might improve the performance of Boozer on the beams and quarters, since if the

enemy transmission used split its effective p.r.f. at the bomber in approaches from

beam or quarter would be reduced. Direct improvement of the range of Boozer

could only be offered by the longer term project of incorporating a pulse

(i) O^N./
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transformer in the setso The two immediately possible modifications were put

into effect in mid-July 1945> their introduction coinciding roughly with the first

The results obtained in the first five weeks experience with themuse of Window.

were presented in the O.R.S. Report No. S.IOIf i^ich, as mentioned above, dealt also

with experience of the unmodified sets.

The results with modified sets were considered to show some promise. The

numbers of sorties available for comparison of the missing rates of equipped

aircraft with those of others were small, but a slight beneficial effect with

Lancasters was established. Moreover, the percentage of sorties of Boozer

aircraft on which fighter attacks were suffered v/as less than the corresponding

percentage for other aircraft and, as none of the 12 fighters attacks reported by

the Boozer carrying aircraft were made after Boozer warning, it appeared that

Boozer v/as making possible the avoidance of an attack. The numbers being dealt

with were of course too small to give real confidence that A.I. Boozer was useful,

but the delays in production of radar equipment were such that it was necessary in

this as in many other instances to take a decision based on judgment of the

potential success of an equipment, provided that it functioned as it was designed

to do, coupled with evidence gained in initial operations that it did in fact so

function. Looked at in this way, A.I. Boozer appeared to hold good promise and

it was concluded that fitting of the device should continue as rapidly as possible.

The investigation had shown that Stirling aircraft were reported as receiving

Boozer indications far less frequently than were Lancasters, and that Boozer

appeared to be having a bad rather than a good effect on the Stirling missing rate.

Therefore, trials with a captured enemy A.I. were carried out by B.D.U. in order

to compare the ranges of response of Boozer fitted in the Stirling and in the

Lancasters. The results of these trials were presented at a meeting called by

O.R.S. at Bomber Command on 19 October 1943, to which night fighter experts were

invited. Meanwhile, it had been established that the small number of Boozer

indications reported by Stirling squadrons had been due in part at least to

incomplete reporting. It had also become apparent that A.I. Boozer v;as having

no appreciable effect in reducing losses.

/ The
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The trials had revealed that vdth approaches made from level dead astern

Boozer responded to the enemy A.I. at a maximum range of 1,200 metres, hut that

for other directions of approach when the A.I. beam was not pointed directly at

The view expressed by the

night fighter experts was that such a performance would frequently permit the

Although it

seemed possible that the maximum waimng ranges obtained with the decaying enemy

set used were less than they would be with a set in better condition, it was

agreed that there was an urgent need for an all-round increase in Boozer

The method of accomplishing this change had already been developed

by T.R.E. - the incorporation of a pulse-transformer - but it was not until

December 1944 that its application to operational sets began*

A.I* Boozer - Final Stages

The collection of statistics was continued and, in No. 1 Group, recording of

the indications obtained and of observed enemy fighter activity was carried on.

Owing to the increases in Boozer fitting and in 0*R*S* commitments, it was not now

possible to keep up the direct contact between the using squadrons and O.R.S. which

had been established during the early stages of development,

transformer modification, designed to increase sensitivity, had had about three

months operational use, the statistics were again critically examined,

loss record confirmed that until the modification was brought into use, no effect

of Boozer could be perceived but gave very slight grounds for hope that the

modified sets would produce a beneficial effect*

the bomber the ranges obtained were much smaller.

appro'ich of an A.I. equipped fighter without warning on Boozer.

sensitivity.

V/hen the pulse-

(0
The

An increase in the average

duration of warnings which followed the modification was taken as evidence that

sensitivity had been increased. With or without the modification, a high

proportion (27 out of 34) fighter attacks had been made without an indication

being seen on Boozer. The reported circumstances of the attacks were examined in

detail and it was concluded that, although indications could not be expected for

fighters not carrying an A.I. to which Boozer responded or for approaches from

beam or bow, the performance of Boozer was still probably inadequate, especially

for approaches from angles off dead astern.

O.R.-b s. iSi. H
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Had sufficient confidence been felt in the technical adequacy of Boozer, the

device would at this stage have performed vrtiat had been originally foreseen as one

of its important duties, that of providing information about the enemy equipment*

As was revealed later, the enemy was re-equipping his night fighters with a new

and it seems likely that many of the failures of Boozer to give warning are

However, knowledge of the initial imperfections of Boozer

A.I● f

thereby accounted for*

influenced judgment and, although the device was still considered to be potentially

most valuable, further trials with the old enemy A.I« were urged as a necessary

step to its further improvement.

Both trials and the fitting of further quantities of Boozer sets were.

however, long delayed, and the dwindling number of sets became insufficient to

When, in July 1944> knowledgeallow a proper appreciation of their usefulness*

was gained that the enemy was using an A.I. on a frequency well outside the

acceptance of Boozer, the use of A.I. Boozer as a means of obtaining information

about the continued use of the old A.I* was suggested to the Signals branch.

Indications were still being reported, the up-to-date statistics were quoted, and a

proposed new pro foima designed to obtain the required infomation was presented.

Then followed a period of indecision, finally resolved by information about the

state of fitting of enemy A.I. obtained from sources more reliable than Boozer.

The result was that in September 1944 Boozer was withdrawn from heavy bombers*

Although the further trials made with the old enemy A*I. against Boozer were

carried out too late to be of immediate practical use, it is of so^e interest to

note that they did justify the doubts which caused the request for them. The

interpretation of the results was complicated by doubts about the efficiency of

the A.I. as con^jared with one in newer condition, but there was little doubt that

The view developed throughout all theBoozer was not sufficiently sensitive.

O.R.S. reports that A.I. Boozer was a promising device which never fully realised

its p2?omise because of technical imperfection, was therefore probably justified.

G.L./&.C.I. Boozer - The Final Stages

Following the period of development described above, some models of

G.L./.G-.C.I. Boozer in its intended final fonn were brought into service during

The original system of logging particulars of indicationsNovember 1943*

received was continued, although the numbers involved were now too large to permit

the regular plotting of the positions in v^ich the warnings v^ere received. An

/ analysis
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(1)
As only one squadron wasanalysis of the records was made in Fehruary 1944-

concerned, and a few sorties were flown by the squadron without Boozer, it was

considered that no satisfactory estimate of the effect of the Boozer on losses

could be formed.

Too many indications were received in the target area to allow any estimate

of their significance to be made, and no recommendations for action there could be

Eighty per cent of the dim (G-,C,I.) indications and 70 per cent of the

bright (G-.L,) indications observed outside the target area were unaccompanied by

visible signs of defence activity and only 2 of 2?6 dim indications were followed

made.

No attacks by fighters followed Boozer warnings ofby sightings of fighters.

Ciant Wurzburg holdings, but eleven attacks were made without a Boozer indication.

It was pointed out that the use of Yfindow had so changed the use made of \yurzburgs

that a dim indication should no longer be regarded as a warning of impending G-.C.I.

fighter attacks except in the case of aircraft straggling or engaged on small-scale

operations. It was recommended, therefore, that aircraft in the main stream

should take no action other than increasing vigilance on receipt of a dim warning*

A cautionary note was, however, sounded as reports of accurate flak associated with

dim warnings had been sufficiently persistent to warrant a suspicion of the use of

flak control radar on a p.r.f. which resulted in  a dim indication.

About 25 per cent of the bright indications received outside the target area

had been associated with observations of flak, although only on a third of these

occasions did the position of the bursts suggest that the fire was aimed at the

aircraft receiving the warning. However, the total number of bright indications

received outside the target area, an average of about one per sortie, was

considered to be small enough to permit avoiding action to be taken at every

The duration of indications was considered in conjunctionbright indication.

with the observations of defence activity in order to decide on the suitability of

the time-delays used. In particular, the occasional association of accurate flak

fire with dim warnings made it desirable to reduce the time-delay for such warnings

if possible. No changes were recommended.
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A tactical instruction for the use of Boozer was issued by the Air Staff

using as its basis the findings established in the 0*R.S. report,

the extension of fitting of G.L./G-.C.I. Boozer proceeded very slowly and little

further usef\il information about its operational performance had been gained when

Unfortunately,

it was decided to withdraw it from heavy aircraft in September 1944* This with¬

drawal was precipitated by the discovery mentioned above of the low prospects for

future usefulness of A.I. Boozer owing to the change in the enemy A*I. The

Boozer sets being produced were triple channel sets, and when the withdrawal of

A.I. Boozer was decided upon, the retention of G.L./G-.C.I* warning had also to be

considered* As the use of Window had already been shown to have reduced the value

of this part of the set, and as its continued fitting and servicing absorbed

components and labour required for other purposes, a decision to withdraw it was

taken.

Post Mortem on &.L./G-.C.I. Boozer

When it became possible to test G-.L./G.C.I. Boozer against captured ffurzburgs,

it was foxind that owing to failure to allow for the effect of the rotation of the

Wurzburg aerial on the effective p*r*f. no responses were obtained from W^ant

Wurzburgs and only dim responses were obtained from the small Wurzburg,

this cannot have been universally true since many bidght signals were obtained, but

it e:q)lained some of the puzzling operational experiences, such as the association

of dim indications with flak, and showed why it had always been so difficult to

analyse the results obtained.

(U
Clearly

Monica

Early Development

The successful use of airborne radar in night fighters turned thoughts at

T.R.E. and elsevdiere to the provision of radar detection devices in bombers.

July 1941, Bomber Command formulated a requirement for the design of such an

The fundamental points of this were that the v^arning device should

give warning of an approach of an aircraft vriaen within 5,000 feet of the bomber by

means of an aural warning over the intercommunication system, and should give an

indication of the direction of the approaching aircraft,

developed an apparatus which would meet this requirement, with the exception that

In

equipment*

T.R.E. had already

(l) T.R.S. Report No. 5/M97/MR/GEN.
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the direction of approach of the aircraft giving rise to the warning could not he

At T.R.E.’s request O.R.S. discussed the possible modification of the

requirement with the Air Staff at Bomber Command, and agreement was reached that

an indication of range might be acceptable as a substitute for one of direction*

T*R*E. therefore proceeded to develop a modification of their device so that

it would give its warning by a series of clicks in the intercommunication system

indicated*

of the aircraft, the recurrence frequency of the clicks varying with the ranges

The Air Fighting Committee agreedof the aircraft giving rise to the warning*

that the device so modified should be developed and demonstrated to the interested

The demonstrations took place at the end of 19M > and the warningCommands*

device to which the code name Monica had been given was accepted as a suitable one

R.A.E. took over the development of Monica to thefor all bomber aircraft.

production stage in mid-19^2, and by the beginning of 1943 its introduction into

service could be contemplated.

Consideration of Introduction of Monica into Service

At the request of the A.O*C*-in-C., bomber Commani, in January 1943 O.R.S.
(1)

gave consideration to the timing of the introduction of Monica into service.

It was expected that the enemy would jam Monica and Air Ministry*s estimate of

the useful life of the device was 3“*6 months from the time of a set falling into

An improved Monica incorporating anti-jamming features could not

be expected in quantity for nine months, but there was a prospect that some sets

enemy hands.

of Boozer, a device giving warning in an aircraft held in an enemy radar beam,

would be available before that time. Since all the bomber force could not be

fitted simultaneously with the device it was necessary to estimate what sacrifices

of the immediate saving of aircraft would be justified by the gains to be expected

from withholding Monica from service until a larger proportion of the force could

be fitted and an improved model was in better prospect.

Rates of effort and of losses based on past experience were assessed, and as

a basis for argument it was taken that Monica would save half of that part of the

bomber wastage caused by night fighters, then estimated as two-thirds of the

Considering these assumptions together with a forecast of thetotal wastage*

(l) O.R.S. Report B.119 - 'The Introduction of Monica in Bomber Cmd.*
(A.H.B. Un-indexed).
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rate of fitting of Monica, it was estimated that the immediate use of Monica

would save about nine aircraft by the end of February, but that the useful life

By delaying use \mtil the end of February, these ninewould end in June.

aircraft would not be saved, but the extension of life into the summer with a

high proportion of aircraft fitted and with anticipation of increased fighter

activity, was judged capable of saving 100 aircraft. It was recommended.

therefore, that the introduction of Monica be delayed until the end of February

However, the rate of fitting aircraft to take Monica, i.e. them3.

installation of the aerial and the necessary racks to take the equipment, fell

well below expectations and the situation was revised in conjunction with the

Signals branch on 1 February, and again on 1 March, when postponement of

introduction still appeared advisable.

Firstly, itTowards the end of March two other important factors arose.

was likely that Monica radiations would interfere with an essential precision

and secondly, there was a prospect of the

use of Window, a powerful radio countermeasure against the enemy’s night fighter

target marking device, Oboe Mark I;

It was argued that if Window could be used, the possible shortcontrol radar.

life of Monica and the prospective time-gap before a replacement device appeared

would be of much reduced importance, and immediate steps should be taken to

derive benefit from the Monica sets held. It was considered, however, that if

Window could not be used, the number of aircraft, estimated as 10 in April, which

could be saved by the comparatively small numbers of Monica sets available would

not justify their immediate introduction into service, and a postponement of

introduction until 1 May would then be advisable. Pemission to use Window was

not given, and the introduction of Monica was, as recommended, postponed. The

introduction did not in fact take place until mid-June 1943» a slight further

delay being caused largely by the introduction of measures to reduce interference

with Oboe.

Tactical Consideration

While preparations to introduce Monica into service were going on, flight

trials with the device were being carried out at A.F.D.U. and at F.I.U. in order

to establish a recomraended course of action for  a bomber on receipt of a warning.

In addition, theoretical consideration of the problems involved was going on

/ within
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Calculations of the number of aircraft in.the volume swept out bywithin O.R.S.

the cross-section of the Monica field of one aircraft relative to any other

aircraft, gave the expected number of indications in terms of the mean concen

tration of aircraft in space, the mean relative speed of aircraft and the radius

The mean concentration and meanof the cross-section of the Monica field.

relative velocity were estimated from analysis of navigators* logs of operational

By this means it was computed that the average number of warnings

received by one Monica in a raid by 400 aircraft on a target at a range of 300
(1)

miles would be 4*8.

An alternative method of estimation was used, assuming that the airspeed of

each aircraft remained approximately constant, and that the distribution of

These assumptions replaced the doubtful assumption

made in the first method that the distribution of aircraft speeds at any time was

flights.

bombing times was Gaussian.

The method used depended on thethe same at all parts of the bomber stream.

calculation of the probability that one aircraft would pass another, i.e. the

probability that the distance travelled by one aircraft relative to another

between target and base, is greater than the distance between them when one is at

The number of indications to be expected by one Monica in a raid ofthe target.

400 aircraft on a target at 300 miles range, was estimated by this method as 3*3*

Taking into consideration both methods of estimation and their limitations.

it was suggested that an average number of indications for operation would be five.

At the end of May, it was suggested that owing to the increased size of the

forces being sent, the figure should be raised to eight.

It appeared possible that the best action for a bomber to take on receipt of

a Monica warning would be an orbit, and at the request of the Air Warfare Analysis

Section (A.W.A.S.) O.R.S. produced in A.W'.A. Paper No. 45 a mathematical treatment

O.R.S. interpretation ofof the pursuit of an orbitting bomber by a fighter.

this calcxilation indicated that with Monica set up to give a maximum range of

warning of 3,000 feet, the warning received might be just sufficient to allow an
(2)

The value of the orbit andorbit to be used successfully as avoiding action.

(l) O.R.S. Memo M.140 - *The Expected Number of Indications on Monica from
Friendly Aircraft’. (A.H.B. Un-indexed).

(2) O.R.S. Memo M. - *The Orbit as evasive action with Monica’.
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of the other tactics devised in the A.P,D,U. trials were discussed with the Air

Staff, who finally issued a tactical instruction*

nights bombers should, on receipt of a warning, alter course 45° and descend 500

feet in a shallow dive, and if the warning persisted should orbit*

light night visual search was recommended as the first action.

This recommended that on dar

On a ffloon-

k

The Introduction of Monica into Service

Monica was first used on the night of 22 June 1943*

investigation of its early history may be appreciated, it is desirable briefly to

describe the characteristics of the equipment initially used*

The crew of a Monica carrying aircraft received warning of the entry of a

second aircraft within an ajproximately hemispherical zone at their rear,

maximum range at which a warning could be given was 1,500 yards, and the minimum

In order that the

The

range within which there was no reaction was 200 yards*

responses from the ground and therefore could not be used at heights below about

The set obtained

4,000 feet. The warning was given by ̂  high-pitched *pips in the inter¬

communication system, the frequency of the pips varying with the range of the

source of the warning from about once per second at 1,000 yards to almost

The volume of the warning note could be controlled.continuous note at 200 yards.

The maximum range was capable of adjustment on the grouM with the aid of a

special test set; for the initial operations it was to be set to 3>000 feet.

The minimum range was dictated by the Suppression Control which had to be set in

the air initially and checked periodically. Provision was made for testing the

serviceability of the set by means of operation of a push-button switch.

Investigations of the Initial Performance of Monica

For the first few weeks an O.R.S. representative was stationed in No* 4

Group, the Group with the highest proportion of Monica fitted aircraft, in order

to brief crews and to obtain details of their experiences. In addition, a pro

forma was prepared in oi^er to obtain for O.R.S. the experience of all Monica

At the same time a record of the sorties made by and losses of Monicausers*

aircraft was maintained, and arrangements were made for an account of the use

made of Monica to be included in the reports of encounters with enemy aircraft

normally rendered.

/ Reports
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As often happenedReports made in writing were not very satisfactory*

crews who had difficulties became discouraged and dischargedthe irksome duty of

Personal contacts, however, extracted much usefulreporting inadequately*

Some of these, e*g. the production of ainformation about operational troubles*

howl on the intercommunication system, were referred to R.A*E* technical officers

others could clearly be seen to be manipulationwho were also closely interested;

faults, and the crew concerned could be given immediate guidance. The O.R*S.

officer stationed at No. 4 G-roup for the investigation, made a number of training

flights and gained personal experience of some of the faults vdiich was most

useful in diagnosing some of the faults reported, and in developing a mutual

understanding with the crews*

A frequent complaint of crews was that too many indications were received.

Many of these complaints arose from incorrect setting of the Suppression Control

which had to be checked in the air, and it was possible to improve the situation

by encouraging the squadrons to improve the instruction of the wireless operators*

Nevertheless, the numbers of genuine indications received gave rise to disquiet.

The numbers were somewhat higher than forecasted, individual aircraft usually

citing between 5 and 20, and they were found in practice to be too many to permit

Apart from the strain directly imposed, some anxietyaction on every warning*

was felt by crews about the increase in risk of collision involved in frequent

avoiding action* It seemed inevitable that such a situation must lead to all

warnings being ignored, and in fact information was gained that sets were being

switched off* Horeover, no effect of Monica on the loss rate of aircraft

carrying it could be detected.

The maximum range was reduced to 800 yards as an immediate measure. Further

modifications suggested by O.R.S. were to reduce the range of Monica above the
(1)

level of the bomber, and to confine the warning to the rear gunner. These

suggestions were referred to R.A.E. for technical consideration,  but in due

course were found to involve such difficulties in modification that they were

abandoned*

(l) Bomber Cmd Countermeasures Cttee Meeting Minutes 26 June 1943*
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Further discussions at Headquarters went on as further reports came in, and

on 13 July a revised tactical instruction was issued. This laid down that the

maximum range to he used for Monica, and the part of the route along which the

device was to he used, were left to the discretion of squadron commanders. The

advice was given that the range should he varied according to conditions of

operation so that the number of indications from friendly sources was reduced to

a minimum consistent with a warning being given at ranges beyond which a fighter

would have little chance of opening fire with success,

suggested for a concentrated raid on a dark night was 400 or 600 yards, and for

The maximum range

a moonlight night 1,000 yards.

There was very little enthusiasm among the crews for reducing the maximum

it was generally held that a warning at a range less than 1,000 yardsrange;

would come too late. There was therefore something of an impasse, and on

22 July the case for a reduction in range v/as expounded to a conference of No. 4

Group squadron commanders by representatives of O.R.S. and of the Command Air

Staff. It was made clear that the ranges at which a fighter could be identified

visually were usually so short that a radar warning on which immediate avoiding

action could be taken was most desirable. Owing to dilution of warnings from

fighters by warnings from friendly bombers, such action could only be taken with

Monica if its maximum range was shortened. The arguments were convincing, and

all No. 4 Group squadrons reduced the maximum range of their sets to 600 yards.

The squadron commanders of No. 6 Group were not so easily convinced in this way

and retained independent action.

The effects of the reduction in range in No. 4 Group were carefully watched.

There was a reduction in the number of indications received to an average of about

aifcralfc
four per per operation. This seemed to be a not unreasonable number for

action to be taken on each warning, but crews were still reluctant to take

immediate action. An important influence on their attitude was their fear that

every additional manoeuvre increased the risk of collision with other aircraft.

The question of increase in the collision risk associated with the

performance of a diving turn when indications were received on Monica was
(1)

considered theoretically. The variations in risk for different values of the

(l) O.R.S. Memo M.80
(A.H.B./II/241/2^3).

-  » The Effect of a Diving Turn on Collision Risk’.
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speeds of aircraft of the radius of the turn made, and the maximum range on

Monica, were calculated for the case of a dive at angle of 10° and an angle of

bank of 60°, and a case vdiere from the degree of bank the collision risk was

The investigation showed that in the least favourable

circumstances the increase in risk of collision was 50 per cent,

small number of losses then attributed to collision, such an increase seemed to be

Judged to be a maximxm.

In view of the

much less th€in the gain hoped for in a full use of Monica. The result was not

communicated to aircrews as they did not all share the view that losses to

collision were negligible, but it was helpful in reassuring the Air Staff and

O.R.S. that the recommendations made for the use of Monica were not introducing a

large new hazard.

The Effect of Monica I on Aircraft Losses

The estimation of the effect of Monica on losses was being complicated.

Another warning set. Boozer, designed to give warning of an enemy radar beam

holding the aircraft was being introduced, and the tendency to fit the aircraft

of one Group idiolly vdth one or other of the warning devices was making difficult

the ideal conqparison - aircraft equipped with one device con^iared ^vith aircraft of

the same type and Group having no warning equipment,

on 2ii/25 July, with an obvious immediate effect on overall losses, also ruined

The introduction of Window

Such comparisons as coxild be madecomparison of present with past experience.

consistently failed to reveal any benefit arising from the use of Monica.
(

The

1)
It was pointed out that warning wasposition was reviewed early in August,

not being received of about 25 per cent of the approaches of enemy aircraft for

These failures, attributed towhich details of the Monica reaction were known.

possible gaps in the coverage and to poor serviceability were suggested as a

possible pointer to the cause of the lack of effect on the loss figures, on the

grounds that a false reliance on the radar warning might be causing relaxation of

Further suggestions, advanced tentatively, were that thethe gunners* vigilance,

enemy was using the Monica transmission to assist his fighters, and that some

aircraft were being destroyed owing to loss of control during evasive action,

was not, however, possible to suggest measures which would make the existing

Monica a better instrument other than that the serviceability must be improved.

It

(A.H.B. Un-indexed).(l) O.R.S. Memo M.76 - *The Operational Use of Monica.
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By the end of August no signs of improvement in the record of Monica could

he detected, and on 27 August what had become generally recognised in the Commani

as the failure of Monica was discussed at Air Ministry#

efforts to improve Monica in its existing form should go on, but that at the same

It was decided that

time a vigorous attempt to develop a version with  a visual presentation of the

warning should be made#

The efforts to improve the serviceability of Monica had some success, but no

evidence could be found that the device was saving aircraft. A careful

examination of the data relating to the effect on losses of Monica and Boozer was

There was then no satisfactory basis for a directmade during September#

appreciation of Monica by comparison by classes of aircraft differing mainly in

whether or not they carried the device# It was, however, possible to compare

certain classes of Monica carrying aircraft with corresponding classes of Boozer

carrying aircraft, and another class of Boozer aircraft with aircraft vdthout a

warning device# The melancholy result was that, although Boozer aircraft had a

lower loss rate than Monica aircraft over the period considered. Boozer appeared
(1)

to provide no appreciable benefit. This conclusion could only be a suspicion

that Monica, so far from being a benefit was doing harm, and the possibility of

enemy fighters homing on to Monica could not be disregarded#

Further analyses of the loss figures after more operations failed, however,
(2)

to show that Monica was affecting the scale of losses in either direction#

Thereafter, the increase in bomber concentration which was brought about as a

tactical counteimeasure against changed enemy fighter defence methods, appeared to

make the case of Monica with aural presentation hopeless, and although its use

continued to some extent little further interest was taken in it outside the few

squadrons who remained hopeful# Moreover, the development of a Monica with

visual presentation was giving a renewed promise of a successful tail-warning

system#

(l) 0#R#S. Memo M#77 ~ *A Comparison of Monica and Boozer Equipped
Aircraft, 2i*/25 July to 6/7 September 1945'. ( A.H.B. Un-indexed).

(2) A survey for September - November is contained in O.R#S. Memo M. —
‘A Note on the Loss Rate of Aircraft fitted with Aural Monica'.
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Visual Monica

The modification of Monica to produce a visual indication proceeded rapidly

as a result of collaboration between T.R.E., R.A.E. and Radar officers of No. 5

G-roup, and by the end of October No. 5 &roup had  a squadron fitted with the

modified sets.
The indicator provided^measure of range of the source of a wamirie

and a rough estimate of D/P in azimuth. With this presentation there was no need

to restrict maximum range, since the contacts obtained at long ranges covild be

ignored and the provision of D/P put the taking of avoiding action on to a

There was therefore a renewal of hope in Monica.sounder basis. The drawbacks

were that the set had to be watched, a task allotted to the wireless operator, and

that the components necessary to modify the existing Monica sets were in short

The modified set received the name of Monica III or Visual Monica;

Monica II had been a development projected on a new radio frequency, but abandoned

as another form of tail-warning device. Fishpond, (described below), was becoming

available.

supply.

Operational trials were carried out in No. 5 G-roup and were already watched

by the O.R.S. representative in the Group who, by means of a pro forma, secured

very complete information about the observations made during every sortie. Apart

from initial serviceability troubles, ascribed to the inexperience of the

operators, Monica III seemed to be a most promising device and in so far as the

small numbers involved permitted an assessment, appeared to be saving aircraft.

Extension of fitting therefore proceeded as far as the supply of the

necessary components permitted.' In Older to obtain information on performance of

the sets a new pro forma was prepared for the use of all Groups. After some

information had been gained from the use of this pro forma, a draft tactical

instruction was prepared, in January 194-5* This, ed*ter describing the

indications received and the limitations of the apparatus, made suggestions of

manoeuvres which would help to obtain some idea of the elevation of an aircraft

giving a response, of guides to the identification of responses from hostile

aircraft, and finally suggested a suitable crew drill and patter. It was made

clear that the value of Monica was to enable defensive action to be taken on a

radar contact without waiting to see the enemy fighter, and that a combat

manoeuvre, normally a corkscrew, should be commenced whenever a contactiahose

identity was in doubt closeiin to 6-800 yards.
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The Air Staff was not prepared to issue an official tactical instruction,

but the draft was taken to the squadrons then equipping with Visual Monica by an

O.R.S. officer for discussion.

Operational Results with Visual Monica

Simultaneously with the fitrdng of Monica III, another tail-warning device

with a visual presentation was being introduced into service. This was

Fishpond, an attachment to the centimetric navigational aid H2S, which provided

indications of the presence of aircraft in a hemisphere below the fitted bomber.

The limited amount of equipment available gave no immediate opportunity of a

choice between Monica and Fishpond, but since guidance was required for future

planning the consideration of the equipments was usually made on a comparative

basis.

Operational experience soon confiimed that, as had been anticipated, the

failure to distinguish between friendly and hostile contacts was a serious

handicap to both Fishpond and Visual Monica. A proposal was made that an infra¬

red signalling system which was projected for another purpose should be adapted

for use in identification with the tail-warning devices. The details of this

scheme, -vrtiich was discarded after trials, are presented in the section dealing

with Fishpond.

At the end of Februaiy a detailed analysis was made of the performance
(1)

of the two tail-warning devices. The data derived from the special

questionnaires returned for every sortie, and the accounts of combats with enemy

fighters, were examined in order to provide information on the loss statistics.

the success and failure in giving warning before combats and serviceability.

The proportions of sorties becoming missing or attacked (fired on) by enemy

fighters had been consistently lower for bombers equipped with Monica III than

they had been for otherwise comparable bombers without a tail-warning device.

This conclusion could not be shaken by more rigorous analysis of the results, and

it was inferred that Monica was frequently allowing action to be taken which

prevented an approaching fighter from reaching a firing position.

/ At
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At the same time it was shown that a considerable proportion of combats

(20 out of 57) occurred without prior warning of the fighter’s approach being

The reasons for these failures were examined and it was shown thatreceived.

most of them could be accounted for either by unserviceability or by the

engagement of the wireless operator, whose responsibility it was to watch the set,

Comparison of the reports of unserviceability made on the

operational questionnaires with the reports of technical unsei*viceability made by

the Radar branch, suggested that some of the troubles were caused by faulty

It seemed likely, therefore, that many of the failures to provide

warning were a result of inadequate training in the use of the device, an

impression which had also been gained in interrogation of crews,

was made, therefore, for the provision of better facilities for training including

the development of a special ground trainer and a maximum of air training with

with other duties.

manipulation.

A strong plea

fighter affiliation.

With regard to the relative merits of Monica and Fishpond, the statistics of

losses did not show either to be conclusively superior, and an opinion had to be

In this respect Fishpond had appeared to bebased on performance in combat,

somewhat inferior, largely by reason of its dependence on H2S and its lack of

However, Monica was thought more likely to be jammedcover above the horizon.

The fall in losses and attacks onor used as a target for a homing device.

Monica equipped aircraft was taken as evidence that homing was not yet a danger

The further development of Monica wasand jamming had also not been reported.

therefore preferred in preference to Fishpond.

The report was regarded as encouraging by those concerned with the perform

ance of tail-warning devices, arai was circulated to G-roups by the Radar section

of the Signals branch with a particular direction to its recommendations for

Means of expanding the production of Visual Monica were

explored and several variants of the device appeared, differing in the components

Further results were, however,

intensified training.

employed to secure the visual presentation.

During May and June the proportions of Monica equipped aircraftdisappointing.

missing or reported as attacked by fighters were similar to those for otherwise

Moreover, the number ofcomparable aircraft without a tail-warning device,

fighter attacks made without a Monica warning was disconcertingly large. Analysis

of the causes of these failures confirmed the results previously found, that

\inserviceability and inability of the wireless operator to maintain a continuous

watch on the set were major deficiencies.
/ In
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In an attempt to assess the effects of experience with Monica, arrangements had

been made to separate the statistics relating to wireless operators with less than

foiar operations with Monica from the remainder. The results obtained were

inconclusive, but it was always arguable that operational experience without

adequate basic training was of little value, and the idea remained that better

training was the stimulus which would make Visual Monica fulfil its early promise.

It was known that lack of equipment and the increased intensity of operations were

Early in May, the Training branch at Bomber Command had set uplimiting training.

a pennanent committee on which O.R.S. was represented, to consider training in the

This committee was able to decide what steps ought to beuse of radar devices.

taken but was unable to accelerate them.

In June, an O.R.S. officer was sent to squadrons in No. 5 Group in order to

discuss with the crews their difficulties in using Monica and to explore the

The training history of a sample of wirelesspossibilities of improved training.

It appeared that, although great efforts were beingoperators was investigated.

made in instruction on the ground, the classes were usually much too large for

satisfactory efficiency and instruction in the air was inadequate. It was

concluded that, with the existing operational commitments, only the arrangement of

training with Monica, including fighter affiliation exercises, in Heavy Conversion

In addition, theUnits would give good hope of obtaining benefit from the device.

opinion already formed from written reports that the wireless operator was not able

to give sufficient attention to Monica on operations, was confirmed by personal

It v/as concluded that if an extra member of the crew could not beenquiries.

provided then a member of the crew other than the wireless operator should be

enabled to see the Monica tube or a repeat indicator.
0)

These considerations were discussed, but no action was taken because direct

evidence was obtained of the existence of a handicap to Monica potentially much

greater than inadequate training - an enemy device for homing on to Monica

transmis sions●

The Homing Banker

The statistics of losses and fighter attacks had not provided ar^ suggestion

that Monica carrying aircraft were being selected for special attention, although

the possibility of the enemy using a homer had been in mind throughout the history

Then, in July 1944, there fell into British hands an intactof the device.

specimen of a German equipment, the Flensburg apparatus, which was clearly

designed to home on to it.

0) O.R.S. Memo M.75
Monica*. (A.H.B. Un-indexed).

- *The Training of Wireless Operators in the Use of
/ It
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It had become knom previously that the enemy was making use of radiations

from bombers in order to plot their course* The risks arising from this activity

over enemy territory were at that time accepted since, if the bomber crews were

denied the use of their radiating devices the enemy could turn readily to

alternative methods of plotting. The proven existence of the airborne homer,

Flensburg. and the strongly suspected existence of another one for use against the

centimetric navigational aid H2S, Naxos* made reconsideration of the position

imperative.

The various questions involved were discussed at length between O.R.S. and

The first obvious step, trials of the captured Fjensburg

against Monica aircraft, were organised without delay.

O.R.S. Signals discussions were presented in a joint memorandum prepared for the

the Signals branch.

Other results of the

(1)
Air Staff.

In this memorandum it was argued that the statistics of losses of fighter

attacks on Monica equipped aircraft indicated that homing on to individual

aircraft had probably not been practised, but it was considered likely that homing

on to the bomber stream with Flensburg had been followed by the use of the A.I.

S ,N.2 to follow individual targets. Since a Window counter to the S.N.2 had just

been introduced, the use of Flensburg against individual aircraft was visualised

It was clear that the use of Monica by a small

proportion of the force endangered the whole force, a high proportion of which

had not the compensating advantage of a tail-warning device, and that therefore

the forces used should either be equipped completely with Monica in order that all

should have the benefit of a tail-warning, or that Monica should be withdrawn

as a probable development.

completely. The problem was one which the known facts could not be used to solve,

since the relative advantages to individual aircraft of a tail-warning vis-a-vis

homing were uncertain. It was suggested, therefore, that if the statistics for

the month of July failed to reveal a lower loss rate for Monica equipped aircraft,

the Monica sets should either be segregated in one G-roup which would be routed

independently of the remainder of the Command, or that the Monica fitted aircraft

should in their existing (Groups be sent on a separate route. This project was

considered to be likely to show whether Monica could hold its own against the

(1) ●
fctve Use. tvvo^cie Uy Ukeft ̂  ̂ €.01 o-bt'e I

O- 8 **

WW 0 VJ T
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homer, and at the same time to free aircraft without a tail-warning device from

the attentions of Flensburg equipped fighters*

figures alone might show that individual homing was being successfully practised

and that, if tliis proved to be true, then the use of Monica should cease.

Homing Trials with Flensburg

By the time that the July results became available it had been established

experimentally that Flensburg could be used to home on to a stream containing

Monica from a range of over 50 miles, and that homing on to individual aircraft

Therefore, although the July statistics showed a slight balance

in favour of Monica, opinion which had been changing almost daily in the

discussions between O.R.S. and Signals branch hardened against Monica,

appreciation was made on 11 August, and it was recommended to the Air Staff that

the use of Monica in its existing form be withdrawn, pending a large scale trial

of ̂ lensburg against bombers equipped with Monica sets modified to increase the

It was considered that the July

was possible.

A new

difficulty of homing.

The Air Staff agreed that a trial should take place, although the use of

Monica was retained* Details of the trial were worked out by the Signals branch

and O.R.S. in consultation with T.R.E. and the interpretation of the results

obtained was delegated to O.R.S.

The plan was that 100 bombers would fly at heights between 15>000 and 18,000

feet at a speed of as near 160 RAS as practicable on the route Cambridge,

All of them were to be equipped with Monica sets

set up in the frequency range 223 ̂  1 mc/s, and to have their pulse repetition

frequencies sweeping in the range 60-300 pulses per second.

Cloucester, Hereford, Cambridge.

These adjustments

were intended to make the task of homing on to individual aircraft as difficult as

was possible without major modifications to the sets. As the bombers left

Cambridge on the first leg, the fighter (a Ju.88) equipped with Flensburg was to

attempt to home into the stream from a position in the Reading area and, having

reached the stream, was to attempt to home on to individual targets,

was carefully worked out to ensure that the distances selected would permit homing

to the stream on a curve of pursuit in time to allow plenty of time for the

The return stage of the flight was to be reserved

The plan

trials of individual homing.

for trials of Window against S.N.2 and it is dealt with in the section of this

work dealing with that countermeasure.
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In order to permit assessment of the concentration of aircraft, arrangements

made for photographing the P«P*I* tubes of a G.C.I* station and of an A*M*E*S»

Type 11 station which would observe the bombers along a part of their route,

instructed to record the time and height at v/hich their aircraft

Crews were also asked to log periodically the number

In adlition, the

were

and

crews were

reached the turning points,

of contacts shown on Monica at ranges up to 3>000 yards.

Monica signals were to be monitored on the ground to check the setting up of the

The flight was made by 71 Lancasters on ̂ 0 August 1944>frequency and p.r.f.

and an analysis of the results was presented on 5 September.

The effect of Window on the P.P.I. tubes of the ground equipments at the time

(1)

when photographs were taken, prevented a count of the true aircraft responses

(unfortunately some crews discharged Window during the part of the trial selected

for the Flensbiirg operation),

a reasonable estimate of the width of the bomber stream, and the recorded times

at turning points allowed an assessment to be made of the length of the stream and

of the distribution of aircraft along it at various stages of the flight.

The average concentration of bombers during the Flensburg trial was about

This was somewhat greater than that realised on

The photographs were judged, however, to permit

0*9 aircraft per cubic mile,

most night operations, a fact expected to make homing on to individual aircraft

The courses of fighter and bomber were plotted, and the resultsmore difficult.

of the report of the radar operator in the fighter could readily be interpreted.

It was clear that the fighter was able to begin homing from a range of 45 miles

when approaching the bombers head on, and that no difficulty at all was experienced

After the fighter had been brought into the stream,

two successful interceptions of single aircraft were made within 25 minutes using

in homing into the stream.

Flensburg as the sole aid.

The results were therefore that Flensburg enabled  a fighter to home ftroma

considerable distance on to a bomber stream even under the most difficult

conditions of a head-on approach, and permitted the selection of individual

targets in circumstances which had been made as difficult as possible by

(Although groundadjustment of the frequencies and p.r.fs of the Monica sets.

(l) O.R.S. Report No. S.175 - 'Trials of Flensburg and S.N.2 against a Bomber
Stream'. (A.H.B./IIH/258/i/80).
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monitoring during the flight showed that the adjustments made were not as

recommeixied, it was felt that they approached the recommended scheme as well as

the available test gear and labour would permit in operational conditions)*

addition, the second part of the trial had demonstrated that the enemy* s other main

of intercepting individual bombers in the stream, the S*N«2 could be defeated

The only alleviating factor in this strong case against

In

means

by the use of Window.

Monica was that the Flensburg had been used by a most skilful operator, but, in

judging the issue, it was considered likely that the bulk of the enemy* s successes

were gained by a few of the best operators*

The potential dangers of Flensburg thus appeared to be so great, and the

possible savings by the use of Monica as judged by past experience appeared to be

Thissmall, that the immediate withdrawal of Monica was recommended*so

The withdrawal coincide!with a considerable advancerecommendation was accepted,

the Continent by the ground forces which produced effects too large to allowon

However, captured Germanany result of the end of Monica to be perceived,

fighter crews supplied information v/hich indicated that the loss of the Flensburg

homing facility at a time when other means of fighter guidance were falling into

confusion was one of the factors which helped to destroy the effectiveness of the

night fighter force.

Fishpond

Development

The navigational aid H2S is a radar set working on centimetric wavelengths

The reflections produce signals on a P.P.I. tube which

allow features on the ground which differ considerably from one another in their

As no reflection can be received from the

which scans the ground*

reflecting ability to be recognised,

ground at a range shorter than the aircraft's vertical distance above ground, the

centre of the P.P.I. picture is a ring of radius corresponding to that distance in

However, a second aircraft flying somewhere

between the H2S set and the ground which it is scanning will reflect radiation and

cause a signal to appear within the inner circle.

which no ground returns appear.
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The reproduction of the inner circle on a second P.P.I* with an expanded time-

hase gave rise to the tail-warning device known as Eishpond, As the H2S beam

scans only below the aircraft. Fishpond was limited to the detection aircraft in

a hemisphere below it, having a radius equal to its height above ground. There

was of course a minimum range within which no echo from an aircraft could be

distinguished because of suppression of the direct pulse. Provision was made for

setting up marker rings on the P.P.I. at intervals corresponding to one mile slant

range and for a line of flight marker. Since the Fishpond picture was essentially

only a magnified part of the H2S picture it was affected by the controls of the H2S

set and the simultaneous operation of both devices, although easily possible.

required that consideration be given to both pictures with, in some circumstances,

a compromise arrangement between them.

Following the development of the apparatus by T.R.E

for the crash production of a limited nimiber of sets.

arrangements were made● >

Trials, carried out by

B.D.U. in August 1943, gave promising results. The detection of aircraft in the

hemisphere below the set was satisfactory and, although no distinction could be

made between signals from friendly and hostile aircraft, Fishpond appeared much

less likely to be embarrassed by friendly contacts than Monica which was at that
time
4

being used with an aural v/arning system. The minimum range at which an aircraft

could be detected was, hov/ever, found to be inconveniently large with a value of

about 400 yards.

In order to assist the Air Staff in the preparation of tactical instructions

for use with Fishpond, O.R.S. gave consideration to the nambers of friendly

contacts to be expected on an operation and to means whereby identification might

be aided. The number of indications expected was estimated approximately by

vcTtical coV,ose coaS 0*"7Y
considering the Fishpond field as a oylite' ’ ' '   —
Crimes »ts

with the Fishpond at the centre of the top disc.

m

The number of

aircraft which would be contained in such a cylinder was calculated for various

positions of the Fishpond in the bomber stream and for five values of the cylinder
(0

radius. The distribution of aircraft at the target was taken as that indicated

by the plot of night photographs and from the bombing heights logged by aircrews

(l) O.R.S. Memo M. (€0 -
24 August 1943'●

*The Expected Number of Fishpond Indications,

/ for
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The distribution en route was based on the assumption thatfor typical raids.

95 p6r cent of the force flew in a lane of aroute 30 miles wide, and that the

The number of contacts expected varied

considerably with the height of and position in the stream considered,

a height of flight of 20,000 feet en route, the number of contacts expected within

distribution across the Isine was Gaussian.

For

3 miles was 10*7 per aircrsift on track ai^ 0*1 for aircraft 12 miles off track.

The tracks which could be traced out on the Fishpond tube by signals from

aircraft overtaking in various ways were considered as a possible aid to

It was found that the tracks of aircraft overtaking the Fishpond

carrying aircraft below it, and on a parallel course but outside the vertical

plane contadning the Fishpond, should have a characteristic form tending to move

away from the centre of the tube as the two aircraft became beam to beam.

identification.

A

fighter might be expected to produce a track which curved into the centre.

These details were discussed, but were not published; it was clear that the fair

number of friendly contacts expected would make the plotting of every individual

track a matter of some difficulty, and that operators woxild have to regard as

suspicious any aircraft indicated as astern.

Another rather academic suggestion was a means of estimating the elevation
(1)

of an aircraft giving rise to a Fishpond signed. based on the change in

apparent azimuth produced by a rapid bsink by the Fishpond aircraft.

Operational Experience

Fishpond was introduced into the P.F.F. in October 1943> aid the scale of

fitting within that Groiq) was rapidly extended during the following two months*

The Radar section of the Signals branch took a keen interest in the device and

carried out its own investigations into its operational usefulness,

to be completed for every operational sortie made with Fishpond was prepared

jointly by the Radar section and by O.R.S* to provide the information required to

meet the needs of both parties.

The completed operational returns were examined by the Radar section and

independently by O.R.S.

ability and operational difficulties, and on the extraction of reports of

incidents which could be used to encourage interest in the device.

A pro forma

The Radar section concentrated on causes of unservice-

Reports based

(l^ O.R.S. Memo M. \ *
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on these considerations were circulated to the squadrons each month. O.R.S.

gave more consideration to the long-term statistics and to the failures of

Fishpond to give warning of a fighter* s approach.

The Problem of Identification

The aircrews* reports soon showed, as had been expected, that a major

difficulty in using Fishpond was the impossibility of making a distinction between

responses received from bombers and those received from fighters. Operators were

reporting about 12 contacts per operation on the average which had to be

considered as possibly hostile. Rather more than 10 per cent of these contacts

continued to be regarded as hostile, on the basis of their relative movement, until

visual observation showed them to be friendly.

At this time urgent consideration was being given to the development of a

system of identification for use with a blind-firing device, A.O.L.(t).

system involved fitting infra-red transmitters in the noses of all bombers.

This

Since

Fishpond gave an accurate bearingfbr any contact, it seemed possible that the

gunners might identify friendly aircraft by means of an infra-red receiver

when warned by the Fishpond operator of the direction of a contact.

rear

Therefore,

after discussions with the experimental establishments on the technical aspects,

a proposal was m^e to the Air Staff that B.D.TJ* should carry out flight trials of
(1)

such a scheme.

The proposals were agreed and some trials and a great deal of discussion

Finally, however, in May the Air Staff was advised to abandon the

scheme since there seemed to be little hope of safeguards against the enemy*s

copying of the infra-i^d signal, and since the prospective rate of supply of

infra-red receivers was so low that a change in the infra-red scheme as devised

for A.&.L.(t) seemed likely to precede the fitting of all aircraft.

Analysis of Operational Records

At the time of introduction of Fishpond, another tail-warning device,

Monica, was being modified in order to change the presentation of warnings from

the original aural foim to a visual indication on  a cathode—ray tube,

limited amount of equipment available gave no immediate opportunity of a choice

between Monica and Fishpond, but since guidance was required for future planning

the two equipments were usually considered together.

followed.

The

(l) O.R.S. Memo M. - V'
Friendly Aircraft at night*.

A Note on the Need for Means of Identifying
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At the end of February 1944> the analysis made of the performance of the two
(1)

devices was summed up. The data derived from the special questionnaire

returned for every sortie with either device and the accounts of combats with enemy

fighters were the main source of information on the successes and failures of the

devices in service. The questionnaires were considered together with raid reports

and serviceability returns in order to obtain the most reliable statistics of

casualties.

The record of Fishpond carrying aircraft was not consistently different from

that of aircraft without a tail-warning device. For the P.P.F., considered

separately because of its special operational function, the use of Fishpond

appeared to be associated with a slightly higher loss-rate, but for Main Force

aircraft the reverse effect was found. An attempt to discover a correlation

between use of Fishpond and any special operational duty within the P.F.F. proved

Howover, the lower loss-rate for Fishpond carrying aircraft in the

Main Force was accompanied by a marked reduction in the number of fighter attacks

Although the numbers were small it appeared that

there was a definite indication that Fishpond was permitting avoiding action to

be taken in time to prevent some fighters reaching an attacking position.

abortive.

reported by these aircraft.

' While

the result obtained in the P.F.F. did not support this, the potentialities of the

equipment were considered by both the Radar section and O.R.S. to be such that

training in the use of the equipment should be improved, and the report emphasised

the Main Force result in a manner not wholly consistent with an objective view of

the whole matter.

Analysis of the performance of Fishpond in combats with fighters showed

that only in 13 of 210 instances was a prior warning of the approach of the

Although some of the failures were due to approaches being

made outside the cover of the warning device, the largest single cause was

fighter received.

reported as unserviceability of equipment. There was no means of discovering

how many of the forms of unserviceability arose, or how failures to receive

warning on apparently serviceable equipment occurred, but it seemed most probable

that more thorough training, particularly as it concerned co-operation in the use

of Fishpond and H2S, was most desirable.

Tl>e fJsU|>orv(iL

O R S. Repiort'Nie. s. t
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Copies of the report were circulated to Groups by the Radar section with an

accompanying injunction to intensify training, and early in May the Training

on wiiich O.R.S. was represented, inbranch set up a permanent committee at H*Q.B.C ● >

There was, however, always aorder to progress training in Radar devices.

shortage of equipment for training with tail-warning devices, and it was always

difficult to improvise methods of training in devices, the real difficulties of

which were closely associated with operational conditions. The only method of

demonstrating the need for training appeared to be the collection of separate

statistics for trained and untrained operators. Squadrons were asked to mark

the untrained operators on the pro forma rendered for each operation. It was

soon evident that the Squadron standard of training assumed for this purpose was

very variable, and a Command standard of four operational sorties with the equipment

was laid down. Statistics collected on this basis failed, however, to show

consistent results.

Photography of the Fishpond Display Operations

The casualty statistics during the summer of 1944 revealed little benefit

attaching to the use of Fishpond, and analysis of the performance of the device in

combats produced a picture of failures to warn similar to that shown in Report

No, S.133 mentioned above. Information from operators indicated that the main

causes of failure were the niimber of friendly contacts received which precluded

avoiding action being taken on every contact, the high minimum range which in

operational experience often proved to be considerably higher than the 400 yards

thought to be excessive in the preliminary trials, and poor co-operation between

the H2S operator and the wireless operator using Fishpond, T.R,E, were attempting

development of means to reduce the minimum range and to make control of the

Fishpond presentation more independent of H2S settings, but it appeared possible

that some improvement in the interpretation of the signals received might be

achieved if the appearance of the signals coxild be studied at leisure. O.R.S,

therefore proposed in August 1944 that photographs of the Fishpond P.P.I, should be

taken on operations. The Rawiar section, then obtaining useful results with the

photography of pictures, were agreeable but in the face of shortage of

suitable cameras were reluctant to deflect any photographic effort from H^. The

proposal therefore languished until in November, after much pressure from O.R.S.,

/ trials
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trials were initiated at B.D.U. It v/as not until mid-March 1945> ho7?ever, that

it became possible to take photographs on operations. After some preliminary

trials it was found that 10 second exposures produced films which, when projected,
(1)

gave a good representation of what had been displayed on the Fishpond tube.

By projecting the pictures in succession on to tracing paper, it w^s

possible to plot the track of selected contacts relative to that of the bomber.

There thus appeared to be good prospects of being able to estimate how many of

the contacts should be regarded as behaving in the manner expected of fighters,

and ultimately of perceiving whether there was any hope of establishing a crude

identification system on the characteristics of approach. It was, of course.

also - possible to count the total number of contacts obtained, a value useful in

estimating the bombers concentration as well as in gauging the Fishpond operator*s

embarrassment, and to study the effects produced by the high minimum range.

The war in Europe came to an end before substantial progress could be made

towards positive results. It was, however, established that the use of

photography when possible should form an essential part of operational research

into tail-warning devices with a visual presentation.

Initial Development of A.G-.'L.(t)

The use of radar-aided gun-laying for bomber turrets became an apparently

realisable project towards the end of 1942. In a paper communicated to the

Technical Aids to Night Bomber Defence of the Operational Research Committee

(TANBC/7 of 2if November 19A-2), D.D.S.R. Arm. outlined the two schemes which had

been prepared by T.R.E. and R.A.E. O.R.S. discussed these schemes within H.Q.B.C.

and the trend of opinion was that development should be carried to a stage at which

the radar device and turret would automatically search the hemisphere to the rear

The most eidvanced of the schemes submitted had automatic search

only within a 30° cone and made it necessary that the gunner should maintain

constant controlled movement of his guns in order that the desired field to the

The Command felt that this was

of the bomber.

a

rear of the aircraft should be searched.

undesirable, and as a result of discussions with T.R.E. it appeared that

there was a possibility of increasing the effective radar beamwidth for searching

to 60°, and of reducing thereby the strain on the gunner.

(l) O.R.S. Report No. 140 - ‘Photography of the Fishpond Tube on Operations as a
Rese^ch Method* . (A.H.B./II/39/1 ) ●
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When the schemes already advertised to the Command were submitted by Air

Ministry for a definite decision, O.R.S. recommended that a scheme involving some

manually aided searching should not be discarded until the possibility of using

the 60° beamwidth had been explored in a trial flight,

initially accepted but after further discussion a Command decision was taken to

This suggestion was

ask for development of a model having fully automatic searching as the first

objective, although this involved the setting back of the production of any form

of radar aid to gunners by some months.

However, when in June 1943 Fishpond was developed as the first tail-warning

device bearing a visual presentation of the direction of contacts, Air Ministry

suggested that with the aid of this device to give prior warning of the direction

of approach of other aircraft, the need for complete rearward cover of the gun¬

laying aid would be unnecessary* As a result of trials watched by the Radar

section, the Command agreed that a combination of the first available gun-laying

scheme with Fishpond would meet its requirements.

Concentration of effort was accordingly switched back by T.R.E. to the

development of a device known as A*G.I*(t) Mark I* Trials were carried out at

The form ofB.D.U. and preparations were made for a crash production programme.

A.&.L.(t) developed was a complete centimetric radar installation attached to the

o
The effective beamwidth of the radiation was 30 but the aerialrear turret.

system system was arranged to rotate with the guns in elevation and with the

turret in azimuth, so that by manipulation of his turret and guns the gunner

could keep the rear hemisphere under radar observation. The presentation was

The gyro graticule was superimposed oncombined with the Mark IIC Gyro Gunsight.

the radar picture, both being projected to infinity in the direction of the target

aircraft* The radar picture indicated the position of the target aircraft by

means of a spot which grew wings when a contact was obtained* Radar range was

fed to the gyro sight* It was thus possible to open fire with accuracy on an

approaching aircraft on radar information alone, and since the range of pickup was

4>000 feet firing could be carried out before visual perception of the target.

It was the possibility of a bomber opening fire on a fighter before being

sighted that made A.G.L.(t) most attractive. Other tail-warning devices made

possible on receipt of a warning only evasive manoeuvre, the value of which was

Therealways in some doubt against attack by a fighter equipped with a good A.I.

/ was
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was, however, a very serious difficulty in that no distinction between friend and

foe could be made by A.C.L.(T), and although with other tail-warning devices the

mistaken assumption that a radar contact was due to a fighter could only mean

waste of avoiding action, with A,G.L.(T) it might involve the shooting down of a

friendly aircraft.

Development of Identification Systems for use with A»&.L,(T)

When the schemes for A*G,L,(t) were first propounded, it was assiamed that an

aircraft carrying the device would, on receipt of  a radar contact, be able to

manoeuvre and would regard as hostile any aircraft which followed it* By the end

of June however, experience with Monica had shown that such a means of

identification was impracticable with the concentrations of aircraft then being

used on operations. This point was made by O.R.S* to the Air Staff, and it was

urged that A.G.L.(t) would be a much less effective warning device and useless for

blind firing if provision were not made for means of identifying contacts. The

Radar section agreed vdioleheartedly and urgent steps were taken to explore all

possibilities.

During the next few months a great many discussions were held at T.R.E., R.A.E

B.D.U. and the Admiralty Research Laboratory (A.R.L.), concerning possible methods

In these O.R.S. was much concerned with the particular functiorof identification.

of expounding the relative numbers of friendly and hostile contacts likely to be

received on an operational sortie, and the high degree of reliability which an

identification system must have in order to permit firing blind.

One scheme emerged which offered a possibility of being brought to

This was to equip all bombers

with an infra-red transmitter in the nose, and to provide A.G.L.(T) equipped

aircraft with a suitable receiver.

operational readiness at a reasonably early date.

Trials carried out at B.D.U. in December 1945

demonstrated the practicability of this scheme, and it was decided to develop it

The receivers used were known as Type Z and this namefor operational use.

became attached to the system as a whole.

It was evident that the Type Z system had potential drawbacks,

place it was clearly open to the enemy to instal infra-red transmitters in the

Although the possibility of overcoming this counter by

flashing the infra-red signal in a code was open, it was considered that the enemy

In the first

noses of his fighters.

/ might
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might he able to pick up the code at an early stage of the operation with

receivers placed on the ground, and to transmit details to the fighters. It was

also suggested that the infra-red transmissions from the bombers might be received

on the ground and used for plotting the course of the bombers, or received in the

air and used for homing. These problems were much discussed.

The principal measure considered was to screen the transmitters so that their

radiation should be cut off over an angle below the aircraft. Although the angle

of cut off required to prevent observation from the ground could readily be

estimated, the effects on the use as an identification device were complicated.

The questions involved were considered theoretically by O.R.S.

out that the cutting off of the angle from which the infra-red lamps could be seen

must involve a ban on blii^ firing for those directions in which an identifying

signal could not be received, and that the prescription of those directions would

take into account the effect of aircraft banking,

cut off at 30° below the horizontal apparently necessary to prevent cut-off on

the ground, the limitations on the angle for blind-firing would have a serious

0)
It was pointed

It appeared that with the

effect on the expected value of A.G-.L.(t).

The Command view, developed in discussions between the Air Staff, Armaments

branch and O.R.S., became firmly that the introduction of any cut-off involved such

restrictions that it should be avoided if possible, and that therefore although

preparations should be made for a cut-off when necessary A.G.L.(T) should begin

operations with the fullest possible angle of identification,

should the enemy begin to read the code of the Z transmitters, knowledge would

soon be obtained from his radio transmissions to his fighters,

case a reasonable expectation that a period of at least a month would elapse

before the enemy could make serious use of the infra-red transmission.

It was hoped that

There was in any

Preparations went ahead on this basis, although not without many discussions as

distuibing scraps of information about the enemy’s development of infra-red

receivers were obtained, and as technical difficulties in the preparation for a

possible later introduction of the cut-off arose.

(l) O.R.S. Memo M.70 - ’Effect of Aircraft banking on Infra-Red Identifications'.
(A.H.B. Un-indexed).
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There seemed nothing to fear from enemy exploitation of the Type Z system

for a period at least, and the greatest anxiety to 0*R.S. was that the system would

not prove sufficiently serviceable to avoid more losses to our own aircraft as a

result of firing by A.G.L.(t) on misidentification than were saved by
(1)

This question was considered quantitatively.

It was assumed that the use of blind-firing would not save more than 2 per

cent of sorties, and the reliability of the identification system required to ensure

that less than 2 per cent of sorties was shot down by A*G-.L.(t) fire was estimated

on the basis of the number of contacts estimated as coming into range durir^ an

operation, and of the assumption that half the bombers fired at would be shot down.

The result obtained was that a reliability of 99*6 per cent was essential.

Assuming that the unserviceability was equally divided between transmitter and

receiver, a reliability of 99’8 per cent in the receivers appeared essential,

shown that if 10 per cent of the receivers were to fail during the course of a

flight, the required degree of reliability should be obtained if gunners tested

their receivers every 10 minutes.

The degree of realiability required was so high that it seemed that in spite

of the small size of the equipment, enemy action damage might be an important

This hazard was therefore estimated for the

the use of

A.G-.L.(t) directly.

It

was

factor in reducing reliability.

Z transmitters from their size and position and from statistics of enemy action

It was estimated that the transmitter would be damaged once in 9>000damage.

sorties by flak, and once in sorties by fighter attack, givi

consolidated estimate of enemy action damage once in sorties.

Preparations for Introduction into Operations

During the summer of 19A4, the difficulty of keeping bomber losses to a low

level during the coming winter was generally thought to be considerable,

enemy had so organised his fighter defences that he appeared likely to take heavy

toll of concentrated bomber raids, and apart from  a complete change in bomber

tactics which was being actively studied, A.&.L,(t) was the only equipment which

Therefore, it

The

seemed likely to give an important new aid to bomber protection,

was the view of many including O.R.S. that every effort should be made to gain

experience with A.G.L.(t),

(l) O.R.S. Memo M.69 - ’Efficiency Required of the Type Z Identification
Equipment'. (A.H.B. Un-indexed).

(2) O.R.S. Memo M,?2 - 'Preliminary Estimate of the Vulnerability of the
Infra-Red Type Z Apparatus in Heavy Bombers’, (A.H.B. Un-indexed).
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In a discussion 0*R.S./T.R.E. on 21 June 1944 it was agreed that A.G-.L.(T)

ought to share with the Wurzburg jammer Carpet II the claim to highest priority
(1)

among the radar devices for bomber defence. Consequently, although there were

shortcomings to the equipment, especially in regard to the identification system,

the 0*R.S* view was that, while making reasonable preparations to meet enemy

reactions and to improve performance, an operational trial should be carried out

as soon as possible. The fact that the identification system might have a limited

life caused some concern as to whether it would not be better to delay introduction

until a large number of aircraft could be fitted, as had been argued for Monica,

However, A.G.L.(T) required that its operators should be well-trained and the

assistance in training which could be expected from a body of operationally

experienced instructors, and the urge to find out all faults before the large-scale

introduction, outweighed this consideration. Further complications were

introduced by the necessity that infra-red identification should not be compromised

by use over enemy territory before certain military use of the idea had been made.

By the beginning of July 1944 it was possible to operate a few aircraft of one

squadron with A.G.L,(t), and although at that time the whole Command was not

fitted with Type Z transmitters the Air Staff decided that A.G.L,(t) should be

operated with the limitations that it should only be used for blind firing when

carried in a force wholly fitted with Type Z. The tactical instruction issued by

the Air Staff to cover initial operations with A,G.L,(t) was based on the results

Gunners were instructed to manipulate their turret

and guns to make a regular radar search through angles of 60^ in azimuth, 60°

down and 30° up in elevation every 50-40 seconds,

used as an accessory search device.

of trials conducted by B.D.U,

Fishpond or Monica was to be

Fire was to be opened at all approaching

aircraft which did not show on Type Z identification at a range of 700 yards, and

was to be kept up to 400 yards. Then, if the approach continued, avoiding action

Great emphasis was, hov/ever, laid on the need for care to avoidwas to be taken.

shooting at friendly aircraft.

(l) T.R.E. Memo to D.C.D. reference 4/16/2 of 23 June 1944-

/ Early
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Early Operational Experience

The first squadron to he equipped with A*G-.L,(T) was No. 4^0, and eight

aircraft of this squadron used the apparatus on operations for the first time on

the night of I8/19 July 1944* An O.R.S. representative was stationed with the

squadron for this, and a numher of subsequent operations, in order to interrogate

the crews and to devise a suitable form for the recording of all the information

which they were able to obtain. The early operations promised well. The

difficulties foreseen were not as great as had been feared, arai none turned up

A pro forma was devised for the regular supply of information on

operational sorties to H.Q. Bomber Command.

unforeseen.

This pro forma was considerably more

detailed than those employed for other tail-warning devices, a feature made

desirable by the greater implication of the device, and made possible by the fact

that the gunners using it were specially trained and, as pioneers, a specially

Later, when a good deal of detailed information had been obtained,c-t)A
fitted cu' SCcule,
UG'.L.(Ti f*-itt4n^a simpler form was prepared in conjunction

keen body.
LOaa

with the Radar section.

A second squadron. No. 49j brought A.G.L.(T) into operational use in

September 1944> and was visited by an O.R.S. representative during the introductory

Again promising results were obtained, and at the end of October, when

the total of A.G.L.(t) sorties for the two squadrons was 556, only 6 aircraft

(1*1 per cent) had been lost compared with an ’expected* number of 11 calculated

on the hypothesis that the device had no effect.

There were, however, some disturbing features made obvious in O.R.S. personal

investigations at the squadrons and in the specially written returns made in the

O.R.S. pro foima - the serviceability of the A.G.L.(T) and of the Type Z receivers

were both disappointingly low and there were no successes claimed for blind-firing.

It is appropriate to refer here to a difficulty which occurred for other devices

period.

but which was especially striking for A.G.L.(t). Squadrons were always being urged

to keep serviceability high by the appropriate technical branch at Command, and

sending in returns which indicated that it was not as successful as other

squadrons incurred signs of displeasure from headquarters. Although this

probably had the effect of reducing real unserviceability, it certainly had a real

marked effect on reducing the unserviceability recorded on papers. Defects and

/ errors
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errors of adjustment sufficient to make the apparatus unusable on an operation

but requiring little effort to rectify, were not recorded by the technical

They were, however, recorded on the operational returns by theofficers.

Thus, for the period July-September, the unserviceability rate

recorded by the technical officers was 9*2 per cent, whereas the O.R.S. operational

returns indicated that on 45 per cent of the sorties A.G.L.(t) had been unusable

aircrews.

Unfortunately, the O.R.S. records of

unserviceability were not accepted by the technical branch which preferred to rely

for at least part of the operation.

on its own statistics and at a time when great efforts should have been made to

improve A.G-.L.(t), T.R.E. were congratulating themselves on having produced an

equipment remarkably free from troubles. In consideration of the Type Z system

the O.R.S. opinion carried greater weight since no technical branch had any

It was therefore possible to stimulateexperience of this form of equipment.

some activity in attempts to improve the serviceability. Those attempts

A.S.L.(T) in No. 49 Squadron, with Special
(

initiated by O.R.S. Memo M.?1
1)

Reference to Tj^se Z Telescopic Serviceability’, were actively helped by O.R.S.

visits to R.A.S. and A.R.L., and to the squadrons to secure and try out suitable

test gear for the Type Z receivers.

Possibilities of Exploitation of A.O.L.(t) Radiation by the Enemy

The introduction of A.G.L.(t) came at a time when knowledge of the enemy’s use

of bombers’ radiations for plotting and homing had caused some disquiet about all

As far as A.G.L.(t) was concerned, the danger of its use forforms of radiation.

plotting had not been considered so long as other radiations were also being

emitted, and it was hoped that any fighters homing on to it would be shot down by

However, by the end of September 1944> the failure of A.G.L.(t) toits aid.

achieve successes by blind-firing and provisions being made for the restriction of

H2S radiation, suggested that further consideration should be given to these

matters.

A preliminary statement for the advice of the C.-in-C. was prepared as a

matter of urgency by the Signals branch and O.R.S. in collaboration. This, based

on judgment of the basic principles, suggested that so long as the number of

A.G.L.(t) aircraft operating was less than 40, little aid would be given to the

(l) A.H.B. Un-indexed.
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enemy’s plotting as he would be unable to appreciate the difference between

A.G-.L.(T) and A.I. Mark X used by groups of fighters on bomber support operations,

but that larger numbers must involve either restrictions on radiation or the

operation of A.G.L.(t) aircraft as a separate force,

provided A.G.L.(t) equipment remained serviceable it should be capable of dealing

It was considered that

with homing fighters but, in view of the proviso, the serviceability would need to

be improved to 80 per cent before A*G.L.(t) aircraft operated as a separate force.

The questions involved were then probed more deeply by O.R.S. and a full

The probable enemy schemes for use of A.G.L.(t) radiation
0)

re-port was issued,

were first considered in the light of existing knowledge of his equipment and of

It was considered that although the A.G.L.(t)

radiation was beamed and directed astern, the swinging of the turret and ’spill*

outside the main beam would enable the enemy’s ground organisation to D/P on

A.&.L.(t) much as he could on H2S.

of A.G.L.(t) radiation outside enemy defended territoiy were therefore urged.

the radiation characteristics.

Preparations to arrange for the restriction

Similar considerations applied to enemy homing with airborne recei vers on to a

bomber stream containing a proportion of A.G.L.(t) aircraft. It would not

constitute an additional hazard so long as H2S was used over enemy territory but

should the use of that device be deemed dispensable then the A.G.L.(t) aircraft

should operate as a special force.

Homing of enemy fighters on to individual A.G.L.(t) aircraft did not appear to

be an easy achievement. So long as the gunner was rotating his turret, the

signals produced by his A.G.L.(t) in an enemy homing receiver would fade

periodically,

would cease and the fighter would know that he had an A.G.L.(t) aircraft at fairly

short range,

equipped with A.G.L.(t), a fighter flying along the stream might hope to obtain a

However, as soon as the gunner picked up a fighter, searching

It was estimated that in a concentrated bomber force wholly

useful contact of this sort about once every five minutes.

The homing risk appeared to be sufficiently grave to warrant a rather more

careful examination of the ability of A.G.L.(T) to shoot down an enemy fighter than

had been made previously. The vulnerable areas of various t3rpes of enemy fighters

(1) TKe- Po5s't Ui e Explot tct-Cicfi o-f A . Q ●  L'
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to the several forms of *303 ani 0»5 inch calibre ammunition available were

estimated from the results of firing trials issued by M.A.P

known changes in enemy armoiir (A,&,L.(t) then in use was fitted to turrets firing

4 X *303 guns, but there was a prospect of conversion to 0‘5 gvins later),

results obtained in B.D.U. trials with gunners under training were then used to

with correction for● i

The

estimate the number of bullet strikes which could be expected on the vulnerable

area of an approaching enemy fighter. It appeared that, if the instruction to

fire continuously as the range closed from 700 to 400 yards was carried out, an

average of about four strikes on vulnerable areas should be obtained using the

● 303 ammunition mixture then being used by the A.G-.L.(T) squadrons,

concluded that A.G.L.(t) aircraft had a reasonable chance of shooting down an enemy

fighter, and should be able to accept a risk of homing,

of A.G-.L.(T) was, however, mentioned.

It was

The low serviceability

The possible substitution of 0*5 inchcalibre ammunition for *303 inch did not

promise a great increase in the chances of destroying enemy aircraft as the

increase in area of the enemy fighter vulnerable to the larger was only doubtful

compensation for the reduced rate of fire. It did appear, however, that a

change of the composition of the ammunition belts to give a high proportion of

incendiary bullets might be worthwhile for all bombers,

referring to A.G-.L.(t) were accepted in the Command and preparations to enable

A.G.L.(t) to remain switched off until enemy territory was reached were put in hand.

Further Operational Experience

The conclusions

The collection of statistics and the analysis of gunners* reports was

continued. There were complications in that on some operations the use of the

equipment for blind-firing was not permitted, and on otheis incompletely trained

gunners were unable to make full use of the device. Personal contact with the

two using squadrons made possible the keeping of records for each gunner and an

accurate picture on the perfoimance of A.G.L.(t) in f\iU use was obtained.

When more than 1,000 sorties had been flown with A.G.L.(t) by trained crews,

the record was considered in detail.

A.G.L.(T) aircraft as compared with the other aircraft of their Group which had

(0
It was shown that the low loss-rate of

G-R S' We. ri
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been striking during the first three months of operation, had not been maintained

during the later period* It was considered that this effect might result from

the decline in fighter opposition which had been in progress since the previous

The numbers were in any case too small to reveal anything but a

However, vdien consideration was given to the perfonnance of

A*G-.L*(t) in combat, it was clear that the full benefit expected from the use of

There had been at least 16 occasions on which

A*G-.L*(t) contact and Type Z identification should, on the basis of the operational

instructions, have involved blind-firing*

fact been opened before a visual was obtained,

nor on six others when A.G.L.(t) was used for firing after visual identification

had a claim for the destruction of a fighter been allovred.

September.

large effect*

the device was not being obtained.

On only four of these had fire in

Neither on these four occasions

The technical performance of A.G.L.(t) when serviceable had been reasonably

satisfactory as a warning device. In 34 approaches of enemy aircraft f2?om

astern or quarters, only one attack had taken an aircraft using a serviceable

A*G*L.(T) by surprise. On 10 occasions, however, the equipment was unserviceable

and a high rate of unserviceability was confirmed by the overall operational

record.

The deficiencies of A*G.L.(t) were thus fairly well established as poor

serviceability as had been previously pointed out by O.R.S., and a reluctance of

the gunners to open fire blind. The reason for the gunners* reluctance could be

deduced from their reports and was confirmed by personal contact with some of them.

They had little confidence in the Type Z system,

aircraft, subsequently identified visually as friendly, approaching ̂ vithout showing

Instances had occurred of

a Type Z signal* On other occasions hostile aircraft had approached too rapidly

to permit Type Z identification in the time interval between pick-up on A.&,L*(t)

and the point at which avoiding action became desirable,

of the receivers was poor.

Further, s e rviceability

Investigation of the records of individual gunners showed that the human

element was likely to play a large part in such a device as A.G.L.(t), and

suggestions were made for improved selection and training procedure.
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Chapter 19

Study of Aircraft Vulnerability

Before the war, and indeed for the first two years of the war, there was

little concrete evidence as to the mechanisin by which aircraft were destroyed by

enemy defences. There was a general belief that the main causes were loss of

petrol from a holed tank, stoppage of an engine, killing of the pilot, or damage

to the controls etc, and various measures were taken in the early war years to

combat these risks.

During the summer of 1941 it was decided by the Ministry of Aircraft

Production (A*D* Arm. R) that it was essential to obtain some precise information

relating to cause of losses and the damage sustained by those aircraft which

succeeded in returning; accordingly, in September 1941 an officer was posted to

the Bomber Command Operational Research Section which was then in process of

fonnation, with the specific task of making the investigation.

Preliminary Study of the Problem

A careful study was made of all the existing returns to the Command

Headquarters which might assist in the analysis.

(a) E-Porms.

(b) Z-POITDS.

These consisted of:-

(c) Casualty Signals,

(d) Circumstantial Reports on Casualties to Personnel,

(e) Flight Engineers* Logs in the Case of Heavy Bombers,

The E and Z Ponns proved to be of negligible value for this purpose since it was,

in general, impossible to deduce the precise aircraft to which any report of

damage related and in addition the information was meagre and often inaccurate as

the reports were compiled from the statements made by crews at interrogation

before it had been possible to make an accurate daylight inspection of the

aircraft.
Casualty signals were of slightly more value but they had many

defects from the point of view of the analysis in hand,

casualty signal was only raised if a member of the crew was injured,

damage to the aircraft was beyond the capacity of the unit to

cases the damage was assessed as being in one of the following categories

In the first plac

or if

repair. In

e a

the

such
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Repairable on site by R,A.P, or contractors working party.

Repairable at contractors works.

Complete write-off.

Cat. AC

Cat. B

Cat. E

Secondly, the brief details of the damage included in the casualty signal were

directed rather towards assisting the Salvage Organisation to decide on the tools

required than towards giving details for analytical investigation.

The circumstantial reports were of little value as they tended to be written

from a humanitarian point of view and often dealt rather with the circumstances of

the flight as a whole than with the precise details of injuries etc. They

tended to be journalistic rather than scientific.

At the time this survey of available data was carried out there were very

few heavy bombers in service and hence few flight engineers* logs were produced.

In addition the logs were then in a very elementary stage and were largely

concerned with fuel consumption.

A series of visits to stations was made to examine aircraft which had been

damaged and a comparison was made between the actual damage and the details as

Prom this survey of data (and from

discussions with the Commemd technical staff) it became obvious that some more

detailed and precise form of reporting would be required if useful conclusions on

the vulnerability of aircraft were to be reached, and a tentative pro forma to be

completed for all damaged aircraft was produced.

obtainable from the existing reports.

It was felt that if a special damage report was introduced, the description

of the location of the damage would be greatly facilitated by the inclusion of

Preliminary discussions

were held with the Deputy Directorate of Scientific Research III of the Ministry

of Aircraft Production (D.D.S.R.III of the M.A.P.) iriio arranged for the R.T.P.

Drawing Office to prepare drawings as specified by Bomber Command O.R.S.

Concurrently with these preliminary investigations an approach was made to

the M.A.P. liaison officer of the Directorate of Repair and Maintenance (D.R.M.)

to obtain details of the repair procedure for aircraft damaged beyond unit

capacity for repair, and to ascertain what information they had available,

procedure adopted by this organisation on receipt of a casualty signal was for

No. 43 Croup to send a crash inspector to confirm the category of the damage and

to obtain details of any damage caused to civilian property by a crashed aircraft.

outline diagrams on which the damage could be marked.

The

/ If
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If the aircraft was Cat. B or E it was dismantled to its transport sections and

removed under No. 43 &roup arrangements to the works of a civilian contractor

(this was often, hut not necessarily the firm which originally produced the

aircraft)●

Aeronautical Inspection Department (A.I.D.) (or the works inspector under the

supervision of the A.I.D.) and an ‘Inspection Report* was produced detailing all

repairs to be carried out and all modifications to be incorporated,

procedure which at that time dealt almost exclusively with medium bombers (in the

case of Bomber Command) was such that the whole aircraft with the exception of

the engines was delivered to one contractor.

As a result of this approach a visit was made to the Headquarters of No.43

G>roup and after a useful discussion with a representative of D.R.M. it was

decided that it would be desirable to make a visit to the works of contractors

On arrival at the works the aircraft was inspected by the

The salvage

Visits were accordingly made to Messrs. Vickers atcarrying out such work.

both of which were engaged on theWeybridge, and Messrs. Brooklands Aviation Ltd

repair of Wellington aircraft, and were selected on the advice of No. 43 &roup.

● t

The detailed inspection reportsv^o effected the necessary introductions.

produced were examined, and after discussions with the Inspeotors-in-oharge of

the A.I.D. it was felt that although the detailed inspection reports might be too

cumbersome since they contained much detail irrelevant from the O.R.S. point of

view, a useful report could be produced by the A.I.D. inspectors with the aid of

the works inspection staff*

The Collection of Data

Having established that the production of a useful damage report on all

Cat* B aircraft was feasible, a visit was made to the Headquarters of the

Aeronautical Inspection Department where the Assistant Director of Inspection

(Airframes) A.D.I.(a) proved most helpful. He agreed, with the approval of the

Director-Ceneral of the A.I.D that provided it did not take up too much of the

inspector's time, that the A.I.D. would complete for all Cat. AC (fly-in) and

● f

Cat. B aircraft, a report on the lines of the pro fonna vdiich had previously been

The reports when complete were to be sent direct to O.R.S. and notdrawn up.

via the A.I.D. and it was decided that the scheme should start as soon as the

necessary pro forma and diagrams could be produced. There was some delay in the

/ production
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production of drawings but a supply became available towards the end of February

1942, and instructions were sent out by A*D.I*(a) on 21*. February initiating the

scheme of reporting by A.I.D. inspectors*

In parallel with the negotiations with A*I*D further steps had been taken● >

to inaugurate a Damage Reporting Scheme within the Command, and on 28 December

19M a meeting was held at the Headquarters to discuss the matter* The group

engineer and armament officers, together with representative engineer and

armament officers from one station in each group, attended the meeting which was

presided over by C* Eng* 0* The pro forma, previously mentioned, was agreed

after alight amendment to be suitable for completion on stations for each aircraft

damaged by enemy action, and it was also agreed that appendices to the pro forma

giving details of the type of information required should be prepared and sent to

all stations*

There was considerable discussion as to the procedure to be adopted in the

completion of the forms, but it was finally agreed that they should be completed

in the first place as far as possible by the Intelligence Officer on information

gained at interrogation from the crew that their aircraft had been damaged by

The form was then to be sent to the Station Engineer Officer who

would add engineering details ar^ arrange for the other specialist officers to

The form when coo^leted was to be sent within seven days

enemy action*

add their information*

direct to Headquarters Bomber Command (H*Q*B*C.)*

landing away from base at other Bomber Command stations, the report was the

responsibility of the station at which the aircraft landed and was to be forwarded

In the case of aircraft

to the parent station for onward transmission to H*Q*B*C*

As a result of the meeting a letter was sent to all groups issuing copies

of the revised pro foxma together with instructions for its completion and

photographs showing damage typical of various types of German ammunition*

to take effect from 5 January 191*.2*

During the first monlhof operation of the report some squadrons co-operated

well and supplied excellent reports, but others either sent in no reports at all

or sent in ones of such inferior quality that they were of negligible value*

A month after the introduction of the report it was considered necessary to send

a further letter to all groups requesting that the quality of information might

It was
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be improved and reminding them that reports were to be rendered for all aircraft

which sustained enemy action damage. The preliminary issue of drawings arrived

towards the end of January and opportunity was taken to send out supplies of them

It was suggested that if two or three aircraft

were damaged at the same time the damage could all be marked on one drawing using

This letter had the effect of raising the

quality of the reports received, but had a much less marked effect on the number

of cases of damage reported.

During the first few months of operation of the report, many queries

relating to vulnerability were received and dealt with, but it was felt that there

was not yet sufficient data to merit the writing of a full report on the

vulnerability of any particular component.

Initially the damage reporting scheme was only applicable to Bomber Command,

but towards the end of March 1942 there were discussions at the Operational

Research Committee on the desirabiDdty of extending it to all Home Commands, and

Bomber Command was asked to supply details of the scheme then in operation.

with the above-mentioned letter.

a different colour for each aircraft.

A

meeting of representatives of all home O.R.S.s and the Directorate of Operational

Requirements (D.O.R.) was held at Air Ministry on 29 March 191^2 at which the report

forms and the procedure in use in Bomber Command were discussed. The report form,

while perfectly satisfactory for bomber aircraft was unsuitable for use with single

engined fighters and coastal aircraft, and Bomber Command O.R.S. was requested to

draw up a form which would be suitable for universal application throughout all

Home Commands.

A further meeting was held at Air Ministry on 23 April 1942 Tdien the revised

pro forma was discussed, and after some modification had been made it was agreed to

proceed with the scheme. A representative of the Air Ministry Technical Intelli

gence Branch, A.I.2(g), attended the meeting and stated that they were willing for

their inspectors of crashed enemy aircraft who were in general stationed at

maintenance units in various parts of the country, to give any assistance they

could in the inspection of our own damaged aircraft. The offer was gladly

accepted and it was arranged that A.I.2(g) would assist by examining as many air

craft as possible of Bomber and Coastal Comniands which had sustained severe d€image

This scheme came into operation at once;

A.I.2(g) officers received notice of all severe damage from the FB Crash signals

as a result of fighter attack. the
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which were repeated to the nearest maintenance unit (M.U*).

advised by O.R*S. of the aircraft which were most likely to yield useful

information, on occasions when several were damaged during the same period*

The recommendations of the meeting of 23 April were implemented by letter

from Air Ministry dated 5 June 1942, oidressed to all Home Commands requesting

that they would take part in the Damage Reporting scheme and that they would

provide mutual assistance when aircraft landed away from Base at an airfield

Damage to aircraft of Fighter Command was, at

In addition they wer

belonging to a different Command.

e

the request of that Command, for the time being excluded*

The first ‘Thousand Plan* raids of 5P/31 May and l/2 June 1942 brought new

complications as the original instructions for reporting enemy action damage did

not include Nos. 91 ani 92 Groups which operated for the first time on these

It was considered highly desirable to learn as much as possible about

the effects of these large numbeisof aircraft on the enemy's defences, and

accordingly a special return giving details of the nianber of flak strikes and the

occasions.

place, time, and height of the aircraft when damaged was called for from these

two groups, as it was considered impracticable to arrange for complete damage

reports of the type required from normal operational squadrons to be rendered.

During the first few months of operation of the damage report, a careful

watch was kept on the number of damaged aircraft for which a report was received

as assessed from the E*-Forms (later Raid Reports) etc, and it was found that some

squadrons hardly reported any damage vdiile others reported a fair amount with the

result that the reports received formed a sample of unknown quality and magnitude

of the total damage sustained* In view of the type of information requested

and the Air Ministry, it became obvious thatfrom O.R.S* by A.A* Command, M*A*P● >

if the information was to be of real value something must be done to provide a

datum level on vriiich to assess the reports received, and it was decided that the

most satisfactory method would be to establish some members of the O.R.S* staff at

two or three of the Bomber Groups. It was intended that these damage inspectors

would ensure that all damage was reported on the squadrons with which they were

based and would, in addition, assist as far as possible with the reporting of

other damage in the group.

/ This
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This proposal was considered by the Command to be  a good one and approval

given to put the scheme into effect by a meeting of the Operational Research

Committee on 23 June 1942*

An additional measure to in^rove the standard of the reporting of technical

details of the damage was explored during the summer of 1942 and this led to

was

certain changes in the procedure for reporting damage*

It was thought that the failure to submit reports containing sufficient

detail of the damage sustained might possibly be due to the fact that engineer

officers, who were required to complete the section ’Description of Damage* in the

report might be vinaware of the existence of the notes, which had been circulated

with the letter initiating the damage form, to assist in the examination of the

This seemed particularly likely asaircraft and the compilation of the report©

the letter was circulated under an Air Staff reference and it was proposed that

a leaflet should be published for inclusion in the Bomber Command Engineer Staff

Instructions giving all relevant details*

Considerable discussion on the responsibility for rendering damage reports

took place and it was ultimately decided that the Int/Ops Staff should initiate

and co-ordinate the information obtained from the specialist officers* The

instructions were pzx>mulgated on 20 September 1942, and on 5 October a suitable

lesiflet for incorporation in Bomber Command Engineer Staff Instructions was issued*

During the late autumn of 1942 it was decided to prepare an enlarged and

revised set of photographs of typical damage and finally a complete report

entitled ’Notes to Assist in the Examination of British Aircraft Damaged by Enemy

Action’ was produced by the Orfordness Research Station and copies were

distributed throughout the Command during January 1943* Copies were also

prepared for use by the other Commands participating in the scheme*

Meanwhile the recruitment of damage inspectors had proceeded; the first two

arrived in the autumn of 1942 and the remaining two followed at the end of the

Each inspector (who was by training a civil engineer) spent a few weeks atyear*

I Headquarters to become familiar with the woidc of the Section, and then

attended short courses at the Royal Aircraft Establishment (R*A*E.) and Orfordness

to become familiar with the layout of the aircraft in use in the Command and also

/ to
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to obtain first-hand information of the type of damage which enemy fighter amrauni-

Motor cycles were obtained so thattion was capable of inflicting on an aircraft*

the inspectors might be fully mobile, but owing to the fact that only one of the

inspectors was a competent motor cyclist it was necessary for the others to attend

a course of instruction at the R.A.F* M.T. School at Weeton*

The first inspector to be placed in the field was the one appointed to

No* 5 (Jroup and he took up his duties in the middle of February 1943* Arrangements

were made to accommodate this inspector at R.A.F. Station, Waddington, where he was

supplied with living and office accommodation,

the head of 0*R.S*2(c) accompanied the damage inspector round the group and met the

station commanders and engineer officers and this initial tour was found very

At the commencement of his duties,

A letter was sent by the group engineer officer to all stations in the

group outlining the revision of the procedure of damage reporting, consequent on

The main change was that damage reports

useful*

the appointment of a damage inspector*

when complete were to be sent to the group*s damage inspector and not to H*Q*B*C*

It was pointed out that the appointment of this inspector did not absolve the

stations from making a report in the usual way, but that the damage inspector

would assist the engineer officer in its compilation, particularly in the case of

aircraft which had sustained extensive damage*

The next inspector to go out into the field was attached to No* 3 G-roup and

was stationed at the Group Headquarters, taking up his duties on 1 May 1943*

A preliminary discussion was held with the S.A.S.O* of the Group, but the head of

the Section did not accompany the damage inspector on his initial tour* However,

this offer did not materialise and the difficulties of the inspector in initiating

the scheme were thereby increased*

It was felt desirable that before they went out by themselves, the two

remaining inspectors should obtain some experience of the work they would

ultimately be called upon to undertake, as by this time the damage inspector at

No* 3 Group had become well established and accordingly they we3?e attached to

Waddington for a short period,

should be posted to a group (No* 4 Group), and that the other should remain based
Bonrvfcti- Co

at thlp/^Headquarters to enable him to examine aircraft which landed in this

This policy was found to be amply justified

It was decided that only one of these inspectors

A

vicinity and south of the Thames*
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in view of the fact that considerable numbers of aircraft landed at airfields along

the south coast, e#g. Ford, Tangmere etc, and later at the emergency airfield at

It was also found convenient to use this inspector to assist the otherManston.

inspectors at times of exceptional operational activity or to relieve them for

periods of leave*

The damage inspector at No» 4 &roup took up his duties in August 1943 and was

Prior to his arrival for duty the A*0.C.stationed at R*A*F* Base, Pocklington*

sent a letter to all stations in the group informing them of the terms of reference

of the damage inspector and requesting all station commanders to meet him on his

initial visit and thereafter to give him all facilities to carry out his work*

The introduction of damage inspectors was very successful in improving both

the quality and quantity of damage reports, and gave those responsible for the

The service engineer officersanalysis of the data confidence in their material.

were too busy to ensure that the data provided by their staff was sufficiently

accurate, and the presence of an officer who could give full-time to this work was

invaluable* As time went on it was found that owing to climatic conditions.

motor cycles were an unsatisfactory form of transport and these were replaced by

light oars. These gave the added advantage that the inspectors could carry round

a drawing board and could more easily write up their notes on the site. This was

a great help, particularly in inclement weather*

The reporting of damage in No® 6 (R.C.A.F*) Groiq) was found to be partiwlarly

bad and in June 1944 a service engineer officer supplied by R*C.A*F* Headquarters

was posted to the group* He did much to improve the standard of reporting, but

just as he was becoming really useful with the experience gained he was pcs ted away

and another officer took his place* This process was repeated several times with

the result that the value of the damage inspector in that group was only a small

part of irtiat it might have been, and reporting efficiency of the group remained

low right to the end of the war.

Soon after the damage inspector at No* 5 &roup took up his duties he learned

that the contractors working parties engaged on the repair of Cat. AC aircraft

prepared lists for each aircraft showing details of the repairs considered

necessary, and the part numbers of all components which had to be replaced,

reports were considered to be very useful to the 0*R*S* as they covered aircraft

These
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which had fairly severe damage and also gave details of internal damage which only

came to light when the machine was opened up for repair. Arrangements were

accordingly made for the supply of a copy of all such reports on Cat. AC aircraft

prepared by Messrs. A.V. Roe and Co, and it was possible to obtain copies of the

reports which had been prepared in the past. These reports proved to be of such

great value to us that arrangements were made to obtain similar reports from

Messrs. Handley Page Ltd, Messrs. Sebro Ltd, and R.A.P. maintenance units. It was

found, however, that the reports prepared by Messrs. A.V. Roe and Co., were much

more informative than those obtained from other sources.

Recording of Data Received

Initially, the damage reports on receipt in O.R.S. were given a serial number

and particulars of them as follows were entered in an index (this book came to be

known as the ’Black Book* from the fact that the original volume had black

covers)

(a) Repor*t Number,

(b) Date of Sortie,

(c) Squadron and Aircraft Letter,

(d) Aircraft Type, Mark and Number,

(e) Cause of Damage,

(f) Category of Damage.

The index at this time was compiled as the damage reports were received, and

accordingly the entries were not classified into any particular group,

advances were made in the collection of data corresponding advances in the

recording of the data were introduced.

As

Raid reports for individual aircraft superseded the E-Forms in May 1942, and

they gave a much better check on which aircraft were damaged, together with

supplying more details of the effect on the aircraft of the damage than were

usually given on the damage forms. Frequent reference had to be made to the raid

reports and with effect from 1 December 1942 it was decided to extract and

summarise all damage details given on raid reports as soon as they were received.

This information was entered on loose-leaf sheets in a folder (which for

convenience was called the ’Red Book*), and the following details were recorded:-

/(a)
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(a) Date.

Target.

&roup«

Type of Aircraft.

Squadron.

Aircraft Letter.

Aircraft Numter.

Name of Captain.

BomLload.

Time of Take-off.

Time of Landing.

Place of Landing.

Place, Time, Height and Speed vdien Attacked.

Bombing Height and Time.

Description of Damage.

Cause of Damage.

(b)

(o)

(a)

(e)

(f)

(s)

(b)

(i)

(j)

(1)

(m)

(n)

(o)

(p)

In addition, details of the category of the damage and reference to other reports

such as casualty signals, damage forms etc, were included. It was necessary

from time to time to make slight additions and alterations to the layout of the

(The 'Red Book*

was found to be so useful that it was subsequently completed retrospectively

to the beginning of 1942)●

sheets in order to meet changing circumstances and requirements.

With the Introduction of the 'Red Book* further attempts were made to ensure

that details of all damage were obtained, and telephone calls were made to

defaulting units for outstanding damage forms. This had the desired effect, but

the ea5)enditure of time made it desirable to introduce some simpler method of

ensuring the rendition of damage foms. A printed foim, on which could be

entered details of the z*aid report and aircraft concerned, requesting the

submission of a damage form was therefore prepared and these were sent off about

four or five days after a raid. In groups where a damage inspector was stationed]

these requests were' unnecessary and details of all damaged aircraft within those

Groups were passed to the damage inspectors at the earliest opportunity for

necessary action.

Several other modifications in the recording procedure were also introduced

with effect from 1 December 1942. The first of a series of fortnightly

summaries giving details of all aircraft damage, raid by raid, after 1 December

was published at the end of December. This summary in the first instance included

/ only
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only aircraft damaged by enemy action, but later all damage sustained in the air

In December 194-3 the summary was further improved and gavewas included*

details cf all enemy action damage and other damage sustained in the air, together

with all crashes and other incidents, resulting in damage whether due to enemy

action or not, provided that it was incurred in operational flying* The final

version of the summary was a complete record of all operational wastage in Bomber

Command after the inclusion of missing aircraft with effect from November 1944*

Details of the number of strikes by various missiles on aircraft damaged by enemy

action were also given* This summary became the final authority on the numbers

of aircraft damaged by enemy action and was accepted as a basis for the Air

Ministry War Room figures* It also superseded a much less accurate monthly

report, published by the War Office (M*I*15) giving the numbers of aircraft

damaged by flak*

With effect from 1 June 1943 the ’Black Book* became a much more orderly

document* Damage foms were put into folders on receipt and were not immediately

given a number and entered into the index* There was one folder for each

operation and within each folder the damage reports were filed in numerical order

of groups, and within each group in numerical order of squadrons, and finally in

alphabetical order of aircraft letters within the squadrons*

after the date of an operation, when it was thought that most damage reports had

been received, they were numbered and entered into the index in the order above

Two or three weeks

mentioned* Spaces were left in the index for outstanding reports which it was

thought would arrive later* Another column was also added to the index giving the

author or authors of the reports* Eor instance, there might be a Cat. AC report

in addition to a report by the squadron* There was no duplication in effort, in

having reports from two such sources as the squadron report detailed strikes of

missiles and ?rith the aid of the Cat* AC report it was possible to assess the

internal damage attributable to any given strike*

In addition to damage forms, received copies of all FB casualty

Those for aircraft missing or damaged by enemy action were retained bysignals*
5-

the '^UKtiittiH^but those for aircraft damaged by other causes were only supplied on

loan in view of the limited number of copies available, with the result thqt they

had to be copied out in order that our records might be complete*

signals were divided into:-

The casualty

/ (a)
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(a) Aircraft Missing,

(b) Aircraft Damaged by Enemy Action,

(c) Aircraft Damaged not by Enemy Action,

and were boui^ into three volumes each month in chronological order and squadron

It is believed that these records are unique.

There was an instruction that all flight engineers* logs were to be forwarded

to this Headquarters and large numbers were received and filed,

unfortunate tendency, however, for squadrons to fail to submit logs for aircraft

order within dates.

There was an

which had been in any way damaged or in which a technical failure had occurred.

I byrec €
L fogs or the majority of sorties between January and

the end of the war.

Selection of Problems for Analysis

In deciding the priority in ?diich analyses of the vulnerability of various

components or systems should be carried out, two basic principles were followed;

(a) an analysis was undertaken at the specific request of an interested party, or

(t) an analysis was made of the system when it was felt that there was sufficient

data on damage to that system to make the resiilts of such an analysis significant.

Method of Analysis of Data

The method of analysis of the data naturally varied with the p3x>blem

concerned, and changes were meuie to suit the work to the ability and number of

Initially the information was analysed with the assisteince

of a ledger system which was divided into several classes, e.g. casualties to crew,

damage to engines, fuel systems, oil systems, turrets, dinghy etc.

page in the ledger for each major item of the aircraft and each page was divided

into the following columns

Report No.

analysts available.

There was one

Type of Aircraft. Cause of Damage. Description of Damage.

When it was desired to make a study of a particular component, the relevant pages

of the ledger were consulted and a table of the following form was constructed:-

/ Type
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Type of
Aircraft

Cause of

Damage
No* of Reports

Receired
No* of Cases of Damage
to component in question

Blenheim Heavy Flak
Light Flak
Fighter

Hampden Heavy Flak
Light Flak
Fighter

Total Heavy Flak
Light Flak
Fighter

In addition a series of appendices was published (one for each type of aircraft)

setting out by causes the details of the damage given in the ledger*

the report contained a discussion of the implications of the number of cases of

damage and its severity along with recommendations for improvement to the component

It should be noted that the early analyses included only information

obtained from damage forms although it was known that these wea^e not a complete

record of all the damage that was sustained*

could be done at the time*

The body of

concerned*

It was, however, the best that

The whole of the work of maintaining the ledger and the compilation of such

reports was at that time carried out by the scientific personnel*

system was reasonably satisfactory when the number of damage reports was small,

but when they began coming in in large numbers it became unwieldly and had to be

abandoned due to lack of staff to cope with it.

introduce a Paramount

The ledger

Instead it was decided to
(1)

system card index and tills was started in December

A card was produced for every aircraft damaged and all known information relating

to the damage to a particular aircraft was entered on the card* On the first

(l) The Paramount system consists of a series of uniformly spaced holes around the
outside of a card* Each card, of which there is one per aircraft damaged,
has holes in identical positions* Each hole represents a variable of the
data, to be recorded, e*g* there is a hole for damage by flak, another for
damage by fighter etc* For any given variable which applies to a given
aircraft, a clip is made in the card extending the hole to the edge of the caid
so that there is a *V~shaped* indentation in the card (e*g* for an aircraft
damaged by flak a clip is made in the 'Flak* hole). The cards are sorted
by means of needles inserted through the holes and shaking out the clipped
cards*

/ type
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type of card used, a considerable amount of space was devoted to the recording of

the sources from which the information came and the identity of the aircraft*

It was, of course, wasteful of time and card to make out one of the large

cards for aircraft which sustained only minor skin damage due to flak, and

accordingly a further set of much smaller Paramount cards was used for the

recording of such damage*

When it became necessary to obtain further stocks of cards owing to the

consumption of the original set it was decided to modify the layout of the cards

On the new cards many morein the light of experience gained with the first set*

holes were devoted to the recording of technical details of damage than had been

the case on the earlier cards* The cards were compiled by the scientific

personnel and carried manuscript details of the identity of the aircraft together

with full information as to the number of missile strikes with the damage caused.

In this form they were found very useful for obtaining fairly quick answers to

specific questions, but again owing to shortage of sufficient skilled personnel it

was not possible to keep them anything like up-to-date and they eventually lagged

behind the receipt of reports by seven or eight months*

It was felt that the card system wo\ild have been quite satisfactory if it

could have been kept up-to-date, but the time spent in making the cards was rather

great, and xinless a considerable number of fairly skilled personnel (about the

standard of Assistant III) were available to keep them up-to-date, a better resuE^

probably have been achieved by conducting two or three running analyses by means of

a ledger system*

When it became impossible for the scientific personnel to cope with the

production of the large number of cards required an attenqjt was made to dilute the

labour by the use of laboratory assistants and a simplified procedure was

instituted* The laboratory assistants were required to write on the cards the

identity of the aircraft and the date of action together with the category of

damage and details of the sources of information* They were to clip the cards in

the appropriate holes but were NOT to write out details of the damage as it was

found to be beyond the abilities of the laboratory assistants available to describe

accurately the technical details of the damage sustained by the various components*

Eventually the production of the cards was discontinued altogether as it was found

/ that
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that the accuracy of the assistants in this respect (and it must be remembered

that the work required considerable judgement and technical ability) was not very

good and the cheoking of the cards absorbed a great deal of the scientific

personnel's time.

The method of analysis of a problem for a period covered by the completed

cards was relatively simple. The cards relating to damage to the component under

examination were selected by the sorting needle and these we2?e then further sorted

into date order, type of aircraft, and cause of damage. Tables of the type

outlined above were then drawn up permitting a quantitative study of the

damage details to be made. Technical details of damage were entered on to a

suitable pro forma allowing a qualitative study of the damage to be made. It shoulc

be noted that by the time the cards were first produced O.R.S. had some information

of practically every aircraft damaged (irrespective of whether or not a damage

report was returned) and that the cards contained details of damage extracted from

all the sources of information available and not solely from damage forms, so that

in compiling the appendices of the report it was sufficient to copy the details

from the cards without reference to any other source of data. The tables in the

report now related the frequency of damage to sorties of aircraft and a total

number of aircraft damaged by the various causes instead of to the number of

damage reports received.

The analysis of a problem for a period covered by the partially completed

cards (Laboratory Assistant work) was more lengthy,

the relative cards by means of the sorting needle and thus to obtain the identity

of the aircraft concerned, together with details of the sources of information

The procedure was to select

relating to the damage. It was then necessary to consult these reports

individually to draw up the pro formae after which the analysis proceeded as

before.

After the discontinuation of the cards it became necessary to modify the

method of extraction of the basic data for a report. The analyst now had to

consult all the reports in order to determine which ones contained an account of

damage to the component under examination, instead of only those indicated by the

cards, in order that the tables and pro formaemight be completed,

reading through the reports, some of Ddiich were very bulky, was very laborious and

a check revealed that when the work was done by the scientific staff, they

overlooked about 1 per cent - 2 per cent of the cases reported.

The task of

/ ARESTRICTED
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A further attempt was made to use the laboratory assistants on this work, but

a check on their accuracy showed that they omitted some 20 per cent of the reported

cases and occasionally included spurious cases* The cases they overlooked appeared

to be a random selection and in order to improve this low figure of accuracy.

arrangements were made for two assist^ts independently to carry out the extraction

of data for a given period and then for the results to be compared* The first

assistant completed the full details on the pro forma, but the second one merely

produced a nominal roll of the cases concerned* Details of missing cases so

discovered were looked up and added to the pro forma during the checking stage,

was found that the accuracy of the final result was comparable to that achieved by

the scientific staff, although it was often necessary for the scientist conducting

the analysis of the pro formae prepared by laboratory assistants to consult the

original data in order to add missing details*

It

This scheme led to a useful

saving in scientific manpower*

During the course of the various analyses a useful techniciue was developed

to determine the expected number of flak strikes on any particular component.

A report was produced giving details of the total number of flak strikes on the

heavy bombers, dividing the data into raids on German targets, targets in

occupied territory etc* Distinction was also made between strikes from above

and below and a value was obtained for the number of strikes per aircraft damaged.

When it was desired to calculate the expected number of strikes on any given

component, its plan area was csilculated and expressed as a fraction of the total

This fraction was multiplied by the number of

aircraft damaged and the strikes per aircraft damaged, thus giving an upper limit

for the number of strikes to be expected on the component during the period under

plan area of the aircraft*

Allowance was then made for the thickness and toughness of

structure and equipment lying vertically above and, below the component ani a

better estimate of the expected number of strikes was obtained,

could not be used to give an absolute measure of the lethality of strikes on the

particular component but was useful in the comparison of different aircraft.

Another technique which was found useful was to plot the position of all

recorded strikes on the plan and under pl^ diagrams of the aircraft,

purpose diagrams to the scale of ̂  inch to 1 foot were found most suitable*

consideration*

This method

For this

IWhen

/ a
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a large number of strikes had been plotted the density of strikes on the various

Uniform density indicated the absence of

Lovf density in any given area was indicative of

parts of the aircraft was examined.

particularly vulnerable parts.

either

(a) high vulnerability of a component in that area

or

(b) screening of the area by another component.

An examination of the aircraft revealed ̂ hich of these two items was the correct

This technique was found valuable in studies of strikes by falling

incendiary bombs on aircraft flying at a lower altitude*

Results of Investigations

At this stage it would perhaps be well to point out that before the

explanation*

introduction of this scheme there was no data whatever available to the Air

Ministry and munufacturing firms relating to the damage sustained by aircraft on

operations, and hence the selection of various types of power unit and other

components was from a vulnerability point of view based on impressions and

It is most regrettable that as far as is known no

records were maintained of the cause of loss of aircraft during the 1914-1918 war,
eke Seconl XV^o.'T*

or of the damage they sustained during the first two years of.

theoretical considerations.

If this

had been done it would have been possible to make use of facts which have now

come to light, but which were learned too late to be of much value in this war

owing to the long delay between the first indication that modification was

required and its final appearance in operational aircraft*

were apparently unavoidable in the circumstances, in some cases (particularly in

the case of fire-prevention modifications, about which more is said below)

resulted in Bomber Command sustaining higher losses than it would otherwise have

These delays, which

done*

There now exists a great volume of data relating to some 17»000 damaged

aircraft of Bomber Command which, when fully analysed, will undoubtedly provide

most useful conclusions for the framing of operational requirements for future

aircraft which, judged by present standards, are reasonably orthodox* It is

felt that the information gained will be of value in the design of jet aircraft

in relation to future types of missile*

/ During
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During the first months of operation of the scheme it was of course

impossible to draw many usefiil conclusions from the data as they did not cover a

sufficiently large number of cases to be statistically significant* However,

some attempt was made to supply guidance on vulnerability problems, in response

to requests, in January The first problem to be raised was the comparative

vulnerability of air and liquid-cooled engines, but all that could be done in

those days was to supply details of the missing rates of the various aircraft then

There were definite indications of the greater vulnerability ofin operation*

liquid-cooled engines*

The next problem to be raised concerned the comparative vulnerability of

hydraulic and electro-hydraulic turrets* The data available were very scanty but

the vulnerability of hydraulic systems appeared much higher than the electro-

hydraulic system of the Halifax aircraft.

In Hay a conference was held at the Army Operations Research 6-roup to

discuss the Fragmentation of A*A* shells and Damage to aircraft* 0*R*S* produced

a report entitled ’Preliminary Note on Statistics Relating to the Effectiveness of
(1)

Enemy A*A* Shells' It contained informationfor discussion at the conference*

from the first 200 damage forms received, and indicated that the great majority of

There wereaircraft damaged by heavy flak received only two or three strikes*

The report also showed thatfew cases of aircraft having more than 20 strikes*

strikes from below were twice as numerous as those from above - a result which was

of value in assessing the type of engagement by which flak damage was caused, and

one which also assisted in calculation of the expected number of strikes on

con5>onents in various parts of an airframe*

At the end of May an enquiry was received as to whether the casualties of

mid-upper g\inners in fighter attacks was unduly high* It was possible to state

that they were no higher than for other positions in the aircraft and that

additional armour plate was not necessary.

During the whole of 1 %2 there was frequent correspondence with A*A* Command,

A.0R6., and the Ordnance Board, relating to the best size of flak fragments to

inflict the maximum damage and also relating to the numbers of strikes etc by

light flak and the effects produced*

(l) O.R.S. Report No* 39* / The
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The first full-length report published and dealing with technical details

of damage inflicted on our aircraft, was compiled from information contained in

the first 400 damage forms received. It was entitled *A Note on the

Vulnerability of Various Aircraft Fuel aiii Oil Systems to Enemy Action* and was

Details of the frequency of damage to various

components of the system were provided and attention was called to the vulnerable

(1)
prepared in September 1942.

position of the fuel cock control cables and of the outboard engine oil tanks on

It was also pointed out that the risk of fire in the wings proving

lethal was greater than had been supposed in the past.

In February 1943 an enquiry was received from Air Ministry (O.R.6) regarding

the frequency with which the ammunition tracks to the rear turret were jammed as

the Halifax.

a result of enemy action, as the policy for turrets was being hardened for some

new types of aircraft, and it was not desired to perpetuate ammunition tracks if

these were specially vulnerable. It was possible to reply that it was a rare

occurrence for tracks to jam and it was pointed out that a far more serious

contribution to the vulnerability of the aircraft was made by the hydraulic

This latter statement brought a further request from D.O.R.

for more detailed information on the vulnerability of hydraialic turrets, and a

short note was prepared giving details from 450 damage reports,

that the rendering of an electro-hydraulic turret unserviceable by enemy action was

system of the turrets.

It indicated

rare compared with the frequency of the occurrence in a hydraulically operated

turret.

The next component to receive attention was the armour plate protection.

The Air Ministry wrote a letter in February 1943 stating that an investigation

was being made into ways and means of reducing the weight of the equipment in

heavy bombers to improve their performance, and suggesting the engine aimour as

one of the items for removal. It was desired to know whether this armour was

effective so that it would not be removed if it had been found of value. A

short note was produced setting out all cases of damage reported on the first

700 damage reports, and pointing out that although few instances of strikes on

(l) O.R.S. Report No. 57 (A.H.B./IIK/54/6/5).

/ engine
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engine amour were known, it was thought probable that such cases might have

passed unnoticed by the engineer officer’s inspections in view of the

inaccessible position of the plate and the difficulty for anyone not

expert to distinguish between nomal irregularities on a plate and the slight

marks made by fragments, the energy of which was insufficient to defeat the plate.

In view of the known severe risk of fire when an engine was damaged it was

recommended that the engine amour should be retained, but it was suggested that

the main fuselage armour bulkhead might be deleted with very much less risk,

that the saving of weight would thus be considerable,

were adopted.

an amour

Both these recommendations

A close watch was kept on all fragments of enemy heavy flak shells found

lodged in our damaged aircraft to ascertain whether they presented new or unusual

Early in March 1943 a remarkably rectangular shaped fragment

exhibiting signs of longitudinal cuts on the outside face struck and lodged in an

aircraft flying over Essen.

features.

This fragment was immediately sent to the Ordnance

Board with the suggestion that it might be controlled fragmentation to give

large fragments. Several other fragments exhibiting similar characteristics

were recovered from the same vicinity within the next few weeks, and forwarded to

It was, however, several months before they were convinced

that the fragments were really produced by control.

In reply to an enquiry dated 12 July 1943, a letter was sent to Air

the Ordnance Board.

Ministry giving details of all known strikes on self—sealing oil tanks, together

with remarks on the efficiency of the self-sealing

that operational ejqperienoe gave little evidence to contradict the experimental

results obtained at R.A.E. which showed that the self-sealing on an oil tank could

rarely be expected to be of value.

It was pointed outcovers.

There was considerable discussions with R.A.E.

and M.A.P. on this matter, and when later it was felt that the saving in ciude

rubber, of which the supply was critical, would be substantial, this section

recommended the substitution of a crash proof felt covering in place of self

sealing cover. This was agreed and put into service.

There had always been considerable interest in the angle above or below the

datum line at which enemy fighters attacked our bombers, and in August 1943 a

note was sent to M.A.P. (D.D.S.R. Ill) showing that by far the greatest number of

/ attacks
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attacks at that time came from dead level or less than 10^ below level. It was

pointed out that these figures related to returning aircraft and might not be truly

representative of those attacked and shot down.

On 28 September 1943 a meeting was held with representatives of the Structural

and Mechanical Engineering (S.M.E.) Department at R.A.E. to discuss general

vulnerability problems etc, and in passing it was stated that in the opinion of

Bomber Command O.R.S. the proportion of losses due to various causes at that time

was made up as follows:-

Fighters

Flak

Other Causes

75 per cent

20 per cent

5 per cent

At the end of November 1943 an enquiry was received from C. Eng. 0. stating

that self-sealing petrol pipes were giving a good deal of trouble (aniin fact had

been responsible for crashes) by sealing internally and cutting off the flow of

fuel, even when the pipe had received no enemy action damage, and requesting

information as to how frequently they were hit by enemy missiles* A reply was

sent to the effect that during a 4“month period there were 25 recorded cases of

damage to pipes and of these the self-sealing was certainly not effective in half

the cases* It was suggested that the self-sealing on the main feeds to the

engines might safely be deleted* A meeting to discuss the possible deletion of

self-sealing hoses was held at M*A.P. on 25 December 1943> and 0*R*S* produced

figures which showed that self-sealing pipes were barely worth the weight

involved, and certainly not worth the risk of failure obtaining at that time, and

it was decided to recommend to D*0*R* the deletion of self-sealing pipes* This

was later agreed and self-sealing pipes ceased to be fitted on bomber aircraft.

The next problem to present itself related to the vulnerability of oxygen

bottles* Firing trials at Orfordness had shown that under certain circumstances

oxygen bottles exploded when struck by large calibre bullets and it was desired

to ascertain whether such bottles in heavy bombers presented undue hazards* A

detailed analysis was carried out and it was concluded that when carried in their
(1)

stowage positions in heavy bombers the oxygen bottles were not a dangerous store.

/ During
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During May a request was received for a report on the n\jmbers of flak holes in

damaged aircraft covering a more recent period than Report No. 39.

were held with the Ministry of Supply Aimament Research Department, it was

agreed that a member of the staff of the Chief Superintendent of Armament Research

(C.S.A.R.) should be attached to assist with the analysis as it was felt that

although the information would be of great value to gunnery experts it would be of

less use to Bomber Command and the Air Ministry,

was issued and used as a basis for A.A. gunnery performance calculations by
(1)

C.S.A.R.'s staff.

Discussions

The report eventually prepared

About the middle of May 1944 M.A.P, (D.D.R.D. Inst.) stated that at that time

the adoption of high voltage 3-phase AG supply for large aircraft was proving a

very live policy issue between M.A.P. and the Air Staff, and requested that 0;X. S-

might assist in clearing one issue which affected the details of that policy,
ketherw

namely wJsiwIv^on vulnerability grounds it would be satisfactory to have an earthed

neutral or whether it was desirable to employ an all insulated system,

was arranged between representatives of D.D.R.D. Inst, and O.R.S. on 30 May at

which it was agreed that in view of the speed with which the information was

A meeting

required and the complexity of the problem, it would be impracticable to carry out

a full-scale investigation into the matter. However, there was in course of

preparation at that time a report on the comparative vulnerability of the

hydraulic, and electro^ydraulic turret systems, and it was decided to publish an

interim report entitled * Preliminary Note on the Vulnerability of the Turret

Systems in Halifax Aircraft*, giving details of the frequency of damage to electric

This report was published in June 1944 and indicated that an earthedcables.

(2)
negative system should be perfectly satisfactory,

hydraulic turret system in the Lancaster is effectively about five times as

vulnerable as the electro-hydraulic system in the Halifax.

It also indicated tha

It showed, in

t the

addition, that the number of cases of damage to the electrical part of the turret

system among returned aircraft was surprisingly small, being only one case in 450

This report brought a sharp retort from the exponents of hydraulicsorties.

turrets, but it was possible to show that all the objections they raised to the

report were without foundation.

(i) "sCotDstics ^ to AiTcra-ft due to Keocv^
Ante- A‘'t'crc4^C. B®rv»t»eT Covrt,rtocxK<i 0-R.S-

Repoit i^o.Svier. (A'H

nary tbe Tufret
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In July 1944 a report entitled 'Preliminary Note on the Vulnerability of Aero
(1)

Engines' was published. This report showed that liquid cooled engines were more

than twice as vulnerable to enemy action than air-cooled engines. The large

number of failures were mainly due to damage to the coolant system and, in

particular to the radiators. Over half the cases of engines failing due to

coolant system damage were hit in the radiator. As a result of this report

discussions were held with the Engineer Branch and Messrs. Rolls-Royce. It was

pointed out by O.R.S. that the weight of amour to protect the radiators proposed

by Messrs. Rolls-Royce was intolerable and that the low level coolant warning

device and low pressure oil warning device previously asked for were a very

pressing requirement.

The next major report to be issued dealt with the 'Vulnerability  of
(2)

Hyiraulic and Electrical G-eneral Services in Heavy Bomber aircraft*. This

report again drew attention to the very much greater v\ilnerability of a hydraulic

system than that possessed by an electrical system. It was pointed out that up

to 95 per cent of hydraulic services hit were rendered unserviceable, vdiereas the

proportion of electrical circuits which were unserviceable following damage was

certainly less than 62 per cent and very probably less than 45 per cent,

report was supplied to the Society of British Aircraft Constructors as a guide to

principles to be followed in futiire designs.

As a result of the above report and of Report No. S.163, together with

discussion held with D.D.R.D. Inst., C.R.D. was enabled to decide on a high

voltage 3-phase A.C. supply system, with an earthed neutral, for large aircraft of

the future.

The

Late in 1944 a report entitled 'The Vulnerability of Plying Control Systems

in Heavy Bomber Aircraft was prepared with the assistance of a member of the
(3)

Structural and Mechanical Engineering Department of R.A.E. This report

indicated that probably about 5 psr cent of missing heavy bombers were lost due in

some measure to damage to flying controls,

be lethal in most cases, and it was recommended that whenever possible that

Loss of elevator control was shown to

(1) O.R.S. Report S.16O. (A.H.B./II H/24i/aa/14)

(2) O.R.S. Report No. S.196. (A.H.B./II H/^A*

(3) O.R.S. Report No. S.215. (A.H.B./II

/ elevator
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elevator control should be duplicated over its whole length. The use of the

Saunders system of controls, in the Halifax, was shown to lead to a reduction in

the number of aircraft having severed trimming controls, but to increase the chance

of loss of an aircraft of which the main controls had been severed. It was

pointed out that a considerable improvement might be effected by operating the

elevator trimming tabs from the rudder push-pull tube and the rudder trimming tabs

from the elevator push-pull tube. It was suggested that in a control system

emplo3Ting separate main and trimming conti*ols the rudder and elevator main contrx)!

tubes should be placed on opposite sides of the fuselage and that the trimming

controls should be on the side remote from its corresponding main control.

The intruder activity on the night of 3/2|. March 1945 resulted in 22 of
tilt United

destroys^, and a further eight damaged,

stiidy was made of the damaged aircraft and of the wreckage of those desti^jyed.

The combat reports and eye-witness accounts were also considered,

showed, as had long been held by Bomber Command O.R.S

agent of destruction of our aircraft shot down by enemy fighters (in fact about

90 per cent of the aircraft destroyed that night were on fire in the air).

also confirmed our belief that there is no significant difference, apart from fire,

between the damage inflicted on aircraft which are shot down and those which

our

aircraft being A careful and detailed

The findings

that fire was the major● t

(1)
It

survive the damage, and that the majority of fighter attacks on our aircraft came

as a complete surprise to the crew.

The last report published on vulnerability during the war was entitled

*Final Report on the Vulnerability of the Turret Systems in Heavy Bomber Aircraft* ●

The great vulnerability of the hydraulic system was again emphasised, and in

addition it was pointed out that a hydraulic system is much more liable to

(2)

fire than an electrical system. The layout of the systems in the Halifax and

Stirling was shown to be reasonably satisfactory from a vulnerability point of

view, but the fact that the hydraulic pipes run through the bomb-bay in the

Lancaster renders them unduly vulnerable to enemy attack.

The Fire Risk

Undoubtedly the greatest single hazard associated with aircraft is that of

fire in the air, and O.R.S. did a considerable amount of work both to bring this

to the notice of M.A.P. and Air Ministry and to assist in experiments designed to

ascertain the causes of such fires and to develop remedial measures.

(0 O.R.S. Report No. S.21?. (A.H.B./IIH/241/aa/14").
(2) O.R.S. Report No. S.222. (A.H.B./II.W/a4i/aA/i4> / It
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It was in May 1942 that this section first took an active interest in the

problems associated with the fire risk in the air, following a suggestion by R.A.E.

that there was a greatly increased risk of explosions in fuel tanks if one of them

This led to considerable discussions as to thewas drained during flight.

feasibility of leaving some petrol in each of the tanks, and also regarding the

conditions of temperature and pressure obtaining on operational flights, so that

a better estimate could be made of the expected frequency of there being an

explosive mixture even in partially filled tanks. It was considered

impracticable to leave petrol in a tank, apart from the small amount normally

remaining after running an engine on the tanlc until the engine misfired, and it

was agreed that nothing useful was likely to be achieved by trying to vary the

procedure for the use of petrol or the design of tanks. A series of flight

engineers* logs and other data relating to the maximum rates of dive achieved on

operational flights was supplied to M.A.P. to assist in the calculations of the

mixture strength likely to be foxind above petrol level in a tank at various stages

R.A.E. carried out extensive trials and calculationsof the flight by a bomber.

on the atmostphere likely to be found above fuel level in aircraft tanks, and in

August 1942 published a report, No. Ch 353, entitled *Repoi*t on the Probable

Frequency and Danger of Explosive Mixtures in Fuel Tanks during Operational

Flying*.

In September 1942 a letter was sent to R.A.E. stating that some 25 per cent of

the enemy aircraft destroyed over this country fell in flames, and suggesting that

Aboutat least a similar proportion of our aircraft were lost in the same way.

this time an analysis was made of the reports by returning aircrew of the mmiber

of aircraft seen falling in flames, and it was found that even making allowance

for the known use by the enemy of pyrotechnic devices to simulate this phenomenon

A suggestion to account for thisthe risk of fire appeared unexpectedly high.

high fire risk was the possible presence of explosive vapour in the inter-tank

spaces in the mainplanes, and it was decided to investigate the possibility of

this being caused by the careless refuelling of tanks.

/ Careful
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Careful measurements of the vapour concentrations hoth during after

refuelling were made on Wellington, Halifax, Lancaster and Stirling aircraft and

the results were published in a report entitled *A note on the possibility of the

presence of explosive mixtures in the mainplanes of aircraft*,

that ground crews often allowed considerable quantities of petrol to overflow from

the top of a tank during refuelling, but that all aircraft, with the possible

exception of the Stirling, had sufficiently 'leaky* mainplanes to allow any excess

petrol spilt in refuelling to flow away before any dangerous concentration of

petrol vapour could be built so that the risk from this cause was negligible.

At about this time R.A.E. published a further report (No. Eng.52) dealing with

the prevention of explosions in fuel tanks and outlining a scheme for the

provision of an inert atmosphere in tanks by supplying nitrogen from high pressure

bottles.

(0
It was found

The possibility of obtaining the inert atmosphere by making use of the

engine exhaust gas was also mentioned, although this had not reached such an

advanced stage of development as had the high pressure nitrogen system.

A general interest in accidental fires in aircraft was stimulated by a

meeting held at R.A.B. on 6 November 1942, and convened at the request of

C.I.(Accidents), who pointed out the high loss of aircraft and personnel from this

It was agreed at the meeting that the drill to be followed in the case

of an engine fire should be changed to the foUowing:-

(a) Warn the crew,

(b) Close throttle.

( o) Feather propeller,

(d) Turn off petrol,

(e) Switch off ignition,

(f) Press graviner extinguisher button when the engine has come to rest.

(The previous drill had been to turn off the petrol and open the throttle, and

was designed to combat the now comparatively rare carburrettor intake fires).

It was also agreed to be desirable to disconnect the automatic flame SYritches

from the graviner system and to arrange for them to operate fire warning lights

Several fire prevention modifications were suggested, but it

was emphasised that one of the greatest factors for overc<»ning engine fires was

cause.

in the coclcpit.

the fully feathering propeller.

(l) O.R.S. Report No. 56. (A.H.B./IIH/258/i/i84).

/ The
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The meeting of 6 November 1942 was followed on 9 November 1942 by another

meeting called by D*D*S*R* III to discuss the causes of fire in aircraft due to

enemy action. At this meeting Bomber Command O.R.S. gave a review of the

importance of the problem, and stated that a certain amount of information was

obtained from crews who had seen other bombers shot down over enemy teiritory.

From this an attempt had been made to determine what proportion of missing

aircraft fell in flames due to flak and fighter. During the period mid-August to

the eM of October 1942 it seemed likely that about 40 per cent of aircraft missing

were shot down in flames.

There was considerable discussion regarding the sources of fires and the

.saetiian gave the following figures for the numbers of aircraft vdiich bAd

returned after having had fires in the air during the period May to August 1942.

These were as follows

Engine Fires Not due to enemy Action
Due to Flak

Due to Fighter
Due to either Flak or Fighter

Total

58
10
8
1

57

Tank Fires Due to Fighter
Not due to Enemy Action

4
2

6Total

Other It«ns In Fuselage or Skin - Flak
In Fuselage or Skin - Fighter
Electrical faults - Not Enemy Action
Electrical faults - Enemy Action
Incendiary load - Fighter
Incendiary load - Not known

Total

4
4
5
1
5
1

18

8iOrand Total

Methods of prevention of fires and explosions in tanks were the first items to

be discussed. The question of the ability of inert A.A* fragments to produce tank

fires was raised, and D.S.R. called attention to some recent trials in which some

lioz fragments fired with a velocity of 3500 ft/sec. against self-sealing tanks

with dural deflector plates had caused fires in two cases out of eight shots.

Various reasons were put forward to explain the mechanism of such fires, and D.S.R.

pointed out that he considered it important to examine precisely what happened when

The Rond Research Laboratory (D.S.I.R.) were

carrying out a series of experiments to discover the effect of firing fragments

fragments were fired at dural*

through inflammable mixtures, and it was expected that this would determine

whether ordinary flak fragments had sufficient velocity to cause ignition.
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R.D* Ann,3 mentioned the risks associated with the incendiary load and

referred specifically to the fact that photo-flash flares invariably exploded
O-R-S.

It was pointed out by tht

that about six months prior to the meeting only a proportion of Bomber Command

aircraft carried flash flares and a comparison had been made of the loss rates

somevrtxat violently when hit by a missile*

of aircraft with and without flashes. The results showed that those carrying

flash flares suffered only very slightly greater losses*

flare chutes went a long way to reduce the risk and they were a definite

However, armoured

requirement by Bomber Command.
C. R * S-

On 23 November 1 %,2 a discussion was held at R.A.E. and

pointed out that it considered that some 40 per cent of our a

again

ircraft which were

missing were shot down in flames, and suggested very tentatively that from the

small amount of information available the location of the fires might be

apportioned as follows

in the engines.

1% in or around fuel tanks.

15^ in other parts of the aircraft.

There was no direct evidence as to idiether fires started on the inside or on the

outside of tanks and the potential dangers of these two localities were

discussed. It was thought, however, that the most likely origin of tank fires

was the ignition of an eaqjlosive fuel vapour - air mixture inside the tank by a

single shot, and it was considered that measures to prevent explosions in tanks

should be given priority over those designed to deal with fires starting

externally.

After the meeting there was a demonstration of the explosion of tanks at

low temperatures when attacked by incendiary ammunition. Two self-sealing

fibre (replica German) tanks of 40 gallon capacity and containing 10 gallons of

petrol (RDE/p/100) were cooled to -20°C and one round of 0*303" B Mark IV

incendiary ammunition was fired at each through the space above the petrol.

Both tanks exploded and burst into flames.

In view of this convincing evidence that one strike by an incendiary bullet

on a tank at a low temperature could result in such a serious fire, and of the

fact that the fire and explosion risk contributed  a considerable amount to our

^  o- P? .S*
bomber losses, a letter dated 26 November 1942 was sent to M.A.P. by

/ suggesting
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siiggesting further trials at high priority* 0-R,.S.

considered that it would be of the utmost value to repeat this trial using a

flak fragment against a British tank, since if an explosion could occur in these

circumstances it would be of primary importance to press on with the scheme for

introducing an inert gas in fuel tanks*

since these have unpainted aluminium baffles, on which an inert fragment is

likely to cause a spark, whereas the tank used in the above-mentioned trial had

fibre baffle, unlikely to cause a spark when struck by an inert fragment*

It was essential to use a British tank

It

was pointed out that owing to the large estimated weight of the nitrogen system

for a Lancaster, the Commar^ would probably be reluctant to accept it unless it

had convincing proof of the very real danger of such explosions*

o -fi ● S
There was considerable correspondence between M*A,P. (D.D*S.R* III) and iahW

as a result of the above-mentioned letter. During the course of this

it was stated by M.A*P* that as far as could be ascertained from an analysis of

Fighter Command Combat Films, few real explosions seemed to occur and that it

seemed likely that if the mixture strength in a tank was not uniform there would

be a local e^cplosion which would not completely burst asunder the tank. It was

accordingly suggested that damage inspectors should be instructed to examine

damaged tanks for bulges. In response to these suggestion^ Bomber Command O.R*S*

agreed that explosions of a rather minor character occurred under certain

conditions, but pointed out that these explosions seemed to disrupt the tank,

leaving the surrounding wing structure undamaged,

to be ignited and the fire caused lethal damage to the structure.

The petrol appeared, however.

There was another meeting at M.A.P. on 20 November 1%.2, ̂ en action was

taken to implement the recommendation made at the meeting of 6 November referred

to above. Instructions were issued for the modified fire drill to come into

effect at once, and for the disconnection of the flame switches from the Graviner

During the course of the meeting C.Eng.O. (B.C.)fire extinguisher system.

mentioned the proposed torque reaction warning light at the feathering button

to indicate engine failure and advocated the connection of the flame svdtch to

the feathering mechanism of the propeller so that the propeller would automatically

be feathered in the event of engine fire. R.A.E. favoured the idea that the flame

switches should operate a warning light only, owing to the risk of accidental

/ feathering
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feathering of the propeller. It was suggested that the torque reaction warning

light might be made to flash in the event of fire or to give a steady light in the

event of power failure, to avoid additional warning lights.
<0. R. S,

At the end of Becember 1342 published a report entitled
(0

*A Note on the Fire Risk in Bomber Aircraft*, calling attention to the

high fire risk existing, and giving details of all fires reported among returning

aircraft during the period May-August 1942. In addition details were given as

far as were knovm of the number of fires in missing aircraft, together with an

analysis of observations by returning aircraft seen falling in flames. The

report gave an appreciation of the causes of fires and indicated that ’aircraft

are brought down as a result of being hit by a small number of shell fragments in

spite of adequate safety factors in stmacture strength, multiplicity of engines

The only possible explanation is that fire can be initiated by shelland tanks.

fragments and that fire is the major agent of destruction*● It was recommended

that urgent consideration be given to the installation of the nitrogen system for

production of an inert atmosphere in tanks, and it was s\jggested that in the

Lancaster the increase in weight involved might be offset by the deletion of the

self-sealing covers from the two outboard tanks.

The report was forwarded to the Air Ministry by the D/C.-in-C. on

12 January 1943> requesting that experiments should be carried out in the

highest priority to determine the desirability of the introduction of the nitrogen

scheme and of more efficient fire extinguishers in engines and the installation

of extinguishers around tanks.

In January 1943 R.A.E. carried out further firing trials of incendiary

ammunition against various petrol tanks containing explosive mixtures, and

obtained explosions with the first shot on each occasion and a start was made to

carry out extinguisher trials on fires in running engines.

During the spring of 1943 arranged for B.D.U. to carry out

experiments to determine the temperatures experienced inside fuel tanks during

the flight, and also itself made measurement of the temperatures inside the fuel

tanks on aircraft on return from operations. It was found that the temperatures

of the No. 3 tanks in a Lancaster, when empty, followed fairly closely the

temperature of the outside air, but the other tanks were kept at a slightly higher

temperature by the heat from the engines. In particular, it appeared that the

(l) O.R.S. Report No. S.74. (A.H.B./lIH/a^t/ax/'^)'
RESTRICTED
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temperatiire inside a fuel tank was much higher if the aircraft was flying in

sunlight than if it was flying by night. The results of these measurements were

forwarded to R.A.E. by whom the infonnation was requested.

The experiments suggested in January were carried out at R.A.E. on

9 April 1943j at a full-scaled demonstration attended by representatives of D.O.R.

and of this Headquarters. The details of the experiment were arranged with the

assistance of this Section, which made the suggestion that for ease of firing a

i^ll
Robinoty^bullet The opportunity wasshould be used to simulate a flak fragment.

also taken at this occasion to demonstrate the effectiveness of the Methyl Bix>mide

extinguisher installed around a fuel tank in a tank bay.

A short report summarising the results of the trial was prepared by this

Section in collaboration with C.Eng.O., and was published on 11 April 19^3*

The trial had shown that when a Blenheim tank containing an explosive mixture was

attacked by a Robinot bullet or by an incendiary bullet, it was burst asunder

with such violence that it would have destroyed an aircraft had it been installed

It was concluded that *if the petrol and tank are between the

temperatures of -10*^C and at ground level or between -25°C and -55°C at

20,000 ft, (conditions vAiich are often obtained in operations) and a tank or tanks

in the wing.

are struck above petrol level with an incer^iary bullet, in every case a

disastrous explosion ancl/or fire will occur with certain destruction of the

aircraft, leaving the crew no possible chance of escape,

inert bullet or fragment of flak, an explosion and/or fire of the same magnitude

as that caused by incendiaries will occur in approximately 50 per cent of the

If struck with an

The frequency of explosions and fire with inert fragments depends on the

velocity of the fragment and the amount of structure both external to the tank and

strikes.

VHien an inert gas such as nitrogen isinternal struck by the fragment.

introduced into the tank above petrol level, the explosion risk is completely

It was therefore recommended that immediate action be taken on theeliminated'.

highest priority to incoi*porate a system for the introduction on an inert gas

(nitrogen) above petrol level sufficient for a seven hour flight in all tanks of

bomber aircraft, even though this involved an additional weight of 230-250 lb per

The report also pointed out that there was little doubtfour-engined aircraft,

that a system (for the extinction of fires in tank bays) such as that demonstrated

would be successful in extinguishing the majortty of tank fires, and it was

recommended that its development should proceed on the highest priority.
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A letter embodying these points was sent to Air Ministry (D.O.R.) on

19 April by the D/C.-in-C, with the approval of the C.-in-C. and agreement was

obtained for the introduction of the nitrogen scheme on the highest priority*

A suggestion was made in May 19^5 "by Air Staff that as an interim measure

to reduce the explosion risk of petrol tanks, those tanks which would not be

required for use on the short sorties necessitated by the short hours of darkness

in summer should be drained and thoroughly purged of vapour by an air blast*

This led to much discussion in the Headquarters, and it was decided by o.R-s.

to test the feasibility of removing all traces of petrol vapour from a

tank under the conditions obtaining on an operational airfield* A visit was

accordingly made to R*A*F* Station, Lindholme, vdiere a series of experiments was

carried out and from these it was concluded that:-

(a) The length of time required thoroughly to blow out a tank depends
largely on the precise attitude of the aircraft on the ground, the
efficiency of the scavenging of liquid petrol from the tank, and the
care with which the air stream ig passed through the tank.

If the tank is only partly freed from petrol vapour, it may
permanently be in a more dangerous condition than if it contained
about two gallons of petrol.

In view of the necessity of ensuring that all petrol is removed from
the tank no matter how much is trapped or imperfectly scavenged, it
is thought that it would not be safe to fix the minimim period for
which a stream of air must be passed through the tank at less than
2^ to 3 hours*

It would appear to be impracticable for a large number of tanks to
be blown out under the normal conditions obtaining on an operational
squadron*

(b)

(o)

It was decided, as a result of this report, to drop the proposal of emptying tanks

during the summer months*

During this time the development of improved engine fire extinguishers had
B<o

proceeded at R.A.E. and Command was invited to send representatives to witness

a demonstration at R.A.E* on 18 June 19^3* The demonstration and discussion which

followed it were attended by representatives of the Air Staff, Engineer Staff and
O. R,

Section, and a report entitled *Fire Risk in Aero Engines and Methods of

Extinguishing them* was prepared by in eollaboration with C.Eng.O.

This report gave details of the tests seen, ard made recommendations for the steps

which ought to be taken to reduce the risks from engine fires.

The substance of the report was embodied in a letter sent by the D/C.-in-C.

to Air Ministry on 28 June 1943, v^ch called attention to 0*R*S* Report No* S*74*

It also pointed out that the fire extinguishing arrangements in engines were
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inadequate, and out-of-date, and it was considered that, provided an increase in

weight in the extinguisher system could be tolerated, there was a good possibility

of extinguishing 80 per cent of the fires originating from engines in the air*

It was accordingly requested that R*A*E. should be asked to outline their proposed

schemes for the various aircraft types of this Command and to give a firm

estimate of the weight of each installation so that a decision could be made as

It was recommended that,to vidiether the increase in weight could be tolerated,

in any case, the proposed automatic device, which would indicate the presence of

a fire and carry out the correct fire drill on pressing the extinguisher button

after a fire warning, should be incorporated at once in all aircraft since it

It was furtherdid not involve the addition of any substantial weight.

recommended that immediate action should be given to the following points of

engine installations:-

(a) Feathering pipes should be nan so that the common mechnical
failures wooild not cause damage to the pipes,

(b) Feathering pipes, fire extinguishing pipes and C.S.U* controls,
from the fire proof bulkhead forward, should be made fire proof,
i*e. of steel of tungum.

(c) Fire warning switches should, if possible, be flame operated
and not heat operated,

(d) Fuel cocks should be at the rear of the fire proof bulkhead.

A reply dated 12 Jialy 19^f5 was received from the Air Ministiy stating that the

M.A.P* had been requested to investigate the possibility of meeting the above-

It was also stated that satisfactory progress was beingmentioned requirements.

made with the nitrogen installation.

A further reply dated 6 Aiogust 1943 gave particulars of the additional

weight which would be involved by the installation of the improved fire fighting

equipment, and stated that with the approval of A*C*A.S.(TR) arrangements for the

appropriate modifications had been put in hand, giving first priority to heavy

This letter was followed by another onebombers followed by the Wellington.

dated 11 September 1943> pointing out that the wei^t involved in the

installation of the following fire prevention and extinction equipment in heavy

bombers would be approxomately 700 lb. made up as follows

(a) Nitrogen equipment

(b) Methyl Bromide for engines (estimated)

(c) Methyl Bromide equipment for fuel tank
bays (estimated)

300 i 10 lb.

170 - 200 lb.

200 lb.
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In view of this considerable weight the Comniand was requested to give careful

consideration to the possibility of deleting other items of equipment in order

that it would not be necessary to reduce either the bomb or fuel loads* In

reply it was, however, pointed out by this Headquarters that the Command had made

recommendations earlier in the year for the removal of certain items of equipment,

and in view of this it was difficult to suggest what further reductions could be

made without resorting to the removal of equipment that was at that time

considered necessary, or alternatively re-designing the aircraft or its components.

D.O.R* sent a further communication to this Headquarters on 2 November 194-3>

stating that it had been found that the weight of the Methyl Bromide equipment

for fuel tank bays would be approximately 300 lb. and not 200 lb. as previously

The Commandstated, so that the total weight vrould be approximately 500 lb*

was therefore invited to state whether this additional weight could be accepted

for the three heavy bombers, before the M.A.P. was instructed to proceed*

R.S
that it was D*0*R* who initiated theIt was pointed out by

requirement for protection of the tank bays, and that we had no knowledge as to

the efficiency of the proposed system under full-scale conditions*

suggested, therefore, that before we asked for its introduction we should obtain

It was

If this was found to befrom D*0*R* a statement as to its probable efficiency*

high it was considered that the additional weight could be tolerated* The

improved engine fire extinguishers were understood to have a good chance of

success, and it was felt that these would contribute largely to the safety of

our aircraft*

A reply embodying the above points was sent by S.A.S*0. to D.O.R* on

16 November 1943- In January 1944 D.0*R. provided some information on the

efficiency with which the Methyl Bromide fire extinguisher system for tank bays

It was stated that there seemed little doubtmight be expected to operate*

that the scheme was an extremely efficient method of dealing with tank fires,

and that in the 23 experiments carried out in an approximately half-scale (steel)

model of a Lancaster wing section, there was only one case where the fire was not

In this case the failure was due to a circumstance which wouldextinguished*

The Command was therefore asked to consider thenot operate in the air*

possibility of deleting such items as engine armour in favour of the introduction
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There followed much discussionof the Methyl Bromide equipment for fuel tanks*

in this Headquarters, together with correspondence with R.A.E*, during the course

of vMch it was suggested hy 0*R*S* that the self-sealing should be deleted from

the outboard tanks of the Lancaster to pay for the increased weight of the

extinguishers as we were opposed to the deletion of engine protection.

Objections were raised to this by M*A.P* on the grounds that it would impair
OKS.

the efficiency of the Nitrogen system, but suggestions were put forward by

indicating how this risk might be obviated even though the self-sealing

However, although it was ultimately decided by this Headquarters,

after reference to Groups, that the self-sealing should not be deleted, it was

agreed after an impressive full-scale demonstration of the tank extinction

apparatus on 18 April 19W- that it should be incorporated on high priority.

Unfortunately, no aircraft equipped with either the tank bay extinguisher system

or the improved engine fire extinguisher system were delivered to the Command

before the ezsi of the war.

was deleted*

There were also unexpected delays in the introduction of the Nitrogen system

into the production line of the heavy bombers in spite of the fact that the work

was to bo on the highest priortty, and frequent reminders of the fact were supplied

by this Command* Various dates, some as early as September 19439 had been

advanced by M*A.P* as the date for commencement of embodiment of the modification

into the production line, but the system had not materialised by the end of the

In December 1943 it was found by R.A.E. that the vent valves proposed for

the system mi^t stick in severe icing conditions i«hen nitrogen was not in use.

year*

and they considered that the simplest way of ensuring safety was to maintain the

vent valves at temperattires above 0°C* They believed this to be possible when

the veJ.ves were located behind the bialkhead in the engine nacelle, although they

might freeze in the positions previously considered suitable*

In view of the shortage of aircraft at R*A*E* on which to make temperature
the

measurements to settle matter, this Section was requested by R.A*E* to arrange

for the eiiqperiments to be done on an aircraft of this Command* We accordingly

arranged for a Lancaster and Halifax to be detached to R*A*E* for the puinsose, and

it was found that considerable advantage was to be derived from the re¬

positioning of the vent valves* Owing to the risk of freezing of the Mark IV

vent valves, a Mark VI valve having a rubber snifter disk was developed by R.A.E.

to overcome the danger.
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The first aircraft to be equipped with the Nitrogen system in this Command

operated in April (although there were only very few aircraft so equipped at

the time), but it was found that the Marie VI (modified) valves were unsatisfactory

as the rubber' used in their production became wrinkled on exposure to petrol,

thus allowing nitrogen to escape# In addition it was found that the soldering

of some of the connections on the Halifax was unsatisfactory; accordingly, a

postagram was sent by this Headquarters on 6 June 19^ instructing units to

discontinue use of the system until further notice# However, on 23 June 19^^>

a further instruction was sent by the Engineer Branch to all units indicating

that tests had shown that with the Mark VI valves fitted nitrogen pressure might

be held for some 2-3 hours, so that some protection would be derived from the use

of the system# In view of the fact that the weather conditions under which the

Mark IV valves were likely to freeze were unlikely to be met until the end of

September, the Mark IV valves were to be fitted until that time# Authority was

given to Groups to use the system with the Mark VI valves until Mark IV valves

were available if they so desired# If the system was used, flight engineers were

to turn on the system as soon as the aircraft was airborne and to record pressures

every half-hour until the press\ire fell to 50 Ib/sq.in.

Satisfactory vent valves had not been supplied by the end of September, and

the question was raised as to whether aircraft should be allowed to continue to

operate equipped with Mark IV valves# In view of the fact that there had been

comparatively few reports of icing conditions in August and September, and that

during that period over 90 per cent of the nitrogen filled sorties had landed with

nitrogen unexhausted, it was recommended by this Section that:-

(a) The risk of freezing in flight should be accepted,

(b) Vent valves should be removed from all unseinriceable systems
in view of possible danger#

These recommendations were implemented in an Engineer Branch letter dated

23 October 1944* In December 1944 a preliminary analysis of the effects of

the Nitrogen system was carried out and it was found that the value of the system

was apparently small, but owing to the very poor quality of the reporting and the

low serviceability of the system, considerable doubt attached to the result.

Further attempts to assess the effectiveness of the Nitrogen system were made,

but it proved impossible to obtain a conclusive answer owing to the very large

number of cases in which it was not known whether the system was used, and even

in cases where it was stated to be used whether it was in fact serviceable.
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At the end of Novemher 1 %4 a request for infoimation regarding the frequency

of fire in missing aircraft had heen received from D*P.A., and a letter was sent

to Air Ministry showing that about 80 per cent of our missing aircraft were lost

in flames and giving details, based on a rather small san^le, of the locations of

these fires*

In response to a request for our views on the desirability of producing a

non-inflammable hydraulic fluid, we stated in January 1945 that it seemed likely

that some 10 per cent of our losses were due to fires in the hydraulic system, and

it therefore appeared highly desirable to develop  a non-inflammable fluid if

hydraulic systems were to be retained* It was, however, pointed out that in our

view it would be far preferable to substitute electrical systems for the

hydraulic systems*

It appeared from reports of aircrew who had been involved in fuselage fires »n

the air that the hand extinguishers provided were of limited use in quelling

such fires, and in April 1945 the R*A*E* carried out trials to test various types

of hand extinguishers* These trials were attended by representatives of Bomber

Command 0*R*S* and during the course of discussion it was suggested that a great

improvement in the perfonnance of existing extinguishers could be achieved by

increasing the discharge rate of the extinguisher,

extinguishers Type No* 5 were virtually useless*

It was found that

A minute was sent to 0*R*(Eng.)

on 21 April recommending the immediate modification of all Type No* 3 extinguishers

and the deletion of Type No* 5 extinguishers unless their performance could be

These recommendations wore passed to Air Ministry by 0*R.(Eng*) in aimproved*

letter dated 1 May 1945*

It will be seen from the foregoing that although it was early realised and

pointed out by this Section that the fire risk was the major hazard associated

with the operation of bomber aircraft, and although the experimental establish

ments took eneigetic steps to develop remedial measures, the war closed with fire

prevention apparatus in much the same state as it began, and that due to the

inevitable delay in introducing the necessary modifications into the production

line Bomber Command lost very mar^ more aircraft and crews than would have been

the case had the fire hazard been appreciated earlier, or had it been possible to

take prompter action once it had been recognised.
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Research into ^Phenomena seen at Night*

Another investigation which was in some ways connected with the risk of loss

of an aircraft by fire was undertaken in September 194-2.

encountering strange pyrotechnic devices over G-enoany, eind there was a certain

Crews had reported

amount of apprehension as to the purpose of these devices*

A tour of investigation in which aircrews and intelligence officers in

Nos* 5 Anri 5 Groups were closely questioned was undertaken, and the results were

published in a report entitled *A Note on Recent Enemy Pyrotechnic Activity over

It was found that there were at least two different phenomena which
(1)

Germany*●

had, unfortunately, often been reported by the same name ’Chandelier Flares',

(a) These objects appeared in the sky in heavy concentrations of flak and
from a distance appeared very similar to aircraft falling in flames.
They were given tixe name of ’Scarecrow Flares* and were shown to be
quite harmless* There had previously been considerable apprehension
among crews lest these objects were some fonn of aerial mine, and
this report did much to allay their fears*

(b) The other phenomenon was considered to be purely to assist fighters,
and was designated ’Fighter Flare’*

At about the same period there had been many references to ’Flashless Flak’, and

as a result of this investigation its existence was thought to be doubtful; it

was shown that, even if it did exist, it exhibited all the normal characteristics

Similarly, the suspicions, arousedof flak except the brilliance of the flash*

by enemy propaganda, that they were using aerial minefields were shown to be

groundless.

It is considered that the above-mentioned report based on a comparatively

short but very searching enquiry did much to protect the morale of aircrews by the

prevention of ill-considered speculation as to the nature of various phenomena

reported by crews at interrogation*

Damage to Aircraft by Falling Bombs

With the increase in concentration of our raids which began to be achieved

Thein the early part of new dangers to our aircraft presented themselves*

chief of these were the risks of collisions and of being struck by bombs released

The risk of collision and the probability offrom aircraft at greater altitudes.

being hit by falling bombs is discussed elsewhere. It is appropriate here.

however, to consider the v^llne^ability of aircraft to the impact of bombs*

/ A(l) O.R.S* Report No. 53. (A*H.B./II/39/1 ).
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A careful study was made of the damage sustained by all aircraft which

returned to this country after having been struck by falling incendiary bombs

during the first five months of 1943> sJid it was founi that the bombs had ignited

in only a few cases and that the damage caused was in general purely due to the

It is noteworthy that the crews were very

often unaware that their aircraft had been struck by bombs and attributed the

damage (as did many of the engineer officers who examined the aircraft on return)

impact of the bombs on the aircraft*

to flak*

A composite plot of the positions of all the bombs striking our aircraft was

made on drawings of each of the heavy bombers, and it was found that there was no

area exhibiting a marked paucity of strikes indicating that there were no

It €^opeared likely, however, that an incendiarysingularly vulnerable spots*

bomb could cause the loss of an aircraft by:

a) Killing the pilot.
bJ Severing the main spar boom*
cj Causing the loss of large quantities of petrol,
d) Causing the loss of large quantities of oil.
e) Striking an engine,
f) Severing controls,
g) Starting a primary fire in a position idiere it could not

be extinguished by the crew.

A rough examination of the plan drawing of a Lancaster indicated that rather less

than one-half of area should be counted as vulnerable to damage by incendiary bombs

and it was considered not unreasonable to assume that only 25 per cent of the

strikes on those areas were lethal, so that it appeared that of the order of 1 in

10 of the bombs striking an aircraft were lethal and hence about 0*05 per cent of

sorties despatched during the first five months of 1943 were lost as a result of

damage by falling bombs* The loss rate from this cause was therefore small

compared with that due to other causes, and could only be decreased by reducing the

concentration over the target which would have led to a disproportionate increase

in losses due to flak*

Even after the publication of this paper there continued to be some anxiety

among aircrews, and at this Headquarters concerning the danger to aircraft, irom

falling bombs, and it was felt desirable by to carry out some

experiments to test our belief that the bombs only caused the destruction of our

A request was accoixLingly sent to M*A.P*

thqttexperiments should be carried out to find the effects of a 4 lb. incendiary

aircraft in a small percentage of cases*

/ bomb
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bomb entering a petrol tank under various conditions of tank contents and bomb

It was considered by M*A«P* that it would be a matter of greatvelocities*

difficulty to carry out fully representative trials owing to various experimental

However, it was felt bylimitations obtaining at the Research stations*

that a sufficiently good estimate of the risk could be obtained by

subsidiary experiments, and it was agreed that these should be carried out.

These experiments fell into two parts:-

(a) Firing both live and inert bombs through a mock-up petrol tank in a
wing structuore. The tank contained an explosive petrol-air mixture
but no liquid petrol. This section of the work was carried out at
the Road Research Laboratory (R.R.L.).

(b) Initiating live bombs both above and below the surface of the fuel in
a bath of petrol* This part of the experiment was carried out at
Orfordness.

The R.R.L. experiments showed that even when the bomb was fired at its terminal

velocity through the mock-up tank structure, the petrol vapour was not ignited.

Further, it was shown that the resistance afforded by the dural plates and self

sealing tanks which would be encountered in the wing of a heavy bomber was

insufficient to operate the fuse of the k lb. bomb.

The Orfordness trials showed that if a if lb. incendiary bomb enters a bomber

wing fuel tank without making a large entry hole, and is initiated below petrol

level, the fire will, in general, be extinguished by the petrol provided that the

petrol is not shallow enough for the bomb flame to reach the surface of the

petrol. If the bomb is initiated above petrol level.and dropped into the tank.

a fire is probable.

These two trials showed conclusively that our views regarding the risks

of fire in tanks were justified, and it is of interest to record that shortly

after the experiments were carried out a Lancaster returned with two bombs lying

immersed in petrol in one of its main tanks.

A careful watch was kept on later reports of if lb. and 30 lb. bombs striking

aircraft, but no grounds for altering our opinions on the hazards associated with

them came to light. There were cases towards the end of the war of 500 lb. and

1000 lb. bombs striking our aircraft, but these were not numerous enough to warrant

any change of tactics to minimise the frequency of such occurrences.

/ Casualties
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Casualties to Personnel Directly Due to Enemy Action

In addition to the studies relating to the aircraft as a machine,

carried out researches into the frequency with which enemy missiles struck

members of the crew* In the first instance the information was used to obtain a

measure for the accuracy of reporting of damage to the aircraft. It was known

that injury to crew was very faithfully recorded, and by a comparison of the

vulnerable area of a man with the total area of an aircraft it was possible to

deduce a figure for the percentage of flak holes reported. It was concluded that

for data covering the last few months of 1942 *The agreement between expected and

observed numbers of casualties to personnel suggests that the reporting of the

number of aircraft damaged by flak is fairly complete, and that the figure

obtained for the average number of fragment strikes is approximately correct*.

In Februaiy 1943> a report entitled * Casualties among Aircrew Personnel

directly due to Enemy Action on Night Operations* gave detailed statistics of the

frequency of injury and the severity of wounds sustained in the various crew

stations during the summer and autumn of 1942.
(1)

It was shown that very few

●  members of aircrew sustain injury directly as a result of enemy action, compared

(The term *directly by enemywith those sustaining injuries from other causes.

action* means in this case that the man concerned was actually struck by an enemy

missile). During the seven month period considered it was estimated that not

more than six aircraft were mi ssing purely as a result of death or severe injuiy

of the pilot.

It appeared from the data considered to be a rare occurrence for navigators

and wireless operators to be called upon to man a tui*ret as a result of the death

or injury of the normal gunner. In addition, the frequency of injury to pilots

was so low that it was a matter for consideration ̂ rtiether it was economic to carry

a second pilot, and whether even the labour of training a pilot’s assistaint was

justified. The carrying of a second pilot except for training purposes was

discontinued a short time before the publication of the report, but it was decided

to continue the training of a pilot*s assistant as it was felt that it was

desirable that the pilot should be able to leave his seat, even on occasions when

It was decided to abolish air gunner training for navigators,he was not wounded.

(l) O.R.S. Report No. S.77*
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flight engineers and wireless operators except that air gunner’s training

continued to he given to wireless operators to he employed in light homhers.

At the eiKi of 194-3 the prohlem of assessing the potential value of hody

exercising the minds of Air Ministry (D.Arm.R.), and wasarmour was

asked to produce a further paper on casualties to aircrew making special reference

A report entitled *A further note onto the probable value of body armour.

Casualties among Aircrew Personnel directly due to Enemy Action on Night
(1)

was published in January 1944> and this gave data covering the year

ending 30 November/l December 1943*

Operations*

It was shown that the frequency of

direct enemy action casualties among aircrew personnel was very small and had

remained unaltered by the removal of the main armour bulkhead. It was estimated

that the use of the American type of flak jacket would only be effective in

preventing about 50 moderate or slight casualties per 50,000 sorties, and in view

of its weight with the fatigue it would produce, would be likely to do more harm

Similarly, it was estimated that the flak helmet would have preventedthan good.

only about 50 head injuries during the year, but that it might be justified if

aircrews expressed a wish to use it, provided that it was not too heavy and

cumbersome and did not induce fatigue. It was thought doubtful, however, whether

the reduction in casualties, most of which were in any case only slight, would

merit the labour involved in the production of the helmet. Largely as a result

of this paper it was decided not to proceed with the supply of body aimour to the

R.A.F. bomber crews.

The advent of daylight operations in 1944 with the higher number of aircraft

damaged by flak made it desirable to carry out an analysis of casualties for

daylight operations which took place in the summer and autumn of 1944* The

analysis, of which the results were not published, showed that there was no

difference between the figures for casualties per aircraft damaged by day and by

night, so that there was not a case for carrying body armour in R.A.P. Bomber

Command aircraft, even on daylight operations.

Investigations into Expenditure of S.A.A. by Air &\inners

The disposable load of an aircraft is limited, ar«i consideration always has

to be given to the distribution of this load between equipment, fuel, oil etc.

(l) O.R.S. Report S.120. (A.H.B./II H/24i/a:^/)4-).
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There was stowage capacity for a very

considerable load of S.A.A. amounting to 18,000 rounds (over 1000 lb. wei^t) in
O-R-S.

heavy bombers, and in June 1%2 was asked to carry out an

and offensive load such as bombs*

investigation into the frequency with which various guns were used and the amount

of ammunition fired in combat.

At the time there were no data in the Headquarters from v^ich the

infonnation could be extracted, and it was necessary to get some interim figures

from Groups and to take steps to improve the reporting on Combat reports of

ammunition fired in combat. By March i943 a sufficient volume of data had been

collected on the subject to make possible a statistically significant analysis,

and the results were published in a report entitled *Ammunition fired in Air-to-

Air Combats at Night by Bomber Aircraft*,

rounds for the mid-upper-turret was sufficient for 99 per cent of combats (the

average was 235 rounds) and in the case of the rear turret 2,000 rounds was

sufficient for 99 per cent of combats, 1,100 for 90 per cent and 550 for 75 per

(1)
The analysis showed that 1,000

cent*

It was pointed out that a useful saving in weight could be obtained by

restricting the amount of ammunition carried for use by the rear turrets of all

heavy bombers engaged on night operations to 5,000 rounds (the stowage capacity

for this turret was 10,000 roiinds), which would allow a reasonable margin above

that required for combat for gun warming and testing*

however, that the stowages for larger capacities should be retained in view of the

It was recommended.

possibility that the aircraft might meet with changed conditions at a later date.

The figures quoted in Report No* 68 referred mainly to medium bombers.

although some figures for heavy bombers were quoted and it was felt desirable to

carry out a further analysis on similar lines at  a later date* This analysis,

covering the period of 12 months ending in February 1944, was undertaken early in

1944 and the results were published in a report entitled ’Ammunition fired in
(2)

Air-to-Air Combats at Night by Heavy Bomber Aircraft'. It was shown that the

average niunber of rounds fired per combat was approximately the same for the two

periods analysed, and that the amount of ammunition suggested in the previous

report would have been sufficient for all but four of the combats during the year.

(l) O.R.S* Report No* 68.

(2) O.R.S. Report No. 98. (A.H.B./II/39/i)*
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L April *943 , R-A*E.^u»Ko Ko-ci O-R.S- \vi ci;>CT

iV\i^

an investigation they were doing into gun hlasty Q

it wva estimatelthat at that period the average life of a heavy bomber was

something of the order of 20 sorties and that during that life there was about

1 in 4 chances that the aircraft would be engaged in combat with an enemy fighter.

The guns would of coxirse also be fired for gun warming and testing and 20 to 30

rounds per gun per sortie would probably be fired for these purposes.

Analysis of Crashes not due to Enemy Action

In January 1942 it was suggested by Air Ministry that the percentage of

night sorties resulting in crashes and forced landings in Bomber Command during

the latter part of 1941 was higher than it was during the corresponding period of

1940, and was asked by the Air Staff to make an examination of the

matter to ascertain whether the allegations were correct and if so to ascertain

the causes.

An analysis of casualty signals and of the Daily Summaries of Crashes and

Forced Landings prepared by the Training Branch was carried out and the results

were published in a report entitled, ’Preliminary Note comparing number of

casualties not due to Enemy Action on Operational Sorties during October - December
(1)

1940 and 1941'. It was found that much of the information relating to causes

of crashes in 1940 had been destroyed, but from the sample available it was shown

that all types of aircraft showed a greatly reduced casualty rate in 1941 from

that obtaining in 1940 with the exception of the Wellington which showed a slight

increase. Details.as far as they were available of all causes of crash were

given and it was shown that engine failure, fuel shortage, overshooting and bad

landings were the causes iMividually responsible for more accidents than any

other.

The tentative results produced by this analysis proved to be of such general

interest that it was decided to carry out a more detailed analysis covering the

period June 1940 to December 1941, and the results were published in a report

entitled 'An Analysis of Casualties not due to Enemy Action on Night Operational
(2)

Sorties during June 1940 - December 1941* It was shown that the accident

rate of the Whitley per 100 sorties was rather higher than that obtaining for other

(l) O.R.S. Report No. 28.

(2) O.R.S. Report No. S.43. (A.H.B./IIH/24i/aa/i4).
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types, and that aircraft which had a high accident rate had a high missing rate,

indicating, as one might expect, that losses from all causes of an aircraft which

is readily handled are less than those of an aircraft more difficult to handle.

The principal cause of accident, in approximate order of seriousness, were:-

;!
Fuel shortage.
Bad landings.
Engine failure.
Taxying and take-off mishaps.
Plight into ground.

(c

Over the eighteen months considered had weather was a contributory cause in at

least 25 per cent of all accidents, and fluctuations in the monthly accident rate

could largely he accounted for hy variations in weather conditions. As a result

of this report a letter was sent to all Groups calling attention to the wastage

occurring not due to enemy action, and pointing out that about 70 per cent of all

crashes resiilting in Cat.B or Cat.E damage were due to:-

26 per cent
2k. per cent
18 per cent

Fuel shortage
Landing accidents
Engine failure

It was urged that every effort should be made to reduce this wastage,

both the Training and Navigation branches at Command Headquarters intensified

their investigations into accidents due to fuel shortage with a view to reducing

accidents from this cause.

Further,

Analysis of the Frequency of use of Fuel Jettison Apparatus

At the end of 1942 there was considerable interest in the problem of

reducing weight on bomber aircraft, and among other items under consideration was

the fuel jettison system.
o-R,S-

was accordingly asked to investigate the

frequency with which the apparatus had been used and in what circumstances,

that an estimate could be made concerning the desirability of retaining it

bomber aircraft. The results of the analysis which covered the period Jul

so

on

y to

December 1942 (inclusive) are set out in Bomber Command O.R.S. Report No. B.120.

It was thought that there were probably three conditions under which it

might be essential to jettison fuel:-

(a) Preparatory to ditching,

(b) In severe icing conditions, if after jettisoning bombs
it is not possible to maintain height,

(c) After engine failure, if after jettisoning bombs
it is still.not possible to maintain height.

/ It
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It was shown that it is necessary as a general rule for aircraft to float for

about two minutes after ditching to ensure that all members of the crew alive and

not seriously injured should be able to abandon aircraft, but there appeared to be

a negligible correlation between the time the aircraft floated and the amount of

petrol on board, so that on that score there was no justification for the

retention of the jettison system. The analysis also indicated that a total of

about four Stirling aircraft might possibly be saved per year as a result of being

able to jettison fuel, but that in all cases of jettisonir^ fuel by other types

of aircraft during the period under consideration, the same result could have

been achieved by jettisoning bombs.

The criterion, therefore, for deciding vdiether the fuel jettison apparatus

was a requirement could be obtained by balancing the labour required to build four

Stirlings and to train their crews against that required to fit and maintain

fuel jettison gear in all the aircraft of the Command. It was eventually

decided, after reference to Groups, not to delete the fuel jettison gear from

Lancasters and Stirlings, although it had already been removed without ill effect

from Halifaxes to improve their performance.
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CH.APTER 20

EFFICIENCY AND MAI^POWER PROBLEMS

Introductory Survey

Scientific methods and techniques are not so obviously applicable to the

study of organisational matters as to investigations of, for example, bombing

This seems the mostaccuracy or the operational efficiency of radar equipment.

probable explanation why research into organisational matters was not initiated

until somewhat later in the European war than research into most other topics

with which the R.A.P. Operational Research Sections concerned themselves. By

the time administrative research began to be undertaken seriously shortage of

manpower had become the major factor limiting the expansion of the Air Force and.

so, much of this kind of research was directed towards saving manpower. And in

particular, partly because the study of maintenance work lent itself to the

scientific approach, partly because early success attended research work into

means of securing maintenance manpower economy but mainly because maintenance

personnel were so important in affecting directly the amount of flying that cotild

be done, a good deal of the administrative research effort was devoted to the

Aircraft Servicing Organisation and maintenance manpower problems.

Serious scientific study of organisational matters began in Bomber Command

from a careful perusal of a Coastal Command O.R*S. report on *The Efficient

Utilisation of Manpower with Special Reference to Maintenance Manpower*.

report pointed out the influence on maintenance manpower economy of the

irregularity with which in varying degrees any programme of flying was bound to be

If a unit was manned to meet peak loads, then it was likely to be

capable of a greater output given a uniform rate of supply of work,

suggested for careful control of *in-use* aircraft on *fit-for-flying* days so

that a unit*s capacity for flying would be exhausted only ̂ rtien bad weather or

lack of opportunity eliminated the possibility of flying in any case and so that

the rate of arising of unserviceability would ensure a supply of work to the

maintenance organisation throughout periods of no flying.

(1)
This

carried out.

A scheme was

Since irregularity was

a notable characteristic of the Bomber Command task, it was not unreasonable to

(l) Coastal Command O.R.S. Report No. 206 dated 15 November 1%.2.
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hope that the Coastal Command O.E.S. proposals would he applicable,

deal of thought was devoted to considering how to evolve such a scheme of

^Planned Plying and Planned Servicing* for Bomber Command but the Command Air

Staff was not prepared to accept the restrictions on their operational freedom

which the adoption of any such scheme was likely to involve.

A great

Since the planning of flying to even out the servicing load was out of the

question, the next step logically was to examine ways of organising the

servicing personnel so as best to meet a fluctuating programme of work,

was, in fact, the line of development which research into maintenance mai^ower

economy by Bomber Command O.R.S. now took.

This

By examination of statistical

recoid-s at unit, group and command level a body of data was carefully built up on

the internal workings of various sections of the servicing organisation,

this a quantitative estimate was made of the manpower ‘wastage* which could be

attributed to irregularity in the in-flow of work.

Prom

It was pointed out that

centralisation and pooling of work could do much to remedy this loss and various

changes in organisation were examined to this end. The formation of G-roup

Initial Fitment Depots, the pooling of ground crews, the pooling of maintenance

flight personnel and a change in the balance of resources by the addition of

aircraft, aircrews and specialist maintenance personnel were recommended,

would result in a considerably increased flying output with no overall increase in

maintenance manpower backing.

This

These recommendations were in agreement with the

recommendations for a Base Organisation which had meantime been evolved

independently by the Engineer Branch. The mutual support which the O.R.S. ani

the Engineer Branch lent to one another’s recommendations led to the adoption of

the Base system in Bomber Command.

As a further result of these investigations Bomber Command O.R.S, had become

familiar with the details of the workings of the servicing organisation and had

gained an insight into associated problems which enabled it to advise on such

matters as the relative merits of 2-flight and 3-flight squadrons. An essential

background was also thus provided for the ensuing investigations, undertaken at

the request of Command Staff, into the correct value under various coniitions of

the aircrew/aircraft ratio. The object of these investigations was to discover

how the resources of aircrew and aircraft should be balanced to ensure the

availability of one fit crew to man each serviceable aircraft when the opportunity

/ for
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Since the level of aircraft serviceabilityfor large-scale effort arose*

depended very much on the supply of maintenance manpower and since both crew

fitness and aircraft serviceability depended on the pattern and intensity of

effort, the relationship between this and the earlier work was a close one.

The achievements of this new work were the determination of the correct

aircrew/aircraft ratio and of the need for its modification from time to time and,

of more fundamental importance, a contribution to the theory underlying the

relationship between the numbers of aircraft, aircrew and maintenance personnel

in operational units and the flying performed by the units.

In the course of the work on the aircrew/aircraft ratio a scheme was evolved

for keeping a graphical check on the balance between each unit’s resources of

aircrew, aircraft and maintenance personnel. Although this system was not

adopted in practice, it is of interest in foreshadowing later work, uniertaken

when, in view of the manpower situation, the policy was laid down by the Air

Ministry that Operational Research Sections should be encouraged to investigate

the relationship between flying output and the level of maintenance manning.

The investigation thus initiated was bound up with earlier work on the planning

and organisation of sejrvicing support for the flying effort not only through the

intermediate work on the aircrew/aircraft ratio but also directly,

object of the investigation was the development for Bomber Command of a system

corresponding to ’Planned Pljring and Planned Servicing’

without the latter* s limitations on operational freedom*

affecting the flying effort were unearthed in the course of this work and fresh

Indeed the

in Coastal Command but

Some new factors

light was thrown on the effects of other known factors* A system was devised

of periodically reviewing each unit's flying effort in relation to its resources

of men and equipment and on this basis adjusting, whenever necessary, to a more

economical distribution of resources. Since a proper trial of this scheme was

prevented by the end of the European war, its utility must be regarded as not

In any event the information which it was designed to provide is

really essential to a proper planning of resources and such a scheme is likely

to be a basis for future planning of support for any flying effort in idiich a

very large measure of operational freedom is indispensable*

proven.
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The work mentioned so far has dealt with matters of general organisation

and the problem of how best to meet the programme of work necessary to support a

Research was also undertaken to find means of reducing thegiven flying effort.

Suspicionactual volume of work associated with a given amount of fljring.

voiced in a report by Coastal Command O.R.S. that more time was being spent on

inspections than was justified by the decrease in repairs and failures which the

inspections brought about, led to a Bomber Command O.R.S. investigation into the

number of and manhour expenditure on repairs to an aircraft at various stages

This work led to a 50 per cent increase in theafter the minor inspection.

flying hour interval between minor inspections and made possible the equivalent

in manpower economy of 10 per cent of personnel in Repair and Inspection

Squadrons.

In order to arrive at a satisfactory conclusion on the question of minor

inspection periodicity, it was necessary to have detailed information about the

manhours absorbed on various servicing tasks. This information could not be

supplied with the accuracy or in the detail required by the units themselves but

had to be obtained through the agency of a special party of technical personnel

who recorded the work done on all the aircraft in one unit in the necessary

detail. This is but one example of the need that existed for some means of

discovering various details relating to the functioning of Station organisations.

Owing to the fact that units were normally under establishment, particularly in

the administrative posts, technical personnel had to be mis-employed on

miscellaneous duties, and greater niambers were consequently established than were

required to undertake the technical duties only,

that the rationalisation of Station duties and the elimination of unnecessary

tasks were long overdue, and it seemed likely that there was a considerable

By 1944 it had become evident

waste of manpower on such duties. Accordingly, in order to ascertain to what

extent manpower was being wasted on unnecessary Station duties and the extent to

which the establishment of technical and administrative personnel could be

adjusted, recording parties were foimed to observe the state of occupation of

the personnel in selected stations in various Home Commands. For a considerable

period, before centralisation of control under D.D. Science at the Air Ministry

became desirable, each party worked under the scientific control and general
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supervision of the Operational Research Section of the Command in which it was

The results obtained enabled the O.R.S. to provide its Command withoperating.

infomation on the amount of time expended at units on various activities and to

advise on a number of matters connected with Station organisation, for example,

on the size of a gang or section appropriate to carry out a given task such as,

say, building power plants. From the more long-term view, information.

forwarded in digestible form to the Air Ministry could be translated into figures

to illustrate manpower potentialities and serve as a basis for provisioning

purposes, as, for example, for the forecasting of future total establishments.

trades and training capacity. In particular, a recording party working in

Bomber Command obtained important information on the detailed working of a new

servicing system, the so-called Marston Moor Servicing Scheme.

In addition to the full-scale investigations which have been seen to fit in

with a process of fairly logical development. Bomber Command O.R.S. took a number

of smaller items of work mostly in order to answer specific questions such as

*How many men are reqxiired to service the Pairey Mark I "Window" Launcher?

'How many aero-engines are required per month to back a given operational

programme under specified conditions?'

or

While these problems did not fit in very

well with the general scheme or work, their solution was often made possible or

more complete by the backgrouni of knowledge provided by the general work.

Thus, administrative research at Bomber Command during the war, while it

certainly did not exhaust all possibilities, covered a comprehensive field.

Starting towards the end of 1942 with research into the general problems of

planning and organising servicing support for the flying effort, background

theory was built up for studying and insight acquired into the working problems

of R.A.F. organisation. Supported by detailed information, acquired by

recording parties, on working conditions and utilisation of manpower at unit

level, this work enabled Bomber Command O.R.S. to advise R.A.F. staff, Bomber

Command, on such matters as the Base Organisation and the relative merits of

2-flight and 3“Flight squadrons, and assisted in the solution of a number of

miscellaneous problems which the R.A.P. staff presented to Bomber Command O.R.S.

The individual pieces of work, vrtiich were most successful,

were unioubtedly the detennination of the aircrew/aircraft ratio and the

from time to time.
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Theresearch into the optimum fljdng-hour interval "between minor inspections,

usefulness of the latter piece of work is directly measurable since it led to a

50 per cent reduction in the periodical inspection load on Servicing Wings.

Other work, for example, that on the development of a scheme for the statistical

control of resources, was less obviously fruitful but resulted in a fuller

Further, some system of centralisedunderstanding of organisational issues.

control of resources or, at least, the relating of flying achievement to the

number of men and quantity of equipment needed to back that achievement is

certain to find a place in any future administrative research programme.

The Organisation and Planning of Servicing Support

With an increase in aircraft production it became evident in 191^■2 that the

supply of manpower was to displace the supply of aircraft as the controlling

factor which determined the upper limit to the operational effort of Bomber

Command, It was important that every possible means of ensuring the efficient

use of maintenance manpower should be explored. There was, therefore.

considerable scope for research into the various factors affecting operational

effort and, more particularly, into the relationship between operational effort

and maintenance manning.

The first problem of this nature undertaken by Bomber Command O.R.S. arose

from the question whether sending out a small force of aircraft frequently er

sending out a large force of aircraft less frequently would result in the greater

overall effort over a long period. Bomber Command O.R.S. was asked to study

the manner in ^^ich serviceability varied with the number of sorties despatched

in a given time and to report on which of the two policies, of making frequent

small-scale efforts or less frequent large-scale efforts, was more cond-ucive to

maintaining a high level of serviceability,

lies solely in the fact that it was the first approach to the general problem in

The interest of this investigation

(1)
Bomber Command. The results of the investigation were of little significance

since a high serviceability was neither a desirable end in itself nor a reliable

indication of efficient utilisation of resources: for example, 100 per cent

serviceability might be easily obtained by a unit which did no flying.

(1) 'The Efficient Utilisation of Manpower Resources with Special Reference to
Maintenance Manpower*.
15 November 1942.

Coastal Command O.R.S. Report No. 206 dated
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Serious interest in the economics of flying as a scientific study was

aroused at Bomber Command for the first time by the publication of a Coastal
I

Command O.R.S. report on the efficient utilisation of maintenance manpower.

(1)

This paper contained the first scientific analysis made of the organisation

behind the flying effort and laid down basic principles governing the efficient

The most significant point about the paper was,working of that organisation,

perhaps, its explicit recognition that in all flying, and particularly in

operational flying, periods of intense flying activity were inevitably

sandwiched between periods of no flsring, the duration of which would depend on

Coastal Command O.R.S.the weather arkL the need for flying to bo done,

introduced a classification of squadrons according to the regularity of their

effort; the most important classes were as follows

(a) Constant Effort Squadrons (on the so-called ’Semi-Saturation

Cycle*) whose fairly regular effort was subject to minor

fluctuations due to weather and other factors,

(b) Variable Opportiinity Squadrons which had

frequent opportunity b«tsomewhat irregular effort,

(c) Fleeting Opportunity Squadrons which were reqiiired for

infrequent and unpredictable periods of intense activity.

Under the ideal conditions of a perfectly regular flying effort the rate of

flow of work to the ground staff would be uniform and the maintenance establish-

comparatively

But under any practicalment should correspond to the amount of flying done.

conditions the rate of arising of work would vary in sympathy with irregularities

in the flying. Consequently there were likely to be periods when the ground

staff were not fully occupied and other periods when they were working to

capacity and, in that event, the actual output from maintenance personnel would

fall below their potential output given adequate work at all times. Under

these circumstances the maintenance establishment required would not strictly

correspond to the amount of fljring done but would be influenced by the pattern

It was desirable by eliminating periods of slackness toof the flying effort.

make the maintenance establishment correspond to the mean monthly flying effort

In other words, the problem presented itself of findingand so save manpower.

a means of providing the maintenance personnel with an even flow of work.

(l) ’An Investigation into the Effect of the Size and Frequency of Operations
by Individual Squadrons on the Maintenance of Aircraft Serviceability*.
Bomber Command Bik Memo. No. 32 dated 23 November
(A.H.B.2 unindexed).
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The Coastal Command solution to the problem of achieving a smooth flow of

work was to fly during periods of activity a number of sorties somewhat in excess

This wouldof the daily average necessary for the completion of the task.

result in aircraft becoming unserviceable at a greater rate than the maintenance

The extra flying would be ’turned off* whenpersonnel could deal with them*

there were only sufficient aircraft to maintain the necessary daily average of

flying or when it was considered that there were sufficient aircraft awaiting

maintenance to keep the maintenance personnel fully occupied until the next

burst of flying was permitted by weather conditions or other relevant factors*

The Operational Research Committee stiidied and considered the Coastal Command

on Planned Plying and Planned Maintenance (P.F*/P.M.) as these

principles came to be called, and it was decided that a study should be made of

the possible applications of P.P./P*M, principles to the special problems of

Logically, though not historically, the next step was the

production of a paper containing the deliberations of a Coastal Command O.R.S*

(1)
0*R*S* paper

each Command*

(2)
e:q)ert on the problems of Bomber Command.

This paper analysed broadly various factors relevant to the organisation and

planning of the Bomber Command flying effort and pointed out in this connection

a number of matters requiring detailed investigation.

Bomber Command operations was a complicated one*

number of occasions suitable for operations were particularly severe for this

Command since suitable operational weather had to obtain not only at Base but

also en route and at the target a considerable distance away*

desirable to send out a large force on each operation in order to saturate enemy

defences and minimise the wastage rate*

The problem of planning

Weather restrictions on the

Again it was

These and other factors ruled out for

Bomber Command the possibility of planned flying in the time-table sense and in

the sense of limitation of in-use aircraft on particular days*

Nethertheless it remained desirable to estimate an optimum scale of effort

for Bomber Command* This would depend largely on an already decided production

programme which was capable of only limited alteration* Large irregularities

(l) Coastal Command 0*R*S. Report No* 206.

(2) ’Planned Plying and Planned Maintenance in Bomber Command*.

WKi Memo No* 35 dated I2f July 1943- (A.H.B.2 unindexed).

Bomber Command
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When thewere introduced into the pattern of flying activity by the weather*

weather was suitable it was desirable to operate  a force large enough to saturate

enemy defences but not so large as to * overbomb* the target*

example, an expansion of front line strength were contemplated at the expense of

a temporary reduction in effort, it was necessary to weigh in the balance the

relative values of devastating an industrial target at a given time, or say, six

Where, for

months later and the difference in the aircraft losses likely to be incurred in

The possibility of taking into accountdoing so at the two different times*

these and all the other relevant factors was remote but any studies completed

would be of great value in removing implicit policy decisions and bringing to

consciousness at any rate the nature of the policy implications inherent in any

detailed steps.

With the Bomber Command effort thus determined, the next stage would be to

determine the numbers of aircrew and of maintenance personnel required to support

Some details of the problem of ensuring that crew fatigue limitedit*

operations on only rare occasions were discussed. On the question of servicing

support the paper suggested that all maintenance manning with the exception of

that for daily inspections should be on the basis of flying hours per month*

Under the conditions of bomber operations, in which a certain amount of dead

labour was inevitable, it would not be possible to reduce manning right down to

the level corresponding to the mean flying hours per month regarded as a steady

effort but centralisation and pooling of work could do much to absorb irregular-

Pinally the division of resources to support the

training effort required to back the operational effort would be detennined*

Any limitation of resources encountered in the course of these estimations would

ities in the flow of work.

lead to a scaling down of effort and consequent readjustment of requirements for

all resources*

An attempt had already been made to find a basis for establishing an

operational task for Bomber Command as a starting point from which the economical

employment of manpower could be studied.
(1)

The basic hypothesis was that the

inflow of new aircraft should exactly balance aircraft wastage, thus maintaining

a constant front-line strength. The number of sorties that could be flown in a

(l) Operational Effort based on Rate of Make-up of Losses**
O.R.S. AB90 Memo.No* 34 dated 22 June 1943*

Bomber Command

(A.H.B.2 unindexed)*
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month could thus be estimated, from the production programme and the wastage rate,

and the means of deplosring manpower economically to fulfil this task could be

investigated* This idea was not, however, acceptable to Command Staff*

It soon became clear that no scheme which involved laying down a definite

flying task would be acceptable to the Air Staff at Bomber Co.mmand, which felt

the danger of losing flexibility in the planning of individual operations* A

line of development parallel to that detailed above was, therefore, of perhaps

greater importance for this Command* Following the decision of the Operational

Research Committee that the possible applications of P*F./P*M* principles to the

special problems of each Command should be explored, representatives of the

Bomber Command Engineer Staff, of Bomber Command O.R.S. and of Coastal Command

O.R*S* met to discuss P*P./P*M* and manpower economy in general,

decided that a Bomber Command O.R.S. scientist should familiarise himself with

(0
It was

the organisation and records of the Engineer Branch at Bomber Command, study the

details of the revised maintenance records and organisational methods which had

recently been introduced into Coastal Command and consider the application of

these records or modifications of them to the work of Bomber Command, visit

selected operational Bomber Stations for detailed ’fieldwork* and finally

co-ordinate these researches into a scheme for the efficient utilisation of

The results of these investigations are contained in a

paper called: *A Study of Maintenance Manpower in Operational Squadrons of

maintenance manpower*

(2)
Bomber Command’*

This paper pointed out that, since the demand for an unrestricted and

unpredictable maximum effort was a frequent operational requirement in Bomber

Command, it was extremely doubtful whether planned flying, in the sense of a

fixed number of aircraft on each fit-for-fl3dng night, was applicable to its

operational squadrons. It therefore proposed to deal with the steps which

might be taken to enable the maintenance organisation to deal most effectively

with the existing greatly fluctuating flying effort. For this purpose it

divided the servicing personnel for separate consideration in the following four

classes:-

(l) ’The Efficient Utilisation of Maintenance Manpower'* Bomber Command O.R.S.
AIMS’ Memo^No* 35 dated 20 December 19^2. (A.H.B.2 unindexed).

(2) Bomber Command O.R.S. Memo.No. 36 dated k. June 1943*
(A.H.B.2 unindexed)*
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(a) Ground crews, who comprised about 40 per cent of the maintenance

establishment, were attached to and responsible for the day-to-day

servicing of a single aircraft*

Speciailist workers, such as electricians, instrument repairers,

wireless and R.D.F. mechanics, metal workers and armoiirers, who

formed about 30 per cent of the establishment, went from aircraft

to aircraft, inspecting and servicing the parts and appliances

under their charge*

The personnel of the H*Q. Maintenance Flight, who formed about

20 per cent of the establishment, undertook the lengthier repairs

and servicing jobs, such as acceptance checks, initial fitments,

major and minor inspections, engine changes, modifications and

repair of enemy action damage*

The remaining 10 per cent of the maintenance establishment

made up of workshops and stores personnel, cleaners, runners, etc*

was

(t)

(o)

(d)

Ground crews were not employed at all times at maximum pressure but economy

in their manpower offered difficulties* Simple reduction in the number of men

per ground crew was not feasible, since the ground crew was already as small as

was compatible with safety* If two ground crews were pooled for the servicing

of two aircraft, additional flexibility of working would be obtained (since there

was often more work to be done on an aircraft than on its neighbour), anH fewer

men would be required in the combined gang than in the sum of the two gangs

working separately*

The question of reducing the number of ground crews per squadron was also

considered*

This pooling scheme had been tried with success*

Each aircraft required for operations or training at night must

undergo during the preceding 24 hours a daily inspection and possibly minor

repairs also* There was not time for one crew to carry out two such inspections

in one day, and to share an extra inspection among more than one crew would be

an undesirable division of responsibility* Hence a reduction in grouni crews

could be achieved only at the expense of reducing the maximum possible effort*

Examination of the frequency distribution of the number of sorties despatched

squadron over a period of one year suggested that  a reduction of 19 per cent in

the number of ground crews per squadron would lead to a reduction of only 4"9 per

cent in the number of sorties per squadron*

per

On the other hand.', ground crews

would take less interest in the care and maintenance of aircraft if they were not

able always to work on the same one* Also, the call for station duties, night

would have to be met by a reduced number of men*
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Taking the last point into consideration, an increase of 15 P©r cent in the flying

output per ground crew could probably be achieved in this way*

saved might be diverted to form new squadrons or,  a more economical procedure,

existing squadrons might be enlarged in respect of aircraft and aircrew, but not

The manpower

in respect of ground crews.

The specialist workers were employed to capacity and offered no possibility

of economy in manpower, indeed, armourers (bomb) had to be supplemented by other

personnel when a specially heavy effort was in preparation.

The number of aircraft under repair by each H.Q. Maintenance Flight each day

was given within fairly close limits on Form *Q*, the serviceability state signal.

It was thus possible to construct frai uency distributions showing the number of

days in a given period on which one, two, three, etc., aircraft were in process

A reasonable estimate of the capacityof repair at selected operational units,

of an H.Q. Maintenance Flight was five aircraft per day.

analysis was made in which one aircraft-day below capacity was counted for a day

on vdiich four aircraft were shown as receiving attention;

aircraft-days below capacity whenever no aircraft were shown as receiving

On this basis an

and so on up to five

The total number of aircraft-days below the capacity of theattention.

maintenance staff could then be compared with the actual performance of the

It was concluded that, with a uniform flowmfidntenance staff in aircraft-days,

of work, 100 per cent of the existing maintenance strength could cope with 150 P©r

Alternatively, 67 per cent of the strength-eeuld

Alternatively, 67 per cent of the

cent of the existing tasks.

eepo with lOO- pqr~^ont of tfao oxioting taoko-y

strength could cope with 100 per cent of the existing tasks, offering a release

of 53 per cent of the manpower engaged in H.Q. Maintenance Flights. As the jobs

to be undertaken could not be made to arise at regular intervals, investigation

of methods of alleviating the effects of irregularity were of the greatest

importance.

The possibility of establishing group maintenance organisations to undertake

the lengthier repairs and inspections was considered as a means of smoothing out

By operating with pools ofsome of the irregularities in the flow of work,

unserviceable and serviceable aircraft, these organisations would ensure full-time

employment for their staffs and at the same time be in a position to effect an

immediate supply of serviceable aircraft to squadrons in exchange for those which

/ were
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This scheme was not regarded as workable, mainly onwere unserviceable.

account of the difficulty of flying the unserviceable aircraft back to the Group

depot for repair. Group Initial Fitment Depots to carry out acceptance checks

and the fitting of initial modifications on new aircraft would, however, be a

practical proposition and their formation was recommended. The existence of

Group Servicing Parties, which consisted of approximately 90 tradesmen used to

supplement the maintenance flights of squadrons which had experienced an

abnormally high incidence of unserviceability, was commended as a material aid to

avoiding a waste of manhours.

The pooling of the mar^ower in the maintenance flights of the squadrons

making up a base or station was also a development which, by smoothing out many

of the fluctuations in the arisings of work, would lead to manpower economy.

The disposition of the personnel would be in the hands of the Base or Station

Engineer Officer who would balance the needs of the squadrons concerned according

to their ability to meet operational requirements* The ground crews and most

of the specialists would be unaffected by the change,

maintenance flight would be mobile but would remain quartered on their present

station, the appropriate, variable number being transported daily from the less

busily engaged squadron or squadrons to the others*

ment, as many as possible of the subsidiary sections which carried out repairs

and testing of parts and accessories away from the aircraft, shoiald be

centralised*

The men of the

In step with this arrange

It was estimated that these measures would make possible the

-

release of approximately 15 per cent of the maintenance flight personnel, that is,

5 per cent of all maintenance personnel, to form  a nucleus of skilled labour for

new squadrons.

In addition to recommei^ing the centralisation of subsidiary sections on a

station basis and the formation of Group Initial Fitment Depots, the paper

suggested that squadrons might successfully be enlarged by the addition of 20 per

cent more aircraft, 20 per cent more aircrews and 20 per cent more specialist

maintenance personnel.
(1)

This could be expected to lead to a 20 per cent

increase in flying, which the existing maintenance personnel, if pooled, and the

existing ground crews should have been able to support. It was recommended that

(l) *A Study of Maintenance Manpower in Opej^ational Squadrons of Bomber Command'.
Bomber Command 0*R*S. SSSSfi' Mem©. No. 56 dated  k June 19V5.
(A.H.B.2 unindexed).
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an experiment on these lines should be conducted at one Base to test the

validity of these estimates but permission to carry out this experiment was

refused by Air Staff, Bomber Command, on account of the danger of interfering

with operational effort*

In parallel with the Bomber Command O.R*S. investigation, the Engineer

Branch had been examining its tasks afresh and had evolved the Base organisation

which, it was considered, would largely cover the Bomber Command 0*R*S*

A ‘clutch* organisation was to be adopted, with two squadronsrecommendations*

to a station and three stations to a base* Major repairs, major inspections,

acceptance checks and initial modifications would be performed by the Major

Servicing Unit at the Base, where the subsidiary sections would also be

centralised* The institution of this system would effect a pooling of manpower

which could be expected to go far to level out the effect of fluctuations in the

rate of arising of unserviceability*

The next organisational problem tackled by Bomber Command 0*R*S* was under

taken at the request of the Admin* Plans Section at Bomber Command* No* 4

Group had found that a higher return of sorties per flight was being obtained

from its 2-flight than from its 3-flight squadrons and the Group was accordingly

anxious to reorganise some of its 3-flight squadrons into 2-flight squadrons*

Before taking any action in the matter. Admin* Plans asked Bomber Command O.R.S.

to investigate the relative merits of these two types of squadron*

The Bomber Command 0*R*S* investigation which extended over No* 1 Group

Squadrons as well as No* 4 Group Squadrons, confirmed the No* 4 Group claim that

more sorties per flight were being obtained from 2-flight than from 3-flight

squadrons but pointed out that the 2—flight squadrons had more aircraft on

charge per flight, more aircrew per flight and more ground personnel per

Much, if not all, of the apparent superiority of 2-flight squadrons

could be attributed to their more generous supply of these resources but it was

possible that the 2-flight squadrons had a slight residual advantage on account

of its compactness and the close control which that compactness made possible*

It was possible, for example, that detailed briefing and advanced training could

be more effectively handled in a 2-flight squadron*

(1)
flight*

In Older to amass evidence

(1) *Two-Plight versus Three-Flight Squadrons’. Bomber Command O.R.S. Report

No. B.208 dated 10 May 1944* /lTfl/24l/2a/ta4)*
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on this point it was recommended that two of the 3-flight squadrons in No. 4

Group should be formed into three 2—flight squadrons, with the proviso that the

manning and cre?iing of the units should be proportioned to those of the 3“fllght

units, and that the progress of the two sizes of squadrons should be followed*

The research into the organisation of aircraft servicing, described in this

chapter, was of fundamental, though largely indirect importance*

lent valuable support to the case for the Base system and put into true

perspective the relative merits of 2-flight and 3-flight squadrons,

it shed light on otherwise obscure but nevertheless important relationships

between diverse aspects of Bomber Command orgainisation.

Directly, it

Indirectly,

As a result valuable

advice on specific points could be given by reference to general principles and

the implicit consequences of particular policy decisions were more readily able

to be appreciated. Later research also owed much to the present work, for an

appreciation of the relationship between flying and maintenance support was

essential to the work on the aircrew/aircraft ratio and on the scheme for the

so-called statistical control of So long as there is an operational

task of the Bomber Command type to plan for, this basic work is likely to remain

of substantial importance.

resources.

The Aircrew/Aircraft Ratio

In the course of considering early in 1943 whether Bomber Command operational

squadrons should be established with 20 aircraft, of which four were held in

reserve, instead of 18 aircraft, of which two were held in reserve, it was found

necessary to review the question of aircrew establishments. The correct

establishments of aircraft, of aircrew and of maintenance personnel and the flying

capacity of a unit or force are all bound up very closely with one another as

earlier work on the organisation of servicing support for the flying effort had

The nature of the relationship in respect of the balance between

aircrew and aircraft was not, however, very clear and Bomber Command O.R.S, under

took an investigation into the matter.

revealed.

The O.R.S. investigation served three It threw light on the

nature of the connection between the nximbers of aircraft, aircrews and maintenance

purposes.

in operational units and the sorties performed by the units;

method of checking the correctness of the balance between these factors d

men
it prov

i

ided a

n any
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and it discussed the need forunit or group by examination of records;

modification of the currently adopted aircrew/aircraft ratio of 1-1.

The basic principle was formulated that the aircrew/aircraft ratio, i.e. the

(1)

proportion of aircrew on strength to aircraft on strength, should be such that

there was one fit crew to man each serviceable aircraft when the opportunity for

This would necessitate an ideal solution in which thelarge-scale effort arose*

ratio went up with an increase in serviceability or with a decrease in crew

Such variation of the ratio was not practicable, so that theeffectiveness.

best compromise was to adjust the ratio to accord with the mean values of the

It can easily be seen that the requiredserviceability and crew effectiveness.

aircrew/aircraft ratio was equal to the ratio of percentage aircraft service-

Though the aircrew/aircraft ratioability to percentage aircrew effectiveness,

for a given aircraft type in a group as a whole might be correct, the number of

serviceable aircraft with crews might still fall short of the actual number of

serviceable aircraft because of deviations from the correct aircrew/aircraft

Since crews and aircraft of squadrons were notratio in individual squadrons.

interchangeable, a correction factor had to be introduced to ensure that all the

The correctionserviceable aircraft in the Group were provided with crews.

factor for this purpose was obtained by observing the magnitude of the difference

between the number of serviceable aircraft and the number of serviceable aircraft

with crews in the Group as a whole from past records.

Further, an assumption was necessary as to the operational intensity of

With reference to past experience it was assiMedwhich aircrew were capable.

that an aircrew could operate on two successive nights but not on three. More¬

over, it was considered that the weather offered so small a number of

opportunities of flying on any third consecutive night that it was not worthwhile

providing the additional crew capital required to seize such opportunities.

On examining from Bomber Command Form G the mean aircrew fitness and the

mean aircraft serviceability over a four-months period, it was- found that the

current aircrew/aircraft ratio was correct for the Operational Bomber Force as a

Deviations from the standard ratio werewhole under the prevailing conditions.

(l) 'Investigations into the Aircrew/Aircraft Ratio in Operational Squadrons
of Bomber Command'.
7 November 1943-

Bomber Command O.R.S. Repord: No. 85 dated
U.H.B./ll/59/l).
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found necessary in the case of certain types in certain groups. It was also

found that the ratio deviated from the correct value in the case of certain

types in certain groups; different forms of remedial action and their probable

effects were discussed.

In order to maintain the required balance it was suggested that a

graphical record should be kept at Command H.Q. to show the number of fit

airci*ews plotted against the number of serviceable aircraft of each type for

each group, taking mean values over a week and adjusting the graph weekly, and

that a similar graph by squadrons be maintained at each group.

Perhaps the most important aspect of O.R.S, Report No. 85 was the graphical

technique used to present and discuss the statistics obtained;

employed served to illustrate the nature of the connection between the numbers of

aircraft, aircrews and maintenance men.

the method

A representative point corresponding to

certain aircraft type in a specified group was plotted against rectangulara

co-ordinates, of which the ordinate was the prevailing aircrew/aircraft ratio and

the abscissa was the required aircrew/aircraft ratio appropriate to the aircraft

serviceability and the aircrew fitness. The points were considered in relation

to the diagonal straight line, the so-called ’parity line*, on which the actual

and required aircrew/aircraft ratios were equal, and in relation to the family

of curves of constant flying capacity. The curves of constant flying capacity

were actually lines of constant total of aircraft with crews available in a given

period. For large values of the ordinate such a curve was parallel to the

ordinate axis; it curved round in the neighbourhood of the parity line to become,

for large values of the abscissa, parallel to the abscissa axis; the equation

to this family of cujTves was developed in Bomber Command Internal Memorandum
(1)

No. 37 dated October 1943* For points on the parity line, aircrew.

maintenance personnel and aircraft were balanced;

parity line the flying capacity increased.

as a point moved up the

A point, not on the parity line, might be moved on to the parity line by

altering any one of the three factors, aircraft on strength, aircrews on strength

and strength of maintenance personnel. If the point was below the line, the

economical course of action was to increase the actual aircrew/aircraft ratio

(1) 'Equations of the Constant Flying Capacity Curves*. (A.H.B.2 unindexed).
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by increasing the number of aircrews or decreasing the number of aircraft, or to

decrease the serviceability, and hence the airorew/aircraft ratio required to

utilise the serviceability, by a decrease in the number of maintenance men.

Conversely, if the point was above the line, action might be taken to decrease

the actual aircrew/aircraft ratio by decreasing the number of aircrews or

increasing the number of aircraft, or to increase the serviceability by an

It will be noted that a change inincrease in the number of maintenance men.

the strength of aircraft or aircrew would affect the flying done and hence the

Which of theserviceability; hence the point would not move vertically.

courses should be adopted would depend on the relative scarcity of aircraft.

aircrews and maintenance personnel, and on irtiether it was desired to do more or

less flying than before, or an equal amount.

The above considerations should not be taken to imply that for a given

opportunity cycle there was a linear relationship between serviceability and

maintenance manpower strength but merely that the former was an increasing

function of the latter. Since serviceability could only approach the limit of

100 per cent by extravagant use of manpower, there would come a stage when

serviceability would increase very slowly with increasing maintenance manpower

strength. This would have to be considered in deciding whether to alter the

strength of maintenance personnel rather than aircrew or aircraft strength in

order to achieve balance between these resources.

An account of views expressed vrtien the O.R.S. Report No. 85 was presented

to R.A.F. Staff, Bomber Command, is to be found in Bomber Command O.R.S. Internal
0)

Memorandum No. 38 dated 21 December 1943. The proposal that a running check

on aircrew provisioning on the lines suggested should be kept was rejected

because the A.O.A.*s Branch considered that their own methods of watching the

position were adequate.

In December 1943 it was proposed that the establishment of aircrews in

operational squadrons should be increased from 11 to 13 or 14 per flight of 10
(2)

aircraft. The results of the O.R.S. investigations into the probable effects

(l) *The Aircrew/Aircraft Ratio’. (A.H.B.2 unindexed).

(2) 'Points for discussion at Air/Admin./Training Conference to be held in
Bomber Command

(A.H.B.2 unindexed).
A.O.A.*s Office at 1500 hours on Monday 6 December 1943*
O.R.S. Mem®.No. 39 dated 5 December 1943*
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of this proposal are to be found in Bomber Command O.R.S. Internal Memoranda
(1)

Nos. 2f0, M and 1<.2 dated 3rd, 24-th and Ifth December 1943 respectively. The

short-tenn and relatively unimportant advantage' secured would be an initial

non-recurrent gain in sorties until the inability of aircraft replacements to

keep pace ?dth wastage brought the output back to its original level,

important, greater scope would be afforded for concentrating the effort into the

More

most suitable weather periods. For example, three successive nights of

large-scale operations instead of only two would be made possible by maintaining

an aircrew/aircraft ratio of 1*4 in the Main Force and 1*2 in No* 8 (P.P.P*)

This would increase the striking efficiency of the Force and might tendG-roup*

to decrease the wastage rate* Further, reduced frequency of operations by

individual crews might, by a reduction in strain and fatigue, assist both in

improving the effectiveness of raids and in reducing the loss rate*

taken was to increase aircrew/aircraft ratio to 1»4.

After the aircrew/aircraft ratio had reached and exceeded 1*4 for some weeks,

it was found that the number of aircraft with crews of ten fell short of the

The action

number of serviceable aircraft. This was found to be due mainly to wide

variations in the ratio from group to group and from unit to unit*
(2)

A surplus

of crews in one unit did not compensate for a deficiency in another and, unless

the ratio stood at or near 1*4 in every operational unit, there v^as a

probability that the number of aircraft with crews in operational units taken

together would sometimes fall short of the total of serviceable aircraft.

Further, cases (^rtiich it would be extravagant to allow for) of abnormally high

serviceability or low crew effectiveness were inevitable occasionally; this

would likewise leave a few serviceable aircraft xinmanned.

In 1945> it became necessary to consider whether an aircrew/aircraft ratio

of 1 »4 was adequate to support both day and night operations,

effoirt required of a squadron was a *Derby* effort, consisting of 70 per cent of

the U.E. aircraft available with crews, provided that this did not involve

(3)
The normal

(1) No# 40 - ’Considerations affecting the Proposed Increase of Aircrews from
11 to 13 per Flight of 8 + 2 aircraft’. (A.H.B.2 unindexed).
No. 41 - ’The Aircrew/Aircraft Ratio for Sustained Operations’.
(A.H*B*2 unindexed).

No. 42 - 'Loose Minute (Aircrew/Aircraft Ratio)'. (A.H.B.2 unindexed).

(2) 'The Balance of Serviceable Aircraft and Fit Aircrews'.

0*R.S, MeinO.No. 43 dated 17 December 1942* (A,H,B*2 tmindexed).

Bomber Command

(3) ’A Note on the Adequacy of 14 Aircrews per Flight when both Day and Night
Operations are undertaken’. Bomber Command O.R.S. 4Mnik MemO,No* 2*4 dated
14 March 1945* (A.H.B.2 unindexed).
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declaring fit any crew, which vas training for a special operation or which

v/ould have operated twice during the 48 hours immediately prior to the projected

Occasionally *Goodwood* efforts, when all crews not on leave or

In general, this scheme would not

require a more intense effort per crew than was required when the aircrew/

operation*

sick, were required to fly, were necessary*

aircraft ratio of 1*4 was established, although then only night operations were

Accordingly, no change in the aircrew/aircraft ratio wascontemplated.

considered necessary.

Two other pieces of investigation into this subject deserve mention here*

One was done at the time when the aircrew/aircraft ratio permitted not more than

two successive nights of large-scale operations arri was concerned with estimating

the gain in sorties that might result from an increase in the aircrew/aircraft
(1)

ratio sufficient to permit three-night flying*

The other piece of work was a largely theoreticeil investigation into the
(2)

A unit with a fixed number of aircraft wasquestion of sustained effort.

considered. After a spell without flying, at the end of which the service¬

ability stood at 80 per cent, the unit was required to operate as heavily as

possible* The rate of arising of unserviceability was to be 25 per cent of

sorties despatched and the rate of restoration to serviceability  during any day

was to be 30 per cent of all the aircraft which were vmserviceable at 1800 hours

on the previous day* It was assumed further that no limitation on effort was

imposed by shortage or fatigue or aircrews* It was shown that these

assumptions lead to a close approximation to the states arising in practice in

an actual squadron, both as regards serviceability and as regards the equilibrium

state after several nights of sustained effort* It was deduced that the

assumptions governing arisings and restoration rate of unserviceability provided

the closest fit to actual conditions attainable with reasonably simply

hypotheses.*

(l) ‘Estimate of Increase in Plying Obtainable with the Increased Aircrew/
Aircraft Ratio*. Bomber Command O.R.S* MemO.No* 43 dated
17 August 1943* (A.H.B.2 unindexed).

(2) 'Theoretical Study of Sustained Effort by Aircraft'. Bomber Command
O.R.S. MXf Memo.No* 46 dated 1 September 1943* (A*H.B*2 unindexed)*
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The case in which aircrew provisioning could limit effort was similarly

treated in Bomber Command O.R.S. Internal Memorandum No* 4^* The assumptions

of the previous case were retained except the one regarding aircrew availability*

An aircrew/aircraft ratio of 1*15 was assumed with an allowance for non¬

effectiveness of 25 per cent. Crews could operate on two nights out of three.

Half the crews could operate on three

nights out of four and all on three nights out of five but none on four nights

but not on three successive nights*

out of five* On this basis the total sorties performed in a period of seven

days' sustained effort, the distribution of the effort and the excesses or

deficiencies of aircrew available relative to aircraft available were estimated.

In the work outlined in the earlier part of this chapter, a valuable basic

principle was laid down and light was thrown on the relationship between flying

effort and the provision of aircrew and other resources but the problems were

treated in an ad hoc manner as they arose*

preceding two paragraphs, some attempt has been made at a theoretical approach

and this may well form the proper starting point for future research.

Statistical Control of Resources

In the work described in the

In April 1944, the shortage of manpower was once more emphasised as the

main factor limiting the expansion of the Air Force in a letter from the Air

Council to various Commands, including Bomber Command.
(1)

It was necessary

that the flying hours obtained should be closely related to the technical

manpower used to produce them;

manned units could be immediately detected*

describing the principles underl3ring the relationship of maintenance organisation

Attention was drawn to the success

of these principles in affording by their application large economies in

manpower in both operational and training units and it was suggested that

Operational Research Sections should investigate applications of the principles

Later, representatives of D.D. Science and D,D.O.(p),

Air Ministry, visited Bomber Command to discuss the problem.

Bomber Command 0*R.S. undertook an investigation of flying output in relation to

maintenance resources in the operational units of Bomber Command*

by this means any inefficient or uneconomically

A memorandum by the Air Staff,

to flying effort, accompanied the letter*

in their own Commands*

In consequence

(1) A.M. Pile C.S.2240^8*6. Letter dated 17 April 1944*
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At the time of the investigation Bomber Command operational units were

distributed among Nos, 1, 5, 4, 5, 6, 8 and 100 Groups,

investigate No. 100 Group, which was concerned with radar countermeasures, in

view of the peculiarity of its task.

It was decided not

The other groups were mostly organised

to

into bases, each of which controlled two or three or foior stations*

stations in No. 8 Group and some stations in Nos,3 and 4 Groups were outside the

most of them were self-accounting directly to the corresponding

group vdiile others were of sub-station or satellite status and under the control

The

Base system;

of a parent station. Each station housed one or two squadrons, each holding

twenty or thirty aircraft; normally a squadron in sole possession of a station

held thirty aircraft and each squadron^sharing a station with another, held

twenty aircraft.

Bomber aircraft, operational at this time, were Lancaster I, II and III,

Halifax II, HI, V and VII, Stirling I and III .and Mosquito IV, IX, XVI and XX.

Halifax II and V, Stirlings and Lancaster II were going out of operational

A few Hudson III and IIIA, Stirling IV and Lysanders were also in

operational service for special duties in No. 3 Group.

The maintenance personnel on each station were organised into a Repair and

Inspections Squadron (R, & I. Squadron) and a Daily Servicing Section (D.S.S.).

The D.S.S. carried out daily inspections and remedied petty unserviceability

vdiile the R. & I. Squadron carried out minor inspections and performed major

repairs.

service.

Each base had a Base Major Servicing Section (B.M.S.S.) which carried

out major inspections on all aircraft in the base and initi^ checks on aircraft
0)

as they arrived in the base. The R. & I. Squadrons of stations in Nos. 3 and

4 Groupsof parent or independent status did the major inspections on their own

aircraft and on those of their satellites or sub-stations, if any.

major inspection work on aircraft in No. 8 Group was done in two Group Type

Major Servicing Sections, one for Lancasters and one for Mosquitos.

The first step in the investigation was to collect information about the

flying hours and sorties perfoimed by various units and about their strength in

aircraft, aircrew and maintenance personnel.

All the

Operational and non-operational

(l) Minor and Major Inspections were done periodically on a basis of flying
hours. Minor Inspections were done after 50, 100, 150, 200, 250, 300 and
350 flying hours aM Major Inspections after 400 flying hours; the cycle
then repeated itself.

/ flying
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flying hours were available by squadron weekly on  a flying hour return made to

the Engineer Branch at Headquarters; other sources were available but

considered less reliable* Sorties were obtained by squadron monthly from the

monthly news of the various groups. The aircraft holding of each squadron day

by day was obtained from Form Q and the aircrew strength of each squadron day by

day on 5'orm &● The maintenance personnel strength of each station and of each

major seiTicing section was given for the end of each month on Form 1753«

information for each base or station of independent status (including any sub

stations or satellites) in Nos. 1, 4, 5> 6 and 8 &roups for May and June 1944,

is tabulated in Bomber Command O.R.S. Report No. S.214 dated 16 February 1945*

The existence of Base Major Servicing Sections made it difficult to take as unit

the station rather than the base as a whole;

output in relation to manpower backing between stations within a base the

This

0

for rough comparison of flying

)

manpower backing of the B.M.S.S. might be divided among the stations of the base

in proportion to the flying hours performed by each in the period under review

and such a procedure had to be adopfed in the case of No. 8 &roup.

It was thought that it would also be necessary to take account for each

unit of the amoxint of flying each of its aircraft could do before its next

periodical inspection. If £ was the number of hours an aircraft was due to fly

before its next major inspection, the set of values of £ for all the aircraft in

a unit formed the Major Stagger Chart for the xinit. The Minor Stagger Chart

could be drawn in the same way by plotting the flying hours to the next minor

It might be that one unit performed more inspection work than

another in a given period and therefore in comparing their flying outputs in

relation to maintenance manpower over the period it was necessary to examine the

change in the stagger state of the two units,

better position to take advantage of operational opportunity than another with a

less suitable stagger state.

inspection.

Further one unit might be in a

(l) ’A Method of Approach to the Problem of Manpower Utilisation in the
Operational Units of Bomber Command*. (A.H.B./II/39/1/1).

/ Stagger
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Stagger charts were not convenient for analytical purposes and might be

replaced by the Minor and Major Inspection Potentials, P and P2 respectively.

Definitions and a full account of the properties of these functions are to be

1

(1)
found in a paper by D.D, Science Hl/2 dated 12 August 19i*4. They were

defined first for individual aircraft; the Major and Minor Potentials of a unit

were the respective sums of the Major and Minor Potentials of each of its

aircraft. The Total Potential of a unit was defined as the sum of the Major

and Minor Potentials of the unit. The higher the Total Potential of a unit the

more flying it could do for the expenditure of a given number of manhours.

Calculation of Potential required knowledge of the average manhours expended on

the Major and various Minor Inspections and the position of aircraft in the

Plying Hours Cycle of Inspections. The former was known sufficiently well by

the Command Engineer Branch but the latter could be found only by examining the

PoiTOs 700 for each aircraft on every unit under consideration.

Since the collection of necessary data was such an extensive undertaking,

it was decided to make a preliminary quantitative examination of the effect of

Potential in a few units with a view to discovering whether failure to take

account of it would lead to serious error. The existence of many other

complicating factors necessitated care in the choice of units for investigation,

which fell on Nos. 13 and lif Bases.
(2)

Accordingly a representative of O.R.S.

visited No. 1 G-roup to make a detailed examination of the working of Nos. 13 and

I2f Bases and to collect the necessary information from the Forms 700. At the

same time the whole problem in hand formed the subject of discussions between

O.R.S. and the Command Engineer Branch with the A.O.C., the Base Commaniers and

various Engineer Officers at G-roup, Base and Station level in No. 1 Group.

With the background of these discussions and in the light of the data

{a)
examined for a great many units, it was possible in O.R.S. Report No. S.2ll^to

lay down principles and sketch a procedure for rationalising the manpower

situation in the operational units of Bomber Command.

(3)

(1) 'Planning and Control Indices in the R.A.P.’

(2) 'The Plying Hours per Man Efficiency Index in Nos. 13 and 14 Bases'.
Bomber Command O.R.S. WttSlf Memo.No. 47 dated 14 September 1944*
(A.H.B.2 unindexed).

(3) 'Report on visit to No. 1 Group to discuss Plying Hours per Man'.
Bomber Command MemO.No. 48. (A.H.B.2 unindexed).

(4)
/ Provided
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Provided the average capabilities of the personnel on different stations

were the same (and over an aggregate of sections this might be expected generally

to be true), a necessary but not sufficient condition for the maximum

utilisation of manpower was that the work done per man on each unit should be

the same* If one unit achieved more work per man than others, then it was clear

that maximum effort was not being obtained all round arid manpower was being

wasted.

The work which a unit had to perform on each of its aircraft might be

divided into work which had to be done whether the aircraft flew or not, work

such as bombing up and seeing aircraft off which depended on the number of

sorties performed and the work at periodical inspections which depended on the

number of fl3rlng hours pei'formed* The load on the maintenance personnel due to

these three factors was represented by the indices ’Aircraft on Charge per

Sorties per (Servicing) Man' and 'Flying hours per (Servicing)

The load due to the first factor was comparatively small*

number of sorties performed was usually a fair indication of hours flown and

(Servicing) Man',

Man' * Since the

vice versa, the load might be represented almost equally well by either of the

Accordingly either 'Sorties per Man' or 'Plying Hours per

Man' might be taken as the primary index of the utilisation of maintenance

last two factors*

manpower and recourse had to the other two indices as a matter of routine*

Accordingly, if the 'Plying Hours per Man' of a unit was lower than the

maximum it was reasonable to suspect wastage of manpower and an investigation

into the cause was worth while. Explanations of differences might be used as a

guide on how to bring the effort in relation to mai^ower of all units up to that

of the best*

It might be observed of a unit with a low 'Flying Hours per Man' that it

was required to participate in fewer operations than other units,

be because it ̂ ^equipped with an aircraft type vriiich was unsuitable for certain

kinds of operations*

then a reduction in manpower was indicated.

This might

If this were the reason for the low 'Plying Hours per Man*,

If there was no such explanation

for the lowered operational opportunity of a unit, then it might be brought to

the attention of the Group that the flying programme of the unit would be

increased and to the attention of the Command that a corresponding increase in

/ the
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This would be of real importancethe effort of the Group might be expected.

when a peak effort was required of the Command.

A poor perfomiance on the part of a unit might be due to the fact that the

unit had not.sufficient aircraft to take advantage of operational opportunity

when it arose* An increase in the number of aircraft on strength or a decrease

in personnel was then indicated. If the trouble was due to an insufficient

number of aircrew to fly the aircraft then increased efficiency would be

obtained by increase in aircrew or decrease in aircraft and ground personnel.

Airfield capacity (of runways or working or domestic accommodation) might be

the deciding factor as to ^ich of these courses was adopted.

Again, a poor perfonnance might be due to the layout and conditions of the

airfield (and, in the case of a Base, the disposition of resources within the

Base),

it might be worth while to consider which units to locate there.

If nothing could be done to improve the conditions of such airfields.

The choice

should fall on units from which little flying was required;

would then be affected by these conditions and therefore least wastage of

manpower would result from them.

least manpower

If no explanation of a low output in relation to manpower in a unit was

forthcoming, then some defect in the organisation or inefficiency in the unit

The unit would then form a suitable object of investi-was to be suspected.

gation for an Air Ministry Manpower Research Unit or similar organisation.

In some of the circumstances described in the preceding paragraphs a

reduction in the manpower of a unit was recommended as the appropriate measure.

If the circumstance, for example, lack of operational opportunity, v/as temporary,

likely to last, say, less than four months, then  a removal of men would be

inadvisable. Instead of that, the unit might be required to take over some of

the periodical inspection work of more hard-pressed units.

It was proposed that the Command Statistical Section should collect the

following statistics for each unit monthly

(a) Operational and non-operational flying hours,

(b) Operational and non-operational sorties,

(c) Mean Aircraft strength,

(d) Average of the ratio Fit Aircrew/Serviceable aircraft,

(e) Servicing manpower strength,

(f) Numbers of Major and Minor Inspections and Acceptance
Checks performed,

(g) Numbers of Aircraft missing or Cat. E.

(h) State of Inspection stagger.
/ A
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A suitable new or already existing Command Section should be made responsible

for the interpretation of the statistics and for the determination of any changes

required in the disposition of manpower and other resources* This section

would advise such changes to the appropriate Headquarters Branch for the

necessary executive action.

The 0*R*S* and the R.A.P. Staff, Bomber Command, were by no means in full

The exchange of views, consequent upon the submission

of Bomber Command 0*R.S. Internal Memorandum No. 32 dated 25 November

draft form to the Air Officer i/c Administration is documented in Bomber Command

agreement in this matter.

0)
in

(2)
O.R.S. Internal Memorandum No. 49 dated 8 January 1945.

considered that the imponderable factors would assume major proportions and that

in the interval, during which the analysis of performance took place, the

changes, if any, that could be recommended would be out of date.

The R.A.P. Staff

The O.R.S.

proposals and the R.A.P. Staff comments were published side by side in Bomber

Command O.R.S. Report No. S.214 dated l6 Pebnaary 1945.

It was agreed that a preliminary trial of the scheme should be carried out*

Statistics (f) and (h) of the above paragraph were to be obtained fi^m units

only in the particular cases where a knowledge of them appeared essential to a

full appreciation of the situation*

(3)

The Command Statistical Section were to

provide the statistics and Admin. Plans and O.R.S. were to combine in

inteipreting them. The trial had not got under way by the end of the war in

Europe and thereafter the scheme was abandoned.

Statistical Study of Aircraft Inspections

Besides research into the problems of how best to meet the programme of

work necessary to support a given flsring effort, work was also undei*taken with

the aim of reducing the actual volume of work associated with a given amount of

Such was the aim of the Bomber Command O.P-.S. work on aircraft

Aircraft received a routine daily inspection and, in addition, a

more thorough periodical inspection every so many flying hours,

inspections were of the type known as minor inspections but every eighth periodi

cal inspection was of the more complete type called major inspections.
O.R-S.

Commandy^work on aircraft inspections was mainly concerned with the study of

periodical inspections.

(l) A.H.B.2 unindexed.

Bomber

(2) 'Manpower Utilisation in the Operational Units of Bomber Command.'
(A.H.B.2 unindexed).

(3) A.H.B./II/39/1/I.

flying.

inspections.

Most periodica
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In September 1943> a report on inspections was received from Coastal Command

O.R.S. who had arrived at the conclusion that more time was being spent on

inspections than was justified by the decrease in repairs ar^ failures which the

Their report suggested that the expenditure of

less time on inspections and a little more on repairs would yield a dividend in

Bomber Command O.R.S. forwarded this report

(1)
inspections brought about.

flying hours per maintenance man.

to the Engineer Branch with the suggestion that it might be valuable to

investigate in Bomber Command the distribution of repairs arising on the most

important aircraft types, say the Lancaster I and HI and the Halifax III, then

working to a Minor Inspection Cycle of 50 hours, with a view to deteimining
(2)

whether an extension of the periodicity would be safe and practicable. The

ensuing exchange of views is documented in Bomber Command O.R.S. Internal
(3)

Memoranda Nos. 51 ani 52 dated 1 and 17 October I9if3 respectively. The

Engineer Branch was not convinced of Coastal Command O.R.S. *s theory of minor

inspections but asked O.R.S. to urdertake further investigation*

Briefly the problem undertaken was to deteimine the probable effect of

extending the periodicity of minor inspections of Lancasters in operational \mits

beyond fifty flying hours. These inspections absorbed a large number of

maintenance manhours and the lengthening of the minor period would consequently

be a considerable saving. If the increase could be effected without a

disproportionate increase in the number of repairs arising and especially in the

number of operational failures, the manpower saved could be diverted to increase

serviceability and operational effort elsewhere.

For the purpose of the investigation the period between successive

inspections was divided into classes of ten flying hours, 0-10, 10-20 etc● i

and the number of repairs arising from flights in these classes was ascertained

from Forms 700. All the Forms 700 available from the Lancaster squadrons of

Nos. 1, 5 8 Croups were examined and over 5>000 entries were used in compiling

the necessaiy data. Certain precautions were necessary to exclude the effect of

extraneous factors; in particular, rectifications performed after air test had to

(l) inspections'. Coastal Command O.R.S. Report No. 241 dated 21 July 1943*

(2) 'Notes on Coastal Command Paper on Inspections (C.C./O.R.S. Report No. 24)*.
Bomber Command Int. Mem. No. 50 dated 19 September 1943*

(A.H.B.2 unindexed).

(3) No. 51 “ 'Somber Command File S.30634/O.R.S., Mins. 3 a-ud 4**
(A.H.B.2 unindexed).
No. 52 - 'Aircraft Inspections' (A.H.B. unindexed).
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be separated from repairs arising from flying performed between inspections as

the former properly belong to the inspections themselves.

It was found that the repair rate (that is, the number of repairs per

flying hour) remained substantially constant throughout the minor inspection

There was some evidence that the repair rate declined through the cycle

At any rate it was clear that an increase in the

cycle.

but this was not very strong.

periodicity of minor inspections would not lead to a disproportionate increase

Furthermore, the number of operationalin repairs in the later stages.

non-enemy action failures was highest in the ten hours following a minor

inspection and then decreased until the next minor.

A full account of the methods used in and results obtained from this

investigation is to be found in Bomber Command O.R.S. Report No. 97 dated
(1)

17 January 1944, which recommended an experimental extension of inspection

periodicity to 75 hours in a few selected Lancaster squadrons, in which repair

and failure rates would be carefully checked by a Time-Recording  Party.

Engineer Branch was in full agreement with the report and the proposed experiment

The

was put into effect in two Lancaster squadrons at Waddington in No. 5 &roup.

A Time Recording Party recorded the manhours on repairs between inspections

and the manhours spent on minor inspections on the Lancasters, working to a 75

It was found that the number of manhours expended on repair

towards the end of the 75 hour period was on the average rather less than the

number expended towards the beginning;

to the disturbance caused by a minor inspection.

hour cycle.

this phenomenon was believed to be due

Further, the number of

manhours spent on a minor inspection and on the rectifications arising from it

was no greater when the inspection was performed at 75 hours than when it was

performed at 50 hours. A report on this investigation is to be found in Bomber
(2)

Command O.R.S. Report No. 105 dated 10 August 1944> which recommended that the

minor inspection period of all operational Lancaster aircraft should be extended

from 50 to 75 flying hours, with a proportionate extension of the major

inspection period and that a similar experiment should be undertaken with

operational Halifax aircraft.

(l) *The Incidence of Repairs and Failures related to the Number of Hours
flown by an Aircraft since its last Periodical Inspection'.
(A.H.B,/IIM/al/4a App.).

(2) 'The Experimental Extension of the Minor Inspection Period for Operational
Lancasters from 50 to 75 Flying Hours'. (A.H.B./lIM/al/4a App.).
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The Engineer Branch was satisfied that the proposed extension of inspection
(1)

periodicity was justified for all operational Halifax and Lancaster aircrsd’t

and this measure was put into operation without experimental work on Halifaxes.

This meant a manpower saving of some 10 per cent of Repair and Inspection

If the measure had not been possible, thesquadrons on operational units.

Command Engineer Officer considered that an increase of maintenance personnel

would have been necessary to meet the increased flying programme which Bomber

Command was then fulfilling.

The manhours onA similar investigation was carried out for Wellingtons,

repair between minor inspections were recorded by an A.Nf.M.R.U. at No. 26 O.T.U.

The relationship between crash rate andand were related to flying hours.

flying hours since the last minor inspection was investigated by examining

No firm conclusions with regard to theForms 700 from all Wellington O.T.U.s.

optimum periodicity of minor inspections were drawn from the investigation but

the interesting result that the crash rate was independent of hours flown since

the last inspection, at least as far as 40 hours, suggested itself,

further information, reference should be made to Bomber Command O.R.S. Internal

For

(2)
Memorandum No. 54 dated 11 September 1945*

A further question which arose with regard to inspections was whether flying

hours was the most suitable basis for their periodicity. It was pointed out

that parts of an aircraft which deteriorate solely by weathering should be

inspected at intervals of a fixed number of days, udiile others which deteriorate

mainly as a result of the stresses imposed on take-off or landing should ideally
(3)

be inspected on a basis of number of flights. Parts which deteriorated in

proportion to the flying hours performed should continue to be inspected on a

basis of flying hours. It was felt in Bomber Command that such<ucompound

system of inspections would unduly complicate the work of the servicing staff.

and would not be easily understood by personnel carrying out the inspections.

Consequently there would be more room for error than with the current system.

Further a squadrx>n commander would be much less certain how many aircraft could

be at his disposal in the near future, and the staggering of inspections would be

(l) 'Bomber Command File S.30634^0.R.S. Mins. 14‘*16’. Bomber Command O.R.S.
Memc.No. 55 dated 3l August 1944* (A.H.B.2 unindexed).

(2) 'Periodicity of the Minor Inspections on Wellington Mark III and Mark X
Aircraft*. (A.H.B.2 unindexed).

(3) 'The Waste of Manpower and the Inadequacy of Inspection resulting from
Coastal Commandbasing Periodic Inspections solely on Flying Hours*.

O.R.S. Report No. 26l dated 23 November 1943*
/ made
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In order to weigh up the advantages and disadvantages ofmade very difficult.

the two methods of basing the periodicities of inspections O.R.S. examined the

variability of flying hours, calendar days and number of landings between

successive minor inspections.

The method employed in and results obtained from the O.R.S. investigation
(1)

are described in Bomber Command O.R.S. Report No. S.170 dated 7 August

Information was drawn from all the Forms 700 available in respect of No. 4- Group

Halifaxes and covered upwards of 200 minor inspection periods. Pronounced

variations from normal were found in the number of days elapsing and the number

of laniings taking place between successive minor inspections. It was, however.

considered that these variations would introduce neither undue risk on account of

the under-inspection of the components affected nor serious waste of manpower due

to over-inspection. The disadvantages of complication inherent in the compound

basis were held to outweigh its advantages and the retention of the flying hour

basis of inspection periodicity was recommended. The Engineer Branch, whose

views are to be found in Bomber Command O.R.S. Internal Memorandum No. 55 dated
(2)

4 August 1944 was in full agreement with O.R.S.

The Work of Recording Parties

As the work described hitherto on securing greater efficiency and a higher

level of manpower economy in Bomber Command progressed the need for information

on which to base decisions for action became increasingly important. Measures

which could be produced by pure thinking had been explored. The coming

invasion involved transfer of men from the R.A.P., and it was more than ever

urgently necessary to consider further measures to safeguard the operational

efficiency of the Command. An examination of maintenance manpower questions
(5)

in Bomber Command resulted in the conclusion that  a great many technical tradesmen

were being employed on station duties or work outside their own tr^e vriiich should

normally have been the responsibility of non-technical personnel,

explanation was that the domestic and administrative trades were seriously under-

Further conclusions reached were that work should be uniertaken to

A possible

manned.

(l) 'Frequency of Periodic Inspections. The Relation between Plying Hours,
Number of Landings and Lapse of Time*. (A.H.B./IIH/241/2a/t4).

(2) 'Bomber Command Pile S.50634/0.R.S., Min. 11. (A.H.B.2 unindexed).

(3) ’A Study of Maintenance Manpower in Operational Squadrons of Bomber Command' .
Bomber Command O.R.S. Memo.No. 36 dated 4 June 1943. (A.H.B.2
unindexed).
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eliminate aircraft which were iineconomical to maintain and further to improve

the more suitable types.

Means were therefore considered of releasing more technical manpower and

relieving the load on servicing wings and echelons, caused by a given amount of

flying. The conclusions reached in Bomber Command O.R.S. Internal Memorandum

No. particularly those referring to station duties, formed a basis for

investigation. It was hoped by the elimination of unnecessary duties to

relieve skilled servicing personnel of the chief obstruction to an increase in

their productivity, and to study in greater detail the use made of aircraft time.

Ignorance of the scale and frequency of extraneous duties was a serious gap in

knowledge at Command and Air Ministry level; so also was ignorance of the

details of the mean manpower expenditure required to complete various types of

work. Such information was of importance to the establishment branches at Air

Ministry in deciding on future manning of sections. It was therefore decided

to investigate all these problems in relation to both technical and domestic

sides of station life, for it was realised that each had important repercussions

on the working of the other.

Unfortunately, existing records and returns were quite inadequate for

Form Q, for example, failed to account fbfany of the

activities of aircraft (and consequently of groups of tradesmen) lasting for less

than a whole day, and many serious causes of delay and waste of manpower were not

purposes of reference.

evident. This inadequacy of records, together with the obvious undesirability

and perhaps in^ossibility of attempting to obtain useful information in

sufficient quantities from units themselves, made the use of Recording Parties

essential.

The difficulties to be overcome were similar in all the Home Commands.

Accordingly, recording units were formed under Air Ministry direction to work

within the Commands. The units were to be under the immediate supervision and

scientific control of the Command Operational Research Sections, but

co-ordination of their activities and major decisions concerning their use were

the responsibility of the Time Recording Parties Panel. This committee.

consisting of representatives from Command O.R.S.*s, Time Recording Parties and

Air Ministry departments, met once monthly under the chairaanship of D.D. Science.

/ Agenda
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Agenda were supplied by the 0*R,S.*s and the Parties, and reports were to be sent

The Panel served asto D.D. Science for distribution to departments concerned.

a useful link between the Scientists and the Service Departments, and also

promoted the interchange of ideas and methods between the various O.R.S.’s and

The Parties investigating aircraft servicing and technicalRecording Parties.

manpower consisted of N.C.O. technical tradesmen, and those concerned with

administrative and domestic questions consisted chiefly of clerical airmen and

The administrative parties were given the name *D.A.D.O.* Parties

(Domestic, Administration, Defence and Organisation).

Logically the first step in use of the Time Recording Parties should have

airwomen.

Actually this was not so, and for thebeen the establishment of the Panel.

first few months the parties were used entirely at the discretion of the Command

O.R.S,* s. They were eventually to investigate the problems foreshadowed in

para. 2 and the first terms of reference for the party for Bomber Command were
(1)

drawn up.

The first work undertaken by the Recording Party in Bomber Command was

largely exploratory though it had a definite purpose which it accomplished with

The Party investigated the manhours spent on repairs tocomplete success.

operational Lancaster aircraft at various stages of the flying period between

minor inspections, with the intention, if possible, of revising the Inspection

This work is discussed fully in the previous section on StatisticalPeriodicity.

The nature of the work demanded a full record ofStudy of Aircraft Inspections.

the activities of all personnel in the R. & I. Squadron and Daily Servicing

This record, vrtiich classified the activities of theSection of the station.

various trades under the headings, Productive Work in Trade Capacity, Other

Duties (actually diversions). Stand-by, and Part-Day Absence, gave a goodActive

impression of the utilisation of technical manpower, and indicated where

(if anywhere) manpower was either not being fully used or was in short supply:-

During this investigation the stages in the collection of information were

as follows:-

(l) A.M. File S.9?292/S.M.l(a). Letter dated 22 December

/ (a)
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(a) Interrogation of individual tradesmen by recorders concerning

their activities*

upwards of twenty tradesmen, and was expected to visit each at

half-hourly or hourly intervals.

Each recorder covered the activities of

(b) Booking down against the name of each tradesmen his activities

For this purpose a task code was

designed to represent to the necessary degree of detail every

occupation likely to be met with.

and their durations.

(c) Summation of the time spent on various activities by each

trade as a whole for each day.

Headquarters by statistical clerks*

This was done at Command

(d) Similar summation over the full period of recording, grouping

under various headings and division by the number of days for

which the recording lasted* The effect of this was to give

an impression of the activities making up an average working

day for any type of tradesmen.

After the investigation the methods both of recording and analysis were reviewed

in consultation with S(0. & M.). It was hoped to introduce a certain degree of

mechanisation into the analysis, and to make individual recorders responsible for

preparing their own infonnation for tfie sorting machine*

with S(0. & M.), the suggestions for mechanisation were not adopted, and it was

decided that existing methods were the best that could be devised in the

In the discussions

(1)
circumstances.

Consideration was given during the last experiment to the technique to be

adopted at the next station (No* 26 O.T.U.), and the following conclusions were

By virtue of its size (the Recording Party consisted of 22f technical

and 12 D.A.D.O. recorders) an A.M.M.R.U. could record, though not in great

detail, the daily activities of all technical and administrative  personnel of a

unit simultaneously, and from the recorded information a good general impression

of the state of employment of the unit could be obtained*

reached*

Alternatively by

concentrating recorders in single sections in turn a much more detailed

impression could be gained, and much closer study could be given to anomalies

which woxild otherwise escape attention. Then by studying the balance of station

duties between trades, the state of employment, the magnitude and causes of

stand-by, and the proportion of personnel absent from the unit, an impression

(l) *A.M.M*R.U. Methods*. Bomber Command O.R.S. Memo.No* 3^ dated
14 June 1944* (A.H.B.2 unindexed).
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could be gained firstly of whether any redistribution, elimination,

equitable sharing of station duties could release more technical men for the

or more

task of supporting the flying programme, and secondly of whether the existing

strength was adequate to the task to be performed,

of data useful in the estimation of establishments could be collected, including

the manhour expenditure to be expected on various jobs and the number of

required to complete them in any given time.

Aircraft utilisation could also be recorded.

In addition a great deal

men

This would take the form of

half-hourly spot readings of the serviceability and repair state of all the

aircraft on the unit, and could conveniently be done in conjunction with manpower

The use of a code would again be necessary.recording. The incidence of petty

unserviceability between inspections could be investigated in order to decide on

the best periodicity for the aircraft and their role (e.g, Wellingtons used for

operational training). This method could incidentally give a useful index of

the relative realiability of different types of aircraft, or, (if compared with

similar information from other units using the

quality of servicing or the effect of the operational or training role,

devd. opments might involve collecting overall times for various repairs and

examining their frequency on a basis of flying hours, sorties, arwi calendar

It was also possible in conjunction with meteorological data to

aircraft) an idea of thesame

Furthe

time. assess

r

the use made by a unit of *fit for flying* days.

The next experiment, at No. 26 0,T,U incl● j uded most of the work and methods

mentioned in the last two paragraphs, and it was here that the D.A.D,0, Party

was used for the first time. Many useful statistics collected by both parties
(1)

The periodicity of minor inspections for

Wellington Mark III and Mark X aircraft was investigated, but no extension could

were forwarded to Air Ministry,

(2)
be recommended. Serious and unforeseen difficulties became appaj?ent during

It was decided as a preliminary measure to bring the unit upthe investigation.

to full establishment. The immediate result was about four hundred postings in

and out, with extensive changes in the balance of many trades. Apart from

imposing an abnormally heavy burden of the administrative sections duringon some

(l) *35 Manhour Surveys in the R.A.F.* D.D. Science Ill/12 dated
1 September 1945*

(2) Bomber Command Merao.No. 54 dated 11 September 1945,
(A,H,B,2 unindexed).
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the initial stages of the investigation and reducing the efficiency of all

sections through employing personnel unfamiliar with their new s\irroundings,

such a measure was harmful in that it might have endangered the unit* s ability to

complete its task* It was, however, extremely valuable as an indication of the

unsuitability of the actual establishment and pointed unmistakably to the need

for general revision of all establishments by connecting them realistically with

the task of the unit.

A further difficulty was the ban on privilege leave which was in force at

the time. This had the effect of increasing the available strength of the unit

and of inflating the average weekly amount of trade work done by each man.

although the ban had no measurable effect on the normal demand for station duties

So

it considerably impaired the usefulness of the manpower statistics collected and

rendered any estimate of the degree of \inderstaffing or overstaffing of the unit

extremely unreliable. It was concluded that no comprehensive manpower survey

could yield extensive dividends \inless conditions such as the rate of posting and

the granting of privileges were not interfered with in any way. Difficulty in

checking the daily sheets submitted by recorders was also experienced because of

the location of the scientific staff and statistical clerks at Command H*Q. It

was impossible to obtain any essential information omitted by the recorders, and

it was decided that for the next investigation the statistical clerks should

travel with the Recording Party.

The Recording Party moved to No. 41 Base, Marston Moor, in September 1944,

and the lessons learnt during the previous investigation were put into practice.

Considerably changed methods and technique were employed, particularly by the

D.A.D.O. section of the party, and a different method of presentation of the
(1)

results was adopted. A routine was developed for calculating an establishment

from the statistics obtained. This routine varied according to the working

conditions of the trade, but was similar in all cases. Since the fulfilment of

the task depended on the manhours of trade work perfomed during the period, it

will be seen that the recorded trade time must not be altered unless the task was

not completed. In such a case it should be adjusted according to the

proportion of the task completed. The maximum attainable ratio of trade time to>

section time for any trade had to be decided with reference to the performance of

(l) ’Utilisation of Manpower in the Servicing Hangars of No. 1 652 H.C.U. under
the New Servicing Scheme. Bomber Command O.R.S. Report No. 132 dated
25 June 1945* (A.H.B./II/39/i ) ●
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other trades of the same group working under the same conditions, to the minimum

requirement for non-trade time, to equal sharing of diversions, and to the

maximum possible limitation of stand-by time,

time for additional duties such as guards (outside working hours), giving duty

The ratio of duty time to available time depended on the length of the

working day specified by the Air Ministry.

To section time had to be added

time.

To find the required nominal strfmigfch,

the available time had to be divided by a factor depending on the leave quota,

the weekly allowance of free time, and the average time spent on courses, etc.

Before attemptingany revision of existing strengths it was important to

consider whether the flying task of the unit was fulfilled and also whether the

inspection stagger state was such as to ensure a smooth flow of work for the

servicing personnel. If these conditions were not fulfilled the benefits

derived from investigations by Time Recording Parties were considerably limited,

and there could be no question of recommending alterations in strength on a basis

The results of bad stagger were evident to. a very

marked extent in the recording of work done in the Base Major Servicing Section

of No. If1 (renumbered No. 70 Base.

of the recorded information.

(1)
In this case it was impossible to make

any use of statistics collected, and the only resiiLts of the investigation were

certain qualitative comments and criticisms of conditions of work.

It was also necessary to consider the duration of recording of any particular

trade or section. If, as in the detailed recording at No. 26 O.T.U. and to a

certain extent at No. 74 Base, small sub-sections were recorded for only a week.

the probability of the working load and the leave distribution not being

representative of average conditions was large. The probability of an uneven

distribution of absent time could be reduced by recording for a sufficiently long

but abnormalities of working load could only be revealed by a qualitative

For this reason, conferences of recorders were convened at Marston Moor

(2)
period

report.

at the conclusion of each phase of recording, with agenda designed to reveal any

peculiarities not evident from the recorded information and also adequately to

qualify this information and to supply a suitable background,

essential to sort with the greatest of care such opinions and comments as were

received in order to eliminate prejudice as far as possible. An example of the

It was, however.

(l) *The Base Major Servicing Section of No. 74 Base, Marston Moor’.
Command O.R.S. Report No. 143 dated 11 October 1945* (A.H.B./ll/39/l).

Bomber

(2) ’The Connexion between Nominal Strength and Minimum Duration of Recording in
a Section*. Bomber Command O.R.S. dMM Mem«^No. 57 dated 13 September 1945*
(A.H.B.2 unindexed).
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resiilts of such a conference can be seen in the comments on working conditions in
0)

one of the reports issued at Marston Moor.

Two interesting new methods were used at Marston Moor by the D.A.D.O* party.

One was the method of deriving establishments by recording and analysing both

hours of work and working pressure. The other was a method of treatment for

sections performing a certain number of invariable and routine tasks. Both

(2)
methods can be seen in the Marston Moor Report. The pressure method, although

ingenious, had certain disadvantages. The arithmetical relations between the

various numbers on the pressure scale were fixed arbitratily and were not

A decision had to be made regarding the proportions of thenecessarily accurate.

working day worked at various pressures in a section working to saturation. The

length of the working day had also to be fixed in the event of no standard having

been prescribed. These were important possible sources of error, to which had to

be added considerable variations between the interpretations of the pressure scale

by different recorders. In spite of these disadvantages the recording of working

pressure obviously gave a mere reliable indication of the work of a section than

did the recording of manhours alone.

The second method consisted of determining the establishment of a section on

a basis of, say, the mean number of forms or docximents handled by it and the

average number of manhours required to complete all the work necessary on each

form. The method was, of course, applicable only to a section which handled

large numbers of a very limited range of documents. In a Pay Accounts section.

for example, maintaining pay ledgers involved a certain amount of work which varied

according to the number of personnel on strength, while further work varied

according to the number of postings in and out incurred in opening and closing

these ledgers. The advantage of the method was that if manhour figures for the

same types of work done on different stations were reasonably constant, the

establishment of a particular type of section might conceivably be estimated for

any station merely by the use of a formula. In establishing such a fomiula it

would be the task of experts to detennine all the possible variable factors, and

time recording would be used for finding the constants.

(1) The No. 1652 H.C.U. Handling Flight*. Bomber Command O.R.S. Report
No. 133, Section III, dated 18 August 192f5. (A.H.B./ll/39/l) ●

(2) *A.M.M.R.U. Investigation at Marston Moor - D.A.D.O.* Bomber Command O.R.S.
Report No. 129 dated 28 May 19^4-5* (A.H.B./II/39/1 ).
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Although the Recording Party went to Marston Moor aware of the errors which

had been made in earlier investigations its work was gravely hampered by unfore-

The introduction of a completelyseen administrative and servicing developments*

new system of servicing and the gradual re-equipment of the whole base with new

aircraft of a different mark interfered with both the extent and the usefulness

of the results concerning technical manpower* The outcome was that on the

technical side much greater importance had to be attached to qualitative comment*

Wo such handicaps were encountered by the D.A*D*0* Party# The irtiole investigation

did^ however, produce some useful results, and demonstrated that there was scope

for some reduction in strength in the H#C.U# Base and that the Base System as a

whole was subject to great disadvantages, the chief of which was that a Base was

too small a unit to effect all of the economies for which it was designed#

The termination of the investigation at Marton Moor (March 1%5) hy no means

exhausted the possibilities of this type of work, but no further large scale

e:^eriments were contenqplated, and both use and control of the parties reverted

to Air Ministry* A great deal of veiy useful information collected had been

absorbed and \ised both by the 0#R*S#s and by the Air Ministry# Planning data

for the estimation of more rational establishments were provided, and a wealtii of

information on conditions at station level had been amassed which could not have

been obtained in any other way* The large-scale experiments had, however, failed

for a variety of reasons to provide quite such comprehensive results as were

expected of them* The reasons fall into two broad classes: difficulties in the

administration and use of the parties themselves flTtd difficulties in using the

information collected by them#

The formation of a Recording Party of men with ability, experience and trust

worthiness took a long time, and only idien a party of such men had been formed

could the work be of maximum value* The effect of extensive posting was

disastrous, and the importance of complete screening could not be exaggerated#

Personnel of the Bomber Command Party were screened from ^*11 except oversea

posting, but the only result was an increase in 1die rate of this, posting* In

this way the Party lost many of its best men at Marston Moor, and through lack of

suitable replacements or in some oases through lack of any replacement at all, its

effoz*ts at comprehensive large-scale recording were frequently hamstrung*
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The mass of information collected in a large-scale recording with general

terms of reference was extremely unwieldy, and the task of arranging, analysing,

and adequately reporting it was of such magnitude that it could not be completed

quickly enough for the result to be of maximum use.

comment was, moreover, of a purely local nature because of its peculiarity to one

particular station it Could not be applied extensively to any other,

recommendations made as a result of a large-scale investigation were often

extremely difficult to put into effect even if the conditions which originally

gave rise to the recommendations still obtained when the report was published.

Further, the great difficulty of making individual recorders see a purpose in

their work and understand how it fitted into a general plan reacted unfavourably

on morale and made accurate infomation difficult to obtain.

Much of the qualitative

Many

These difficulties are a useful guide to the form which might be taken by

future Recording Parties. These parties should be small and mobile and should

either travel from station to station collecting and interpreting as rapidly as

possible information both of general and particular application or should work

with some clearly defined aim in view. Investigations of a more specialised

nature were under consideration vdien hostilities in Europe ceased,

for examining quantity and pressure of work and also organisation was developed

A routine

(1)
for use with the D.A.D.O. parties. vrtiile the attention of the technical parties

was to be concentrated on the relative merits of various aircraft types from the

point of view of ease and economy of maintenance. It was also intended to study

the relative ^reliability of aircraft and the re-arrangement of individual items
(2)

in inspection schedules. It is certain that in this field and in the estimation

of rational establishments for special sections in a fbrm in which they can be of

general application lie opportunities for the effective use of Recoiding Parties

in the post-war years.

Miscellaneous Investigations

In addition to the full-scale and, in general, long—tem investigations into

problems of manpower, organisation and aircraft servicing. Bomber Command O.R.S.

(1) 'Notes on Future Approach to Manpower Research'.
No. 58 dated 16 November (A.H.B.2 unindexed).

Bomber Command <9199 Memo.

(2) 'Suggested Technique for an Investigation into the Nature and Extent of
Unserviceability arising on Different Types of Aircraft'.
O.R.S. Memo.No. 59 dated 15 October 1944.

Bomber Command

(A.H.B.2 unindexed).
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undertook a number of smaller investigations mainly for the provision of planning

Of these investigations, those which concerned the following subjects

deserve mention and are described here:

(a) Manpower Requirements for ’Window* Launcher,

(b) Signals Seirvioing Survey,

(c) Flight Refuelling,

(d) Planning of Scale of Operational Effort,

(e) Engine Supply Requirements.

Manpower Requirements for ’Window* Launcher

data*

In the early months of 1945 an operational trial of the Fairey Mark I

’Window’ Launcher was carried out at R.A*F. Station, Little Staughton.

machine was designed for use in disseminating conducting strips of aluminium foil

from aircraft on operational trips for the purpose of confusing enemy radar.

Simultaneously with the operational trial the manpower requirements for the

Launcher were investigated.

The operations to be performed in loading the launchers were

of bundles of ’Window’ in transit cases from store, conveying the ’Window’ to

aircraft, loading the launcher with ’Window’ and returning transit cases to the

This work and the servicing of the moving parts of the launcher mechanism

were done by a specially established ’Window’ party,

work caused by the new installation arose when it was necessary to remove parts of

the launcher in order to service faulty radar boxes;

riggers*

This

withdrawal

store.

The remaining additional

this work was done by the

The object of the manpower investigation was to determine the size of the

’Window* party required for the job and the amount of additional work which the

riggers would have to do. This object was successfully achieved by suitably
(1)

modified use of the standard recording methods

recorders for nine days.
(2)

It is noteworthy

with the service of three N.C.O.

that this was periiaps the first

occasion on which the manpower requirements for a new piece of equipment were

investigated thoroughly at the trial stage and further that these requirements

could be deteimined in a comparatively short time.

(l) See previous section - ’The Work of Recording Parties’.

(2) ’The Operational Trial of the Fairey Mark I Automatic ’’Window’^ Launcher’.
Bomber Command O.R.S. Report No. 134 dated 3 July 1945- (A.H,B./II/39/i ).
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Signals Servicing Survey

Towards the end of the European war, the Signals Branch at Bomber Command set

up a Signals Servicing Committee to report on the organisation required for

In the course of itsservicing airborne radar equipment in a heavy bomber force*

enquiries, this committee made a critical examination of the existing signals

In order toservicing organisation at a very large number of R*A*E. units.

supplement the information compiled in this way at first hand, a signals servicing

questionnaire was sent out to &roup Headquarters, Base and Stations within Bomber

O.R.S. advised on the fomulation of the questionnaire and made a
(

Command*

1)
statistical analysis of the replies.

Flight Refuelling

At the request of the Operations Branch, 0*R*S. undertook, in January 1945>

some work on flight refuelling of potential usefulness in planning for the Far

The work involved estimating for certain stated conditions how theEast theatre*

maximum possible weight of payload carried by a bomber to be re-fuelled once

en route would vary with the position of the refuelling point.
(2)

In the first piece of work,

of M,500 lb. and a Maximum Permissible All-Up Weight (A.U.W.) of 68,000 lb. and

the bomber was assumed to have a Basic Weight

was to fly 1,500 miles to its target and 1,500 miles back to the same base during

an operational sortie. The weight of the payload was given by the condition

that the sum of the weight of the payload, fuel and any overload fuel tanks should

equal the difference between the Maximum Permissible A*U*W. and Basic Weight at

the time when most fuel was aboard* With these conditions and knowledge of the

fuel consxmiption of Lancasters Marks I, II and III, a diagram was produced which

gave the weight available for payload and any overload tanks for varying

positions of the refuelling point*
(3)

In the second piece of work, two cases were considered* In the first a

diagram was produced similar in essentials to the one mentioned above but giving

information for sorties of various lengths* In the second case a diagram was

produced which in its turn was essentially similar to the one produced in the

first case except that allowance was made for the fact that the Maximum Permissible

A*U*W., while it could not exceed 68,000 lb* before take-off, could rise

70,000 lb* after take-off.

(1) 'Report on the Se^ioing of Radio Equipment used in Heavy Bomber Aircraft by
^omber Command Signals Sei*vicing Committee’. Bomber Command File S*32i4.30
(1 June 1945)*

(2) *A Problem in Plight Refuelling'. Bomber Command Memo.No* 60 dated
13 January 1945* (A.H.B.2 unindexed).

(3) 'Extension of Problem in Flight Refuelling*. Bomber Command Memo,No. 6l
dated 28 January 1945* fA..H.B*2 urdndexed).
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Planning of Scale of Operational Effort

In planning the scale of effort and the aircraft and manpower resources

required to back a given scale of effort it was necessary to know how many sorties

each aircraft would fly during its life and how much periodical inspection work

would arise. One of the determining factors in both these questions was the

casualty wastage rate. As an aid to planning for Tiger Force, accordingly,

O.R.S. Undertook, at the request of the Nucleus Planning Staff, a study of the

variations in the sortie output per aircraft and in the arising of periodical

inspections vrfnen the casualty wastage rate took different values.

It was necessary, in order to obtain numerical results, to specify certain

conditions, for example in respect of the periodicity of inspections aixL the

relative amounts to be performed of operational and non-operational flying (for

which the wastage rate would be different),

likely to obtain in Tiger Force.

The conditions assumed were those
0)

The number of sorties flown for every major

inspection performed was calculated for various casualty wastage rates and the

number of,and manhours expended on^minor inspections to back a flying programme

of any fixed number of sorties were each compared for various casualty wastage

rates with the corresponding figures at zero casualty wastage.

Engine Supply Requirements

Another investigation, undertaken by O.R.S, for the Nucleus Planning Staff,

had the object of obtaining an estimate of the number of engines required monthly

per 100 U.E. aircraft operating under conditions likely to arise in the Far East.

In particular, estimates were required for cases in vdiich operational sorties of

duration 7 hours, 9 hours and 15^ hours were flown.

The numbers of Merlin engines (fitted to Lancasters of Bomber Command)

returned to maintenance units for reasons of unserviceability were compared with

the average flying hours per sortie,month by months over a period of six months,

was possible to estimate per returning (engine) sortie the number, c,

of engines likely to be returned by the force to the repair depot for reasons of

unserviceability in the three cases of different sortie lengths.

(l) *The Effect of Wastage on Sortie Performance per Aircraft and on the
Bomber Command O.R.S.Arisings of Major and Minor Inspections*.

Report No. 138 dated 30 July 1945- (A.H.B./II/39/1 ).
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Assuming the probable policy with regard to engine replacements and the

disposal and replacement of major~expired and written-off aircraft, formulae

were developed for the number of replacement engines required per (engine)

sortie in terms of the engine unservioeability rate, c, and the wastage rate.

With the help of information about the probable flying intensity, engine

unserviceability rate and wastage rate, the engine provisioning requirements
(1)

could then be estimated.

(1) ‘Estimation of Engine Requirements for V,L,R, Sorties*.
O.R.S

, Report B.256 dated 16 May 1945. (A HB-/trH/a4i/22

Bomber Command

/a).
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CHAPTER 21

HOLLERITH MACHINERY USED BY BOMBER COMMAND
OPERATIONAL RESEARCH SECTION

Causes of Introduction

In November l9Wj a new Raid Report pro fonna, which gave considerably more

detailed information than previously, was introduced.

1.

In particular, the

pro fonnae which were completed by the Station Intelligence Officers for each

individual sortie, detailed the special equipment carried by each aircraft.

2. Prior to the introduction of the new pro foiroa, analyses which were conducted

to discover the efficacy of each equipment had been carried out on data obtained

from specially designed questionnaires - one for each equipment. The new pro

forma thus eliminated the necessity for the special returns and also gave

additional information about the combinations of equipments carried, enabling,

therefore, more precise investigations to be made. Furthermore, a new statistical

method of analysing the data was introduced and this required figures broken down
0)

into fine divisions.

3. To obtain figures in these small divisions, giving all the vaid-ous

combinations of equipments, it was clearly necessary to introduce some form of

recording which gave the facts in an easily sorted manner. The Paramount card

system involving the use of a small card with holes punched round the perimeter

was, therefore, attempted,

were the aircraft*s group, type, mark and result.

Each special equipment was given a specific hole as

A card was taken in conjunction

with each Raid Report and a portion of the card from the appropriate holes to the

edge of the card was clipped out by hand and, for reference purposes, the squadron

and letter of the particular aircraft was written onto the card,

then obtained by needling off the cards required and counting them by hand.

As this method of recording suffered from two serious defects, namely, lack of

speed and inaccuracy due to hand counting, attention turned to mechanical methods.

Preliminaiy conversations with the British Tabulating Machine Company were held and

a knowledge of Hollerith machines and their capabilities was obtained,

decided that, apart from facilitating analyses which were already being undertaken,

the introduction of this method of recording in which one card was punched for each

All figures were

It was

(l) Bomber Command O.R.S. Report No. 113.
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aircraft would save personnel and also enable other investigations, which had been

considered impossible previously owing to the time factor involved, to be made.

0,R*C, were, therefore, asked to obtain for the section two punches, a mechanical

verifier and a counter sorter.

5. The concurrence of the Treasury was obtained aj^ after several meetings with

the British Tabulating Machine Co, (B,T,M, Co,) ̂ rtio were told what information was

required on the cards, a specimen card was drawn up. A Treasury official who

attended one of these meetings stated that since the card was to contain a large

amount of double punching, a mechanical verifier was not particularly apposite and

suggested that an electrical verifier should be supplied instead,

request was therefore altered and the machines demanded were:-

(a) Counter Sorter

(b) Two Manual Punches

(c) One Electric Verifier (80 Column)

Preliminaries (Training of Operators etc,)

The original

(Type 75, 80 Column)

(80 Column)

6. Although the original cause of the introduction of this form of recording was

the analysis of special equipments, it was obvious that assistance might be given

in other sides of the sections work. A meeting at vrfiich a representative from

each sub-section of 0,R,S, attended was held and it was agreed that the card

should carry most of the information given on the Raid Report as well as that
(1)

concerning special equipment.

7. Having decided upon the information which it was reqiiired to record, it was

then necessary to establish in what manner the qualitative information was to be

(X)
The following broad principles were adopted in drawing up the code sheets:-

(a) The amount of coding should be reduced to a minimum,

(b) In order to save time the coding was to be made on the

original document,

(c) To save time in sorting, the number of columns in which

double punching occurred was to be a minimum.

It was decided to alter the sections establishment and replace two L,A.C,

posts by two L,A,C,W,s who were to be trained as punch operators by the British

Tabulating Machine Co,

coded.

8.

Accordingly, two were posted to O.R,S, and then sent on

(l) A full note of these questions which were recorded is given in Appendix 5»
Form No, 1,

(2) The method of coding the original card appears as Appendix 5> Form No, 2 and
Appendix 5> Form No, 3 is a specimen coded Raid Report.
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At the end of thethree weeks course to the Company's Head Office in London.

course, the tutor returned with the trainees and spent a week teaching them to

punch from actual Raid Reports.

Meanwhile, three clerks who had been engaged in the production of statistics9.

by hand from Raid Reports were set to work on coding Raid Reports for practice

They rapidly became accustomed to the work and, although at first theirpurposes*

work was checked, it was found, after some time, only necessary to check their work

Subsequently, one clerk only was employed, being capable of coding

about 600 Raid Reports per day, and it was necessary to check his work only after

at intervals.

some major change had been made in the method of coding*

History of Raid Report Cards

10. When the operators had gained some practice in dealing with Raid Reports,

work was begun in earnest on cards for the operations occurring on the night of

15/16 March 1944 and cards for most night operations were punched from then until

the end of the war with Germany.

It was found after just over a month's work that the rate of operations was11.

too great and that the cards were not being produced as expeditiously as required.

A critical analysis was made to discover what information on the cards was used

infrequently or not at all* These sections were found to be mainly those devoted

to recording if special equipments were used or were unserviceable, which could not

be analysed owing to inaccuracy of reporting and to the Heading and Indicated Air

These sections were then deleted from the card and thisSpeed at bombing*
(1)

reduced the length of card from 59 columns to 42 columns. This step together

with the omission of cards for operations of the minelaying or light Mosquito type

of attack enabled the work to be completed more rapidly*

12. In June 1944» however, the rate of operations increased still further ai^ in

order to offset this it became necessary to obtain two more punch operators

(L.A.C.W.s obtained on Laboratory Assistant Establishment). Subsequently the

cards were generally produced on the average two to three days after the Raid

Reports were received or six to eight days after an operation.

13. At the beginning of May 1944- it was found essential owing to operational
(2)

necessity to investigate the losses of aircraft with Monica equipment and as a

(1) A comparison of Appendix 5> Form No* 2 and Appendix 5» Form No. 4 will show
the precise differences between the cards used.

(2) Bomber Command File S.28806/2.
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certain amount of doubt existed about the accuracy of the original data, it was

decided to make two lists of aircraft by means of  a Tabulator# The list

detailed over a month the special equipment carried by Date, Target, Squadron and

Aircraft letter whilst the other, over the same period, gave the same infomation

by Squadron and Letter. Prom the latter list it was possible to trace the history

of each aircraft throughout the month. By glancing down the equipment detailed

for each aircraft it was possible to check the accuracy of reporting on the

assumption that the special equipment carried by  a particular aircraft normally

did not vary much from night to night. If any errors were found then the

appropriate corrections could easily be made in the list by date and target,

for this list more accurate data on the sorties and missing of aircraft with

Thus

various combinations of equipments could be obtained.

14. Prior to this date all statistics on special equipment had been obtained by

sorting and counting. The use of the tabulator in this particular instance,

however, indicated that more results could be obtained from the same data by using

more intricate machines. Accordingly, with the help of the British Tabulating

Machine Co., an arrangement that O.R.S. should have the loan of their machines for

two or three hours per fortnight was made with the Ministry of Food (Potato and

Carrot Division) whose Hollerith section contained such machines*

it was found that this arrangement was not particularly satisfactory and new

arrangements were made so that O.R.S. should use the machines at a British

In July 191+4

Tabulating Machine Co.’s Service Bureau.

The Hollerith Section was committed to the production of data at fortnightly

intervals for the analysis of special equipment,

desirable to obtain a list of aircraft detailing the special equipments carried

by, date, target, squadi*on and aircraft letter and also figures giving sorties and

missing of each class of aircraft carrying a particular combination of special

equipment.

15.

For this purpose it was found

It was found desirable to produce these latter statistics also from

the tabulator. Unfortunately, the system of coding special equipment then

employed did not easily lend itself to the use of  a tabulator as it involved

punching more than one hole in the columns for special equipment, and the tabulator

could not print this,

altered on 14/15 August 1944 to produce only single punching.

The method of coding special equipment was, therefore,
(l)

(l) See Appendix 5> Form No* 5.
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16. For the analysis of the accuracy of results achieved in bombing it was

found necessary to prepare a list giving the plotted position of each aircraft’s

photograph by bombing times* This was originally done by hand from two sources -

the Raid Reports for the times and methods of bombing and from a Photographic

interpretation list giving ranges and bearings from the Aiming Point,

readily obvious that the Hollerith Section could assist by providing a list of

aircraft by bombing times indicating the method of bombing.

It was

The system of coding

the bombing technique was such that double punching occurred ani it was therefore

deemed advisable to give an extra column to this question on the Raid Report,

coding was therefore altered

Th
(1)

and the new card introduced on 1 November

e

During a visit from a member of VTIIth U.S^A.A.F. it was discovered that at17.

their H.Q. a complete set of American Hollerith machines existed* As this was

much nearer than the Service Bureau, permission was obtained at the beginning of

1945 for use to be made of these machines. It was not possible to use their

machines for all 0*R.S* work owing to the American method of punching alphabetical

information - 3 zone instead of 2.
(2)

Work, however, was greatly facilitated by

this concession.

18. Towards the end of the war with Germany so many new equipments had been

introduced that it became necessary to alter the method of coding special

equipment in order to avoid double punched columns and so still produce a special

equipment tabulation. This new card was introduced on 15/16 March 1945 and used
(3)

until the end of the war.

History of Other Cards

19. It had originally been intended to put onto the card punched from the Raid

Reports, information from three other sources

(a) Combat reports - giving information concerning attacks by enemy

aircraft on our own.'^'

(b) Damage reports - showing the extent of damage to our aircraft/^^

(c) Photographic Interpretation - showing the plotted position of an
Plottings

aircraft’s photograph which had been

taken with bombing.
(6)

rn See Appendix 5, Ponn No. 6.

2^ See Appendix 5> Form No. 2.
3) See Appendix 5> Fonn No. 7.
4) See Appendix 5> Form No. 8.

See Appendix 5> Form No. 9.
See Appendix 5> Form No.lO.
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The intention had been to obtain the appropriate Raid Report cards from their file

and punch onto the card the fresh information* In order to facilitate the pulling

of the Raid Report card, the verifier after having checked the card wrote the

squadron and aircraft letter onto the card* It was found, however, that

considerable time was lost in this manner and as the same result could be obtained

by passing the cards through an *Interpreter* this procedure was di^pped.

Furthermore, it was not found practical to punch this new information onto the

original cards in the first few months owing to the shortage of available labour*

This meant that when enough staff was available a large amount of back work

remained and that some other method of putting the fresh information onto the Raid

Report cards was required*

20* After some consideration it was decided to punch each of three new sets of

By sorting these into the same sequence as the

original file of cards and then passing both files through a 'Collator* it was

possible to extract from the larger file of Raid Report cards all the cards

information of three new cards*

corresponding to those in the smaller file of Combat cards, Damage cards and Photo

It was not necessary to do this in three stages involving the collation of

the large file three times as the three types of cards were easily separated from

Thus, in the first collation they would be sorted together and a11

the cards which required either combat, damage or photographic information would be

Thereafter, it was only necessary to deal with the smaller file of cards

and, by means of three collations with the combat, damage and photographic cards

separately, it was possible to obtain the cards required*

cards*

one another*

obtained*

As both master pack

and the detail pack were in the same order the cards could immediately be passed

through a 'Reproducer* and the new information automatically copied off the new

cards onto the old. Owing to the fact that the method of designation involved the

use of the aircraft letter whilst the collator was strictly a numerical machine,

it was necessary to divide the collation into three parts - one part for each

section of the alphabet* Although this method was decided upon and the greater

part of the cards for new information were punched it was never possible to put

this method into operation owing to the fact that the machine time available at the

Service Bureau only allowed the more necessary immediate analyses to be completed*
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21. In the autunm of the number of escaped and returned aircrew had

increased to such proportions that some new method of recording the data was

It was decided that by using the Hollerith much time would be saved.

Pull details of the method of coding and the information obtained from these cards

required*

is contained in and a

Master Code Sheet is attached at Appendix 5, Form No. 11.

Gennany ceased and P.O.V.s were returning home it was decided to extend this

system to cover the Interrogation reports obtained from each crew member,

found, hovi’ever, that the system in use employed  a vast amount of double punching

and although this was no great hindreinco when small numbers of cards were involved

it was likely to prove so when handling 10,000 cards as no great use could be made

of machines other than the ‘Sorter*.

The system of coding was therefore altered to meet this requirement but in

order to enable all the infoimation required to be recorded it was necessary to use

As a considerable part of each card was duplicate information it

decided to produce three cards - one a General card for the duplicate information

and the other two (Casualties and Damage) cards bearing the remaining information.

The duplicate information was then to be transferred onto both the Casualties and

Damage cards to give the final cards required.

To obtain accuracy in coding, each story was coded twice.

When the war with

It was

22.

two cards. was

(0

23. A * check coder*

then compared the two codings and if a discrepancy was fo\ind recoded the informaticr

from the original story. Each card was then passed through the sorter counting

every column and, in order to check that the data was consistent,

checks made on the figures obtained.

on

various cross

This process caused much wear to the cards

and therefore, the final cards, were produced on entirely blank cards,

aircraft from which there were no survivors was also punched and the sections

correspondi^ to the final cards for survivors being reproduced onto the same type
of cards.

A card for

(l) Details of the cards and the method of coding are at Appendix 5> Form No.

(2) Pull details of this reproducing process are given in Appendix 5, Form
No. 13*

12.
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Some Results Obtained from Raid Report Cards

24. Although some of the results obtained have been mentioned in preceding

paragraphs full details are given below for these results as well as for other

major results obtained from the Raid Report cards.

Special Equipment Analysis

25. For this both a list and a tabulation was required. The list gave special

equipment and result of the mission in coded form by date, target, squadron and

aircraft letter, and the sorties made by each squadron was simultaneously obtained.

The list facilitated reference to the special equipment carried by a particular

The tabulation gave the number of aircraft despatched and mis sing for

each combination of special equipment by date and target,

therefore easily possible to perform the calculations necessary to complete an

analysis along the lines of O.R.S. Report No* 113 and to estimate the efficacy of
(0

each special equipment.

aircraft.

From this it was

Timing Distribution

26. Time Distributions were used for two main puip)oses.

by time giving the method of bombing was required and this in conjunction with

information showing the plotted position of photographs was used in analysis

conducted into the relative merits of different bombing techniques,

in time was also considered important in reducing fighter losses and information

showing the number of aircraft bombing in each minute of an attack was required.

In consequence a tabulation giving the number attacking the target in each minute

of a raid was made and from the fi

A list of aircraft

Concentratio

e obtained it was possible to see if the rai
ri^tir

n

d

had been carried out as planned.

Height Distribution

Prom some investigations made to discover the cause of aircraft losses a

distribution indicating the number of each aircrsift attacking at each height band

From this it was possible to see whether the planned

distribution was maintained and also, by means of this and a timing distribution,

the incidence of collisions and the concentration of ’Window* could be estimated.

27o

was found useful.

(l) Specimens of both the list and tabulation can be seen in Appendix 5>
Form No. 14.

(2) The figures obtained in this manner form the basis of O.R.S. Reports
Nos. B.235 and B.235. (A.H.B./IIH/241/ 22/‘2).
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Losses by Makers of Aircraft etc*

28* When it was discovered that aircraft with the Nitrogen Tank equipment had

higher losses than expected a full investigation into the possible causes was made.

As this investigation involved splitting the cards on the Aircraft Serial Number,

it was decided to discover irtiat other differences existed between two sets of data

obtained in this manner* It was found that certain sets of aircraft split in

this manner had two other main differences apart from Nitrogen Tanks* One being

that the manufacturers were different and the other that a larger proportion of

aircraft were equipped with Merlin XXIV engines as well as with the special tanks.

By sorting the cards on serial numbers it was possible to split the aircraft by

makers, engines and tanks and thus a full investigation could be made,

results indicated the apparent higher losses of the nitrogen tank aircraft could

be more accurately described as due to Merlin XXXV engines.

It was also possible by sorting on Serial Numbers to investigate the useful

ness of glossy paint in avoiding being held in searchlights.

The

29.

An insufficient amount

of data was obtained to Justify any conclusion.

Distribution of Experience

50. Investigations had been made at various times by O.R.S. into the effect of

pilots experience on the missing rate* After the inception of the Hollerith

section those figures were provided directly from the Raid Report cards by sorting

the cards into experience groups by date, target and group and then counting

the result column to provide sorties and missing*

by using the same statistical methods as were used for analyses of special

equipment.

on

The investigation was completed

Abortive Sorties

51● The Raid Report cards provided a ready source of information for investigatioi

into the effect of weather and icing on the abortive sortie rates,

izifoimation was used to estimate the economic weight of de-icing equipment.

Bomb Load

This

52* At various times O.R.S. hadL been asked to discover if the carrying of certain

types or loads of bombs was subject to special risks. The data for each operation

showing loss rates by types of bomb load were easily obtained from these cards

and investigations, showing null results, were made.

/ Night
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Ni^ht Raid Report Tables

33. One O.R.S. commitment was the production of a report on each night*s

An appendix to this report was a table giving a breakdown by target,

group, aircraft type and mark which showed for each subdivision the number of

aircraft despatched, attacking the primary or secondary target, abortive and

missing as well as the number of those damaged and intercepted*

of this table — numbers despatched, attacking etc* - was obviously easily

obtained from the cards in the required breakdown.

Results obtained from Interception and Damage Cards

operation*

The first half

34. As stated in para* 20 above, these cards were punched in order to put

information concerning aircraft damaged or intercepted onto the corresponding

Raid Report cards. It was hoped in this manner to collate information obtained

from special returns for these aircraft with that given on their Raid Reports,

For reasons, also given in this paragraph above, it was never found practicable

to collate the additional cards with original cards and, up to the time of v/riting,

these cards have not been used in any analysis.

Results obtained from Photo.E^raphio Cards

35. Although providing mainly for the purpose of putting photographic

information onto the main cards, after the end of the war it was found necessary

to investigate the trends in bombing accuracy throughout the war*

proposed to do this by calcirlating a parameter for each major raid from 1942 to

the end of 1944 and, to this end, cards were punched for each aircraft with a

plotted photograph on any of the selected operations.

It v/as

As this investigation is

probably the most representative example of statistical calculations done by

using Hollerith machines, the procedure given is more detailed than that inO.E.S.

the previous paragraphs.

36. As in Bomber Command O.R.S. Report No. 127
(0

the distribution of bomb fall. or

in this case photoplots, has been assumed to consist of two parts, being in part a

normal distribution and in part a totally different distribution consisting of

gross errors which may overlap the normal distribution. The method of eliminating

the gross errors and in obtaining a parameter - the staniard radial error of the

distribution - is given fully in the Report quoted above and the manner in which

this method has been adapted for Holbrith purposes is given below.

(1) A.H.B./II/59/1.

/ As
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As can be seen from Appendix 5> Form No. 10, the only information showing

the position of the photograph was given as a range (r) and a bearing (9) from

the detailed Aiming Point.

57.

Calculation of M.P.I. of Photographs

38. It was first necessary to calculate the mean point of the photographs

The cards were sorted into order on the 0from the data given on the cards,

columns and each group or cards for each value of  0 (0° - 360°) was preceded by

a master card giving for that angle the value of 9, sin 0 and cos 0. The whole

file of cards was then passed through a ‘Reproducer* and the appropriate signs

for sin and cos were master gang punched onto the detail cards. The cards, still

in the same order, went next into a ‘Multiplier' where the following calculation

was done - r x sin 0 = x and r x cos 0 = y to give the Cartesian Co-ordinates

of the plotted position with respect to the Aiming point. After being sorted

into date and target sequence the cards were passed through a Tabulator and the

^ y, and <£ with appropriate signs was obtained.^ X,totals The

L X
calculation x = and y = then gave the M.P.I.s
in cartesian co-ordinates.

Elimination of G-ross Errors and the Calculation of ^ 2

39. A master card for each operation giving x and y

After collating these into the main file with the

0 master cards removed, the cards passed thiH^ugh  a tabulator where the

following calculations were performed on every card:-

as well as indicative

information was punched.

and and the results summary punched onto newX - X y - y

By gangpunching, after sorting into values of |y  - yj , the value

(y " y)^ obtained. The Miiltiplier then performed the calculation (x - x)^ +

iy-yf (=E^).

plotted position from the mean point.

A new tabulation was then made by operation in which after each card

cards.

Thus, each new card bore the square of the distance of the

40.

had been fed into the machine the following was printed

£r^ and £

The gross errors were eliminated by neglecting the distribution as soon as

2
K. R and the value taken for

2  1 2
was k X R at this<r

(for the actual value of k and k

point

1
the Report quoted).see

/ P. 0, W.
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P. 0. W. Cards

M. The full details of information obtained from these cards are to be

found in

Difficulties Encountered

lj.2. Several difficulties in running a Hollerith section for O.R*S. work

The most important of these were the following:-

(a) The slow punching and verifying speeds obtained,

(b) Machines other than those actually in O.R.S. were not easily obtainable,

and these had to be adapted owing to the complicated nature of O.R.S.

work,

(c) Changing requirements caused major changes in the manner of coding

on the cards,

(d) Inaccuracies in the data.

(a) Slow Punching Speeds

if3- This was partly due to the employment of personnel who were not selected but

posted in for punching work.

occurred.

This work was of a tedious nature and not everyone

Apart from this, none of the documents werewas capable of doing such work.

received in a fonn particularly suitable for punching,

had been fixed before the Hollerith was introduced and no major changes were

possible, as this would not have suited the other users of the reports,

been possible, to (a) choose the operators and (b) adapt the form of the documents

received to one suitable for punching, the rate of production of the cards would

doubtless have been increased.

The form of the documents

Had it

(b) Lack of Machines

44. There were many occasions when it was required to produce information from

the cards in the form of a list, or by a complicated breakdown,

would have been particularly useful for these purposes, but the amount of Tabulator

time required by O.R.S. was insufficient to warrant the introduction of such a

A tabulator

machine. Unless the information required was of sufficient magnitude, it was not

economical to make a special visit to the Service Bureau and so the work had to

be delayed until the normal visit to the Bureau was due, or alternatively had to

be completed by hand, assisted wherever possible by the Sorter,

although Hollerith machines are very suitable for some types of statistical

calculations and recording, nevertheless, since they have been primarily intended

for accounting, it will be readily seen that it is sometimes necessary to adapt

a machine and use it in a manner other than that originally intended.

Furthermore,

/ (c)RESTRICTED
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(o) Coding Changes

45. As can be seen from the preceding paragraphs on the History of the Hollerith

Section a number of major changes were made in the method of coding,

the first change, vdiich was due to insufficient staff, all the other alterations

Apart from

were occasioned by the necessity of using machines other than those originally

intended for the production of statistics from the cards. It is obvious that any

changes in the manner of coding information can cause many difficulties,

advisable, therefore, when drawing up the card for long teim analyses, to try arid

a method of coding from the outset which allows a certain amount of flexibility

in the use of machines and also leaves sufficient space for additional codings

It is

use

which may arise subsequently. To obtain flexibility in the use of machines it

is advisable to avoid double punching as much as possible,

(d) Inaccurate Data

46. It was found by comparison with special returns that the Special Equipment

given in Section 'A* of the Raid Report was not always accurate and,

in para. 13 above, it was attempted to correct the information by means of lists

obtained on a Tabulator.

as mentione

This course, however, did not give a complete check a

d

nd

the only really accurate method was to compare all the special returns received by

other branches in the Headquarters with the Raid Reports. This was done for some

equipments in some periods but, owing to the enormity of the task, it was not

possible to make a thorough check,

sometimes two and sometimes no Raid Reports were received for an aircraft.

Several attempts were made to remedy the situation, but none were completely

These cards, therefore, were never 100 per cent accurate and,

although, in general this only reduced the significance of the result obtained

from them, it made certain investigations involving small samples impossible.

Extension of Hollerith Work

Another difficulty was due to the fact that

successful.

47. As mentioned in para. above, O.R.S. did not have enough commitments to

warrant the introduction of machines other than the Sorter/Counter. There were

many records being kept in Bomber Command Headquarters which could probably have

been kept more economically on

Statistical Section.

a punched card system, controlled by a Central

This Central Section, which would require a full complement

/ of
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of Hollerith machines, v/ould keep any statistics required hy more than one

section in the Headquarters and a large part of the information required for

Operational Research would be provided by that source,

such a Section would eliminate much duplication of effort and would enable various

returns to be easily collated to ensure accuracy, as well as making available to

all sections, all types of Hollerith machines.

if8* A Central Statistical Section would also obviate the necessity of calling

for large numbers of over-lapping returns and would also be able to ensure that,

whenever the same information was received from two different sources, they were

Inconsistency and the incorrectness of data was a serious difficulty

A few examples of the type of information which could be

recorded easily on punched cards are given below:-

(a) Aircraft states,

(b) Personnel Postings,

(c) All statistical cards required for each operation (obtainable

from a Raid Report with very few more questions than that used

at the end of the war),

(d) Engineer Records of Failures and Flying Hours.

It is worthy of note that the American Vlllth U.S.A.A.F. did in fact keep a

Central Statistical Section employing punched cards and provided data on several

of the above.

The introduction of

consistent.

encountered by O.R.S.

RESTRICTED
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APPENDIX No* 1

BOMBER COMMAND O.R.S. - PERSONNEL

Date of
Main Duties in BranchName

Arrival Departure

Bombing Accuracy; Weapon Effectiveness;
i/o O.R.S.l(d); B.A.U.; i/c B.C.B.R.U.

Dec. A9k5Nov. 19MMr. H.L. Beards

Losses analysis.Jan. 1942 July 1942Mr. £● B. Beadle

later i/o O.R.S.2(b)Aug. 1945 Losses analysis;
(R.C.M.).

May 1942Mr. S.C. Britton

Damage Inspector No. 3 Group.Nov. 1942 Sept.1945Mr. T.P. Brown

Research on Radar protective devices.Mr. K. Butler Dec. 1942 Oct. 1945

July 1945 Aug. 1944 Losses analysis.Mr. E.R. Barker

S/O. M.M. Benton
(now Sovig)

Radio Aids to Navigation.Sept.1944 May 1945

Research on Visual Identification;
later Admin. Officer.

Oct. 1941 Aug. 1945Bfr. W.W. Corbett

Radio aids to navigation; losses
analysis; O.R.S. No. 5 Group.

Feb. 1942 July 1945Mr. J. Curry

Mr. G. Calcutt Feb. 1942 Oct. 1942 Losses analysis; Records.

Oct. 1945 Photographic aspects of Raid Effective
ness.

Mr. N.C. Cook Dec. 1942

June 1946July 1943 Raid Effectiveness Aneilysis.Mr. JoD. Carthy

July 1946Mr. I.J. Csunpbell July 1943 Losses Analysis; Manpower investigations.

Mr. R.H. CoUcutt Sept.1943 Nov. 1945 Weapon Effectiveness; Bombing Accuracy;
Bomb Damage Survey.

Radio Aids to Navigation; later i/c
O.R.S.5«

S/Ldr.R.G.W.Croney June 1946Sept.1944

Radio Aids to Navigation; Ht2*S> Mining.Mr. D.N. Davies Oct. 1943 Oct. 1945

Theoretical Investigations concerning
losses.

July 1943 Sept.1945Mr. F.J. Dyson

0. 3^0 O.R.S.Dr. B.G. Dickins Sept.1941 Sept.1945

Dec. 1942 Damage Inspector No. 4 Group.Mr. W.A. Eyre Sept.1945

Mr. B.P. Emmett Sept.1943 Oct. 1944 Max^ower Investigations.

later i/c O.R.S.3*Jan. 1946Mr. J *E .Fothergill Oct. 1942 Losses Analysis;

Monthly review of Bomber Losses; i/c
O.R.S.3*9 later i/c O.R.S.2«a.

Nov. 1945Miss J.M.M. Goggin Sept.1941

Aug. 1942 Aug. 1945Mr. P.M. Game Navigation Research.

Mr.C .W.Grove-White Oct. 1942 Mar. 1943 R.C.M. Research.

Mr. HoR. Gregory J an. 1943 Sept.1945 Damage Inspector H.Q B.C.● 9
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Date of
Main Duties in BranchName

Arrival Departure

P/Lt. G-uinand Oboe Investigations. Canadian AttachmentPeb. 1943 June 1943

Bombing accuracy analysis.Mr. W. Guy May 1943 Sept.1945 R.C «M.f

Mr. G. Harris July 1943 Sept.1944 H.2.S. Research. Canadian Attachment.

Mr. W.V. Hobson Sept.1943 Aug.1944 Radio Aids to Navigation.

O.R.S. No. 6 Group.Mr. J.W. Hopkins Jan. 192|4 Mar. 1945 Canadian Attachment.

P/O. R.E.Hemmings Jan. 1946Peb. 1945 Navigation Research.

P/Lt. J.M.Hyslop Peb. 1945 Sept.1945 Mathematical Study of Bombfall
distributions.

Mr. J.A. Jukes Sept.1941 Oct. 1945 Radio Aids to Navigation;

O.R.S., P.P.P., B.C.B.R.U.

0.P..S. B.D.U.;

P/Lt. Kershaw O.R.S. No. 6 Group.Mar. 1945 Canadian Attachment.

Mr.B.A.Loveridge Aug. 1944 Dec. 1944 Oboe Research.

Mr. W.R. Lund Sept.1943 Apr. 1945 Radar Protective Devices.

Mr. S.V. Lindley Aug. 1943 Jan. 19-44 Raid Effectiveness Analysis.

Mr. P.J. Lloyd Nov. 1942 July 1945 Losses Analysis; O.R.S. No. 4 Group.

i/c O.R.S.2.b.; later O.R.S. No. lOOQrotfi

Vu 1 nftrabiI i/c O.K-S*2c : ^
OLthiAeAB.Ig.tJ.j :

Raid Effectiveness Analysis; later i/c
O.R.S.1.a.

Mr.L.P.Lammerton Jan. 1942 jTily 1945

Mt- E. a. Lovell (95^ I

Mr. L.C. Luckwill July 1942 Aug. 1 945

Mr. B.R.S. Megaw Jan. 1 942 Oct. 1945 Editor Bomber Command Quarterly Review.

Mr. H.P. Moon July 1942 Peb. 1943 Raid Effectiveness Analysis.

Dr. A.P. Munro July 1942 Aug. 1943 Night Vision Research.

Mr.W.J. Mayo-Wells Aug. 1942 Peb. 1944 Radio Aids to Navigation; Airfield
Control.

Mr. JoKo Marshall July 1946Oct. 1942 H.2»S. Research; B.D.U.

Mr. M.L. Meyer Oct. 1942 July 1 945 Bomber Command Night aM Day Raid
Reports.

2./c O.R.S.2.d.Mr. J.C. MacCallum Sept.1943 Oct. 1945

Mrs. S ● G ● R. MacC allizn Sept.1944 Oct. 1945 Analysis of fate of missing aircraft.

1^4.5
Mr. N.M. Mowatt July 1943 O.R.S.) B.D.U.

Mr. J.V.T.Matthews July 1 943 Peb. 1944 Raid Effectiveness Analysis.

P/O. J. McDonagh Aug. 1946Jan. 1945 Practice Bombing Analysis.

Miss K. 0*Riordan Apr. 1942 June 1942 Loss Analysis.

Mrs. E.M. Owen June 1942 Peb. 1945 Day Raid Analysis;
Losses Analysis.

Bombing Accuracy,
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Date of
Main Duties in BranchName

Arrival Departure

1'-)45 Vulnerability Statistics.Aug. 1942Mr. D.C. Owen

Jan. 1946 Losses Analysis.July 1943Mr.M.W.E.O'Lou^ilin

Jan. 1946 Vulnerability Research.July 1943Mr. J.D. Oates

i/c O.R.S.I.a.; later i/c O.R.S.1.Mar. 1943 Sept.1945Dr. B.G. Peters

Aug. 1946Dec. 1943 O.R.S. No. 1 Oroup.Mr. A.W. Pratt

April 1945 Manpower Researches.Oct. 1943Mr. B.M. Pocock

Practice Bombing Analysis.Apr. 1945Mr. B.B. Parrish July 1943

later i/c O.R.S.5»i/c O.R.S.1;Sept. 1941 Feb. 1945Mr. G-.A. Roberts

Bombing Accuracy and Effectiveness.Feb. 1942 Oct. 1945Mr. R. Ross

i/c O.R.S.3*Mr. W.D. Richards July 1942 July 1944

1547 i/c O.R.S.2.Dr. R.J. Smeed Sept.1941

May 1945 Visual Identification and Training
Problems; i/c O.R.S.I.c.

Mr. G.W.H. Stevens Sept.1941

Effectiveness of A.A. Fire.Mr. A.H. Snowdon Jan. 1942 Nov. 1942

Miss Smeaton Apr. 1942 Aug. 1942 Losses Analysis.

Sept.1945July 1942 Night Photographic Research.Dr.J.K.St.Joseph

Mr. T.E.Shrimpton Aug.1942 July 1945 Bombing Accuracy; Manpower Research.

July 1946Mr. J.L.H. Scott Sept.1942 Damage Inspector No. 5 Group.

Manpower Research i/c O.R.S.6.Mr. K.A. Stott Nov. 1942 May 19A5

Mr. N. Sovig Jan. 1943 Mar. 1945 Navigation Research.

Raid Effectiveness Analysis.Miss H.E. Scarth June 1944 Sept.1945

Mr. J.G.H. Stutt Sept.1944 Sept.1945 Oboe Research.

Mr. JoW. Saunders Raid Effectiveness Analysis.Sept.1944 Apr.1945

Miss M.I. Scott Sept.1944 June 1945 Raid Effectiveness Analysis.

F/O. G.T. Smailes Oct. 1946Sept.1944 Manpower Research.

i/c Radio Aids to Navigation Research.Dr. J. Thewlis Sept.1942 Sept.1944

A 03- ‘9a7Mr.T. G.Wardrop Aug. 19A2 Statistical Study of Losses.

Mr. F.C. Watts Jan. 1943 Feb. 1944 Radio Aids to Navigation - R.C.M.
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APPENDIX No. 3

FORMS USED FOR RECORD OF AIRCREV/S OBSERVATIONS

The attached fonns were used for the recording of aircrew observations
intended for use in operational research*
interi'ogation of the crew after an operation, usually by a specialist officer
from details either recorded during the flight or memorised.

They were filled up at the

It was frequently possible to include considerable detail on these forms
by the use of certain recognised abbreviations. Thus, the following symbols
were used to record contacts observed on Fishpond or Visual Monica.

A. Contact within 1 mile.

Contact behaving suspiciously.
Combat developed.
Contact identified as friendly by sighting.
Contact lost by evasive action.
Contact passed away.

B.
C.
VF.
EV.
P.

When a combat took place supplementary detail was provided in the Combat
Report prepared by the Gunnery Officer at the Squadron.

The use made of the several attached forms was as follows.

Early reports on G.L./G.C.I. Boozer,
use by each aircraft.

Form No. 1 One Report Form for

Form No. 2 Later report form for Triple Channel Boozer,
for use by each aircraft.

One report

Form No. 3 Report on AI Boozer. One form used for the squadron.

Form No. if Report on Aural Monica® One form for use by the squadron.

Early form for Visual Monica, introduced into No*  5 Group,
one form for use by each aircraft duiu.ng the period of
experimental development of the visual presentation.

Form No.

Form No. 6 Later form for Visual Monica, one form for use by the
squadron,
was included a statement of the number of operations
performed with the device by each operator.

Early Fishpond report, one form for use by each aircraft.

Later Fishpond report, one form for use by the squadron.
The column left for recording of the number of contacts
observed at some selected locality or time underwent
several changes and was finally deleted,
version an indication was given of the number of
operations performed with the device by each operator.

A.G.L.(t) report as used throughout almost the whole
operational history of the device, one form for each
aircraft.

A.G.L.(t) report as coming into use at the end of the
war, one form for use by the squadron.

In the final version, the ‘Remarks* column

In the final

Form No. 7

Form No. 8

Form No. 9

Form No.10



)

Form No. 1

COUNTERMSASIXRIi: »BOOZER* QUESTIONNAIRE

(To be completed and despatched to H.Q.B.C, marked *for attention of O.R.S,* after each operation)

Name of W/Op:Bate of OperationSquadron No.

A/c Letter: Target:

Did Flak, S/L.s or Fighter
Attack follow the lighting
of the lamp ? If so,

Behaviour of lamp,
e.g* Steady,
Intermittent

For how long
did lamp

remain alight ?

Time at which

lamp lit up
Was evasive
action taken ?

Place Height

how long afterwards ?
G-ive all other details

Other Remarks

t*

>
"9
-0

z
tt
X

Z
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Form No. 2

* BOOZER* REPORT

Date: Pilot: Squadron:

W/Op: A/c Letter:Target:

Type of
Ii^ication

(D, B or Y)

Observations

(Flak, Fighters,
S/L seen, etc)

Time Duration Height Position



) )

Form No* 3

REPORT ON AI «B002ER* INDICATIONS

Date: Target; Squadron:

Indications associated with visuals of £/A

Was indication
associated with a

sighting of an 'Ŝ /k
Ay/c

Duration of
Indication

Direction of

approach and
range of B/A
when sighted

TimeLetter Position Height Was indication
received "before

or after sighting

Did E/A
AttackType of E/A

I

●F-
I

2:
O
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Fom No. if

MONICA ‘WAENIN&’ EBTUSN

Target: Date: Station:

No. of occasions on T?rtiich Monica Warning
was received

A/c Letter
and Squadron

Enemy A/c
seen

a/c causing warning not seen or
not identified

British

a/c seen

Any remarks by Int. Officer, Squadron Commander, etc:
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Form No. 5

No. 5 &R0UP VISUAL * MONICA* REPORT FORM

No. of A/c on TubeLatitude and LongitudeHeight TimeEnemy Coast

Time base used

2.

At a position between enemy coast and target.

No. of A/c on TubeLatitude and LongitudeHeight TimePosition

Time base used

3.
At a position between target and enemy coast.

No. of a/c on TubePosition Height Time Latitude and Longitude

Time base used

k.
yards.Maximum range on tube at which aircraft could be detected

5.
Minimtun range on tube at which aircraft could be detected yards.● « ●

6.
Number of aircraft located on tube which approached within 600 yards

Incident Report

Range and position of any visuals obtained of enemy aircraft by the air gunner
before the Wireless Operator was warned by the Tube.

7.

PositionRange Time
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8.
Range and position of visuals of enemy aircraft reported by the Air Gunner after
the Wireless Operator was warned by the Tube.

Journey to the Target
TimePositionRange

y-

At Target
●X

TimePositionRange

Journey from Target'i
Range Position Time

To be completed on return

Squadron and Letter:Target:Date;



► I

Form No. 6

VISUAL MONICA RETURN BOMBER COMMANDTo: O.R.S ● f

Date: Target Sc^uadron:

Incident Report
No* of a/c seen on

Visual Monica
within 1,000 yards
while over enemy

territory

Details of suspicious plots
on Visual Monica,
taken if differing from Nb.1
G-roup Tactical Instruction.
State if confirmed visually,
and whether en route or in

Target Area

Action
Details of A/c seen without
previous warning on Viswial
Monica. Oive range and

S  ... Serviceable
Unserviceable
Missing

U/S e e ●

M ● ● ●
A/o Letters Oeneral Remarks

direction or approach, and
whether en route

or in
Jarget Area

i
00

w

S!
O
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Form No* 7

«FISHP0ND« REPORT

Squadron: Date:

W/0p/A&:Aircraft Letter:

Position A 30 mins before target*

Position B 30 mins after target*

Position A: Time A. Height A:

Position B: Height B:Time B:
1

(a)Number of Responses

(refer letter PFF/s/3513/RADAR
dated

19. 10* 43)

Short Narrative by W/Op/AG
(covering results generally and use of equipment

(b)

(o)

a
O

|04
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Form No, 8

To: H*Q, Bomber Command (Radar Section)«PISHP0ND» REPORT (ISSUE II)

Date: Target; Squadron:

USEDIFFICULTIES

No, of A/c seen on
screen between 1 and 2

miles at enemy coast
(a)State whether due to

H2S v/b or faulty.
Only Fishpond Vs or faulty,

c) Manipulation of H2S or Fishpond,
d) Pre-setting of controls before take-off.

Details of suspicious plots on Fishpond.
Action taken £ind if confirmed visually give time
and position.
Details of E/A seen without previous warning.
Uive range and direction of approach, particularly
whether above or below,
Greneral remarks.

6-ive time and position.

a/c Letter
w

HomewardOutward
(o)

I

o

%

O
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Form No. 9

A.&.L.(T^ PROFORMA

Letter:Squadron:Target:

W/Op:

Failure of equipment or difficulties in manipulation of A.G-.L.(T)
Fishpond, &GS, Type *Z’ etc.

Date:

Captain:

Difficulty-EquipmentTime

2. Use of A.G,L.(t) and Type

A.G-.L.(T) Contacts. Maximum Range ______
Number of aircraft picked up by A.g7lV(T) 
Maximxim number of aircraft TTithin range at any one time,

en route in the target area 
How many times were combat manoeuvres taken on A.G-.L.(t) indications

Minimum Range

G-ive details:

’/ftiat was the shortest range at which any aircraft was identified

friendly ___________________
Number of contacts not identified by Type *Z*
G-ive brief details with ranges.

3. Use of Fishpond

How much use was made of equipment ? (e.g. in giving warning and keeping
watch for other approaches v/hen gunner was holding suspects).

Approx. No. of VI contacts seen first on Fishpond.



>

Form No. 10

A.&.L.(T) OPERATIONAL REPORTDate:

Squadron No.
Target:

Total No. Sorties:

Abortive (T or XJ/t)i
BO-ssing (T or u/t):To: H.Q. Bomber Command (Radar Branch)

Faults Contacts not
Identified

Action taken
No. of
Contacts

Identified

by Type »Z*

Fishpond
Contacts
before

a.g.l.(t)

Reason for

Unserviceability

No. of
Contacts

T or

U/t
Ranges^ Combat Manoeuvres,
opening fire, etc.

if fire opened on
Presentation

State
tyA/c Letter

A.C.L.(T) Type *Z*Type *Z*

Range Reason

fO

%
w
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HOLLERITH MACHINERY

Hollerith Card

These are rectangular pieces of cardhoard with one comer removed, "being

of three different sizes “ 38, 1^3 end 80 column* All can he punched out in any

of 12 positions vertically and this can he repeated in any column*

80 column card, approximately 7§^' ^ 3i" > was used for 0*R.S. work*

Punch

1.

The

This machine consists essentially of a carriage, punch keys and punch

knives, one for each position, and operates on the typewriter system*

card being fed into the machine and a p\mch key depressed a corresponding

rectangular hole is punched out in the appropriate column* As the key is

released the carriage moves over so that the next column is immediately under

the punch knives* There are two more keys on the machine, one a space key

which spaces without punching and the other, the release key, allows the

carriage to run to its full extent* By holding down the space key the carriage

is stopped from moving and thus overpunching can he produced* Two keys may

not he depressed at the same time, except in the case of the X and Y (or 11 and

12) keys, either of which may he depressed simultaneously with one of the 0-9

keys (this is to facilitate alphabet punching - see Appendix Form No* 2),

2.

On a

Verifier

A mechanical verifier has a similar appearance to  a punch.Mechanical;3.

the only difference being that instead of sharp knives it has blunt blades* The

verifier operator has both the cards and documents in the same order as they

were punched* Each card is fed into the machine and the operator stidkes the

keys corresponding to the information on the document* Providing the punch

blade finds a corresponding hole in the card the machine will space, but if no

such hole exists the machine ceases to space* In this case, however, the

blade does not pierce the card* The operator then ensures that the cstrd and

The defect ofthe document do in fact disagree before destroying the card*

this machine is that it is not possible to check double punching accurately*

As two keys cannot be depressed simultaneously, the space key must be held down

It is possible at slow speeds to feelwhilst each hole is checked individually*

/whether
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whether the two holes are punched hut at rapid speeds no check is possible as,

on releasing the space key after verifying the column, the card will be spaced

aut omati c ally.

4. Electrical; The operators procedure is exactly the same as that for the

mechanical verifier. Instead of punch blades, brushes, one for each hole, make

electrical contact with a brass roller and the card is passed between the

If a hole is sensed, i.e. the brush passes throughbrushes and the roller.

the hole, one side of a relay is energised. Providing the other side of the

relay is simultaneously energised by the depression of the key, the card is

allowed to space, but if only one side of the relay is energised, which happens

If the key depressed does not correspond with the hole sensed, the machine does

not space. When checking double punching, all the keys corresponding to the

holes in the card must be depressed. The original type electrical verifier.

however, passed a card providing that at least all the keys corresponding to

holes punched were depressed. Thus, although this machine was more accurate

than a mechanical verifier, 100 per cent accuracy could not be guaranteed on

double punched columns. As the work done by O.R.S. involved considerable

quantities of double punching the British Tabulating BSachine Co. agreed to

make a special machine incorporating new features whereby only the depression

of the corresponding keys to holes punched would cause the machine to space.

Punch Room Organisation

Information about Punch Room organisation is contained at Enel. 14A on

BC/52I83/ORS., Vol.I and full details concerning normal punching speeds which

depend on the number of columns punched are given therein.

5.

It was not possible.

however, in O.R.S. work to maintain a speed greater than a half to three

quarters of those given. Verifying is slightly faster than punching.

Counter/Sorter

The ooxmter/sorter is designed for the purpose of counting the holes

punched on a given column of the card, and also registering the number of cards

6.

It will simultaneously sort the cards into one ofnot punched in the column,

thirteen pockets, twelve of which correspond to the twelve positions of

punching and the thirteenth to the cards not punched on Ihe column.

The counting mechanism is equipped with fifteen adding counters of five

digit capacity each of which is only capable of adding unity for each punching in

12 counters correspond to the 12 punching positions

/of

7.

the appropriate position.
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of the cards, 1 is for unpunched cards i#e. rejects, 1 counter is for

subtotals and the remaining 1 is capable of accumulating the grand total*

A selecting device enables all cards punched with any individual hole

to be sorted out whilst the remainder are passed into the reject pocket*

A card being sorted on an overpunched column is put into the pocket

corresponding to the first hole sensed but it sets up a figure 1 in each of the

counters corresponding to the holes punched.

The rate of feed is 360-J|00 cards per minute whether sorting or

8.

9.

10.

counting, which may be performed separately or simultaneously.

Tabulator

There are many different types of this machine with varying functions*

A bifef description, however, of the Senior Rolling Total Tabulator which was the

particular machine used is given below*

The tabulator has two main functions - Listing and Tabulating*

11.

In12.

listing, each card is read and the information obtained (Alphabetical as well as

numerical) is printed by means of print banks. In tabulating, totals which have

accumulated in counters from information on the card are printed when required*

Before being passed through this machine, the cards have usually been

The tabulator can be made to

13.

sorted into groups in some numerical sequence,

perform various functions whenever the group changes and it is thus possible to

It is possible before printing, toobtain totals at the end of each group*

transfer totals positively or negatively from one counter to another and after

The Tab\ilator can distinguish three types of change.printing to zeroise them*

Major, Intermediate and Minor; it is not necessary to perform the same functions

at all three types although at each change of the same type the same functions

will always be performed.

It is possible to put information from the card onto one of a number of

counters or print banks according to some designation on the cards, and negative

totals can be printed in their complement€iry form, if required.

lif.

Three pluggable boards are used to set up the machine for any particular

joined from one socket to

15.

purpose and plugs providing electrical paths

another on the board and thus considerable flexibility is provided*

speeds of operation vary according to the type of machine and work

but a rough average is given by 80 cards per minute listing and 150 cards per

are

16. The

minute tabulating*

/Reproducer
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Reproducer

The reproducer has two feeds and is capable of copying the information

punched on a card in one feed onto the corresponding card in the other. A

pluggable board affords flexibility and it is not necessary to copy the infoma-

tion given on a particular column onto the same column on the corresponding card.

It is possible, therefore, to reduplicate a pack of cards identically or,

alternatively, in a form in which the columns are interchanged,

which operates at a speed of about 100 cards per minute, contains a self

checking system whereby the information on the old cards is compared with that

on the new ones, the machine ceasing to feed if disagreement is found.

It is also possible by using one feed of this machine to copy back

information from one card to the following card (G-ang-punching)●

information on a series of cards can thus be mechanically produced.

Two additional features are present on this machine - Master Gang-

punching and Summary Punching. Before using tiie Master Gang-punch technii^ue, a

series of Master cards, bearing information which is to be gang-punched onto a

group of cards, are sorted in front of the groups of detail cards,

file of cards is passed through the Reproducer and the information is copied

from each master card onto the following group of detail cards. For Summary

punching the machine is connected to a Tabulator and at a Minor, Intermediate

or Major change, the totals accumulated in the counters can be punched onto

cards standing in the Reproducer.

17.

The machine.

18.

Constant

19.

The whole

Collator

The sorter is only capable of putting cards into sequence and, if it is

required to merge together two packs of cards by means of the sorter, the same

time is spent whether or not the two separate packs were already in the required

The collator, however, has been designed to deal with this

eventuality and is capable of merging together two files of cards both of which

sequence (on not more than 16 columns).

After two groups of cards have been sorted, the machine can arrange

them in any of the possible ways of associating two sequences of numbers,

variations of this are possible and, for example, one or more cards in one file

may correspond to a particular card in the other file and a card in one group

Two series of cards after

/collating

20.

sequence.

are in the same

21.

Many

may not have a corresponding card in the other.
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collating may be arranged into four groups as follows

(a) Cards from one file corresponding to those in the other,

(b) Cards from the other file corresponding to those in the first file,

(c) Cards from the first file without corresponding cards in the other

file,

(d) Cards from the other file not corresponding to those in the first

file.

Items (a) and (b) may be combined to give the corresponding cards from both

sections merged into one pack.

Operations reverse to collating may also be performed and a file of

cards may be separated into two components. Separation is generally brought

about by extracting from a file of cards all those corresponding to specially

prepared master set or all those corresponding to  a particular card,

either case the master set or a pilot card will be presented in the other feed

of -ttie machine. The machine is only capable of reading numerical data and

cannot distinguish X, Y or 0. punching but it is capable of checking that the

cards in one feed are in ascending numerical sequence, ceasing to feed if this

is not so.

22.

In

Both feeds accept cards at the rate of 12,000 per hour; thus the output

varies between 12 and 2if,000 cards per hour dependant upon the frequency with

which both feeds work simultaneously.

The machine is provided with a pl\iggable board by means of which it is

possible to perform the many operations.

23.

24.

Multiplier

It obtainsThe machine is available for both decimal and sterling work,

numerical data from two ‘fields* (i.e. sections) on the card, up to 8 digits

each, multiplies the two together and punches the answer on the same card.

At the same time it will accumulate in a counter the totals of products on each

card. With a orossfooting device, in addition to multiplication,  the machine

will add onto the product, one or two numbers obtained from other fields on the

If an additional orossfooting device is also fitted, the scope of the

25.

card.

calculations is further enlarged.

/26.
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With this niachine a master card technique similar to that used in gang

The machine will punch on each

26.

punching with a Reproducer may also he used,

detail card the product of a number already on it and a constant number taken

from a Master card. When a new master card appears the chain is broken and the

process is repeated with a new constant multiplier.

It is possible to correct any decimal figure to the nearest whole number

each card is punched, or, if using the master card tecnique, at the

A pluggable board is incorporated to give

27.

either, as

end of a particular group,

flexibility in obtaining the multiplier and multiplicand, in punching the

product, ai^ in determining the particular type of calculation to be performed.

The speed of output varies according to the type of calculation and ihe number

of digits involved, but a rough average is 1,000 cards per hoiar.

Interpreter

By means of this machine it is possible to print on the top of the card

specially adapted machines being capable of

Cards are normally interpreted when used

28.

information punched on it; some

printing alphabetical information,

for reference purposes or when it is required to extract particular cards by

hand from a file. The rate of operation is 80 cards per minute, approximately.
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METHOD OP C0DIN& FOR VARIOUS
CARDS PRODUCED BY THE HOLLERITH SECTION

Form

1 - A Raid Report proforma, used for operations on nights subsequent

to 18/19 November 1943»

- Method of coding cards for Raid Reports in the period I5/I6 March 1944*

to 29/30 April 1944. (Card No. 1).

- A Speciment Raid Report, coded on the system given in Form No. 2.

- Raid Report card for -the period 1/2 May 1944 to 13/14 August 1944

(Card No. 2),

- Method of coding Raid Report card in the period 14/15 August 1944 to

30/31 October 1944. (Card No. 5).

- Raid Report card for 1/2 November 1944 to I4/15 March 1945. (Card N0.4).

- The Raid Report card used for operations subsequent to 15/^6 March 1945*

(Card No. 5)-

- Method of coding the card for aircraft intercepted by Eneny Aircraft.

- Coding for card punched for Damaged Aircraft.

- Card punched from Photographic Interpretation Plottings.

- Master Code for reports frcm returned Evaders.

- Master Code and type of cards originally punched for reports from

returned Prisoners of War.

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13 Method of obtaining final cards for reports from returned Prisoners

of War.

14 Specimen List and Tabulation produced for analyses into the efficacy

of each special equipment.
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FORMS 1. 2. 5. k, 5. 6 and 7. KELATIN&

TO THE C0DIN& OF RAID REPORT CARDS (NOS, 1 to 5)
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PQRM No* 1

RAID REPORT PROFORMA. USED ON OPERATIONS SUBSEQUENT TO

18/19 NOVEMBER 1943

Section *A*.

^ Aircraft Squadron and letter

Station and Raid Report Number

^  &roup

^  Date

fi Bomb load and fusing
(incl. special flare loads)

Special equipment

/  Target and Wave

Navigators watch error

Aircraft Type and Mark

Aircraft Serial Number

Captains Name. His Experience)

Crews Function/>

Immediate Reports*Section

Section *C*.

^  1* Target attacked

2* Weather over target at time of bombing

jrf 3* How did you identify the target area

Time of attack, height, heading, indicated airspeed

Load dropped in target area (Pathfinder aircraft only)

What was in bombsight

7. If bombsight not used, how did you bomb

8* Bomb Aimer*s description of the target area

9. If any bombs or flares were jettisoned, state place, time, height
and reason

If any were brought back, give details and reason

10* &ive place and time where route or warning markers were seen or
dropped and remarks as to effectiveness

11. (a) What if any of the special equipment mentioned above was
unserviceable or (B) was not used

12. If a defect affected the result of liie mission state which equipment

or component failed

/  13. Was the aircraft damaged by fighters, flak or other causes,
brief particulars as to place, time and height

14. If you knowingly deviated from the ordered route, state the route
taken and give the reason for the deviation

Describe the effects of any adverse weather encountered, ice etc.

/i 16. Pilot’s personal report

17. Initials of interrogating officer. Time of origin

^  4.

5-

^  6.

&ive

/  15.

Items marked ̂  were coded on the original card.Note:-
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FORM Mb> 2

RAID REPORT CAEO) No. 1, (15/16 MARCH 1944 TO 29/30 APRIL 1944)

Method of Coding

SECTION *A«.

Coding

Y* 91 G-roup*
X, 92 Group*
0, 95 Group.
9* 100 Group.

Col. No. Title

22 Group

Y. December.
X. November*
0. October.

1 to 9 January to September*

25 to 25 Day and month

26 High Explosive only.
Incendiaries only.
Special*
1,000 lb.
2,000 lb.
30 lbs* incendiary.
4,000 lb.
500 lbs.
4 lbs. incendiary*
●J* type bombs.
8,000 lb.
12,000 lb.

Y.Bomb Load
X.
0.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

27 Special Equipment
(1st Column)

Aural Monica
Visual Monica.
Fishpond*
Serrate*
Oboe Mk. I.
Oboe Uk. II.

0.
1.
2.
4.
5.
6.

28 Special Equipment
(2nd Column)

Boozer Mk. I
Boozer Hk. III.
AI.

0.
1.
4*
6. GH.

6.29 H2S.
H2X,

Special Equipment
(3rd Column) 7.

30 Mandrel.
ABC.
Modified Rudders*
GPI.
API.
Under Guc/Manned.*''
Nitrogen Tank filled.
Carpet.'*'
None of above.'*'

Special Equipment
(4'kh Column)

0.
1.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8. Introduced

later*2.
9.

Items starred thus * were introduced later, as required.Note:-
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APPENDIX No> 5

Col» No» Title Coding

31 to 33 Target As per Target Code Book.

Supporter."*"0.Wave

35 to 37 Squadron

38 Aircraft Letter:-

English 2 gone method. Aaerioan 3 - zone method.

N. TO
0. 0.
P. Y1
Q. Y2
R. Y3

A. X
B. 20
C. XI
I). 22
B. X3
P.
6*. 6

H. 23
I. 1
J. %

K. X7
L. X8
M. X9

A. Y1 J. X1
K. 22
L. X3
M.
N. X5
0. Z6

P. X7
Q. 28
R. X9

S. 02
T. 03
U. 04
V. 05
W. 06

B. Y2
c. Y3
D. Y4

8S. B. Y5
Y6T. Y4 P. 2. 07

Y. 08U. Y5 0. Y7
V. Y6

W. Y7

Y8H. Z. 09
I. Y9

Y8X.

The American 3 " zone method was not used by O.R.S
but cards for the period 1/|/l5-8-44 to 30/31-1-45
have the American equivalent of the Aircraft Letter

gwg-punched on Column 1.

●Y. Y9
Z. Y

 *

JJ2 \Por aircraft letters

ml mVjn; A4A.
Barred Letters letters.

Suffix to Letter 0.39
2.
2.

40 Aircraft Type 0. Stirling.
Lancaster.
Halifax.
Wellington.
Mosquito.
Whitley,
Beaufighter.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

41 Aircraft Mark Mark 20.
Mark 16.

0.
6.

42 to 47 Aircraft Serial Number

!

48 and 49 Pilot - Experience Y. 3rd or more Tour
2nd Tour Col. 49 only.X.

50 Function 0. Main Force.
Routemarker.

Primary Blind Marker.
Secondary Blind Marker.
Special Blind Marker.
Visual Marker.

Primaiy Backer»up.
Secondary Backer-up.
Supporter.
Other,

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

Item starred thus was introduced later^ ̂ en required.Note;-
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PORM No, 2 (Page

SECTION «C*.

Col> No. Title Coding

0. Missing.
1« Attacked Primary.
2* Attacked alternative.

3. Abortive, over enemy
territory

Abortive, NOT over enen^r
territory.

Unknown.

6. Jettisoned in Target
Area.'*’

More than one target
attacked.+ (Target No.
always pvuiched - 0399).

9. Aircraft crashed in

Allied occupied
territory. +

Y. Blindly (H2S etc.).
X. Clow.

0. Target indicator, other.
1. Target indicator yellow.
2. Target indicator red.
3» Target indicator green,
if* Release point flares.
5* Hooded flares.

White flares.
7* Fires.

8. Visually.
9* Other.

4.

5.

8.

6.

51 Question 1. - Resiat of Mission

52 Question 2. - Cloud (l0ths) in
Target Apea.

Question 3* - Identification of

target

55

54 to 65 Question 4. - Time, height, heaHng Y.
and indicated air
speed

Rectified air speed.
X. Knots.

66
Question 5. - lK>ad dropped in T. Delay Target indicator.

Target Area (Coded X. Long burning Target
for Pathfinders only). indicator.

0. None.

1● Target indicator yellow.
2. Target indicator red.
3. Target indicator green.
4* Release point flares.
5* Hooded flares.

Iffhite flares.
7. Ruby Spot.
8. Multiflash.
9. Other.

6.

67 Question 6. - Bombed on Coding as for para. 3 -
Identification..of Target.

Route markers dropped:-
y. Position 1.
X. Position 2.
0, Position 3*
1. Position 4*
Route markers NOT dropped
2. Position 1.
3* Position 2.
4* Position 3*
5» Position 4«
Route markers seen:*

Position 1.
Position 2.
Position

9* Position

6.

1: 1:

68 Question 10. - Route Markers

Items marked thus'^were introduced later,
as required*

laie:-
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Col* No« Title Coding

Question 11(a), - Special Equipment
Unserviceable

Question 11(b), - Special Equipment
not used

69 to 72 Coding as for Special
Equipment in Section *A*,

75 to 76 Coding as for Special
Equipment in Section *A*,

Engine fires.^
Other fires."*"

Damaged by flak.
Damaged by fighter.
Damaged by Collision.
Hit by incendiary bombs.
Damaged at take-off.
Damaged in landing.
Crashed.
Ditched in sea.
Other.

Y.
X.
0.
1.
3.
k*
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

77 Question 13* - Damage

78 Question 15* - Weather Icing encountered.
Rime ice.
Claze ice.
Pitot Head iced.
Crashed due to ice.

0.
1.
2.

3.

Question 16. - Seen in Target Area79 Y. Decoy Target indicators.
Decoy flares.
Decoy lights or fires.
Cascading Target indicator
yellow.

Cascading Target indicator
red.

Cascading Target indicator
green.
Night fighter flares.
Haze.
Smoke screen.
Fires.

Explosion.
Other,

X.
0.
1.

2.

3.

5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

80 Causes of abortive sorties 1, Weather.

Icing.
Technical defect.

Enemy action.
Illness.
Recall,

Navigational error.
Not classified.

Reserve aircraft, not
required."*"

2,

3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

Note:- Items marked thus were introduced later, as required.
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FORM No, 3

SPECIMEN CODED RAID REPORT

Section *A*

649/Y
Holme 1|.59

6 G-roup
i*/5 December, 1943
5 X 2000 lb.
6 X 90 X 4 lb. inc.
1 X 90 X 4 lb. *X* inc.
MONICA I, BOOZER I, MANDREL
BERLIN 8

Lancaster III

DV 978
P/O Prune (18)

Section *B*
Nil

Section *C*

1. Primary
^10 tops 5000 ft.
Red and green T.I.s
0A05, 21,000 ft., 359 Mag, I65 I.A.S.
Whole load

MPI of green T.IS.
Huge explosion at 0409
P seen at 5102N,0932B at 0302 hrs. effective

5223N,0945E at 0345 hrs. effective
B. Boozer

P/O had to be feathered
Hit by flak in the target area 0201
Icing in clouds
JSF 0907

HQ
Monica

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
8.
10.

11A
12.
13*
15.
17.
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FORM No« 24-

HAJTi REPORT CARD No« 2> (l/2 MAY 1944 to 13/14 AUG-UST

SECTION ●A*

TitleCol* No*

3$ Croup

Date40 to 42

Bomb Load43

Special Equipment44 to 47

Target48 to 51

Wave52

Squadron & Letter53 to 57

Aircraft Type58

Aircraft Mark59

Aircraft Serial Number60 to 65

66 to 67 Pilot - Experience

68 Function

SECTION *C<

Result of Mission69

Cloud (I0ths) in Target Area

Time; Height

70

71 to 76

Bombed on77

Damage78

Weather79

Causes of Abortive Sorties8 0

Coding for this card is identical to the original coding - Card 1*Note:-
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RAID REPORT CAKD No. 3> (^k/^3 AUGUST 1944 to 30/31 OCTOBER 1944)

Method of Coding!:

Although cards for the period 1l|/l 5 August 1944 to 30/51 October 1944 were
originally punched in this form, they were subsequently reproduced in the
fonn of Card No. 5* The cards which at present exist for this period, are ●
in the fonn of Card No. 5 and also have the American equivalent of the
Aircraft Letter punched on Column 1.

N.B.

SECTION 'A*

Colo No. Title Coding

37 G-roup

38 to 40 Date

41 Bomb Load

42 Special Equipment
(lst Column)

Monica III,
Monica V,

Fishpond.
Loran,

Loran and Fishpond.

1.
3.
4.
5.
6,

43 Special Equipment
(2nd Column)

Boozer.

Village Inn (A.G-.L. (T) ).

1.
2.

44- Special Equipment
(3rd Column)

H2S II.
H2S III.

1.
2.
3. GH.
4. Oboe I.

Oboe II.
Oboe III.
H2S II and GH.

5-
6.
8.

45 Special Equipment
(4th Column)

Mandrel.
ABC.

Carpet.

1.
4.
5.

46 Special Equipment
(5th Column)

Under-Gun/Manned«1.

47 Special Equipment
(6th Column)

Nitrogen Tank unfilled.
Nitrogen Tank filled.
Unequipped with any of

above.

1.
2.

9.
48 to 51 Target

52 Wave

53 to 57 Squadron and Letter

58 Aircraft Type

59 Aircraft Mark

60 to 65 Aircraft Serial No,

66 to 67 Pilot - Experience

68 Function

Note:- Coding for information, other than Special Equipment, remained the
as that given for the original card - No. 1,

same
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FORM No. 3 (P&ge 2)

t tSECTION *C

Col. No. Title

69 Question 1. - Result of Mission

Question 2. - Cloud (lOths) in
Target Area

70

71 to 76 Question 4* - Time, height, heading
and Indicated Air Speed

Question 6. - Bombed on77

78 Question 13* “ Dameige

79 Question 15* “ Weather

80 Causes of Abortive Sorties

Ko^: Coding for the above infonnation remained the same as that given
for the original card - No. 1.
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FOEM No. 6
APP5NDIX No. 3

raid 'Report caed no. 4* (1/2 November to 14/15 march 19^5)

Method of Coding

N.B. Although cards for the period l/2 November 19A4 to 30/31 January 1945 were
originally produced in this form, they were subsequently reproduced in the
fonn of Card No. 5- Car-dH which at present exist for this period are in
the form of Card No. 5 and have the American equivalent of the Aircraft
Letter punched on Column 1 *

SECTION U*

CodingCol. No. Title

36 Croup

37 to 39 Date

40 Bomb Load

41 Special Equipment
(lst Column)

Fishpond#
Loran.

Loran and Fishpond.

4.
5.
6.

42 Special Equipment
(2nd Column)

Boozer.

a.g.l.(t).
1.
2.

43 Special Equipment
(3rd Column)

H2S H.
H2S III.

1.
2.
3. Gti,
4. Oboe I.

Oboe II.
Oboe III.

H2S II (used for fixes only),
H2S and GH.

H2S III (used for fixes only).

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

44 Special Equipment
(ifth Column)

4. ABC.

Carpet.5.

45 Special Equipment
(5th Column) Under-Gun/Mannod.1.

46 Special Equipment Nitrogen Tank unfilled.
Nitrogen Tank filled.
Unequipped vdth any of the above.

1.
2.

9.

Method of Coding for H2S and Fishpond

Radiation silence

(for whole of operation). Neither H2S nor Fishpond coded.
Aircraft considered as unequipped.

Fishpond not coded.
H2S II coded as 7 in 3rd Col\min.

III coded as 9 in 3rd Column.

Radiation silence

(H2S used for fixes only).

H2S unrestricted for whole or

part of operation over enemy
territory

Fishpond and Hffi coded normally.

Note:- Coding for sections other than those detailed above, remained the same
as that given for the original card No. 1.
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FORM No. 6 (Paf^e 2^

Card No. Ij. (continued).

APPENDIX No, 5

Col> No. Title Coding

47 to 50 Target

51 Wave

52 to 56 Squadron and Letter

57 Aircraft Type

58 Aircraft Mark

59 to 64 Aircraft Serial Number

65 to 66 Pilot - Experience

67 Function Y. Window Opener#

Controller.
Master Bomber.

Deputy Master Bomber.

X.

0. Main Force.

Blind Marker Illuminator.
Oboe Marker.

Secondary Blind Marker.
Blind Illuminator.
Visual Marker.

Backer-Up.
Primary Blind Marker.
Supporter.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5*
6.
7.
8.

Photo Recce.
Late Bomber.
Routemarker.
Wind Finder.
Spoof Marker.

9.

X4* Visual Illuminator.

SECTION »C*

Col. No. Title Coding

68 Question 1. Result of Mission

69 Cloud (lOths)
Target Area

Question 2. in

70 to 73 Question 4* Time

74 to 75

76 to 77

Question 4. Height

Bombed on

(1st Column)

Question 6. Y. Information given not definite.
Dead-reckoning run.
GPI.

X.
0.

Target Indicator other.
Target Indicator red.

Target Indicator green.
Release point flares,

or Oboe,

Gee; GH; Loran.
Smoke or fires.
Visually

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
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APPENDIX No* 5

FORM Ho. 6 (Pa^e 3)

Card No> 4 (continued).

CodingCol« No* Title

76 to 77 Question 6« Bombed on
(2nd Column)

More than one run made. Coded

information applies to 1st only.
Dead-reckoning run.
GPI.

Target Indicator other.
Target Indicator red*
Target Indicator green.
Release point flares.
H2S or Oboe.

Gee; GH; Loran.
Smoke or fires.

Visually*

Y.

X.
0.
1 o

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Information coded for Aircraft bombing only one of the above was coded and
punched in the first column.
An Aircraft which bombed two of the above was coded and punched in both
columns; the major method of bombing appearing in the first column.
Aircraft which bombed on more than two of the above were counted as bombing
on the two major categories only.

78 Question 13* Damage

79 Question 15* Weather

80 Causes of Abortive Sorties.

Note:- Coding for sections other than those detailed above, remained the same
as that given for the original card in No. 1.
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appendix No, S

FORM No, 7

HAB) REPORT CARD No, 5 (l5/l6 MARCH onwardsi

Method of Coding;

“  for the period 12,/15 August 1944 to 30/31 Jauuaiy 1945
subsequently reproduced in this form.

N.B
were

SSCTION *A»

Col. No. Title Coding

33 Group

34. to 35
!

Date
Month

37 Bomb Load

38 Special Equipment
(1st Column)

Fishpond.
Monica I,
Monica III.
Monica V.
Oboe I.
Oboe II,
Oboe III.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

39 Special Equipment
(2nd Column)

1● Boozer*
2. A.a.L.(r).
3. Gyro Gun Sight.
9* Boozer I.

I0 H2S II.
2. H2S III,
7* H2S II. (for fixes only),
8. H2S III, (for fixes only),
9* Under Gui/Manned.

40 Special Equipment
(3rd Column)

41 Special Equipment
(4th Column)

1● Carpet Range 1 ●
2, Carpet Range 2.
5* ABC.
6» Mddified Flame Dampers,

(1 Group only).
9» Carpet.

42 Special Equipment
(5th Column)

Special Equipment
(6th Column)

Special Equipment
(7th Column)

1# Paddle Blades,

43
1. Nitrogen Tank filled.

44 1. Loran,
2. GH.
9« Modified Rudders.

45 Special Equipment
(8th Column)

Special Equipment
(9th Column)

1. Glen Martin Turret.
9« Mandrel.

46 1. Rose Bros. Turret.
(1 Group only).

2. Frazer Nash *82* Turret.
3» Boulton Paul (d) Turret,
9. Unequipped with any of the

above.
Note;-

Coding for Information, other than Special Equipment, remained the same
as that'given for the original card No. 1«
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FORM No. 7 (Page 2)
APPISNDIX No> 5

Col» No> Title

47 to 50 Target

51 Wave

52 to 54 S quadron

55 to 56 Aircraft Letter

57 Aircraft Type

58 Aircraft Mark

59 to 64 Aircraft Serial No,

65 to 66 Pilot - Experience

67 Function

SECTION

Ov 68 Question 1● Result of Mission

Question 2. Cloud (lOths) in Target Area

Question 4# Time

69

70 to 73

74 to 75 Question 4. Height

Question 6« Bombed on76 to 77

78 Question 13 Damage

Question 15 Weather79

80 Causes of Abortive Sorties

Note
Coding for infonnation, other than Special Gjoipment, remained the

as that given for the origiiial card in No.same 1.



APPENDIX No. 5

FORMS 8. 9 and 10. SHQWINS METHOD OP CODING

INTERCEPTION. DAMAGE AND PHOTOGRAraiC CARDSI
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APPENDIX No> 5

FORM No, 8

INTERCEPTION CARD

Method of Coding

Col« No* Title Coding

55 Number of Attacks

56 Number of Combats

57 Card Type

58 to 60 Date

61 to 6if Target

69 to 71 Squadron

72 to 75 Aircraft Letter

74 to 80 Description of Incident

)74 Y« Outbound
X. Homebound

0. In Target Area
1* Position not given

Position on route

For 1st Attack

)2* Outbound
3* Homebound
4* In Target Area
5* Position not given

For 2nd Attack

)6* Outbound
7« Hemebound
8. In Target Area
9« Position not given

For 3rd Attack

)75 Direction of Attack

(1st Column)
Y. Up
X* Domi
0. Level
1● Not stated

in 1st Attack

)2. Up
3* Down
4* Level
5* Not stated

in 2nd Attack

)6. Up
7« Down
8. Level
9* Not stated

in 3rd Attack

Y, Astern or quarters )
X. Beam
0. Bow or ahead
1« Not stated

2. Astern or quarters )
3* Beam
4« Bow or ahead
5* Not stated

!
)

76 Direction of Attack
(2nd Column) in 1st Attack

in 2nd Attack

6. Astern or quarters )
7* Beam
8« Bow or ahead
9. Not stated

in 3rd Attack
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FORM Ho. 8 (Page 2)
APPilNDIX No, 5

CectiTitleCol^ No, V)

Y. Single-engined aircraft )
X, Twin-engined aircraft )
0, Four-engined aircraft )
1. Unidentified aircraft )

2. Single-engined aircraft )
3* Twin-engined aircraft )
if. Pour-engined aircraft )
5. Unidentified aircraft )

Type of Enemy aircraft77

in 1st Attack

in 2nd Attack

6. Single-engined aircraft
7. Twin-engined aircraft
8. Pour-engined aircraft
9. Unidentifi.ed aircraft

in 3rd Attack

)78 Y. Monica III

X« Fishpond
0. Boozer
1» Monica V

Warning received from;-

in 1st Attack

)2* Monica III

3* Fishpond
if. Boozer
5. Monica V

in 2nd Attack

)6. Monica III

7* Fishpond
8. Boozer
9. Monica V

in 3rd Attack

)Y. Monica III

X. Fishpond
0. Boozer
1. Monica V

79 Warning NOT received from:-

in 1st Attack

)2. Monica III

3. Fishpond
if. Boozer
5* Monica V

in 2nd Attack

)6. Ifonica III

7. Fishpond
8. Boozer

9. Monica V

in 3rd Attack

)80 Not known if warning received
from:-

Y. Monica III

X. Fishpond
0. Boozer
1● Monica V

in 1st Attack

)2. Monica III
3. Fishpond
if. Boozer
5. Monica V

in 2nd Attack

i6. Monica III
7. Fishpond
8. Boozer
9. Monica V

in 3rd Attack
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APPENDIX No. 5

FORM No. 9

DAMAGE CARD

Method of Coding

Col> No* Title Cot^ing

Large^ unknown*^55 to 56 Number of strikes XX.

)57 Stzdkes from shell of type:- More than one type of shell.
Heavy flak fragment.
Heavy flak shell (direct strike),
7*92mm bullet.
13oua shell.
20mm shell.
30mm shell.
ifOmm shell*
50mm shell.
British .303in. bullet.
British 0.5in. bullet.

X.
0.
1.
2.

3.
4* +
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

58 to 59 Day

60 Month

61 to 64 Target

65 Group

66 Type of aircraft

67 Mark of aircraft

68 Damaged by 0. Flak.

Fighter.
Collision*

Incendiary Bombs.
Take-off.

Landing.
Crashed^ otherwise.
Ditched in sea*
Other.

1.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

69 to 71 Squadron

72 to 73 Aircraft Letter

74 to 79 Aircraft Serial Nuniber

80 Category of damage Cat. *A«
Cat.‘AC*
Cat. *B»
Cat. »B*

1.
2.
3*
4.

Information marked thus **" was recorded from 1 Ootobei’ 1944 onwards.Note;-
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APPENDIX No. 5

F0R}4 No. 10

PHOTOGRAPHIC IN}?^0RMTIQN

Method of Coding

Col. No. Title Coding

56 Year

57 Ceird Type photo cards punched - 2

58 to 59 Day

60 Month

61 to 64 Target Time punched whenever
given on plotting list>
otherwise left blank.65 to 68

69 to 71

Time

Squadron

72 to 73 Aircraft Letter

)74 to 75 Miles

Distance of plot
from Aiming Point.

76 Decimals of a
mile

77 to 79 Bearing of plot from Aiming Point.

Method of plotting Y. Plotted by ground detail.
X. Plotted by fire tracks.
1. Plotted 0 to 1 mile from Aiming Point.
3* Plotted 1 to 3 miles from Aiming Point.
9. Plotted 3*1 or more miles away from

Aiming Point.



APPENDIX No. 5

FORMS i1> 12 and 13

RELATING TO CARDS FOR REPORTS FROM RETURNED

EVADERS AND PRISONERS OF WAR
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APPENDIX No> 5

Form No. 11

MASTER CODE FOR RETURNED EVADERS

Col* No.

Squadron
Letter ●

Type ...
Mark ●..
Date ● ●.
Target ●

2-4
5
6

A/C No.7
8, 9
10, 11

Route: Base

Bomb LoadBidefed Time over Target

Crew:

Fate (give details if known)* Position RankName Experience

** 12 ... Pilot

13 ● ● ● Nav.

ff/Op.

F/Eng.

14 ...

15 ...

a/b16 ..«

M/U/O17 ...

r/g18 ...

19 ...

Tick Captain
For Fate of Crew (Code all that applies)

Y Injury due to non-eneray action
Injury due to enemy actionX

Nothing Evaded
Killed or P/W
Missing
Unhurt

0
1
2

Slight injury in Air
Slight Injury on Ground
Serious injury in Air
Serious injury on Ground
Killed in Air during incident
Killed on Ground during incident
Dead on Ground, details unknown

Nothing Physical Fate Unknown

3
4,
5
6
7

!?!
20. Cause of Loss

I
Interrogator's Comments

12 Falling bombs
Collision
Unknown
Fighter
H.F.
L.F.
Flak (Type unknown)
Flak & Fighter
Flak or Fighter (Not known which)
Unintentional Crash
Engine Failure
Other

11
(0

1
2
3
4,
5
6
7
8
9

/ 21
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APPENDIX No> 5

Fonn No> 11 (Pa^^e 2)

Interrogator's Comments21. Final Cause of Loss

Unknown
Fire
Control Failure

Engine Failure
Aircraft unairworthy
Fuel shortage
Explosion in air
Other
Two or above both decisive
final causes of loss

0
1
2

5
4
5
6
7
(8

22. Route InteiTogator's Comments
(isy Intentional deviation from

planned flying schedule
Unintentional deviation from

planned flying schedule
Nothing known
Route adhered to
Off route at time of incident

Off planned height at time of
incident

Off planned timing at time of
incident
On route at time of incident

On planned height at time of
incident

On planned timing at time of
incident

Planned petrol consumption
adhered to

Planned petrol consumption
not adhered to

(li)

0
1
2

5

(0

(7)

(8)

(9)

ffeather (Time of Incident)

(Tick all that apply)
Atmospheric pecuiarities other than
icing experienced
Icing experienced
Clear, no cloud
Clear, above low haze or cloud
Clear below high haze or cloud
Up to 5/lO cloud below bomber
6/10-9/10 clotid below bomber
^0/^0 cloud below bomber

5/10 cloud above bomber
6/10-9/10 cloud above bomber
IO/1O cloud above bomber

(Y)

X
1
2

3
4,
5
6
7
8
9

23. Interrogator's Comments

Visibility at time of incident
(rick one numbered answer on

visibility, one on moon)
A/C directly illuminated by
Visibility not known
Vis. poor
Vis. moderate

Vis. good
Vis. very good
No moon

Moon up but not providing
effective illumination

Half moon up
Pull or nearly full moon up
State of moon not known

(X
0
1
2

3
4,
5,
6

7,
8
9

24. Interrogator* s Comments

moon

/ 25
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Form No* 11 (Page 5)
APPENDIX No. 5

25. Defences encountered at the Time of Incident Interrogator*s Comments
(Phenomena, etc.)Flak intense

Flak moderate
Not known

(X
0

None

L.F. no searchlights
H.F. no searchlights
L.F. and searchlights
H.F. and searchlights
L.F. and H.F. no searchlights
L.F, and H.F. and searchlights
Searchlights only

1
2

3
4,
5
6
7
8

26. INCIDENT Interrogator* s Comments
(state nearest inhabited
place)

Position on Route

Orbitting
Dogleg off route
Outbound N.O.E.T,
Outbound O.E.T. more than

30 miles from the target
Outbound O.E.T. less than

30 miles from the target
Target area
Homebound O.E.T. less, than

30 miles from the target
Hooebound O.E.T. more than

30 miles from the target
Homebound N.O.E.T.

Homebound (intruder)

27, 28 HBICHT OF INCIDENT (in thousands of feet)

Y
X
1
2

(3)

ili
(6)

(8,

  thousand feet

Evasive Action immediately before Incident29. Interrogator* s Comments
12 Not known

None

Weaving
Corkscrew

11
0
1
2) Turn
3) Dive

4; Diving turn
5) Climb

Habitual evasive action
Habitual evasive action none

7) Habitual evasive action weaving
j  Habitual evasive action banking search

9) Habitual evasive action irregular changes
of course

8

30. Evasive Action Durinfc Incident
Not known

(1 } None

(2) Weaving
(3) Corkscrew
(4) Turn
[ 5) Dive

(6) Diving turn
(7) Climb

31. Silhouette, Searchlights

”  ̂ a^ly)
A/C

Tick all that
Y matt painted

A/C glossy painted
Not known

X
0

etc. At time of Incident Interrogator’s Commentsj.

1 No silhouette, no searchlights
Illimiinated by single searchlight
Coned by searchlights
Silhouette against searchlights on ground

burning flares, fires or lights on ground
Illuminated cloud

light part of sky
moon

Fighter flares near

II

II It

It

II

II

2
3
4,

(5
6
7
8

9

/ 32.
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Fonn No* 11 (Page U.)

Special Equipment Carried (Tick all that apply)32. Interrogator's Comments
0 Oboe

Monica I
Monica III
Monica V
Boozer

1
2

3
4,
5 Carpet

Fishpond6
7 H2S
8 H2X

9 A.&.L.T●

Monica (whichever mark carried) or Fishpond
Operator trained
Operator not trained
Nothing known
Switched off
Unserviceable
G-ave first warning
Warned later
Gave no warning
Not v/atched

Y
X
0
1
2
3
4,
5
6

33. Interrogator* s Comments

34. Boozer
0) Nothing knora
1) Switched off
2) Unserviceable
3) Gave first warning
4) Gave warning later
5) Gave no warning

Interrogator* s Comments

A>G > Xj ● T ● Interrogator's Comments
(Range and position at
pickup, identification
and opening fire)

Damaged by e/a during incident
Nothing known
Unserviceable

X
0
1
2 Gave first warning

Pickup after Monica or Fishpond
Pickup after visual
Not picked up on A.G.L.T.
Type Z not used
Type Z telescope unserviceable
Ident* hostile on Z
Not identified on Z

3
4,
5
6
7
8
9

35. Other Radar Interrogator* s Coniments
(Y H2S switched on

switched off
Condition of H2S not Icnown
Carpet switched on, jamming
Carpet switched on, sweeping
Carpet switched on, performance unknown
Carpet switched off
Condition of Carpet not known
Window being dropped at start of incident
Window dropped during incident
Window not dropped
Not knoTO if Window dropped

(X
0
1
2
3
4,
5
6
7
8
9

/ 36.
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Form No. 11 (Pa^e 3)

36, Fighter T:^e Interrogator* s Comments
(state type if possible.
If friendly was Z
switched on?)

i !
Y Type identified (definite

doubtfulIIX
0 Nothing knovm

No Visual. Not seen on Spec. Equip.
*' '* Seen on Spec. Equip.

Visual. Not identified

Enemy. Single Engined
Twin
Four

II II

M M

1
2

3
k
5
6'

II7 Jet. propelled
8 Friendly type

Other9

Direction of Attack (Tick all that apply)37. Interrogator* s Comments
Astern
Ahead
Not known
Port
Line
Starboard
Above
Level
Below

Quarter
Beam
Bow

X
0
1
2

3
4,
5)
6
7
8
9

38. Position of First Fighter

Fighter seen by Direct illumination
Fighter seen by silhouette
Not known
Rear Turret

Mid Upper Turret
Mid Under Turret
Astrodome

Pilot's Cockpit
Air Bomber*s Compartment
Not sighted
Other

Y
X
0
1
2

3
4,
5
6
7
8

Interrogator's Comments

39* Combat Interrogator's Comments
Y Surprise Attack

Fighter Destroyed
Nothing known
Bomber did not fire

Bomber fired first, fighter second
Bomber and fighter fired simultaneously
Fighter fired first, bomber second
Both fired, order unknown
Not known if bomber fired, but fighter fired first

X
0
1
2

3
4,
5
6

Rear Guns and Turret (Tick all that apply)
Rear guns not manned at time of attack
Turret u/3 by e/a before firing
Not known
Cuns unserviceable before attack

Turret hydraulics iv^s before attack
Turret electrics Vs before attack
Serviceable but not used
Serviceable and used

&uns jammed
Guns damaged by e/a
Hydraulics damaged by e/a
Electrics damaged by e/a

Y
X
0
1
2
3
4,
5
6
7
8
9

40. Interrogator's Comments

/ M.
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Form No> 11 (Page 6)

Mid Upper &uns and Turret (Tick all that apply)
Guns not manned at time of attack

Turret u/s by e/a before firing
Not known
&uns unserviceable before attack

Turret hydraulics
Turret electrics
Serviceable but not used
Serviceable and used

Ouns jammed
Ouns damaged by e/a
Hydraulics damaged by e/a
Electrics damaged by e/a

Mid Under G-uns and Turret (Tick all that apply)
Mid Under guns not manned at time of attack
Turret u/s by e/a before firing
Not knovai
Giins unserviceable before attack

Turret hydraulics
Tuiret electrics
Serviceable but not used
Serviceable and used

&uns jammed
Uuns damaged by e/a
Ifydraulics damaged by e/a
Electrics damaged by e/a

s
0
1
2 s before attack

before attack3
if,
5
6
7
8

9

Y
X
0
1
2 s before attack

before attack3
if,
5
6
7
8
9

Interrogator^ s ConimentsM.

Interrogator* s Commentsif2.

if3* Armament used by Fighter
Y) Cannon Tracer
X) tracer
0) Not known
1J M.Gs,
2) M.Gs. and cannon
3) Cannon
if) R.Ps.
5) Upward firing guns

Interrogator* s Comments

FLAK ONLY

Type of Flak (Tick those that apply)
Flak believed predicted
Flak believed barrage
Flak believed in plotted concentration
Not known whether H.F. or L.F.
L.F.

L/F and f^/F

(Y
X
0
1
2

3

ifif. Interrogator* s Comments

H/Fif,
5 One shell hit

Two shells hit
Three shells hit
More shells hit
No. of hits unknown

6
7
8

9

INCENDIARY OP. H.E. BOMBS (Tick all that apply) Interrogator’s Comments

if5. (12) Nothing known
(11) One bomb
(O) Many bombs
(1) No. of bombs not known

(2) Bombs ignited on impact

(3) Not known if bombs ignited on impact
(if) Bombs caused fire
(5) Not known if bombs caused fire
(6) Bombs remained on aircraft
(7) H.E. Bombs

(s) Incendiary Bombs
(9) Unopened Incendiary Cluster

/ if6.
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FOKJ No. 11 (Page 7)

APP5MDIX No. 5

(Tick all that apply) Interrogator* s Comments
(Give details of light and
identity of other a/c if
knovra).

COLLISION

Y Other aircraft hostile

Other aircraft friendly
Nothing kno^vn
Did other aircraft approach from beam ?

ahead?
astern?
above?
below?

Other aircraft visible before collision

Other aircraft seen to be destroyed
Avoiding action taken

It II M It

II II II

II II n II

« It It II It

X
0
1
2

3
4
5
6

7
8

DAMAGE TO BOJ.fflER Interrogator’s Comments

47. Controls - Ailerons

Y) Control mechanism hit
X) Control surface hit

o) Nothing known
1) Not hit

2) Hit but no details known

5) Controls damaged but still partially effective
4) Controls damaged and ineffective
5) Controls effective - not known if hit

48* Controls - Elevators

(Y) Control mechanism hit
X) Control surface hit

O) Nothing known
1) Not hit
2) Hit but no details known

3) Controls d.amaged but still partially effective
4; Controls damaged and ineffective
5) Controls effective, not known if hit

49* Controls - Rudder
y1 Control mechanism hit
x) Control surface hit
O) Nothing known
1) Not hit

2^ Hit but no details known
3) Controls damaged but still partially effective
4) Controls damage and ineffective
5) Controls effective, not known if hit

50. Engines (Tick aXLthat apply)
(12) Nothing known
(11) No engines damaged
(O) Engine on fire
(l) Coolant system damaged
(2) Control system damaged
(3) Propeller damaged
(4) Other accessories damaged
(5) Engine hit but not on fire
(6) P/o engine damaged
(7) P/l engine damaged

S/l engine damaged
S/O engine damaged

51. Fuel System (Tick all that apply)
,Y) Nitrogen tanks not filled
x) Nitrogen filled tanks
0) Nothing known
1) Not hit

2) Tanks hit, fuel lost
3) Tanks hit, on fire
4) Tanks hit, exploded
5) Main fuel pipe hit
6) Fuel controls hit

7) Tanks hit known to be empty
■) Tanks hit known to be
9) Tanks hit known to be

In

In

Int

8
9)

Int

8 partially filled with pet

terrogator* s Comments

terrogator* s Comments

errogator’s Comments

errogator* s Comments

rol
completely filled with petrol* /52
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FOmi No. 11 (Pase 8)

52. Hydraulics (tick all that apply)
foV Nothing known
M j Not hit

(2) Main hydraulic hit
(3) Landing services (flaps & iV^c) hit
(if) Turret hydraulics hit

(5) Emergency hydraulics hit
(6) Other hydraulics hit

Hydraulic fire
Hydraulic fluid lost
Unable to open bomb doorsI

Interrogator* s Comments

53* Radio and Electrics (Tick all that apply)
(0) Nothing known
(1) w/t hit
(2) Intercomm* unserviceable

(3) Intercomm. made u/s during attack
(if) Emergency call light system hit or u/s
(5) &ee hit
(6) H2S or H2X hit

(7) G-eneral electric services failed
Bomb fusing and release gear hit

(9) Minor electric services (lamps, etc*) hit

54* Bombs* etc* (tick all that apply)

!

8

0) Nothing known

1) Not hit
21 Bombs on fire

3) Bombs exi)loded
/f) Flares on fire

5) Flares exploded
6) Ammunition on fire
7) Ammunition exploded
8) Photoflash exploded
9) Bombs not carried at time of incident

Interrogator* s Comments

Interrogator* s Comments

55* Oil System (tick all that apply)
(0) Nothing known

1) Not hit
21 Tank hit

5) Pipes hit
4) Oil cooler hit

5) Oil system hit, no details known
6) Oil fire

7) Pall in oil pressure observed, followed by seizure
Fall in oil pressure observed, engine feathered before seizure
Pall in oil pressure observed, engine continued running

Instruments and other services (tick all that apply) Interrogator’s Comments
(121 Nothing known
(11) Instruments not hit

Navigational instruments hit or iv^s
Blind flying instruments hit or u/s
Engineer’s instruments hit or u/s
Oxygen system, high pressure damaged
Oxygen system, low pressure damaged
Oxygen bottles exploded
Pneumatic system hit
Vacuum system (pesco pump) hit
G-eorge hit or u/s*
Other instruments or services hit

Interrogator’s Comments

56*

0
1
2'

4,
5,
6
7'
8

9

/57
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57. and Non-localised Damage (tic’< all that apply)
Major airframe damage caused by fire
or explosion subsequent to initial damage
Airframe damage not covered by (2)-(9)
Nothing known
No damage to airframe
Wing surface damaged
Wing main spar damaged
Large part of v;ing severed
Tail unit surface damaged
Large part of tail unit severed

Fuselage surface damage, including pilot*s
and bomb aimer* s perspex

Extensive damage to interior of fuselage
Aircraft came to pieces in air

s
1
2

3
4,
5)

3

Interrogator* s
Comments

(&ive all known
details)

FINAL CAUSES OF LOSS (including Indirect Causes)

^cation of Fires (tick all that apply)
(Y) Fuselage fire

Wing fire
Nothing known
Petrol
Oil

Hyiraulic fluid
Pyrotechnic stores
Incendiary bombs
Engines
Electrics and radar
Coolant fluid

WINDOW in fuselage

58.

X
0
1
2

3
4,
5
6
7,
8

9

Interrogator's Comments

59. Engine Fire Drill (tick all that apply)
(Y) Dived in attempt to put out fire
X)

Interrogator's Comments

Attempt made to restart engine
0) Nothing known
1) Engine feathered

21 Did not attempt to feather engine
3) Unable to feather engine
4) Uraviner used
5) G-raviner not used
6) Fire drill correct
7) Fire drill incorrect

Fire extinguished
9) Fire not extinguished

Fires - General

yT Fire spread rapidly
X) Asphyxiating fumes experienced
0) Nothing known

Engine fire immediately
2) Engine fire after delay
3) Other fire immediately
4) Other fire after delay
5) Fire originated in engine

6) Aircraft remained airworthy in spite of fire
7) Aircraft not airworthy due to fire

Unsuccessful attempt to extinguish non-engine fire
9) Successful attempt made to extinguish non-engine fire

ngine fires and failure - general
YT More than one engine on fire
,X) More than one engine failed
0) Not known which
1) P/O on fire
2) P/l on fire
3) S/I on fire
4) s/o on fire
5) Not known which engines failed
6) P/O Failed
7) p/I failed

8) S/l failed
9) S/O failed

8

Interroga

1

8

Interroga

engines on fire

/62

60.
tor's Comments

61. B
tor's Comments
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62. Controls failure Interrogator’s Comments.

Y. Aircraft uncontrollable.
Aircraft in. limited control.
Nothing knoivn.
Aircraft straight and level.
Aircraft in spin.
Aircraft in dive.

Aircraft in diving turn.
Aircraft climbing.

Aircraft in other attitudes (state which).
Aircraft lost solely because of control failure.

X.
0.
1.
2.
3.
if.

5.
6.

7.

63c Engine failure. (Tick all that apply)
Y. Due to enemy action,
X. Not due to enemy action.
0. Nothing known.
1● Loss of boost.

Loss or fluctuations of revs.
Loss of oil pressure.

4* Coolant failiore.
Engine ’ran away*.

6. Propeller fell off.
Propeller unfeathered spiSaneously,
Engine vibrated.

9. Other points (state).

2.
3.

5.

7.
8.

Interrogator’s comments,
(Note abnormal engine
conditions, temperatures,
etc.).

64* Fuel shortage
If aircraft abandoned solely because of P/S.

0. Not ‘known,
i* Due to holing of tanks.

X.

Due to holing of pipes.2.
3* If not
4. If not fl
5* If not (1

flying schedule.
Due to leak (non-enemy action).

Distance between incident and loss (miles).
1 ● 25 or less.

or (2), due to overconsumption,
or (2), due to mismanipulation.
or (2), due to deviation from pla

6.

2. 26 to 50
3. 51 to 75
4. 76 to 100
5. 101 to 125
6. 126 to 150
7. 151 to 175
8. 176 to 200
9. over 200.

Interrogator* s comments.

nned

65. Interrogator’s comments.

66. there any explosion? (Tick all that apply). Interrogator’s comments.
Fire after explosion.
Fire before explosion.
Not known.
In the air before baling out.
In the air during baling out.
In the air after baling out.
On the ground.
No explosion.
More than one explosion.
Eaqplosion caused break-up of aircraft.
Explosion broke off wing or part of wing.

Was
Y.
X.
0.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

/67-7Z
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FATS OF CREW Interrogator*s Comments.

67 - 72 Tick the correct numher in each categoiy.

Crew killed.

0,1,2,5,4,5,6,7,8.

Crew seriously in.iured.
0.1.2.3 3* 8* 7* 8.

Crew Slightly inju
,iV2,3A,5,6,7,8.

ured.

Crew unhurt.

0»1 5f^$7fS»

Crew fate unknown.

0.1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8.

Crew evaded capture.

>2,5,4>5>6,7j8.

Action taken by crew.

Y. Aircraft known to he completely
destroyed or sunk.
Aircraft known to have escaped destiniction.

1● Baled out.
2. Ditched in sea.
5« Crashed intentionally.
4* Crashed unijjfentionally#
5* Baled out and ditched in sea.

Baled out and crashed intentionally.
7» Baled out and crashed unintentionally.

Blown out of aircraft by explosion.
9« None of 1 to 8 (state what happened).

Hatches (tick all that apply).
12. Not known.
11. No hatch troubles.

Front escape hatch jammed temporarily.
5’ront escape hatch jammed permanently.
Rear escape hatch jammed temporarily.
Rear escape hatch jammed permanently.
Top R.E.H. jammed temporarily.
Top R.E.H. jammed permanently.
Top M.E.H. jammed temporarily.
Top M.S.H. jammed permanently.
Pilot*s hatch jammed temporarily.
Pilot's hatch jammed permanently.

X.

6.

8.

0.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

73 Interrogator's Comments.

/

74 Interrogator* s Comments.
(Give troubles).

75 General points - Crashes (tick all that apply). Interrogator's Comments.
(Full story required).0 N. othing known.

Any of crew not at crash stations.
Aircraft broke into fire on crashing.
Aircraft broke up on crashing.
Aircraft exploded on crashing.
Any of crew injured on crashing.
Any of crew killed on crashing.
Any of crew trapped in aircraft.
Was an attempt made to destroy aircraft and equipment.
Was this attempt successful.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

/76
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76. ^neral difficulties ~ Baling out (tick all
that apply),
crew*Y. Back type ●chute worn by any of

SX

InterrogAtor*s Comments.
(Full stoiy - obstruction
of exits, etc,).

eat type ’chute worn by any of crew.
Did any ’chutes open in aircraft.
Injuries while leaving aircraft.
Drill carried out incorrectly.
Order to abandon aircraft not given.
Order to abandon preceded by preparatory order.
Did anybody jam in hatch.
Was emergency signal used.
Other difficulties during abandonment.
Was George used successfully.
Was George used unsuccessfully.

.
0.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

77. Parachute descents.
Did any crew bale out from very low altitude.
Did any crew come down in unorthodox Attitude; state why.
Were there any injuries due to parachute pack.
Were there any injuries due to shroud lines.
Were there any injuries due to harness.
Wex'e there any injuries on landing.
Did any ’chutes fail to open.
Were any ’chutes opened manually.
Were any helmets worn during descent.
Were there any injuries due to wearing of helmets.
Were any flying boots lost.
Were any ’chutes damaged,

general points - Ditchinp; (tick all that apply).
X. Any specific points not given below.

Was S.O.S. sent.
Were any of crew not at ditching stations.
Did dinghy release automatically.
Did anyone jam in hatch.
Did aircraft break in nose on impact.
Did aircraft break in fuselage on impact.
Did aircraft break at tail on impact.
Did aircraft sink in less than 1 minute.
Did aircraft sink in less than 3 minutes,
but in more than 1 minute.

Experience of Pilot.
Y, First tour.

Second or more tours.
0. Not known,
1. 0
2. 6-10
3. 11 - 15
4. 16 - 20
5. 21 - 25
6. 26 - 30
7. 31 ~ 35
8. 36 - 40
9. 40 +

InterrogatY.
X.
0.
1 e
2.
3.
4.
5.
6,
7.
8.
9.

Interrogato
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Interrogato
X.

5

Give total operations
for all tours.

or’s Comments.

78.
r’s Comments.

(Height at which S.O.S.
was sent, etc,,
story required).

- Pull

79.
r’s Commentso

/80,
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80o Crew position of informantCs^,

1● Pilot*
2. Navigator.
3* Wireless Operator*
4* Plight Engineer*
5* Air Bomber.

Mid-upper Cunner*
7» Rear Gunner*
8. Other.
9. Other.

6.

(Tick all that apply). Interrogator* s
comments*

coM^^j:NTs OP interrogator

(intelligence information of ground sources, etc*, Comments on drills etc
other comments).

● f
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FOM No. 12

EASTS?. CODE SHEET FOR RETUHNED P.O,W»s*

SENERAL INSTRUCTIONS TO CODERS

Read through the story assimilating the general outlines.

Read through the story again paying more attention to the details given.

On the code sheet complete

I  The card No.
II Your coders No.

Read through the story again coding onto the requisite sheet

When you have coded the story, then -

Check that the columns marked *A* have been coded.
Check that the columns marked *B* are coded if
Col, 45 is coded 1, 3, or 4.
Check that the column marked *C

Col. 45 is coded 3, 4, B, K or S.

Check that the column marked *D’ is coded if
Col. 45 is coded 7t
Check that the column marked *E* is coded if
Col. 45 is coded 8.

Ensure that the columns marked *P* have, if
called for, one of Y, X or 0 coded and one number

from 1-9 coded and check that they do not have
more than one from each of the sets (Y-0, 1-9) coded.
Check that the Cols, marked have only one number
from 0“9 coded.

6, Complete the coders proforma given you.

7. ABOVE ALL WHEN IN DOUBT - ASK.

1.

2.

5.

4*
as you go.

5.

I All
II

Fighter

HI t is coded if Flak

IV
Bombs

V
Collisions

VI

VII
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PROPOSED METHOD FOR CHECKING *K* REPORT CODH^G

ORGANISATION LAYOUT1.

Secondary CodersIniti^ Coders

2nd Cards punched and verified*1st Cards pu iched and verified*

Cards compared on all double-punched columns and dis
crepancies noted on to the proforma

Cards compared

Sorted to bring together those applying
to some aircraft*

Cards listed on all single or alphabetically
punched columns*

Clerk checks all discrepancies and puts them
on to proforma*

discrepanciekAll passed to
Specialised Coders for final coding*

Returned to clerk to put on to one copy
of the original codiT-

dFinal cards punched  verified*

JStatistics produced f^r Final Cards*

NOTES:

The Initial and Secondary Coders shall work in separate rooms, the Secondary
Coders working one day behind the Primary Coders*  A proforma
should be completed by the checking clerk for all cards which have discrepanc
ies and passed to tiie Specialised Coders*

1*

2* The Specialised Coders should be in a room with easy access to the files of
*K* Reports*

3. Each coder is to be given a number designated by  X or T*

if. The Specialised Coders will pass back the completed proformae to the checking
clerk, who corrects the coding of any column requested on OTTE copy of the
original coding*

5. Corrected coding passed to Punch Operators*
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CODERS PRO FORMA

CODERS NAME CODERS No.

A/CCARD
Date LETTER DATE AND TARGET

SQUAD.No.
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MASTER CODE SHSET

Seneral Card Card No» 1

Column
Numter Title Coding

Lancaster
Halifax

Stirling
Manchester

Wellington
Whitley
Hampden
Mosquito
Other types

Remarks

39. 1.Type Code one only
2.
3.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9<

4-5. Initial Cause of Loss 0. Unknown

Fighter
Fighter & Flak
Fighter or Flak

(not known which)
Unintentional crash

Engine failure
Falling bombs
Collision
Other

,Y2) Heavy flak
X2) Light flak

,02) Flak (type unknown)

Code one only
n
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

K,
S.

46* Final Cause of Loss

(1st Column)

0. Unknown
Fire

Control Failure
Engine Failure

Aircraft un-airworthy
Fuel shortage
Explosion in Air
Other

(i) Whenever an
aircraft is lost due

to only one final
cause, the cause is
to be coded in the
first and 8 coded in
the second column*

(ii) If it can be
stated that the loss

is directly attribu
table to two final
causes (i.e* one with-
put the other would

have caused the loss)
then the first column
should be used for

the primary cause
and the second for

the secondary cause*

(iii) If it is
thought that more than
two factors caused the

loss of the aircraft,
ASK*

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

47. Pinal cause of Loss

(2nd Column)
0. Unknown

Fire

Control Failure
Engine Failure

Aircraft un-airworthy
Fuel shortage
Explosion in Air
Other

Only one final
of loss

cause

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

48. Weather at Time of
Incident*

Above
Below

Not knov/n if above or

1* Clear; no cloud,(below
2* Clear; above or

below, haze or cloud.'
3. Up to 5/10ths cloud

4. 6-^1 Oths cloud '
5

0.

. 10/I0ths cloud ^

Y.
X. (i) Code one of Y-0

and one of I-5 or
code one of 6-9*

(ii) If more than one
incident, code for
most serious only,

(iii) Where
code 0*1*

Ino cloud*

/Over* . . e
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Column
Number Coding

Different amounts of
cloud above and below

or flying in cloud.
Icing experienced.
Atmospheric peculiar
ities other than icing
experienced.
No information about

the weather given.

Visibility not known.
Visibility poor.
Visibility moderate.
Visibility good.
Visibility very good.

State of Moon not
known.

No moon up.
Half moon up.
Full or Nearly Pull
Moon up.

Daylight Operation.

Orbiting, or Dog-Leg
(Deliberate and

Legitimate)
Off route (other than
Y) or Off Time)
More than one incident

Outbound N.O.E.T.
Outbound O.E.T. more
than 30 miles from the
target.
Outbound O.E.T. less
than 30 miles from the
target.

Target area.
Homebound O.E.T. less
than 30 miles from

the target.
Homebound O.E.T. more
than 20 miles from

the target.
Homebound N.O.E.T.

Homebound (intruder)
Other (with Spec. Ops.
100 Gp. etc.)

Title Remarks

6.

7.
8.

9.

49. Visibility at Time
of Incident.

0.
If more than one incident
code for most serious

only.

1.
2.
3.
4.

50. State of Moon at
Time of Incident.

0.

If more than one incident
code for most serious

only.

1.
2.
3.

4.

51. Position en route
at Time of Incident.

Y.

(i) If more than one
incident, code for most
serious only,

(ii) Code one of 1-9 with
one of Y-0, if applicable

X.

0.
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

7.
8.
9.

54. Evasive Action

immediately before
Incident

0. Not known
None.

Weaving.
Corkscrew.
Turn.
Dive.

Diving turn.
Climb.
Evasive action taken -

Type not known.

1.
2.
3.

(i) If more than one
incident, code for the
most serious only.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

55. Evasive Action during 0.
Incident. 1.

Not known
None.

Weaving.
Corkscrew.
Turn.
Dive.

Diving turn.
Climb●
Evasive action taken -

type not known

(i) If more than one
incident, code for the
most serious only.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
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Column
Number Title Coding Remarks

56. Silhouette, Search
lights, etc*, at
time of Incident.

Daylight Operation
Not knovna

X.
0.

No silhouette, no
searchlight*

Illuminated by single
searchlight*

Coned by searchlights
Silhouette against

searchlights on
ground*

Silhouette against
burning flares,
fires or lights on
ground.

Silhouette against
illuminated cloud*

Silhouette against
light part of the

1.

2.

(i) If more than one
incident, code for the
most serious only*

3.
4.

(ii) Code one of X-9 only.
5.

6*

7.

sky*
8. Silhouette against

the moon*
9- Silhouette against

fighter flares near.

FIGHTER LOSSES ONLY

THIS SECTION IS TO BE CODED ONLY IF THE AIRCRAFT WAS LOST DUS ENTIRELY OR
IN PART TO FIGHTERS (i*e* initial cause of loss coded as either 1, 3»
Section 45)*

NOTE I* If the aircraft suffered two distinct attacks, always code for most serious
only*

NOTE II* If more than one aircraft made the attack at the same time, always code for
the first one seen.

Fighter Tvne*

or 4 in

57.

Y* More than one aircraft
attacked.

Nothing known.
No visual*

Spec. Equip.
No visual. Seen on

Spec. Equip.
Visual* Not identified
Enemy* Single engined*

Twin
Pour

Jet propelled*
Friendly type*

II

It

It

0, Note.

Not seen on) aircraft made the attack
If more than one

1.

code Y and one of 1-9®
2.

3.
4.
5.
6*
7.
8.
9. Other.

58* Direction of
attack*

Y. Above.
Level
Below.
Dead ahead*
Starboard Bow.
Starboard beam.
Starboard Quarter,
Dead Astern.

Dead ahead.
X.
0.
1*
2.
3.
4.
5.
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Column
Number RemarksCodingTitle

58 (cont’d) 6. Port Quarter
Port Beam
Port Bow

Nothing known

(ii) Code one of Y - 0
and one of 1

only,

(i) Code one of Y
and one of 1 - 9

(ii) If both M.U/G and
sight simultaneouslyj

code as M.U/G.

9 OR 9

0

7.

!
8,
9.

Fighter seen by
direct illumination

Fighter seen by
Silhouette,
Not known whether
direct illumination
or silhouette*

Rear Turret,

Mid-Upper Turret*
Mid-Under Position
Astrodome

Pilot’s cockpit
Air Bomber’s com

partment*
Not sighted
Other
Not known who first

sighted enemy a/c

Position of First

Fighter
Y.59.

X.

0*

1.
2.
3.
4*
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

60. Surprise attack (No
warning before firing

Not surprise attack
Not known if surprise
Bomber did not fire

Bomber fired first,
fighter second.
Bomber and fighter fired)
simultaneously. )

Fighter fired first, )
bomber second. )

Both fired, order )
unknown. )

Not known if bomber )

fired, but fighter )
fired first. 1

Nothing known. )

Combat Y.

X.
0*

Note. Code Y - 0 and
one of 1 - 7

1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

6i ● Rear Guns and
Turret

Y. Rear guns not manned
at time of attack

Turret u/s by B/A
before firing

Not known
Guns unserviceable
before attack

Turret hydraulics i^s
before attack

Turret electrics u/s
before attack

Serviceable but not
used.

Serviceable and used

Guns jammefl,
Guns damaged by E/A.
Hydraulics damaged by
E/A.
Electrics damaged by
e/a.

X.

0,
1. Note. Code all that

apply.
2.

3.

4.

5.
6*
7.
8.

9.
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Column
Number Title Coding

62. Mid-upper G-uns
and turret©

Mid-upper guns not manned
at time of attack.
Turret made unserviceable

by enemy action before
firing.
Not known.
Guns unserviceable before
attack.

Turret hydraulics
unserviceable before attack.
Turret electrics
unserviceable before attack.
Serviceable but not used.
Serviceable and used.
Guns jammed.

Guns damaged by enemy action.
Hydraulics damaged by enemy
action.

Electrics damaged by enemy
action.

Y.

X.

0. NOTE:-
1.

2.

Code all that

apply.3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

63. Armament used by Y.
fighter. X. !

Tracer used.
Tracer not used.
Not known if tracer used.
Machine guns used*
Cannon used.

Machine guns and cannon used.
Rocket projectiles used.
Upward firing guns used.

Not known what sort of guns used.J

NQTE:^
0.
1.
2. Code Y - p and

one of 1 -6.3.
4.
5.
6.

FLAK LOSSES OITLY.

THIS SECTION IS TO EE CODED ONLY IF THE AIRCRAFT WAS LOST DUE ErJTIRELY OR IN
PART TO FLAK. (i.e. initial cause of loss coded as 3, 4, B, K or S) - Col.45.

If the aircraft was involved in two distinct incidents, code always for the
more serious only.

Type of Flak, Y. Direct strike. )
64*

Near Miss.
Wide miss.

Damage due to one shell.
Damage due to two shells.
Damage due to three shells.
Damage due to more than three
shells.

Damage due to unknown number
of shells.

Damaged, but nothing further
knovm.

X.
0. NOTE:-
1.
2. Code one of Y - 0

and one of 1 - 4;
6 or code 5«

3.
4.

6,

5.

LOSSES TO INCENDIARY OR H.E BOMBS ONLY.

THIS SECTION IS TO BE CODED ONLY IF THE AIRCRAFT WAS LOST DUE ENTIRELY TO
B0!®S PALLING PROM ABOVE (i.e. initial loss coded as 7)*

If the aircraft was involved in two incidents, code for the most serious only.
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Column
Numljer Title Coding Remarks

65. Y, Hit by 1 incendiary bomb*
Hit by more than 1 Incendiary
bomb*

Hit by unopened incendiary
cluster*

Bombs ignited on impact and
caused fire*

Bombs ignited on impact but
did not cause fire.

Bombs ignited on impact and not)

known if fire caused* )
Not known if bombs ignited but)
fire caused* )
Hit by Incendiaries but nothin©

further known. )
Hit by H*E* bomb. )

X.

0.

1* Code one of Y-0 and

one of 1-5 OR
code 6*2.

3.

k.

5.

6*

LOSSES TO COLLISION ONLY

THIS SECTION IS ONLY TO BE CODED IP THE AIRCRAFT WAS LOST DUE ENTIRELY
TO A COLLISION (i*e* initial cause of loss coded 8). Col. 45.as

If tiie aircraft was involved in tv/o incidents code for the most serious
only*

66* Y. Other aircraft visibile before

collision avoiding action
taken

Other aircraft visible before

collision no avoiding action
taken*
Other aircraft visible before *

the collision, not known if
avoiding action taken*
Other aircraft approached from *

the ahead above*
approached from
the ahead below*
approached from

the beam above. ]
approached from
the beam below,

approached from ]
the astern above.]

H n

tt

tf

n

X.

0.

1*

2* Code one of Y - 0
and one of 1 -■ 7 or
code one of 2, 8 -3.
9i4.

5.

6* M
approached from )
the astern below.)

7. Other aircraft visible,
direction unknown*

Not known if other aircraft
visible.

8*

9. Other aircraft not visible* )

67. Radio and Elect-
tries*

X* None of 1 - 9
Nothir^ known.
W/T hit.
Intercom* unserviceable before

attack*
Intercom, made u/s during attack)code all that apply
Emergency call light system hit)

or u/s* )

)
0.
1.
2*

3.
4.

5. Cee hit.
H2S or H2X hit.6*

7. General electric services
failed. ^

Bomb fusing and release gear hit^
Minor electric services(Lamps, J

etc.) hit* )

8.
9.
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FORI.i No. 12 (Page 10)
APPENDIX No. 5

Column
Number Title Coding

y. Fuselage fire.
X. Wing fire.
0. Fire but location not

knovm.
1. Petrol.
2. Oil.

3* f^raulic fluid or wind
screen glycol.

2f. Pyrotechnic stores.
5. Incendiary bombs. (Not from

other aircraft).
Engines.

7. Electric and radar.

8. Window stored in fuselage.
9« No fire®

Remarks

68. Location of Fires.

Code all that apply.

69. Controls Failure. Y. Aircraft uncontrollable I

X. Aircraft in limited control.)
0. Not known if under control.)
1● Aircraft straight and leveLJ
2. Aircraft in spin. )
3« Aircraft in dive. )
If. Aircraft in diving turn. )
5. Aircraft climbing. )
6. Aircraft in other attitudes.)
8. Attitude not known. )
9* A/C under full control. )

Code one of Y - 0 and
one of 1 - 8 OR
code 9*

70. Fuel Shortage X. If aircraft abandoned
solely because of F/S
(cross check with Final
Cause of Loss.)

0. Not kno’/m if there was fuel
shortage.

1. Due to holing of tanks.
2. Due to holing of pipes.
3. If not (l) or (2) due to

overconsumption,
if. If not (l) or (2) due to

mismanipulation.
5. If not (l)

deviation from planned
flying schedule.

6. Due to leaf^, : - not e/a.
7* No fuel shortage.
8. Fuel shortage not given in

0-7.

(2) due toor

71. Distance between
Incident and Loss
(Miles)

1. 25 or less
2. 26 - 50
3. 51 - 75
if. 76 - 100
5. 101 - 125
6. 126-150
7. 151 - 175
8. 176 - 200
9. Over 200.

If not stated estimat(
from time (3*if miles
per minute)●
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Column
Number RemarksCoding;Title

Y. Fire after explosiono ,
X, Fire before explosion* ^
0. Not known if fire before or

after e:q)losion.
1 ● In the air before baling out*
2* In the air during baling out*
3* In the air after baling out*
4* On the ground*
5* No explosion*
6* More than one explosion*
7. Explosion caused break-up of

aircraft*

8* Explosion broke off wing
or part of wing*

9* Not known whether any
explosion

Was there any
explosion?

72

Code all that

apply.

Y. Aircraft known to be

completely destroyed or
sunk*

X* Aircraft known to have

escaped destruction*
1. Baled out.
2* Ditched.

3. Crashed intentionally*
4, Crashed unintentionally*
5* Baled out and ditched.
6. Baled out and crashed©

7. Blo^vn out of aircraft by
explosion©

8. Other action not covered by
1 - 7.

9. Baled out and blown out*

Action taken

by crew.
73

Code 1-8 and

one of Y and X,
if applicable.

74 Hatch troubles Y. Not known* J
X* No hatch troubles* ,

0. P.E.H. jammed temporarily* .
1* F.E.H. jammed permanently* ,

2. R.E.H. jammed temporarily. ]
3* R.E.H. jammed permanently* ,
4. Top R.E.H. jammed

temporarily.
5* Top R.E.H. jammed

permanently* ]
6* Top M.E.H. jammed temporarily.
7* Top M.E.H. jammed permanently..
8. Pilot’s hatc^ jammed

temporarily. ,
9# Pilot’s hatch jammed 1

permanently. )

Code all that

apply.

75 CRASHES.
General Points*

Y. Crash landed - no trouble.
X. Did not cra;^ land*

0. Not known if attempted to
crash land*

1. Any of crew not at crash
stations.

2© A/C broke into fire
crashing*

3. A/c broke up on crashing,
4* A/C ex5>loded on crashing*
5* Any of crew injured on irr^cfc.
6* Any of crew killed on impact.
7. Any of orevi trapped in

aircraft*
8. An attempt was made to

destroy aircraft and
equipment.

9* This attempt was successful, )

on

Code all that

apply.
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FOPII No. 12 (Pa^e ^2)
APPENDIX No. 5

Column
Number RemarksCodingTitle

76 Back type ’chute worn by any of crew
Seat type ’chute worn by any of crew
Did any chutes open in aircraft?
Injuries while leaving aircraft*
Drill carried out incorrectly.
Order to abandon A/C not given*
Did anybody jam in hatch?
Was emergency signal used?
Other difficulties during abandonment
Was ’Oeorge’ used successfully?
Was ’Oeorge’ used unsuccessfully?
No difficulties as crew baled out.

BALINO OUT.
General
Difficulties.

Y.
X.
0.
1.

Code all that

apply.
2.
3.
if*

5.
6.
7.
8*
9.

Did any crew bale out from very low
altitudes? (less than 1000*)

Did any crew come down in unorthodox
attitude or unconscious during
descent.

Were there any injuries due to
parachute pack?

Were there any injuries due to shroud
lines?
to harness?

on landing?
Did any ’chutes fail to open?
Were any ’chutes opened manually?
Wer'e there any injuries due to

wearing of helmets?
No parachuting difficulties*
Were any ’chutes damaged?
No story or no parachute descent.

tt II II

It II II

77 Parachute
beficeDti.

Y.

X*

0.

Code all that

apply

1*

2*
3.
4.
5.
6*

7.
8.
9.

78 General Points - X*

Ditching. 0.
Any specific points not given below.
Did not ditch*
S.O.S. sent?

Were any of the crew not at ditching
Stations?

Did dinghy release automatically?
Did anyone jam in hatch?
Did aircraft break at nose on impact?
Did a/c break in fuselage on impact?
Did a/c break at tail on impact?
Did a/c sink in less than 1 minute?

Did a/c sink in less than 5 min, but
in more than 1 minute?

1.
2. Code all that

apply
3-
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

!

9.

79 Experience of
Pilot.

Y. First tour*
More than one tour.
Not kno^vn*
0 - 5o
6 - 10*

11 - 15*
16-20.
21 - 25.
26 - 30.
31 - 35.
36 - 40.
41 or MORE.

X.
0. Code Y or X

and then

1  - 9 as
number of

trips in
current tour
or code 0.

1*
2*
3.
4.
5.
6*
7.
8.
9.
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Column
Number Title Coding Remarks

80. Crew Position of
Informants.

Pilot

Navigator.
Wireless Operator.
Plight Engineer.

1.
2.
3.
4.

a/b.5.
M/U/G.
b/g.
Other.
Other.

6. Code all that apply
7.
8.
9.
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Form No. 12 (Page I4)

APPENDU No, 5

PERSOMEL CASUALTIES CARD:
CARD No> 2

Col\amn RemarksCodingTitle
Niimber

Code one of Y-0
and one of 1-8
or code 9*

Y. Evaded

Killed or missing
(died of wounds)
P.O.W,

Unhmjt (ty any cause)
Slight injury due to
e/a in the air.
Serious injury due to
e/a in the air.
Killed due to e/a in
the air.

Injured or killed, but
not due to e/a in the
air.

Injured or killed but
not kno?m if due to

e/a in the air.
Not known if injured
or uninjured.
Nothing known of crew
member.

Crew position not filled.

Crew Casualties by
Positions

57
X.60

63
0.Col. 1 Main information

and injuries due to
s/action in the air

66
1.69
2.72

75
3.78

4*

5.

6.

7.

8,

9.

Code one of

these only,
X. not occupying
position for
which coded.

No injury due to NEA in
the air.

Slight injury due to
NEA in the air.

Serious injury due to
NEA in the air.
Killed due to HEA in
the air.

No known injury due to
NEA in the air.
Killed in the air,
cause unknown.

Crew position not filled.

1.58 Crew casualties by
Positions61

64 2.

67 Col. 2 Injuries due
to non-enemy action
and to abandonment.

3.70
73
76 4*

79
5.

6.

9.

Code one of these

only - or code Y
and one of 2-5
if applicable.

Y. Died of wounds
Killed in air

Unhurt after baling out
Unhurt after crashing
or ditching.
Slight injury after
baling out.
Slight injury after
crashing or ditching.
Serious inj\xry after
baling out.
Serious injury after
crashing or ditching
Killed after baling out
Killed after crashing
or ditching.
Dead on ground no details
known.

Crew position not filled.

Crew casualties by
Positions

59.
62 X.

65 0.
68 1.Col. 3 Injuries

after abandoning
aircraft and para
chuting

71
2.74

77
3.80

4*

5-

6.
7.

8.

9.

/ If
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APPEIiDIX No. $

Form No, 12 (Page 14 contd)

If the case arises of a man dying directly as a result of wounds received
at any time in the incident, code as follows

X, and the appropriate category (1-8) which describes the injury,
(if applicable).

The category describing the injury, (if applicable).

Y, and the appropriate category (0-3) which describes the injury,
(if applicable).

That is to say, *Y = Died of woiands* should be added to col. and the man
should otherwise be coded as if injured, except for being listed X in col. 1.

1st. Col.

2nd. Col.

3rd. Col.

X in col. 2 Code X in this col. if there is more than one extra crew2nd col,

member (normially classified as other) and a spare crew position not filled.
Code details for extra man under spare crew position.
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Form No. 12 (Pa^e 15)

SPECIAL EQUIPMENT DAMA&E CARDS: C.^ No. 3

APPENDIX No> 5

Column RemarksCoding
Number

A/C equipped with Yis. Monica

(III or V)
i/C equipped with Monica Aural
(1) or Type unknown.
A/C equipped with Fishpond.
Switched off.
Unserviceable.

Cave first warning.
Warned later.

Cave no warning.
Not watched or used.

Nothing known about equipment
though carried.
A/C not equipped ?rith either
Sishpond or Monica.
Monica pipping continuously.

)0.Monica or

Fishpond
55

Y.
)

X.
1.

Code either Y or
0 or X and one

1-7> or code 8.

2.

3.
k.
5.
6.
7.

8.

9.

)56 Y. A.C.L.T. carried.
Boozer carried.
Switched off.
Unserviceable.

Cave first warning.
Warned later.

Cave no warning.
Not used or watched.

Nothing known about equipment
though carried,
A/C not equipped ?d.th either
A.C.L.T. or Boozer.

A.C.L.T. or
Boozer )X.

1.
2.
3.

Code either Y or

X and one of 1-7>
or code 8.

4.
5.
6.
7.

)
8.

A/C equipped with H2S
(

57 H2S or H2X or
Oboe

Y.

H2S.Mk.Il)
A/C equipped with H2X

(

X.

H2S.Mk.IIl) Code either Y or

X and one of 1-3>
or code 4 or 5*

1. H2S switched on.
H2S switched off.
Condition of H2S not known

or \j/a,
H2S or H2X not carried, but
Oboe carried.

None of H2S, H2X or Oboe
carried.

2.

Code as 5 if u/s. 5-

4.

5.

58 Carpet or Type Z Y.
Telescope X.

Carpet.
Type Z telescope
Carpet switched on, jaimning.

sweeping.
II II II

1.
2.

performance ) (i) Code Y and oi^
of 1-5. for Carpet
A/C. (ii) Code X
and one of ̂ -9
only for A/C
equipped with
A.C.L.T.

II II3.
unknown.

Carpet switched off.
State of Carpet not known.
Type Z telescope unserviceable.
A/C identified as hostile on
type
a/c
telescope.
Tsrpe Z not used or nothing
known about type Z telescope.

Z telescope,
not identified on type Z

4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

9.
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SPECIAL EQUIPMENT DAMAG-E CARD: CARD No, 3 Cont«

Column RemarksCodingTitle
Number

Control mechanism hit*
Control surface hit*
Control mechanism and surface hit*

Controls damaged but still
partially effective.
Controls damaged and ineffective
Hit, but no details known.
Controls effective, not known
if hit.

Nothing known.
Not hit.

Some controls damaged, not
known if aileron.

Control mechanism hit.
Control surface hit.
Control mechanism and surface hit

Controls damaged but still
partially effective.
Controls damaged and ineffective
Hit, but no details known.
Controls effective, not known
if hit.

Nothing known.
Not hit.

Some controls damage not known
if elevator.

●

.

Y.Aileron Controls59
X.
0.
1.

Code one of
Y-0 and either
1 or 2 OR code

one of 3-8.

!
2.
3.
k*

6.
7.
8.

)

)60 Y.Elevator Controls
X.
0.
1.

Code one of
Y-0 and either
1 or 2 OR code
one of 3-8.

2.

3*

6.
7.
8.

61 Control mechanism hit.
Control surface hit.
Control mechanism and surface hit.

Controls damaged but still
partially effective
Controls damaged and ineffective.
Hit, but no details known.
Controls effective, not known
if hit.

Nothing known.
Not hit.

Some controls hit, not known
if rudder.

Rudder Controls Y.
X.
0.
1.

Code one of
Y-0 and either
1 or 2 OR code
one of 3-8.

2.

i3.
4.

6.
7.
8.

)

!
62 Fuel System Nitrogen tanks not filled

Nitrogen filled tanks.
Nothing known.
Not hit.

Tanks hit, fuel lost.
Tanks hit, on fire.
Tanks hit, exploded.
Main fuel pipe hit.
Fuel controls hit.

Tanks hit known to be empty.
Tanks hit known to be partially
filled with petrol.
Tanks hit known to be completely
filled with petrol.

Y.
X.

)
)

0.
1.
2.
3.

)  Code all that
)  apply.

4*
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
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SPECIAL EQUIPMENT DAMAGE CAfiD: CARD No. 3 Cont.

Column
RemarksTitle Coding

Number

Hydraulics or electrics m/q
due to engine failure.
Nothing known
Not hit.

Main hydraulic hit.
Landing services (flaps & v^/c) hit.
Turret hydraulics or electrics hit.
Emergency hydraulics hit.
Other hy^aulios hit.
Hydraulic fire (also code Col. 68)
Hydraulic fluid lost.
Unable to open or shut bomb doors.

(Applicable also to electric bomb doors)

(Code 0-9 if applicable)63 Hydraulics. Y.

0.
1.
2.
3*
4*

Code all that apply.5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

)64 Bombs, etc. 0.
carried on
own aircraft.2.

1.
Nothing known.
Not hit.
Bombs on fire.

Bombs exploded.
Flares on fire.

Flares exploded.
Ammunition on fire.

Ammunition exploded.
Photoflash exploded.
Bombs not carried at time of
incident.

3.
4.
5. Code all that apply.
6.
7.
8.
9.

65 Oil System. 0. )Nothing known.
Not hit.
Tank hit.

Pipes hit.
Oil Cooler hit.

Oil system hit, no details knoTm.
Oil fire (also code Col. 68).
Fall in oil pressure observed,
followed by seizure.
Fall in oil pressure observed,
engine feathered before seizure.
Fall in oil pressure observed,
engine continued running.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5*
6. Code all that apply.
7.

8.

9.

66 Instruments Y.
and other X.
services 0.

Nothing known.
Instruments not hit.

Navigational instruments hit or
Vs.
Blind flying instruments hit or1.

u/s.
Engineer* s instruments hit or Vs
Oxygen system, high pressure
damaged.
Oxygen system, low pressure
damaged.
Oxygen bottles exploded.
Pneumatic system hit.
Vacyum system (pesco pump) hit.
*Ceorge* hit, or Vs.
Other instruments or services hit

)2.

)3.

i Code all that apply.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Vs.)or
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Form No. 12 (Page 18)

SPECIAL EQUIPMENT DMiAGE CARD: CARD No. 3 Cont.

Column HemarksCodingTitle
Number

)67 Airframe and
Non-looalised

Damage,

0. Nothing known.
1. No damage to airframe.
2* Wing surface damaged.
3. Wing main spar damaged.
4* Large part of vdng severed.
5. Tail unit sin*face damaged.
6. Large part of tail unit severed.
7. Fuselage surface damaged,

(including pilot’s and bomb
aimer’s perspex).

8. Extensive damage to interior of
fuselage.

9. Aircraft came to pieces in the
air.

Code all that

apply.

(For Twirv^Engine code PI and SI.
For Single/Engine code PI only).

ENGINES (Code each engine).

Due to E/A.
Not due to £/A.
Not known if due to £/A.
Coolant system damaged.
Engine control system damaged.
Propeller damaged or fell off.
Engine acces: damaged (ie.CSU etc.
Loss of Boost.
Loss of fluctuation of revs.

Loss of oil pressure.
Engine ran away.
Damage or failure, no details
known.

)P.0.68 Engine damage Y.
P.1,71 and failure X.
S.I.74
S.0.77

0.
1.
2.

Code one of Y-0

(the most serious)
and those appli
cable in 1-9.

3.
4*
5.
6.

7.
8.

9.
)

Due to E/A.
Not due to E/A.
Not known if due to B/A.
Engine feathered successfully.
Unable to feather.

Did not attempt to feather.
Unfeathered spontaneously.
Attempt made to restart after
feathering.
Gray. Successful,
Gray, unsuccessful.
Gray, not used.
On fire.

P.0.69 Engine Fires Y.
P.I.72
S.I.75
S.0.7S

X.
0.
1.

Code one of Y-0

(the most serious)
and those appli
cable in 1-9.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.

Y. Enemy action.
Not enemy action.
Not known if due to enemy action
Order of fire drill correct,

(feather, stop, graviner).
Order of fire drill incorrect.

Fire drill: nothing known.
Cut, not on fire.
Excess vibration.

No fire drill attempted.

P.0.70 Engines. Gen.
P.1.73
S.1.76
S.0.79

X.
0.
1.

Code all that

apply.2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
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SPECIAL EQUIPMENT DAMA&E GAUD; CARD No, 5 Cont.

ENCINSS (Code each engine)

Column
CodingTitle Remarks

Number

)80 Fires General X, Not known which engine failed or
damaged (Convention Code P.O
P.I
order).
Not known which engine on fire.
Dived in attempt to put out fire.
Other extinguisher used 4Vsuccess>
fully (non-engine fire).
Other extingxiisher used unsuccess
fully (non-engine fire).
Aircraft airworthy in spite of
non-engine fire.
Aircraft not airworthy due to
non-engine fire.
Asphyxiating fumes in fuselage.
No engines damaged or failed.
No engines on fire.
Fire originated in engines.
Engine fire or failure distinct
from cause of loss and no fire or

failure during incident.

● i

etc. for 1, 2 or 3 inS.I● 9● 9

(Convent
tt
ion as above)

M9.
Y.
0.

1.

Code all that

apply.
2.

3.

4*
5.
6.
7.
8.

If nothing known at all about engines code 9
on this column^ and nothing on other columns for
engines.

If engines were on fire code 9 on this column
and code in order P.O., P.I., S.I., S.O., on the
columns.

If engines damaged or failed code X and code
in same order.
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CODIN& SHKET I (contd.)

G-eneral Card Card No> 1

Flak
Losses

Hit by
Bombs

only

Collis
ion

only

Damage Fires
Loca
tion

Fuel
Short

age

Control
Failure

Bale Ditch-Para#
Descent

Pilots

Exp.

Inform
ants

Dist. Expl.to Aband. Hatches Crashes
Out ingonly Electrics

62*. 6865 66 67 69 7670 71 78 8072 73 7572*. 77 79

1
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o
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Form No. 13
APPENDIX No, 5

FINAL P.Q>W. CARDS

Column numbers only - for coding, see against old column numbers in Form No. 12.

Card 5 (original Cards 1 and 2 combined)

Old Card and
Information RequiredColumn No.

Coliamn No.

5 “ Card type &ang punched

1  (34-36)

1  (37, 38)

1  (39)

1  (40)

1 (41-44)

1  (45)

1  (46, 47)

1  (48)

1  (49)

1  (50)

1  (51)

1  (52, 55)

1  (54, 55)

1  (56)

1  (57)

1  (58)

1  (59)

1  (60)

1  (61)

1  (62)

1  (63)

1  (64)

1 (65)

1  (66)

1 (67)

1  (68)

1  (69)

1  (70)

1 (71)

1 (72)

1

2-4 Squadron

5, 6 Letter

Type7

8 Mark

Date and Target9-12

Xnit. Loss13

Final Loss14.-15

)16 Weather

Visibility17
Details

18 Moon
of

Position en
youte
Height of
Incident
Evasive
action

Searchlights
etc.

Enemy Aircraft type )

Inci
19

dent

20,21

22,25

24

25
)

Direction of Attack )26

i LossesPosition of First

Sighter
Details of Combat

27
)

to28

FightersRear Ttarrets29

14/U Turrets30

Enemy Aircraft’s
Armament

Losses to flak

31

32

Losses to Falling Bombs33

Losses to Collision34-

Damage to Electrics35

Location of Fires36

Control Failures37

Fuel Shortage38

Distance from Incident to Loss39

Explosions4.0
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Form No« 13 (Page 2)
APPENDIX No. 5

Old Card and
Information Required

Method of Abandoning

Column No. ColiuDn No.

(73)1

(7if)Hatch Troubles 142

(75)1Crashes43

(76)1Baling out Difficulties44

(77)1Parachute Descents45

(78)46 1Ditching

(79)Pilot's Experience 147

(80)148 Crew Positions of Informants

2 (51)In aircraft51

(52))Killed 252
)

(53)2Seriously inj\ored53

(54)2Slightly injured54

2 (55)

2 (56)

Unhurt55

)56 Not Known

( E/A Casualties (57)) 257
)

(58)) 258 NEA CasualtiesPilot

!i (59)2Abandoning Casualties59
)

(60)( E/A Casualties60 2

! (61))61 2NEA CasualtiesNavigator

!i (62)262 Abandoning Casualties

E/A Casualties (63)
!

63 2

(64)W/Operator 264 NEA Casualties
Casixalties

(65)265 Abandoning Casualties

E/a Casualties (66)266 by

(67)F/Engineer 267 NEA Casualties
crew

(68)268 Abandoning Casualties

e/a Casualties (69)269 Positions

! (70)2NEA CasualtiesAir Bomber70

i (71)2Abandoning Casualties

e/a Casualties

71

i (72)272

i 2 (73)

2 Ok)

2 (75)

2 (76)

2 (77)

H/U/& NEA Casualties73

Abandoning Casualties

e/a Casualties

74

75

i/Grunner NEA Casualties76

!Abandoning Casualties77
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APPEM)IX No. 5

Form Ho, 15 (Page 3)

Information Required. Old Card andColumn No»
Column No»

2 (78)E/A Casualties78
Casualties

by Crew
Positions

(Contd.)

2 (79)

2 (80)
i NEA Casualties79

( Abandoning Casual
ties

80

When producing these cards. Cards No
order,
above,

and the date, target, squadron and letter pl\igged for checking, but not
punching,
applied to the same aircraft.

Card 6. (Original Cards 1 and 3 combined)

Information Required

1 and 2 were sorted into the same

Card No. 1 was reproduced on to a blank card on the column giv

This ensured that the two sets of infomation on the new ca

Old Card and
Column No

NOTE

en
Card No. 2 was then reproduced on to the corresponding new cards

rd

Column No. .

6 card type &ang punch

1  (34--80)

3 (55)

3 (56)

3 (57)

3 (58)

3 (59)

3 (60)

3 (61)

3 (62)

3 (63)

3 (64)

3 (65)

3 (66)

3 (67)

3 (68)

3 (69)

3 (70)

3 (71)

3 (72)

3 (73)

3 (74)

3 (75)

3 (76)

1

2-2f8 As given for Card 5

Monica and Fishpond55

56 SpecialAGI/T and Boozer

H2S, H2X, and Oboe57
Equipment

58 Carpet and Type Z

!

Ailerons59
Control

60 Elevators

Damage
61 Rudder

62 Fuel System

63 Hydraulic System
Damage

64 Bombs

65 Oil System

66 Instruments

!67 Air Frame

68 Damage or Failure

69 FireP.O,

G-eneral70

Damage or Failure71
Engine

FireP.I.72

DamageG-eneral73

Damage or Failure74

Firea.i.75

!76 General
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Form No* 15 (Page 4)
APPENDIX No, 5

Old Card and
Information RequiredColumn No« Column No.

3 (77)

3 (78)

3 (79)

3 (80)

Damage or Failure77
Engine
Damage
(Cont.)

78 FireS.O.

79 G-eneral

80 Fires G-eneral

■ffhen producing these Cards, Cards No, 1 and 3 were sorted into the same
order,
above,
and the date, target, squadron, and letter plugged for checking but not
punching,
applied to the same aircraft.

Card X-5 (Part of Original Card No, 4)

NOTE
Card No. 1 was reproduced on to a blank card on the columns giv

This ensured that the two sets of information on the new car

en
Card No, 3 was then reproduced on to the corresponding new cards.

d

Old Card and
Information RequiredColumn No, Column No.

X-5 (Card type)1 G-ang punch

2-4 Squadron 37-59

Letter 40, 41

7 Type 35

368 Mark

9-12 Date and Target 31-34

13 78Initial Loss

49 Bodies washed up 77

50 Explosions 80

51-80 47-76As Cols, 51-80 on Card 5«

Card X"6 (part of Original Card No. 4)

X-6 (Card tjrpe)1 G-ang punch

2-4 Squadron 37-39

5,6 Letter 40, 41

7 Type 35

8 36Mark

9-12 Date and Target 31-34

7813 Initial Loss

49 Fires 79

8050 Explosions

46Nitrogen Tank Equipment

As Cols, 55-58 on Card 6,

51

55-58 42-45



APPENDIX No. 5

FOM No> 1A« SHOWING A SPECIMEN LIST AND TABULATION
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APPENDIX No. 5

Form No, 11).

LIST AND TABULATION FOR SPECIAL EQUIPMENT ANALYSIS

List:-

A/C Sqdn* No,/
Sorties per
Squadron

Result
A/C A/C A/C A/CSerial

No.
Special Equipment of Date TargetLetter Type Hark GroupMission

00 cr» D I-
4- 4-

K\ li^

I—< rH ●H
O O o o o o o o oo O 3 u o o o o o

KB 0778
KB 0771

6Y 0 1 1 10 1 4 2 80 3 0 3 3 4
6Z 0 1 1 10 10

2
NR 0196
MZ 0474
MZ 0987
MZ 0318
MZ 0478
MZ 0463
LV 0994
MZ 0285
LW 0139
NP 0946
MZ 0865
MZ 0411
NB 2222
NB 1212

6A 0 1 1 1 20 0 3 1 3 0 3 3 4 429
61B 0 1 1 20 0 3 1
61 1D 0 0 2 3 1
6F 0 1 10 2 3 1

1 60G 0 1 10 2 3 1
6J 0 1 10 2 3 1
6L 0 1 10 1 10 2 3
61 10 0 0 2 13
61 1P 0 0 2 3 1
61S 0 1 1 20 3 10 /
6V 0 1 1 10 10 2 3
6W 0 1 1 920 3
61 1X 0 1 10 0 2 3
61Z 0 10 2 3 2

2
1 5 681ND 0591

PB 0468
PB 0765
PB 0611
PB 0403
PB 0186
ND 0929

A 0 2 1 3 1 3 0 3 3 40 9 0 0 0
8B 0 1 1 1 10 2 5 0 0 3
8C 0 1 1 1 3 10 2 9 0 0
81 1D 0 1 2 9 0 30 0 0
811 1 1F 0 0 2 5 0 0 3
81 1 11 3G 0 0 2 9 0 0

1 81 1 1K 0 0 2 9 0 0 3

7
81 1 1PB 0402

PB 0233
M 0 0 2 9 0 3 3 0 3 3 4 4050 0

81 1 1 10 0 2 30 0 0

etc .,..

Note:- (1) Blank Columns in Special Equipment Section mean - 0.

(2) This list was obtained from cards of the raid report
card - No. 5*
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